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CHAPTER II. 

HISTORT OP _THIS DISTRICT OF DJNAJPOOB. 

HINDU GovERNMENT.-The tradition belonging to this dis" 
trict, which is referred to the earliest period by the Hindus,· 
is that it was under the government of Porosuram, a very 
powerful monarch, who had subject to him twenty-two princes, 
and who lived at Mohasthangor (Mustangur R.) in Rajshahi, 
near the frontier of this district,. The Brahmans, whom I 
have consulted, consider this personage as the same with the 
sixth incarnation of the god Vishnu, who appeared an im
mense number of years ago, and on this account I have 
placed this tradition first; but the common belief of the 
country is, that Porosuram of Mohasthan was destroyed by & 

Muhammedan saint named Shah Sultan Hazrut Auliy~ This 
does not appear remarkable to the Brahmans, as they con
sider that Porosuram is still on earth, and that he now resides 
in the western parts of India. The ruins of l\Iohasthan are 
said to be very ~onsiderable. 

The tradition referring to the next highest antiquity is 
that of Ram king of Oyodhya (Oude), and seventh incarna
tion of the god Vishnu. Mter his return from Longka, this 
hero could not avoid suspectinJ' that his spouse. Sita had 
granted favours to Ravon, ~~~ she was in the power of 
that prince. He therefore se'R~ated from her, and she re
tired to this province, which was the residence of Balmik, a 
very holy person pf these times. She was attended by 
Lolhymon the brother of Ram, and during her abode here 
was d.elivered of a son named Nob, and the ,saint gave her 
IJ.nother named Kus. These two sons attacked Ram, and in 
consequence of their success he was' induced to restore their 
mother to h~s bed. . 

At ~ great intenal; but still in the most remote antiquity, 
~ J>e~sonage named Boli RaJa governed in this country. He 

• In thie district tradition is remarkably obscure. owiDg w the HIndus
luwing at one &tOle beeR Ilearly eradieated. 
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was an Osur, or person, who opposed the worship of the 
gods, and is now suffering the punishment of his heresy in a 
place \!nder the earth called Patal. The Pandit of the sur. 
vey has no doubt, that this was the Boli Raja of :whose 
house the ruins ·are shown, but some traditions place him 
only a few hundred years ago. Even this tradition, how
ever, acknowledges him to have been the father of a still 
more distinguished personage, Ban Raja, who appears .. to 
have govei'ned this country with great distinction. He also 
was an Osur, that is to say he ~as a worshipper of Sib, and 
opposed Krishno, king of Brindabon and of l\Iothura, who 
was a follower of Vishnu, and indeed is considered as tho 
eighth incarnation of that God. Ban Raja seems to have 
lived in much more splendor than his father, and to have 
been a 1/ery supetstitiou8 prince. He introduced that severe 
mode of worship, in which the votary is swung round, while 
suspended from a lever by iron hooks, which are passed 
through the skin of the back. As people formerly lived a 
long tim~, he employed a thousand years in this penance, 
and obtained the favour of Sib, who promised that DO god 
should have power to kill him. He was a very great hero, 
having had no less than 1000 arms; and Sib bestowed on 
him two ponds, Amrito and Jevot; those who drank the 
water of the former were invulnerable, and those who drank 
the water of the Iat.ter, when wounded, were immediately 
cured. 'Vhile Ban ~aja was g9verning with great glory, 
Oniruddho, grandson of :Krishno, came in disguise to his 
court, and corrupted his d!1u~hter Usha. Ban Raja was 
naturally enraged, and being ignorant of the)high rank of the, 
young man, placed him in a horrid dungeon. In order to 
liberate Ms grandson, Krishno came with a great army, and 
attacked Ban Raja, and a severe engagement took place 
near the palace of U sha. In this battle Ban Raja lost 9~8 of 
his arms, which were burned in triumph at Kordaho, on the 
banks of the Punabhoba. It was during this war that fever 
first appeared, and in hop~s of being saved in that disease, 
many persons labouring under it read the history of the war, 
or the Ban Juddho Stob. The protection of Sib, however, 
saved Ban Raja, and the water of his ponds saved his troops; 
so that Krishno was unable to take the city, and peace.of 
course was made, on condition that the young prince should 
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be released, and marry the princess. Krishno, however, 
could not forget the injury, and sometime afterwards a bar
barous people, which devoured cows, and who were called 
Yovon or Jovon, having entered the country, and having 
procured the government of Hostinapoor, were sent by the 
god to attack Ban Raja, He instr.ucted them to defile the 
water of the ponds by means of beef tied to the foot of a 
kite, which frequented them to drink, apd this having been 
done, the city of Ban Raja became an easy prey to the bar
barians. Ban Raja, although by nature immortal, was so 
enraged, that he deserted his body. 

These wars between the princes, considered as incarna
tions of Vishnu, and the Osurs or princes who worshipped 
Sib, such as Ravon and Ban, no doubt refer to the time, when 
the worship of these deities was still in recent vigour, and 
each was contending for superiority. There is little doubt, 
but that the Y OYon are the Macedonians of Bactria, who ob
tained large possessions in India, and, if any reliance can be 
placed on this legend, the times of Krishno cannot be of 
very remote antiquity. The story, however, rests on the 
authority of one of the Porana attributed to Vyas, which 
probably are very modem compositions, although the foun
dation of the legends, which they contain, may have been 
borrowed from books that have been since lost. 

The next personage of this country .who is celebrated in 
tradition is Viral Raja, king of Motsyodes, a name which is 
still retained by the whole of this district, except a small POI'· 

tion east from the proper Kotoya, for that river separated 
Motsyo from Kamrup, which was then governed by a prince 
named Bhogodotto. The boundaries of Motyo towards the 
south and west I have not yet exactly learned, as they cer
tainlyjP,c1uded at least portio~ of Rajshahi and Puroniya, 
whicW(i have not visited. In the war which took place 
between Yudishthir and DUTJodhon for the throne of Hosti
napoor, and the supremacy of India, Virat Raja assisted the 
former or successful side, while his neighbour, as usual, 
joined with the opposite part,.. The mother of Virat Raja 
happened to be impregnated by means of a fish. The cit
C1l.Dlt;lances being very indecent shall not he mentioned; b~t 
it is qn this account, that this 'Vicinity has been called :Mots
yodes, or the country of the fish. The war between Yud-
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hishthir and his competitor Is usually placed by the prelSen! 
Hindu chronologj,sts about 3,200 years before the birth of 
Christ; but here a grea.t difficulty OCcUl'~, Billlltaja pre'c::ed~d 
the time or Yudhishthir, and yet his city ia taken. aod ni3 
government is destroyed by the Yovons, who beyond doubt 
were the l\Iacedonians. I must however say, that the lQins 
alleged to have belonged to Virat, who was 1!Ontempol'ary 
with Yudhishthir, everywhere betray a gl'eater appearance 
of rude antiquity, than those which are considered as the 
works of Ban Raja, and my Pandit has probably been wis .. 
taken in placing the latter prince earliest. Virat and his son 
were killed in the war. 

The next princes of whom any traces remain, had the 'com· 
mon name of Pal; and of these many works are to be seen in 
this district. In the Ayeen Akbery th'ese princes are placed 
4tS a dynasty governing nengal between the dynasties of Adi
SUf, and Bollalsen, which Abul Fazil considered as 4istinct. 
This however, by no means accords with the comlllDn tradi .. 
tions of the countt'y. These state, that on a certain occasion 
12 persons of very high distinction, and mostly named Pal, 
came from the west country to perform a religious cerewony 
in the Korotoya river, but arrived too late; and as the next 
season for performing this ceremony was 12 yean distant, 
they in the intenal took up their abode -here, built palaces 
and temples, dug tanks, and performed many other great 
works. They are said to have been of a tribe called Bhun .. 
giya, to which also the Raja of Kasi (Benares R.) and Reuya 
belong. From inscriptions remaining, and which have been 
published in the Asiatic Researches, it is well known, that 
the Pals were' powerful kings; and according to Captain 
Wilford, (As. Res. voL 9, p. 203,) the first of them, Bhupal 
or Mohipal, was alive in the year of Christ 1017, when his 
country was disturbed by the invasion .of Sultan Mahmud, . 
who took Kasi, and penetrated far into Bengal. It was pro-. 
babIy on this occasion, that l\Iohipal reth'ed to this remote 
part of the country with his family and principal officers, and 
it is probable, that according t9 tra.dition they returned again 
to the west after a few yeats stay, and after the terror of the 
Muhammedan invaders had subsided. 

The traditions given here concerning ,the. next dynasty 
differ also very much from the Ayeen 4kbery. They mak.Q 
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Bollalsen the immediate successor of Adisut, who was a per
son or the Baidyo or medical tribe, that procured the govern
ment of Bengal, but still subject to the princes of the west. 
He lived partly at Gaur in the immediate vicinity of this dis
trict, but chiefly at Vikrompoor, about eight miles south-east 
from Dhaka. Adisur"s tribe being 4escended· from a Brah. 
man and a Sudra woman, he probably had a reverence for 
the sacred order, and accordingly he intrcxluced five families 
of them from Kanyokubjo (Konoje R.) 'Vhether there were 
any Brahmans in this district before that time, or whether 
they had been all destroyed by the Pal family, who war· 
shipped Buddha, I cannot take upon myself to say; but no 
traces of any ancient families remain, and all those who are 
now to be found in this district, are descended from these five 
families of Adisur, or from a still later..colony (Baidik), which 
came from the same place a few centuries ago. • 

It has indeed been said, that one of the ten nations of 
Brahmans called Gaur, were the original Brahmans of Bengal, 
and derived their name from its capital. This supposition. 
however, seems to me attended with great difficulties. The 
present Gaur Brahmans occupy the country near Delhi, and 
~no account can trace their emigration from Bengal. Besides 
Gaur did not become the capital of Bengal, until immediately 
before the Muhammedan conquest, and it was the princes of 
the dynasty of Adisur, who first bestowed on it that supre.
macy; so that, if any Brahmans had derived a name from this 
city, it should have been those of the five tribes introduced 
by that family. I am therefore disposed to think. that Mr. 
Colebrooke was well founded when he supposed, that the 
country of the Gaur Brahmans is situated in the west of 
India. It must however 00 confessed, that the Brahmans 
... bom I have consulted, place the country (Des) called Gaur 
below Patna, in the vicinity of Jan&:,aira. one of the JDost holy 
places on the Ganges. 

Adisur's wife had a son named BolIalsen, who was begotten 
by the Brohmoputro river, in the convenient fol'Dl of a Brah· 
man. This son succeeded Adisnr, and regulated the different 
C&ites as they DOW atan4 in BengaL It seems to have been 
owing to this. that the JDedical tribe, being that.of the prince 
who regulated the precedence, has been placed.,pext in rank 
to the Buhman&. -Bol1;Usen was succeeded by LokhYlJlOD 
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Sen, who according to the traditions 11ere, had a son named 
l\ladhob Sen, and he a· son named Su Sen.. As in the Ayeen 
Akbery the last king of this dynasty is named Luckmeenyah 
tl.!~Cl~on of Luckmen; it is possihle, t11at Lokhymon the first 
lIlay have had a son of the same name, who succeeded his 
nephew Su Sen, although by the Hindus the latter is usual1y 
considered as their last king. Captain Wilford assigns good 
reasons for believing, that Lokymon was expelled by the 
Mahommedans, A. D. 1207, (As. Res. vol. 9, p. 203.) 

During the government of this dynasty, a division of the 
country which was subject to them took place, and is still re':' 
membered. Gaur being the capital, formed the centre divi
sion, and was surrounded by five great provinces; lst~ 
Barondro, bounded by the l\fohanondra on the west, by the 
Poclma. (Ganges R.) on the south, by the Korotoya on the east, 
and by neighbouring governments to the north; 2d, Bonggo, 
or the territory east from the Korotoya towards the Brohmo
putro. The capital of Bengal, both afterwards and before 
having been long ne:lT Dhaka, in the province of Bonggo, this 
name is said to have been communicated to the whole; 3el, 
Bagri, or the Della, called also Dwip, or the island, bounded 
01'1 one side by the Podma, on ,ftnother by the sea, and on the 
third by the Bhagirothi (Hoogley R.); 4tn, Rarhi, bounded by 
the Bhagirothi (Ganges and Hoogley R.),on the north and east, 
and by the adjacent kingdoms on the west, and south; 5th, 
Maithilo, bounded by the Mohanonda and Gaur on the east, 
by the Bhagiro~hi on the south, and by adjacent countries on 
the west and north. The extent of these provinces towards 
the west, east, and north, I have not been able to ascertain; 
but it' certainly fell far short of t.he present limits of Bengal, 
especially towards the east and borth. Barondl'o, which in
cludes part of Rajshahi and Dinajpoor, did not extenJ so far 
north as the town of this name, 'and ends at Dumdumah, about 
18 miles south from it. Whether or f10t the whole of the 
northern parts of this district beyond the limits of the king
dom of Gaur, were subject to one prince at the time of the 
Muhammedan invasion, I cannot say, because there are many 
ruins in these parts; but little or nothing of the history or any 
of the. founders remains" 911 tradition, except that a certain 
Mohes Raj!\( seems, from the 'ruins of his house; to have 
been. a prin4=e or so~e c0!1$equence, and according to tra-
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dition he was overthrown by the Muhammedans at 3 very late 
period. 

The traditionary account of the native princes of the coun
try differs so much from that given by Abul Full. that I have 
great doubts concerning its approach to accuracy, especially 
as the deplorable state of learning in this country has pre
vented me from finding any person versed in tracing the fa
milies of the Brahmans introduced by Adisur, and who are 
called Ghoto'k. and KuIacharyo, none of whom are to be found 
in Dinajpoor nor Ranggamati. It must however be observed, 
that the dates A. D. 1017 and If 07, ascertained in a manner 
not liable to any error of above SO or 40 years, as the times 
of the first Palling and of the last native prince of Bengal, 
are totally irreconcilable with the 858 years assigned by the 
Ayeen Albery for the two dynasties. Indeed, the small cumber 
of princes and ~eat number of years in Hindu chronology 
have introduced innumerable difficulties i for instance, the 
AyeenAkbery makes 10 Pals reign 698 years, or 70 years each. 

According to the Ayeen Akbery (Luckmeenyah) Lokhymon 
was king of Bengal at the time of its conquest, and then re. 
sided at Nodiya, or more properly Nobodwip. On the ap
proach of the Muhammedan army, the Raja made his escape 
in a boat. This last circumstance agrees in part with the 
tradition of the country, which states, tbat the Raja being 
afraid of the destruction of Brahmans and sacred animals, 
which resistance might occasion, deserted his body; a power 
.hich holy men are supposed to possess, and which is called 
Oprokot, or Onuddes. The l\Iuhammedan account will of 
course appear roost probable to a (Mlechho) barbarian. who 
will suppose that the Raja, being afraid, retired to his more 
remote capital, Vikrompoor, and endeavoured to obtain the 
best terms which he could, especially as we now find a family 
who pretend to be his descendants, and who still possess con
siderable estate. in that vicinity. Rajbollobh, the grandfather 
of the present representative was in very afHuent circumstances, 
and purchased from the Brahmans at a great expense (it is 
said 10 lacks of rupees) the privilege for the medical caste of 
wearing a thread like the sacred order, from whom the physi
cians of BengaJ are descended. lVe IIIiball also find, that So
nargllDg, near Vikrompoor, continued to be a place of refuge 

• 
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for those who were discontented at Gaur, and was not finally 
reduced until a long tiJpe after the overthrow of Lokhymon. 
~lukammedan Government.-The Muhammedan general, 

Muhammed Bukhtyar Khulje, having destroyed N odiya, ren.. 
dered Gaur again the seat of government. This city is also 
called Lucknowty (Lokhymonawoti), from the son of Bollal 
Sen, who added much to its greatness; and those parts of 
Bengal which were subject to the throne of Delhi, continued 
according-to the Ayeen Akbery, to bet governed for about 150 
years by v\ceroys, who resided ·at this capital. According to 
the same authority, three different persons, about the end of 
that time, usurped the gov~rDlnent; . but },y the people here, 
and according to a manuscript account, which I procured at 
Peruya, Shamsudin, the last of these usurpers, is consi~ered 
as the first Muhammedan king of Bengal. According to this 
manuscript, Firuz Shah, king of Delhi, was a dissolute prince, 
fond of hunting in company with his women, one of whom was 
corrupted by Shamsudin, then a servant of Alawudin, a prin
cipal officer under the king. The culprit having secreted 
himself, the king was enraged with the master, and sent him 
to Azut Khan, governor of Bengal, I suppose with a view of 
having him killed. On the road he met with a holy man, 
Shyekh Jalaludin, of Tabrizp who prophesied to him that he 
would be king, and requested that he would then bestow an 
endowment on him. I suppose the holy man also discovered 
to the noble the design of his being sent to Bengal; .as the 
manuscript states that he immediately killed Azmut Khan, 
and seized on the government. He only, however, assumed 
the title bf M uktagh, or governor; but retained his authority 
for 20 years. He probably neglected the saint, who, accord
ing to the manuscript, seems to have assisted the fugitive 
servant, Shamsudin, to seize OD the government. After hav
ing murdered' Alawudin, under the disguise of a religious 
mendicant, by the advice .of the saint Jalal, of Tabriz, usually 
called Mukhduni Shah, Shamsudin fixed the seat of his go
\'emment at Peruya, and assumed the title of king. The new 
'~onarch built a great palace, and made war On Ibrahim, go
'Vernor of Behar, on the part of FllUZ. Two saints being con
sulted on the .. occasion,,,one gave it as his opinion, that Firuz 
would bE! successful, ~he other- gave an opinion directly .con-
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trary.Tbe royal party, ho\Vevet, repulsed the usu~r. The 
emperor then invaded Bengal, and the usurpet: being afraid, 
retired to Ghoraghat; but an agreement was made, and 
Firuz returned to Delhi. Shall'l8udin governed 12 years, and 
was succeeded by his 80n Selundur, who built a 1fery large 
mosque, named Adinah, as would appear from an inscription 
remaining on it, in the year of the Hegira 707. It must, how
ever, be observed, that in this inscriptioo, which ought to be 
indubitable authority, Sultan Sekundur is called son of Sultan 
Shah Jalal, contrary to both the Ayeen Akbery and the ma
tlUSCript. The usurper, however, may have had several names, 
as usual among Muhammedans.. I suspect that this date is 
not reconcilable either with the supposition of Abul Fazel, 
that the kings of Delhi governed Bengal 150 years before the 
rebellion, or with the t;opposition in the manuscript, that Ala .. 
udin rebelled in the reign of Firuz; but I have not at present 
the means of finding out the years of our era corresponding 
with those of the Hegira. It must also be observed, that this 
date is scarcely reconcilable with that on an inscription in 
Gonggarampoor, where in the year of the Hegira 718, the go
vernor of the province acknowledges the supremacy of Delhi 
(Hostma) i an~ another inscription, d.ated 765, mentions Se. 
kundur Shah,' son of Majahud Shah, son of Ayas Shah, whtl 
I ha1fe no doubt was king of BengaL The most celebrated 
person in the reign of Sekundur, was a holy man named 
1\Iukhdum Alalhu~ wbose son, Azem Khan, '\Vas commander 
of the troops. The saint having taken disgust at soltle part 
or the ]dng's conduct, retired to Sonargang, near Dhaka, 
'Where the Hindu princes probably still retained considerable 
authority, ifnot independence. The good man was, however, 
goon after induced to return; but the king's son, Ghyashudin, 
hanng also taken disgust, retired to the same place, and after. 
wards made war against bis father, who, after a reign of 3!l 
years, fell in battle at a place called Satra, near Goyalpara, 
probably the Chattera of MajGr Rennell, which is situated be
tween the Tanggon and Panabhoba, near a favourite country 
residence of the king. 

Gbyashudin, on succeeding to the government, put seven
teen brothers to death. The most holy maQ at hi,S court was 
Mukdum Shah Nor Kotub Alum, son of Alalhuk, who at
tempted to make a peace with JI. Shaheb Khani with wlwm 
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Gbyashudin had been carrying on an unsuccessful war. Whi1.,e 
tbe treaty was going forward, Ghyashudin s.eized on his ad
versary. He governed sixteen years, and was succeeded by 
his SOl1 Syafudin, who governed three years, and was sue-
ceeded by his slave Sahabudin, who also governed three 
years. 

Then Gones, a Hindu, and Hakim, of Dynwaj (perhaps a 
petty Hindu cbief of Dinajpoor), seized the government. En
raged at"Sheykh Bodor Islam, and his son, Fyezislam, whi) 
refused to give him the compliment due to the rank he had 
assumed, he put them to death. The saint Kotab Sbah, who 
was still alive, disgusted at this action, wrote to a Sult:m 
Ibrahim, who seems to have. retained part of the kingdom, 
while the remainder fell to the share of Gones, and who, in 
compliance with the request, came from Rajmohol with im 
army, lind encamped at Satra. The Raja of Dynwaj was then 
terrmed, and applied in great penitence to Kotub Shah, and 
obtained his forgiveness, by making his son Godusen a Mu
hammed an. This convert assumed the government under the 
name of Jalaludin, and having been reconciled to the saint, 
attacked Ibrahim Shah, grandfather of 1I0seyn Shah, and 
having put him to death, seized on his government. The old 
man Gones, then confined his son, and seized on the whole 
kingdom. After having been four years in confinement, 
J alaludin recovered the government, and compelled the Hin
dus to become Muhammedans;. but many of them fied to 
Kamrup, that is to say, the country beyond the Korotoya, apd 
which was then probably independent. He governed 8ev~n 
.,ears, and was succeeded by his son Ahmed Shah, who reigned 
three years. He was destroyed by two of his nobles, Sadi
Khan arid Nuzur Khan, the )~tter of whom was made kj~g, 
and erected many buildings at Gaur, to wb~ch he seelDS to 
have transferred tbe royal residence. He governed f!.7 years, 
and was succeeded by Sultan Barbuck Shah, who governed 
16 years. He was succeeded by Y osuf Shah, a very learQed 
prmce, who'gov~rned 6 years. His sori Futeh Shah, governed 
7 years, when he was killed by a slave of Barbuk ShJ1h, named 
Khwajeh Soray, who governed 6 months, and was put to death 
by an Abyssinian, named Firuz Shah, who governed S yee:rs. 
Mozofur Shah then governed 3 years. 

Then,Sultan, Hoseyn Sh~h,. SOL\. of Saiud. Ashru', son, of 
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Ibrahim Shah became king, and ,seems ·to have been by far 
the most powerful of the sovereig~$ of Bengal. He is said 
to have conquered Kamrup, that is the country to the east Qf 
the npper part of the Ko~otoya~ and to have killed its king, 
Harup Narayon, son of ]\ltlkongyar, son of Sada Lo\.ymon. 
He also conquered Audysah (Orissa),. and. KaIllchah, and 
governed 27 ye~rs. He was· succeeded .by Nusrut Shah, who 
was killed while asleep, by his sert-ant Khwajeh Soray, after 
a reign of 13 years. His son Firuz Shah governed Qine months, 
when he was killed by hi~ uncle Mahmud Shah. A person 
named Alum Shah (pr61lably governor of Behar) was killed in 
war by l\lahmud, and his successor Sheer Shah (who before 
his usurpation of Delhi was governor of Behar) sent troops to 
revenge his ~ause. l\Iahmud implored the assistance of Ha
mayun king of Delhi, who came to his assistance. The two 
sons of Sheer Shah, Selim Shah and Khawas Khan, defeated 
both princes. Mahmud escaped to a strong fort named Dor
weyshpooT, and Hamayun fled to Kalgang; where soon after
wards he was joined by Mahmud. This prince having learned 
that his fortress had been taken, and his two sons put to 
death, was seized with a mortal disease, and died after a go
vernment of five years. Hamayun now went tQ Gaur, where 
he lived for some months. In the meantime Sheer Shah sub
dued Sonargong and Cbatgam. The former was no doubt 
the remnant of the Hindu kingdom of Bengal, near Dhaka, 
and which seems to have included Bonggo proper; the latter 
is the country, which we call Chittagong. He then attacked 
Hamayun's army at l\Iongger, and entirely defeated it. Sheer 
Shah governed nine years, and was succeeded by Islam or 
Sellin, who governed 10 years. Then Sheer Shah his son 
governed some days, and was killed by Muhammed Adli, who 
WII.S an intolerable tyrant, and was dethroned by Muhammed 
Khan, who governed one year, when Muhammed Adli at
tacked him. The other Muhammed resigned his government 
to Behadur Shah, who defeated Muhammed Adli in a battlc 
at Surujgur (or Surjyoger), and then took the kingdom from a 
Shahabaz Khan, who seems to have stolen into it during the 
dispute. He governed six years. His brother Jalaludin go
verned five years. His son was king for 17 days, when he was 
deprived of his government by Gbyashudin, who only retained 
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it 15 days, and was killed by Tajkhan of Kermani. He was able 
to retain the government six months. His brother Suley
man succeeded, and having plundered Gaur, removed the 
seat of government to Kosba Haveli Tatldah. He was also 
king of Audisah, and governed 10 years. His son Baized 
Kermani governed 13 days, and was killed by Hansu, wbo 
had married his sister; but after the lllurder he ran away, 
and a certain Daud Kermani became king, caught Ha,nsu 
and put him to death. At Patna he fought with the Kha.l~ 
Khanas, who had been ordered by Muhammed Akber Shah, 
the king's son (that is the king of Delhi) to seize on him. 
The Mogul nobles (Khan Khanas) obtained the victory, and 
drove Daud into Rajmahal, and he was killed in another battle 
by l\Iozofur and Hoseyn Kuli, two Qf the Mogul officers, 
when the whole of Bengal returned again to the dominion 
of Delhi. I have detailed this chronology at full length, 
because it differs considerably from that in the Ayeen Akbery, 
and is probably more correct. . 

Hoseyn, certainly one of the most powerful kings of Gaur, 
is altogether omitted by Abu} Fazel, unless he be the same 
with Alaudin the second of that name, who also succeeded a 
Mozofur. The chronology of the manuscripts evidently ends 
with the last year of Hamayun CA. D. 1554<-5), because Akber 
is mentioned as a king's son, and his father governed only 
part of two years after his return to India. This would place 
the commencement of the rebellion, allowing for the shortness 
of Muhammedan years, in the year 131S, a year even before 
the accession of Muhammed the predecessor of Firuz III. 
The time therefore granted to the reigns in the manuscript is 
perhaps too long; for it comprehends 24.0 solar years; but 
Firuz began to reign in 1351, and the Bengal kingdom was 
overthrown 15.5.5, which allows 20·J, years only, or 36 years 
less than the chron.ology in the manuscript. This indeed 
seems to protract the time after Sheer Shah unreasonably, 
unless we suppose, that it is wrong in styling Akber the king's 
son, and that he had really been king for a considera.ble 
number of years before he reduced Bengal. For, from the 
retreat of Hamayun to his death were <>nly 14 years, and the 
manuscript gives 41-years government to 'Sheer Shah, and 
his successors, or 27 years too much, unless they continued 
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to govern Bengal until the ~7th year of Akber, which is 
indeed very probable. This would reduce the difference 
between the manuscript and Ayeen Akbery .to nine years. 

The nature of the government of these Muhammed an kings 
is, I believe, little known; as usual, they seem to have enjoyed 
little security for their lives or government; and so far as I 
can learn, were in ~neral furious bigots, much under the 
influence of men dedicated to a religious life, and called Pir. 
or saints. In every part of the Dinajpoor district are to be 
found the tombs, or monuments of these personages; and 
the· most remarkable contain traces t~ show, that they have 
been erected on the ruins of Hindu buildings, and in all pro
bability of temples. The account in the manuscript, concern
ing the total conversion or expulsion of the Hindus by JaIa
ludin, is confirmed by the present state of religion in this 
province, as I shall afterwards have occasion to show. 
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CHAPTER III. 

TOPOGRAPHY,· ANTIQUITIES, &C. 01' EACH ~ISTRICT (II' DI!I1AJPOOIl. 

TOWN OF DXNAJPOOR.-The first division comprehends the 
town of Dinajpoor and its immediate vicinity, extending 
about two miles' from north to south and / about the same 
from east to west. It is bounded by the Dhepa and Pu
nabhoba on the west, by the Ghorghora on the south, and 
by two large tanks Sukhsagor and Onontosagor on the east. 
On the north there is no well defined boundary. The whole 
is placed in the centre of another division named Rajaram
poor. The police is under the care of a native officer styled 
Kotwal, and small suits are determined \>y an officer of the 
judge's court named Munsuf. It is intersected by the channel 

• During' the govt'rnment of Akber new divisions took place, and are 
still remembered, and continued in writings descriptive of lands, although 
more recent divisions have been adopted hoth in the administration of 
jU6tice, and collection of revenue. Of the 24 Sirkars, into which Bengal 
was then divided, tbis district contains part of six, viz. Panjra, Tajpoor, 
Jennutabad, Ghoragbat. Barbukabad, and Bazuba.. The divisions of 
Akber seem however to h'ave been but ill arranged. and the districts be
longing to each were very much interspersed with those belonging to 
others. They were subdivided into Maha]s, analogous very nearly tQ the 
present Pergunabs. which have been as ill arranged as the Sirkars. Almost 
each Pergunab has peculiar customs or regulationa., which affect the 
tenures, under which it is cultivated. It would the!'efore bave been 
highly desirable for me to have follo"'ed this division in the'more topo
graphical account, which I 11m aoom to give I but the different small 
divisions of ~ch Pergunllh, called Mauzas. Dehas, Gangs or Grams. are 
80 intermixed with those of otht'r Pergunahs, tbat I found this imprac
ticable. Nor could it be adopted. unless the country were surveyed on a 
scale sufficiently large to allow the boundaries of the Mauzas to be de
fined. In the following account, therefore. I shall detail whatever I 
observed remarkable in the divi&ioD attached to each Thanah, or office of 
police, that is placed under the management of a native officer usually 
called a Darogah or Thanadar. When I come to treat of the tenures of 
landed estates. 1 shall mention the Pergunahs, that are contained in the 
district, with an account of the changes. that have happened in their pro. 
prietors, and the peculiar customs relative to each. 
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i)f the Kachayi, which in the spring is nearly dry; but in 
the rainy season contains much water. The soil is mostly 
of the sandy kind called Chora, and has at one time or 
other" beetffJt~ worn away, and ag,ain thrown up b~ the 
rivers, by which it is on aU sjde~ ~sl1rrounded. "It js how
ever very ill 'supplied with water. ',1'he ,stJ:e~ins ar~ small, 
and swarm with insects, and. the we lIt afford nQ -",ater, but 
what is considered, as unwholesome. ' The distrIct may con
tain four square miles, of which perhaps 160 acre~ are cul
tivated fields, 1600 acres are occu,pieq ~y houses and gardens, 
640 acres are common pastqrer:J;lnd 160 acres are useless 
from roads, sands, rivers and ponds. 

The town may be divided into four portions. ~it'st, Dinaj
poor proper, on the east side of the Kachayi, where the 
Raja's house is situated. This part consists chiefly of de
tached houses surr~unded by gardens, yet it contains many 
people. Second,,' Rajgunj which, properly speaking, is the 
town, and occupies the centre of the district on the west .bank . 
of the Kachayi. It is about a mile in diameter, and closely 
built; 'but consists almost entirely of thatched huts. Near 
the middle it has a square surrounded, somewhat like Covent 
Garden (to compare'small things with great), with a row of 
tiled sheds, which occupy the inner side of the four streets, 
and serve as shops for retailing various articles. The other 
streets are quite irregular. Third, Kangchon ghat, which 
may be considered as the port, is situated on the Punabhoba 
at some distance from Rajgunj, and is occupied by merchants, 
warehouses, and the people who are required to attend on 
them. It is tolerably closely built, and may be about half a 
mile in diameter. Fourth, Paharpoor contains the houses of 
the European officers of government, the public offices, the 
jail, and the houses and gardens belonging to those whose 
attendance is immediately required. Like ninajpoor proper 
this consists chiefly of scattered houses and gardens inter
mixed with common pasture. From what I could learn, the 
houses (Vari or Bari), or rather dwellings are about tOOO; 
but many dwellings contain 10 huts,. and the greater part 
above two. In a terrible fire, which happened in the year 
1807, a.nd which destroyed the greater part or Rajgunj, the 
Katwal reported 8000 houses burned, by which 1 suppose 
he meant huts, for from the dimensions of the town, as 1 
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have stated, there could not have been so many abodes. 
This officer of police-is besides far from being an accurate 
man; he could not, for instance, inform me, whether his 
district extended one or two coss in any direction. 

I estimate the populatiop, from the number of houses, at 
between 25 and 30,000 persons. The roads are kept in 
excellent repair, by the labour of convicts, and the town, as 
far ~s outward view, is remarkably clean and well watched, 
owing to the great exertions of the magistrate, for he has 
had much trouble, in bringing the former about. The town, 
as I have before stated, is badly supplied with water, and no 
attempt has been ever made to light it. Indeed, so far as I 
know, no such thing was ever attempted in India. 

It contains no public building ~f the least conside~ation, 
and decent bridges are very much wanted. The ltaja's 
house was of a great size, but since the decay of the family 
has gone to ruin. It was mostly built 30 years ago, and con
sists of a strange mixture of European, Moorish and Hindu 
styles, all in the very worst taste. In other respe'cts it was 
very becoming the fortune of the' proprietors, who with 
ordinary management might have lived more like princes than 
subjects. It contains several temples; but these, being ap
'propriated to the family, c~nnot properly be enumerated 
among the places of public worship. It has been s~rrounded 
by a ditch and rampart of earth, called by the natiies a Ram
dangra. These are now neglected, as neither necessary for 
safety, nor effectual for rebellion. The houses" ot the Euro
pean gentlemen and public offices are also abundantly large, 
but are built in the very worst style of Anglo-Indian a{chi-: 
tecture; that is to say, are entirely destitute of elegance and 
convenience. Exclusive of these there are about eight dwel
lings built partly of brick. 

Dinajpoor signifies the abode of beggars, and it still is a 
. very poor place. Whether or not it is the same with Dynwaj, 
the governor (Hakim) of which, Gones, usurped the govern
ment of Gaur, I cannot say. I understood at the place, that 
it entirely owed its consequence, first to the residence of the' 
-Rajas, a very recent event, and afterwards to that of the 
officers of government, and that the decay of the Raja~s 

• Many of these apparently trifling details are given in illustration of 
the general poverty of the 'people.-~D. 
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family and ~iminution of the river, since the ye.tr 1787, have 
hurf it considerably. It is situated in Pergunab Vijoynogor, 
of which it contains 16 Mauzas, or subdivisions. It contains 
four places, where there is a daily market (Bazar) for pro
visions, and other small articles, and twice a week there is a 
larger assemblage of people in the square, where cloth 
chiefly is sold. -Besides there is daily a small mal'ket at the 
Raja's gate. 

The Hindus have no place of public worship of the least 
note. The Muhammedans have one small mosque kept in 
good repair. There is no remarkable antiquity about the 
place, except an image of Ganes, of w4,ich I have directed a 
drawing to l?e made (plate 1), because the image was brought 
from the ruins of Bannogor, and is therefore of great anti
quity; and also because the image is reckoned very handsome. 
To my judgement the drawing is rather flattering; but it 
must be confessed, that the image represents a gay deity, 
dancing on a Lotus flower, although it is not suited to the 
fastidious taste of a Roman artist. 

RAJARAMPOoR.-The division of Rajarampoor surrounds 
the town on all sides, and is of a very irregular semi-circular 
shape. It may be about 83 miles from W.S.W. to E.N.E. 
and 17 miles from N.N.W. to E.S.E.,. and contains about 
840 square miles. About 103 square miles may consist of a 
free loose soil and perhaps 20 miles are sandy banks of rivers 
liable to be inundated, of which a half may be occasionally 
cultivated; 154 miles are of a stiff ash coloured clay. The 
country fulJy occupied, including houses, gardens and fields 
uniler regular cultivation, may be 212 miles, of which perhaps 
85 are of a free soil, and 127 are stiff clay. The following 
estimate, was given by those I consulted. or the 128 miles 
of waste land, 42 miles are in tanks, of which one haIr are 
entirely useless and choked with weeds; tZl are in marshes, 
rivers and water courses; 15 under woods and bamboos; 
10 occupied by common pasture, roads, market-places, and' 
burial grounds; but the banks of tanks,' woods, and waste 
land serve also for pasture; and 20 miles of deserted land. 
I imagine, tha.t the extent of the tank!! is exaggerated; 
although in this division the pernicious custom of digging 
them has been carried to an unusual length. The extent of 
woods also I suspect is exaggerated. They consist mostly of 
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the trees and bamboos, which grow on lands, that were 
formerly occupied by villages; B.W. from Dinajpoor, however 
there is a small wood ofBal (Shorefl. robusta) which may con
tain about four square miles, and which seems to have sprung 
up, within these 50 or 60 years, in land that was' reserved for 
the Raja's hunting. The country is badly wooded, a great 
many viIJages having little or no shelter except bamboos. 
'l~llere are 29 market places, of which three are marts fot 
exportation, four are held in villages of some note, and the 
remainder are held in the open fields, or have only a few houses 
round them. Bhusi on the Atreyi" and Ghughudangga on 
the Punabhoba are the only places, that can claim the 
title of towns; the former contains about 2:}0 dwellings, and 
the latter about ] 90. Neither of them has a single brick 
house, nor any buildings worth notice. The native officers 
of police and' justice (Darogah and Munsuf) reside neal' 
Rajarampoor, a small place, where there are two or three 
brick houses belonging to Brahmans and servants, that 
formerly depended on the Raja. , 

Five proprietors of estates reside in this tlivision, although 
only one of them,lives on his Zemindary. He is brother and 
heir of the person, who ,vas manager of Raja Ramnath's 
estate, is of the Raja's family, and bas a handsome house in 
the Anglo-Indian style. The abodes of the others are built 
on free hinds, and are decent habitations, partly brick and 
partly thatched. The Raja's Purohit, or family prieRt, has a 
very respectable brick house. Altogether about J 5 houses 
are built wholly or in part of that material. There is no re .. 
markable ruin nor remain of antiquity in this division, but at 
Josonabad, on the Atreyi, a ghat or descent into the river has 
been dedicated by Vyas, and about 5000 people assemble an
nually to bathe on a movable holiday in spring (Varuni). At 
what period of his life tbis great personage sanctified the place I 
cannot say, as it is commonly aUrged, that he was horn some 
what more than 5000 years ago, and that he is still alive at 
Bodorikasrom near the s~urce of the Ganges. Indeed his 
whole history seems attended with very great difficulties for 
the Brahmans claim him with eagerness, while it is in general 
allowed, that his mother was of an impure tribe. The only 
Hindu building dedicated to worship, and of considerable 
size, is the temple of Gopa1, at a little distance north from 
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Dinajpoor. It is fast hastening to ruin, having been begun 
by Prannath and finished by Ramnath in the year 174-3; and 
as its crevices now shelter the Pipol tree, which no one would 
be so impious as to destroy. The most remarkable place of 
Mohammedan worship is the tomb of Chehe} Gaje, who is 
supposed to have been a saint. of the largest size, as tbe 
dimensions of his grave testify, for it is 60 feet in length, and 
12 in breadth .. and is supposed to have been suited to his 
remarkable stature. Tbe buildings are situated just on the 
.north side of the town of Dinajpoor; and except the grave 
are rather ruinous; but have never been very remarkable, 
either for size or elegance. 

The only other public works in this district are four tanks 
dug by tbe .Rajas' family. Three of them, however, Snkb
sagor, l\1atasagor, and Anontosagor are not very remarkable; 
but have been joined by a canal and rampart, running south 
from tbe first to tbe last, al\.d including the otber. It is 
called a Ram Dangra, which is a name given to a fortification 
and was dug by a Janon Ram, who managed the affairs of 
the family during the minority of the last Raja. Whether or 
not, from some idle view of greatness, he intended to Com
plete the fortification on aU sides, is not known, as in the 
middle of his career he was thrown into jail for debt, by a 
native merchant of Calcutta. The 4th tank called Ratmagor 
is about six miles south from Dinajpoor. The water is about 
3300 feet in length by 850 in breadth. The banks occupy 
200 feet. and are very ugly, the soil being so hard, that little 
or no vegetatio~ has taken place on them; and they are so 
steep, that they are entirely useless. The water however is 
remarkably good, and the soil is so stilt that no weeds have as 
yet grown in it. 

BU1Gu:u.-Contains about 340 square miles, is somewhat 
of a square (orm, and is about 23 miles from north to sooth, 
and 19 from east to west. The Darogab resides at Birgunj 
neal' its centre. About 32 mile~ are destroyed by rivers, water 
courses, tanks and marshes. In the raioy season 1.2 are 
inundated, of which half may be low sandy land, occasionally 
cultivated. Setting aside the forty-Cour miles inundated, 
or destroyed by water, about 180 miles are of a free 
soil, and 116 or hard clay; twelve are occupied by woods, 
chiefly where former towns have stood. The largest of these 
j' round Pnnnogor, OD the Punabhoba, and consists of the 
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kinds of trees, that usually grow near villages. There is no 
proper forest in this district; but it is very well wooded, and 
adorned with many bamboos. The land fully occupied may 
be 76 -miles of hard soil, and 154 of free mould; 10 miles 
are occupied by 'roads, markets, burial grounds and sterile 
places, and 44 have been deserted, or are only cultivated 
occasionally. 

In the whole division there is no dwelling house of brick, and 
very few have mud walls. The only place of worship of any 
considerable size, that belongs to the Hindu, is Kantonogor, 
built in the ruins of a fort, that ~elonged to Virat Raja. 
This temple is by far the finest, that I have seen in Bengal. 
It was begun to be built ~y Prannoth, who brought the 
image of Kanto (Vishnu) from Delhi. In 1704 the first 
foundation was laid. In 1713 a larger building commenced, 
and in 1722 the foundation of the I finest part was begun. 
Although it received a complete repair froIll Mr. Hatch, a 
few years ago, and although until lately it was a favourite 
residence of the family, young trees are fast obtaining 
possession of the wall, and it will soon be a ruin. This the 
natives do not seem to regret; as the place, having been 
erected and dedicated by a mere man, is not considered as 
holy. The Muhammedans have 1;10 place of worship of any 
considerable size or note. 

The principal antiquity in the division is Uttor Gogriho 
round Kantonogor. It is said to have been one of the places 
where Virat Raja kept his herds of cattle, and extends at 
least a mile each way along the eastern side of the Dhepa, 
and both sides of the Kachayi. This space is surrounded 
and intersected by high ramparts of earth; but these are so 
overgrown with trees, bushes, an~ reeds, that I could not 
trace their form, which seems to have been very irregular. 
In one place I observed four ramparts with three interme

.diate ditches. Within the fortifications are several mounds 
of earth, in aU probability artificial, and perhaps the ruins of 
large mud-walled buildings, ,that may have been occupied by 
the watcllmen of the prince. There are no bricks in either 
the ramparts Qr mounds. In fact there is nothing about 
tllese ,ruins that can contradict the tradition of their being of 
great antiquity, and of their having been applied to the pur
pose mentioned. Their extent is great, but in an age, when
aceQrding to aU accounts the greater part of India was over-
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grown with forest, and when the chief 'wealth was probably 
cattle, the princes are likely to have possessed numerous 
herds, and large ramparts would be necessary to allow them 
room to subsist, during the incursions of neighbours, who in 
general seem to have had predatory habits. The place too 
is very near the frontier of Bhogodotto, an e-nemy. The only 
other ruin of antiquity is at Sonka, about four miles east 
from Birgunj, on the Atreyi river. 

The only public works, deserving notice, are the canals, 
which join the Atreyi with the Dhepa, and the Punabhoba 
with the Tanggon, which have been already described. The 
public markets in· this division are thirty.five, four of them 
are marts for the exportation and importation of goods, and 
about six others form small villages. The remaining twenty
five are in the open fields. There is no place that can pro
perly be called a town; neither Khansama nor Jh~rvari, the 
two largest places, contain 100 houses. 

THAKURGRAM.-Is the largest division in this district, of 
which it occupies the northern extremity. It contains about 
400 square miles, and is 30 miles from east to west, and 
25 from north to south. Almost the whole of this division 
consists of a sandy soil, of which perhaps one-fourth is a 
poor thin mould. The country indeed is of so light a soil, 
than iron is seldom used in the plough. About 300 miles 
are cultivated. The low land, exclusive of' rivers, marshes, 
and water courses, is very rich, is all cultivated, and amounts 
to about 150 miles. The high land, that is fully and pro
perly cultivated, may be 75 miles. That which is deserted, 
or only cultivated occasionally may be 50 miles. This is 
partly overgrown with trees and bushes. The land, that is 
unfit for cultivation, may be about 45 miles, of' which 25 is 
destroyed by water, rivers, marshes, &c. ; and 20 miles are 
burial-grounds, roads, market-places, steep banks, or wretched 
soil. The villages are well sheltered with fruit trees and 
bamboos, and there are few or no tanks and no woods nor 
forests. 

Govindonogor was the favourite country residence of Raja 
Ramnath of Dinajpoor, and he had there a handsome house 
surrounded by a mud fort, and by religious buildings. The 
whole is "ery ruinous. The best dwelling now in the distdct 
belongs to a person, who has purchased ,some lands, ~nd re-
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sides at Govindonogor. It has one or two small brick apart
ments, but is not fit for a person of any rank. The whole 
habitations are huts, and none almost have mud walls, although 
many are neatly plastered with that material. 

The only place of worship in the district, of any consi
derable size, is the temple of Govin$1o (Vishnu), near the 
late Raja Ramnatll's house; but it is neither large, hand
some, nor considered as holy. The most extraordinary thing 
near it are some artificial caves, built of brick round the 
roots of two large trees, and covered with earth. In these 
wretched hovels resided a number of persons (Vaishnovs) of 
both sexes, who were dedicated to Go~, and received a daily 
subsistence from the Raja. These caves are about 6 feet 
long, and 3 wide and high, and no air nor light enters but at 
the end most remote from the tree, which is open. The 
market vlaces are twenty, of which three are small marts for 
exportation and importation, and three others ha"e a few 
shops and houses; but most of the produce that is exported 
goes by the way of Raygunj. Goyora, the largest place in 
the division, contains between 70 and 80 houses, and Go
vindonogor, the only other place that has any pretensions to 
be called a town, contains about 60 dwellings, most of which, 
however, are rather comfortable, and neatly plastered with 
clay. 

fuNI SONGKOL.-Is situated immediately south from Tha
kurgram, on the banks of tlle Nagar, and is nearly of the 
same nature with the western part of that district. The di
vision is nearly of a square form, about 15 miles from north 
to south, and as much from east to west, and may contain 

"about 210 square miles. The whole almoet is of a fine sandy 
soil. About 10 miles may be destroyed by rivers and marshes; 
16 miles may be sterile lands, burying-grounds, roads, market 
places, or temples i 26 miles of high land are much neg
lected, either from the cultivators baving run away, or only 
choosing to cultivate it occasionally; 50 miles may be high 
land fully occupied, and cultivated i and 105 may be rich low 
land, of which none is allowed to be waste. There is no 
forest in this district; b~t the houses are well sheltered by 
fruit trees and bamboos. . 

Two families of Zemindars, Kholora and Maldwar, who 
have possessed estates for some time, bave brick, bousel 
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suitable to their rank, and built.after the Anglo-Indian style 
of architecture. A few houses have mud walls, and perhaps 
one-eighth of the whole huts are plastered neatly with clay. 
The remainder are mere hovels with mud walls made of 
straw or grass hurdles. The principal place of Hindu wor
ship is Gorokhyonath, where there is a sroan temple of Sib, 
and another of Ka1i; but the principal holiness of the place is 
owing to a small spring or well; which is about two feet each 
way, and is surrounded by stone. It i~ supposed, that no 
multitude, however great, could empty this weH. The temple 
has a small endowment of land, and 10 or l~,OOO persons 
assemble here, on the festival of the god (Siboratri), to drink 
the water, and perform othet: ceremonies. The chief Mu
hammedan place of worship also owes more of its celebrity to 
the sanctity of the place than to its magnificence; for it is 
only a large thatched hut; but it contains the remains of 
Saiud N ekmurdun, a person of the greatest holiness. His 
,festival is celebrated at a great annual fair, that will hereafter 
be mentioned. 

The market places in this division are seventeen, of which 
by far the most considerable is the great fair at Bhowanipoor 
on the festival of Nekmurdun. It continues for ten days 
from about the 7th to the 17th of April. A military guard 
and civil officers (often the magistrate) attend to preserve 
peace, and protect the· innocent; for the multitude is very 
great, and rogues, thieves, musicians, jugglers, showmen, 
and religious mendicants, as usual on such occasions, form a 
considerable part of the multitude; idle lookers on, and 
religious persons come to honour the saint increase the mul
titude, which is filled up by traders from Bhotan, Puraniya, 
Nepal, Benares, Patna, l\foorshedabad, Rongpoor, and all 
intermediate places. About 3000 ponies, partly from Bhotan, 
and partly from the west country, and from 1 to 2000 l:arriage 
oxen are usually sold at this fair; and there is exposed for 
sale almost ~very kind of commodity, for which there is any de
mand in the couDtry, especially of a more valuable sort, such 
as broad-cloth, silks, fine muslins, shawls, copper, hardware, 
trinkets, spices, musk, Thibet cows' tails, and gold dust. It 
is said, that the sales amount to between 3 and 400,000 lS. 

and that lOO,OO() people usually attend. 
There are two marts for exportation and importation,· and 
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four other places where there are a few shops; but most' of 
the produce that is exported, is sent by the way of Raygunj. 
The other markets are held in the fields. Songkol, the only 
place entitled in any degree to be called a town, contains 
about 150 dwellings, none of them in the least remarkable. 

PIRGUNJ-Lies on both sides of the Tanggon, Bouth from 
Thakurgram, east from Rani Songkol, and west from Birgunj. 
It contains about 220 square miles, and is of an oblong form, 
~o miles from north to south, and 14 from east to west. The 
whole is a light sandy soil, so that no iron is required in the 
plough j about 138 miles are fully occupied; about 13 miles 
are occupied by rivers and marshes, "{ miles are destroyed by 
inundation, and are quite waste; 14 miles may be occupied 
by woods, of which some consist almost entirely of Sal (Sho
rea robusta); 20 miles by poor high land, 'fit for very little, 
and chiefly producing bamboos and wretched pasture, and 
include burying-grounds, roads, and market-places; 28 miles 
are high land, little oceupied, and either altogether deserted, 
or only cultivated occasionally, but a considerable portion is 
poor, and fit only for being cultivated after a fallow. In this 
division there are few tanks, nor does it contain one dwelling
house built of brick. The huts are well sheltered with trees 
and bamboos, and are almost entirely constructed of straw 
hurdles. 

There is no place of worship that receives any dignity from 
its ornamenta or buildings, but many persons frequent the 
tombs of three Muhammedan saints (Pus.) There is no re
markable public work. On the west bank of the Tanggon, 
near the southern extremity of the district, are some ruins, 
which consist of bricks, in some places thickly scattered, in the 
ground, in others rising into heaps. On the largest of these 
is a carved stone. The fJ,lins e~tend about ~OO yards along 
,the steep bank of the river, which is said to have carried away 
a great part. Many bricks have also been removed, in order 
to build small temples f and deep excavations have been 
made, probably in order to dijlcover treasure. This place is 
called the fort of Mohadev, who is supposed by the people to 
have been contemporary with Virat Raja. At a little distance 
farther west is another ruin, containing bricks, which I did 
not see. It is calIed.Mogulan Kot, and is said to have been 
the residence of a Moslem chief, and his daughter, who are 
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also supposed to have been contemporary' with Virat Raja, 
the people having not the smallest idea of chron910gy. The 
agent of the proprietor, a Brahman of Maldeh, who told me 
this, had so little curiosity that he could not tell whether or 
not there was any inscription over the door of a small temple 
which was built from the ruins, and in which he daily per
formed worship. 

There are eleven market places, of which two are small 
marts for exportation and importation; but most of the pro· 
duce of the country that is exported, goes to Raygunj, and a 
part to Maldeh and its vicinity. Besides the two marts, or 
Eundurs, four of the market places have some shops. The 
onlYJl1!lce which can be considered· as a town, is Kornayi, on 
the Tanggon, which contains ahout 100 dwellings, and has 
three small brick temples, which were built by a person who 
has lately purchased an estate in the neighbourhood. 

HEMTABAD-Is situated south from Rani Songkol, on the 
east side of the Nagor, and is divided into nearly two equal 
portions by the Kulik. It is about flO miles from north to 
south, and as much from east to west, and contains about 300 
square miles. The soil is almost entirely loose, and contains 
too much sand. A great deal of it is too high for 'retaining 
water, and is therefore barren; and a gl'eat deal is so low, as 
to be rendered useless by :floods. About 187 miles are fully 
cultivated; 37 miles are destrQyed by marshes, rivers, :Hoods, 
and water, of which 20 are only occasionallJ inundated; ,38 
are unfit for cultivation, being very poor, or occupied by bu. 
rial ground~, market places, roads, &c.; and 38 are high 
grounds, either deserted or only cultivated occasionally. Two 
marshes (Bils) retain much water during the whole year, and 
form lakes. -The huts are well sheltered by trees and bam. 
boos, and, the only woods are the trees and bushes growing 
near the houses that have been deserted, and which may per
haps occupy eigllt miles of the land mentioned under that 
head. There are few tanks in the division, and none of re .. 
markable size. There is no dwtrlling constructed' of brick, ex
cept one belonging to a mosque. No dwelling has mud walls. 
but many have walls of straw, plastered with clay. Few walls 
are constructed of mats ; hurdles are the usual material 

The antiquities of this district are I rather interesting, and 
are situated immediately west from Hemtabad. It is said that 
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formerly there governed at tbis place a Hindu Raja named 
Mohes, to whom much of the neighbouring country was sub .. 
ject. During his government a certain Muhamme~an saint 
(Pir), named Buzerudin; came and sat down at tbis prince's 
gate, where he seems to have been but coldly received. Soon 
after came a still more celebrated person l\Iukht:lum Ghuribal 
Hoseyn Dokorposh, and the Raja immediately fled to Dhaka, 
which he is said to have founded. The Pir, I should sup
pose, was accompanied by an army; but tradition by no means 
supports this conjecture. On the contrary it is said, that the 
Raja fleel merely because he was shocked at the destruction, 
which the two barbarian saints and their" attendants, committed 
on innocent cattle and poultry. Mohes therefore was proba
bly very differept from the Hindu Rajas of the present day, 
as indeed all Rajas of former times are said to have been. A 
Muhammedan saint in these days, who attempted to kill a 
cow in a Hindu country, would run great risk, unless he was 
protected by an army. In support of my conjecture however 
I must mention, that soon after Mohes had been expelled by 
the saints, Sultan Hoseyn appears to have been at the place, 
and gave his daughter in marriage to Mukdum Uzi-udin, bro
ther to Dokorposh. The son by this marriage, Mukhdum 
Shah Bazit, is said to have retired to Sondwip, and took up 
his abode there; but his son Jamaludin, returned here, and 
was buried near his grand uncle. In the inscription on his 
tomb, it must be observed, that he is ~al1ed Jamaludin, son of 
Sheykh Yahia. On the whole, I am inclined to believe, that 
Mohes Raja was sovereign of this part of the country, which, 
not being included in the provinces of Barondro, or Maithilo, 
did not probably belong to the kingdom of Gaur, until the 
time of Hoseyn, the conqueror of Kamrup and Orissa; and 
this territory may have been the country called Kamchah, 
which he added to his dominions. Having premised "so much 
on the history of the place, I shall now describe its present 
appearance. . 

Near a tank, a little way west from Hemtabad, there is 
a space of ground about half a mile in diameter, over every 
part of which bricks are thickly scattered, and in some places 
the foundations of walls may be traced. In some places this 
is thickly covered with trees and bushes, and in others it is 
clear. At the northern end is a small hill formed of bricks, 
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and said' to have been the public office (Kuchary) of l\lohes 
Raja. On the surface are a good many large squared stones, 
of which material probably a considerable part of the building 
consisted. South from that, about 100 yards, is a still larger 
heap of ruins, and here also are several stones, one of which, 
apparently the lintel of a door, is a good deal ornamented. 
This ruin is said to have been the Raja's house. ,Immediately 
south from this heap are shown the foundations of a small 
square apartment, made of brick, in the centre of which is 
a tomb, said to be that of Pir Buzerudin. The door of 
stone is still erect, and, as will appear from the wood cut , . 

has been handsome. From the figures on it, the workman
ship is no doubt Hinau, and in all probability it haa been a 
door in the Raja's house. At the south end of the ruins are 
tbe mosques, and. adjacent buildings, which I have no doubt 
have also been built from the materials of the Raja's abode. 
A door in the outer wall has still more pel feet figures than 
that which has been drawn, and the figu,re on the lintel 
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TUKHT OR "r~lR'PNE or BOSEYN SHAH. 

strongly resembles the image of Gautama., ahd his two favour .. 
ite disciples, as usually represented in the temples of Ava. 
The pillars in ,the niosque' are remarkably clumsy, quite in 
the Hindu style,; and being all of different forms and lengths, 
could not have been originally intended for the places which 
they now OCCl';.py. Besides, on a stone lying near the mosque 
is carved a human ngute, quite entire.. I have given a. llraw .. 
ing of this building (Platd 2), as being one of the' most en
tire in the,district. 

About a 'roile ~nd' a half beyond this ruin is another. whi~h 
has heen' sut!rounded ,by a brick wall, and is usually called the 
Tukht or thr~ne of Host'yn (Padshah) the king. The Tukht 
consists 'of a quadrp.ngular truncated pyramuror'about 20 feet 
in perpendicular l?eight~ and is' composed of bricks heaped 
confusedly togeilierJ Intermix.ed . with' these' are some large 
carved stones/~!~4en~ly 'of the same sty1e ns th~se of Mobes 
Raja's housef"b~~ whether lbey have, been brought from 
thence, or ;wpetll~r "they are the ruins or, a' temple, that for
merly may hav(3 ~een od the spot, I ,cannot say. On the 
summit of' tMs \)ytamid is a considerablti square area, in the 
centre of which a' terrace' has been raised: about three feet 
high, ~nd ',~1\i~,h~s;be~nbuilt :with cemerii, and its sides have 
been ornam~nt~a "wit~ mouldings. covered" with plaster. It 
was here~ ~t: i~ $Aid;. that Hoseyn Shah sat; and beheld the 
sports that "wer~ ~e1(hibite.l at the ,nuptiab 'of his daughter; 
South from' tbe py~amid are the ruins ot a brick 'building, the 
roof of whiCht)las: fallen \n, but the ,walls ' are standing, and 
have :been eii~~p.sied witI', carved bricks.' The building is 
nearly , s4ua~ei . with: arcPed doors and windows, and is ele
vated 01} ,8;' fJrIck .terrace, about fiveJeet pigh. This is said 
to have been tb'e house that was erected for the accommoda
tion of the' ptlnc~s$ duri1,lg" !be ceremony; after which the 
whole seems tQhave been ,given to religious men. "the tombs 
of two saints -C"Velaet, and Bahador Shahs) now occupy the 
thtone of th~_ki~gi" and, ll.ltl.ny 'tombs of saints and fakirs sur
round~thEJ :py:r.t:tnic1;' 'Tht,re:i$:3 small endowment of land for 
supporting ~ tll~ takir~' -who' ~upplies the lamps burned at the 
tomb's i>f 'the ;roost :distklguisbed of these Jmfsonages. Be
tween,die 'j.Wb;ru.ins'man): bricks 'are scattered on the l fiel~, 
and I a" very. ~ide road;' with. a ditcB on each side, may be tra<;ed 
most' pnrt of t~~ way. ~, . ,~. , 
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In this division there are 16 market-places, of which Ray
gunj is the only ~llart for exportation and importation, and it 
is indeed the most consideuble mart iI"\Dinajpoor, and one of 
its principal towns. It is quite a new place, that has arisen 
within these SO years. This is the mart, from whence the 
proJuce of Thakurgram, Pirgunj, Songkol, Hemta')ad, and 
part of Kaliyagunj, is ch~fiy exported; and a great part of the 
produce of the north-west part of Rongpoot comes also this 
way. It is in fact the principal mart in a rich country, which 
e:ttent!s about 70 miles in lengtb and 20 in breadth, and it is 
almost the only place in that extent that deserves to be called 
a town, yet the usual computation makes its inhabitants oc
cupy only 400 hou:ies; and on a minute inquiry at the place, 
I ('ould not learn that it contained more than 273 dwellings 
('" aris), and probably about 700 huts, f~r it does not contain 
any building worthy t() be callea a house. The merchants 
have large yards, surrounded by rails of split bamboos, about 
eight feet high. 'Yithin these are many huts amI store
houses, with walls constructed of straw hurdles, and ,""ery few 
bave the \Valb plastered v;ith clay, or formed of mats. The 
streets are narrow, dirty. and confused; but it is a place of 
great stir, anJ crowded with boatmen and drivers of cattle. 
The people allege, that on an average, for eight montbs in 
the year, 5000 Ivalled oxen arrive' each day, which is pro
bably an exaggeration, although I saw nothing to contradict 
its accurac1. Two other places are provided with shops, and 
one of these, Tajpoor, is rather a large place, as it contains 
100 dwellings. The part of this town, which is on the west 
side of the river, and which )lajor Rennell has laid down as 
Tajpoof, is by the natives called Bhogoleta. On the east 
side there is no remain of brick houses, nor of its ever having 
been a "lace of consequence, although' one of the sirkarst 

into ll-hich Uengal was divided by Akber; derives its name 
from tbe place. 

KALlYAGU!'{/-is 'about 40 miles in length from south· 
south-west, to north-north-east, and about 14 miles from west· 
north-west, to east-south-east, but contains only about 310 
square miles. About 40 miles ot .his dhrision are subject to 
inundation; but this portion is much Letter cultinted than 
euch lands usually are in this distrIct, and probably ~5 miles 
of tbe~e are occupied; of the remamder probably 160 miles" 
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towards I{emtabad and Pirgunj, are of a loose sandy soil 
much neglected, and. rather poor; and 95 miles, towards 
Bongsibari, are of a stiff cIay very fully occupied. I should 
suppose, that the whole land occupied may be 215 miles; 30 
miles are deserted villages and lands, 10 of which are over. 
grown with trees and bamboos; 10 miles are occupied by 
poor waste soil, burial grounds, market places, and the like; 
and t 5 are occupied by rivers, tanks, water-courses and 
marshes, which are not cultivated; for a considerable part 
or the mars}les in this division produce the kind of rice called 
Doro. There are no remarkable tanks. 

The huts, except in the inundated 'parts, are well sheltered 
with trees and bamboos. Much 'of the waste land is over
grown with reeds. Two families of the proprietors have 
brick houses, which are becoming their rank and fortune; imd 
Q.n~ (l.r them belonging to Guruprosad of Sorur, is a place 
very much becoming the residence of a gentleman. It is situ
ated in a large piece of ground finely wooded, and bas been 
surrounded with a ditch and rampart of earth, now consi
dered as unnecessary, and allowed to go to ruin. The family 
of the present proprietor has enjoyed the estate for lome time, 
and he seems very worthy of his fortune; as very unlike most 
of the proprietors of land in Bengal he attends carefully to 
his affairs, and has the manners of a gent~eman. . Another 
proprietor of land and the acting Kazi, have decent thatched 
habitations. All the others are huts; but towards the east 
side of the district these are more comfortable, as they have 
mud walls. 

I heard of no Hindu place of worship deserving notice. 
The Muhammedans are not more fortunate; for although the 
acting Kazi has lately built a neat, thougb small mo~que, 
but littie reverence is shown for it, the monument$ of holy 
men in this district being the favorite places of worship. 

In this division are 19 market-places. The, only mart is 
Churamoll,. a tolerable town, which contains at least 300 
dwellings, much larger, better built and cl~aner then Ray
gunj; but a place of infinitely less commerce. Three other 
small places have a few shops. The other market-places are 
in .the fields. The exports from the district are chiefly made 
through Raygunj and Maldeh. 

I BONGSIllA~I--contains about 240 square miles, and is about 
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~.f. miles front south-south-west to north-north-east by 11 
miles from east-south-east to west-north-west. Little of this 
division is subject to inundation, but almost the whole con
sists of hard clay, which in most places is level, and in some 
so flat, that the inhabitants have (lug tanks, in ordef to 
procure situations for their houses. In others, there is a 
large extent of ·uneven land rather barren. I should sup
pose, that 180 miles are fully occupied; 16 are occupied 
by high barren land, burial-grounds, market-places, &c. 
More is really high and barren, but a great deal of this 
is occupied by houses and gardens: 30 miles are poor or 
deserted lands, cultivated occasionally; and 15 are spoiled 
by tanks, rivers, and inundations. This portion also is in 
reality more extensive, but the banks of most of the tanks 
are occupied by houses. There are no woods, un1es~ the 
tfees growing about a few deserted villages may be .. (.!on~ 
sidered as such. The waste inundated land is covered with 
long reeds. There is no dwelling-house built of brick, but 
almost all the huts have mud walls, and many of their yards 
are surrounded by fences of the same material. 'Vithin the 
premises, many of the more wealthy farmers have small brick 
mosques, that are well white-washed, and add much to the 
good appearance of the country. 

In this division there is no place- of worship of any note; 
but near the Thanah there are several antiquities. At about 
half-a-mile south from this place is a small Hindu temple 
called a mandir, a work apparently of considerable antiquity. 
Its base is a quadrangular prism, about 20 feet high and 12 
wide. Its summit is a pyramid of about the same height. 
This part of the building has been much ornamented with 
carved bricks, especially a kind of escutcheon on each face, 
that po!sesses some degree of good t'aste. The artists have 
been ignorant of the method of constructing an arch; for the 
door is contracted above to a point, by the horizontal rows of 
bricks gradually encroaching on its width. Not the smallest 
tradition remains concerning its founder,~ and the image has 
been removed. 

At a little distance west from this mandir begins a ~arro:w 
elevated ridge ofland, perh3ps half-a-mile wide, which extends 
west to the Beliy'll about two miles, and seems to me entirely 
artificial. It is everywhere full of small tanks, inequalities 
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and beaps, ltl,tUJy of which· consist· almost entir~ly, of brick~. 
The largest of these has been lat~ly open~~" proba'bly in pal't 
to IQok fOJ: hidden treasure, ~nd in par~ to procure bricks for 
building an office (Kuchary) for. c.ollecting t~6 ~en~s. and this 
later view has not been in vain. The building has probably 
been a temple in form. of a polygon. The outer ,:wall is about 
four feet thick. At the wes~ern end of this ~levated space 
are tw.o tanks of considerzt,ble ,djmensions, which are ,almost 
filled up, and entirely choked with weeds. The place is 
caned BrojobollobhopP91', and 1 hav~ no doubt has been a 
considerable town; but there is no tradition of such having 
been the case. ' 

About Ii mile west fro~ th~ Baliya is a. very large tank 
calle<\ Melan-Dig11i, which is nearly choked with weeds. The 
cnly tradition concerning ~t is, that it was dug by a prhicess 
(Rani), and that a miracle, was necessary to proc~re ,water. 
About 11 mile further west is Gor Dighi a tank. the water of 
which· has extended about 600 yards north and south, and 
4,00 yards- east and west~ and which of course is a Hindu 
work. A considerable portion of it has now so far filled up, 
that it is cultitated for rice. About 1,200 yards west from 
this tank is another called Alta Dighi, which extends nearly 
to the same dimensions, but is placed with its greatest length 
from east to west, and therefore is a Muhammedan work. 
Between these two tanks are tlie ruins of Borohata, which are 
very large heaps or mounds,. that ~~nsist in a great measure 
of bricks. In many place,S ;the foundations of walls may be 
traced, and even the dimensions of the chambers. All these 
chambers are of a sman size,. oYl:\ng'to which they nmy have 
resisted the attacks of time better, tha~ -mQre spacious Apart
ments: They are chieHy situated in the southern divisioq 
of the town called Kuti\1ari.. . 

In this part are some small ~anks, that have eviden~ly been 
ent.irelY,line,d with brick. In the centre, of the ruins are in
dubitable traces of a small squar~'fort" w~ich ha,s been-sur
rounded by a double wall of brick, a~d. an ;intermediate 
ditch. The ruin to the north of this fort is almost entirely 
",ithout. the trace ,of regular form; ,but; the quantity -of bricks, 
which it contains, is great. A~ its ~orth~rn' ~xtremity is. the 
J;nonument of a Muhammed an saint, ?ir·IJudul Diwan, , which 
is built of brick. In its gate are two- stones" but'~here i~ 
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nothing about, them, to determine,.. whether they have been 
brought by the founders, or taken. from the ruins. There 
is no sort of tradition concerning the persons who, either 
founded or destroyed these .works. 

I observed also in this division, on the road towards the 
south-east, two places where' there were small tanks, and 
heaps of earth- and bricks, which may have been towns; but 
there was nothing about them which indicated their ever 
having been places of considerable importance. In the north. 
east part of this division is a very ~arge tank, supposed to 
have been dug by l\lohipal Raja, and, called after 'his name 
(Moybuldiggy R.) The sheet of water extends 3800 feet 
from north to south, and 1100 from east to west. Its depth 
must be very considerable, as the banks are very large. On 
the bank are several small places of worship, both Hindu and 
Moslem, but none of any consequence. Nothing remains-to 
shew, tliat Mohipal ever resided either at the tank, -01' at 
Mohipoor near it; but there is a vast number of bricks. and 
aome stones, that probably belonged to ,religious buildings, 
that have been erected by the person, who constructed the 
tank. One of the stones is evidently the lintel of a door, and 
of the same style with those at Ban Nogor, and may have 
been brought from' the ruins of that city. The people in the 
neighbourhood have an idea, that there has been a building 
in the centre of the tank;. but, this is probably devoid of 
truth, as there is no eJ?d to the idle stories which they relate 
concerning the tank and MohipaI. .Both are considered.as 
venerable, or rather awful" and the' Raja is frequently, in
voked in times of danger. A canal and road, formed from 
the earth thrown out,. leads soutb from the tank about four 
miles, where they join others leading east and west, but to 
what distance I did not ascertain. 

There are in this division 20 market places, of which six 
are marts for exportation,. but all of small)mportance; for a 
great part oE the produce goes for exportation to Malden or 
its vicinity., One· market. place .(l\Iukhdumpoor) besides i~ 
provided with several shops, and is rather a large place, for 
it contains 100 habitations; but the chief place is HoriraJIbo 
poor one of the inarts, which with the adjoining town called 
Detona, contains 300 .houses; and in this country is reckOned 
a considerable town. , - , 
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JOGODOL-is somewhat of a triangular form; with its 
sho-rtest side to the north, measuring about 20 miles. From 
north to south it extends about 23 miles, and contains about 
250 square miles. It is much intersected by rivers, that have 
very low banks, over which they extend far in the inunda
tions, so that during the rainy season probably 62 miles are 
entirely covered, and of this not above 12 miles are cultivated 
for indigo, or for the rice called Boro. Except in the inu~
dated lands the soil is a hard clay, but is not level; 15 miles 
are at aU seasons occupied by rivers, water courses, tanks, 
and marshes, and are unfit for cultiYation; 19 miles ar~ .high 
useless land, either covered with long' harsh grass or bushesr 

or are occupied by burial grounds, market places, roads, and 
other purposes, which render them totally nnfit for be.ing 
rented; ,44 miles are deserted villages, which are capable of 
cultivation, and 22 of these are overgrown with woods, from 
the tree~ that formerly surrounded the houses; and 110 miles 
are fully occupied. The most remarkable tanks are Dhormo 
Sagor, near Rajnogof, and two at Chaknogor which have the 
title of Pushkorni j bilt none of them are of great dimensions, 
nor are of singular holiness. 

In this district' there are five or six houses of brick, which 
belong to the landholders. Most of the farmers livt; in huts 
with mud walls; 'but the traders, who live in towns or viI
lages~ as if on purpose to encourage fire, usually build their 
houses with hurdles. This is preUy universally the case 
throughout the district. The reason assigned is, that their 
stay in one place is so precarious, that it would be absurd to 

-incur the expense of building a substantial house. There is 
no Hindu place pf worship remarkable either for its archi
tecture, or sanctity. Many Muhammedans resort to the 
monument of a saint, about a coss eas~ from tbe Tbanah, which 
is the only place of worship at all remarkable that they possess. 
The building is of little consequence. . There are consider
able remains of antiquity; but the death of the Darogah, 
just before my arrival, and tbe ignorance of the people about 
the Thanah, prevented me from bearing of them in time; so 
that I was unable to lay'down a plan for visiting them. The 
north-east 'corner 'of the ruins of Peruya, or rather of its de· 
pendencies, extend into this division, and in that direction I 
observed several heaps of broken bricks. Sekundur Sbah 
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had a favourite residence on the banks of the Tanggon, 
about eight or nine miles south from Bamongola. The ruins 
are said to be very extensive, and to contain many bricks and 
stones. . 

Hoseyn Shah fotmed a fine road through the country be
tween the Tanggon and Punabhoba, and it is said to have 
extended to Ghoraghat; but I have not been able to trace it. 
The width is said to have been 348 cubits, with a large ditch 
and many fine trees on each side, and bridges constructed of 
bricks., The whole is overgrown, and gone to ruin. From 
these c;limensions it must rather have been a work of osten
tation than utility, and probably was rather an appendage to 
the country re$idence of the kings at Sekundura, than a miIi:" 
tary way to Ghoraghat. Near the centre of the island, 
formed by the Tanggon and Punabhoba, is a tank .s~r
rounded by a large wood, in which there are many heaps or 
bricks and stones, said to be the ruins of the abode of Moyu 
Rudro, a prince of the family of the Sun; but nothing is 
known concerning the time when he governed. At Ghat
nogor, however, I heard of the same personage, and it is 
said, that he was contemporary with Virat. In this division 
there are 16 market places, of which six are marts, where 
goods are exported and imported; but these are rather in
considerable places. One market place besides is provided 
with a few shops. 

MALDEH.-The division under the Thanah of l\faIdeh ex
tends from the Punabhoba along the Mohanonda and N agor 
for above 30 miles, and in some places is 10 miles in width. 
It contains about 280 square miles. The Darogah resides at 
l\1a~deh, exactly on the frontier of Puraniya, but nearly in 
the middle of his district with respect to length, and no 
other place would be a more convenient residence. The 
inundated land in this division is of 'great extent and may 
occupy 70 square miles, of which perhaps 20 are cultivated 
with !lora rice, or are (Chora) of a sandy soil near the banks 
of rivers, and occasionally produce indigo, cucurbitaceous 
plants, wheat, or barley. The 'remainder is overgrown with 
long reeds. The remaining 210 miles are,clay, with a very 
uneven surface, and s~me mixture of sand, so that perhaps 
40 miles may be reckoned of a mixed soil, of which perhaps • 
15 are occupied; 17 miles may be occupied by tanks, rivers, 
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and marshes, 01' water courses;, 18 miles by poor steep un
improvable soil, or by burial praces, roads, _ markets, and .the 
like; 35 miles are occupied by forests, which formerly were 
towns and gardens; 85 miles by lands, that have heen, and 
occasionally are cultivated after a fallow/but which are ot" a 
soil perfectly good for regular cultivation; and 105 are fuHy 
occupied, of which perhaps- 15 are of a rich free soil. 

The huts in this division are remarkably well shaded with 
trees, e.specially on the banks of the :Mohanonda, which are 
peculi.ttly favourable for the 'mango and Banyan tree! The 
lattet indeed surpasses in grandeur and beauty anything of 
the kind that I have ~ver seen; and hence, 'perhaps, Linnams 
might have been justified in calling-it the Ficus Bengalensis, 
is flourishing peculiarly near the ancient capital of that coun
try, had not the denomination of Ficus Indica been conse
crat~d by its use in the writers of antiquity. ' A great many 
110uses in this division are constructed with brick, and contain 
stones as thresholds and stairs; more, I imagine, from the 
ruins affording a superabundance of these materals at no ex
pense, and little trouble, than from its manufactures and com· 
meree having introduced an extraordinary wealth, or an 
improved manner of living. This in fact is by far the poorest, 
and worst cultivated division in the district. 

The only Hindu place of worship that deservE's notice, is a 
small pond (Kunda), to which on a certain day the women of 
the vicinity resort to bathe. It is chiefly frequented by 
women who have lost their children, eithe~ by abortion or 
disease. If in bathing they find a living snail, they think 
that their future children will live ; but if they find an empty 
sbell, they think that it forebodes a continuance of their 
misfortune. Th"e Muhammedan places. of worship are of 
much DlOre importance. In Maldeh are five mosques of some 
size, 'and in which worship is :performed, although they are 
ruinous, and have no endowments. According to an inscrip"
tion over the door -of the largest, it was built !10 yeats ago 
(before :1802) by a. merchant of the place •• Fart of i~ is of 
stone" evidently brought fom the'ruins of Gaur. 

By far the most conspicuous places of worship, however, 
are the monuments at Peruya, of Mukhdum Shah Jelal, and 
Kotub Shah, who. were die two most distinguished religious 
persons during the early part of the kingly government of 
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Bengal. N ume-roul pilgrims repair to ,thes~ monuments, at all 
seasons and from all pAfts. orBengal That of l\Iukhdum is 
chiefly frequented at il wery great annual assembly (IlIf'la), while 
the memory of Kotub is ~elebrated at four smaller met:tings 
(Ulos); but all religious mendicants (Fakirs), who come at any 
time are fed for three days~ and this is called charity. Both 
places have cousiderable clldowments, which are expended in 
keeping the bqildings-in J,:~pair, and in the support of these 
'Vagrants, and of a n~erous establishment of servants, who 
form the population of Perua. The lands in this district which 
belong to the monum~nt. of Mukhdum, are called Baishazary, 
or twenty-two thousand, as ~ontaining ~ number of bigahs, 
and have always' been managed by a person appointed by 
government. The lands belonging to the monument of Kotub 
Shah are under the management of his descendants,: and are 
called Chbye haZ3ry,as containing six thousand bigahs. -

On going north from l\Ialdeh, the ~onument of l\Iukhdum 
is the nearest, and the entrance to it is pointed out by a plain 
but not inelegant gate of stone and brick. At some distance 
within this is a village,. containing. about 100 huts, that are 
occupied by the servants. They are ~~th~r comfortable, and 
are surrounded by good gardens. ,Beyond these are some 
rude sheds, in which pilgrims alld tither vagrants find shelter. 
Beyond ~hese is the monument, oonsis~ing of a small square 
area, the entrance into which is from the south-east corner, 
by a small door. On the right of the door is a small cham
ber, in which Kotub Shah performed his devotions. Beyond 
that is the kitchen. The nortll Iilide of the .area is a refectory 
for FakirB~ On the west side is a small plain mosque,. without 
pillars or pulpit. The south aide of the. area is enclosed by a 
small tank! llnecl wi~h stones <towards. the ar~, frOIl\ which a 
8tair descends to the bottom, that is very dirty, aad,the water 
is bad. The tomb of the saint is. not here, and the buildings 
are neither large por elegant. Although ~ neatly ~eptJ they 
are in tolerable repairt -and; from carving.on the stones, they 
would evidently appear to have. been brought from ruins, pro
bably froUl Gaur. ; ,Foom.thl'ee diEerent in. .. criptions, it would 
appear tl}at these builqmgs have been,.erected,.improved, .or 
repaired, by ShabNeyamut Ullah, in,A. H •. 1075. byChauud 
Khan, A. II. 1084; and by Sadullah, A.IL 1098. 

About a quarter of a mile beyond the monument o£Mukh .. 
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dum, is the village which belongs to the attendants on Kutub 
Saheb, who are' fully as numerous as those ~f Mukhdum, and 
the sheds .are capable of accommodating more strangers. 
These are placed on both sides of the road, but chiefly on the 
east; for the monument occupies a large space on the west. 
In the centre are the remains ofKotub's dwelling house, with 
a large gate in front. These buildings, which formed the 
dwelling of the saint, have been extensive, ani included seve· 
ral courts; but they are very ruinous. The greater part, ac
cording to the natives, is buried in the forest, and inaccessible. 
The gateway and tWD oqter courts, are still in part occupied 
by travellers, and by the kitchens, where food is prepared for 
the mendicants; but they are ruinous, and slovenly to the last 
degree. Beyond these I penetrated into what are said to have 
been the women's apartments, one of which has been a small 
square chamber, lined with tiles that have been enamelled 
with various glaring colours. The gateway is by far the most 
entire part, owing probably to its sanctity; for Mukhdum 
DokO):posh having come here, one day, very hungry, and 
having gone into the kitchen, could procure nothing to eat, 
and therefore became very angry, and struck the gate with 
both hands and feet, leaving the impressions of both on the 
solid granite. These miraculous marks are considered as 
holy, and not fit to be trodden on, by which means indeed I 
discovered tqem; for to say the truth, they have not the most 
distant resemblance to the impressions of the human hand or 
foot. This however is a trifle to the sturdy faith of a pilgrim, 
who is seldom very critical.. Over the gate is an inscription, 
'Containing a passage from the Koran. South from the house 
or palace of Kotub, is an irregular square space, of about 100 
yards in diameter, enclosed with a brick wall. The principal 
entrance is from the east, through a gateway of considerable 
dimensions. The middle space is occupied by a square tank, 
lined with cut stone. The north-west corner is occupied by a 
small ruinous mosque, without columns or pulpit. The south
west cornet is occupied by the tomb of Kotub, which I saw 
only from a distance, as my near approacb would have given 
offence. It is covered with a canopy of white cotton cloth, 
and cloth of the same kind is laid over the grave. Near it are 
two small buildings of brick, on one of which is an inscription 
bearing date A. H. 886. Between it and the tank is the tomb 
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of Alal Huk, father of Kotub, and also a saint of great cele-
. brity. It is covered in the same manner as the tomb of his 

son. A great part of the remainder of the area is filled by 
the tombs of Moslems that wished to be buried near these 
illustrious personages, who by the people here are said to have 
be-en the real kings of the place, as it was only according to 
tlleir pleasure that the temporal kings could reign; and I am 
inclined to thin», that there is some truth in the assertion. In 
fact, the ruins of Kotub's house or palace, !I1e nearly as re
spectable as those which are said to lie the remains of the royal 
-palace. Among the tombs is a very tPeat one in good preser
vation, which, from an inscription on it; appears to be that of 
the infant son of Enact Ullah, son of Taher Muhamme(l, son 
of Iniadudin Hoseyn, son of Sultan Ali Subzoari, A. H. 101.7;~ 

On the north side of the saint's abode is a small mosque. 
called the golden, owing, I suppose, to its sanctity; fo~:nei. 
ther its materials nor architecture can entitle it to so high an 
appellation. It is surrounded by a brick wall, in the east side 
of which is a large gate, which is faced with cut grclnite, and 
contains an inscription. The walls of the mosque are ~lsQ of 
granite, but the roof, which consists of ten miserable dpmes. 
made of brick, as the artists probably (!ould not construct 
them of granite. The domes are supported by four columns 
and ten pilasters. all of dUft>rent:Jengths and forms, and all 
equally destitute of elegance. In each, end are two windows, 
and in the front five -doors, all arched. Over the centre door 
is an inscription. The pulpit (Mumbir) is of stone, and very 
rude. The whole is hastening to ruin; for no pains are taken 
to remove the Pi pol and banyan trees, that have sprung from 
crevices. From the inscriptions it would appear, that both 
the mosque and its gate were erected in honour of Kotub 
Saheb, by l\lukhdum Sheykh. son of Muhammed Khalidi, in 
A. II. 993. There can be little doubt, from appearances of 
broken columns, and other carved stones irregularly placed, 
that the whole of the stones in these buildings have been 
brought &om Gaur, or some other Hindu city. 

I shall now describe the remaining antiquities of Peruya, 
lIanduya, or Pandoviya, which being uDconnected with the 
two great saints, are not objects of religious veneration, 
although some of them have.been places of worship. A r(,4ld 
paved with brick, from 12 to 15 feet wide, and not very str8!~ht, 
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seems to have passed through' the. whore. length of the town, 
and from about ~ mile Bouth from Mukhdu8r Saheb's gate, 
~ay extend five or six miles to' the north. From heaps of 
bricks on both sid~iI of this, it would appear to have been a 
regular street, with btick houses on each side, and the foun
dations of many of the buildings may be still traced. The 
monumenb of the two'.t>aints, the large mosque of Adinab, and 
the m'onument of Sultan Ghyashudin, are on its ~ides, and 
near the centre is a bridge 'of three arches, pal·tly built of stone, 
which has been thrown over a ri~ulet.. It is of no great size, 
and very rudely formed, of materials evidently taken from 
Hindu ruins, as they contain figures in rude imitation of the 
human and animal form. At the northern enc1 bf the street 
fire evWent 'traces 'of a rampart, and the passage through it is 
;'~Ned the gate-,.o~ the fortress (Ghordwar). At the south 
.end are many foundations, which crOS$' each oth,er and· the 
road, and which liav,e also probably belonged to Il gate, but 
the forest is there So~ lmpenetrable, that the wall could not be 
traced. ':fa the, ~<?~th .of this, are nlany $catte1l.'cd bricks, 
and beY9nd that ;'s;,. rampart, probably an outworlt, as ~lle 
street cannot be tr/iced farther than the foundations just now 

• mentioned.' ... ' 
"':, . Near thEf str.eet, and amidst the heaps of bricks, are many 
s~ali tanks; . and I am inclined to thinkJ that in gent'ral the 
town e~tended only a very little way, either east or we~t, from 
the principal street. It is said, indeed, by the nativen, that 
two miles east from Kotub Saheb's monument there is a large 
tank, dug by a Pberat Khan, and another a little north from 
that, called after Nasser Shah, and that so far traces of build
ing! may be discovered. 'l'owards· the west, they say, the 
traces extend but a little way, and the wood ia so diffiCl1lt to 
penetrate, that I was contented with visiting the ruins of the 
king's palace, whicl1 is about a p,lile east from the main street, 
and I follnd that there.'are 'no traces remaining to show ,that 
the town extendeil h~lf' so'far. At the same time, it must b~ 
observed, that there setilm tO,have been mallY lal'ge suburbs, 
which extended from the· immediate vicinity of the town of 
Maldeh, towards the east and north, for at least 1.2 miles. 
Next to Maldeh was Sjyapoor, then Fatehpoor, then.1\lehe
In&npoor, then Dandigal, Jhen ,Belevari partly, and Baha
dUl'poor, entirely ill the district of JogoJol. In each of these 
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is a considerable extent excavated with small tanks, and con
t!lining heaps of bricks. and some stones. 

Immediately north from the, golden, mosque, on the same 
side or the principal street, is another, called othat of one 
hundred thousand (Eklaky), as having cost 100,000 rs. It 
is constructed chiefly of brick, but is the handsomest building 
in the place. It. isa square of 80 feet front, with a stT\llll tur
ret at each corner, and roofed by one dome. -The walls, out
wardly, have been ornamented with caloved tilesJ- and the dome 
within has been neatly plastereb., but t.he design of the whole 
is clumsy, a" will appear from the drawings (Plate 3.) It is 
lightf'd by four small doors, one in each side, and within forms 
an octagon, having four misera~le chambers in the sides be
tween the doors. These wretcbed places were proba.~ly in- 0 

tended for the abodes of the Fakirs, who were to take-°~are 
of lamps. They have no air nor light but what comes thtough 
the small aperture, by which they communicate with the cen
tral hall. This seems to have been intended as the mauso
leum of three royal personages, wbose tombs occupy the 
middle of the floor. There is no inscription to serve as a 
guide; but it' is s~id, that the tombs are those of Sultans 
Ghyashuden, Zaynulabdin and 'Vahuzudin. The two latter 
were probably so:Q!l of the fin>t.l-~~ ''';is t.h~:.....~bi!.i~fuhamme
dan Kirrg of BengaL -, The ea-sterrr-door has evidently been 
taken from a Hindu ruin, as it contains representations of the 
human fonn. 

About two miles bey~nd this monument of Ghyashudin is 
the tomb of his father Sekundur, forming part of a very large 
mosque called Adinah, which is" by far the largest building of 
tbe place. Indeed, it is, considered, by the 'people of the 
vicinity, as of almost miraculous grandeur. It is on the east 
side of the principal s~reet, between that and a large tank, 
which is almost entirely choked with weeds and bushes, and 
has become very ruinous. Enough only remains tQ enable us 
to judge oof what it has been, and to form Il ground plan 
(Plate f, No. I), which will facilitate the comprehension of 
the following account" , 

It is a quadrangular building, consisting chiefly of cloisters 
(A BCD), placed rou~d a 'cpurt., or central area (H E F G), 
of the same form, and extends nearly 500 feet from north to 
south, .nd 300 from east to west. < ThE; principal t'ntrBnce for 
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SO large a building is very mean, and is a small arched door 
(a), in, the middle of the· east side. It seems to have had a 
wan on each side, that conducted to the tank. The whole 
east side of the building is 500 feet long and 38 feet wide, 
within the walls. It has been supported by two brick walls 
(A D H F), and two rows of stone pillars (b d, c e), dividing 
it into three longitupinal aisles, and each row contained 38 
pillars, dividing it again into 127 squares, each of which was 
co:vered'by a small dome. On each side of the duor' (a) are 
19 transverse rows, containing three squares, and in each of 
the 35 transverse rows, towards the north, is a smaIl window 
facing the tank. ,Each of the three rows nearest the south 
~nd open towards the tank, with an arched gate, which pro
bably served as entrances for the populace. Tqe 33 central 

. roWl! or squares communicated with the area by an equal num
ber of arched doors. The three transverse rows of arches at 
each communicated with the three longitudinal rows or aisles 
of the south and north sides of the -building. In eacb end 
of this side of the.,J>uilding, towards the north and south, are 
three windows, opposite to the aisles. ' 

The northern and southern aisles of the building were ex
actly of t'he same structure with the eastern, consisting of two 
rows of pillars between the outer and inner wal1sJ and covered 
by three longitudinal rows of small domes. At each trans
verse row of domes there is a. window towards the town, and 
an arched door towards the eentral area of the building; but 
these sides, being shorter, contained only 13 rows of <lomes. 
each, or, altogether, 78 dom~s in the two sides. 

These three sides are nearly alike, and, including the cor
nice, are about 20 feet high. 'Their inner fronts, towards the 
area, were divided by plain rude pilasters, which supported 
a broad tasteless cornice. The whole space almost between 
the pilasters was occupied by an arched door, and the generaf 
appearance was that 9f rude cloisters, with 33 arched doors 
on one side, and 13 on each of the two others. The outer 
front of these sides was more ornamented. Each window is 
placed in a portion of the wall, which project~ about six 
inches, and serves as a kind of pilaster to support the cor
nice. The window itsel( is very small, and is secured by a 
very neat latice of carved tiles •• It is surrounded by orna
ments of carved tiles, disposed in form of an arch. The 
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spaces between the projections~ which contain the~ndows, 
are also ornamented with carved tiles, disposed in arches. 
There are only two division walls in the whole, and these, as 
will appear from the plan, are placed irregularly. 

The western side of the building is rathel' more conspicu. 
ous, and consists of a centre (J) and two wings. (K. L M N, 
o P Q R). The centre is an apartment about 64 feet from 
east to west, 32 feet from north to south, and 62 feet from the 
floor to the centre of the arch, "by which it was covered. Its 
eastern end seems to have been entirely open, and its western 
end quite shut. In this are two niches (Sejdagah), towards 
which those who prayed turned their face~ (fg); and on one 
side of the largest was a pulpit (k, l\Iimbar) of stone, to which 
the priest ascended by a small ill-contrived stair. These niches 
and pulpit are much carved, and somewhat polishe~. 

Each side of the central place of wor$hip commumcate. 
with its contiguous wing by five arches; for each wing is suP:' 
ported by four longitudinal rows of pillars,' each containing 
11 pillars, in all 68 pillars, whicb togE:'ther with the walls su~ 
ported 90 domes. The southern wing being the most simple. 
I shall describe it first: It opens towards the area by 15 large 
arches, in the same "1I}anner as the other sides, and it com .. 
tnunicates with the cloisters of tbe southern side by three 
arches. Its southern end contains five windows. It bas no 
opening in its west side; but opposite to each arch is a niche, 
highly ornamented, and towards which people might tum 
their faces when they prayed. 

The northern wing is e.xactly of the same plan, but con. 
tains only 16 niches on the ground for the places of the 1st. 
and 14th from the centre are occupied by two small doors 
(I' I). Twenty-one of the pillars, in seven rows at some dia
tance from the centre, are much thicker and shorter than the 
otbers, and support- a platform of stone (m, D, 0, p,) called the 

. king'. throne (padshahka T.ukht), and elevated about eight 
feet from the ground. It is about 40 feet wide and 80 feet 
long, and is probably the place where the king and royal 
family performed their worship, while the chief of religion 
performed his in the pulpit of the centre (k), and the popu
lace prayed in the southern wing. Above the.ll outer 
columns of the platform are clumsy fDur sided abutments 
about 2} feet high, from whence spring the archs, that sup-
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port the domes, which are no highe{above the platform than 
in other parts of the wing. Above the 10 central columns 
which support the platform, are 10 smaller and more elegant 
pillars, about six feet high, which also supported domes of 
the same height with the others. The wall adjacent to the 
platform contains four hiches (q. q, q, q), and two doors (rs), 
that are ~inutely carved, and ornamented with passages of 
the koran. The doors lead from the cllamber, in which Se
kundur was buried; and through which only the access to 
the platform could hal'e been. 

The form of the columns, both supporting the platform and 
roof, will be best judged of from the drawings (Plate 4, No. 
2). The common columns are 2 feet wide at the base, and are 
1.9. ·feet. 4~ inches high, and some consist of one piece of 
g~a..nite, ~hich is their principal merit, The arches, which 
spring (rpm these pillars to support the domes are very 
cl~m~YJ 3t;1d ill-constructed. Their form is gothic, approach
ing however very near to circular, and they are constructed 
entirely pf brick. Their centres are 16 feet 5~ inches from 
the floor, and the centres of the domes are 26 feet 7 ~ inches 
from the same. Behind this wing, as above-mentioned, is the 
apartment (S T V W), where Sekundur was buriell. This 
building is of the same height with the wing, and the apart
ment within is 38 feet square, and has been covered by nine 
domes supported by four columns in the centre, and its floor 
is on a level with the royal platform, that is within the wing. 
The grave is in the centre, and is without ornament. It is 
composed of brick, .and covered with an arch. Even here 
this unhappy prince, killed fighting against his son, and 
buried amidst the murder of J 7 children, has not been allowed 
to remain undisturbed. The grave has been opened, pro~ 
bably in vain search for money, and it is now entirely ~mpty. 
The western side of the apartment is faUen, but the southern 
contains three windows and the northern two, and a door, by 
which it communicated with another chamber or platform of 
the same size (8 v'x Y), and on the same level. There is no 
evidence to show that this ever had a roof; but on the we~t 
side it had a. wall and door, to which prob8.bly the stair led, 
by which the royal family entered the place of worship. 
There was probably also a stair on the north side leading to 
a door (I), in the back of the northern wing. 
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The outer ,front of this-~ welt' sid~ although quite irregular 
from the projection of the tomb, is the most entire part of the 
building, and has been the most ornamented. A kind of 
sketch (Plate 4, No.8). of the west end of the centre build
ing, and of part of the adjacent wing, and taken from the 
south west corner of Sekundur's tomb (west), will give some 
idea of the style. The centre building is about dQuble the 
height ot the wings. On its outer end, opposite to the great 
niche within, is a small one (I), over which is an inscription, 
that gives the date (A. H. 707) for the erection of the build
ing by Sekundur. 

The stone work, both in the centre and wings is only 11 
feet higb, and is quite plain. The brick work in the ,wings 
is t 2 feet 5 inches high, and contains a double-broad corniCA 
exceedingly carved, and sub-divided into minute 1?orfrorilf,: 
which would have been very costly to form in stone: Ru3e 
broad pilasters support both cornices, and in the~, in thet 
brick work, are little arches highly ornamented with carved' 
tiles. In fact the natives use depressions in their walls, wbere 
we would use projections, so that their pilasters are ,!>roader 
than tbe intermediate spaces, as will be seen in (Plate 4, No.3.) 

The doors and windows of stone in this side of the build
ing, are the parts of the whole, that have been executed in 
the best taste, although they are much too small; for the 
windows are in general only 5 feet 3 incbes by 2 feef 6 inches. 
They are of very, different styles, having probably been taken 
from different -buildings; f9r I may observe of them in ge
neral, that most of them have evidently been taken from 
Hindu buildings, as on an narrow inspection some compart
ments will be discovered, from which human figures have 
been eradicated; yet a foot, a hand, or somewhat sufficient 
to ascertain the truth of what I state has been left, pl'o\>ably 
with a design to show tbe triumph of the Faith over idolatry. 
Over many of them in particular, is an escutcheon containing 
a figure sitting cross-legged. Some of these, I believe, repre
sent Gones; but others having a small waist, cannot be in
tended for that divinity, and seem to me evidently to repre
sent eitber Jain or Gautom. Great pains, however, has been 
taken to place every stone in an appropriate situation, and to 
conceal the Hindu carvings, where it was not intended, that 
these shC?uId enter into the plan of the Mohammedan archi-
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tect .i and I observed only one stor.~ placed in the north-end 
of the no;rth wing, that contained carving evidently misplaced i 
but the stair ' of the pulpit having fallen, discovers on the parts 
of its stones that had been concealed, much carving, among 
which are some fragments of the human figure. 

The view of the western side of the building, from the 
area, mus.t have been that of a small high centre with almost 
its whole end open, and tW() lo~g low wings of cloisters, like 
those forming ~he other sides. On the parts of the carved 
work, executed by the Muhammedans, it may ,be observed, 

. that they are too minute to produce any general great effect; 
and that, although from their size and general design, they . 
might ans~er for the pattern of a curtain or sofa, yet they 
loose the effect of ne!1tness, from their having been executed 
without care. Al~hough carved po a stoQe, that admits 

, easily of a marble polish, the cuttings are quite rough. The 
' .. ~l niches; towards which the people turned when . they 
;p\,ay-e~J are on the whole the best; as less frittered away by 
too.- great· ~n anxiety after perfection. The drawing which 

~epl'esents the niche (u) next to the royal platform, will give an 
ldea ()f ~he style. The upper part is in plaster. The lower 
part is i~~tone, and shows the curious nature of the masonry. 

Tl}~re IS no . ~alcareous marble in the building. ' The 
rougher p~rts are granite, the more po1i~bed are indurated 
pots,t~ne impregnated with h.ornblende. Concerning the build~ 
ing ~~ general ~t .Jl'lay ~9bserved, that, altbough, of. great 
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size, it is 80 frittered away into smatl. portions, that it has no 
grandeur; and although laboured with vast pains, its parts 
are so heavy, so ill proportioned, and so dark, that it totally 
wants elegance; and finally, that the badness of the masonry, 
the weakness of the pillars, and weight of the roof, rendered 
it of l~ttle stability. 

About a mile east from Adinah is a ruin called. the Satas
ghur, or sixty towers, and which is said to have 'been the 
palace of the king. On penetrating the woods, and reaching 
this place, I was much disappointed, as except the high name 
I could find nothing worthy of a royal residence. The re
mains consist of a tank about 120 yards in length, and 80 in 
breadth. The bank formed by throwing out the earth has 
been surrounded by a brick wall, in one place entire; and 
16 feet high. This wall seems to have included 'milny build~ 
ings, which, from the bulk of the ruins, seem to have" be~n 
mQst considerable at the two ends. At the north-west QOtJff't 
is a small building, which contains an arched chambei'in t4e 
centre, communicating with several smaller ones, by which it 
is surrounded. These communicate only with the central 
room, from whence there is a 'Passage to an antichamber in 
front. Soine appearance of pipes in the walls, and the 
general structure of the bui1d~g, confirm the opinion of the 
natives, that this was a bath. The north end of the tank 
seems to have been lined, t~rough the whole-- of its length, 
by a narrow gallery supported by arches, from whence stairs 
led down to the water; and within the gallery there appears 
to have been a row of small chambers; but these are now 
almost entirely choked with rubbish. At a little distance 
from the south-east comer of the tank, and without the wall 
is another ,ruin like that of the bathF and which probably 
served for the same purpose. A cylindrical cavity lined with 
brick, w hieh descends from the top of the' building to a coIi
siderable depth, and which is about 10 feet wide, served in 
all probability to give a supply of water. Very few stones 
have been employed in these buildings, and such as have 
been used are quite plain. Two large blocks of uncut grey 
granite are lying on the su;face of the ruins~ Some of the 
bricks are coated with green enamel. 

About balf way between Adinah and SatasghuJ' i,s an 
earthen. rampar~ with f ilitcb. on its west side, which pro-
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bably is part of a fortificAtion" that may have surrounded the 
palace. The tank at Satasghur has its greatest length ex
tending from north to south, and therefore bas undoubtedly 
been the work of a Hindu; and in fact both Hindus and 
Muhammedans agree in attributing its construction to a 
Pandu Raja, who lived a long time ago, and communicated 
his name to the place. He is very remarkable as having 
been the father of Yudhisthir, who, a.ccording to legend, was 
sovereign of India in the co:gmtencement of this age, 'about 
~OOO years ago. The country then belonged to Virat, one 
of the adherents of the family of Pandu, and, according to 
tradition, .this part of his dominions was under the immediate 
management of a certain Kichok, to whose sister Virat was 
m~rrie.d. It is possible, that during some rebellion, or di~~ 
p-l.lted .uccf!ssion, Pandu may have been compelled to retire 

. ~ ifo'tl1lnapoor, and to take refuge in a friendly territory. 
: J>t"fuya, J. must be observed, is a corrupt vulgar name, and 
th~ ttaa..'appellation of the city is said to be Panduya, or 
Pttndovlya. 

In this division there are eleven market places, of which 
Maldeh is a large town, anti Nawabgunj, Mongolvari, and 
Ayiyar are considerable marts ,for ~xportation and importa
tion, and Shahpoor or Sahatpoor has some shops, with two 
weekly markets, where large quantities of silk are sold. 
Maldeh is said to be a Persian word, signifying the place of 
wealth, and the town of this name probably derived its origin 
from being the port of Peruya, during the time that that was 
the capital of Bc:.;ngal, and became. afterwards celebrated for its 
manufactures. It is now the second town in this district, 
and independent of Nawabgunj, w}lich toay be considered as 
a suburb occupied by boatmen and people employed in ex
porting goods, contains about ,3000 houses, of which it is 
said one-eighth are built with brick and stones from the 
ruins of Gaur. One house contains three stories, and about 
370 have two stories. Each of these has at least six apart
ments, which however are in general very small, especially 
those of the upper $tory, that serve for bed-rooms. About 
750 brick houses of one story nave several apartments; and 
the remainder, occupied in general by weavers and other 
artists, ~onsist of one room about Beven cubits long by five 
wide, and which has 'One small aperture, that serves for 
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«-loor, window, and chimney. A;\'each end is usually a 
thatched shed. The whole are mean 'and slovenly, built 
without'lime, or at least only coated with plaster. Folding 
hinges for the doors and windows are just beginQing to be 
introduced. These are an innovation from Europe; hooks 
were formerly in use. The town is Pliseral>ly huddled to· 
gether, along the side of the l\lohanonda, on a narrow space, 
that seems to have been raised with the earth taken from 
three large hollows, into which the rinr penetrates in the 
rainy season, and theq indeed the town is ill a great measure 
insulated. Owing to this probably the streets are remarkably 
narrow, seldom exceeding six feet, and tbey are very uneven. 
The improvements. made in Europe on the arts of weaving 
and dying, having occasioned a great diminution .in the 
demands on this cOllntry, the people here have '\lad .less ·eP} .... 

ployment than usual, and many of the principa.l·a~~s~ ba'p.. 
failed and become ruinolls, among which are the F/~Jlch ju«f· 
Dutch factories, and there never was an English faot,ory::at' 
the place; for that commonly called Maldeh is not~'bveil fn 
this district. The ruinous houses, which are overgrown 
with weeds, and shelter dirt of ~very kind, together with the 
narrowness and irregularity of the streets, give Maldeh an 
uncommonly miserable appearance. I think that it looks 
worse than even the towns which consist entirely of thatched 
huts. The want of usual employment has also introduced 
many objects in the most squalid appearance of want, espe· 
cially distressing as it is intermixed with a degree of wealth 
and luxury, that are unknown in the other parts of the dis
t,"ict. The police is not only defective in want of roads, 
streets, bridges, light, and cleanliness, but the town swarms 
with villains, who have been educated in the jail at Dinajpoor. 
There are very few open shops, and the markets are incon
ceivably ill supplied, as usual indeed in India, wherever a 
great many Europeans have not been settled; and no to
lerable animal food of any kind, ~o bread, and no butter are 
procurable in the market. Almost every person, however, is 
Ii trader, and will retail in his house. So far'from the com
merce or manufactures of Maldeh having improved the 
country, the whole for 12 miles north frOID this town, with an 
excellent soil, is almost a desert. The only public building~ 
except the mosques which Maldeh possessed, was a Sarai or 
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public inn, containing a gteat many small unventilated dark 
chambers, surrounding a square, in which -travellers might 
lodge, and merchants might deposit their goods. This work 
was erected by a Muhammed an merchant, brother to the 
person who built the principal mosque.' Ayiyar (Jyoe R.) at 
the junction of t~e Tanggon and Mohanonda, containing per
haps ~OO dwellings, must be considered as a. town. although 
it has no brick house. Its streets are wider, and it has more 
the app~arance of comfor~ than Maldeh, and it is a place 
of considerable trade and. manufactures. 
l~uRuSA-is very much interI11ixed ~ith the district of Raj. 

shahi, and is of a very irregular shape; but may extend about 
!240 miles from north to south, and J9 from east to west; and 
may contain about rt60 square miles. 'Fhe Darogah resi~es 
at Ghatnogor, not ne~r the centre of his division. There is 
only'~lie Munsuf for this.division, and that of Lalbazar, which 
aresep~rated. ~y.the intervention of Potnitola, and each of 
them is target' than that division. About 24 miles may be·in
WldatecJ land, covered mostly with long reeds, but per pa six 
miles may be cultivated with Boro rice. Tanks, rif, rs, and 
DJarshes may occupy 1~ miles; woods. 10 miles; stee barrell 
places; burial grounds, markets, and roads. 16 mi es. de· 
serted lands, or those cultivated occasionally. 8 mi es; and 
about 190 are fully occupi~d. The Boil, where not in ndated, 
is a hard clay, in some places pretty high, in others \'l' leveL 
Three wealthy farmers have some brick buildings in their 
dwelling houses, and a good many have small brick mosques; 
almost all the huts have mud walls., and some of tbe better 

, kind have wooden rafters tQ suppoJ't tbe roof. 
The most remarkable Hindu place of worsbip is a small 

temple of Komol Dohesworil which, as usual, is supposed to 
be of great antiquity; Dut as it has been endowed by the 
J ahanggirpooI; Zemindars, and ~eceives 200 rs. a year' from 
that .family, it has probably been erected by some of tbem; 
and is therefore quite modern. There is no remarkable place 
9f wprship among the Moslema. There are many old tanks, 
and some of t},lem ar~ rather large; but none very remarkahle, 
nor is th~re any tradition concerning the persons by wbom 
t.bey were dug, The. road made by Hoseyn Shah passes 
through the northern end o( the division, and is the only anti. 
quity of which 1 heard. This. division has eight markets, of 
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which two are marts, and Nitpoor is a very considerable one, 
three other places have some shops. The largest is Nischin
tapool", which contains about 100 houses. 
GoNGOAlLAMPOOR-i~ of an exceeding irregular shape, ex

tends about ~6 miles from north to south, by 16 from east to 
west, ana may contain 820 square miles. Tbe Darogah and 
!\Iunsuf reside at Dumdumah, towards the north-westl at a 
distaD(:e from the centre of the division. Rivers, marshes, 
and tanks may occupy leO miles; inundated lands may amount 
to 80 miles, of which 8 may be cultivated as Chora land, or for 
Boro rice; 80 miles of'the higb land may bave a free light 
soil; and 2t.O may consist of hard clay. Besides the portion 
of inundated land that is cultivated, 20 miles of a loose soil, 
and 220 of a hard son. are said to be fully occupied; 16 have 
been deserted, or are occasionally cultivated; ! may be oCcu,:, 
pied by woods or bushes; and 12 are b~lrren roads,· market-
places, and the like. . .. ... 

About ten ha.bitations may have one or two chambers-·or
brick within their premises. On the east side of the Punib
boba, most of the huts have mud walls, and about 150 farmers 
have small brick mosques in their premises. On tbe west the 
huts are miserable, and consist of hurdles. This part occu
pies 1 of the district, but is almost entirely destroyed by iD
undations, rivers, and marshes, so that it contains not above 
T1

• of the Jands that are in full cultivation. 
The antiquities of this district are very numerous; and in 

giving an account of them I shall have occasion to mention 
most of the places of worship, and most of the pUblic wodes, 
or any note. 1 shall proceed in the order in which I saw them. 
Fust, about seven miles southerly from'Dumdumab, is a very 
fine tank named Topon (Tub bone R.), which is the largest in 
the district. The water seems to have extended 4100 feet 
from north to south, and 1150 from east to west, and the space 
occupied by the bank is about· 800 feet wide, making the total 
dimensions 4700 feet by 1750. ' On tbe ~ast and west sides 
have been three entrances through the bank; an~ each had a 
descent 10 the water (Ghat), lined with brick. On the south 
aide have been two entrances. and on the north side one. Op
posite to this is a small heap, probably th~ ruin of a te1I\Ple, 
and beyond this is an avenue between two small tanks, which, 
,together with the avenue, occupy the width of the great one. 
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To the north of these is a space of about half a mile in extent, 
broken with small tanks, like the situation of a town, and near 
the northern extremity of this is a large heap of bricks covered 
with soil, once probably a temple of considerable size. These 
tanks are said to have been made by Ban Raja, and to have 
been the place ,where he performed his religious ceremonies 
(Toposya), and where he swung before Sib for 1000 years, 
suspended by hooks passed !hrough the skin of his back. It 
is from this circumstance that the name of the place is de
rived. 

East from Topon, on the banks of the Punabhoba, is Kor
daho, now a place of some trade; bnt celebrated as having 
been the place where Krishno burned the 998 arms of Ban 
Raja, which he had cut off in battle .. The proper nam~ of 
·DumdLlmah is Devi Koth. It received its present appellation 
which flignines the place of war, from its having been a mili-

. -·.ary 'station during the early part of the Muhammedan go
"ernment, as it probably was then on the frontier; for I have 
nlreadymentioned, that the province called Barondro ex
tended no further north than this place. 'Vhile the troops 
were stationed at Dumdumah, the chief officer, under the 
title of '" azir, seems to have resided on the banks of a very 
noble tank, which is named Dahal dighi, and has evidently 
been formed by Muhammedans, its water being about 4DOO 
feet from east to west, and 1000 from north to south. It is 
probably exceedingly deep, as the banks thrown out are very 
large. They have been ~ good deal spr«(ad; and form many 
irregular rising groun~s, finely planted, a~d surpass in beauty 
anything of the kind that I have ever seen. On many differ· 
ent parts, especiaUy towards the north-east comer, are heaps 
of bricks, probably the ruins of the houses that were occupied 
by the Moslem officers. On the centre of the north side i . 
the monument (Durgab) of a saint (Pir) named Mullah Atan
din, contiguous to which is a small mosque. Bo.th are very 
ruinous, but a tanopy is still suspended over the tomb, which 
js much frequented as a place of worship, and the Fakir has 
an endowment or~oo bigahs (about 100 ac~es) ofland. - ~he 
present occupant IS a remarkably handsome man, and has a 
perfect formed Arabian countenance, although his ancestors 
have held the appointment for several generations. A descent, 
,paved with stone leads down from these buildings to the tank, 
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and the materials have been evidently taken from a Tuin; as 
broken columns, parts of doors, windows, and stones vllriously 
carved, are intermixed with such as are quite plain. Traces 
of the human fortll on the pedestal of a column, show that the 
ruins from whence they were taken have been those of a Hindu 
building, and confirm the tradition of the supply having come 
from Bannogor. The 'Vazir, who is reported to have founded 
the mosque, and to have d~g. the tank, is said to be buried be
tween them, and a large cavity covered by long stones is shown 
as his grave. From an inscription over the gate of the mosque, 
it appears that it was built before the time of Ataudin and of 
Sheykh Mukbu (another saint), by 'Vazir Shawr l\Iusaur, of 
l\Iozofurbad. commander of the troops ofFiruzabad, in the reign 
of Hoseyn Shah, Sultaq -of Hostina, son of Mozafur Shah! A .. H. 
718. From -an inscription under the former, it would appear 
that a place for prayer (Gombuz), which has been erected be
hind the tomb, was built by the order of Sekundur Shah, SQlt'-;" 

ofMajahud Shah, son of Ayas Shah, A. H. 765. Also, from ar! . 
inscription in a wing of the mosque, it would appear that this 
was erected as a place of prayer for Ataudin, by Futeh Shah •. 
son of Mahmud Shah, A. H.845. A part of the mosque 
called Hamad~ from an inscription in it, was built in the reign 
of Ky Kaos Shah, by the order of Sekundur Sani., or the 2d, 
A. H. 872. Finally, from an inscription over the door of an 
apartment to the right of the mosque, and which was a kitchen 
for the use of Fakirs, it would appear that it was built iu the 
time of 1\Iukhdum 1\\oloah Ata, when Mozofur Shah was king: 
The date is no longer legible. 

At a little distance east from Dahal Dighi, is another tank 
of very large dimensions, called Kala Dighi, and supposed to 
haTe been dug by Kala Rani, the spouse of Dan Raja. Ex.
clusive of the banks, it is about 4000 feet long, from north to 
south. by 800 feet wide. North from the tanks called Dahal 
and Kala, are many small ones, which formerly, in all proba
bility, were in the suburbs of Bannogor, the residence of Ban 
Raja, of whom I have already given an account. The ruins 
of Bannogor occupy the east bank of the Punabhoba, which 
here runs from north-east to south-west for about two miles, 
beginning a little above Dumdumah. I first examined the 
citadel, which is a qu~~aDgle of about 1800 feet by 1500, sur
rounded by a high rampart of brick.sJ -and on the south and 
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east by a ditch. The remainder of the ditch has been oblite
rated, or destroyed by the Punabhoba, which, in the time of 
Ban Raja, is said to have passed to the north of the present 
course of the Brahmani, and many large Water courses, which 
are to be seen in that direction, tender the tradition probable. 
On the west face of the citadel is a large projecting part, pro
bably the outworks before a gate. In the centre is a large 
heap of bricks, said to have been the Raja's house; and on 
the east face is a gate, and a causeway about 200 feet long, 
leading across the ditch into the city, which has been square, 
of above a mile in diameter, and has been also surrounded by 
a rampart of brick, and by a ditch. Towards its south-east 
corner is the monument of Sultan Shah, which is ruinous, but 
a Fakir has a small endowment, and burns a lamp before. the 
·tomb. The monument is much frequented by the faithful, 
and contains many stones, which from their position have evi
.dently-been taken from ruins, and the pillars are of the same 

~..order .with those at the mosque of Dahal Dighi~ They are 
somewhat more elegant than those at Adinah, and I have pro
cured a drawing of one, and 'of a door, which I have no doubt be-

longed to Bannogor., Near the monument of the :Muhammedan 
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saint are the two celebrated pools, Omrito and Jivot, which 
I mentioned in my account of Ban Raja. In their present 
state they are very different from the pools of life and immorta
lity, which their names imply, as they are filled with abomi
nably dirty water. They have never been large;. 'f:>ut. the size 
of the heaps of brick round them, shpws that they have been 
surrounded by large buildings i and proliably they- have been 
sacred '(lOnds (Push kornis), which occupied the areas of two 
temples. The women of the 'vicinity ~hQ have been unfortu
nate 1n their Childreg, and have lost many by death, ~requenl 
these- pools~ and c~rrying with them two living fish of the 
kind called Kamach Singgi (Silure fossiIe) bathe in each_pond, 
and m~e an offering ~f a fis,h. 

In Omrito, a projecting .stone was pointed out as the dead 
cow, that had been thrown into th,e water by the infidel Yo
vans, in order to deprive it of its virtues. I proposed to take 
it out, which ex..cite-cJ. a smile of contempt in my guide~ wlio 
assured me that one of the Dinajpoor Rajas had tied ropes eo;. 
it, and with three elephants had attempted in vain tQ,. procUre 
this monument of antiquity. The Pandit attached to' the sur
vey, who is perhaps somewhat of a philosopher, went next 
day with a dozen men and some ropes, and pulled it out with 
some degree of exultation. He found it to be an image of the 
bull V risho, which is usually worshipped by the sect of Sib, 
and which the infidels very probably threw into the pond. 
This and the image of Gones, now at Dinajpoor, which I have 
already mentioned, together with tbe custom of swinging, at
tributed to Ban Raja, pretty clearly show the religion of that 
tyrant (Oesur), who opposed Krishno, as the temples (If Sib, 
constructed by Ravon, which I have seen in the south of In
dia, point out the worship of the opponent of Ram. At the 
north-west earner of the ruins of the town, near the Punab .. 
hoba, are the remains oi' the monument of another Mubam. 
medan saint, Pir Havakhari, which also has some columns, 
and other stones, and the same Fakir who lights the lamp at 
the tomb of Sultan S~ah, attends on this, which _s also' much 
frequented by the devout. 

N ear this the river has undermined part of the ruins; and i3 
encroaching on a thick bed of bricks, in which stands a colu,mn 
of granite, of the same order with those i~ the monuments of 
~he Muhammedan sain~s. At a very lit,.tl.e ~istance (rom_th, 
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north-east corner of the city is a large beap of bricks, said to 
be the ruins of a temple dedicated to Virupakhyo (Sib) by 
Banraja. In the time of Raja Ramnath, of Dinajpoor, two 
religious men were informed in a dream where the image was 
concealed, and hastened to inform the Raja of their discovery. 
He accordingly sent people with the two good men, who 
pointed out the place in the ruins, and, on digging, there was 
found a Lingga, for which the Raja built a small temple, a~d 
settled 360 bigahs (about 180 acres) of land, with a monthly 
pension of 30 rs. on the two Brahmans, whose children now 
enjoy the fruit of their ancestors' virtue. It is said and be
lieved in the neighbourhood, that thiS' image when discovered 
was a cubit high. It has since gradually diminished, and is 
now r~duced to a span. The new temple is very ruinous, !,lnd 
the Brahmans, who have the endowment will probably wait 
for a "epair, until another dreamer can procure another Raja 
to ~~fortn that work of piety. It is now, however, the chief 
pl!1ce of Hindu worship in the division. About half a mile 
west from the north end of the city, on the opposite side of 
the Punabhoba, is a considerable heap of bricks, overgrown 
with bushes, and placed on the side of a small tank. For any 
thing that appears to the contrary, this, as is related, may have 
been the house of the princess Usha, whose fondness for 
Oniruddho brought about the destruction of her father and 
native city. 

About three-quarters of a mile beyond this heap, and on 
the otIler side of the Brahmani, is a place called Narayon
poor, where there are many smaU tanks and heaps of bricks, 
like an old town. This is said to have been the field where 
the great battle took place between Krishno and Banraja. 
Near one of the tanks, evidently of Hindu construction, is the 
monument of a M uhammedan saint,' Pir Bahaudin, from 
whence to the tank is a large pavement and stair constructed 
of stones, that have evidently been taken from ruins. Near 
it is a small building of brick, much ornamented with carving, 
and which, from its resemblance to the l\Iausoleum of Ghyas
hudin at Peruya, probably contains tile tomb of some person 
of rank. 

The great number of stones in these ruins, and a vast 
many, that have been removed . by the Dinajpoor Rajas 
to-construct their works, show, that Bannogor has been a 
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place much ornamented, and its walls show, that it was of 
considerable size and strength. The people here allege, that 

- all the stones, which are to be foun~ in the buildings of this 
district, have been carried from it, and that Gaur owed its 
most valuable materials to the ruins of Ban Raja's edifices. 

The only other work, that I shall, have occasion to men
tion, is Pran Sagor, a tank made by Raja Pran Nath of 
Dinajpoor. Ita basin of water is 2600 feet by 800; but it 
sinks into insignificance, after mentioning the grander'works 
of the mighty heroes of antiquity. In this division are 16 
market places. Eight of them are marts for exportation, 
and of these Dumdumah, Noyabazar, and Kordaho, are 
small towns. . 

POTIRAM-is about 22 miles from' north to south, and 17 
from east to west. It is divided into nearly two equal por
tions by the Atreyi river, and contains about 280 s'luar~. 
miles. About 18 miles may be occupied by tanks, riverS',.alld.. 
marshes; 17 miles are inundated, of which perhaps 1 0 ~~s .: 
are sandy banks of rivers (Chora), that are cultivated; 60 
miles are of a free soil, of which 85 are fully occupied; and, 
185 are of a hard clay, of which 158 are fully occupied; 
17 miles are deserted, or only cultivated occasionally; and 
35 miles are poor sterile land, or burial grounds, roads, 
market places, or the like. Although three Zemindars reside 
in the district, one of whom pays 20,000 r8. a year revenue, 
there is no dwelling that consists entirely of brick; but 
about 12 families have one or two rooms of that material, 
and about an equal number have small brick temples or 
mosques within their premises. The greater part of the 
huts have mud walls. There is no place of worship remark. 
able· either for its supposed holiness, or for its building. 
There are no ruins of note. This division contains 19 mar· 
ket places. Five are marts for the exportation of goods, 
and three other places contain some shops. Potiram, on the 
east side of the Atreyi, including Nawabgunj, must in Bengal 
be reckoned a town, and contains above 100 houses, rather 
neat and comfortable. It has how;ver no building of note. 
Kongyargunj, on the west side of the same river, is a more 
considerable place, and has above 150 houses, with a good 
many shops and artists. 

POTIRAM, and also occupying both sides of the AtreyiJor 
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a'bout 20 miles., is. the division of PotnitQJa, which extends 
about 13 miles from eas,t to west, is of an oval form, contains 
about 240 square miles. Rivers, tanks, 'and marshes, may 
occupy 15 ~iles; free sandy soil on the banks'of the Atreyi 
80 miles; and stiff clay 195. Twenty miles of the former, 
and 182 of the latter may be fully occupied; for this is un
doubtedly one of the best cultiTated portions of the district'; 
while perhaps eight miles have been deserted, or are occa
sionally cultivated; 10 miles may be occupied by burial 
places, roads, markets, or steep banks; and five by woods, 
among which some are of sal. 

Although four branches of the oldest and most considerable 
family among the neighbouring proprietors reside in this di
vision, only two dwelling houses contain any chambers of 
brick. Most of the huts have mud walls. About 40 wealthy 
farmers have lately built small mosques of brick in their pre
mises; but there is no remarkable place of worship. The 
remains of antiquity are neither numerous nor extensive. 
Toward~ the north-west extremity of the division is Dhivor 
Dighi, which was examined by the Pandit. He reports, 
that it may have contained 40 or 50 bigahs of land, and is 
said to have been dug by a Dhivor Raja, who lived about a 
thousand years ago. In its centre is a stone pillar of eight 
sides, 22} cubits. in length, and 6j. cubits in diameter. On 
its top are traces of iron ornaments; but it has no carving 
nor inscription. Near it is a place sacred to Bhairov, and a 
small wood of the trees, wbich usually grow on ruined towns, 
but no other indications of there having been a city. 

At Mosida, on the west side of the Atreyi, about seven, 
I miles below Potnitola, is the monument 'and tomb of the 

Muhammedan saint Sudurdaha, which is a good deal visited. 
Near it is the tombs of Budurdaha, father of the holy man, 
and of several persons of the same family. The tombs are 

, constructed of brick, and surrounded by a wall, in which are 
placed several stones, that have evidently been taken from 
ruins, as they have been J!ut in various forms, of which frag
ments only remain. Near them are some fragments of pillars, 
and besides many ot,her stones, the lintels of two doors, on 
one of which is an escutcheon containing a figure of Gones. 
There can therefore be no doubt, that the Muhammedan. 
buijding has been erected from Hindu ruina. The Ciceroni, 
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who was the c.hief of the village (l\londol), -and a good l\lu-
. hammedan, attributed the whole carving to the saint. He 

was, however, a good deal staggered by Gones, whom he had 
ne1-er before observed. He had no tradition concerning the 
place, from whence the holy man had come, when he lived, 
who had been his predecessors, nor who had been his bene
factors; but said, that his forest contained many small tanks 
and heaps of bricks. I walked with him 'the whole- breadth 
of the wood, about half a mile, _ and what be said was one 
half of the length, which might be a mile, and found that his 
account was true. Near the monument I couId trace the 
foundations of buildings of a considerable size. I have n~ 
doubt, therefore, but that this has been a Hindu city of some 
consequence, although tradition is silent on the subject. 

At Mahigunj on the east side of tIle Atreyi, near the northern 
extremity of the division, is said to be such another placet w~th 
a monument of a l\luhammedan saint named.: l\Iohi Sontosh, 
who has communicated his name to the district (purgunall), 
in which his monument is situated. The most remarkable 
thing is, that his name is said to be Songskrito. This division 
contains 20 market places, of which four are small marts for 
exportation and importation, and no other places have any 
shops. None of them is entitled to be caned a town, except 
Sibgimj, which contains about 300 houses, and carries on a 
considerable commerce. 

BODOLGACHHI-On the Jomuna river, is about 17 miles 
from north to SOUtI1, and 15 from east to west; but is drawn 
out into a kind of triangular form. The Darogah resides at 
the place, from whence the division derives its name, wh~ch 
signifies the Jujub tree, with which the place abounds. It is 
situated conveniently enough for the district; but the Munsuf 
resides at Sibgunj near one extremity. Under all circum
stances however, a more convenient place could not have been 
selected; as he is also Munsuf for another division, and that 
not immediately adjacent. _ 

This division may contain 270 square miles. and, although 
very valuable by nature, is but indifferently cultivated. Rivers, 
marshes and tanks may occupy 17 square miles; poor sterile 
steep land, roads, burying-grounds, market-places, &c., 18 
miles; inundated lands 13 miles, of which probably six are 
occupied; rich free soil 110 miles, of which not above 64 lU'e 
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properly occupied; good hard clay 180 miles, of which about 
100 are fully occupied ;' 60 miles have been deserted, or are 
only occasionally cultivated; and about eight are overgrown 
with woods, being ruined towns or villages. . 

Only two very small proprietors reside in the district; b~t 
there are in it nve brick houses belonging to sugar manufac. 
tures. One of them, which I saw, is built in the Moorish 
style, and is a respectable looking place. The proprietor I 
believe~ has landed estates in other districts. A large pro
portion o'f the huts have mud walls. The most remarkable 
place of worship is a small temple, at a place called. Yogi .. 
ghopa, towards the north end of the ·district. The temple is 
dedicated to Sib, and is served by priests from the ' west of 
India, who are called Yogis. The shrine, where the image 

;is'placed, resembl~s very much a tomb, and· is sunk below' the 
: level of the ground, but is covered by a neat enough building, 
J wnich 'the nati~e painters made a drawing. The materials 

appear to me to have been taken from a ruin, as somesiones 
appear, from their ornaments, not to have been intended for 
the . place in which they stand; and near the temples are 
several fragments of stones, that have been much carved, and 
are lying as materials, for which there was no demand. The 
temple in fact, stands upon a large space of ground that is 
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covered, and raised above the lev«:l of the adjacent country 
by bricks, and which contains. several tanks. The Yogis 
say, that these are the .remains of the house of Devpal, a 
prince who lived 5 or 600 years ago. About a mile to the 
west, they say, at a place called Amari, are similar ruins be
longing to the house of lUohipal. -In order that-J might see 
the ruins ()f the abode of Chondro Pal, which are the most 
considerable, the Yogis directed me to proceed to Chondira, 
a village about a mile to the east. I was' however, under the 
necessity of taking a very circuitous route to avoid a marsh; 
and, on my reaching the place, could find no other guide than 
a Muhammedan Mondol, who never had heard of Chondro 
Pal, but conducted me to the tomb of a .saint constructed of 
ruins. He said also, that at a neighbouring place called 
Kotok, there are many bricksl and small tanks, .but 1ha~ 
without previously clearing the road, it 'would be impQs'Si~e·:. 
for me to visit it. A little way east from this at Dho~IlI' 
found many old tanks, and heaps of brick, said to have been 
the abode of a Zemindar, who possessed the country before 
it was given to the Dinajpoor family. 

The most remarkable ruin in this division is situated about 
eight miles north-east from BadoIgachhi on the frontier of 
Lalbazar, and is called Goyal Chitar Pahar, and Paharpoor. 
I found it an immense steep heap of bricks, from 100 to 150 
feet in perpendicular height, covered with bushes, and crowned 
by a remarkllbly fine tree. On ascendil!g about half-way, I 
found three large rough stones, on which I had been led to 
expect an inscription; but I found afterwards, that the person 
who gave me the information, although a Brahman and -a Ze
mindar, could not read. On the summit is a small chamber 
of brick, with a door facing the east, and a small niche to
wards the west. This is said to have been the residence of 
a Muhammedan hermit, which is very probable. The heap 
of bricks, or hill as it is called, has been surrounded by a 
square rampart, the ruins of which contain many bricks and 
each side may be 400 yards in length. The rampart is OVer
grown wit.h trees, but the space between it and the hill is clear, 
contains some small tanks, and indications of brick buildings, 
especially towards the ,corners of the rampart. The thick!less 
of this would induce one to believe, that the place might have 
been a fortress; but no ditch Can be traced, and the heap, 
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which is by far the most remarkable part of the ruin, could 
not have answered for defence. I am therefore inclined to 
believe, that it has been a temple, and its great steepness and 
height, induce me to suppose that it has been solid, like many 
of the temples of Buddha in Ava and Nepal i for a hollow 
temple, of which the roof had fallen in, would be much flatter. 
1\1y conjecture is confirmed by the vicinity of the several 
places, which are said to have belonged to the Pal family, 
who were worshippers of Buddha. -

In this division there are 16 market-places, of which three 
are marts. One of them Sibgunj on the Atreyi, is pretty con
siderable, and contains 300 families, among whom are many 
shop-keepers and artists. Badolgachhi contains about 100 
houses and is cl)icfly remarkable for the manufacture of sugar. 
Dadpl is a name, that extends very far, and includes both the 
Company's factory at Syamgunj (Saum Gunge R.), and a place 
called Hengriyapathar, where an annual fair is held for 20 
days. During this, 200 shops are opened ~t the place, and 
many people assemble to celebrate a religious ceremony, that 
was established by one of the Dinajpoor family. 

LALiJA,ZAR-is an irregular pentagon, much intersected by 
the Jomuna and its branches. The Darogah resides at a 
distance from the centre of his division, but near the middle 
of what is well occupied, as tbe north-west part i.s mostly over
grown with woods. TIle division contains about 280 square 
miles. Of these 1~ miles may be occupied by rivers, tanks, 
and marshes; 12 by inundated lan'd, of which four may be 
cultivated; 12 by steep broken land, sterile ground, and burial, 
and market;..pl!Jces; 5~ miles by deserted land, of which 34-
may have grown into forests, and 18 may be cultivated occa
sionally, and are still clear; about 19~ miles are fully occupied, 
of which perhaps 122 are of a light free loil uncommonly rich, 
and 70 are of a stiff hard clay. Setting aside the 24t miles 
occupied by rivers, marshes, and inundated land; 164 wiU 
be about the proportion of light, free soil, and 92 that of the 
stiff land. 

Two of the Zemindars that reside iD. the district, have 
houses of brick fit for gentlemen; especially that of Baidyo
nath Chaudhuri, who is the most intelligent person with whom 
I have conversed on Indian architectur.e; and who is carrying 
on buildings with great spirit, in which he naturally takes- a 
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. pride, and is much gratified by having an opportunity of 
showing them to strangers, which he does with great urba
nity. Eight manufacturers of sugar also have brick houses, 
suitable to decent circumstances. One of them a l\Iuham
medan has lately purchased land. 

The two principal Zemindars have built very considerable 
temples; but, being both men of low birth, these ,are consi
dered as of no value, and the only place of, worship that is 
esteemed by the natives, is a small temple of Harogauri, 
which is much frequented four or five Tuesdays in spring. 
Imamdi, one of the sugar manufactures; that I mentioned, has 
built a pretty large mosque, and 10 or 1~ small ones. About, 
20 rich farmers have small mosques within their premises, but 
the only Muhammedan place of worship that, i$ much fre
quented, is the monument of ~imay Shah, on the banks of 
the Tulosi. ~ • ., 

At the monument of Nimay the channel of the Tul;si, as 
well as the adjacent bank, consists of bricks' and stones, and 
a high space covered ~th trees, and about a guarter of a 
mile in diameter, contains large quantities of'these materials. 
Among these I observed a stone, apparently the capital of 
a pillar, which was ornamented with four tigers' heads. A 
brick at the saint's monument had on it a human figure, and 
the same was the case with a stone. The materials have 
therefore been taken from a Hindu building, aD(~ the tradi .. 

. tion concerning the ruin is, that it belongs to the house or 
palace of Ushopal, which is called Atapoor. At a little dis
tance to the west of this is just such another ruin, said to 
have been a house 'of Mohi Pal. Between these places are 
two large tanks, and a high mound like a road leads from the 
one to the other. On digging into this mound it has been 
found to consist. of bricks and stones, huddled together. 
Among the stones some are carved, and seem to have been 
parts of doors or windows. The buildings of the Pal family, 
therefore, have probably been constructed from the ruins of 
former times; and very probably, according to tradition, from 
the ruins of Bannogor. ." 

A little south from the ruins of Mohipal's abode is a small 
square rampart and ditch, within which an indigo work bas 
been erected. The proprietor, Mr. Tucker, In removing a 
het.p of earth in this old fort, came to a small building of 
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brick, 14 cubits square within the walls, and these are 6 feet 
thick. On removing the earth from the cavity, the workmen· 
came to a small arched building like a tomb, but it contained 
no bones. There is neither door nor window in the wall. 
The building is therefore in all probability a tomb, and 
belonged to a person of some sect, that did not burn the 
dead. 

Near the temple of Horogauri, already mentioned, is the 
pillar containing an inscription, of which Mr. Wilkins has 
given a translation in the first volume of the Asiatie Re-

, searches, and which refers to the P~l family. The tradition 
of the vicinity mention Mobi, Chondro, Usho, Dev, Hudom, 
Kasi, and Ojoy Pal r but of the three last I have not seen 
any monument. The vicinity of Harogatiri, and of the pillar 
is . .t:ntirely waste, and contains many little tanks, like the 

, situation of a town; but I could not observe, nor hear of any 
remains of buildings. At Apaul and Sontosh there have 
been small towns, with several inconsiderable temples and 
houses of Zemindars, whose lands were seized by the Dinaj
poor family, and which, together with the two houses built 
by Ramnath, and some later Zemindars, now form ruins, for 
every thing in this climate hastens to decay. In this divi
sion there are !2S markets. There is no place large enough 
to be called a town, but there are four small marts for the 
-exportation of the produce, and six places besides have a 
few shops. At the saint's tomb, on the ruins of Usho Pal's 
house,- is held an annual fair, where about 2000 people as
semble, and trade as well as pray. 

CHINTAMON-is of an oblong form, 20 miles from north to 
south, and 13 from east to west. It may contain about 200 
square miles, and extends from' the Atreyi in one part to the 
east side of the J omuna.. which runs through it for about 
15 miles. About 12 Iniles may be occupied by rivers, water 
courses, marshes, and tanks; six miles may be. inundated 
land, mostly covered with reeds, but a little is under indigo; 
74 miles may be of a free rich soil; and 108 miles of stiff 
clay. Setting aside the 18 miles inundated and covered by 
water, eight miles may be occupied by steep barren places, 
burial grounds, market places, and roads; 15 miles are occu
pied by wO,ods, mostly dwarf sal; 34 niiles are either only 

'cultivated occasionally, or have been" altogether deserted; 
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and 1~5 are fully occupied, of which 50 are of a rich free soil, 
and 75 are of -stiff clay. 

Nine families have in their premises, one or two rooms 
built of brick; but no dwelling consists entirely of that ma
terial. There are many smaIl (l\fondirs) Pagan temples of 
,brick, which have been built by . sugar-boilers, and other 
merchants; but the only tWQ objects of Hindu worship. that 
have the smallest celebrity, are the Jomuna river, in which 
the people of the vicinity bathe on a certain day in spring; 
and an image of Sib, which is called Yamoleswor, which is 
supposed to have arisen spontaneously from the earth, and 
which ill worshipped by about ~ooo people aisembled on the 
proper day. There is no Muhammedan place of worship re
markable for its buildings, but the monument of Mir Medni 
at Phulvari is the most frequented. About 100 small mosques 
of brick have been erected by wealthy farmers, anc,l.~ers 
within ~heir premisel~ and are served by the master or the 
family, who lights a lamp every evening, and prays at the 
proper pours., . _ __ 

In sii places some ruins are to be found; but they are 
small, and in all probability of little antiquity. The most 
considerable is Pukhoriya, about six miles south-west from 
Chintamon. Here is an elevated space of ground, about a 
mile in diameter, which contains many small heaps of bricks, 
and about 10 or 1~ tanks; one of which is said to have been 
dug by a Raja's mother (Rajar Mar Dighi) •. On the surface 
of the ground are three stones, one of which contains an 
,image. This town is said to have belonged to a Raja Gauri 
KantoJ son of Vasudev, who will be soon mentioned. At 
Madapara, 10 miles soath-east from Chintamon, are said to 

, be the ruins of a small town built by a servant of the Dinaj-
poor family. • 

Vasudev, a Zemindar, whose daughter married the first of 
the Dinajpool' family,.that rose to any eminence, had two 
places of residence in this division. The first called l\fohon
poor is about six miles south-east from Chintamon, and is 
said to have been, a town. The other is called Vasudevpoor, 
and has been a fortress of inconsiderable size. It has had a 
double rampart, and has contained some b~icks. A Pathan, 
named l\furowot Khan, is also said to have resided in tbis 
fortr~ss •. 
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In a forest called Hira." which occupied the north-east part 
of this district and the north-west of Nawabgunj, is a place 
named Kali Shohor, where there are remains of brick build
ings, the founder is unknown. Six miles north-east from 
Chintamon on the side of the Jomuna is a small fort, which 
contains about 50 acres, and is called Gorgovindopoor. 
'Vithin is said to be a pillar of stone, but there is no inscrip
tion, nor is the founder known. In this division are 25 mar
ket places. Goods are exported and imported from fopr 
different places, none of them considerable. Five places be
sides contain shops. Among these Chintamon is the most 
considerable, and cont'ains about roo families. Sujapoor and 
Khoyer Vari may also be considered as small towns, each 
containing about 100 families. . 

HAWORA-occupies both banks of the Jomuna river for 
about 11 miles, and extends from thence to the Korotoya. 
n is somewhat of a triangu1ar form, contains about 180 square 
miles, and extends about 20 miles from north to south, and 
18 from east to west. About 10 miles may be occupied by 
tanks, rivers, and marshes; 20 may be inundated, and are 
chiefly sandy low lands (Chora), partly used for pasture, and 
partly cultivated for indigo, or cu~urbitaceous fruits; 90 miles 
may be of a stiff clay; and 60 of a free soil. Setting aside 
30 miles of land, that are inundated, or altogether occupied 
by water, four miles may be occupied by markets, roads, 
burial grounds, and steep barren places i 11 miles by woods; 
22 by lands, which have been deserted; and 118 are fully 
occupied, of which 45 are a free soil, and 68 stiff clay. 
One proprietor of land, of the Dinajpoor family, has a hand
some although sman house, which is built of brick, after the 
Anglo-Indian fashion; but ~e does not reside at it. This is 
the only dwelling of brick that belongs to a native. The' 
"huts here, and jn general on the 'eastern frontier towards 
'Rongpoor, are worse than u~ual, bei7Jg very Bat and low in 
·the roof. This having been on the frontier of Motsyo, its 
-soveTeign, Virat Raja, is said to have had a considerable 
part ef his army stationed here; and a ruinous fort, called 
Viratpat, is said to have been his usual residence, when he 
came to inspect the station. The Pandit, who went to Vi
ratpat, says, that the ~ampart has been of brick, and, that 
within there have been some buildings of the same material; 
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but the size has been inconsiderable. On the outside are 
two or three small tanks. 

At Deyuli, 8 or 10 miles north and west from the Th'lnab, 
and riear Viratpat, is saiel to have been the residence of l\~o
don, the principal general (Senapoti) of Virat Raja. The 
PanditJ. who examined the place, says, that he could trace 
the remains of a fort about a quarter of a mile square, with a 
brick rampart, and surrounded .by a ditch, within there is a 
large tank, and a heap of bricks, said to have been a temple 
of V ridhesworl. There are no stones either in this or in the 
fort of Virat Raja. On the north side of the fort are many 
small tanks, said to be 72 in number, and it is also said, that 
each was dug by a seHant of the ~eneral's. 

About four miles and a half north from the Thanah are the 
ruins of a fort and city said to have belonged to Kichok, the 
brother-in-law of Virat, and which I visited. The fort has 
been about half a mile square, and surrounded by a rampart 
and ditch. It is now overgrown by trees and bushes. I saw 
no bricks; but it is said, and I believe with truth, that there 
are many in the soil. At the north-west angle of the fort is a 
Hindu tank of some size. North from this is a heap called 
Draupodidhab, which is said to have been the house of a per
son of distinction in the family ofK.ichok. On the north side 
of the fort is Roghunathpoor, a high 'space of ground over
grown with ~rees and bushes, which has probably been a 
suburb, and which derives its name from a 8than, or abode of 
the god Roghunath. In its present state this is a very sim
ple place of worship, being a square terrace of earth, about 2 
feet high, and 12 square. The Pandit was informed, that the 
image was originally of brass, and was stolen; some time af. 
terwards, the present one was fpund in digging by accident, 
and a low Sudro acts as Pujari. This person has spread a 
report, 'which as u~al is believed, that several people who 
have attempted to remove the,image, have ~en afflicted by 
some dreadful siCKness, or have been visited by horrible ap
paritions. The image is of course called Raghunath; but ap
pears to me to be that of a Lama, or incarnation of Buddha, 
with a representation of different Buddhas sitting in heaven, 
and three females, or angels, flying between, while an angel 
sits on each hand of tIle incarnation. The images, as repre
sented. in Plate V~, are carved on a stone about 16 inches 
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high, and 10 broad, and so strongly resemble pictures from 
Thibet, which I saw in Nepal, and had there explained to me, 
that I have no doubt concerning what they are meant to re
present. The stone is supported behind by the female part 
of a Lingga. 

About three quarters of a mile, beyond the fort, on both 
sides of the great road between Dinajpoor and Rongpoor, and 
near the Korotoya, are the ruins of the city, which depended 
on Kichok. At this place are many bri(Zks, and among other 
traces of buildings are shown those which belonged to the 
house Hiravesya, who was a female dancer that had very great 
influence over the soldier. This house bas been about 60 
feet long, by 20 broad, from east to west, and on its east side 
has bad a yard,' surrounded by a brick wall. about 60 f~et 
square. A smaller building, probably a gate and porter's 
lodge, bas been on the east side of the yard. On the west 
side of the house there are traces of a small tank. It is said 
that the whole house was covered' with enameled tiles; but of 
these I saw no remains. 

In all part.s near th~ Korotoya, from Hawora down to Gho
raghat, traditiOJls remain concerning a GopiclJ.ondro, hi. 80n 

or descendant Hovochondro, and the minister of the latter 
named Govochondro.. The first liyed at Gopinathpoor, and 
the second 'at Vilgdwar, both in the Rongpoor district, where 
I shall ha.ve a better opportunity of tracing the accounts of 
these personagee. . 

The _principal JIindu place of worship in this division, is a 
part of the KorotoY8, near where the great road passes from 
Dinajpoor to nongpoor~ and which is called a. Tirtho. On a 

I certain day, which happened ~o be that on which we passed. 
froIn 20,000 to 25,000 p~ople assembled to bathe. The Mu
hammeda:ns so far adop~ ~he custom, as to throw gadands into 
the river J but ,they do ~t bathe, and are considered by the 
Hindus as unworthy 9f that honour, This place is said to 
have, ,been <:onse.crated by the god Sib, when, he created th~ 
KQfotoya; .and. it is .generally admitted by all, persons, that 
~he ba.thing at tma pll).ce ,on, the proper day, is just as ~erito· 
,ious as bathing in the Uhagiroth~ (Ganges) on a commOl) oc
casion. a'he p~ople.here ind~ed contend, that thi, par.ticular 
part of tlleir riv.ers.is just as good as any part ofJhe Bhagi
rothi, OIl any day of the year; but my people frol,D the. bank., 
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of the Ganges laugh at such pretensioos. At a place called 
Parbotipoor, six miles north from the Thanah, the Pandit dis
covered a hole under a tree, in which are deposited a plough, 
and other implements of agriculture. They are made of stone, 
are of a large size, and are said to have belonged to Bhim 
Raja, contemporary with Virat, and son of Pandu, the lawful 
sovereign of India. The neighbouring farmers offer a sacri
fice to these implements, on the day when they begin to plough. 
There are in the division ten or twelve temples of brick, but 
these are not in any sort of reputation with the ~eople, although 
one of them is of tolerably large dimensions, and has a rath 
or chariot for carrying the image in procession; but there .is 
nothing miraculous about any of them, and they are considered 
merely as the private marks of the piety or vanity of the in
dividuals by whom they were built. The state of the Mu
hammedan places of worship is nearly the same. Abo~t ten 
wealthy men have huilt small mosques in tlleir premises. 

The market-places in this division are twenty; of these 
three are marts for exportation and importation. The only 
considerable one, however, is Hawora, or Ranigunj, which 
contains above 100 houses, and has a great deal of trade. 
About eight other places have some shops. Of these Y osayi 
is the most considerable, and is a small town containing at 
least 100 families. 

NAWABGUlU-is situated on the east side of.the district, 
and on the banks of the Korotoya. It is about 16 miles from 
north to south, and 11 from east to west, and of an oblong 
form. It contains about 150 square miles, of which six may 
be occupied by tanks, rivers, and marshes; ten may be inul\-" 
dated, and are mostly low sandy banks, ofwhjch four may b~ 
cultivated; twenty may be a re~ clay soil; 6~ may be a light 
coloured hard clay; and 52 of a friable mould. Setting asid~ 
the lands wholly or partially under water, and occupying about 
16 square miles, there will be about 6 miles occupied by mar
ket-places, steep sterile land, roads, and burying-grounds; 16 
miles overgrown with woods;. 18 miles deserted, pr only cul
tivated occasionally; and 94 miles under cultiYation, Qfwhich 
about one half is stiff clay, and the other friahle soil. Two 
lugar boilers have some part of their pabitatiQns built of Qrick. 
All the other places of. abode are mere huts.. ,The e/lste11l 
part of this division belonged.to Kamrup, .the lcingdom.of 
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Bhogodotto, -contemporary with Virat; and at a place called 
Hatisala is a large tank, near which it is said-the elephants of 
this prince were kept. 

Before the time of Bhogodotto lived Banraja, and it is said 
that he had a house in a large forest five or six miles from the 
Thanah. It has been a habitation like a common Zemindar's 
Kachary, that is to say, a space of 30 or 40 yards square, en
closed with a high mud wall, has contained eight or ten mud
waned huts, raised on platforms of mud, two or three feet 
from the ground. Traces of these may be distinctly observed 
near a tank, which has been dug out of very tenacious red 
clay. The place therefore might have served for the cowherds 
of Banraja, or it may have been the residence of some petty 
chief, who lived partly by his flocks, and partly by robbery, 
and who from his skill in archery, may have been called Ban
raja.", There is nothing in its appearance to determine whe
ther it went to decay 50 or 5000 years ago. 

About two miles south and west from tbe Thanah is a ruin. 
wllich is said to be of ve~y great antiquity, as it was for some 
time the abode of the goddess Sita, during her banishment 
from Ram. I have already mentioned the fables concerning 
this circumstance. The place is called Sita Kundo, and is a 
square mound of bricks surrounding a cavity, which may have 
been a small tank, or pond, and the mound may have been a 
conliderable temple, or dwelling, by which the tank was sur
rounded, being perhaps 150 or 200 feet in diameter. There 
is nothing in its appearance to contradict the general ten our 
of the legend. On the banks of the Korotoya" east from this, 

,lived the great poet and saint, Balmiki. This celebrated per .. 
son bathed at Torpon Ghat, which has ever since been consi~ 
dered as a holy place, and is by far the most considerable 
resort of devout Hindus that exists in this division. On two 
days in the year people from twelve to twenty miles around, 
assemble to bathe at it. The only -other places of religious 
worship belonging to the Hindus that have any peculiar holi
ness, are; ] st, Bhowanipoor, six: miles north from the ThanahJ 

where the head of a destructive female spirit (Sokti), is repre
sented in stone. The temple is sman, but much frequented. 
2d, at the far end of the division towards the north-west, is 
an image of Sib, at Khambhumido, where annually ten or 
twelve thousand people assemble for ten days in spring, and 
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offer sacrifices of sheep, hogs, goats, and pigeons; and ma~y' 
shopkeepers attend to supply their wants. Near where Bho
godotto kept his elephants, a merchant of modem times has 
dug two tanks, and built a small temple, which is extremely 
carved both on its brick and wooden 'Work, but it has no 
reputation. There is no Muhamme4an place of worship con-
structed oCbrick, nor any of considerable celebrity. . 

In this division there are ten market-places, and two of them 
are marts from whence a considerable quantity of goods is 
exported. Only one other place contains a shop. Nawab
gunj is a small town of about 100 families" and is by rar the 
largest place in the division. 
GBORAGBA.T~ the smallest in the division. It is situated 

on the Korotoya and Stishta, is about 21 miles long, by 12 
wide, and is nearly of a triangular form. The Darogah and 
M uDsuf reside at Ghoraghat, on one of the long sides of the 
triangle; but in a situation abundantly convenient. The di
vision may contain about 140 square miles: of this 5 miles 
may be occupied by rivers, tanks, and water courses; 4 may 
be inundated, nrostly low sandy banks (Choras), of which pro
bably one half is occasionally cultivated; 18 may be a red clay 
&Oi~ 42 a rich free mould; .and 71 a stifflight-eoloured clay. 
Setting aside the 9 miles occupied -always or occasionally by 
water,4o miles may be steep, or barren, or burial-places, roads, 
and markets; 10 may have been deserted, and not overgrown 
with wood; 12 may be in woods; and 105 may be fullyoccu
pied, 35 of a light soil, and 70 of a hard clay. 

Although there is a resident proprietor of land, who has a 
decent estat-e, there is no brick house in this division, the pre
scnt landholder choosing to give all his means to religious men
dicants. MaDy houses however are built with mud walls, and 
those formed of the red clay are comfortable. About fifteen 
rich farmers have small brick mosques in their premises. The 
ruin said to be of the greatest antiquity in this district is that 
of Virat Raja's house. situated about nine miles south and 
west from Ghoragbat. It has evidently been a squat:e fort. 
The ditch, although now mostly cultivated with ric~ may be 
clearly traced, and has been 50 or 60 feet wide. The space 
enclosed has been about 600 yards square; part has been cul
tivated, but there are also many heaps of brick, covered with 
trees and bushes, and very irregularly placed. Low narrow 
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passages, like lanes, wind among these heaps, none of which is 
of a very considerable si:,;e. The bricks are smaD, and rudely 
formed, and no stones have been observed in this ruin. On 
the west of the fort, without the ditch, are some small heaps, 
like the remains of an Indian gateway. At some distance are 
larger heaps, probably the Nins of small temples. In the 
whole there is nothing to show that this work may not have 
belonged to some petty chief, who lived two or three centmies 
ago; at the same time, there is nothing either about it to sho'w 
that the work has not been of high and rude antiquity. 
Every SUDday~ during the month Vaisakh, the Hindus as
semble at Viratgor, where they pray and dine. There is no 
image at the place. 

Ghoraghat is the ,Place, where Virat Raja kept his hors~s; 
from which circumstance its name is derived. In the time of 
Nuzrut Khan, king of Gaur, it belonged to a certain Nilam
bor Raja, who resided at Kantadwar in the Rongpoor district, 
and had at it a fort surrounded by a forest. In the conquest 
of this' infidel N uzrut employed Ismael Gazi, a very hoJy 
man, as well as a good officer. He reduced all the neigh
bouring country, and took up his residence in the fort of 
Ghoraghat, which had formerly beeD constructed by the 
Hindus, and changed the name of the place into Nu:,;ruta· 
bad, after his master's title. He then cleared the adjacent 
woods, and a city arose, which was much encreased by the 
addition of Arungabad to the north, and Narungabad to the 
south. The principal increase seems to have been owing to 
the military station (Fauzdari) of the north-east frontier having 
been withdrawn' from Ranggamati, after the unsuccessful 
attempt on Asaro, and. to the army having been stationed at. 
Ghoraghat; for the gO'Vernor in all late record. is said to have 
been called Fauzar of Ranggamati. The perSOD, who brought 
the troops from Ranggamati to Ghoraghat, is :/5aid to have 
been called Muhammed, and he was succeeded in his govern
ment. by his son Zaynulabdin.· Now from an inscription over 
a mosque, near the roins of the governor's house, it appears, 
that Zaynulabdin the son of Muhammed Hoseyn sou· of Mu
hammed Saleh Izdanab ~as' go.'Vernor, A. H. 1153. , This 
mosque is now dese .. ted~ no worship having been performed 
in it for 40 yea'rs,t an,d it never has been large. The gover. 
nor's house near this mosque is quite ruinous, although the 
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gate-way is pntty entire, and many walls are standing. These 
show, that the size has been considerable; but no traces 
remain either of elegance or splendour. The city, in the time 
of its greatness, extended 8 or 10 miles in length, and about 
two in width, and bricks and ruins may be traced in di1ferent 
parts, through that extent; but the~ is no reason to suppose 
that it was a close built town of these "dimensions. On the 
contrary, there is every appearance of by far the greater part 
having b~en cultivated fields, with bouses and gardens scat~ 
tered among them. 

Besides the mosque already-mentioned, there were several 
others, but all of very small dimensions, nor are there any 
traces orany great public buildings. The place suffered-no 
particular misfortune, and has gone to decay. merely owing 
to the removal of the courts of justice, and of the army. Tbe 
fort seems to have always been a sorry place. and the only 
remains are a" ditch surrounding a space on the bank of the 
river, about a mile in length a.nd half a mile in width. Part 
has been carried away by the river. 

The most celebrated place in the town is the tomb of Is
mae} Gazi, placed in the south-east corner of the fort. He is 
much respected and feared, botlr by Hindus and l\IublUDlDe
dans, and a small canopy is still bung over his tOlOb, which is 
very ruinous. In the ruins of N uzrubabad are very few stones, 
and I bbserve nothing to indicate that these bave~been taken 
from former ruins. 

On the bank of the Stishta, north from the Thanah about 
seven miles, is an old fortress called Satparagor Of the fort of 
seven centinels. It includes a considerable space, but is open 
towar4s the river, owing probably to the encroachments which 
this has made. 'Vithin the fort, and on a high Dlouldering 
bank of the river, is a heap of bricks covered with "earth and 
bushes. It is called the king of Bengal's throne, and the 
river has opened the interior to view. There appears tQ 
have been a building of about 100 feet; in diameter, which 
has been supported by small arches. The piers" are very 
thick, and faced with brick. and contain within them many 
masses of stone, which have evidently been taken from more 
ancient toins, as some of them have been ornamented with 
fignres and carvings of various kinds, and which could not 
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have been intended for the place, that they now occupy, 
One of them contained traces of the human figure, and has 
therefore been taken from Hindu ruins. The natives at the. 
place have no tradition concerning the fortress, except that 
it was a place where a Raja kept his flocks. I am inclined 
however to believe, that this place as well as Ghoraghat 
belonged to Raja Nilambor; for in some accounts that I 
received, I heard of a fort belonging to him near this place, 
and which was caUe(l Varo Paiker Gor, or the fortress of 
12 soldiers, which is probably the same. About six miles 
easterly from the ruins of Virat Raja's house are said to be 
other ruins, which belonged to a Gokorno Raja, of whose 
history I could learn nothing. 

Except Virat Raja"s house, the only place that is con
sidered as holy by the Hindus, is Rishighat on the Koro
toya, a little below the Bengal king's throne. On a certain 
day in spring a number of people assemble there to bathe. 
Two small brick temples have been built by the two prin
cipal families, which lately possessed the adjacent lands; but 
they have never arisen to any celebrity. The market places 
in this division are 11 in number, of which Ghoraghat, 
Sahebgunj, Kengiyagunj, Gumanigunge, and Ranigunj, are 
marts for exportation, Ghoraghat is now almost reduced to 
the state, in which it may have been during the time of Raja 
Nilambor, being everywhere surro~nded by woods, and tigers 
prowl in its streets every night. Still, however, it is pro
bably the third place in the dish-jet, may contain 500 families" 
and carries on a good deal of trade. . 

KHYETLAL-is of an' irregul~r form, somewhat approach
ing. to a semicircle, about 22 miles from east to west, arid 
13 from north to south. The division contains about 160 
square miles, and is the most fully occupied in the district. 
About eight miles are occupied by tanks, rivers, and water 
courses, the tanks being much more numerous than ne
cessary 1 about four miles are inundated, and on tliat ac
count are waste; 20 miles are of a nne loose soil, and 128 
miles are of a hard clay. Setting aside the 12 miles occu
pied by water, and three miles occupied by roads, burial 
places, markets, and steep or sterile banks, !lnd five miles 
tbat may be occasionally cultivated, the remainder or seven-
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eighths of the whole are fully occupied, and of this 18 may 
be of a light soil~ and 122 of a clay very stiff and hard, so 
that the Jak tree will not grow on it. There is no dwelling 
bouse of brick, nor any public edifice deserving of notice. 

The only Hindu place of worship, that is much attended, 
is that of Siddheswori, where there are three small temples 
Eurrounded by a brick wall One of them was dedicated to 
Sib, and covered with carved bricks. _ The image was stolen 
last year, and the only thing remarkable, although not un
usual, is the extreme indecency used in the representation of 
a god and goddess. The place is endowed with 100 bigahs 
of land, which maintain four Brahmans, one Pujari, two ser
vants (Sebayit), and one cook, with all their families. The 
goddess, as usual in Bengal, is worshipped by bloody sacri
fices. A spot near the temple is considered as remarkably 
holy, and is called Siddho. It is supposed; that any person, 
who presumes to sit thete, while he performs his devotions, 
will be deprived of reason. About 24 years ago this punish
ment was inBicted on a religious person (Mohonto), who 
imagined, that, by worshipping on the awful spot, he would 
be favoured with an actual vision of God. O~ the.east side 
of the teulple is a small tank, which contains excellent water, 
and in 'Whi~h no weeds grow. This is not attributed to the 
stiffness of the clay of it sides, nor to the sand containing 
springs at its bottom, but to the holiness of the place. The 
Pujari says, that the temple of Siddheswori was built about 
200 years ago by a Boli Raja, who took the image from the 
beart 9f a large tree, now growing near the temple. In fact 
there are two wild fig-trees (Ficus religiosa and Bengalensis) 
growing near each other, and baving bricks intermixed with 
their roots; and it is very probable, that these trees having 
grown from crevices in an old temple, had destroyed it and 
surrounded the ruins and image with their roots; and from 
among these the 'image may have been taken by the founder 
of the present building, which however has no appearance of 
being so ancient as the Pujari pretend:' 
~he ruins of Boli Raja's house, and of a large city are a 

little to ~he east of the temple, and my Pandit alleges, tbat 
the priest is, as usual, an ignorant creature, which indeed 
teems to be true, as be knew nothing of the history of' Boli 
Raja, one of the most common legends in Indian fable. The 

'-OLe II. xx 
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Pandit thinks it probable, that the ruins belonged to Boli 
Raja, the father of Ban Raja, whose great works I have 
already described. In favour of the PUjari, however; 1 must 
state, that I hea~d jt a1s9 reported in another part of the 
c~untry, that one of the persons, who accompanied the Pal 
family in their stay here, was .called Boli Raja. In the ruins 
I see nothing to decide the period, when this town was built, 
nor which Boli ~aja o~cupied this country j for with regard 
to the time, when the first Boli lived, the legends allow ample 
scope; as he flourIshed and had wars with l{.rishno many 
thousand years ago, and is generally allowed to be still alive. 

At BoligrJlm, about eight miles north and east from Khyet
lal, are show~ the ruins of ,Boli ]taja's abode, which consist 
of many heaps of bricks covered with earth and bushes; and 
traces of walls or roads, constructed of brick, and reaching 
from heap to heap, may be clearly distinguished. The 
bric~ljJ_ ~re, of the usual size, and in some pla~e8 the founda
tiojtof:h6.u~es ,~ay be clearly traced. vThese heaps occupy a 
space of perhaps, half a mile in diameter. East from this is 
a space of about' a mile in diameter, which is raised very high 
by numerous tanks, -and in some places contain bricks. This 
has in flll probabilltr been a town adjacent to tIle Raja's 
house. 

There are only fourl market places in the district, and two 
shops. The largest place is GujiYR, which contains about 60 
houses. Khyetlal, or the fair field, was formerly a large 
town. a.nd tlf&Tesidence of"a Zemindar, to whom the ancestor 
of tiie Dij;ajpoor family was a servant; but there are no re
mains of a town, except a quantity of bricks scattered about 
some tanks. Near it are some images of stone, which I was 
desired to visit, as they were renderM remarkable by having 
been cut asunder by the sword of Kalapahar, who, contrary 
to what o.ne would have'expected from such a violent action, 
was a. very holy Brahman. A Muhammedan king, enraged 
at his sanctity, seize4 on him, and compelled him to eat beef, 
by which the good man lost caste, and was under the neces
sity {)f becoming a MuhaDlmedan, as like most other persons 
he thought it better to have a bad religion than none at' all. 
This conversion, however, he regretted very much, and as a 
punishment on the gods, for permitting such a profanation, 
he went about cutting their images in pieces. As this is a 
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story very generally told in Bengal. I expected to have found 
the images cut in a. reasonable manner, through the middle, 
or at least deprived of their heads, as I ha\l indeed been 
told; but Kalapahar appears here to have moderated his 
wrath, and the images seemed to have suffered no more, 
than might bave been expected from the- us~l dilapidations 
of time, which carries off noses, fingers, or bands, that are 
made of brittle materials, and that project too far from sup
port. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

POPULATION, MANN1Ul OF LIVING, WOMEN, FAMINES, DI8EASE~, 

EDUCATION. ETC. 

On the important subject of the number of inhabitants I 
have little or nothing to offer that is satisfactory; for no 
enumeration has been made by the· officers of police or re
venue."" The only manner that I have of calculating the 
population is from the extent of cultivation, which is of 
course liable to great error. Two calculations may be 
founded on this basis. First it will appear in my account of 
the agriculture of this district. that about 480,000 ploughs 
are required, and one man is the usual allnwance for each 
plough.. The men employed in actual agriculture cannot 
therefore be less than 480,000, and these I imagine will be 
nearly one-fifth of their families, including old people and 
children, whichwill make the agricultural population, 2,400,000. 
No,! considering the very imperfect state of agriculture, and 
the rudeness of the arts in this district, I do not think, that 
we can add more than a fourth of ,this number for all the 
other classes of society, especially as a quantity of grain is 
exported. This will give 3,000,000 for the total population, 
being about 558 persons for each square mile. Secondly, 
an estimate may be formed fr~m the quantity of produce; 
and, rice being the chief food of the people, we may con
sider that alone. The ~otal quantity of rough rice, after 
deducting seed, that I have calculated to be annually raised 
in this district is about 86,800,000 mans, which, according 
to the trials that I made, will give 27,650,000 mans of clean 
rice. N ow I have supposed, that to the value of about 
32,00,000 rB. of rice. or 4,400,000 ma,!,s are exported, and 

• A list called Khana Shumari, containing a statement of the number 
of bouses. families. tradesmen, castes, ploughs, looms, tanks, and othpt 
public works, religious and civil. that are unrler the care of the magistrate, 
is very commonly kept ill native governments,: and may in general he 
easi1Y8ccomplished; I never beard that the people were alarmed lIy the 
execution. 
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there will remain for consumption .23,250,000 mans Calcutta 
'weigbt. Then allowing l ser of 96 s. w. for each person 
daily, wbich is tbe calculation usually made in tbis district, 
this quantity of rice will feed more tban 4,000,000 of people; 
considerable deductions, however, must be allowed for grain, 
tbat is waste, distilled, consumed by fire, eate~ by cattle, and 
used in the arts; but still tbis population seems to be exagge
rated, and tbe calculation founded on the number of ploughs 
seems more suitable to reality. 

The most remarkable circumstance is, that with this over .. 
wbelming population there is a general complaint of a scar
city of workmen. The waste lands are attributed to a want 
of farm£>rs; and common workmen or porters cannot be pro
cured without the utmost difficulty. Tbe difficulty in pro
curing farmers for waste lands,' I imagine, is owing to tbe 
extreme poverty of the generality of that class of men, who 
have no farther means than will just enable them to cultivate 
land, that is in good condition, and from which they can 
receive an immediate and certain return; while the immense 
profit, which those. who have any capital, make by lending 
out their money to necessitous neighbours~ prevents them 
from laying out money on improving the soil. The difficulty 
of procuring workmen and porters proceeds, in my opinion. 
chiefly from the want of skill and of proper implements to 
facilitate labour, so that the quantity, which in.dividuals can 
perform, is exceedingly small, and almost every person is 
therefore engaged. It must, however, I am afraid, be al. 
lowed, that a want of energy and activity in the people con. 
tribute also to the same end. 
, That the population should be enormous is not wonderful i 

for there are not probably 1000 persons born in the distri~t, 
who are in the army, or who have left; it for service of any 
kind, or indeed who have at all emigrated, except scoundrels 
who are under the power of justice, or who have absconded 
from a fear of the law. These are indeed very numerous. 
The notions of both Hindus and l\Iuhammedans inculcate, in 
the strongest manner, the duty ot women to' propagate the 
species, and I may venture to say~ th~t tlJ-e injunction is com
plied with, as far nearly as human nature will admit. - A 
maiden at the age of puberty would be looked upon by the 
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natives with disgust and contempt; but few indeed are left 
in this humiliating situation. ' Besides the l\Iuhammedan law, 
and that of three-fourths of the Hindus of this district allows 
widows to live in a kind of left-hand marriage, which, al
though not so honourable as proper matrimony, is far from 
being considered as sinful, or as excluding them from society. 
Accordingly, except loose women, I may safely venture to 
say, that in the whole district there are not 1000 women 'ca
pable of fulfilling the duties of marriage, who are not either 
wives or concubines. Even among the pure Hindus, whose 
widQws cannot marry, there are comparatively few persons of 
that description; for most of them are from other districts, 
and a large proportion of their widows, who do not burn, nor 
become loose, retire to their families. . 

The hardships imposed upon llindu widows of rank, will 
be seen from many circumstanbes in the following account. 
They are stript of the numerous ornaments, which they en
joy~d while children and wives, and are not even allowed to 
wear a red border to their dress, while they are compelled to 
sleep on the ground, exposed- to insects and vermin, and to 
act as menial servants to the vain beauties who are decked 
out in the ornaments of which they have been depriyed. ,V 0-

men of a high mind, often prefer the funeral pile, while many 
others submit with patience, especially in the families of land
holders, where they have young sons totally incapable of ma
naging their affairs; but it is not wonderful that many young 
women, conscious of their-beauty, and thoughtless concerning 
its decay, scorn to submit to such harsh regulations. In faet, 
the rage for marriage is such, that a man who has not money 
sufficient to defray the 'e:1Cpense at the ceremony, is every 
where willing to borrow it at any interest, and thus involves 
himself and ()tfspring in difficulties, from which death alone can 
relieve them. In some divisions, I found that even common 
labourers sqld their set:vices for from 18 to 24 months, in order 
to taise I1t once a sum sufficient to enable them to marry; and 
and during that time the wife of course is left to provide for 
herself in the best .manner she can. The master in such cases 
finds the servant in food and raiment. It m~y seem surprising 
in a country where procreatioIt has such encouragement, and 
where perhaps there is less emigration than in any place 
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whatever, that the species should not multiply so fast as to 
render famine common, or that a single inch of ground should 
remain unoccupied. 

I have already endeavoured to account for part of the lands 
remaining waste, from the poverty of the farmers, and the 
high profits on .capital. 'Vith respect to the supply of food, 
I must state, that in the remembrance of man there have only 
been two famines, one in the Bengal year 1 \ 77, arid one in 
the year 1194, the one 21 years, and the other 38 years ago. 
Both these were owing to very unfavourable seasons, when a 
great part of the crop failed; and in the latter. it w!ls only in 
some parts of this district, that any considerable number' pe
rished. In common years, or even in tiines of scarcity) such 
as the present year 1808, such excess of misery is unknown, 
and none, so far as I could learn, perish of hunger, on the con
trary there is usually a great abundance of food. 

There seem to be two principal means tha~ keep the popu
lation within the bounds of subsistence, one is early marriage, 
and the other disease. In all the .larger animals nearly- re
sembling man, with whose manners we are well acquainted, 
such as the horse, ass, cow, or sheep, it has been found, that 
where the sexes have been allowed to unite, so soon as ac
tuated by desire, the offspring was puny, and th~ operation 
uncertain: and I think we may safely extend the analogy .to 
the human race. Some peculiar tribes of men in India, espe
cially those in the western parts, and the bearen of th~ paJan
quins, are no doubt strong men; but it is not within my reach 
at present to form a rational conjecture concerning the reason 
why these differ from their countrymen. It suffices. t4 say. 
that the inhabitants of Dinajpoor are a puny t weak, race, and 
are far from having numerouS families, notwithstanding their 
early marriages, which on the woman's side almost always are 
consummated before the age of 13 years, and on the man's very 
commonly before. the age of 16. In the families of land
holders it is very uncommon to trace three successive ·genera
tions; and in order to preserve the succession, recourse must 
be had to adoption, more usually after one regular' succession 
than after a longer interval. These landholders are all married 
when childreIt, and enjoy an abundant diet. comfortable 
dwellings, and plenty of warm clothing. It may indeed be 
with justice said, that the villages of Dinajpoor swarm with 
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clIildren. This, however, I believe, does not proceed from. 
the prolificness of individuals, but is the natural consequence 
of the people being u'QhE'althy and short lived, w hieb of course 
requires a large rroportion of children to the number of 
adults. The moralist, who witli a view of checking vice, 
should succeed in introducing early -marriages, would, I am 
persuaded, produce great injury. The breed of men would 
not only degenerate, but vice would become more predominant .. 
The grand check, however, to the excess of population is dis
ease, which makes ample room, and fever annually sweeps 
away i~mense .numbers. Although .1 do not think that any 
means would ever render, Dinajpoor a country remarkably sa
lubrious, yet 1 am persuaded that the excessive prevalence of 
fever is m<?re owing to the want of stimulating diet, and of 
comfol·table lodging and clothing, the consequence of poverty, 
than to any ~xtraordinary degree of malignity in the air; and 
the great poverty of the natives is no doubt to be chiefly at
tJ'ibuted to their improvidence, especially in forming early 
marriages, by which they have been involved in debt. The 
fevers are generally of the remitting kind, and terminate fa .. 
tally in a few days; but more commonly they terminate in 
agues, or commence under that form, and are accompanied 
by enlargements of the spleen, and dropsical swellings, which 
carry off the sufferer after a long confinement. In fact, there 
are few, who escape with less confinement than one month in 
the year, and the whole are a sickly people. 

The fever makes such ample havoc, that little room seems 
to be left for other diseases. The small pox, on the whole, 
does little irijury, and the inoculation for that disease is pretty 
generally, diffused. The inoculators are of both religions, and 
of all castES. One of them, a Hindu, gave the following ac
count of his plan. Every year, so soon as the natural disease 
appears, which it usually does between the 10th of February 
and 12th of March, he begins to inoculate, and the season for 
inoculation continues until the 12th of May. Some 'years the 
spontaneous disease does not appear, and then he cannot 
operate, having no means of procuring matter. The inocula
tor in the eourse of his practice, remembers "this having hap
pened four times. When he has found a person under the 
natural disease, he opens the pustules with a rude iron bod
kin, and collects the matter on some cotton wool. It will keep 
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three days and no longer. He uses it by moistening the cot
ton in water, and rubbing it on the skin. and then in that part 
he makes 8 or 10 punctures with a n~edle. Afterwards he 
rubs the impregnated cotton upon the punctures. Children 
are not inoculated under three years or age, but generally be
fore ten. Those who are too young for inoculation, .are care
fully separated from those who undergo tbe operation, and 
are made, to drink sugar and water. over'which some incanta
tions to Sitola have been performed by a Br/!hman. Previous 
to the operation, the child is washed, and afterwards is not al
lowed to eat fisb, meat is nearly out or the question; but it 
seems to be allowed whatever else it chooses, except cakes or 
bread; and sugar-plantains, water-melons, cucumbers, and 
cold boiled rice, are recommended as the most 'proper diet. 
Two or three times a day it is washed in cold water. Should 
a fever accompany the eruption, the inoculator repeats a spell 
over some water, which he gives to the ch~d to drink. He 
knows of no other remedy, and his skill is supposed to consist 
in the knowledge of a proper spell, which is a secret. Mu
hammedan inoculators, as well a~ Hindus, pretend to a ~now
ledge of proper spells. . Very few indee4 of those who are in
oculated die, even in the worst seasons; for although the dis
ease appears naturally almost every year, tbere are certain 
seasons, once in ten or twelve, when it attacks more generally 
tlAan others, and it then proves uncommonly fatal. In such 
seasons there dies perhaps one in a bundred of those WJlO are 
inoculated. It is indeed chiefly in sucb seasons that the spon
taneous disease proves fatal to the'natives of Dinajpoor •. The 
inoculators, when not employed in the line of their profession, 
cultivate the ground with their own hands. Their fee is from 
1 ana to 1 rupee for each child, according to the circumstances 
of the parent, and they are by no means respected nor consi~ 
(lered as on a footing with the practitioner of medicine: The 
vaccine inoculation is totally unknown to the nativt>s, even by 
report. Measles appeal' occasionally, but are seldom fatal. 
Fluxes and choleras are common in spring, and rheumatisms 
in the cold weather; but these seldom kill. Syphili~ is not 
uncommon. In' and near Dinajpoor, indeed, it is supposed, 
that one person in four bas this disease. Neither can psora 
nor ringwonn be considered as very common, and they do not 
aHeet more perhaps than I of the peop~eJ anel these of the 
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lowest ranks, which in India. must be considered as a very mo
derate proportion. The ringworm is the most prevalent. 
These diseases are common to the natives of Britain and In
dia; but there are others peculiar in some measure to the lat
ter, which deserve particular notice. 

The kind of leprosy called Ku~btho, or Mahavyadhi, that 
is, the great disease, is common, although not quite so preva
lent as in some parts of Bengal. Some estimate the number 
affected at one in the hundred, while in other districts not 
more than one in 500 are supposed to suffe!. I am doubtful 
wh~thet or not it has yet been describt::d by nosologists, or at 
least clearly distinguished from some diseases to which it has 
a strong resemb1ance. In this terrible disease the skin be
~omes wrinkled and disccloured, the joints of the hands and 
feet drop off, and the patient becomes a most loathsome ob
ject. It has no tendency to spontaneous cure, but continues 
to afflict the patient, until death. I am certain, that it is not 
infectious, so that in several points it seems to differ from the 
leprosy, to which the Jews were subject, and which, I believe 
is that-caJled Lepra Arahum by nosologists. I have known 
women who had laboured under it for years, and who bore 
healthy children, which they suckled without communicating 
infection; and I am here assured that men labouring under it 
have for years lived with their wives, who have continued 
exempt. .It is reckoned, however, hereditary, and I believe 
with justice; but it seldom makes its appearance before the 
age of puberty. By the natives here it is reckoned of two 
kinds: Papoj, which is inflicted on those who are great sin
ners, and which may be c~red, if the gods please, by a pilgrim
age to Baidyonath, near Janggira, on the Ganges; and Kdr
moj, which is inflicted on those who have been sinners in a 
former life. Were it not for the overbearing credulity or the 
natives, pne might from thence infer, that the disease some
times goes away spontaneously; but after much inquiry, I have 
not been able to learn of one case. It seems in Bengal to oc
cupy the place of scrofula, being nearly as common as that 
malady is in the colder parLs of Europe. In a native of India, 
on the contrary, I have never seen a clearly marked case of 
scrofula, and I believe that such have rarely, if ever, occurred. 
I know from repeated trials, tbat arsenic is no cure for this 
lepr05Y, as has been p~etended; and I have also tried mercury 
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in vain. Neither had a Cull and nourishing diet any better 
effect in a fair trial, which I made by order of Lord Teign
mouth, when that nobleman was Governor-General. Mr. 
Halliday, surgeon at Dinajpoor, informs me that he has Ilad 
some success with the mineral acid,.. The leprosy, in whicb 
the skin of the natives becomes white (switri), is but rare, al
though at all times there are several examples of it in the dis
trict, and a si~ state often probably takes place in the skins 
of Europe3IlS, without being observed or considered as a dis
ease. At least I have seen the skins of some Europeans that 
exactly resembled those of the Indians who are afff>cted with 
tbis disorder. 

The leprosy, accompanied by an enlargement of tbe leg, 
(elephantiasis), }las been often considered as a mere symptom 
of the first mentl~ned disease. The natives, I believe with 
great justice, consider them as perfectly distinct, and the dis
ease, which consists in a swelled leg, they call god. In Dinaj
poor, it is not a rare disease, and in some divisions it was said 
that one person in 200 labours under it; but in others it is 
not so common. It generally commences in adults, an'"d is ac
companied by repeated attacks of pain and fever, which the 
natives say appear always either at the full or new moon. 
Each attack of fever is accompanied by an increase of swelling; 
but, when this has enlarged to a certain extent, the attacks of 
fever gradually become less and less "iolent, and produce less 
and less effect on the swelling, so that afterwards the patient 
enjoys good health, lives to the usual age, and_.suffers no-in
convenience except from the size of the tumour. Both sexes 
are subject to the three diseases that have been last mentioned. 

The women in a few parts of this district. chieHy near the 
runabhoba and Atreyi rivers, are subject to the indolent 
swelling in the throat, which seems to be euctly the S<Une with 
the Goitre orthe Alps. By the natives it is called Gologondo, 
and its progress is nearly the same with that of the god; but 
the fever aud pain are never so considerablt; and the former 
is often not perceptihle; while it is increasing, however. there 
are always slight paroxyms of pain. No remedy is known for 
either of these diseases. 

The male sex in this district'. as ... ell as in other parts of 
India, are subject to a peculiar swelling. Its paroxysms of 
increase are accompanied by fever-and pain, which last three 
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or four days, and are said always to appea~ at full or new 
moon. It seldom attacks persons under 20 years of age, alu1 
usually commences only on one side. In this stage it is called 
Eksira, and sometimes is cured; but when both sides are 
affected, especially after a few paroxysms, and after it has 
acquired the name of Korondo, no remedy is known. After 
some time the paroxysms of pain and fever entirely cellse, and 
the swelling becomes stationary; but it is extremely incon;. 
venient from its size, and frequent1y destroys the powers 
of generation. It is not however, liable ~o degenerate into 
cancer. nor to affect the general health. The usual size is 
that of a man's head, but it is often much larger. The natives 
consider these three last diseases as species of the same 
Genus, and I believe with perfect accuracy. This last speci~s 
is not so common in Dinajpoor as in the southern parts of 
nengal; but still many are affected. 

Two frebrile diseases, accompanied by local inflammation, 
are atso e~ceediDgly common, but are not epidemic. The 
one is by the natives called Sannipatik, and is a swelling 
and pain of the submaxillary.glands accompanied by fever. 
It frequently attacks the same person at different times in the 
course of his life. This disease is very common in Dinajpoor, 
and Mr. Halliday considers it as the same with the mumps 
(Angina parotidoea), and tr~!lts it with emetics. I cannot 
say, that I am entirely satisfied concerning the identity of the 
two diseases. 1\:Iany of my followers suffered from it, and 
some more than once, b1,lt. it was a mild complaint, without 
any symptom that required so active a medicine as an emetic, 

, btherwise I should have tried the plan reeommended by Mr. 
Halliday. 

The other disease is very cpmmon in every part of India, 
and by the natives is called Nasdor Nakra. It is a consider
able fever accompanied by much drowsiness and by general 
pains, especially in 'the neck and shoulders. The inner mem
bl'ane of the nose is considered by the natires as the seat' or 
the disorder; but there is no con&iderabJe uneasiness in that 
member. The membrane is' however turgid witl~ blood. 
The cure applied by the natives is to draw blood from the 
l)art by thrusting a sharp-edged grass into the nose. So far 
as I have had occasion to observe. the disease would readily 
terminate in health without assi~tance; ~ome persons how-
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ever pretend to have great skill in knowing the proper time for 
introducing the grass, and say, that then the disease i.s ripe. 

Condition tJtld matlner of living.-In order to give the. most 
correct view ot the manner in which the people live, in respect 
to food, -drink, clothing and habitation; I have, by means of 
Ramjoy, my native assistant, made out an estimate of the 
the usual expense incurred by six families of different ranks, 
in the town of Dinajpoor, and I am persu~dedJ that this will 
prove more satisfactory than any desultory observations that 
could be made on. the subject; but I shall now offer a few 
explanations and remarks. The estimate will be found in the 
Appendix. .: 

RaUljoy has unfortunately made his choice entirely from 
among the Hindus, with whom as a Brahman, he was natu
raUy most connected; but in this districl', as I shall afterwards 
mention, they are of less importance than the Moslems. The 
difference however, in the ma.nn~r of living between the two 
people, is not very considerable in this district, and shill be 
pointed out under each head. From the first class of people 
I have excluded the great landholders, very few of whom 
reside in this district. These live in a much superior manner, 
and maintain from 50 to 150 domestics of various kinds, from 
which an estimate may be formed of their manner of living. 

The first class consists of the principal native officers of 
government, of small landholders, of the chief officers, of the 
great landholders, of the principal proprietors of free "'estates, 
and of a few merchants and principal manufactures~ The 
greater part of these are,natives of oth~r districts, and have 
not brought their families with them, it being considered as 
improper for a Hindu to take his wife from bome. The whole 
almost are Hindus. The second dass are also almost entirely 
Hindus, and consists or the second class of native officers of 
government, such as Da~ogahs and l\Ioonsifs (although nuiny 
of these liveJike the first class), and of the agents 0(. smaller 
Zemindars, or the inferior agents of th~ great landholders, 
of petty landholders, and of a considerable number of mer
chants, especially ,sugar manufacturers, who are almost the 
only persons belonging to this class, that ,a1"e natives'of the 
dIstrict. The third dass consists of the petty officers ,of 
government and of landholdersf being chiefly the persons 
employed to keep acco~nts (Mohurer), and to command, the 
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men, who enforce the orders of the magistrate or landholder 
(Jumadar Mirdha), of toe agents of the great merchants in 
the south, of many petty traders and manufacl.urers, who are 
natives of this district; and of rich farmers, mostly Muham
medans, who are the only persons of the class that possess 
any real wealth. The fourth class -COnsists of easy farmers, 
who have three or four ploughs; of artificers in easy circum
stances,- and of the principal domestics of rich people. The 
fifth class contains farmers, who have one or two ploughs; 
tradesmen in tolerable circUlIU!tances, sucllJls oilmen who have 
one or two mills, or weavers, who have one or two looms; and 
petty shopkeepers. The sixth class contains those who culti
vate for a share of the produce, comD?,on labourers, and low 
artificers- such as basket-makers, wamermen, the greater 
part of fishers, carpenters, &c. 

In my account of the architecture of the natives, I shall 
give some further detail concerning their houses. In the 
mearitime . I may state, that it is not the usual custom of 
Bengal to build one bouse with a number of'different apart
ments sufficient for the purposes of the family; but, except 
the great, the natives in general build a separate bouse or 
hut for each purpose. The huts collectively sufficient for the 
accommodation ofa family are usually surrounded by a com
mon fence, and are called Vati or Vari. According to their 
structure they are called Banggota, Chauyari, or Dalan, as 
will be afterwards explained. Their comfort depends much 
on the nature of their materials. Except in the few brick: 
houses, built after the Muhammedan or European fashion, 

• thatched roofs are the only ones known in this district, and no 
<1oubt, in respect of excluding both heat and cold, are more com
fortable than those covered with tiles; but they liarbourvermin, 
especially snakes, and are more liable to fire. The general use 
of tiled roofs cannot however be proposed in the present 
state of capital; although such roofs, even WIder existing 
,circumstances, might"with grea~ advantage be more numerous 
than they are at present.. The granaries of" thiS district, 
-which are exceedingly extens"ive, andoD which a great part of 
Moorshedabad, Calcutta and the intermediate towns depends 
for a daily supply of food, are exposed to the danger of fire 
in a manner, with which I Walt often shocked; especially, as 
when I visited the country, scarcit1 was severely fel~ and 

" 
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famine was even to be apprehended. The merchants to whom 
these granaries belong, are abundantly able to defray the 
expense of tiled roofs; but I am persuaded will never employ 
them without compulsion. Their 'agents and other traders 
have a carelessness and indifference about fire, that is quite 
astonishing, and seem rather 10- cottrt it; for I observed in 
several marts, 'that not only the granaries, but even their 
houses were built entirely of straw or reeds, when the hut of 
every labourer within miles of thet;nllad mud walls. 

In many parts or the country, the meanest huts have walls 
of day, which are very much superior in comfort to those 
made of hurdles, 'especially in cold weather; but such are 
not attainable in the llarts of the country, where the soil is 
loose; and in a elimate of the most excessive moisture, even 
the huts that have mud walls, are very damp aDd unhealthy 
from their earthern fioors. It is only where the ruins of Gaur 
or Paruya afford bricks, that in the present state of things, 
even the higher ranka ca.n afford hou,ses of that ma~rial. 
Until the people shall have procured more wealth, ~me of the 
greatest improvements on their condition, would be to intro-' 
duce buts raised on posts, which are jnfinitely less liable to 
dampness and to vermin th:au those of Bengal 

Farmers have in general larger and better houSes than 
people liring in towns, their respective situations in life being 
taken into consideration. Th1lS a rich farmer,'whom I have 
placed in the third rank, will have 12 or 14 .huts in his pre
mises or Vari; for he has many servants, and in general 
several brothers, with their wives and children, live together:: 
and if a l\Iubammedan, as most of the richer fanners are, he 
generally has in his premises a small brick mosq~e, wbich 
gives his abode a respectable appearance. His expense, 
however, under this head is very inconsiderable, as .he has 
aU the materials at hand, and.he and his servants build and' 
repair his dwelling, at intervals oflahour, which'would other
wise be unemployed. The same may be said of the common 
labourer in the country, into an estimate ot whose expense 
the <:ost of a hoUse- .can.BCarcely enter. 

I suspect, that the hut for receiving company is a Muham
medan innovation, and bas been introduced when the' ex
ample 01' command of these h~ghty conqueror~ rendered ~t 
necessary to secrete the women.· This practice is not common 
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in the south of India, where the manners of the Hindus' are 
Jess altered, and the name universally used'for this apartment 
(Baitokkhana) is foreign. The furniture of the .Muhamme
dans and Hindus is nearly the same, only the former require 
less apparatus for their worship, and the lower classes re
quire nothing except a knife, a mat, a bit of sackcloth, a 
Hungka, and some earthen pots and gourds for vessels; the 
whole'not exceeding the value of one rupee. The sofa made 
of wood, the carpets and quilts seem to have been introduced 
by the Muhammedan's, and chairs seem to have been intro
duced by Europeans. The Hindus, of rank originally, I be
lieve, covered their floor of ceremony with a plain white sheet, 
and sat on mats, some of them very nne. The low stools 
(Piri), on which they sit on their heels, while at meals,. are 
merely intended to keep them from the mud or dust. By far 
the greater 11art of the people sleep on the ground on sack
cloth or mats, and cover themselves with sackcloth or Megili. 
The most valuable part of their furniture consists of copper 
or brass vessels; for they have no plate. For eating anything 
acid, such as most of their curries, in place of copper vessels, 
which would be dangerous, they use coarse plates and cups 
made of potstone, which absorb. oil and grease, and cannot 
be cleaned. From a principle of what they caU purity, china 
'or queen's-ware are rejected, as a Hindu considers it as im
pure to use any vessel of potter's-ware more than once. 

The jewels and ornaments worn by Muhammedans are 
quite different from those used by the Hindus. In general 
the .Muhammedans use fewer ornaments of gold and silver 
than the Hindus, and are fonder of pearls and precious 
stones. In place of the brass or shell ornaments used by the 
lower Hindus, the lower Muhammedan women use rings of 
tin or lac. Both people, like other nations, are subject to 
the influence of fashion; although these do not travel with 
the same velocity that they do in Europe. For instance, the 
fashionable lady of Dinajpoor cannot endure a Maduli of that 
place, but procures hers from Calcutta. The former is made 
in the shape of the Mridonggo, while the latter imitates in 
the Dholona, another instrument of noise. At Calcutta again 
the Maduli, in form of a Dholona, bas been completely ex
ploded for at least ~O years;' and the sable belles of that 
city wear none but those nlade of pearls or jewels, after the 
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fabi on of Delbi. Here the fashion takes ~O years to reach 
CoW' or nve bundred miles. 

Both Hindu and l\Iuhammedan women colour their eyelids 
with lamp-black. The dress of the Hindu men or ran~ has 
become nearly the same with that' of the l\Iuhammedans, who 
did not allow any officer employed by them to appear at their 
levees (Durbars) except'in proper dress. At home, however, 
the Hindu men, and on all occasions their women, retain 
almost entirely their native dress, which consists of various 
pieces of cloth Wl'apped round them, without having been 
sown together in any form, and only kept in their place by 
having their ends thrust under the folds. _ The needle seems 
indeed to have been totally unknown to the Hindus, and I 
have not been able to learn any Hindu word for sowing ex
cept that used to express passing the shuttle in the act of 
weaving. The wealthy Muhammedan farmers dress very 
poorly, and on this article many of them do not expend 10 
rs. a year for their whole family. The poorer l\Iuhammedans 
here have adopted almost entirely the Hindu nakedness, more 
from necessity than inclination; in fact, the lower classes are 
exceedingly ill clothed night and day, and suffer much from 
cold, both in the cold season and when it rains. On this ac-

• count it would be very useful to introduce the manufacture of 
coarse blankets, common in many parts of India, especially if 
the breed of sheep could be somewhat increased. The dress in 
the country ofa common labourer does not exceed9anas a year, 
with as much for that of his wife. l\Iany of the lower Hindu 
women, who are mostly of tribes from the eastern parts of 
Bengal, use a dress nearly resembling that of the Burmas, 
that is a square piece of cloth placed round the back, and 
folded across the breast, where it is secured by thrusting the 
corners under the fold, which comes over 'the bosom. This 
dress is usually made of a coarse cloth called I\Iegili. IJ it 
only the two higher classes that make a common use of 
bleached linen; the third uses it only on high occasions. '. " 

The food of the people is in general superior to their lodg-' 
ing, furniture, and clothing.· Few'are distressed by hunger; 
and, although in general their food is not of a nature suffi .. 
ciently nourishing, it is abundant. The higher classes have-. 
plenty of fish, vegetables and milk, and might procure meat i 

J 

• See Appendix for the various estimates.-(ED.] 
YOLon. Y T 
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for they are not restrained from eating the flesh of sacrifices; 
yet in general they abstain from this indulgence, which is 
always considered as disgraceful. The large allowance for 
oil made in the estimate, includes what is used for anointing 
the skin. This practice here is confined to the higher ranks. 
The allowance of oil in the estimate, in aU ranks, includes that 
for the lamp. The third class burn a. light two or three hours, 
the fourth perhaps one hour. and the lowest only for a very 
short time, to enable them to eat after the labours of the day 
are over, or early in the morning, w;hen the female rises be
fore dawn to the hard labour of beating rice. 

The third rank, being mostly Muhammedans or Hindus of 
low caste, although their allowance of luxuries, such as sugar, 
spices apd b~tter, be small, yet often enjoy poultry and meat, 
especially that of sheep and goats. So far as I could learn, 
the country benefits little in respect to beef, from having few 
Hindus; and no beeves are killed e:lcept at Dinajpoor under 
the protection of the magistrate# and at Peruya under the 
protection of the· Muhammedan saints, who are its proprie
tors. By far the greatest part of the proprietors of land, of 
their agents, and of the officers of government aTe-Hindus, 
exert the whole _ of their influence to save the sacred beasts, 
and are completely succesUul. The poorer farmers very sel- w 

dom taste milk, and their supply of fish is very scanty; but, 
if Muhammedans, they occasionally have a fowl, pigeon, kid 
or lamb; and, if Hindus, they bave sometimes a kid or duck, 
and in some parts they can catch deer or wild bogs. ,Their 
supply of oil and salt is scanty, and foreign spiceries, even 
pepper, are totally unknown to them; nor can they in general 
procure sugar to smoke with tobacco. , 

The lowest class often want betIe and salt, and in place ot 
the latter use the ashes of various ·plants. The nature of this 
saline substance (Khyar) I have not examined, but suspect 
that it contains many other salts besides the carbonate of 
potass. The plant$ most commonly used in this district are 
as. follow, the root o( the plantain tree OJ," Musa; the stems 

-of two'spftcies of Sinapis, the Turi and Sorisha, of which no 
account has been published in -botanical systems; and several 
plants that float on water, and by the natives are called Pana, 
such as tha-Pistia stratiole" the Salvinia natans, and anothet 
iSpecies of the same genus, of which I nnd no lJ.ccourit pub .. 
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lished. I have had no opportunity of ascertaining whether 
or not there exists any difference in the qualities of these 
ashes. Their supply or fish, oil, and vegetables is very 
scanty. The only fish that they procllre is what they can 
catch in ditches; and tbe vegetables that they use ar& either 
wild ones collected by their children, or a few beans and 
cucurbitaceous plants that covet the roofs of their huts. The 
greatest deprivation, however, which thC;y suffer is the scar
city of tobacco. Modest women do Q-ot'smoke, but they chew 
tobacco with betle; and men of al1 ranks' delight in nothing 
so much as in smoking. The lowest class are unable to pur
chase it; but those who employ them to work, knowing its' 
invigorating effects, supply their wants, otherwise their work 
would advance slowly. Some of'the lowest JPndus find a 
nluable addition to their nourishment in pork, which they 
have sense enough to rear, notwithstanding the contempt of 
their neighbours, and which is secured to their eqjoyment 
more by the silliness than by the moderation of their supe
riors. On the whole, 1 ser of rice weighing 48 8. rs., or 
rather less than 11 pound ,!-voirdupois (1,!31) is considered 
as suffictent for the daily sustenance of each person in a 
family, young and old; to which, if there is plenty of salt 
and oil, with pulse or other vegetables, rather to convey down 
the latter dIan to afford nourishment, the person is consi
dered as living on a full diet. The only drink is water, milk 
is scaree even with the third rank, and distilled or fermented 
liquors cannot be considered as entering into the diet of the 
natives, and. whenever taken, are used for the purpose of the 
most beastly inebriation. 

Many persons, I am aware, consider that "fegetable food 
highly seasoned with capsicum, and water for drink. is the 
diet best adapted for a wa.rm climate; but I am persuade(l 
that they are mistaken, ana. have been misled by observing 
the sickness of newly arri&d troops or seamen, which is too 
often preceded by excess and intemperance. 'Yhoever, I 
think, has travelled much with natives,' and been witness to 
the weakness of their constitutions in resisting the changes 
of air or water, will agree with me in saying, that th~se :who 
enjoy a diet, which includes animal food and strong liquors in 
model'ate quantities, are best able to resist the influence of 
unhealthy climates and the sudden changes-filf air. 
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From some Muhammed has received praise'for his having 
prohibited strong liquor~; while others, wishing to detract 
from this merit, have st~ted, that in warm climates the prohi.' 
bition is absolutely necessary, as the natives by intoxication 
are thrown into an ungovernable fury. This seems to me to 
be one of the usual exaggerations of the effects of climate. 
Nothing can in general, be qujeter than a drunken native. 
It is seldom or never tl1at he indulges in that drunken con
viviality, which is apt to degenerate into quarrels. The fero. 
city with which the Malays, in cettain cases, commit assassi .. 
bation, has been attributed to the effects of intoxication in a 
warm climate: but I believe unjustly. The action is prema. 
ditated, and aris~s from a savage principle of honour; and 
recourse is had to intoxication to give ,courage in the perpe
tration of a deed that is followed by the most dreadful pun
ishment. In different parts of India the juice of various palms 
affords a fermented liquor, which enters largely into the diet 
of many 'of the inhabitants; and I am persuaded might, in 
most parts, become the common beverage in place of the very 
indifferent water that is now used. Although I dislike this 
tiquer, yet I believe, that by habit everyone would aequire a 
fondness for it, just as almost everyone acquires a liking to 
beer; and I have no doubt but that its use would prove highly 
beneficial and comfortable to the people. Those called mo
ralists, with their usual eagerness' to appear uncommonly vir
tuous, ar~ apt to extend their declamation from the abuse to 
the moderate enjoyment of good things; but the present state 
of moral,a in Dinajpoor, under a water regimen, seems very 
little fayourable to the wisdom of those who wish to deprive 
the pebple of the use of strong drink. Distilled spilits, I 
confess, are dangerous, as they readily lead to excess; yet in 
climl;'~le8 that do not produce wine, their prohibition would, I 
have no doubt, prove injurious to the health and vigour of the 
people. At any rate the palms of India produce a liquor not 
liable to this objection, and I think it is much to be regretted 
that the inhabitants o~ Dinajpoor do not us~ it. 

-The most common fuel used for cooking is bamboo. The 
poor, however, and many f)1rmers collect cow-dung, and mix 
it with the husks of rice i but this kind of fuel is not much 
valued in this district. Except near Ghoraghat and Maldeb, , 
where there are many bushes, wood is s~ldom used as fuel; 
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for the cutting a tree to pieces for that purpose is attended 
'With too much trouble and e~pense. The bamboo is consi
'dered by many as an unwholesome' fuel, and part of the sick
liness of the district is attributed to its common use; but this 
is probably an error. Reeds in some parts constitute the 
fuel, especially that used in manufacturies. 

The persons mentioned as domestics are free men, there 
being very few slaves in this district. They are hired from 
month to month, and as will be perceived have miserable 
wages, and are very poorly clothed. Their employments are 
as follow. They wash their master's clothes by dipping them, 
in cold water, beating them on a stone a little, and th~n dry 
them; for the washerman deans the clothes once only after 
eight or ten wearings. They bring watel',' clean the house 
furniture and cooking utensils; they bring provisions, fire
wood and pots from the market; they assist their master to 
cook, for in general a man of rank passes a considerable part 
of his time in this office; they go messages; they dress the 
Hungka, or instrument for smoking tobacco; they dig and 
weed the garden; they clean and feed tbe cattle; and in fact 
do almOit everything that they are desired. The rules wl;1ich 
the servants of Europeans have established, and by which 
they pretend that they will lose caste by performing more 
than one business, seem therefore to be a mere invention of 
their own. 

Except great landholders very few keep running footmen, 
and the only travelling carriages in the district, belonging to 
natives. are 10 or 12 covered carts drawn by oxen, which be
long to Muhammedans at Dinajpoor. l\Iany persons 'even of 
the second class keep palanquins, but except landholders and 
their chief agents, few or none-have regular sets of bearers, 
nor people to carry torches, but hire them when wanted. The 
horses most commonly kept by persons of rank are ponies 
from Bootan, which are commonly pyebald,. and are called 
Tanggon8. From the estimate of the expense bestowed on 
keeping them (3 rs. a month, or ! of what a European would 
anow,) some notion may be formed of their conditioJ;l., Much 
work is not however exacted frolIJ. them; and many, who are 
afraid to ride, keep them from ostentation; the pony has 
-fine trappings, and his m~ter either walks or goes in a palan~ 
quint while the horse is led after him. People of the third 
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rank usu.ally have small poqies 6f the country breed, on which 
they either ride to market, or at least walk there l:>efore the 
hotse. The people, indeed, are l~SB ,.addicted to horseman .. 
ship than almost any that J know. ;The most striking cir~ 
cum stance in the domestic economy of the people ofDinajpoof 
is the want or scarcity. of female servants, even in houses of 
distinction. This does not proceed from the want of female 
delicacy in the women of rank; but from the difficulty of 
procuring women that will serve, IlS the 'Whole almost are 
*married. 
• As there is no provision for the indigent, except casual 
charity, the number of poor, that is supported by begging, 
is not considerable, and does not, from all I could learn, 
amount to more than S persons in 1000. The persons, who 
beg on account of their poverty, are in general very proper 
objects of charity, lame, blind, and infirm persons, .or old 
women, who are destitute of friends or support; and it wa, 
chiefly near the capital, that I heard complaints of idle 
vagrants. In justice to the people I must say, that they are 
charitable, ,and that in general objects of charity seem to 
recc:ive a sufficiency to support nature. During the great 
fami,ne, which happened in the Bengal year 1177, a merchant 
of this district, named Gopi Mondol, gave 50,000 rs. to the 
poor. The beggars are certainly "ery ill clothed, and suffer 
much from the weather; but so do the labouring poor, and 
to make the condition of the beggar better than that of the 
labourer, although sometimes practised in England, has not 
yet been sanctioned in India. . The necessitous beggars of 
Dinajpoor go from house to house, where they procure a suf
ficient quantity of food; and sOJ}le good natured person ge~ 
nerally erects a miserable hut for them near a market place; 
}jut many. are under the necessity of seeking for shelter 
under trees in temples or in ruins. They are generally very 
well behaved, ",nd are never very clilmorous, except when 
they find a < person of some rank, whom they solicit for a 
piece of cloth. Thei~ usual resources seem to supply them 
abundantly with food; for 1 observed, that they . often re.
jected two anas, or two days' hire of a labouring man, and 
they were seldom satisfieJ, unless they obtained a piece of 
cloth tQ shelter them from the weather: I saw no consider
able number anywhere except at l\1'aldeh, although the year 
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was scarce, and rice had risen above the usual price in the 
proportion of 45 to 35. ltlaldeh, like all other manufacturing 
places, is subject to occasional stagnations of trade, and these 
are always accompanied with a .xnisery, ,that is unknown in 
~O]'icultural districts. 0 

Among the beggars I have not included the religious men
dicants belonging to both ~sects, whose number and impu
dence surpass all imaginable 'boUnds. The people I have said 
are charitable, they are remarkably sober, and affectionate 
and kind to their relations. They are 'also_ hospitable to 
people of their own caste.. but to no others. Their .chie( 
faults seem to be prevarication, an insatiable rapacity in the 
higher classes, and. a total want of inclination to pay what 
they owe in the lower, with a strong inclination in all to theft 
and robbery j in the perpetration of which they are cruel 
and bloody. Their credulity bemg a prominent feature will 
unavoidably present itself often in the course of my report, 
and with their other faults may be chiefly attributed to their 
ignorance, which will be apparent from a view of the state of 
education. 

EDUCA'J'ION.-Sclools, and Lalt{!tUlges.-The first rudi. 
ments of education are usually given, both by. Hindus and 
l\Iuhammedans, in small schools called Pathsals, under the 
tuition of teachers called Gurus, who may be of any caste or 
religion. who are poorly rewarded, who are little respeeted, 
and who are quite different from the proper Guru or teachet 
of religion. There is no public provision for these pseful 
members of society. and they depend entirely on their scho
lara for a subsistence. In the towns- of Dinajpoor and 1\Ial
deh. indeed, the average number pC scholars to each master 
Juay be about 20, and the fees are from .(. to 8 anas a month. 
according to the progress the children have made; on an 
average tbe fees may be 6 anas -for each. or 71 rs. a montq 
for flO scholars, which in this district is a decent income i 
but in country places the average number ?( scholars does 
not exceed 12, and the fees are from 1 to 4 arias a month, or 
on an average 21, so that the total ave~age mcome is only 
1 rupee 1" anas. 

Even these small fees are far· beyond the rea~h of the 
bulk of the people, . and the number of Pathsals is inconsi. 
derable, as will appear from the Appendix, so that were not 
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'many parents at the pairis to instruct their own childre~ 
very few would be able to read and write. Even with this 
assistance, I am 'persuaded, that not more than one-suteenth 
of the men born in this district acquire these accomplish
ments. Women ilre totally out of the question. l\Iy m.. 
-quiries on that subject were always answered in the negative. 
-and ge:{1erally produced a smile of contempt. 

Children usually go to school at five years of age, and are 
instructed to read and write at the same time, which seems to 
be an eXe,ellent method. They begin with tracing the letters 
on the floor with a pencil of steatite (Ram Khori), beginning 
'with the consonants, and afterwards joining the vowels so as 
to form syllables. In five or six months they are thus able 
to read and write. They then begin to write cyphers -on 
palmira or plantain' leaves with a reed and ink, and at the 
same time they learn numeration, and the sub-divisions of 
,weights and measures. The subdivisions of time belong to 
'astronomy or rather astrology. This occupies 18 month •• 
They then begin to write on paper, to learn to keep accounts, 
and at 'the same time to multiply, divide and subtract, with 
the rule of practice, in which the usual Indian arithmetic 
consists. Accounts and arithmetic are divided into two kinds, 
one for agricultural, and the other for commercial affairs; 
where both are to be learned, the former is the one usually 
taught first; but very few of the natives of this district ever 
acquire that knowledge, or are able to tell how many bigahs, 
or fractions, a rectangled parellelogram of & given length and 
width contains; for the ~indu geometry, so far as is known 
in- ordinary practice, extends no farther. Practical surveyors 
have no means of ascertaining the extent {)f irregular figures, 
but by reducing them to rectangled parellelograms, in which 
they are guided merely by a rough estimation, or what is 
called thE; eye; while, even in measuring parallelograms, they 
are destitute of any instrument that can ascertain whether or 
not all the angles are equal In general the parents of this 
country are contented with instfucting their children 'in mer" 
cantUe acc,?unts, that is in being able to calculate, how' much 
of any article may at a certain rate be procured for a certain 
number of rupees j . and in keeping a very full day or waste 
book, in which every transaction is carefully recorded, and 
to which is added a kind of ledger, in which the trana--
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actions with each person are separately detailed; their books 
do not admit of a regular balance, like what is called the Italian 
method. It is only the arithmetic, commerCial and agricul
tural, that is taught at Pathsals, and the. application to men
suution, and to the keeping of boC?ks, either of a merchant 
or landholder, are acquired in some office or shop, into which 
the lad enters as an assistant, and where he also learns the 
style and manner of correspondence. Boys are fitted for 
entering into an office as assistants, when from 8 to 10 years 
of age, according to their industry. 

The use of the sharp iron style, for writing on bark or 
leaves, although tbe original manner of ,Hindu w.riting has. 
been entirely relinquished, and a pen made of reed or bamboo 
and ink, introduced' by Muhammedans, are universally em
ployed, even in writing on the palmira leaf, wh~ch js still often 
used in works of value, as being more durable than paper. 

The education in common schools is not only defective 
from not being sufficiently diffused, but is liable to still greater 
objections. Nothing whatever is taught in these ~~hooIs, 
except the mere reading and writing of the common lan
guage of the country or Opobhasha of Bengal, together with 
arithmetic. The youth read no book in which '~y moral 
doctrines, or any liberal knowledge is contained, so that their 
education being confined entirely to accounts, tends rather to 
narrow the mind, to confine its attention to sordid gain, and 
low cunning, than' to improve the heart and enlarge tlie under ... 
standing. Indeed no fit books, 80 far. as I can learn, exist in 

I 

the language commonly spoken in Bengal; neither does it 
possess any grammar or dictionary. I cannot indeed learn, 
that any composition in the proper language of Bengal has 
ever been committed to writing, except some love song$, 
common accounts, and letters. The same may. 1,believe, 
be extended to all the spoken languages'" (Opobh,ashas) of 
India, and is to be lamented as a great cause' ~f' ignorance 
and ~rror. _ 

The Prakrito or polite language of Bengal, like those of 
other Indian nations, may be considered as a dea4language, 
or in the same light'as Latin was in:Europe about 200 years 
ago. All persons of a liberal education are acquainted 'with 
it, and among them it is the usual means ~f correspondence, 
and the language of ordinary composition. AccordiIlg to the 
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best information which I can obtain, the Pr:akrito of Bengal. 
like those of other Indian nations, is composed almost entirely 
of Sanskrita words, with the inflexions and syntax of the 
vulgar language. Indeed the best informed Brahmans of the 
south, with whom.J conversed, cO.Qsidered the Prakrito rather 
as one of the styles of writing in the sacred language, than as 
a distinct tongue. It is howeter commonly called the lan
guage of women and children; but this can only be tak.en in 
the sense of the Brahmans of the south, namely, that in books 
written in the sacred tongue this style is used by the women 
and children that are introduced; for in no part of India is 
the Prakrito the common language of the country. In every 
part, however, all well educated men can speak it., and in 
some parts of Bengal even the women of Pandits, and other 
high personages are instructed in it. oral use; for in these 
parts writing is a very rare female accomplishment. Indeed 
its practice is severely repTobrated in the sex. This Ian .. 
guage is not taught in schools, nor so far as I can learn does 
it possess a written grammar, nor a dictionary, except those 
composed by Europea.ns; but people of a certain rank and 
education acquire it by conversation and reading. Of course 
it is both. written and spoken with little exactitude, especially 
by thosewho have had no instruction in Sanskrita grammar, such 
as merchants" religious mendicants and the officers of revenue 
and police. It is to b~ much regretted, that even in this dialect 
there are scarcely any books, that can communicate valuable in .. 
struction to youth. The usual compositionsinPrakritoaresongs, 
hymns and translations of some of the more celebrated poems; 
the who!e, especially the latter" aithough probably possessing 
considerable poetical merit, so filled with monstrous fables, 
and marvellous stories, that those who read nothing else are 
disposed to. believe every thing that is contrary to the usual 
laws by '\'I'hich the world is governed; and lose all taste for 
the plain dictates of common sense. There are however, in 
the Prakrito of Bengal, as well as in that of other Indian. 
nations, some- few histories of the families of chiefs that have 
lived of late-years, strongly however disfigured by the taste 
for the nia~enou~, which the usual reading of the 'people 
inspires. A system of arithmetic also, better than the common, 
and which facilitates the more difficult calculations in revenue 
accounts, l1as lo~ ago been compiled in the Prakrito' Ian~ 
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guage of Bengal by Subhongkor, a Kaystho of N odiya. This 
book is called the Arya or Arjya of· Subhonkor, and is no 
doubt· of great utility; but its tendency, like that of the 
common instruction given in t11;e lower schools, is certainly 
not of a liberal nature. The knowledge however communi
cated through the medium of the Prakrito is better than none; 
and it is therefore to ,be lamented, t.hat it has made little way 
into the district of Di~jpoor, and is chiefly confined to those 
who have been born in. Maldeh or its vicinity J to the few 
Pandits, that ate thinly scattered through thecoun.try, and to 
$ome of the religious mendicants. Probably one in the thou
sand may understand it; but men qualified to hold any office 
superior to a common clerk (Mohurer) cannot be found in the 
district, which is of course invaded by strangers, from the 
principal officers of law to th~~' agent of the Calcutta mer
chant, most of them rapacious as kites, and eager to accu
mulate fortune, in order to be able to ,retire to their native 
country. 

The Prakritos of India, being the ,!luIy dialects, except 
Sanskrita, in ·which any books hare: been composed, many 
have been led 'to consider them as the proper dialects of the 
d.ifferent nations by which that country is occupie~, and on 
this basis has it probably been, that the Sanskrita has been 
considered as the Bource from which all Indian languages 
have been derived. Every opobhasha no doubt, contains many 
Sanskrita words, perhaps as many as English does words 
derived from the Latin; but still, so far as I can learn, each 
has a eopioWl vocabulary of words peculiar to itself; nor can 
I hope for any considerable improvement in the education Qf 
Indian youth, until each populat language has obtalrled some 
books fitted to render the vulgar, wiser and"better. r have 
no doubt, but that they would he read. with avidity j yet great 
difficulty would arise in the compositioQ;. The 'tast~ .of both 
Hindus and Muhammedans is so pedantic, sO'fo~of learned 
ornaments and of the marvellous, that it would be difficult to 
tint! a person qualified to write plain common "SeJ,.lse ;~ besides 
the vulgar are held in such contempt by the Braqma:os, that 
it would be difficult to find a' man of any education who would 
become their instructor. Translations from the Europe~1l 
languages, Of compositions by Europeans, would he attended 
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with still greater difficulty,; as it would be almost' impossible 
to separate them from the idea of religious innovation, which 
both sects watch with anxious terror. The books wanted for 
this district should be composed by Muhammedans, as the 
bulk of the people, and those most in want of instruction are 
of that faith; and persons abundantly willing to" compose 
them might readily be procured at Calcutta, where the exu
herance of their erudition and imagination might be curtailed 
according to the narrow measure of European criticism. 

Notwithstanding Muhammedans form the greater part of 
the population of this district, the Indian dialect adopted by 
that people, although pretty generally understood, is not the· 
native language of the vulgar, who have universally ei~her 
adopted or never relinquished the opobhasha of Bengal. Nei
ther is the Hindustani dialect taught in any school, nor is the 
Persian character usually employed to write it in any of the 
Pathsals. The people of higher rank, however, commonly 
teach this to their children, who also learn to speak a higher 
style, which may be compared to the Prakrito of the Hind9s, 
and consists almost as entirely of Arabic and Persian, as the 
other does of Sanskrita. 

The number of Mtiktub Khanas, or schools where Persian 
literature is taught, as will appear from the general statistical 
table, in appendix, is very small. They are nearly 88 much fre
q';lented by Hindus as by Muhammedans, for the Persian 
language is considered as a necessary accomplishment for 
every gentleman, and it is absolutely necessary for those 
who wish to acquire fortune in the courts of law. The 
number of~upi1s however in this district is very small, and 
most of the people of any rank or wealth are instructed by 
private tutors, who are procurable on the ·most moderate 
terms.. There is reason however to fear, that their· learning 
is npt extensive,· nor their taste correct; and, so far as 1 could 
learn, the studies usually pursued are forms for correspon.; 
dence, or processes oflaw~ to which are added the most impro
bable legendary tales that can be procured. There is no 
schoo1 in which Arabic, or the sciences of the Muhammedans 
are taught; and although some of the priests'(Molnahs) can 
read'the portions of the koran, that are appropriated for certain 
'ceremonies,.1 heard a general complaint from the Kazis, that 
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few understand a single word of that language; and that the 
greater part had merely learned the passages by rote, so as 
to enable them to perform the ceremoDies. 

I do not profess to be able to form a proper estimate of the 
value of the science, which is veiled in ~he Sanskrita language. 
but there can ~ no doubt, that it far excels that which is 
divulged in the Prakrito. Owing however, to the institutions, 
by which it has been guarded, and confined to the sacred 
tribe, its utility to the Hindu nations may not only be doubted, 
but it may perhaps be maintained, that on the whole it has 
tended to increase the darkness. There can be no doubt, 
however, that those whO' possess it enjoy very considerable 
advantages !lver their countrymen; and the Brahmans gene
rally speaking;(ave an intelligeI1ce and acuteness far beyond 
other Hindus. I am further inclined to think, that they are 
subject to many fewer vices, and that those persons will be 
found to approach nearest their good qualities, who are ad
mitted even to ~he porch of science. The manner in which 
the Hindu youths of this district are instructed in the higher 
parts of science is not judicious, and shall be now mentioned. 

Among the Brahmans who have kept themselves pure and 
uncontaminated by service, and who in this country are called 
Pandits, as in the south they are called Vaidiks, are some 
men of learning called Odhyapoks, who undertake the instruc
tion of from three to six pupils, not only without fee or reward, 
but who even in general supply their scholars with food and 
lodging, and often with clothing, during the whole course of 
their studies, which on such a system must be very long. 
Every Odbyapok must be a Pandit, but every Pandit is not an 
Odhyapok; a man may acquire every science without choosing 
to teach it, and this is necessary to. obtain the title, which, 
both from the utility and liberality of the professors, is de
servedly held in the highest respect. ~Iost of the Odhyapoks 
possess lands, which enable them to provide for" their own 
subsistence, as ,!ell as that of their pupils, and they receive 
charity from all Hindus, of any distinction. There'is, how
ever, no necessity for a person who holds these lands, to in
struct youth; and, when the celebrity bf an Odhyapok has, 
procured large grants of lands, his heirs, although they con
tinue to enjoy the estate, are in no ways bound to teach, and 
may for ever .continue to enjoy the high ,itJe of Pandit. with-
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out any trouble, or they may even betake. themselves to the 
degrading affairs of the world, without forfeiting this property. 
Very much, however, to the credit of the Brahmans, such a 
neglect is not usual, and one son of the family continues ge
Ilerally to profess the instruction of youth. If there are other 
sons, they follow their natural inclinations. 'Vita such a sys
tem, however liberal it may be in appearance, and to whatever 
merit 'the individual professors are justly entitled, it must be 
evident that the work of edpcation will go on slowly. It is 
even to be feared, that it }Vould altogether stop, were it not 
for the charity which usually follows considerable reputation 
as a teacher. I cannot, however, avoid mentioning the very 
liberal conduct of the Purohit of the Dinajpoor family, Gaur 
Chondro Bidya Nid.bi. This person has I believe proceeded 
no farther in learning than a knowledge of Sanskrita litera
~re (Vyakoron), but he not only teaches that himself, and 
enables two brothers, who have some knowledge of the law 
(Smriti), to instruct pupils in that science, but he has settled 
on no learned man an income sufficient to enable him to instruct 
several youths in the Indian philosophy (Nyayo S8stro), and 
enables another to teach astronomy. ' 

I took every opportunity of communicating with the Odhy
apoks. Some of them declined an interview; others, who 
came, were soon tired of my inquiries, which of course were 
directed chiefly to acquire a' knowledge of their manner of 
teaching. These left me in disgust, probably in general from 
not being able to answer questions, on subjects with which 
they ought to have been familiar. There were otbers how
ever, who most liberally and patiently informed me, to the 
utmost of their power, concerning whatever I asked. Among 
these wer,e the Purohit, his brothers, and friend, and also 
Roghuprosad of Potiram a metaphysician or philosopher, and 
Ramsunder and. l\1adhobram of the same vicinity, persons 
esteemed for their knowledge in the law, as well as in litera
ture. These persons, as well as all the possessors of religi
ous endowments, complain of the rapacity of the new land
holders, that, have pUl'chased lots of the Raja's estate, and 
:who are alleged under Tarious pretexts to make encroach-

.. ments on the lands, that have been given to learned and 
pious persons of both religions. I am inclined 110wever, to 
believe, that these persons would not content themselves with 
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iJle clamour, were they really aggrieved; but, so far as I'can 
understana, the truth is, that in the careless administration 
of the Dinajpoor Raja·s estates these persons actually enjoyed 
more land than their titles justified, and it is on 'these por
tions that the new landholders have encroached. As how
ever, the encouragement fO,r l~arning is evidently too small 
in this district, a remedy might perhaps be found in the free 
1- .Jds, which .the landholders have nO'W"seized, owing to the 
failure of heirs. The 'amount,.Js not considerable, and the 
government, was an attempt made to recover, woutd wade 
through a disgusting scene of corruption, and very likely 
after aU be frustrated; but if the recovery were granted 
to individuals of learning, on whom it might be wished· to 
bestow encouragement, the'matter might be more easily ac-
complished. ' 

The defects attending the plan of education by the Odhy
apoks are so great, that perhaps any addition to their endow
ments may be considered as ill bestowed, especially in a 
district where the Hindus do not form the mass of the people. 
I am persuaded, that enough might be recovered for the 
establishment of some good $I!hools for the instruction of 
youth in Muhammedan sciertce and literature, for which at 
present there is no establishment whatever;'and the teachers 
of the higher schools have neither profit' nor honour to en-
courage them in their useful 4'lf!1ployment. '. ' . _ 

The academy' kept by an Odhyapok is caned a Chauvari. 
Youths usually go there at about 12 years of age, after they 
have been instructed in the 'knowledge taught at Pathsals 
and in the Prakrito language; ~uf the pupil i~, not permitted 
to read any book in that low tongue. 

The highest SCienC1:6. .Luprature, Law, and M~taphllsic$. 
The course of study in a Hindu IlCadelb.1 begins with the 
Vyakorno. or Sangskrita grammar 'and literatu~ 1"01- thiO! 

first 10 years some study a grammar called S,ongkhyeptosar, 
said to have been composed by a Brahman na.pled K9modi~:' 
wor, concerning whose' history the PaDdits 'Could give,.me no 
information. The !Study of this grammar. is "sO~etimes faci
litated by the commentary of Goyichondro.,.,. Oth~ts again. 
study a grammar called Kolap, said to ha~e beeI\ cQmposed ~, 
by Sorbo Borma, who· was contemporary with Salivahon~.,.' 
This grammar seems to be nearly as obscure and unscientific 
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as the former, as its study usually occupies 10 years, although 
persevering students sometimes are masters of it in eight. 
Others study a grammar called Mugdhobodh, written by 
Vopodev) a Brahman of th~ five tribes introduced by Adisur 
into Bengal, and therefore a modern author. These who use 
this grammar study two commentaries, one called Gon written 
also by Vopodev, and another written by a Brahman, Ram 
Torko Vagis. This system is probably much more rational 
than the others, as youths require only from three to five 
years for its study. Finally other masters use a grammar 
equally easy, called Saroswot, and composed by Onobhyut 
Acharjo of Varahosi (Benares). These also use the commen
tary of Govindo called Podochondrika, and that of Ram-
krishno called Podmokumari. . 

The pupils hitherto have been employed in studying the 
grammar of an unknown tongue, written in that language, 
and probably, as usual, in the .most uni1telligible style, the 
irksome nature of which perhaps draws out the study to such 
a length. They then begin to learn the meaning of the words 
in an Obhidhan.. So far as I can learn, an Odhidban is rather 
a vocabulary than a dictionary, and the natives have not yet 
adopted the alphabetical ,arrangement of their words to faci
litate the study of their language. The only vocabulary used 
in Dinajpoor is the Omorkosh of Omor Singho, whom the 
Pandits 'here, as usual, consider as a person belonging to the 
sect of Buddha, who flourished at the Court of Vikrom. The 
study of this occupies only one year, and is sometimes as
sisted by the commentary of a physician named Bhorot Mo1lik, 
and at others by the commentary of Ray Mukut, which by 
its prolixity lengthens the time of study for six months. 

The students now are qualified to. begin the poets, and the 
work ·usuallI_..c~··.(7 ibl'riltheir taste is that called Bhotti, 
~d to consist of extracts from the Ramayon of Bal-

..... miki, ma~e :t>y.Bhortrihori, brother of Vikrom. A year is 
employed in reading this work, which, according to the Pan .. 
dits who use it, is 130 excellent and sublime, that after ita 
perusal every other poem appears :Bat, and is unnecessary; 
but others, among whom is the Raja's Purohit, prefer two 
poems of Kali.das, named Roghu and Kumar Sombhov. The 
former b'eats of the actions of a pI'ince named Bhogiroth, 
who brought the Ganges to wateX' India, and its study occu" 
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pies six months. The latter treats of the actions of the god
dess Bhogowoti, the spouse of Sib, and .occupies nearly the 
same time. Sri Chondro, a brother of the Raja's Purohit, 
although a professor ,of law, seems·to extend the study of the 
poets more than usual, and besides the common extracts from 
the work of Bal~iki, he reads with his pupils another history 
of Ram called Natok. The account which he gives of this 
work will afford an idea of the present taste of Hindus for 
fable. Honuman, the. faithful servant of Ram, had written 
an account of his master's Wars. NoW' Balmiki, who had 
written his account of these events 60,000 years beflJre they 
bappened, was naturally enough afraid that his work might 
be injured by that of one of the principal actors •. He there
fore applied to Honuman, who wit1.J great good nature threW' 
his book, which was written on stone, into the sea, where it 
lay for many ages, until it Was discovered by Kalidas, while 
he was bathing. This ingenious person covered himself with 
wax, and having thrown himself into the sea, rubbed his 
body on the stones, until he Jlrocured an impression of a 
considerable portion of .this valuable work, which he pulJ.. 
lished to the delight of mankind. 

Other professors of law are less indulgent, and proceed to 
that dry study, immediately after their pupils have read the 
Omorkosh. The pupils are nQw considered as completely' 
instructed in the Vyakornopr Sanskrita literature, and may 
peruse whatever of the classical authors in that language 
they can venture to read. In Dinajpoor no persons except 
Brahmans are instructed in the Vyakoron; but ip some parts 
of Bengal the Baidyo or medical tribe, and even some rich 
Kayosthos are permitted to study such portions of this sci
ence as have been composed by mere men;' but whatever is 
supposed to have been delivered by l\Iunis or by gods is 'con
cealed from their profane eyes. SODJe Kayusthos'have how .. 
ever had the audacity to, lay open the veil, .~nd h!1ve eyett 
translated part of the works of Vyas into the Prakrito Ian .. 
guage, but this is held to have been' bighly' unjustifiable. 
Some Brahmans, however, justify th~ action; not from their 
alleging, that a Kayostho should read the 'Work of a .Muni, 
but because the works that have been translated are not in 
rt:ality tbe composition of Vyas.. 

Persons who are desirous ot' extending their knowledge to 
VOL. II. zz 
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the-study of the Jaw (Smriti), after sueh a .course of Vyako
ron, are qualified to begin with tbe works of Roghunondon, 
a Brabman of Nodiya, whose great-greAt-grandson is said to 
be still alive. His works are said to be verYl'oluminous, amI 
to consist of 28 books. or these, however, eight only are 
usually studied in this district, and tbese require fife years 
of constant application. They are as follows:-

1. Tithi Tottwo, which treats of the laws to be observed 
in the performance of ceremonies at new moons and eclipses. 
2. Prayoschitto Tottwo concerning the ceremonies, which 
ought to be performed for the remission of sin. 3. Dayo 
Tottwo concerning succession to property. 4. Molomas 
Tottwo concerning what is to be done or omitted during the 
intercalary moon of the lunar year. 5. Suddhi Tottwo 'con
cerning what is to be eaten on certain days, especially those 
of mourning. 6. Udwaho Tottwo concerning marriage. 7. 
Ahnik Tottwo concerning the rules for prayer. 8. Sraddho 
TottwQ, concerning what is to be done in commemoration of 
deceased parents. After this fourse of law one Pandit reads 
with his pupils one of the 18 Puraps called Sribhagvot, as 
containing an useful illustration of the dry precepts of Rog
hunomlon. lie &upposes that this work was written by Vyas 
in the end of the first Dwaporyugo age, and that it is pro
phetical,· as it gi'Ves an account of tIle wars, which followed 
soon after. He also supposes that there have been a great 
many successions of these ages, in which the same personages 
and transactions 'that appeared in one appeared also in the 
others, and that the history of the wars, which Vyas deli. 
vered at the end of the first Dwaporyugo, is just as applica. 
hIe to the war which happened in the commencement of the 
present degenerate age, as it was to the war, which immedi
ately followed the first composition of the work; in which 
most people will be disposed to coincide with this learned 
man. This, llOwever, is one of the works that have been 
translated into the prpfane tongue, and doubts are now raised 
concerning its Iluthenticity. In this school men have usually 
finished their education in the law by the time that they are 
30 years of ~ge., Some of the Pandits, however, in place of 
tbis flight to poetical regions, after ha~ing finished the usual 
eight books of Roghunondon, teach the Prachin Smriti, com· 
posed by Sulpani, a nrllhman of Y 0801' (Jes80re), which treats 
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of the same subject with the s~cond book of Roghunondon. 
They then give their pupils the Sraddho Chintamoni, a work 
of Vachospoti Misro, a l\Iaithil~ Brahman, which treats on 
the laws for performing funeral cer~~<;mies. 

Grammar (Vyakoron) is a necessary pre1iminal"Y to" all sci
ence; but !DanY'proceed to study metaphysics Ol" philosophy 
witbout attending to law, and many on the contrary study law 
without a previous knowledge of that. importal,lt branch of 
knowledge. Metaphysics or the· Nyayo Sastro are the glory 
of the Pandits of Bengal, and are no where in India so much 
studied. The Pandits here 8~Y, that this science was first 
disclosed by tbe god Sib to Gautom; who wrote a treatise on 
the subject, that has been lost. Althougb tile Brahmans stre
nuously assert the contrary, I think ther~ is great reason to 
believe that this Gautom is the same with fhe fourth great 
legislator of tbe Buddhists. whose doctrines being now 
thought heterodox, will readily account ·for bis philosophy 
baving disappeared. The most ancieJ1't w6)rk on this subject 
now remaining, according to t.he Pandits of tlus place, is a 
treatise called Chintamoni, said to have been written by a 
Maithilo Brahman; but it is so obscure and difficult, that few 
are able to comprehend its meaning. The works most usually 
studied have been eomposed in modern: times. 

The minds of many student~ become confuse~ by the ab
stracted nature of these investigations, ana Ulany of them are 
considered by the vulgar as little be tier than foals. The 
greater part, however, pursue their studies for 12 or 14 years 
more, reading a great variety of books, whic~ it would be 
tedious to mention. * 

Grammar,law and metaphysics,are considered as the noblest 
sciences; and are the only knowledge whi~h the Odhyapoks 
of Bengal will condescend to te~ch in their Chauvaris; and of 
these the study of metaphysics is considered ~ by-far the 
most honourable, and next to that is the study of the law. 

The lQWt:r ,ciencclI-TneologYt JVorsAip,Astr~log!J' and 
ltlagic.-There seem to be three other sciences that are stu
died and taught by Pandits, but wbich. in this country, do 
not entitle theD) to ~ considered ~s Qdqyapoks,'nor their 

• However tedious many of these state~tlDts may appear. it would be 
unjust to 8uppress them. and they afford a melanch~Jy picture of the miud 
of the people.~Eu. 
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schools to be called Chauvaris4 These sciences are Bedant<7, 
Agom, and Jyotish, to which ~ay he added medicine. or ra
ther magic. The fir,st is an in vestigation into the doctrine of 
the hedf. * conce!ning the Divinity, on :which subject Pandits 
are exceedingly divide'd in their opinion; and in the south of 
India this appears to ,be the favourite fltudy. In Dinajpoor 
the Brahmans seem to give themselves very little concern 
about the meaning of these sacred books, and content them ... 
selves with reading certain portions of them on certain occa .. 
sions. In this they probably act jud,iciously, as the doctrine 
is delivered with such obscurity, that the systems founded on 
it by the most learned a"octors of the south differ ISO widely, 
that the person whom one sect worships as the supreme being, 
is by another considered as the DeviL There is no Bedanto 
Pandit in DinaJpoor. It is indeed alleged, that there was 
none in Bengal until of late, when some learned men were 
brought from Benares by a rich Kayostho of Calcutta (N 0-

bokrishno or Nobokissen), who had acquired a large fortune 
in the service of Lord Clive. 

The Agom, or science which teaches the proper manner 
of worshipping the gods so as to obtain power, is the favourite 
part of divinity in Bengal. Several of the Dinajpoor Pandits 
have studied this; but none of them teach it, and those, who 
wish to obtain a profound knowledge, go to other places, 
especially to the neighbourhood of Dhaka, where the Tontros, 
or books which exp1ai!J this doctrine, are much studied. 
The mode of worship, accompanied by intoxication, inde
cency, 01' horrible practices, -which these books are said to 
inculcate, is either altogether neglected, Qr carefully con· 
cealed in this dis1;,rict, although indecent figures are common 
in the ornaments of the places of worship. Indeed I am 
told, tha~ .this mode of worship has made little progress 
among the Br!-hlD:ans of Bengal, whp are mostly married; 
and is chiefly confined to holy men, who have relinquished 
the world, and "can trust themselves with 'Safety in the midst 
of tempta~ion. No books, however, are in such request as 
the Tontros, -which I believe "may be considered as a system 
'Of magic. ' , In_ 'this country ali the Brahmans, who are of the 
sect of Sib' or· Sokti a<;knowledge the Tontros to have been 

• hed, the na.me of the Hindoo Scriptures. 
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Tevealed by the former, and to be the proper guide in reli
gious matters. Now in these books there are said to be 
forms' of invocations for six kinds of witchcraft. 1. Maron, 
by which an enemy may be killed, 2. Uchchaton, 1>y which 
an enemy becomes a vagrant-like ,.rf ideot. ;J. V osikoron, 
by which a person may procure die frien~ship of his enemy. 
4. Stomhhon, by which an enemy becomes dumb. 5. Vid. 
weshon, by which .an enemy is~ madtf-to quarrel with his 
friend. 6. Santi, by: which a person may be cured of sick
ness. These are supposed to be effectual only when pro
nounced by a Brahman, 'and accbmpanied by sacrifices. The 
Brahmans of Kamrup are considered as tne greatest adepts 
in this science, which is contained in the TontroS', called 
Sarodatilok. This I have stated on the authority of the 
Tontrosar composed by" Krishnanondo of' N odiya, who is 
supposed to have lived about 300 years ago, and to have 
been descended from AgoDl Vagis, the most learned person 
in the Tontros that has< ever been known. 

The lowest of all the sciences studied by Pandits, in their 
opinion, is the Jyotish, which tomprehends astronomy, and 
the knowledge of the past, the ptesent, and the future, 
which is attained by means of the stars, and of the lines on 
the human hand or forehead. Many 'People have imagined, 
that the Jyotish were a sect of philosophers, who neglected 
fable, and followed reasol'l as a guide, and wh() were numerous 
and much respected in India •. If th..e~e are any such philo
sophers, I have never met wit.h them. All whom it has been 
my fortune to see professed ast!Qlogy, ,and most of them also 
practised Chiromancy. Although all Hindus of high rank 
are l'ddicted to this folly, the Pandits, who profess no other 
science, are considered as, the 10*est of '~ll others, and indee!I 
the science is often possessed and priietisecl by Sudras, who 
are called Gonok, anc\ who belogg. to, the J2aivaggno tribe 
commonly called Daibok. In tbis district, however, \he Dai
boke procure a living chiefly by sel1ing almandcki;'and cannot 
make calculations. As the practice of astrol.gy is profitable. 
a considerable number of Brahmans" even men ver:y learned 
in other sciences, follow this art,' ,and: in this" cljstrrct~almost 
every 'academician (Odhyapok) practises it more'Q; less. No 
undertaking, of any sort of consequence can, commence in a 
Hindu family of rank, without a. wise man having b'een 'con-,. ' 
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suIted to find out the proper day. Whenever a child is 
born, the ·star of its nati~ity is calcalated by the art ealled 
ThHroji, which is not considered as difficult. Afterwa.rds, 
the earltest 'Opportunity is taken of pl"ocuring a man of pro
found science in the a.rt called K.oshthi, by which from tIle 
Thikoji he fO'l'etels the events of the child's future life. 
Every Hindu of rank has two names,one public and one 
private, which last is only ~l\()wn to the parent's Guru,.. Pu
rohit, and astrologer, anll is carefully concealed from aU 
others, least ·:my person sh'ouM use it in enchantment (l\Iontto 
Bhibhut or Gun), whIch is 'Of no -efficacy, where the commou 
name only is used. ' 

The number of hjgh Hindus being small in this district, 
and both Muhammedans and low HiAdus being exempted 
from the folly, the number of J,otish is comparatively incon
siderable; and OJll,1 one Pandit instructs any pupils in the 
science. He also constructed almanacks; but those com
monly in use among the astrologers are chiefly brought from 
Mauliya, neat Moorshedabad, and Keo~a, near Dhaka. The 
astrologers of this district, who live entirely by the art, reside 
chiefly at Churamon; but the man of science lives ncar Di
najpoor, and. is supported by the liberality of the Raja's 
Purohit. He is now blind with age.; but he never possessed 
any astronomical instru:ment, and never attempted to take an 
observation.' His p:upils have studied under him the S~dd
hanto Rohosyo" and the V osoti; bat are not acquainted. 
with the history.ofthese,works. 

No person teaches medicine' in this district, and indeed 
proper physicil)ns are very few In number. In all (lases of 
sickness trust is chiefly placed in prayers and ·sacrifices, an<l 
in certain magical incantations, that are considered ·as ef
fectual, and called Jharon Montros. People of 'rank are 
unwilling to acknowledge that they ... are instructed in tbese 
incantations; but, so far as I can learn, tbis arises from a 
fear that they would be'too often called upon:by the poor for 
assistance, and they 'Would consider it as disgraceful to re
fuse relief when asked. nut all ranks of Hindas, .and .even 
the low Muhammedans, believe in the -efficll'CY 'of these in-

.cantatlons; although it is generally only, the' lowest persons 
that profess to, be acquainted with 'them. Persons of this 
l'ank caJl receive, even from' the lowest, a reward, which is 

I 
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an object worth their acceptance. Such is tbe account that 
I received in some divisions. In others the higher ranks 
denied a belief in the efficacy of these incantations, except 
in the bites of serpents, in casting out devils, and in smaIl 
pox; and,these sceptics alleged; tha.t in fevers they procure 
a Brahman to -read certain extracts from the Sribhagvot, 
which are called Ban Juddho Stove 

People who are .deprived. of reason, or who have the epi.
lepsy, or strong hysteric fits, &r~' supposed to he possessecl 
by devils (Upodevta)', which are the spirits of those who have 
been killed by violence, or wbQ bave committed suicide, at 
certain unfortunate ,conjunctions of the stars, which are de. 
tailed in the books of the philosophers called Jyotish. Until 
certain .ceremonies have been performed, these unfortunate 
spirits .cannot obtain any proper body into which they caD. 

migrate, and therefore molest other person~ .chiefly women. 
in order that the proper ceremonies may be performed. The 
spirits are of various kinds, according to the bodies which 
they formerly occupied; those of a Brahman are called Brah. 
modaityo, and are exceedingly troublesome; those of Sudras 
are Bhuts; those of women are called Songkhini 9r Sang
churni; those of unmarried girls or of very low women are 
called Aloya and Pretini or Petini; and those of l\Iuhamme
dans are l\Iamudas; a~d all thosthvho have been killed in 
war, (except Kbyetriyos who go imm~diately to beaven) on 
those unfortunate conjunctions, became Nishkandho or Ni
kondas. Both Brahmans ,and Sudhas, it js imagined, can 
acquire the knowledge by which they can tell whether the 
aillicted person labours under a disease or a devil; and both 
.are permitted to learn the ceremonies..py wMch these devils 
arc supposed to be cast out; and th~se are detailed in the 
Tontros; but many decline the office,-8s it is supposed, that 
among those who practise this science, few ever bave children. 
It is not lawful for them to take money; but' they are much 
courted when any accident happens, hthat requires their assis
tance. The unfortunate spirits procure rest by any of their 
relations going to the Bhagirothi or Goya, and performing 
some easy ceremonies J but the latter place is. tbe securest; 
for, if there is a hair on the bank of the fIver where the cere
mony is performed, it will be· of no effect. These ideas are 
very generally received. in the Dinajpoor district, and several , 
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persons are supposed to be possessed of the science, and have 
frequent opportunities of putting their mummery in practice; 
as devils are thought to be common, and Goya js at a con
siderable distance. 

Other 'incantations are used on many other occasions; some
times innocent enough, such as when a girl employs a wise 
man (J\.ushodhokari) to secure the' affection of her lover ; ~ut 
they are also used with criminal intentions, such as to procure 
the destruction of an enemy, or to remove a disease from one 
person to another. The belief in these ---is not only universal 
among the vulgar; but seems pretty general even among the 
higher rank; and a landholder of an old family, a Brahman by 
caste, had lately before my visit attempted to remove a mO,rtat 
disease, from his mother to some person that was indifferent. 
All these incantati~ns and the whole of this mummery are 
part of the Tontros, and of the Hindu science called Agom. 
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CHAPTER V. 

RELIGIONS AND SECTS OF TUB P.EOPL~ OF DINAJPOOR. 

According to the opinion of the principal native officer of 
revenue, three-fourths of the whole people of this district are 
Muhammedans, but loy native.,41ssistant estimates the Mu
hammedans at ten-sixteenths of the population. In each 
division I consulted the most intelligent persons on this 
subject, am1 have placed the re~ult of th«;ir opinions concern
ing the proportion of Hindus and Muhammedans, in the gene
ral statistical table. If the extent. ~( occupied land in each 
'l;'hanah be divided iI1 these prOp9t;'pc;ms, and the whole sums of 
each be added, to enable us to form an estimate of the popula
tion, the result will be, that the Moslems are to the Hindus in 
the proportion nearly of70 to 30, somewhat more than the esti
mate of my assistant, and considerably less than that of the 
officer of revenue. Both are Brahmans., In "the statistical 
Appendix will be found an estimate of th~ numbers belong
ing to each class, into w?ich I have divided the population. 

l\IuHA14MEDANs.-The Muhammedans seem .. to be on the 
decrease; for most of the ,landlords and their agents being 
Hindus, give these enc~uragement tp settle, and wherev~ 
a landholder's house has. been for ,any length ()f time es
tablished, there is found a considerable Ilumber of the pure 
tribt's, which is seldom the case in any other part. I 
think it indeed probable, that the' persecution by Sultan 
Jalaludin neaI:ly exterminated the Hindus; )for at least a 
half of tllOse now in the district may .. be traced as having 
emigrated from other countries, especially from .;K.amrup" 
which was not llubject to the Muhammedans, until afteJ:' 
the persecution. Although the two, people have mutually 
adopted many of each others religious practic~s ; yet the,re is 
a considerable ill-will between them, which is only px:evented 
from going to excess by the fear of an indifferent pow~rf that 
is superior to both. Many of the inferior officer~ of govern
ment, and almost all the lands being in possession of Hindus, 
the l\Iuhammedans are rather suffel'ers; not however to al\Y 
,very outrageous~egree. They chiefl.!. indeed su~er froIp 
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not being allowed to kill oxen, and from the depredations of 
sacred bulls, or other consecrated cattle; and it is alleged by 
encroachments on their religious endowments; these indeed 
cannot well expect to .escape, as even the Brahmans complain 
of the landholders' rapacity. 

The chiefs of the Muhammedan religion in this district are 
the Kazis, who have a jurisdiction in all things considered as 
more immediately connected with religion, such as marriage, 
circumcision, the eating forbidden things, and the like; and 
who act in some measure as notaries public, in giving authen
ticity to contracts. The establishinent in this province seems 
to be very irregular, some persons having under their juris
diction 11 pergunaQ,s, and others only (}Jle; and the exte~t of 
their jurisdiction has 7 no connection with that of the magis~ 
trate. Many of them are not resident, at least within the 
bounds -of their jurisdiction, and act by deputy. ,I believe, 
that formerly their office was in general hereditary; although 
the 'Confirmation of the magistrate is now necessary. Their 
profits arise from fees. Those of them, that I saw, were 
decent persons, who had much more the manners of gentle
men than any other natives that 1 met in the district. . 

Under the Kazis are a set of priests called Mo11as, of whom 
there is one in general for every very populous subdivision 
,(Mauza),_ at for every collection, of smaller ones, that is called 
.a Diyar. They are generally appointed by the Kazi; accor
dingly to th,e wish of the heads of· families. Although they 
are only a kind of deputies to the Kasi; yet, as they are 
usually ignorant fanatics, they are more beloved by the popu
lace. They rea~ ~r repeat ~prayers, or passages of the koran 
at marriages, funerals, "Circumcision and sacrifices; for no 
l\Iuhammedan he~ will eat meat 'Of fowl, over which prayers 
have not been rep~ated, before it has been killed; and the 
,animals are f:fequen~ly killed before the monument of some 
saint. According ,to the Kazis many of these Mollas cannot 
;read, and these (IDly look at the book, while they repeat the 
passages. Indeed they are in ~ttIe danger ot detection, none 
'Of th.cir a}ldiences understanding a word of Arabic. " Even 
these who are able to read, very seldom understand this lan
guage. 

"The religious persons, however, who are most respected 
'J,mong the Moslems, are the mendicants called Fakirs. The 
num1?er- of reputed saints -who have bad monuments erected 
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to their memory, generally over their tombs, is astonishing; 
and is a clear proof of the ignorance ~nd bigotry that prevailed 
during the Muhammed an government. It may on an average 
be estimated, that there is at least one saint's (Firs) monument 
in each subdivision. aD.~ in this distri~t the worship of these 
by offerings (Simi) is the principal a.ct of devotion. ,lany of 
these monuments have no endoWment, but the 'people of the 
village unite to keep it in repair, which is easily done; as it is 
usually a heap. of earth, ]>erhap's a little white washed; and 
in the evenings they also in turns light a lamp before it. But 
to many of the monll~ts,"and at all those of any considerable 
reputation, there is an eooowment in land, to support one or 
more Fakirs, who repair the tomb, light the lamp, receive the 
offerings, and read or repeat the prayers cFaty~), that should 
accompany these donations. ,The mosques too, that ha:ve en
dowments, are usually pla.ced uftder the charge of a Fakir, 
who should perform there the same duties; but the first is in 
general much neglected. < .Htf ~tso calls the people to pray at 
the proper hour; but this pa~t of worship, and the ablutions 
prescribed by Muhamtned ar.e 'in. general much neglected. by 
his followers in this district.' Some of these Fakirs are no 
doubt very decent men iIi' th~ir .manners; and some families, 
from their features and appearance~ would seem to have pre
served their blood free froni mixture with' the natives of this 
country: but in general thel" are.,verY poor creatures~ sunk in 
bigotry and ignorance, and affecting gre'at ~anctity and auste
rity of manners. .several w~~~':iDet ~ould scarcely answer 
any -question, but were continua~~ Sighing, groaning, and mut
tering prayers. The common c~yersa.tron o!}he more rational 
among them is concerning the' wonders 'performed -by their 
saint, and while they very seldom can_ te.ltwlu!n \!e lived, from 
whence he came, or any circumstance ;elative to his history, 
they generally suppose that the wtiole a1fair"Qf the neiah-, e 
bourhood, ifnot of the world,·are conducted by, his interposi-
tion. As serpents are the common agents' 'ols'ome ¢ the most 
llsually worshipped Hindu .(feiries, so tigers fleelQ, not mutptIy, 
to have been ·chosen by the Muhammeda:l saints.~ }lany of 
the. woods in this district grow on ruins, aJld mo~t IInins have 
been taken 'Possession of by a saint, whose ,viciJlity is of 
-course the common haunt of -a tiger •. ' And as' -these aniofa.lS 
field om attack man in this district, the Pir is gerierally allO\'yed 
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by persons of both religions to have rest:rained the natural 
ferocity of tbe beast, o'r as' it is more usually said, has given 
the tiger no order to kill men. The tigers and Fakirs are 
therefore on a very good footing, and the latter denounces 
the vengeance of the 'saint on any person who molests the 
beast of prey, and assures the people that he is perfectly 
harmless towards all such as respect the saint, and make him 
offerings. <. 

Besides these Fakirs, who hB:ve a regulat; .establishment, 
whose office is her~ditary, and .none of whose families have 
been known to contaminate themselves by labour, but have 
lived entirely on the chadty that has been procured either by 
themselves or ancestors, and who are exceedingly respected; 
there are some 'Who have degraded themselves by industry; 
and many, who, tempted by their notions of religion, or by 
indolence and avarice, have assumed the life of a Fakir, have 
dedicated themselves to God, and who live by begging. For .. 
tunately, some expense attends the ceremony, which prevents 
the order from increasing too rapidly; and new Fakirs ar~ 
also expected to observe the rules of the order according i() 
the strict manner of those called Murids. Fakirs in general 
marry, and all their children belong to the order; but a family 
does not obtain .full respect for some generations, nor until all 
memory of their adoption into the order has been obliterated. 
Some old Fakirs also obser,:e particular customs, and are con
.sidered as more peculiarly dedicated to God. These are 
called Murid, and cannot shave the head nor beard; and 
must perform the prayers and ablutions as prescribed by their 
prophet. 

Besides the neglect of prayer and ablution, the Muham
.medans of this district forget the Toules of their law in many 
points. 'I'hey are in particular accused of being too easy 
husbands; for they neither confine their wives with proper 
strictness, nor .are they even mucb <>fl'cnded at occasional pri
.·vate intercourse with those who can render the situation of the 
Jamilysomewhat more comfortable. TheMollas also allegel that 
.many persons, in order to save expense and defraud them~ live 
as man and wife without having bad the advantage of a reli
gious ceremony. A still more flagrant breach of the law is, I 
k~ow, exceedingly common. Offerings at the monuments of 
.saints are generally made from rather interested motives, the 
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. votary is in fact generally hopeful to procure some favour 
from the saint of much more value than the offering; and 
should he be disappointed, he usually has recourse to some 
Hindu deity, and tries what may be done by means of a sacri
fice. The heathen prl.est makes a little stretch of conscience, 
receives the offering for the hon.our .of the god, and is liberal 
in his assurances that his prayers will be effectual. Thesepriests 
it must be obsened are of the dregs of the Brahmans; a man of 
aproperwayofthinking,'\Ioul!i scom to pray foraTurk. Another 
practice, savouring of idolatry, is also vfry common. Images 
of horses made of clay are sold by many potters, and are 
placed on the monuments of saints, as offerings, to induce 
them to cure the sick, or in consequence of vows made by 
those wllo have been in any danger. .,. ... 

.Many of the resident Fakirs have been concerned in thefts 
and robberies; and it was a 'number o(adoptive Fakirs that 
some years ago assembled in great bodies, in this !lnd the 
neighbouring districts, which lhey plundered with the utmost 
barbarity; and when pursued were wont to retire to Morung, 
in the dominions of Nepal, 'where they found shelter, and a 
sale for their booty. 'Vbil~ these ruffians were spending the 
produce of their illicit gains, the Fakirs residing in Dinajpoor 
'were suspected of watching fOJ! a favourable opportunity of 
bringing down their accomplices. l\Iany still reside in l\Iorung, 
hut their depredations have of 1at~ been on a smaIl scale; nor 
have they ventured for ,some yea#' to enter this district in 
hostile array. By some unaccountable mistake they have 
been called Sonnyasis, who are a aect of Hindu ·mendicants ; 
and the pilgrims going to bathe in'the Br?ohmoputro have oftt>n 
beeD suspected as concerned. That B.lDong these there are 
"pies of the Fakirs, as wen as many idle ,~d disorderly per
-8ons, I have no doubt; bu .. 1 was assured, both by Hindus 
and lIuhammedans, whom 1 consider as ,perfectly well in .. 
formed, that the Morung gang are entirely of the'latte~ reli
gion. Pilgrimages are very much in fashion among the Mos
lems, 3.8 well as among the Hindus; very few, however, of this 
district ever think of going to Mecca, but wisely COD~ent them
.scbe·s with Peruya, which I believe is the most Celebrated pil .. 
grimage in Bengal. : '>!: ' 

The parts of their religion that are most strictly observed, 
arc, fasting through the day during the month Rumzan; and 
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tlIe commemoration of ,the death of tlIe two Imams, 1I0seyn 
and Haseyn, which is perfonned with as much show and noise 
as possible; and for this purpos~ a kind of musicians named 
Zari are employed. Another kind (Pirer Gayon) is employed 
to celebrate the praises of the (l\fferent saints; for this sort of 
noise is extremely grateful to ,the ellr of tbe natives.. 
HI~Dus.-The Hindus, especially those ot pure desc~nt, 

being but a small proportion of the people in this district, I 
might pass them over until I came to places where they are 
more numerous; bu~ thi~ would, render some parts of my ac .. 
count obscure, I shall the"refore notice some of the most re~ ,. , 
markable particulars con~e:rning them, and give a general view, 
which I shall endeavour to render more complete, when 1. pass 
into other districts. 

Brakmans.-There is no trace remaining to show that before 
the time of Adisur any Brahmans had obtained a permanent 
settlement in this district. It contains no Brahman families of 
the nve southern nations, nor any of Saroswot, or Utkol. A 
very few from the neighbouring nation, Maitbilo. are to be 
found, but tradition relates their settlement to have been very 
recent. About 50 years ago, the proprietor of Rajshahi in,... 
troduced about 200 families of Gaur Brahmans from the west 
oflndia; and :3 of these, who have relinquished the world, and 
who have become Sonnyasis, according to the rules of Song. 
kor Acbarjyo, have settled, in a convent of Hawora division: 
these are the only persons of that nation which are to be found 
in the district. Almost the only families, therefore, of proper 
Brahmans to be found in this district, are< the Kanyakubjos, 
ofwhom, according to tradition, two colonies have been brought 
to Bengal. 

Adisur Raja, a physician, who founded a Dynasty that go
verned Bengal for some time before the Muhammedan con~ 
quest, is said to have introduced five Brahmans, with their 
families, from Kanyakubjo, or Kanoj, a city in the west of 
India. These five men were of five different tribes (Gotros, 
viz. Bhorodwaj, Kasyop, Sandilyo, Batsyo, and Savornyo), and 
on that account aU their descendants, who form by far the 
greatest portion of the sacred order in Bengal, are caUed 
Pongphogotros, or the five tribes. The wife of Adisur had a 
son named Hollnlsen, whose father was supposed to be the 
13rohmoputro river, who ,for the purpose of impregnating the 
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queen, assumed the convenient fonn of a Brahman. Whether 
. or not Adisur knew of' this circumstance, and was of so easy a 
temper as to overlook the liberty of the Brohmoputro; or 
whether it was not divulged until the favourable time when 
Bollalsen became a lawgiver even in the nice affairs of caste, 
and might wish for. the .uthority of divine origin, I cannot 
take upon myself to say, both being probable ~ but it is gene
rally allowed by the. Brahmans here, that Adisur left the 
quiet possession of his king~om to Bollalsen. In lilS reign the 
five families of Brahmans had multiplied so fast that they not 
only had become numerous, ~ut h~d obtained settlements in 
two of the provinces, Rarhi and Barondro, which, as usual 
among Hindus, who delight in s~bdivision, had produced a 
complete separation of caste. It even b~came advisable to 
separate each division into different ranks, and to assign dif
ferent customs for each. This I confess appears to me inex-
plicable. ,,? ere I allowed to suppose that the original colony 
was more :Qumerous, or that Bollalsen was not the immediate 
successor of Adisur, but followed after an interval of some 
hundred years, as Abul Fazil imagines, the difficulty would be 
removed; but the tradition is positive against both these 
8U ppositions. 

However t this may have be~n, the Rarhi Brahmans are 
divided into Kulin Bongsoj and Srotriyo, and the Barondros 
are dhided into Kulin Rap and ,Srotriyo. These divisions 
took pldce according to the merits of the persons at the time 
'When they were formed. The most virtuous Bl'ahmans or' 
each province were made Kulins, those next in merit were 
made Bongsojor Kap, and the .remainder were classed 'in the 
lowest rank called Srotriyo. The pre-eminence however, is 
now hereditary, so far at least as· the' Brahman; of the same 
province are concerned; that is to say, a Barondro Brahman 
must respect a Barondro Kulin, however ignorant or knavish, 
more than the most learned and ~irtrious Srotriyo of Baron
(11'0. This however, by nO means extends to the other pro
vince. A Brallman of Barondro estimates all the three kinds 
of Harhis, according to the resPective personal merit that 
each individual possesses. The Rarhi in the same manner' 
respects his own provincials by their birth; but he .. values 
Darondros, and aU other Brahmans according to their virtues. 
Although Dinajpoor be in Barondroland, yet Brahmans of 
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Rarlli arc also numerous in this district, probably in the pro ... 
portion of 6 to 10 Barondros. I must therefore give some 
account of each. 

A Ku·lin Brahman of Barondro cannot llUlrry above three 
or four wives, the fathers of Barondro not choosing to pay 
for unreasonable undertakings j for the husband always gets 
money with each wife, more and more in proportion to the 
lowness of her birth: and he seldom gives himself any trouble 
about maintaining his wives or children. but leaves these 
duties to the care of his father-in-law.. Jf the family happens 
to consist of sons chiefly, the maternal grandfather has great 
profit, because he receives mOlley for each at his marriage; 
but, if there are many daughters, he has made a bad specu
lation; and, unless very ricb, is ruined, as he must not only 
~en everything, but even borrow and beg to the utmost of his 
power, in order to procure them husbands, They have how
ever a greater indulgence than the lower orders; for a KuHn 
girl continues marriageable at all ages, although it is consi
dered' as very disgraceful for the father to keep her long 
waiting; and he is even very apt to incur still greater disgrace, 
by her forgetting the laws of chastity, which these girls, 
brougbt up in the full expectation of early marriag(', are very 
apt to do. Husbands are however, often difficult to procure, 
as' a woman cannot marry a man younger than herself, and as 
a large proportion of the men are bougbt by the parents of 
low women. If a Barondro KuHn man'jes the daughter of a 
Kap, he is degraded to that rank; but his sons and grand
sons are more respected than usual, and are more marriage
able. A Barondro Kulin may however marry the daughter 
of a Srotriyot without any degradation, and all the children 
of this marriage are Kulins. A Kap also receives Uloney, 
when his son marries the daughter of a Srotriya; the children 
are elevated to the rank of Kap; but the husband must keep 
his wives and children at home, and provide for them. The 
Srotriyo men were thus very ill-provided with women j' and so 
long as the rules of caste were strictly regarded, a great many 
of them could not procure wives. But since the deaths of 
Rani Bhowani of Rajshahi, an.d of Raja Krishnochondro of 
Nodiya, two very pious and powerful landbolclers, who sup"" 
ported the laws of caste, these men have been let loose, and 
are not ashamed to give money to procure wives, so that the 
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.. higher ranks of Kulin and Kap are defrauded both of their 
due profit and pleasure; for the 8rotriyo fathers are not able 
to resist the temptation of the money, especially as they also 
save, what they must have given to their betters. 

A Rarhi Kulin Brahman may marry as many wives as he 
pleases, and some have 60; but in general they cannot pro-
cure above 8 or 10. They visit them alternately, and give 
themseh'es no Bort of trouble about the maintenance of either 
the mothers or children. In olller respects there is little dif
ference between their customs, and those of the Barandros. 
By a marriage with the daughter of the next rank they are 
reduced to tbat order, or at teast they are considered as a 
lower order of Kulin~; but their children by women of the 
lowest order are elevated to their full dignitl. 

The Brahmans of tbe five tribes are' subject to many other 
divisions; but I shall at present 'confine mysel' to notice a 
few. "natever his birth may be, a Brahman may either 
become a Pandit, who adheres to the proper duties of his 
profession, or he may engage in worldly affairs, and take 
service, in which case he is called Vishoyi. These two terms 
are analogous to the words Baidik and Laukik of the south; 
but the distinction is not so widely drawn in the north; and' 
changes from the one .kind of life to the other are there less 
uncommon, which is probably owing tei the high pre-eminence 
given to family rank. It must also be observed, that among 
the Kulins there are very few Pandits, and most of these 
learned persons belong to the third rank or 8rotriyos, who, 
having little rank by birth, must study if they are desirous or 
obtaining respect. 

The difference of sect orieligious tenets, produces much 
less separation among the Brahmans of Bengal, than it does 
among those of the south, owing probably to' the doctrine of 
the Bedant08 having little attracted the notice of the former; 
80 tbat the -greater part of the Brahmans of Bengal, although 
divided into five sects, have not placed themselves under the 
banners of any great doctor, such as 80ngkar, Ramanuj, or 
Madhov ; not but. "the writings of several such, personages .are 
known,- but they have n6t produced heat enough ~o generate 
controversy. Indeed it is· not customary with: most of the 
Brahmans of Bengal to declare the sect to which ,they. belong, 
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except to thetr Guru br spiritual instructor; and it i. not COll

sidered as civil to ask them the question. Whereas those in the 
south glory in their sect, and take every opportunity of de ... 
elaring their adherence to it, and their aversion to aU others. 

Among the Barondro Brahmans, however, many of the 
third rank openly profess themselves of the sect of Vishnu, 
amI are called Odwaito Bongso, ot descendants of Odwaito, 
So learned and holy_ Brahman or Santipoor, who declared 
himself a worshipper of Krishno, and established rules for 
the helief of his descendants, none of whom, wbatever his 
private opinion may be, will ventur"o to say, that he departs 
from the creed ofbis ancestor. In the same manner a Rarhi 
Brahman of Nodiya hamed Nityanondo, who lived about 300 
years ago, openly professed himself a follower of Vishnu t 
ahd his descendants follow his tenets. Both the descendants 
of Odwaito and Nityanondo are called Goswami or Goaaing 
(tJutgo Goseyo); but must be carefully distinguished from those 
of the same title who come from the western pro\'inces, who 
are persons of all castes, and who say, that they have forsaken 
the world, and have taken v'ows of poverty and chastity; 
although most of them are keen merchants, and pay very 
little other respect to their vows. ex.cept in abstaining from 
marriage. The Gosw8mis of Bengal on the contrary marry; 
b.. almost all of the';n adhere to the proper duties of 
their <!aste, and very rarely accept of service. 

The other Pandits of the five tribes, \Vho do not acknow
ledge the nature Qf their creed, call themselves simply Pandit 
Gurus. The Goswamis form about a tenth part of the five 
tribes, having been able to multiply fast, as they are Gurus 
or religious instructors for almost all the Sudras, and have 
considerable means of Sub8istenc~. Like other followers 
of Vishnu, they chiefly study as their 'guide in religion, the 
Purans or works attributed to Vyas; while the Guru Pandits, 
although they occasionally read the Purans, study chiefly the 
books caUed Tont'ros; suppoaed to have been revealed by the 
god Sib.. The science contained in the Tontros, and which 
ia eagerly studied in most parts of Bengal, is called Agom; 
and the most lfarned doctor in this law is esteemed to)1live 
been Agom Vagis, who lived at N odiya, about the same time 
with Nityanondo. These differences of" sect produce no sort 
of difference of caste, and eye .. y Goswami is anxious to pro-
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cure a husband of the fh'st or secon~ rank for his daughter; 
" although none of these dignifie.d persona profess tpe worship 

of Vishnu, and the wife is alwaya expected to adopt the lI«t 
of her husband. 

A most "essential differellce arises ill the rank of the five 
tribes, from that of the 'persons whom they condescend to 
instruct in religious matters, or for whom they act as priests. 
The former or teachers, are called Gurus; the priesu who 
read prayers on solemn occasiot;ls are called Purohits, and in 
general are less respected. th~ ~the former. 'l'hose who 
perform these office& for 1}r,l1mans alone are highest in rank; 
but few of s\lcb respected, pe~lons. helo\lg to the five b'ibes. 
Next follow such as perl"orPl these <>Qices for the two high,er 
rauks of Sudras, the physicians alld scribes. Theil foUow 
those who cut for the {line pure cast~s of, traaesmen (NOVel

sakh), and for a few tribes that are' admitted to. be of a simi· 
lar rank.· , ' 

All these Brahmans continue to be tolerably respected, and 
may give their daughters in marriage to KulinsJ but certaip. 
religious offices in some measure deprive a BrahmlUJ of castf'. 
and his daughter cannot intermarry with a person or any of 
the three pure ranks. The, highest of these impure Brab .. 
mans are the Ogrodani. wh9 receive the first chari" (Dan), 
that a person offers .in cqmmemoP:ition of his (leee¥ed 
parents. The charity_ offered on aU future occasions is 
accepted by the highest, and foe a eollsiderable source of 
revenue. A tradesman ot ~he nine pure c;astes will con., 
descend to drink the water ot an Ogroda.ni; but rejeC~1f that 
of all the inferior Brahmans, who are considered a, infetior 
in rank even to a Sudra. , 

The Brahmans, who ~ondescen'd tp act as Gurus and fu
rohits for any Qf the impure tribes, are called V omo, an4-
oecupy the next rank; but djfFerellcelS ~xist jQ their rank. 
according to the various degrees of their disciples' impu .. 
rity. Next to the Vamos are the Moruiporas, who read thl; 
funeral service over auy person lowe, than a Br~hman, 
These are the lowc/3t persons, tha~ are descended from th~ 
fiv, tribes, which were mtr{)duced py Adisur. The Puj~is, 
Clr prie/3ts, who officiate in temples. ~e ~Qnsidered as b\allle,. 
able for undertaking so lqw an oBice; but the 13r3hlQaDS of 
the thircl' order (Srotriyos), wbp usually accept of lhe offl«tc 
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are not on that account degraded from their rank, provided 
the temple .has been built and endowed by Ii person of pure 
birth, such as a tradesman of the nine pure castes, and such 
persons are the usual Gurus of the lower castes. The Pu
jari is indeed generally selected from the family of the 
founder's Purohit. The temples founded by persons of low 
origin are served by V orno Brahmans. Brahmans of the 
five tribes, very unlike those "of the south, not only aei as 
Pujaris in temples where bloody sacrifices are made, but 
actually make the offering, and eat the meat. .They are also 
permitted to eat fish and venison, with five other species of 
animals, namely the rhinoceros, hare; porcupine, turtle, and 
a: large kind of lizard (Sorno Godhika). Few, however, 
avail themselves of any animal food except fish, ',md many 
abstain even from that indulgence. Next in number to the 
five tribes are the Baidik Brahmans, a colony which also 
came from Kanyokubjo, but at a latter period. I haye not 
been able to ascertain the time, but ~hey say, that they were 
introduced bJ Adityo Subuddhi Narayon, Raja of Srihotto, 
which is north from Dhaka. 'I do not know what place is 
meant, unless it be Silhet: These Baidik Brahmans seem to 
have nearly the same customs with tl)e five tribes t but are 
considertd a~ higher, are not divided into three ranks, and 
no~ of them have betalen themselves to service, nor have 
any degraded t4emselves so as to become V ornos, nor scarcely 
any so much as to act as Gurus for Sudras of even the 
highest rank. 'By far the greater part of the Gurus of the 
nve tribes are J3aidiks, who excel in'learning. From having 
settled in diffei'ent parts of the country they have separated 
into two tribes, that do not intermarry, the one called Pas
chat yo, and the other Dalhyinatyo. The Paschatyo, who 
are most~y settled in the north-east parts of Bengal, are con
siqered as rather the highest,' and their hereditary chief and 
religious instructor (Guruy still resides at Srihotto. Among 
the Bai.4iks also there, arose a person of great celebrity 
named Chaitonyp, who openly professed the worship of 
Vishnu,. and who h~ving no children instructed his pupils in 
that doctrine, which their descendants now adopt, andtare 
called Chaitonyo Bongso'and Goswamis. The others conceal 
H-.cir:; sect, assume the title of Pandit Gnrus, study the 
1.'ontros, and are by far the most numerous. The Baidika 
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do not indulge themselves in numerous wives like the higher 
ranks of the five tribes, and seldom, if ever, taste even fish. 
They offer sacrifices, but do" not eat the :Besh. None of 
them are Pujaris nor priests in temples. 

In Dinajpoor are...cmany pers~ns c~1ling themselves Brah
mans; but .neither the five tribes nor Baidiks acknowledge 
them as such, no~ as descended from the sacred persons, 
who proceeded from the ,mouth C!f Brahma. Some pretend, 
that their ancestorlJ were 'created by Vyas, and this seems 
to be tbeir own opini'on" a~ t~ey call themselves V yasokto. 
A circumstance, said to be re4ted. in the Sri l\Iohabharot, 
will perhaps throw some light on the-subject. Porasor, the 
fatller of Vyas, was on a certain day near the river, and ob
served a fisherman (Kaiborto), wh~ bad a"most beautiful girl 
in his boat. The Gymnosophist c~uld ~ot resist the violence 
of the desire with which he ~as seized; but entered~Jnto 
the boat and became the father of Vyas, who cannot well 
be considered as a Brahman, the In"ternal line being im
pure. 'Ve may therefore suppose, that the Vyasokto are 
the descendants of Vyas. The Pandi~ of the survey, how
ever, will not allow of the illegitimacy of Vyas; and sup
poses, that Bollalsen, whe,!! he' raised the Kaibortos to the 
rank of pure Hindus, aIIowed their Gurus or priests to as
sume the nam~ of Brahmans. It" ;Uust be observed,Ihat 
many of the impure tribes or Hindus have Gurus of their 
own, totally independent," of the Brahmans~ and the Vya
soktos continue to be the G'Urus and Purohits ot that tribe 
alone, and have no sort' o( connection with the other Brah
mans. I met with no person of any learning alDong them, 
which has prevented me from'e.n~ering into 'a particular detail 
of their customs. Except ramilie~ .)Vhich have evidently 
migrated lately into Bengal, there are none in that country~ 
who pretend to be Khyetriyo!l or Vaisyos, "and the people 
may be divided into Brahmans and Sudtas. ' ' 

Between these, however, are itl s~me measure'" suspended 
two tribes, the Daivoggnos or - a'strologer., and the Bhat or 
bards; but J procured no information concerning these that 
is iJtteresting. The Daivoggnos here have been nearly de
prived of their profession by the Brahmans, and in the south 
entirely. There they (Daivoggnos) have become weavers, 
have refused Qhedience to th~ sacred Older, and have adopted 
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priests of their own. Whether this was in revenge for the 
encroachments of the Brah~ans, or whether these were in 
consequence of the rebellion of the aatrologers, I cannot take 
upon myself to say. The };lighest of the Sudras are the 
Baidyos or medical tribe, concerning whom I shall say no
thing, as I met with n~ man of lea-ruing among them. The 
Kayosthos or scribes fonow next. and were once of more im
portance than they are' now; 8S at one time they managed 
most of the revenue and commerce of the country ; but the 
Brahmans of the fh'e tribes, having applied themselves more 
closely to business, chiefly. since the English government, 
there can be no doubt, from their superior intelligence and 
education, that they will soon obtain the whole, as they have 
already a considerabte part: The KaY9sthos, however, are 
now enjoying the fruit or their former labours, and a great 
many of ~e landholders are of this tribe. The nve BraIl
mans, who \vere introduced by Adisar, were accompanied by 
five Kayostbos; but aU the Kayosthos of Bengal are not 
considered as sprung from them; and their descendants seem 
to have settled chiefly in the western districts, forming the 
two tribes called Uttor and Dokhyin Rarhi; while the Bong
goj and Sudra Kayosthos occupy the eastern districts to
wards Dhaka, and seem to be of a more ancient a line. 
Bollalsen arranged their ranks; and subdivided them va
,riously. Those of Dokhyin Rarhi, who seem to bave been 
introduced into Dinajpoor by one of them, who was ancestor 
of the Raja's family, were divided by Bollalsen into Kulin 
and Maulik; but both can intermarry. On the whole this 
caste has been frittered into endless subdivisions, concerning 
:wliich there are several treatises i but to fonow them would 
be tedious, and perhaps useless.~ Those of Dinajpoor chiefly 
follow the Pandit Gurus and the Tontros as their guides in 
religion; the Rajas, however, :were ot Vishnu's part. 

Next to the Kayosihos are nine tribes (Nobosakh) of 
tradesmen, who, although greatly inferior to the scribes, are 
still considered as pure Sudras; for a Brahman may drink 
their water 'Without loss of -caste; and a Brahman, who con
descends on .certain occasions to give them instruction, is not 
altogether disgraced. In this country they are mostly fol
lowers of the Goswamis., The trades are-I. Druggists; 
2. WorkerS' in shell;, s. Copper smiths; 4. Cultivators of 
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beth~ .. leaf; 5. Weavers;- 6. Makers of g~lan<ls; 7. Black
smiths; 8. rotters 1 and 9. Barbers. 

The extreme variance, -that is found in the arrangement 
of castes in different parts of India, ap~ars to me a pretty 
COD\-incing proof, that they did not proceed from any orjginll.l 
general law i but wer~ 8:dapted 10 the prt'judices of the V/l.

rious Indian nations, re~pecting the ranks of different tradej;, 
when these nations were -induced to receive the doctrine of 
caste from the Brahmans. In Bepgal, for instance, the cop
persmiths and blacksmiths are considered IU distjuet elUtes; 
whereas in the south of India they -are united, and conjoined 
with the carpenters, masons, and goldsJDiths, who in Bengal 
are placed among the impure tribes,' as the whole are in the 
south. probably because there they persi$ted in having Gurus 
of their own. ,'- !. 

Nearly in the same rank with the nine most distinguished 
trades, and within the limits of pure Sudras (Sot Sudra), 
Bollals£n, according to tradition, h,as placed the fonowing 
eastes, which are fou~d in Dinajpoor. 

1. Retailers of grain, salt, &c. 2. Of the same profession. 
S. Preparers of sw~t;...meats. .... Keepers of buffaloes. S. 
Goyala, keepers of IUne. 6. Cultiv/l.tor~. This list of the 
professions, which were admitted into the liJnits of pure Su
draa by Bollalsen, seems ~o me curious; as it probably shows 
the degree or importan«;e which each possessed in his time, 
and it is probably 9wing to th~ Same circumstance thJt the 
Kaibortos obtained A pref~r~nce over the other tribes of cul
tivators in Be~gaJ, all of which a~e ruk-oned impure. This 
J think will be ~6.'med when it is considered tbat the fisher
men among the J{.aibortos, who j~ Dinajpoor are called Jbalos, 
bave ~en lef'l; amOJ1g the impure t~ibes • .as being of little iJp
partance j '\V hile the Vyasoktos, or priesthood CODlIDOIr and 
peculiar to both Jhalos and Kaibortos, have been elevate,d 
to the tit~ of Brahman. :B~fore the illtr~uction of proper 
eastes the various tribes of Indi& were probably like the ~~
ei~nt states of Greece and Italy; 'Roman .could on.y maqy 
wlth a Rouum. w: ~ Athenian with an Athenia»; for the 
,same ,circumstance takes plf-ce among the rude tribe_s of India, 
aIfhough tb,ese have J.lo proper 4istinction of castes. . Tl1is 
circumsta~ce »0 doubt greatly facilitated ~he ifitroductiol) of 
proper c:aste, e.acb tribe took its pla~e amon&Qie. pW'e or im-
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pure Sudras, according to its importance, and continued as 
before to confine its marriages within itself; I am persuaded 
that the impure tribes are not as commonly supposed the 
offspring of the four pure castes contaminated by illegitimate 
c(>nnection. The Baidyos for instance, who are alleged to be 
descended of a Brahman by a Vaisyo woman, are placed at 
the very head of the pure tribes of BengaL The same origin 
is assigned to the Daivoggnos, who hold a stilI higher station; 
but of this more hereafter. 

The pure Sudras are distinguished from those below them 
by having pure Brahmans for their Gurus and Purohits; and 
by their abstaining frol!' all food that is forbidden to Brah
mans. from intoxicating drugs, from concubines, and from 
marrying widows. The Kulirt Kayosthos are allowed to keep 
two wives, and can sell their daughters to the lower l'ank at 
a great price. The other pure Sudras can marry only one 
wife, unless the i1rst prov,es barren. Whenever a man, whose 
birth is esteemed remarkably pure, gives his daughter to a 
lower person, he receives a present. It must, however, be 
obset:ved that the 'Pollop-Goyalas are only allowed Vorno 
Brahmans, and the Kaibortos have Brahmans, who are not 
considered as, descended from the persons that sprung from 
the mouth of Brahma. 

Of the 900,060 Hindus, which I estimate to be in this dis
trict, my assistant suppo~es that 90,000 are of pure descent; 
and that, perhaps, 15,000' of these have been born in other 
districts, and an. equal number are of the two tribes Kaiborlo 
and Khyen, which border on impurity., The impure tribes 
are divided into two kinds, Nich and Ontyoj; the former ob
serve some rules of decency, and the others are altogether 
vile. The Nich have peculiar Brahmans who, on account of 
their instructing low persons, have been degraded even below 
the pure Sudtas. These Brahmans are called in general 
Vornos; but as the various, castes dispute vehemently about 
pre-eminence, ~nd each Eretends t9 be unjustly considered as 
impure, no one will empMy a Brahman that officiates for those 
of any other Nich caste, so that each has its own appropriate 
race ot Brahmans. The first five ranks of' Niches cannot 
lawfully keep concubines, marry .widows, nor eat or drink 
what is forbidden to higher.lJindns. But the lower orders 
openly keep cq,ncubin~s,. and, except the distillers of-liquor, 
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openly intoxicate themselves. The castes of Nich, that are 
found in Dinajpoor, are as foUows. 

1. Money-changers. 2. Goldsmiths. 3. Carpenters. 4,. 
A kind of merchants who deal in grain and salt. 5. A kind 
of potters. 6. Oilmakers. 7. Fishermen of the Kaibroto 
caste. 8. Another kind of fishermen. 9. Another kind of 
fishermen. 10. -Boatmen and fishermen. 11. Makers of Lack 
ornaments. 12. Sellers of prepared rice and sweetmeats. 13. 
Distillers of spirits. 

These may amount on the whole to about 150,000 persons. 
Many of them are rich, which makes them bear their degra
dation with impatience; and the women of the money;;changers 
are in general accused of holding their husbands in contempt, 
and of going astray with persons whose rank is more con
formable to their fortune. 

There i.s somewhat' more reason in the higher castes ab
staining from communication with the tribes included under 
the general appellation of Ontyoj. These eat many things 
that are forbidden to other Hindus, although there is a con
siderable diiferencejn the degrees of indulgence, which these 
tribes allow to themselves. Some abstain from pork, others 
indulge themselves in this luxury; while some will even eat 
the flesh of oxen, which is considered as the utmost degrada
tion of which human nature is capable. They have never 
been permitted to kill the sacred ,animals j their repasts, 
therefore, of this nature have been confined to carrion. The 
whole, except the washermen, consider themselves as per
mitted to intoxicate themselves whenever they have a conve
nient opportunity; and they are not disgraced by openly 
keeping concubines; nor are their widows disgraced by en
tering into that state. The Dhobas, Kopali, Chondal, and 
some of the Muchis have Vorno Brahmans for Gurus. The 
Patonis, Bhmni M .. lis, and part -of the Muchis have only 
Vaishnov for Gurus; but Brahmans act as their Purohits. 
Those of them th,!lt belong to Dinajpoor, and who are consi
dered as having had their rank ascertained by Bollalsen, are 
the following. 

I. \Vashermen. 2. Weavers of canvas and sackcloth. 3. 
Flsliermen. 4. Basket makers (two classes.) 5. Gardeners 
and farmers. 6. Sweepers and scavengers. 7.- Tanners 'and 
shoe-makers. These classes, especially the .fifth, are very 
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numerous, and about 225,000 of them Ilre to be found in 
Dinajpoor. 

The whole of these tribes, that I have as yet mentioned, 
are considered as having belonged to Bengal, when Bollalsen 
settled the rank of its castes. ,I, cannot, !Iowever. find that 
any book or written regulation wa~ made by tbat prince; but 
each caste, which possesses wealth, has persons called Gho
toks, who keep registers of marriages, with the names of.the 
parties and that of their parents, and thu. can ascertain ge
nealogies. These are the p~rsons usually employed to make 
up marriages, as they are answerable for the purity of the 
parties' extraction. The whole of 'the tradition concerning 
the settlement by BoUaIsen seems fo red on the authority of 
these Ghotoks, which perhaps may be doubted; but I.have 
not beeq able to find one person of this description, with 
w hom I might converse on the subject. 

One half of the' Hindus in Dinajpoor belongs to tribes 
which are supposed not to have been settled in Bengal in the 
time of Bollalsen, and at least 290,000 of these belong to a 
people which appeal" to me to have a common origin, and 
whose f.eatures mark them clearly to be of a different race 
from other Hindus; indeed they are most strongly marked, 
as belonging to the flat, broad-faced people. which occupies 
the Eastern portions of Asia. "l think it probable that it is 
since the time Df Bollalsen that they have come from the 
Eastern side of the Korotoya river, or Kamrup, where they 
are still more numerous than in this district; hut all remem
brance of the emigration has ceased. It is very possible, 
however, that they may have be.en the ~riginal inhabitants Dr 
th.e northern parts of this district, which' do not appear to 
have been within the limits ,of Bollalsen's dominion any DlOre 
than Kamrup, which I suppose to' llave been their .original 
country. This. however, I shall probably have hereafter an 
opportunity of determining. These three tribes are the Raj
bongsi, Kongch •. and Polya, and considel' themselves as dis
tinct; but it is cO!ltended by many that they were oJ'iginaUy 
the same, and, have now separated in consequence of sOme 
of them having adopted, more than others, those manners 
w~ich Hindusco!lsider pure. This I shall h~ve probably an 
opportunity of showing to have been the case, when ila my 
Dext r~port I come to state the history of Kamrup; I sh.all 
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only mention now that the Rajbongsis seem merely to me to 
be the families of tlle Kongch, which are related to their 
princes such as the Rajas of Vihar, Vijni, and Dorong, whose 
history is tolerably, dear; an~ tbet:e are still Kongch remain
ing who retain a language totally different from that of Bengal, 
who retain the old simple 'Worship, aod have no dealings with 
the Brahmans. In DinajPOOf, even tb~ highest of them, the 
Rajbongsis, are reckoned a very impure tribe; but in the 
countries that are subject to their princes an assertion of"this 
nature would be very imprudent; and it has been discovered 
that they are Khyetriyos, who escaped from the persecution 
of Porosu Ram; and that their princes are descendants of 
lhe god Sib. . The Rnjbongsis and Kongch in Dinajpoor 
drink intoxi~ating liquors without disgrace; and 'Openly keep 
concubines; but they abstain from swine and fowls, in. which 
the Polyas ..are not ashluned to indulge themselves. The prin
cipal difference between the Rajbongsis and Kongch is, that 
the latter condescend to carry the palanquin, which the others, 
do not. All the three ~re 'cultivators and weavers. 

The other tribes of DiD~jpoor, who are considered as not 
having belonged to Bengal wbA:!n Bollalsen settled its castes, 
are as follows:-l. Cultivators from Maithilo, who follow the 
Brahmans of that nation. 2. Weavers from the west of India. 

'li \, , 

3. 'Vorkers in tin- from the west of India. 4. Cultivators. 
5. Grass-cutters. 6.. )Vood-euttet's. 7. Workers in ratan. 
8. l\Iakers of leathern bags. .9. Snake-catchers, and gelders 
of animals. 10. Mordah Furash or l\1ri1op~ ~ht? remove dead 
bodies. The whole do not exceed 10,000 persons. The first 
caste is pure; lhe two last castes are exceedingly vile, and it 
may be doubted whether 'the,. can be considered as either 
Hindus« Muhammedans. 

CfUlom. o/the Hindu,.-To give an,account of the cere
monies of each or anyone of these castes would be endless. 
In tbe fifth and seTentli"oI~es of the. Asia'tick Researches 
they have been most ably explained ),y l\fr."Colebrook.e; .and 
whoever wishes to investigate how~ time inay be altogether 
wasted, will there see to what lengths the Hindus have car
ried this science. In the obseX'Vance' of these ceremonies 
every Hindu, who can possibly spare'time, seems to place his 
chief glory; and he consumes in a most llliserable inanner the 
hours that were granted for nobler purposea. 
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In other matters the Brahmans of Bengal are not near so 
strict as those of the south. They have allowed themselves 
a much greater liberty in point orfood; and they have yielded 
much farther to the Sudras, not only in assisting at their 
ceremonies, but in complying with the common worship by 
bloody sacrifices. It is ~wing to this that their law seems to 
be much more universally observed in Bengal than it is in the 
south; and that,tbe customs o(its different castes have a 
greater uniformity. 

I have already mentioned the foods that are allowed to pure 
Hindus. The only meat which they commonly use is that of 
sacrifices, artd the only animals that they offer are buffaloes 
and goats. The impure tribes offer ducks, swine, and fow]s; 
but these two last are reserved for the very .dregs of" the 
people, especially the fowls. The ducks are more respecta
ble, and even some pure Sudras are allowed to use them, 
although they are never confined, nor prevented from eating 
any impurity. " 

The extracts of poppy and hemp, and the leaves of the 
latter, are considered as much more innocent than sph'ituous 
liquors; yet they are more apt than even distilled spirits, to 
lead to the most beastly private intox.ication. A Brahman 
who intoxicates himself with these drugs, is considered as 
highly blameable, just as a drunkard is with us; but he does 
not lose caste. Many of the lower tribes use them wh~never 
they can; but it is only the very lowest that will drink sph'ituous 
liquors openly; these of course are never used except for mere 
private intoxication. All women chew tobacco; but it is only 
those of the unclean tribes, and prostitutes, that smoke. No 
man, however pure, loses caste by smoking tobacco; and all 
practice it except a few Pandits,. :who content themselves with 
snuffing, which is esteemed more honourable than smoking. 
Men seldom chew this weed. 

Ex.cept the bodies ~f children, the dead of all castes are 
burned. The higher the caste, the younger are the children 
that aJ:e entitled to this kind of funeral. The body of a dead 
Brahman of two years ~f age receives this honour, while 
bil,rial is, considered as sufficient for a low child, until he has 
reached his fiftli year, The funeral pile, however, being ex
pensive, manY'of the poor cannot be reduced to ashes. A 
torch, or bundle of straw is kindled, and put to the mouth of 
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the corpse, with the proper ceremonies. and afterwards, if near 
a large river, the body is thrown into the water; or if at a dis
tance, it is buried. The first, when practicable, is always 
preferred, and renders many of the rivers exceedingly dis
gusting. The expense<of the-funeral it,selfis not very burthen
some, but the mourning is followed by a ceremony called 
Sraddho. which is very grievous, and often ruinous. The 
poorest Brahman of pure birth' cannot perform it for less than 
40 rupees, and must sell, beg, and borrow, to the utmost of 
his power, to procure this sum. Even the very low and impure 
tribe called Patoni, who are basket makers, require to raise 
10 rupees for this ceremony. whirh is the value of at least 
three months' labour; not' can they be freed from the re
straints of mourning until it has been performed. 

Meu, or rather boys, are always married so soon as they 
can procure money suffieient to defray the expense, which, 
except to some of the highest ranks of the Brahmans, are 
very great, and very frequently involve the parties in ruin. 
The higher ranks of Erahmans receive a price from the father 
of t~eir bride, when they marry J and no Brahman can lawfully 
take a price for his daughter; although onate, this pr.actice, 
as I have mentioned, is gaining ground. TIle Sudras, on the 
contrary, in general, may lawfully take money for their daugh
ters. This sum given by t~e father either of the bride or 
bridegroom, according to the custom of the caste, is called 
Pon; but, except· with the Kulin Brahmans, and Kulin 
Kayosthos, is never 8ufficifnt to defray the expense of the 
party who receives it, although it renders his outlay Jess bur
thensome. The charges attending the marriage of a Kulin 
Brahman, who is poor. cannot,' to both parties, amount to less 
than 300 rupees. A Kayostho marriage must cost at least 
150. A tradesman of pure birth ~nnot spend less than 80; 
and even a Bhumi mali, the lo1f~st of an caste~, ,Ill,ust expend 
17 rupees, 12 of which come (rom the father of the boy, and 
5 from the father of the girL The daughters of all Brahmans 
ought to be married before they are teo ye~rs of age, but 
some indulgence is shown to those ofJ{ulins:' Even !lmong 
the lowest Sudras, both father and daughter. are considered 
as ~ighly blameable if a girl remains ull1nairled at 'he age ot. 
puberty; for it is scarcely expected that, the girl in that case 
should be able to preserve her ~hastitr" Gids before 'mat-
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riage receive little or no educa~ion. Those. who are rich, see 
how their mothers manage their family. Those who are poor 
must labour, and &ore taught how to work. In this country, 
even the women of the Brahmans spin t;otton, which, in Ule 
south, would be reckoned an ab~mination. So long as the 
parents are alive, it is they alone who are consulted in making 
marriages. Not that a contumacious couple would incur loss 
of caste; but the man would pe ~iSinheritedt and bath they 
and tbe priest who married them, migbt be fined by their 
Guru. Before marriage it is not customary for the parties to 
see each other, nor for their. mutual inclinations to be con
sulted. The Ghotok, or re'gi~ter of "pedigrees among the 
higher castes, and Poramanik, or chief of the caste among the 
lower, act as agents, and g~nerally settle all particulars, before 
the bride or bridegroom know anythiog of the matter. In the 
selection of husbands, birth seems to llave in general a pre
ference to' riches, which indeed are little regarded, the ur
gency of procuring a match at any rate, leaving little room 
for choice on that point: the avoiding disgrace seems to be 
what is principally in view. -It is lawful for Hindus to marry 
as many wives as they please; but in fact it is impossible for 
any, except the two highest ranks of the nve tribes, to pro .. 
cure more than one, unless where tbe urst wife has no child; 
and then the expense becomes so grievous, that none except 
a few rich persons can procure a second; tor in such a case 
no father will give' his daughter without a bribe, and two 
houses must be kept, otherwise disputes run so high. as to 
render life intolerable. 

No pure Hindu in Bengal can lawfully keep a concubine of 
any sort, whether he is married or single. But some of the 
impure tribes allow men to form a kind of left--hand marriage, 
called Nika, with widows or their own tribe. Tbe contract is 
accompanied by religious ceremonies, and the ~ame fidelity, 
both in the man and woman, is expected ,as in proper marriage 
(Vivaho); but in general neither the Nika nor her children 
are so much respe.cted as the virgin spouse, especially if the 
caste approaches in any degree to purity; for in flome very 
low castell there is little difference IiIhown.· This contract 
is made by the consent "Of the partiej, and may be dissolved 
at pleasure by either; but this is considered as b1atpeable. In 
these low caste seven ad ulteresse. may becopie NikA$, pr9vided 
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they have only indulged men of their own or higher tribes • 
. A virgin cannot become a Nika. A concubine who is not 
united by some religious ceremony, is called Dhemini, and no 
Hindu, except the "fery ex.tremes of impurity, can live with 
such a creature, without being in danger of losing caste, 
should his fault be discovered: but casual communication, 
especially with a woman of the same caste, does not incur 
such a heavy . punishmen~~ and .the lowest castes admit of 
Dheminis of the same tribe. • 

'Vidows, I have already mentioned, are subject to gr~t 
harshness of treatment, and even in the lowest caste C8,Jl' be 
married in no way,' excep't bi the contract called Nika. The 
virgin spouses of alillindus are permitted to bum themselves 
With the body of their deceased husband on his funeral pile; 
but the practice is chiefly confined to those of Brahmans, phy
sicians, and scribes. The women of these two last castes are al
lowed a farther indulgence. If their husband dies at a distance, 
they may dig a pit, fill it with combustibles, and throw them
selves into it, provided tbey have any article that belonged to 
their husband, which th~y can carry with them into the Hames .. 
Both practices are exceedingly rare in Dinajpoor, and proha
bly not above one or two sacrifices of this nature are made in 
a year. If a man leaves children, or brothers who lived wit.h 
him in the same family with a common stock, his widow is en
tirely destitute, unless the husbaQd has made a will 01' dona
tion in her favour before he died;, but this is not commonly 
done, and the widow in general receives nothing more than 
food, and mean appal:eL But it. her husband had separated 
his stock from his brotherss ~nd h~ left no children, the 
widow is his heir; and at any rate, if he has children, she is 
ber son', tutor during hill 'minority, which renders her condi
tion tolerable for some years. IUs the interest ~ of the wife, 
therefore, to create differences between her husband and his 
brothers. , . 

Hindu virgiDs have seldom an. 0pp0I'tu!rlty of misbehaving, 
because none ,almost rewam unmarried' an:t the age wheo 
they are in dmger; but widows of all,anks, especially in tbe 
higher castes, who cannot hope to beCome Njka; are very fre
quently unable to resist temptation. Either vugin or widow 
wbo has disgraced herself, whether she is high or low, ought 
to be excommunicated; but as the disgrace' ex~ends also 
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to the whole family, every pains is taken to conceal the. 
affair, and to procure abortion; for which very violent means 
are said to be employed, and the higher castes are said to 
be in general successful; but tlle lower can seldom procure 
the means, and excommunicate the woman, who either be
comes an abandoned character, or a religious mendicant. 

Poor parents, in times of scarcity, ma.y give their children 
to persons of rank as slaves, and are sometimes induced to 
sell them to procuresses. This, however, is quite contrary to 
Hindu law, although such parents are not liable to excom· 
munication. Divorces from a virgin spouse are only admitted 
in case of adultery, and the wife cannot in any case divorce 
her husband. Pure Hindus must turn .away their wives, if 
they are publicly known to have disgraced them; but"inany 
of the lower castes, provided their f!ckle wives confine tl1eir 
amours to the caste, l'ather pay a small fine than part with 
them, as the expense of marrying again would be intolerable, 
and it is considered as impossible to live single. In such 
castes a divorced woman may become a Nika. In cases of 
divorce the children belong to the father. 

All proper Hindus regret, that in these days no caste 
adheres to its proper duties, but that many persons, in order 
to procure a subsistence, betake themselves to professions, 
for which they were not originally intended. In fact the 
compelling a person, for ever, to adhere to the profession of 
his father is so contrary to justice and human nature, that it 
has been found impracticable; and, the Hindus, although 
with regret, have been compelled to relax the spirit of the 
law, and even to admit into their written code numerous 
exemptions; yet every deviation from the strict letter is con
sidered more and more improper, in proportion to the rank: 
of the person, by whom it is made, and to the extent of the 
deviation. These exemptions, however regretted by well 
disposed, but over zealous persons, have certainly in a great 
measure J'emoved, or at least alleviated one strong objection 
to the'institution. Enough pf e,·n still, however, remains be
hind; for instance the inconvenience, which every Hindu of 
decent rank experiences in travelling, and in procuring food, 
which he considers as pure; so that there is 'scarcely any 
man of rank, who does not waste much· time in the dis-
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agreeable and degrading office of a cook, while the least 
irregularity in his motions~ or any extraordinary exertion re
quired, totally deprives him of two or three bours' labour, 
that he has thrown away on tbat service, and deprives him of 
• J!leal, of which he was perhaps in the utmost need. 

The principal evil, however, that the Hindu doctrine of 
caste has imposed, is tbe confinement of science to a here
ditary priesthood, elevate<\, by birth above the governors of 
the country. The Brahmans indeed may read some of their 
books to princes, and other great persons; but the explana
tion, not only of religion, but of civil law and ethics, was 
always confined to the sacred order, and supported by divine 
autbority. Oflate" considerable l'elaxation bas taken place, 
altbough it is severely condemned by persons of strict no-. 
tions; yet the worb, that have hitberto been translated into 
the Prakrito or polished language. so rar as I can learn, are
not of a nature to diminish the "credulity of their readers, nor 
to increase either their wisdom, or virtue; and there are still 
many books kept carefully from the profane, to which on all 
occasions a reference ni~y be made, as to a superior autho-
rity. Tbe state of the knowledge in this district I have 
already detailed. 

The better informed Brahmans may in some measure be 
caIled worshippers of twa deities, a male and a female. And 
this doctrine seems to hav~ been pretty generally adopted by 
all the rude tribes scattered through India, or situated on its 
frontier, whose poverty has prevented them from receiving 
instruction., The male is generally considered as good na
trued. but the female delights in the blood of sacrifi~s. This 
simple doctrine the Brahmans have considerably enlarged 
and di versified.. The sexes are considered as forming in 
some measure one body. wbich is explained by comparing 
tbem with the two lobes (cotyledons) of a pea; but aU the 
Brahmans, with whom I have conversed, consider, that many 
deities have preceded from these two supreme spirits, and 
tbe division into sects arises from its being disputed, which 
of these inferior deities ought to be the sole ,or principal o~ 
jeet of worship, or which of the deities, universally admitted 
to exist, is to be considered as the supreme. Some (or in~ 
stance conte1)d that the sun ought to be the principsl object 
of worship, othen contend tbat Sib is the chief god, while 
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others assert the Vishnu is entitled to that dignity, and one 
sect gives pre-eminence to the fe~ale. In this country there 
are five sects. 1. Saibo, who consider' Sib as the principal 
god, but always worship this deity in conjunction with the 
female power. 2. Sakto,' who worship chiefly the female 
portion of the deity. 3. Saur, who worship the sun. 4. Gan
pot yo, who worship Ganes. 5. Vaishnov~ who worship 
Vishnu. This sect has branched into two; one worships 
Ram, the -other Krishno. 
, The members of each of these sects, although they con
sider one deity as the principal obj~ct Of.,W9rship, and as the 
chief of the gods, do not imagine,' t.hat the other gods have 
no existence,-- and occasionally address their prayers -to se
veral of them; the whole may" therefore, with propriety, be 
considered as Polytheists, and the whole ,are idolaters. A 
large proportion of the Brahtnans, indeed, know nothing of 
the disputes, from whence the differences of sect have arisen, 
nor of the more refined doctrine~ of their sects; and are most 
implicit believers jn polytheism, an~ in the pecl1liar holiness 
of certain images arising from the actual presence of the 
deity. or course the Sudras are still more addicted to these 
errors; but, stm in general they adhere nominally to Borne 
eect. Three of thEl sects above mentioned contain so few 
members, that they may be altogether neglected. The sects 
that are by far the most numerous, are those who worship 
Sakto among the Brahmans, and those who worship Vishnu, 
under the form of Krishna, among the Sudras. These last, 
however, are in general addicted to worship whatever god 
comes in, their way i and, although their spiritual guides 
avoid the worship of Sakto, yet few of the Sudrai are able to 
resist the temptation. The two principal reasons for this 
seems to be-first, that Vishnu is considered as a benevolent 
spirit, while Kali, and Bishohori, two common forms of Sokti, 
are represented in terrible forms. Secondly, the sacrifices 
offered ,to appease the Soktis are a temptation not to be re
sisted by those, who could eat no flesh" unless they offered 
it in sacrifice, and Vishnu will accept .of no offering of this 
kind. 

It is not indeed to be wondered at, that the followers of 
Vishnu should ocsasionally pray to the Soktis, in a district, 
where even Muhammedans adopt this cus,tom, and where 
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everyone in distress, who finds no relief ftom prayers to his 
saint, betakes himself to, a, sacrifice to Kali. Accordingly 
in almost every village, even where there is not a Hindu, 
there is a place of worship for th!s' deity. This is in general 
very simple, being ! heap' of earth,. commonly under a tree, 
with a stake to. which the Jiead of the sacrifice is fastened, . . 

so that the neck may be stretched out fo~ decapitation, which 
is the manner of making the offering. Others are somewhat 
more improved, and consi~t of a hut, in which a.terrible 
figure or painting of the-deity is suspended, and a few have 
rude .images. Bishohori.is the goddess of serpents, and is a 
very common object of worship, as ar~ also Sitola, Siddhes
won. V riddheswori. and especially ~Ionggol Chondi, all de
structive female spirits, consi~ered by the Brahmans, as the 
same with the wile of Sib, but worshipped by the ignorant as 
the inflicters of various evils, which they wish to avoid. 
These are also called the ~ Gram Devatas, or village gods .. 
None of their temples have any considerable establishment; 
but by far the greater" part have Brahmans for Pujaris, or 
officiating priests. Some, however, of the~ small places dedi .. 
cated to Kali are served by very low castes, such as Raj
bongsis, or even Bhumimalis. The chief of the village is 
never Pujari to the village deity, as usual in the south; pro
bably because most of them are Muhammedans. 

No music nol' dancers are here attached to the temples; 
but there are mariy sets of musicians, who are of the lowest 
castes, and who generally have a boy or two to dance and 
sing, that are employed in the- worship of gods. They are 
of three kinds; Bishohori and Monggol Chondi, that are 
employed in the worship of the goddesses. whose names they 
bear; and Kritons, who sing the'" praises of Krishna. Se
veral of the low castes have deities, 'whom they consider as 
having a peculiar care over them, and that probably were 
their only gods, before their instruction by the Brahmans; 
but this belief is not near so common as in the south. The 
worship, which consists iIi· the votary suspending himself 
from the e~d of a lever, by hooks passed'through the skin of 
bi~ back, and in being whirled round, befoTe the' gael in that 
painful situation, was invented in' this district, and is still 
much practised; but not having had an opportunity of seeing 
it, I ~l\.dl vnly notice some particulars, that differ f .. om those 
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in the south. First, it is performed by many of pure caste; 
secondly, it is performed before the images of Sib; both of 
which would be considered as abominations in the south i 
but the most remarkable thing is, that the Brahmans, physi
cians, and scribes, who are almost all worshippers of Sib, 
abstain altogether from this practice, and the Sudras seem 
very fond of it, although they are almost aU worshippers of 
Vishnu. The invention is attributed to Ban Raja, who was 
ltn Asur or infidel. 

'VeIl informed people of the higher rank believe in a 
future existence, and that it is a state of reward and punish
ment; but most of the lower tribes, and many even of the 
more ignorant Brahmans seem to have no- belief in this opi.
nion, although in general they have heard of the doctrine, 
and their worship is performed'" merely in hope of temporal 
reward, or for fear of punishment in this life. The lower 
classes have very little respect for oaths, and the bigher be
lieve that no oath can be taken without sin. 

There are few castes in Bengal,~ that have not Purohit. 
from among the Brahmans, unless we exclude from the sacred 
order the Vyasokto, or priests of the Kaibortos; but among 
the low tribes of other countrieS'! who have settled in this 
district, and form so large a portion of its Hindu population, 
the greater part have not Brahman Purohits. - The impW'e 
tribes of Bengal generally employ as Gurus the religious 
mendicants called Vaishnovs, who from ignorance, however, 
are;often called Brahmans. In this, however, there are great 
di1ferenoes. Some persons of these low tribes have proper 
Brahmans as Gurus; and these observe the Hindu law with 
regularity; while other persons of the s~me caste, who addict 
themselves to impure practices, are not admitted to so high 
an honour. In this district, in fact; the person who is chief 
Guru of all those of the sect of -Vishnu is a Goswami of the 
Rarhi division oT the. five tribes. He is named Otolvihari, 
and resides at Ghyaspoor in the district of Puraniya, near 
Gaur. He visits this district annually, perfoiniing his office 
of Guru to the Brahmans. He also employs ·Odhikaris, or 

• In rhe low castes, the persona who are appropriated to ad 88 Puro
hits, hold their office by heredita.ry rank, alld- are more relipected than 
COlUlllon. 
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nrahmans who baTe been degraded by o1Jiciat,ing as priesta 
in temples, to act for 'him as Gurus for the pure Sudras ; 
and in like manner he employs, as agents for instructing the 
impure tribes, cert.aiJl Vaishn~v or other Sudras, who ,have 
separated themselves from" their families, and have dedicated 
themselves entirely to God. His anpual profits are said to 
be about 12,(X)() rs., and his office and rank are hereditary.! 

The Guru instructs the Hindu in a proper form .of prayer, 
and this instruction is called Upodes. He also accepts of 
presents on various occasions. Some of the Goswamis bave 
authority to punish low people, for transgressions against 
the rules of caste, by fine and excommunication; but this 
power is not general, and does not extend to the higher 
castes. Tbe Guru, however,. in all ranks, receives the greater 
part of the fines. that are levied on those who offend against 
tbe rules of caste. The Gurus in Bengal do not seem to 
occupy so high a station as in the south, but they have very 
considerable emoluments. A man, unless he is of a narrow 
disposition, should gin ~his Guru one-twentieth part of his 
income, but many give less, and many a great deal more. 
There is no written regulation for this, the whole contribu
tion is voluntary ... The Purohit reads prayers on various 
occasions. If the pra)ers are portions of the Bed, the Sudra 
is not allowed to repeat after the priest; but there are parts 
of tbe aenice that the Sudras are allowed to ·utter. Tbey 
understand no part. The usual proportion of the Purohit's 
emolument is about one-half of that, which the Guru receives.. 
Both Gurus and Purohits, not only of tbe impure. but even 
of the pure Sudras, are in general so ignorant. that they 
cannot read the cere{1lonies, which a'te in Sanskrit&, and 
none of them understand a word of these writings. The 
prayers are commonly repeated from memory_ Even among 
the Gurus and Purobits, who officiate for the Brahmans, 
there are many who do not understand the obsolete language 
of'the Beds, from whence a great part of the Hindu service is 
extracted __ 

Among tbe Brahmans of Bengal, there are very few who for
sale.their families. and dedicate themselves entirely to what is 
called tbe service of' God. . Their law however admits of the 
practice, and allows th~m to be divided in consequence into 
four .states or conditions (A~rom) •. Between the age of 9 and 
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11 years, when a boy isoto .receive the thread, which he is to 
wear as the badge of his dignity, he ought to PiSS some time 
in the most intense study, and severe practice of religious 
duties. In this state he is is caJ!.ed Brohmochari. In general 
they content themselves wit~ two or three hours of these ex
ercises, and none protract them beyond.JO days. They then 
receive the thread with innumera.ble minute ceremonies, and 
enter into the state called Grihi, or persons living in a house 
with a family. When a man's father and mother have died, 
and if he has children, when these h~ve grown up, or when he 
is 50 years of age, should he b~ desirous of acquiring more holi· 
ness, he may retire into woods or' solitary places, and live 
with holy persons in the state of a Banoprostho, which may 
be translated hermit. The number of these among the Brah
mans of Bengal is exceedingly small. They employ much of 
their time in pilgrimages, and in general have converted their 
effects into money, on which they live; although some trust 
to alms for a support. Most persons indeed who now betake 
themselves to this life, are men whO' have lost all their near 
relations. Those who wish to obtain greater favour from 
heaven, take upon themselves the state of Dondi. They 
throw their badge of honour into the fire, sbave their beads, 
tbrow aside:all their clothes, except what decency requires, 
and aU- their effects except a staff and an earthen pot for 
drawing.wa.ter. They no longer kindle a fire to prepare food; 
but take whatever a Brahman giTes them to eat. By the mIes 
of the order they are not allowed even to think of any thing 
that would give them pleasure; and in fact ought to be most 
egregious enthusiasts. The practice, owing perhaps to the 
good sense of the Brahmans of Bengal is very rare; and the 
persons who adopt itt retiring to'other districts, the fanatical, 
multitude would be destitute ot i supply sufficient for their 
silly admiration, had not several interlopers from the west 
made their way into the district. . Of these I shall give some 
account, only previouslY,observing, that among the natives of 
Eengal there are no gymnosophists, this extravagance seems 
to be confined to the west. 

Among the followers of Vishnu there ar-e two sects; the 
one worships Ram, the other Krishno;' for the other incar
nations (Avatars) of that deity are l\Ot worshipped by the 
Hindus. In Bengal the former conceal their sect, as much as 
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the worshippers of Sib, Sokti, Gones, or the sun; but near 
Oydhya or Oude, the city of the hero, and in other parts of 
the west of India, the worship of Ram is openly professed. 
Many young Brahmans are there dedicated to the service of 
the deity, relinquish'the, world,and ,take the name of Rama.
yit or Ramanondi. ,'of these there are a considerable number 
in Dinajpoor •. Thejliv;e in'small convents (Aba) of five' Ot 
six persons. under the a'l-th~rity of a Mohonto, who before 
his death appoints ~ sl!ccesso/. giving ,him the proper secret 
instruction (Upodes). ..f\, description of one of these convents 
at Nimnogor in the ~own of Dinajpoor, may serve to give an 
idea of the whole. It consists'Qf six huts, like those occupied 
by wealthy farmers. One of them, which serves as a chapel 
(Devalyo), is rather larger than the others, and contains 
images of Ram or Roghunath, of his brother Dokh~on, of 
his wife Sita, of his servant H~n1,lman, and of Gopal or 
Krishno, another incarnation of Vi~llDu. The first and last 
are made of bl~ck 't:Jtone, the others are of a compo~itioll 
called Oshtodhatu ,(ro~.;its cont;Uning eight metals. As 
objects of worship 'theJ'~ :~re, besides 32 Salgrams, or sacred 
stones representing different gods of the side of ,Vishnu. 
Four of the other, ho~ses a~e appropriated for the accommo
dation of the pers(;ms", belonging to the convent, and of any 
strangers (Hindu) of tank; and a small house is left empty 
for persons of low birth, or even for Muhammedans. The' 
original endoWment for t1;tis, Aba was 45 bigahs (between 19 
and 20 acres) of land. of which two contain the buildings, and 
are surrounded by a mud walL~ Besides this the' Rajas allow 
it a rupee daily; but. on the decay of the family this has been 
stopped. Belonging to this Akra there are five Ramayits, 
one of whom is Moliont~ ~~ chi~r~; .. Although they neither 
are of the five tribes, nor l3i.ldiks, they are Brahmans of Ka. 
nyokubjo, and took ',the ';'ows of.celibacy when they were 
children, and are much venerated by ,tht;: people. They p<?.e
Bess little or no learning; but read., some Montros or forms of 
prayer; and they eat with no persons, btii thbse of their own' 
description. The Guru of the order (Janokidas), lives neaf 
Joypoor. Some two or three of them remain iq. the Akra, 
while the otbers travel about soliciting alms; but they ,obtain 
nothing tIlat can enable them to live with any uigpity. Five 
or six ,rupe~s are considered as a ,~an,4some .. offering from a 
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rich man. 'Vhile wandering about, they generally sleep ~t 
some other Akra; but seldom receive any food. They have 
only one servant who keeps their ground, and "takes care ot 
three cows that give them milk. Some part of their ground 
is waste, and a good deal is occupieq by bamboos, mangoes, 
and jak trees~ which give them considerable profit, as they 
sell the bamboos and the long grass that grow$ on the waste 
land, which is used for thatch. They cultivate a small pro
portion of their ground by means of Adhiyars, who undertake 
aU the expense and trouble of cultivation, and give the pro
prietors one-half of the grain produc~d, and the \Vhole of the 
straw, which feeds their cows.' Their servants' allowance is 
eight rupees a year, and his food. This servant cultivate$ 
the garden, which produces vegetables (Turkari} for the use 
of the Ramayits. Those that are presen~ daily wash the 
gods, adorn them with oil, sandal and' ~owers, offer them
boiled rice and sweetmeats, and read Montros or prayers. 
They als~ burn a lamp before the images, and offer incense 
(Dhup). 'Vhen they die, they are burned, and their com·' 
panions mourn (Osauch) for 13 days, in place of Il, which 
common Brahmans use. They never shave their heads. 

The celebrated Sangkar, when he came into the north of 
lndia, introduced the order of Sannyasi, as he had done in 
the south. !\Iany' of these Sannyasis, who are Brahmans of 
Kanyokubjo, frequent this district, where they are usually 
called Goswamis or Gosaing ; but, as I observed before, they 
must be carefully distinguished from the Goswamis of Bengal, 
who are worshippers of Vishnu, and married; while those of 
the west are wO,rshippers of Sib, have taken vows of celibacy, 
and are dedicated to the service of god when young. In 
general, however, they pay very Ihtle attention to the rules of 
their order. Most of them are rich merchants; and, although 
they live in houses, which they call Akras, are generally sup
posed to have female 'companions. Several have even entered 
into our military s~rvice •. r and are commonly alleged to be 
more tluin usually insolenf' and rapacious in the villages, which 
they enter without their officers. Except the few, who adhere 
more strictly to their rules, these are little respected. They 
have no sort of communion with the five tribes or Baidiks 
of Bengal. althougp. these also are Kanyokubjo Brahmans. 
Among these Goswclmis of the west, there are however many 
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Rajputs, and others W110 pretend to- be of the Khyetriyo 
caste. 

The Sudra~ of Bengal are not excluded from dedicating 
themselves to the worship of God, and the very lowest of the 
impure tribes may attach both themselves and their children, 
for ever, to the kind of priesthood, 'or order of mendicants 
called Vaishnov .. or Vaishnom. In Dinajpoor these are ex
ceedingly numerous, and may, be divided into three kinds. 
First those who have assumed this order recently, are. very 
little respected, and cannot procure by begging more than a 
mere subsistence. A great part of them are persons who 
have lost all their relations, widows who have liad children, 
and common prostitutes who repent of their profession, or 
are no longer able'to procure a support by its means; but 
there are some also, no doubt, who are actuated by more 
worthy, although ~taken motives. In order to be received 
into the order, 11 rupee must be given to the Goswami, who 
is Guru, and this is a considerable restraint. The whole of 
this class, however, can s'carcely be considered as entering 
among the proper Vaishnovs; but their children after one or 
two generations arrive at the full dignity, ~d form the two 
remaising classes called Grihi and" Udasin. '£he former, like 
the Gribi Brahmans marry, and live settled lives in their own 
houses, although man, Woman and child among them are i~ 
pudent beggars; and as they are much respected by the 
lower ranks, they procure a subsistence that is rather com
fortable, and live like ,farmers, who keep two or three ploughs. 
Besides begging, the, make beads from the stems of the 
Tulosi (Ocymum Sanctum), and of common flax, and of the 
wood of the Billo (Cratre-va Marmelos), the Sriphol (Cratreva 
religiosa), the Dude, and lndrojov (Nerium AntidysentericUD) 
'V.}p which they sell; for every Hindu, except, a Brahman, 
must have beads round' his neck, 'otherwise he cannot law
fuUy drink water. 1\Iany of tbe Vaishnov besides are among 
the musicians (Kriton), who celebrate the.praises of Krishno; 
for they are all worshippers of tbat incarnation of Vishnu. 
These professions are considered as lawful; but ,some have 
ac~umulated stock, have taken large farms,-and degrade them
selves ... by cultivation. ,Some. of them can read; and a few 
understand Prakrito, and peruse the book called Chaitonyo 
Choritamrito, ,which was composed by a pious physician 
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named Krishno Das, who was contempor~ry with the two 
Brahmans, that introduced the worship of Krishno among 
the five tribes. The Udasin Vaishnov, like the Dondi among 
the Brahmans, dedicate themselves entirely to the service of 
God, and retire from their families to live in convents (Akras); 
but like their betters they seldom do this, unti~ age ~ con
siderably ~oderated the strength of appetite for pleasure. 
They are very much respected, and .serve as Gurus for the 
impu:re tribes; but in general act meFely as agents for the 
Goswami Brahman, who of course has the lion's share of the 
profits. The Vaishnom or Sata!lanas. pf the south very much 
resemble the Vaishnov of Bengal j but they hold a higher 
rank, and are the garland-makers of that country, a profes
sion which here forms on~ of the nine pur~ c;lstes (Malakar) 
of tradesmen. 

The number of Vaishnov is not however sufficient to con
sume the pious c~arity of the worshippers of Vishnu in Di
najpoor, and a considerable number (perhaps .500) ofVairagis 
come from the vicinity of Mothura, where Krishno reigned. 
These live in convents (Akras), and follow nearly the sarno 
rules with the Udasins of Bengal. The chief of a convent of 
Udasin is called Odhikari; but the Vairagi prior is named 
Mohonto. Neither have any endowments in land. 

Except among the physicians and scribel in Bengal, there 
is few or none of the Sudras who worship Sib; and ·none of 
these two castes dedicate themselves to God, whether from 
superior understanding or some other cause I cannot say. I 
can scarcely, however, attribute it to the mst cause; for they 
venerate in the highest degree the Khyetriyos Rajputs and 
Sudras of the west, who have dedicated themselves to the 
service of God, who have separated tbemselves from their 
families, who worship Sib, and who are called Yogi or Jogi, 
to which the term Kanphata is usually prefixed, from their 
baving their ears distended to a very great size by means of 
wooden rings. They trace their origin to the celebrated 
Sangkar, and ha'Ve their most numerous establishments in 
Labor. In Dinajpoor they are not numerous. I saw only one 
convent, w bich they call a Ghopa. It had a neat, small temple 
(see wooel cut, page 6?8), some comfortable houses altpough 
thatched, and the occupants were neither old nor austere in 
their manners. They were exceedingly respected; and a 
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neighbouring Kayostho, in other respects ~ sensible man, 
declared to me that he considered them as far superior to any 
Brahman, and perfectly equal to Vishnu, Sib, and Brahma. 

The Hindus in Bengal as elsewhere, in order to preserve 
the purity of caste, by punishing such as transgress its rules, 
form themselves into companies, which in Bengal are called 
Dol. Very considerable differences, however, exist in the 
manner in which these companies are formed. In Bengal a 
Hindu may enter into > any Dol that he pleases, and which 
will admit him i and his rank is in some measure estimated by 
the company he frequents, a~J he would be expelled by the 
company should he do anything contrary to its regulations. 
There is no necessity for all the persons being of the same 
caste. The naidiks of Dinajpoor will not enter into the same 
Dol with any Sudra. The two highest ranks of the five 
tribes, and those who are most esteemed among the thir(f, 
admit only the physicians and scribes into their company; 
which requires that on certain occasions they should visit in 
their houses, and then eat sweet-meats, curdled milk, and 
other things, that do not require to be prepared with fire. 
The lower part of the third rank of Brahmans admit the pure 
Sudras of the nine tribes, and also Telis, Tamolis, and 
~Ioyras. • 

At the head of each Dol is a chief (Dolpoti), whose office 
among the highet: castes itt hereditary, and whose duty it is 
to punish aU transgressions, either by excommunication or 
fine, according to cirC\lrDstances. The first operation is to 
turn the offender out of the company. He of course implores 
to be re-admitted; and .then the Dolpoti determines whether 
or not this can be'a~me, "and' on what terms; and the re-ad
mission is always accompanied by an entertainment for the 
cQtripany. The powerof'the Dolpoti. however, is not arbi
trary t as his de~isions must be guided by the consent of the 
principal people of the company;.which in 'Bengal is called a 
session (Baitok). His inllucnce, hqwever; i$ very considera
ble; as he expends much money in f?ntertaining the company. 
Frequently indeed his profits· are great in proportion, espe
cially in large towns, where breaches of the law are common, 
and whe.re the people are rich; and there''he sometimes pro
cu~es great wealth. Should the Dolpoti become poor~ and 
unable to entertain, he is aeprived of his omce,> and another 
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is elected. No transaction _of importance that can affect caster 
such as a marriage or feast, should be undertaken without 
informing the Dolpoti, in order that he may know whether 
anyt1;ting improper is gojng forward. The number of asses
sors dO,es not seem to be fixed, nor is there any regular elec
tion. From five to ten of the. DIen who are most esteemed 
for learning, wisdom or riches, assemble to assist the Dolpoti. 
Among the higher cast~s they are caUea Viaishtos ; -but among 
the lower castes they are called Prodhans or Raymaniks; and 
in many castes every head of ~ family obtains these titles •. 

In large places there are two or three principal Dolpotis, 
whose companies in general quarrel, ,and endeavour to do 
each other all the ill offices that they can. Each caste, w~en 
it is numerous in any place, has besides one or more Dols o~ 
companies for enforcing the observance of its peculiar rules. 
Each kind of Brahman and each caste of Sudras has its own, 
and most of these castes are subdivided into several branches 
that disp.ute about precedence and purity, and that cannot 
intermarry, and each of these subdivisions has usually a sc
parate chief. In the various castes the chiefs of companies 
are called by various names; the most common is Poramanik. 
His authority is similar to that of the Dolpoti. In some of 
the lower tribes, such as basket makers (Patonis), the office 
of Poramanik is elective, and his power is restrained by that 
of the Guru, whose confirmation· is necessary to render the 
election valid, nor without his consent can any person be ex
communicated or fined. These two last rules are generally 
observed wherever all the members ,of a company have the 
same Guru. The faults usually punished by these sessions 
are eating forbidde.n things, or with forbidden persons, and 
coh~biting with those who are impure or forbidden. Persons 
also who have been convicted by the magistrate of theft or 
perjury must pay, according to circumstances, before they are 
received into their company. 

Var;Qus small Sects.-The followers of Muhammed and of 
the Brahmans comp<?se almost the whole population of Dinaj
poor, so that I shall have little or no room to say anything 
concerning other religious opinions. Among the natives 
Christianity may be said to have made no progress. There 
are 110 native Portuguese, and no trace remains of the labours 
of'Mr. Carey, although"he resided for some years in this 
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district, and his zeal and abilities are well known. His suc· 
"cessor in the mission, l\Ii. Fernandez, a native of Portugal, 
who, I believe, was once intended for a popish priest, 4.as had 
very little success, although he is a person of very good ad
dress, with some propensity to tum ev"erything into the won· 
derful, which cannot fail to be C?f use with such a people. His 
converts are five, and two are married and have families. One 
of them can read the Ifcriptures in the language of Bengal, 
and endeavours to instruct his countrymen; but by the other 
natives the conduct of the converts is "beheld with the uttnost 
abhorrence. . 

:Many agents and persons belonging to a people called Og. 
hoyal frequent this distr1ct as traders; but have not taken up. 
a permanent residence. . They seem, to form two tribes. At 
the head of one is the house of Jogot Seit, the chief banker 
in India; and these are commonly said to be Jains. At the 
head of the other tribe, who are usually called Kengiya, and 
who are extensive traders in grain, is a person named Bhoj 
Raja. One m- his agents said, that he worshipped Gautam; 
but I met with no priest nor intelligent person wh~ could give 
me any satisfactory information. 

A good many Siks frequent the. district as merchants i but 
I have no information to offer concerning them, as I found no 
priest nor wen informed person to give me an account of their 
customs. They have, how,eyer, a meeting (Songgot or Dhar
masala) at Dinajpoor, where they assemble to worship morn
ing and evening, and wh~re travellers of the sect are received. 
At l\laldeb was formerly another meeting, but it is now aban-:
doned, and only one old woman remains in the place. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

NATURAL I'RODUUTIONS OV DINA.JI'OOIt. 

Animals that are found wild in.this district are of little im
portance. I observed only one kind of monkey, which has a 
tail that reacbes below the knee, but not to the heel, and is 
called Morkot, by the natives. Its, hands are black, and the 
callosities on the buttocks are brown. When old, the face 
and buttocks become red. It seems to be. the Simia Rhezus 
of Audibert, and the Macaque a queue court of Buffon; The 
younger'animal, the face, of which is not red, seems to be the 
Patas a queue courte of this great naturalist. In the district 
of Dinajpoor, monkies are neither numerous. nor very trou
blesome. Those that I saw were in the woods near Peruya ; 
but I was told that the greatest number is to\e found near 
Nawabgunj. They assemble there on the banks oCthe Koro. 
toya, and collect the fruit of the Singgur (Trappa). Accord
ing to, the natives, after having procured a quantity, the 
monkies divide the spoil, and bathe, and then each eats his 
share. This is probably an idle story, such as are usually 
current concerning the manners of different animals. 

The wild elephant and rhinoceros can scarcely be said to be 
known. Two wild elephants certainly made their appearance 
in ,the forests of Peruya in the year 1806, and remained there 
a rainy season. They were seen by ~many, and are said to 
have' killed some people, who straggled near them. It was 
supposed, that they were accompanied by a rhinoceros, for 
what reason I cannot say,' as this animal, so far as I coulcl 
learn, was not seen, and does not usually frequent such com
pany. The elephants had probabJy wandered from Morong. 
A thousand idle stories were immediately circulated. It was 
said that they were the actual 'elephants, which had belonged 
to Bhim Raja, the son of Pandu, who lived about 5000 years 
ago. Two elephants, to a. multitude of people who chose to 
a.:;semble and a.ttack them, are not at all formidable j and these 
-if.t';l~n (lught to h8Ve fallen Rn ea~y prey, had the people 
been led to the attack; but 110 OWlCl.''\!" of \."Jlke, nor h.od-
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holder, took any pains, and what is everyone's business, is 
commonly neglected. They were allowed to ravage at plea
sure, and occasioned great dismay, so.that several villages 
were deserted. The only step taken was a grand sacrifice, to 
which even the Moslems contributed: Twenty or thirty Brah
mans received a sum of money, and performed a grand cere
mony, which was effectual, as the dry season approached. 

The jackal, and Indian fox (Canis Bengalensis, Pennant), 
are very common, but harmless. I heard of no wolves nor 
hymnas. Tigers and leopards are not numerous; as they 
therefore have an abundant supply of foad from the cattle 
which feed in the wOQds, they very seldom attack men. Al
though they fre.que»t the neighbouring, woods, and even the 
streets of Ghoraghat, th~ people walk alone through both, 
even at night, and I heard of only one person in the whole 
distric~ who had been killed in the course of the year. It 
was in this district, where a white animal of this' kind was 
kill :.1 "ome years ago, the skin of which having been sent to 
Europe by Lord 'Vellesley, occasioned a dispute whether it 
was that of a lion or tiger. No such animal has been seen be
fore nor since. Mr. Tucker, an indigo plante"r of this district, 
declares, that in a wood neal' Lalbazar, he saw an animal re
sembling a tiger in size and colour, but it had a mane like a 
lion. I offered a considerable reward for it, dead or alive, 
but without success; this, powever, is no proof of its. not 
existing, as I foundJhe p~ople totally unwilling to bring even 
fish, plants, or any other 9atural production. At Ghoraghat 
I heard of a small spotted animal of thE; cat kind, -called N akes
worl, which is said to be COtnQlol!. in the neighbouring woods. 
where it lives on. trees;. ",No oi{er of reward could induce the 
people to bring one. : This ~rhaps, may be the' Serval, an 
animal which I have never seen. I have not been able tolearn 
that any where in India ther,"'is' ~ucpan animal as ~he pan
ther. 

The Indian ichneumoo ,~~ very, common, bu't is seldom 
ta.med. Otters are so numerous that. th@ir fur might become 
an object of commerce; but there is no pel"son here who un
derstands the method of taking them. So far as I can learn, 
it is practised by the people of Dhaka,alone.J3ears (Ursus 
labiosus n.) are not numerous nor destructive, and are found 
chiefly, in the ruins of Peruya. ~'rhere the soil is loose and 
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sandy, the common porcupine is abundant, and even destruc-" 
tive; as it prevents th-e cultivation of turmeric and ginger. It 
may 'be eaten by Hindus of all ranks,- and some that I had 
caught, were disputed for with great eagerness by the people; 
yet these animals are seldom molested. Rats and mice are 
by no means so troublesome as in Europe. Hares are very 
numerous, and easily caught i yet, although they are consi
dered as pure food, they are seldom molested. When a man 
wishes to give a feast, lle sends out some people with poles, 
who surround the long grass, and knock down as many as are 
required. 

There are many deer in the vicinity of the Mohanonda, and 
of the lower parts of the Punabhoba and Tanggon; b~t 
scarcely anywhere else. They are so numerous among the 
long reeds and woods of these parts, that they are a nuisance 
by destroying the crops. I saw no kinds except the axis and
porcine deer; and in this class of animals the natives apply 
specific names so indefinitely, that I cannot follow them as 
guides. There are no bunters who make a profession of 
killing these deer, and carrying the venison to market, although 
no one would hinder them. The neighbouring farmers keep 
nets, and occasionally hunt, partly to save their crops, and 
partly to procure animal food. I went twice with them, and 
on one occasion took two deer, and on the if-her had no aport: 
I was a good deal surprised at the method. The net is made 
of whip cord, and may be about six feet wide, and each far
mer brings a pi~ce with him of 30 or 4·0 feet in length. All 
the pieces having been joined, they are flet in a straight line, 
and are supported on one edge by poles, which incline towards 
the direction from whence the game is expected to come, and 
lean on forked sticks. Some persons then remain behind the 
poles, with lances, to kin or seize the game, which comes into 
the net, before it can disentangle itself. The others advance. 
from the net in a line parallel to it, and beat the grass and 
bushes, and make a great noise. I expected, when they had 
set the net, that they would have gone in silence to a distance, 
and have roused the game, as ,they advanced towards the net; 
but this, they assured me, would not answer; for the game 
always runs backwards in the direction from whence the noise 
advanced upon it. The game taken in these nets consists of 
wild hogs, deer, and tigers. I saw nC) antelopes, but there' 
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may be some; as by the natives they are confounded with 
deer. 

The wild buffalo, exactly of the same kind with the tame, 
is very common, and exceedingly destructive; nor has any 
considerable exertion been ever made to free the people from 
this evil. The animal is too formidable for individual effort 
to produce any good, and the property of the landholder is so 
much intermixed, that the endeavours of anyone of them 
would have little effect, provided his neighbours contributed 
nothing. Many indeed· are said to levy money from their te
nants, under pretence ()f hiring armed men to kill these ani-
mals; but very few hunters are employed. I inquired every
where after such people, but could find none except in two 
or three places, some of whom were employed by the judge. 
IInless the destruction of these animals becomes an object of 
police, and unless the expenditUl'e of the money raised be 
carefully checked, no hope of success can be entertained. I 
have indeed great doubt how far any exertion will be entirely 
sufficient, unless the woods and reeds which give them shelter 
are removed. The wild buffaloes usually go in small herds, 
and may be easily killed by means of muskets, or poisoned 
arrows. These are the only. effectual means for destroying 
the breed altogether; but others are employed for procuring 
the animal; for it is eaten both by the l\luhammedans and 
by the lowest tribes of Hindus. They are sometimes caught 
in pitfalls. or by a noose suspended between two trees; but 
they are a shy sagacious animal, not easily deceived. The 
natives near the lake at Bamongola, when they find a herd 
swimming, attack it with boats or canoes, and having seized 
on the hindmost buffalo by the tail, dispatch him with a large 
knife. In the same vicinity, the keepers of tame herds are 
said to be sometimes able to secure wild males, by means of 
trained females. which surround the male until a keeper comes 
up, passes a rope :through the septum of his nose, and then 
the females push him towards a tree, where he is fastened until 
tame. The bulls thus caught are reckon~d more valuable 
than 8~ch as have been born in the domestic state; but I be
lieve the practice is very uncommon; I heard of it only at 
Bamongola. , 

The wild hog is by far the most d~structive animal in the 
district, although never of a size to be formidable to the vil-
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lagers, if armed with pikes. Near many woods they are almost 
innumerable, and in some places seem to be gaining ground. 
All that I have said concerning the destruction of the buf
falo, is applicable to that of these animals; and it seems an 
object worthy of the most serious attention from the police; 
circumstances should direct whether it would be most advan
tageous to make a general hunt, or to levy a contribution with 
which regular hunters may be hired. I should in general pre
fer the former, because at convenient seasons all persons may 
turn ont for a day or two withou~ inconvenience; and because 
it can never be the interest of the regular hunters to extirpate 
the animals. The wild hog is often hunted by the low Hindus' 
for food. He is sometimes caught in nets like deer,· at other 
times he is pursued with the common curs of the country, which 
run round him barking, and thus keep him at bay, until their 
masters come up, and dispatch him with arrows and spears. 

Porpoises are pretty numerous in the larger rivers, but are 
not applied to any llse. No birda are caught for being trained 
to sport. At present indeed it may be said, that the natives 
have no turn for any of the amusements of the field. A late 
Raja spent large sums upon it; but almost all the l'eople whom 
he employed, have disappeared. There are no parakeets, 
nor birds that are commonly .caught for being tamed; and, 
except about Maldeh and other places of much trade, few 
tame birds of this kind are kept. Although the country 
swarms 'With water fowl, both web-footed and waders, the 
natives derive from thence little or no resource for their tables. 
The common wild goose (Anas anser) is exceedingly abun:
dant in the cold season, and remarkably good, but is never 
u$ed; and there is a great variety of ducks and teals, with 
abundance of snipes, that are equally neglected. 'Vhen a 
very extravagant man, at Dinajpoor, wishes to give a feast, he 
hires some people to catch birds with a rod, and bird-:-lime. 
Those that are preferred, are three birds of the Cormorant, 
or shag kind, called by the natives Panikauri. several small 
herons, included by the natives under the general name of 
Vok; several birds of the Jakana and Gallinule kinds, in· 
eluded under the native term Jolpipayi; but above all the 
COn1mon house sparrow. This indeed being considered as 
'possessed of aphrodisiac qualities, is in request at all times. 
The peacock . is very common in the woods, and in many 
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. places so numerous as to be destructive to the crops; but on 
the whole the people of this district have little to complain of 
the feathered tribes, and neglect the 11U\ll'ies of that kind 
which nature hal poured forth in abundance. 

Several Unds of tortoise are more .eagerly sought after; 
but, to European taste, they are execrable. Frogs are not 
eaten by any of the natives, but ~ome lizards are used in food. 
The crocodile is common, both in rivers and tanks, but few 
accidents happen from his violence. 

At the ~ason when I visited the district, .. erpents had re
tired into holes in the earth, and were very rarely seen; but 
in tbe beginning of the rainy Seallon, they are driven from their 
lurking places, and fiy for refuge into the huts, and highel' 
places near villages. .At that time accidents are common, and 
a good many perish every year from the bite of these vile rep
tiles. They ue $uppo~ed to be nnder the immediate direction 
of the goddess Bishohori. In the d~ngeroU$ time, ~any sa· 
crifices are offered to ber images, and people are employed to 
sing her praises to music. l\Iany persons are supposed to 
know spells (Mantros), that will cure the bites of serpents; 
and I was gravely assured, by both l\loslems and Hindus of 
the highest rank, that they had known these forms of prayer 
tried "ith perfect success. Dumdumah is one of the placet 
most infested with serpents, especially with the difrerent kind, 
whose necks swell, and form what is called a h<*.l; and aU 
of which are exceedingly nnamous. There are a few 9( the 
people called Byadhs, who catch snakes, whi(:h they tame,@d 
who are supposed to 00 possessed of a charIn, which prevenq 
them from being bitten •. This charm, .I know, consists in a 
blunt fusty knife, with which they scrape out the animal'. 
teeth; the fellows, however, possess a great intrepidity in 
seizing these formidable reptiles, and great impudence and 
dexterity in deceiving the people. . 

Fish, forming by rar the greater part"Qf the ,JrimaI food that 
i. consumed in the country, the fisheries deserve particular 
notice. The demand being very considerable, and the sup
ply being rather scanty, there is none exported, and salt 
is too. expensive to admit of its being used in curing fish. 
The whole fi~h caught Jlre therefore consumed in the coun
try, and Jlone are jmpor~d. D~ring f~)Ur months of th~ 
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year, when the rivers· a.r~ much swollen, ·fish is very scarce, 
for the animals have then such an extensive range, that 
they art! not easily caught; but as the inundations subside, 
and when the fish are confined within narrow bounds, they 
are easily secured by varioL.s simple means, which the natives 
employ; and a very large portion of those taken are se
cured, when they may be said to' be almost left sticking in 
the mud; or by means that in most countries would be quite 
ineffectual. . 

The most simple method, when a pond, ditch, or marsh' 
has become nearly dry, and the fi:sh of a large space have. 
been collected into a small pool, is to aivide it by dams of 
mud, and then, having thrown the water from {'ach su~ces
sively, to catch the fish as they are lett dry. This is usually 
practised by all the poor labourers, especially in the ditches 
and pools near the rice fields, which are not let to fishermen 
by the landholders. . 

It must be observed, that in about six weeks after the 
rainy season commences, every rice-field, although quite dry 
and hard in spring, abounds wjth, small fishes. They are 
certainly most numerous near river, and mar~bes, from which 
they in general come; but I am inclined to think, as I ob
served in Mysole, that the eggs often continue dry in the 
neld, and are hatched after they have been moistened by the 
rain. The'W natives account for their appearance in such 
places by supposing, that they fall from heaven with the rain. 
The clerk (Muhurer) of the division of Rajarampoor assured 
me, that he had often seen them leaping among the grass, as 
the shower fell. In fact a person,.who is well disposed, can 
see any thing; like a very good Danish naturalist, who 
imagined, that he saw a fish gravely walking up a tree; for 
he had been assured by the natives, that such ",as its com
mon practice. 

'Vhere the water is deeper, and communicates with a large 
extent of low land, this method is imp.roved by enclosing a 
square piece of shallow water, perhap~ 15 feet in diameter, 
with a mound of, earth, and leaving an opening of about 
8 feet wide in the side next, the deepest water. The space 
within the dam is then filled witb branches of trees, which 
attract the ush. After the branches have remained for some 
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days, the opening is shut with a dam, the branches and 
water are thrown out, and the fish are secured. This alse) 
is chiefly practised by those who -are not regular fishermen; 
but when this plan is farther improved, it becomes one of the 
most effectual means of procuring fish, that are employed in 
this district. 

In the old courses of rivers called Bil, or in the courses of 
such as have little current, Ii large quantity of branches and 
twig~ of trees are tied together, and thrown into the water~ 
so as to occupy a space ~of 20 or SO feet square, from the 
bottom to the surface. 'After they have remained for from 
10 to 80 days, and the -fish have entered into all parts, the 
branches are surrounded by a kind of screen called Byana. 
which is made of reeds (lkiri) tied parallel to each other by 
means of twisted grass (Kese), and placed so close, that the 
smallest fish cannot '.escape. The screens are. about 4 feet 
wide, and of le~b sufficient to surround the whole heap of 
bushes. 'Vhen this has been done. the bushes are thrown 
out, and the fish ~re secured by sman bag-nets (Chakoni). 
the mouths of which are fastened to hoops. 

The Byana or scteel'l'*is sometimes used without having 
previously thrown' ill" bl'anche~ of trees. This is done in 
shallow water, where there are many weeds. A space is 
surrounded by the Dyana, and all the fishermen go in with 
bag-nets, and secure the fish. This kind of fishing requires 
about seven men, who usually have two heaps oC branches in 
the water, for nine mouths in the year, or from about the 
middle of October until the middle of July, when the country 
becomes too much inundated~ They draw one of these Byanas 
once a week, and in the intervals of tbis labour surround 
small spaces. as above mentioned, where no branches have 
been placed. These same fishermen employ a kind of traps 
called Onta. which are made in form of a truncated cone, 
4 feet high, and from 18 to 24 inches wide at the bottom. 
These traps are made of reeds in the aame "manner with the 
screen, and the two edges ar~ not fastened together, but are 
bent in towards the cavity, so as gradually to approach each 
other. The fish can readily force its way into the cavity. 
but his efforts to come out are vain. The fish are directed 
to the opening by a screen placed on each of its sides, and 
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according to the situation of the fishery, these are disposed 
in two manners. 

The one is used during the dry season in shallow water 
courses that are stagnant, or contain but little stream; and. 
in such situations the screen extends the whole way across, 
and has traps at the distance of every 20 or SO feet. In the 
one at-Akhanogot, from which the drawing (Plate 6, No. J) 
was made, and which was about SOO feet ",ide, a Det was sus
pended over the screen, in order to prevent the fish from 
leaping over, fat' some of the carp. kind leap with an agi
lity equal almost ,to that of the salmon. This apparatus, 
called a band, pro~ures a great many small fish, and is usually 
rented for a certain sum. . 

The other situation chosen for this manner of fishing is' 
much more common, as during the rainy season it is the only 
way in which these fishermen can procure employment. The 
screen is placed on the shelving side of a river with one end 
to the shore, and the other as far into the water as possible; 
but it cannot be placed where there is a greater depth of 
water than four feet. Such a screen admits of one or two 
trt1ps, according as the water deepens more or less suddenly; 
and one mati manage! two screens. The fish caught in this 
manner are much smaller than by the other method; but the 
quantity makes up for this defect, These fishing! with the 
Byana ~nd Onta are very productive, especially in the southern 
and ",estern parts of the district, and require no boats. 

Still more simple traps are used. One called the Polo 
and Tarpa (Plate 6, No.2.) is a basket with a bole in the 
bottom. In shallow water the fisher puts the mouth on the 
mud, and then, passing his arm through the hole in the 
bottom, gropes for the fish, which be may have secured. 
Another called Jakoyi, is a basket of an irregular tbree~ 
sided .form, open at one end, and has a bamboo shaft (Plate 6, 
No.3). The fisher places the bottom Hat on the mud, 
treads among the weeds before the opening, thus drives the 
fish into the trap, and then suddenly raising the handle 
-brings the opening above the surfaee. These two methods 
-can only be practised in very muddy places covered with 
aquatio plants, and are commonly employed by labourers of 
·the lowest rank to catch fish fat their own use. 
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THE DIFFERENT NETS USED. 

The most simple net in this country is·the Besal (Plate 6, 
No. 4.) which is stretched between two bamboos, that meet 
behind at an acute angle (about 75°.), by which the fisherp 
man holds. The net is of a triangular form so as to apply to 
the bamboos, but is much bagged' behind. The fisherman, 
walking up to the middle in the water, pushes the points of 
the bamboos along the bottom for a little way, and then 
raises them up to secure whatever fish may have come into 
his net. The bamboos are from 12 to 15 feet in length. 

The same form of net is enlarged so as to have bamboos 
19 cubits long, and is th~n used in a boat. A rower at each 
end manages the canoe, w hieb is kept broadside on to the 
stream, and allowed. to descend" with it, and a third man 
lowers the points of, the bamboos, whi~h are fixed at right 
angles to tbe gunwale, and then occasionally raises them to 
secure the fish. This is one of the most common nets used 
by fishermen. Its mesh is smalL The boat is 16 or 17 cubits 
long by 21 wide, sharp at each end, and broadest abaa the 
middle. At the widest part of the boat two forked sticks 
project between 3 and 4 feet, outwards and upwards from 
the gunwale, and a stick lashed between the forks serves as 
a lever, over which the bamboos of the net are raised and 
lowered. On the gunwale opposite to tbe net is a small out
rigger, which serves as a balance. This kind of fishing may 
be carried on at all times, but the rainy season is the most 
favourable. 1\Iost of the fish caught in this manner are of 
the crustaceous kind. On the l\Iohanonda a boat built of 
sal will cost 20 rs., and ~ill last 15 years; but it requires 
considerable repairs. The net is usually made of son, but 
-sometimes of cotton, and were it sold, is worth 10 rs..; but 
the fisher,men usually make it themselves, and it costs only 
the mat~rials. , 

The same kind of net is still more enlarged, and is raised 
by a complicated machinery of bamboos, see Plate 7, No.1. 
It is called a Chauri or l\.hora, and is fixed on the steep side 
of some river. A frame of four strong bamboos (a, h, c, d, tt, 
f, K, A,) supports tIle net (i, le, I, m,) placed with its descend
ing edge (1m) towards the mouth of the river; and also 
supports two' .loping bamboo$ (n,o;p, g,) OD which a man 
walks, who has one end of a long rope (r 8) round his middle. 
The other end passes over a bamboo, for they have no pulley, 
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and raises the net, when the man walks down, and lowers it 
into the water, when he walks up the sloping bamboos. The 
moving power is increased by a lever of bamboo (t u) the 
heel of which (t) rests on the bank, while the rope from the 
man's waist is fastened to the other end, and that again is 
connected with the bamboos of the net. This is' the most 
complicated machine that I have seen the natives employ, 
and seems to me very ill contrived. I regret that my-drafts
man's want of skill in perspectiwe "fill render the drawing 
scarcely intelligible. The net is quadrangular. Two corners 
(beyond 1m) are stretched to the banibops'; one of the other 
two corners (i) is fixed to the bamboo lever; while the other 
(~) is fixed -to the end of a bamboo, ..that projects over .the 
.river, which is fastened to where the leyer and tbe two lateral 
bamboos (r .. m, r, 1,) join, and wbich is suspended by a rope 
(wox) from the frame, so that this corner should always be 
high. Ropes (y z) also pass from the bank to the two lateral 
bamboos, which prevents them lrom yielding to the stream; 
while a small bambo (1~) from one of the lateral one a 
stretches out the lower edge of the' net." Two men are em
ployed at this net j one below, who is generally the pro
prietor, and who takes out the fish; the other walks back
ward and forward on the inclined bamboos; and is usually 
hired, getting six-sixteenths of the' fish.. These are gene
rally small, and most are caught from about the middle of 
September until the middle of November, when the rivers 
are falling. 

Another kind of net, somewhat of a similar nature would 
appear to be better fitted for such a large machine. It is 
called Chak or Jhati, and is ,of a square form, a good deal 
bagged in the centre; see Plate 7, No.2. Its angles are 
fastened to the ends of two bamboo bows that cross each 
other at right angles in the centre, which is suspended from 
-the end of a bamboo leyer," the other, end of which rests 
against the bank, where the fisher sits: He lowers and raises 
his net by means of a rope, that is fastened to the far end of 
the lever. A large net of this kind, raised and lowered by a 
man on an inclined plain with the assistance of a pulley, 
might be a good contrivance in muddy water. The Chak is 
used chieHy by poor farmers arid labourers. 

The casting net is very much used. One from 9 to J 1 
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cubits in diameter, and called Bhomori, and Kbyepla and 
Khyeyuyal is commonly thrown from the shoulder, either 
(rom the shore or from a boat. The mesh is small, and the 
sinkers are often merely earthen rings baked by the potters, 
but iron rings are also ~sed for the purpose. If made of 
..cotton, the net will.last seven years; if made of Son, it will 
last only (our, and will cost from 8 to 10 rs. If the net is 
thrown from a boat, two men are t'equired to this fishery; 
one to throw the net, and .another to manage the boat. This 
latter and the boat are. usu,ally hired by the man who fishes. 
with the net, and who "'allows the boatman six-sixteenths of 
the fish that are caught. The boat is only 13 or 14 cubits 
long and !?l broad,.and"costs QD the'Mohanonda·about 14 rs. 
Small fish, especially of the crustaceol,ls kind, are chiefly 
caught in this manner, which is only used in'the dry season. 

A much larger kin.d, 38 cubits in diameter, and called 
Othar, is frequently employed, and is thrown by means of a 
long narrow boat, w~icII~ must be rather longer than the 
diameter of the net.. I This is gathered carefully into the 
boat, one edge. being 'laken in first, and then one fold is 
placed abore &Dotbei'. Tbe boat is rowed into the stream, 
and by a rower -at each end.is placed broadside on. Two 
other men th~n throw over first one edge of the net, and, as 
the boat drives, tbey.thr.ow gradually the remainder. The 
whole finks fo the bottom/.and the boat is allowed to drive, 
until the edges otthe net have been dragged close to each 
otller, 1rhell tbe net is drawn to the shore. Very large fish 
are caught in thIs manner. The natives use the sein, of 
se\'eral sizes, and different names. . 

The Pahiljal of: Ghoragh~ ~ a sein composed of several 
pieces, about 11 cuhit!\ wide by 12 cubits long, wbich belong 
to different fishermen, six or seven of whom unite their 
stocks, and join f tneir dift"erent pieces into one net. The 
centre pieces are tlle 1.Videst, the mesh is small, the floats are 
gourds, and the weights are rings of potters' ware. It is 
thrown out in the .. usual manner froOl the st~rn of a boat,. and 
requires six or eight med to draw it. 'fhe fish' are . divided 
eqtlaUy, the owner!>t the" h,oat taking half share more than 
the others. • ' ,;. .. 

At Potnitola on the Atreyi the .larger sein is called Bed, 
and is made in one: piece ~ fathoms IODg, and 10 or 11 
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cubits wide in the centre. It is floated by the spongy stems 
of the sola (Aschynomene diffdsa W.), and sunk partly by 
iron rings, and partly by those made of baked clay. The 
twine made of son would cost 10 rs.; but the plant is usually 
reared by the men, and spun by the women in intervals of 
labour, so that no estimate can be formed of its value. The 
boat is made of Mangowood, costs about three rs., but tallts 
only two years. Six men are required; the proprietor of 
the net and boat takes six-sixteenths of the fish, the remain
der is divided equally among the other fiye men; so that a 
capital ofless than 16 rs. is reckoned"adequate to the labour 
of two men for the rainy season, at which time only this net . 
is used in the river. At all seasons it is used in tanks. The 
largest fish are caught by it, such as Rohit, Katol, Chitol. 

The Tana is a smaller sein of fine twine" about 90 cubits 
long and three cubits wide. It is floated by cuttings of a 

\
spongy reed called Ulu Khagra, and sunk by rings of potters' 
ware. One man goes with the boat, and another holds the 
end that is left on shore. I should~ have supposed that the 
man in the boat had most trouble, but his situation is consi
dered as preferable. This net seems" well fitted for clear 
water, a shallow river, and sandy' bottom. Two or three 
nets of this kind are sometimes joined into olle. The Tune 
is a small drag net, that is well fitted for fishing in shallow 
water among weeds. It is about 20 cubits long and five and 
a half cubits wide, and has nei~er' floats 'nor sinkers. A 
row of sticks, about two, feet long aild two "feet from each 
other, unite the two side-ropes, ,80 that the n~t bags behind. 
A man at each end goes into the water, until both are about 
three feet deep; they then ~!nmerse the net, and drag it 
towards the shore with one end of the- ~ticks touching the 
'ground. 

In the Mohanonda, which is frequented'in the rainy season 
-by the fish called Ilish, four other kinds of nets are used. 
They are called Khurki, Sanggul$, Kon;yu, and Ber; but a8 
I was there at anoth~r season I had no opportunity of seeing 
them, and cannot describe them from the accounts of the 
natives. This fishery lasts from about the tniddle of June 
until. the middle ~f October, a,nd. two very tine kinds of 
Cyprmus, the Rohlt and Katol, are r,...equcntly caught in the 
sa~e nets. 'Vb-erever tbe fisnery is of such importance as 
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to etnploy regular fishertnen7 the landlord exacts a rev-enue, 
which seems judicious, and proper; because the proprietors 
are interested to improve the fishery, and to take care of the
people employed; for'l am persuaded, that a common pro
perty is in ge~eral neglected, and turns out of little or no 
advantage either to., the public or to individuals. In this 
di~trict the Propertl in the fisheries (Jolkor) has in many 
places been sepat8:te.d" ftQm' that of the adjacent land, which 

"Seems to me to be it great loss,"8 iUs the proprietor of the 
neigbbouring lan4, alone.thaf can take care either of the fish 
or fishermen. Yet probably'some specious reason waS held 
out for the separation, which I am told was made, "hen the 
Raja's estates were "'sold (ot arrears of revenue, and the sales 
were of course conducted by the collector. I heard, how
evt'r, no reason;"assigned for such a separation, and must 
confess that I know of nothing'rational which can be alleged 
in its defence. Even the fish in ponds do not always belong 
to the proprietor 0(' the banks, who of course will never take 
care to atock them; and 'who is the only person that can pre
vent poaching, 80 tliat probably not one-fourth of the fish is 
produced for use# tha"! might be by proper care. The same 
may be said oC Bils or water courses. 

The duties th:it p-e levied on the fishermen are in general 
moderate enough,~ and, do not amount to a considerable sum. 
1.'he largest proprietor ot whom I heard (Bolorum .yoti) re
ceives only 2000 ra: Ii year, &Jld I believe tbat part of this arises 
from some duties, whicJi'he levies on ferries. The proprietors 

. 4. • ..~ 

generally let theIr fisherIes from year to year, and tbe farmers 
(baradan) sometimes employ fishermen to catch the fish, 
either for wages or. for a shar~; iJ.Dd sometimes levy so. much 
money for each man or boat enlployed. Thus a water course 
(nil) in the MaMf'h "district pays to the proprietor 130 rs. 
a year. The fa_riiler employs 14 men to fish with the Byana, 
tU\l1 these give' him. ~ne-halr of the fish. They fish for nine 
months in the ,ear,- aod each. can nlake about' four rs. a 
month, out of which, however,~. they have to deduct all e:x::
pences; but these are inconsiderable; as' they require no 
boat, and make the whole. apparatUs:. The' farmer therefore 
receives about· 50Q rs., -out. -of wbich is only to be deducted 
the rent, and the charge of watching to prevent imposition. 
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Small traders come and p~rchase the fish, which they retail 
at different markets. , . 

These fishermen, when they fish with the trap (Onta), pay 
two rs. a head for the season of three- months. Their profit 
is then still greater; but they ~ have a remarkably good 
market in the manufacturing towns. Those who fish on the 
l\Iohanonda pay 12 anas a head yearly for the dry season; 
and the same sum, with four'rs. for each boat that is wrougllt 
by five men, if they are employed in the llish fishery. III 
this case the more wealthy -men fuinisb the boats and nets, 
and take one-half of the fish, while eacl1 man pays his share 
of the duty. The profits of those who fish with nets and 
boats is more considerable than of those who use the skl'een 
and the traps. Near Maldeh the traders, who retail fish, 
have some capital; in other parts they-are in general very 
poor, and the fish are often retailed by the wives of those 
who catcb them. The rent in most parts is lower, and the 
fishermen poorer than near Maldeh. At Ghoragbat, for in
stance, on a noble river each fisherman pays ~ve an as a year, 
and fishes in whatever manner be pleases: lIis monthly 
gains are 'teckoned from two or three rupees. On the Atreyi, 
at Potnitola, each fisherman pays six anas a year; but then, 
except, from the chiefmen, 10 anas more are said to be 
eX3cted as presents, making the whole duty one rupee a 
head, and they may fish in whatever manner they please. 
At Potiram each fishermen pay.s one and a half n. a year. 
Fishermen in general are not so poor as the common labourers, 
who are employed in agriculture, aDd many of them live like 
farmers, who have two ploughs. Th~ whole number ill the 
distrioct may be about 2500 houses. The kinds of fish taken 
are very various, and mostly very sroalI. " There is nothing 
like an extensive fishery of anyone kind, except that of the 
Ilish in the Mahanonda, which I have just now mentioned. 
On all other occasions among 100 fish taken )here will b~20 
different species .... 

Crabs frequent the .fresh waters of Bengal, and are dis tin-

• Dr. Buchanan gives a long and minute description of the fish; bu' 
bis work on the flshes of the Ganges has been published some time ago. 

E r 
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guished from tlle oblong kinds of crustaceous fishes by the 
generic name Kangkora. They are reckoned much inferior 
to the long-shaped fishes of this kind, and are indeed con
sidered as impure bi the higher ranks..! who eagerly devour 
the others. In thi~ distri~t there are'many crabs i but few of 
them grow to a'size that would fit them fora European table. 
They are <:hiefIy found in the parts near the Nagor-Tanggon 
and Punabhoba, that in the rainy season a1'e entirely inun
dated. 'Vhen the-'inundation retires, tbe'Se parts may be 
observed covered with'little beaps of earth, about a foot high 
and eight 'inches' in diameter" and .in. the 'top of each 'is a 
perforation., Under these' are - the lurking places of the 
crabs, which retire there for the dry season, and live in pairs. 
According, to th~ report of the natives, t~ese animals as the 
water liubsides, 4ig, perpendicular shafts, about three inches 
in diameter and ~even or eight cubits deep; and, when at that 
depth. they form a chamber about a foot in diameter, which 
contains water until 'the next illUndation, and in which a male 
and a female crab take up their rpsidence. I 'attempted to 
dig several; but, being tM' early in the season, the water 
always rose upon me before I reached the chamb~\'", 

Insects are not very troublesome i.n this district; at least 
from November until April, the; season when I was there, I 
scarcely observed any mosquitos, although ,this is the season 
when they are most troublesome in Calcutta. I was told, 
however, that ill the parts • .pf the district, which a1'e inun
dated, these insects become almost intolerable in the rainy 
season. , 

The only wild insect, which produces any thing of value is 
the bee, and it is tht: wtlx alone that is an object of commerce. 
1\1r. F,.ernandez has. rented the whole, except some portion of 
what IS produced in Maldeh, and to each" landholder he pays 
a certain sum, which must be very_ ),pconsiderable" as the 
wljile wax which he procures, is said to-ibe only 100 mans, 
prObably 70 or.80 cwt. Mr. Fernandez employs people in dif~ 
ferent parts to collect tlu{ ~ai:; and these who are -called 
Sirdars, employ serv~nts to cut the, coml?s~ A,t Nawabgunj, 
w hieh is one of th~ most productive districts, and which gives 
10 or 12 mans;each of .. 3,840 s. \v ... th~ people told me. that 
he allowed them 25 rs. fO!"eacn man (about 821h.) delivered 
at Dinajpoor, and they had'" all the honey; but this is of little 

i;- '>'_ '_ ~ «. ... ""- ~ 
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value. In other places how~ver, it was said, that the Sirdars
contract to give him a certain quantity of wax, and take the 
surplus and tbe honey for their trou.ble. 

In this district there is only oile kind of bee, which so 
strongly resembles the insect doin~ticated in Europe, that I 
should consider it as. of the same speCies, were not its man
ners, very different. The natives of ' India have Jl() where 
tamed tbit industrious creature, a~d in' Bengal, every ki~d of 
which the boney is collected, is usually f!aUed a. honey-fly; 
nor could I discover that the' >peopl~ had' any appropriate 
name for this species. It frequents the forests in the rainy 
season, and in some districts the "people employed in collect
ing the wax suppose, that the beej do not then build, nC?r live 
in society; but that they'take shelter from the rain under 
leaves, and that a great part of them perish from the severity 
of the weather. This is probably a mistake, anc} is believed 
only owing to these people having never frequented the woods 
to look for the bees;' for I found, that at Nawabgunj a con
siderable part of the wax is procured in the wood. about 
the .end pf September, and must have been formed in the 
rainy season. Besides at Ghoragbat, which is said to be 
the most productive district, and yields pear 30 man, a year, , 
most of the wax is gathered hi' the l',-iny Ijeason. and the 
people say, that the bees breed then, and' live in society jUlt 
as at other times. In the dry seaspn tbe ,pees frequent the 
vicinity of villages, and form their nest on the braJ1ches of the 
neighbouring trees.. Each nest consists of & single semicir. 
cular comb attached to the lower side of a horizontal branch 
by its diameter. One which I measured, and w,hich was said 
to be of the usual size, extended about two feet in radius. 
On each face is a series of cells, and in some parts of the 
comb there are three rOW8. with passJges conducti»g to those 
in the centre. The bees when at rest, cover the whole surface 
pf the comb. Near the villages they begin to build in lfa
vemher, when the cruciform plants"resembling Jl)ustard, lIlat 
are cultivtlted for oil. begin to flower. In January when the), 
have brought up a hrwd of young, they eat the honey anA 
desert their nest, which is collected for wu. In the middle 
of December 1 exainin'ed a coiub'.,' The greater part of the 
cells were filled with young -oe'es, 'a. ~iqall portion was fillfld 
with honey; and 11 larger with a yellow powder, which tpe 
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natives, I believe, justly consider as the foo.d for the young 
. bees, and as the pollen of various plants. The bees begin to 

build again in March, when most of the trees eo me into blos
som; and, having bred in June, they consume the honey, and 
retire into the woods. -Tbe combs formed at: this season are 
most valuable, and eo'ntain most honey. In order to procure 
this the people' <!hase away, the bees, which is easily done by 
a little smoke occasione~ by 'Some burning husks of rice held 
wlder the comb, i~ a basket that is made of a green plantain 
leaf. I saw this practised"with great success before a multi
tude, who lmagined, that, the wax-gatherer was possessed of 
a spell or prayer, which saved him from being stung. A 
comb. such as I have mentiQned, is said usually to give about 
a pound of wax, when cleaned and melted; bu'f 'those col. 
lected in sprin~ are ~~d to give ~Olbs. of ,honey and wax. 

They are several species of shells, chiefly snails (Helices), 
that are burned into lime sufficient to supply the usual demand 
of the country, which is confined to the chewing with betle, 
to the white-washing of a few religious buildings, and to a 
small quantity used in manufactures. When any large build~ 
jng is to be constructed by a European, stone-lime is gene .. 
rally brought ffom Silhet; but the natives prefer that made 
from shells. T~ey o{ cou~e m~~!make a_~vances long before 
the lime is wanted, 10 en~ble some poor people to collect shells 
in the dry season .. , Most ~r~ procured from marshes and old 
courses of rivet:,s, where the :water is stagnant. 

PLANTS.-A ~QlUltry so much cultivated as this district, is 
not favourable for the pursuits of a botanist; neither was my 
journey through Ie' pe.rformed at a favourable season. I have 
not much th~refore to p;,ff'er on this ,subject, especially as I 
found a great difficulty'in procuring any satisfactory intelli
gence from the natives;:;who apply names ,$0 indefinitely even 
to the most common plants, that in order to avoid numerous 
mistakes great pre~aution is reqUired.. -irj. '.. b 

Among the natural prOductions of· most countries, wrests 
constitute a valuable-and most distinguished: part~· In this 
district however, although not very ex.tensive, the demand for 
their produce ,is s~)lmall, that .:r~rests may),e considered as 
not only almost useless. "but, from their"<harbouring destrue .. 
dve animals, they ought to }{e ~ooKed upon" a$ injurious, and 
therefore should be eradicated"a$ soon as'possible. ,By some 
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unaccountable caprice, the property of the forest is. often 
vested in a persDn .different from the owner of the soil. .. This 
person, although he has no legal right to -prevent the owner 
Of the soil from cultivating it, will of course take all indirect 
means of securing or enlarging his property, and none is so 
effectual as the encouraging the breed of destructive animals. 
In one division I accordingly heard it alleged, that the keepers 
of buffalos turn loose all the young males, and allow them to 

. 'become wild. 
The wastes (Jonggol or Byana) of this district, may be di

vided into two kinds; one containing trees, called here Ka. 
thaI; the other contains reeds of various kinds, and is deno
minated from the species which is most predominant, with the 
term Byana annexed. The English call this kind of waste or 
forest by the appellation of grass-jungle. The proprietor, as 
I have said before, receives a very inconsiderable profit from 
both kinds. Those who want timber for building, or for the 
implements of agriculture, must pay a triBe fqr permission to 
cut a tree j and where there ill a demand for the produce of 
the forest, a Bonkor is appointed, who levies a tlmall duty on 
those who cut fire-wood, thatch, reeds, bamboos, or the tree 
of which Catechu is made. Other persons (Pholkor) rent the 
wild fl'uits, which are used as acids in cookery, for medicine, 
or for dying and tanning. Finally, other persons rent the 
duties (Kahachorayi), that are levi~d on the buffalos, which 
pasture in forests. 

The only people who can be called wood-cutters, in this 
district, are those employed for supplying manufacturers, 
and especially the Company's factories with fuel. At l\falde~ 
the firewood is cut by farmers, who live near the woods of 
Peruya, at times when they would.. otherwise be idle. Fifteen 
times a month a man cuts as much wood as when green loads 
four oxen, and brings it for sale. For the 60, loads he 
receives four rs., and pays a small monthly duty for each ox. 
The load does not exceed one man of 100 s. w. the ser; or 
is about 1031 lb. avoirdupois. At Ghoraghat each wood
cutter pays 12 anas a year. The timber which the woods 
contain. is little fit for building boats, and the poverty of the· 
natives prevents them in general from using timber in their 
houses, or even for fuel j so that almost the only demand for 
the wood, in this district, is confined to the making of a few 
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small implements of agriculture, a little coarse furniture, a 
few beams and posts for the houses of the Illore wealthy in
habitants, and to the supply of a little firewood for some of 
the Company's factories, Mauldah, Nichinta, and Shilboris. 
(Maldeh, Nichintapur and Selvorish R.). All the former of 
these purposes might be much better supplied from trees 
planted round villages; and the last would require only three 
small woods, provided these were properly managed, and 
regularly cut. A wood of a thousand acres would be fully 
adequate to supply the demand of any factory, if properly 
managed, and no encroachments were allowed. Af> present 
I have supposed that about 2flO square miles are under 
forests, woods, or bushes. 

Before this country was cultivated, I imagine that the 
lower parts were rendered almost impenetrable by thickets 
of reeds, while the high parts were covered with a forest 
consisting almost entirely of a tree, which is called here Sal 
or Gojal, and is well known by the former name to the car
penters of Calcutta.. It has lately been described by botanists 
under the name of Shorea t'obusta. In this district there 
remain several small forests of this tree, which indeed seems 
to spring up almost spontaneously, wherever a dry soil has 
been left unoccupied; for the fruit having wings is carried 
fiu by the winds. In this district, however, the tree is not 
procurable of a size fit for sending to a distant market, and 
is chiefly of use for making ploughs, and small/posts and 
beams for the better kind of the natives' houses; and as it is 
a handsome. tree with, very odorous flowers, it might be 
planted to great advantage round the villages in the stiff clay 
Boil, where it thrives. It is said, that in Morong a re'siri 
called Dhuna is extracted by incision from this tree, but this 
is not practised in Dinajpoor. 

In this district, however, by far the greater part of the 
forests owe their origin to deserted towns OJ; villages. The 
trees which grew round these have gradually increased, and 
have given shelter to some others that are not usually found 
in such situations. I shall therefore give a list, both. of the 
trees -that usually grow round villages in this district, and 
that have found shelter among these in the woods which hav~ 
.prung up on ruins. 1 shall add the botanical names, so far 
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as I know; but the list is.. far from e~hausting the subject. 
In this place I shall also take an opportunity of mentioning 
the management of plantations. although, strictly speaking, 
that might be considered as a. part of agriculture. 

The bamboo is the most common anel useful woody plant 
in this district. The houses, furniture, boats, and imple
ments of agriculture are entirely or in part made from this 
valuable reed, and it is the commqn fuel; so ,that it supplies 
all the purposes ,to which "'Wood is applied in, Europe, and is 
no doubt one of the principal artic1es. of produce in the 
country j' for the annual value of the bamboos that are cut 
c~nnot be estimated at less than 5,00,000 rupees. It grows 
from a creeping root, which extends from 12 to 20 feet in 
diametf>~ and sends up 40 or 50 stems. These form a clump, 
that ~ '",~s separate from the others which are· adjacent. 
E,,;t1'year from five to 10 bamboos of §. ,clump are ripe and 
ate cut j while young ones shoot up from the roots to supply 
their places. If the whole is cut at once, the plant is apt to 
die, and the stem perishes whenever it produces fruit, which 
very rarely happens in cultivated parts of the country. On 
this account indeed many of the natives believe that the 
plant never produces either Bower or fruit. \Vhcn a new 
plantation is to be formed, a portion of the common root ex .. 
telJding two or three feet in diameter, together with five or 
six stems, is separated from a clump. The tops having been 
cut away, this is planted in the situation 'Where it is i,ntended 
to rear a clump, and this begins to produce ripe bamboos in 
about seven years. The pl&-nt requires to be exempted from 
inundation, and thrives best -in a free soil. In this district 
bamboos, according to their size~ sell at from one to three 
rs. a hundred: ex,cept at Dipajpool" and Maldeh, where they 
are about 50 per cent. dearer. Ground under bamboos, 
therefore, in genera}'gives a considerable return, and pays a 
high rent. In this district the' people have several specific 
names, which, so far as I could judge, they apply with little 
or no accuracy. .1 could clearly, however, distinguish four 
species, but there may be more; and I apply to these the 
names that seemed to me the best ascertained. 

1. The most valuable kind· see~s to be c~lled indiscri
minately Boro Bangs, and Jauta Bangs. It grows to the 
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largest size, and is us~d fQr posts, rafters, beams, scaffolding, 
and whatever requires large dimensions, and it is the one 
'most usually cultivated. 

2. The next species is also much cultivated, being that 
used for making aU sorts of basket work and mats. It seems 
to be indiscrooately called l\Iakla. and Jaoya. 
. 3. The Korongji is a small bamboo that is not much cul
tivate~. It is strong; but is chiefly used for making some 
small implement$., of agriculture or fences. It is often found 
wild. .. 

4. The Beru bangs, or thorny bamboo, is only cultivated 
about the monuments of saints as an ornament, for it grows 
very straight, and its branches are beautifully feathered; so 
that it has a very diift'rent aspect 'from the others. It is 
often found wild, especially in the woods neal' l\Ialdeh and 
Ghoraghat. Its chil!f use is for making dry fences, or for 
the shafts of javelins or spears, for which it is remarkably 
well adapted; but it is also employed in the roofing of huts. 
N a account of any of these kinds, has yet been published in 
the writings of any botanist to which I have access. This 
genus has indeed been much neglected, and its study is 
attended with numerous difficulties, even to those who are 
on the spot where they grow. The same may be said of the 
useful plants which I shall next mention, the Ratans or Canes, 
concerning which modern ,botanists may be said to have pub
lished nothing that ~is useful in ascertaining the different 
80rts. In this district thel'e are two kinds, which grow 
spontaneously both in woods and neal' villages where the soil 
is moist and very rich, two circumstances that appear neces. 
sary for every kind of this plant. Both are of a very bad 
quality. 

5. The one is called simply Bet, and its leaves resemble 
those of a cocoa nut (foliolis requidistantibus bifariis). So 
far as I know, all the species that have leaves of this structure 
are propel' Ratans, and have slender stems fit for switches, 
or for being split to form baskets or wicker work. 

6. The other, called Gorol bet, has leaves like those of a 
dat~ tree (foliolis subfasciculatis squamosis). All the species 
that I know, baving such leaves, should be called canes, as 
they have thick stems fit for forming walking sticks, and are 
not used for the purposes' to which the 'other are applied,. 
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The stems of these are often of an immense length, so as 
sometimes to be twisted into cables. ' 

7. Nearly allied to these is the G.uya or Guvak of the 
Bengalese, the Areca of botanists. The plant seems to 
thrive in this district, but it may be considered merely as 
ornamental, for it seldom, if ever, brings its fruit to maturity; 
so t,hat great quantities are imported. The reason of this 
seems-to be, that it is not planted in groves which are shel
tered by trees and hedges, and watered so as to preserve a 
constant moisture, which seems necessary for this palm. In 
the same latitude towards the east, where parching winds do 
bot prevail in the spring, the tree thrives remarkably; and 
the same is the case in Mysore, where pains are taken to 
preserve moisture. This, therefore, 'seems an article' the 
culture of which may be readily introduced, and may annually 
itve a large sum to this district. At present a few are 
planted among other trees near some rich mens' houses, 
merely as an ornament, for which they are happily selected. 

8. The coconut palm, Narikel of the Bengalese, is neal'ly 
in the same state. I imagine, indeed, that it could with great 
difficulty be made to ripen its fruit. 

9. The elegant palm called Caryota. by' botanists, and 
Ramguvak or Bonkhejur by the Bengalese, is found growing 
$pontaneously, but rarely, in the woods of this district; 
neither does it seem to thrive. It is 'applied to no use. In 
Malabar its stem produces a kind of sago, and its flowering 
shoot (spadix) yields a saccharine juice. 

10. The Khorjur or Khejur of the Bengalese has been 
considered as the Elate of Linnreus, and is, no doubt the 
Katou indel of Rheede, whlch Linnreus quotes as being the 
same with his Elate; but it is probable that this great 
botanist had soine other plant in view, otherwise he would 
scarcely have separated it from the Date (Phrenix). This 
valuable palm is not common in Dinajpoor, but grows spon
taneously, and thrives remarkably; and, could the inh'abitants 
be induced to use its wine, might become a most valuable 
addition to their diet, as I have before mentioned, especially 
as it thrives on dry elevated places, such as at present are 
almost useless. Its juice may also be inspissated into a kiOd 
of saccharine matter. 

J I. The Lontaru8 of botanist.s, called usually Palmira by 
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Europeans,. and Tal or Triniraj by the Bengalese, is a still 
more elegant and useful palm, now tota1ly neglected by the 
people of this district, except as an ornament. Like the 
former it might become higbly useful from its juice, and its 
stem is both a very durable material for building, and may 
be converted into small canoes, which in the rainy season 
serve to go from house to house. It thrives in this district, 
although it never grows spontaneously, and is finely adapted 
for covering the nalted sides of tanks, which are now almost 
entirely useless. " 

12. The Badalll of Bengal (Terminalia Ca/apa L.) is found 
in this district, and is a very ornamental tree. Its nut is, 
however, almost the only useful part; but, although re~ 
markably light and ~ell :flavoured, it is so incased by a hard 
shen as to be of little value. It does not grow spontaneously, 
and seems to have been introduced by Europeans. 

13. Nearly allied to the above, and baving a nut equally 
good, is the .Boy ora, Bohora, or Bauri of Bengal, the lJI!lro
halanus Belli-rina of Grertner. It is a nne tree, grows to a 
large size, and produces a timber, that the natives reckon 
nluable. The fruit is used both in medicine and by dyers, 
and both the bark ana fruit are used by tanners. Uufor
tunately, when in flower, the tree emits a most abominable 
stench, which perhap~should prevent it from being culti~ 
vated, a. the demand for its produce is very small. 

14-. The Horitoki of Bengal, or ]fyrobalanus ch.ebula of 
Grertner, is not liable to the same objection;' but its wood is 
not so strong, nor is its kernel esculent. Its my rob alan, or 
dried fruit, is however more l,lsed in the arts; and when the 
fruit is preserved green in syrup, it is a valuable laxative me
dicine, which is much employed by the natives. Men who 
have made a vow of chastity, and who are inclined to <lulH!!"-, 

to their resolution, endeavour to assist t1i.::ir virtue l'-.' . 
this preserve, wbich is 5UPP0-;·:.l to diminilll.· ."' ~ -:~es of 
the flesh. Were its ::!:: "wth encour" _ • tt:ar villages, i!! 
place of useles<;. -;.:es, thE' (T -; •• : ,.,dt might ht' procured in 

t . ~ L· 1't't'I' grea C{'l:l.llt!i.ies.,.~ .• tUli!ni" ~.~~ome a V" ........ U1C ar IC e In com-
m~I~e, M ' ~~"c 1'1" :'vubf., Lut th:1t. it might be employed ill 
t11e 1: .... &. kj~'::8 ff tanning· to great advantage. At present 
tt.ere it a tufficien t .apply, for th~. demand of the district; 
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and those who conect' the fruit, pay a trifle to the land
holder. 

15. The Tomez japonica of botanists is found in this dis
trict, and is a- timber tree. It was shown to me as the Bijol
ghota, a plant used in medicine; but 1. have little confidence 
in the skill of the person by whom it was brought. 

16. The Siyuli or 'Sephalika of the Bengalese, is a pretty 
sman tree called Nyctantkes arbor tristia by J;>otanists, from 
its flowers spreading at night and .falling at sunrise. The 
flowers that have dropt are gather~~! anp produce a beau
tiful tbough perishable purple dye; the- bark and leaves are 
used in medicine; and the inner bark affords it red dye, 
when beaten with a little lime, or with one-quarter of its 
weight of that of No. 103. 
\ 17. There is...,a species of Gmelina, of which no account 

-published by modern botanists has yet reached me; but 
Dr. Roxburgh in his manuscripts calls it Gmelina arborea, 
and Rheede long ago :described it under the name of Cum
bulu. It is valuable on account of its wood, which although 
light is durable, is not readily attacked by insecta, and is 
therefore peculiarly well fitted for making trunks, and is 
much employed by the natives in making their instruments of 
music. It is found in this district near Ghoraghat; but is 
rare, and is -called Yoginichokro, while Gambhar. the name 
by which it. is commoI?ly known in the eastern parts of Bengal, 
is here applied to a very different tree, that will be hereafter 
mentioned, No. f)~. 

18. A species' of Cordia called Dhovoli, of which I have 
seen np account in botanical books, is JO\lnd' in. this district, 
where it grows to be a considerable tree., ' '. 

19. The ]l.kretia U:evis of Willdenow is a small tree found 
in this district •. It was called to me Jonggoli Guvak or 
JGuya, that is wild Areka, a plant to which it has in no part 
the most distant resemblance. I thel'~fore suspect, that this 
name is not the real one. 

~O., Another E~retia, which I hav~ found in many parts of 
India, but of which 'no- botanical writer has yet ~aken notice, 
was here called Bijol. It grQws to be a .very considerable 
timber tree, but is not very common. It was sent to Ilr. 
Ro:xburgb, as a tree, which in Nepal produces a good fruit; 

, 
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but, although the tree is very common in that country, some 
other must have been meant, as the fruit of this could not 
be eaten any where. ' 

21. One of the most common ornamental trees in this dis
trict is the Gulongcho or Flos con1Jolutus of Rumphius. It 
is often 20 or 30 feet high, and is very ornamental near the 
monuments of the :Moslem saints. .. 

22. The Nerium Antidysentericum of Linnreus, which 
ought to have been classed as.an Echites, is very common in 
this district. It is not only a medicine, but its wood is made 
into small beads, which the Hindus wear round their necks. 
At Peruya it was called to me the Dude, and a plant of 
that name is no doubt applied to make similar beads; but in 
other places, I know, that this Nerium is called Indroyov, 
while the Dude is considered as distinct. In fact a very 
diffe~ent plant was shown to me afterwarcB ~ the Dude, as 
will be hereafter mentioned, No. 93. 

23. The Eckites sckolaris of botanists is known -to the 
natives oC this district by the names Chhatin and Soptoporlo. 
It is very common, and sometimes grows to a great size. 
One, which 1 measured at Potiram, was 12 feet in circum
ference, at 5 feet from the ground. Its bark is used as a 
medicine for cattle. Its wood is considered as useless. 

24. The Baisia obOfJata, if different from the latifolia, is 
found, but very rarely, in the woods of Dinajpoor, where it 
is called l\lauha, and is applied to no use. 

2.5. The ftfimusops Elengi, L., called. Bokul or Baul by 
the natives, is a- common ornamental tree about villages. Its 
bark may be bsed as -a tan, but the tree is of little value. 
The flowers are much valued by the nati~es, as they are con
venient for forming chaplets. Their. smell is too strong. 

26. In the woods of Peruya considerable quantities of a 
fruit, called Khyrini, are collected for sale. They are pro
duced by the Ackra; diasecta, W., a very handsome tree 
nearly allied to the former. 

27. The Diosp!Jro8 cordifoliaW. was shown to me in the 
woods, and called Sundor; but, as other people gav,e the 
lame appellation to a quite different tree, there is no propel: 
authority for this name. The other was of the order of ru- _ 
biaceous plants. - . 

28. The Gab of th~ nativ~s and EmUr,!/opteriB glutenifera 
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of botanists" is a beautiful tree common near the villages of 
Bengal. The fruit is eatable, but excessively 80ur. Its prin
cipal use is for paying the bottom or boats. It is beaten in 
a large mortar, and the juice expressed. This is ,boiled, 
mixed with powdered charcoal, and applied once a year to 
the outside of the planks. A good tree will give 4000 fruit 
worth ~ tS., and will1>e in full bearing in eight years,- from 
the time when it was planted. The number in Dinajpoor is 
small, but sufficient for the deman4- The wood is of little 
Talue. Grertner, who prst described this family 'of plants, 
has either made a great error in bis description, and has 
mistaken the upper for the under end of'the fruit; or else 
later botanists have been equally mistaken In considering,the 
Gab as being a species of Embr!Jopteris. 

29. The Vangueria edulis is one of the most common small 
trees about the·villages of pinajpoor. It varies in some
times having spines, and sometimes wanting them, and is 
called Moyna. Its fruit, which is about the size of an apple, 
possesses an intoxicating, or rather de1eterious quality, when 
fresh plucked; but, after being kept a few days, may be 
eaten without danger, and is said to be sweet and agreeable. 

80. The natives give the same name to a species of Gar
denia or Randia, which shows the affinity of the two families 
of plants. In fact these two species have a strong resem
blance. So far as I know. no accou~t of this species has yet 
been published. 

31. The Piralu of the natives. is the Gardep.ia Uliginoaa of 
botanists. It is a middling sized ugly. free, and its fruit is 
sometimes llsed in the curries of the poor. " .," 
, 32. The two following species of ~forind~ seem also hitherto 
to have escaped the notice of botanists. .The one is called 
Daru Horidra, or yellow wood. It grows spontaneously in 
the woods, and its root is used as a dye. 

33. The other, from its containing, about four berries 
united in its fruit, is called Charichoka. Tb~ bark of its 
root, beaten up with a duck's ,egg and a little lime, is applied 
to the rude images plade of potters' work, tliat are offered at 
the monuments of saints, or used by children as toys, an4 
gives them a red colour. " 

34. The Kodombo or Kodom, called by botanists Nauclea 
orientalia, is a vety ornamental tree, and is fommon in Dinaj-.. 
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poor. It is, however, inferior in siz~, and in the quality of 
its timber to the next species; but its beaufy procures it a 
more common place neaf. villages. 

35. The Nauclea parm/olia is called here Kelikodombo or 
Talikodombo; and like' several other species of this family is 
a good timber tree, but is very little used. .. 

36. The eraleva Tapia, called by tlfe natives Vorna, is a 
common tree, especially in the eastern parts of this district. 
It does not grow to' a considerable siz~, and is of little use, 
except as an ornament.· 

37. The name Dengphol at Ghoraghat is applied to a tree, 
which cannot well .. be reduced to, any family of plants esta· 
bUshed by botanists; but' which comes nearest to the Haran· 
gana of Lamark, and has a ~great affinity to the l\Iangosteen. 
It is a very ornamental tree, and its fruit is about thE! size of 
an appJe, but too acid. It is now growIng Tn the Company's 
botanical garden; and it is to be hoped, that Dr. Roxburgh's 
description of it will be soon published. 

88. The Jolpayi has usually.been compared by Europeans 
to the olive, on which account it has been caUed the Eleo
carpus; but the affinity is very slight, consi,sting merely in 
the fruit being somewhat of the same shape and size. The 
opinions of botanists concerning this tree are not very easily 
reconc~edJ which has probably arisen, from ~he Per'nkara 
of Rheede and the Gani~rus of Rumphius having been consb 
dered tis the same. The tree, of which I am now giving an 
account, and w~ch is common in every part of Hindustan, is 
no doubt th~ Perinkara of Rheede; and is totally different 
from the Ganitri'i's of Rumphius and Grertner. The fruit 
contains no oil, but' is acid, and gives -a good flavour to 
curries, which is tis principal use. In some parts it is pre. 
served in oil and salt, and then no doubt acquires a greater 
resemblance to the olive,; but it is always a very inferior 
pickle. It is a very,common tree in Dinajpoof, both in gar. 
dens and woods. .' ~. 

39. The tree, called Kopittho, or Kotbel, by the natives, 
has been classed bibot~nists with the Limonias, and called· 
acidissima, for what reason I do not know. Rumphius, who 
is remarkahle among botanists, for having named plants with 
sagacity and good taste, caUs it Anisifolium, the leaves baving 
a strong and agreeable flavour of the ani;;e, and this name 
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ought to be preserved. The fruit is eaten by the natives, but 
is very poor. In Dinajpoor, the wood is not applied to any 
us"e. Retzius has been blamed for classing this plant with the 
Cratevas, and it certainly has not the smallest affinity with the 
plants which have been properly so c~ned, such as No. 35;. 
but then its affinity to the Crateva lJIarmeio8 of Linmeus, is 
striking, and they cannot be separated in any system that 
pretends to follow nature. The natives, indeed, have had 
more accurate notions than many botanists, and call the plant 
of which I am now writing, the Kot, or wild Bel, while the 
Crateva Marmelos is called simply Bel. 

40. This Bel is a very common tree, and thrives even in 
the hardest clays. The natives place a great value on the 
fruit, but it is miserably insipid. The tree is not so orna-
mental as the Kotbel. . 

41. Another ttte, very much allied to the last, is by the 
natives named Billwo and Sriphol, or the venerable fruit; for 
it is considered as an emblem of the spouse of Sib, and is a 
common offering to that god. The natives admire this fruit 
also; in fact, I have some doubt whether these two are not 
mere varieties of the same species. It is reckoned very sinful 
to cut this tree, except for the purpose of making a kind of 
carved stake, that is put in the ground on the consecration of 
a bull, a ceremony which will hereafter be mentioned. 

42. The Nim, or Melia Azadirachta, is another sacred tree 
among the Hindus, and one of the most common in every part 
of their country. The tree has a considerable resemblance to 
the ash, and its leaves are intensely bitter, and pluch used in 
medicine, especial1y as a fomentation, and in assisting holy 
men to resist the allurements of beauty.' Images are made of 
its wood, which is considered as pure; and as it is seldom 
eaten by insects, it might probably serve' more useful pur
poses. In some parts of India, a medicinal oil is extracted 
from its seed. -

43. Nearly allied to the former is a family of Bengal plants, 
()f which no account has been given in the late botanical sys
tems. One of this family is a common tree in Dinajpoor, es
pecially near Ghoraghat, where it is called Pithras. In other 
parts an oil is extracted from the seeds of the two last men
tioned trees; but its u~e is not known in this district. Allied 
to these also is the specjes ,of Cedrella, called, by the natives 
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Tun, or Jiya. It is pretty common near Ghoraghat, and is a 
valuable tree, both as affording flowers which give a dye, and 

'as yielding a wood that makes tolerable furniture; and in 
Calcutta it is much used for that purpose. None is, however, . 
exported from t~is, district. 

45. The Konok changpa, called by botanists Pterosper
mum ruberifolium, is chiefly remarkable fot' its beauty, and 
certainly is one of the most elegant :Bowering trees that can be 
seen. The :Bowe19~ are offered to the gods. 

46. Nearly allied to the above is the Salmoli, or Simul, 
called also Mondar, or Madar, and while in :Bower, it is one 
of the most gaudy ornaments of the forest or village, for it is 
everywhere common. It is the Bomhaz .heptaphyllum of 
botanists, at leas,t the .]J/oulelavou of ~heede, which is sup
posed to beo£.the same kind with an American plant described 
by Jacquin; but this seems highly improbable. There is no 
reason to suppose, that this is not a native of Hindustan, and 
I believe that there are very few plants indeed that were ori
ginally natives of both Indies. Linnreus seemed to consider 
all regions within the tropics as India, and that they all pro
duced nearly tIle same plants; and on this subject he has 
been the great source of error. In fact, tbe cotton tree of 
the 'Vest Indies is much larger than our East India plant, 
and grows in a very different manner, with an immense tall 
stem, which..sends out from its summit .long horizontal arms. 
I have no doubt but that the trees are quite different, although 
having taken. no notices concerning the West Indian kind, I 
cannot now point out the essential difference. I cannot, ac
count for )Vildenow's stating, that the stem has no prickles, 
as in Rheede's figure; that circumstance is most accurately ex
pressed. Our Indian plant is a valua~le tree. Its wood is 
that commonly employed by the natives for making doors, and 
window shutters; (or 'it lasts well in such situations, and is 
very strong to resist the attacks of robbers. The cotton is 
that commonly used for stuffing pillows. It is neither used 
for quilts nor mattresses, as it readily forms into lumps, and 
does not last. The fibre is much finer than that of commo 
cutton, but is so stiaigh't that it canriot be spun. 

47. One of the roost favourite flowers with the naf ,18 the 
Changpa, or Cho~pokt' c~lled by botanists ]J[yklia • • The 
f1ower~ are no doubt very odorous, but ~ smell IS' tOG 
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strong and overpowering. The tree is common; but it is 
useful only as an ornament, and as affording flowers that are 
offered to the gods. 

48. The Chalitu of the Bengalese is no doubt the S!/alita of 
Rheede, which is said to be the Dillenia speciosa of botanists ; 
but the definition given of the D. elliptica, agrees better with 
our plant. Indeed, this family is as yet but indifferently de
scribed. It is a superb tree, although oflittle value, the fruit 
however is an agreeable acid in curries. Tbe flowers are 
white, and' very showy. 

49. The Anona squamosa, called Ata by the natives, when 
cultivated with care, is a tolerable fruit; but when it grows 
spontaneously about villages, it is I exceedingly bad. It, is 
called custard apple, by the English; but whether it is the 
same with the 'Vest Indian plant of that name I cannot say. 
It is however, pr~bably an exotic in India, as I understand, 
that it has no name in the Sanskrita language. 

50. The same is the case with the Lona or Anona reticula/a, 
which in all situations is a most wretched fruit. 

51. The Uraria longifolia, from its growing tall and straight, 
has been called mast-tree by Europeans. The natives of 
Bengal call it Devdaru, a name that they also give to the 
pine, and to several other trees, which have not the smallest 
affinity to either. This is especially the case with the Er!/. 
throx!/lon sideroxylloides E. M. The Devdaru is in fact a 
celebrated tree, and together with the Sara Asod and Bot, 
to be hereafter-mentioned, is considered to be the usual resi
dence of devils. The two latter are 'occupied by male devils 
(Brohmodaityo and Bhut), while female devils (Songkhini and 
Petine) occupy the two former. This kind or Devdaru being 
very ornamental, and fit for forming shady walks, has been 
much -spread since Europeans began,' to pay attention to the 
ornament of the country •. In other respects it is a very 
~seless tree. ' , 

52. One of the most common small trees in the district is 
Panyala Paniamla or Phalsa, which by botanists is named 
Flacourtia, I must however say, that I am "ery doubtful con
Cta'1ing the species; and, although I doubt much whether 
t~ere'~ .more than one kind in this co~ntrYJ I have been in· 
chned to rt.fer it sometimes to one, and sometimes to another 
of the species that have been described •. The fruit is like a 
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small bulJace plum, 81!d .very poor; but is' eaten by children. 
I have not observed here the kind that is common at Calcutta. 

53. At Ghoraghat, the jJlicroc08 paniCtll,ata of botanist. 
was brough~ to me as a tree caned Bonchuniya, and said to 
produce wood better fitted for m~king furniture than any 
other found at that place, altbough it grows to only " small 
size. The wood~utters there being remarkably stupid, I 
cannot place much reliance on what they said. 

54-. The Bixa, an American phnt, is now rapidly spreading 
over Bengal, the inhabitants having found it a useful yellow 
dye, which they employ to give their clothes a temporary 
colour in the Dolyatra or festival of Krishno. 'Vitb this also 
they colour the water, which, on the sam'i occasion, they 
throw at t'ach other with. squirts. For these purposes it is 
well qualified, as the colour easily washes out, and the infu
sion has a pleasant smell. By them it is called Lotkan; and 
they say, that before it grew commo.nly in the country, the 
dry fruit was brought from Patna. Probably some other fruit 
was then brougbt, and its use has been superseded by that 
of tbe Bixa, to which the natives have given the old name; 
as there can be no doubt of its being an American plant, and 
its fruit could scarcely have been brought here from the west 
of India. In many parts it is called European turmeric. 

55. There is little doubt, that America has also furnished 
us with tbe Goyava, which now. spread all over the country, 
anJ propagaU!s itself without cate. In the vulgar language 
it is called Peyara; but it has no name in the sacred tongue. 
\Vhen cultivated with care, I have sometimes known this fruit 
tolerable; but hi general it is very bad. 'Vith the authors of 
the Encycl0I'~die, I am inclined to believe, that the Psydiul1i 
P!lriferum ~nd pomiferum form only one species, and differ 
infinitely It>ss. ~~an "mo~~ kinds of the apple tree do. 

56. The Jombu ot':~am is a very common tree, _both in 
woods aIld~ea" .illages.,/ The Indian; indeed are said to 
have given itl~ naUle to their portion of the world, Jombudwip 
or the island of the Jombu tree. It would be difficult to 
assign any good reason for this, as the tree is neither verI 

, , - , \, 

lat:ge or ornamental,' and the fruit IS execrable. By the natives, 
however, it is reckoned wholesome; and the timber is strong, 
although it does not polish.' This. I take to be CalyptrantAe8 
Jambulana of Willden ow, althou~h most' of what has been. 
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written by botanists, concerning the It-fyr# EugenitB and 
Calyptranthes of India, would require revision. In fact every 
thing concerning most of these plants is obscure and incom
plete, and the subject is extremely difficult. 

57. From among these, Jussieu has with great propriety 
separated the Eugenia acutangula of Linnreus, which' is' a 
common tree in this district, where it is called Ijjol or Hijol. 
It is very ornamental, and its wood is much used; but is 
neither strong nor handsome. ' 

58. The Nichom is a large tree called by botanIsts Lager
strtemia parviflora. Its timber is reckoned good; but it 
seldom grows near villages. 

59. The Babla or Gorsundor' of ,Bengal has usually been 
referred to the It-Iimosa farnesiana of Linnreus, in which I 
suspect, there is a mistake; and I am rather inclined to 
suppose, that it is the It-fimosa indica mentioned in the Ency. 
clopedie Methodique, of which no proper account has yet 
'been published, although it is one of the most common 
trees in India. It is rather rare in Dinajpoor, and is seldom 
applied to use, although it is valuable for many purposes. 
The wood is bard and strong, fit for the plough and the naves 
of wheels; the bark is anexcellenttan; and the treeyieldsa gum 
equal to the arabic. The flowers are remarkably odorous. 

60. The Guye Babla is another very common species of 
lJ-fimosa, not yet properly introduced into botanical works, 
and it is to be regretted, that Dr. Roxburgh's accounts of 
these two trees should not yet have been published. In 
his manuscripts he calls this the It-fimosa sepea i for it makes 
excellent bedges, and serves equally well all the purposes to 
which the other is applied.. Its flowers are not 80 odorous, 
and the bark, when recently cu.t, emits a most intolerable 
stench. 

61. The Khodir or Khoyer is the iJfimosa Catechu of bo
tanists, and the tree from whence the valuable drug called 
Terra japonica is prepared. The tree is' comm~)D in the woods 
of Peruya, Jogodo} and Ghoraghat; but it is only in the first, 
that any of· the drug is prepared. The humber of people 
employed in this manufacture is small, and. the following 
account was given by the agent ot one of the landholders; f~r 
I could not find any of the manufacturersw According to the 
agent there are 25 furnaces or fires, and 'each employs three 
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men. Trees are selected, that are at least two feet in cir
cumference, and these are old; for in this district the tree 
does not grow" to a large size. The bark and white wood are 
remoyed, and then the heart is cut into small pieces, and 
beaten into a kind of stringy substance by means of the in
strument called Dhengki. Equal quantities- of this and of 
water are put into e!lrth~n pots, each holding from 10 to 20 
sers, a.nd are boiled for about six hours. Each fire contains 
two or three pots. The decoction is then decanted into a 
pot, and is formed into two kinds of Catechu, Khoyer and 
Papri Khoyer, the first dark and the second light coloured. 
The first is made by simple allowing the extract to dry in the 
pot without addition, the latter is made, by putting some 
ashes of cow-dung in the bottom of the cooler. The ashes 
are covered with a fold of muslin, o'ver which the warm extract 
is poured. It is sold to the merchants in these pots, an.d by 
them is- formed into balls, and dried in the sun. The mer
chant makes' about 4 sers of 100 s. w. from each pot; and pays 
a rupee for 5 pots, which should make about 51 ~ Ths. avoir
dupois. None can be made in the rainy season. Each fur
nace could make 50 pots in the month; but the workmen. 
seldom exert themselves, a.nd always are in debt to the mer
chant, who has grl!at difficufty to induce them to work. Each 
furnace pays 4 anas a year to the landholder. The merchants 
sell the dried balls at 7 rupees for the man of the same weight, 
which is almost 103! Ibs. avoirdupois. 

As I was not satisfied with this account, I sent a native into 
the woods, who gave me the following account. A manufac
turer, of whom there are five or six in, Malde'h, hires four 
men and remains with, them in the woods for seven months in 
a year. lIe pays 12 rs. a ,year to the landholder for the 
wood, and cuts as much as he can manufacture; 40 sets of 
chips give 5 s~rs of Catechu; and each month the Dlanufac
turer, with tthe assistance of four labour~rs Can make 4< mans, 
or 160 sers of JOO s. w., or about 4131bs. avoirdupois, which 
he sells immediately to the" druggists for 28 rs. The whole 
produce of seven ,'months is therefore 196 rs. From this 
deduct 12 rs. for rent; .84 rs. for workmen's. wages, at 3 rs. 
each a month, on account of their Jiving in the woods, and 
4- rs. for the expeJ;lse .. t>t sending th~ drug to market, and there 
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will remain 96 rs. for the manufacturer, who does not require 
at the utmost a capital of more thau 30 rs. 

It is very likely, that both methods of conducting this ma
nufacture may be employeda The rent stated by the agent 
is perfectly absurd. The l\faldeh Khoyer or Catechu is not 
reckoned of the best quality. The tree is rather scarce; and 
if it were wished to increase the ~anufactltre, it would, be 
necessary to destroy all the useless trees in some part of the 
forest, and to allow DOne to grow, except this kind of Mimosa. 
It is one of the nine sacred plants, of which small branches 
are burned to the planets, ana the 'Hindus reckon nine of 
these bodies. rhis is sacred to the planet which presides 
over Tuesday (Monggol.) . 

62. The Chorki is a very common tree near Ghoraghat, and 
is a species of IJ,fimos«, that has not yet found its way into 
the. modern systems of botany; but did not escape the indus .. 
try of R!;1tnphius, who seems to have described it under the 
name of Cortex saponarius. It is reckoned a useful timber. 

63. The IJ,fimosa Lebeck, as desQribed in the Encyclopedic 
Methodique, is a very common tree in most parts of India, 
and grows near several villages in this district, especially in 
low plac~s. It was called to me Jonggolijot; but I su~pect. 
that it was not accurately named, and that its proper name is 
Korai, which is also given to the following; for tbe two re
semble each other so much, that in common language they 
might readily be included under the same name. Its timber 
is strong. : 

64. The IJ,fimosa marginata E. M. is -a tree that produces 
Inore valuable timber than the former, and is found in the 
woods of tbis district, wher~ it is called Korai. Small boats 
are sometimes built of the KO~lli, which probably includes 
both kinds. 

65. The Sangi or Somi, which Sir W. Jones makes a syno
nym of the BabIa, is alleged by my people to be different, 
and they show me the Prosopis aculeata. It is one of the 
nine sacred plantsl and is offered to Sani, the planet which 
presides over Saturday. It is common in Dinajpoor, but is 
applied to no use. , " 

66. The Tamarind tree, by the natives called TetuI and 
Tintiri, is a most valuable and elegant plant. Besides pro-
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ducing a fruit, that is tao well known to require being de
scribed, and which is much used by the natives as an acid in 
seasoning their food, its tim bet is excellent for many purposes. 
and makes handsome furniture. As it is hard and'strong, it 
is c~mmonly employed for makin~ oil aO(~ sugar mills, and 
washermens' boards. The seeds arft frequently employed by 
the Indian dyers, and by those. who weave woollen cloths. . , 
A good tree will give abou~ 350 lb. of fruit, worth from three 
to four rupees. The average value, however, may be two 
rs. a year, and is nearly of ,the same amount with that of a 
good l\Iango tree. The wild tamarinds of Peruya are the 
only fruit exported from the district, except a few mangoes 
from the same vicinity. 

67. The Cassia Fistula, called Songdhalu and Sonalu by 
the natives, is one of the greatest ornaments of India. The 
leaves bruised and mixed with lime-juice are used as a cure 
for the ring-worm, and are applied to reduce tmnours in 
cattle. The natives here seem to be ignorant of the purga
tive quality of its fruit. It sometimes grows to a very con
siderable size. 

68. The Aloringa of botanists is one of the most .. common 
trees about the villages of this district. where it is called 
Sojena and Sobhangjon. The flowers, unripe fruit, and 
leaves, are common ingredients in the dishes of the natives. 
The bark of the root is used by Europeans a$ a succedaneum 
for horse-radish,"to which, however, it is very inferior. The 
seeds, which are ss.id to be the Behen-nuts of the old shops, 
are applied to no use by the natives; who do not know that 
they eontain oil. 

69. The Adena'llthera pavonina, called Roktochondon by 
the natives, is <found about 'the villages of Dinajpoor. The 
native name signifies Red Sandal wood, and its wood is said 
to be odorous, and it may he used instead of sandal in the 
worship of all the gods except· Vishnu. It is probable that 
the trees which grow near villages may have no scent, for 
d1at is often the case with' the real sandal. There seems, 
however, to be several different trees in, India that are called 
Red.sandal, and my"iriquiries have not yet been sufficiently 
extended to enable me to treat th~ subject fully. 

70. 71. The Lal Kangchon: a Bauhinia of which no men· 
VOL. n. EER 
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tion is made in botanif;al ,$ystems, and Swet Kangchon, or 
Bauhinia candida, are very common trees near the villages 
of Dinajpoor. They are small trees, for little use except 
()mament; but they produce most. 'elegant flowers. The 
y,?ung pods are used as a vegetable in curries. • 

72. 73. The V okpusbpo of the Sanskrita is by the vulgar 
divided into two kinds, called, from the colour of the Bowets, 
Lal Vok and Sadavok; and in this they have been imitated 
by modern- botanists, contrary to aU tb~ir professions of not 
regarding colour. Ever since the latter times of Linnreus, 
they have been also very unfortunate'in the different families 
of plants into which they have thrust thes~ elegant trees. 
Linnreus, in his first attempt t<r'class ,these plants with the 
Robineas, seems to have approached much nearer perfection 
than afterw{l.rds, when he classed them with the Aescn!lno
mene. Willdenow, who names them -CQronilla grandiflora 
tJ.nd coccinea, has been equally uQfortunate. ThEl tree is very 
common about villages, and its flowers are used as offerings 
tQ the -gods. The calyx and pistillum are ided and eaten 
with rice. The unripe pods are also used as a vegetable in 
curries. The wood is of no use except for fuel. 

74. The ,elega,nt tree; called JJ;rytkrina indica in t11e Ency. 
clopedie Methodique, is called by the .. natives Palitamadar. 
In this district, although it possesses several advantages, the 
tree is not very common. Any cutting, however large, imme
diately takes toot; so that it is an excellent material for 
hedges, especially as it is p~ickly. Its'''Wood is both light 
and strong, SO that the carpenters of Calc_utta prefer it to all 
others for the poles of palanquins.. Its leJ1ves are used in 
medicine, B;nd its flowe:n are very ornamentaL It does not, 
however, grow to a large size. 1\ 

75, A much more common and equally beautiful tree, and 
much resembling the former, is the Polas or Buteafrondosa. 
The flowers of this are not only offered to the, gods, but in 
the festivals of spring Serve to give, a temporary yellow dye 
to the clothes of their votaries; on whicH account it is called 
V (lsonti. The tree is o( little use, and cannot be propagated 
by cuttings;. but it is verl ,common 'inmos~ forests. It is 
sacred to the planet of Monday. 

76. The Dalbergia arborea 'V. is one of the most gene-
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rally diffused trees in India, but is not v~ry common in this 
district, where it is -called Dorkorongjo or Dorkoromcha, and 
is applied to little or n1' use. 

77. The plant consecrated to the memory of Sir William 
Jones, and called Ozok, is not uncomtnon in this district. It 
is of no use, except to afford elegant flowers that are offered 
to the Hindu g~ds. . 

78. The original .. 1.nacardium of the shops, a. name pro
perly restored by Jussieu to the SemicarjJu8 of Linnreus, is 
tbe Bhela of the natives. The juice of its nut leaves an in
delible stain 00 linen, and is used for marking it. The nuts 
are also used by tanners, especially io dressing the hide of 
the rhinoceros or buffalo to 'form targets. Tlfe timber is of 
little value. It is' common in the woods. . 

79. The Mango (amro or am of the "natives) is one of the 
most common trees, not only in the plantations of this coun
try, but in the woods, where it has grown spontaneously from 
the seeds of those that have been planted about \pillages 
which have been ~eserted. The Mangos cal1e~.Maldeh have 
a high reputation; and may be considered 8S one of the finest 
fruits in the world; but few: of these grow at Maldeh, all the 
plantations of the most valuable kinds are on the opposite 
side of the Mohanonda in the Puroniya district. Still, how .. 
ever, the mangos of the left bank of the l\Iohanonda are pre
ferable to any others"in Dinajpoor. 

As the produ~e of the mango tree, even in its present state, 
is one of the most valuable in this district, for it cannot be 
of less annual t'aluel on a.D a.-erage, than 4,50,000 rs.; and 
as the management is better understood at Maldeh tohan any 
where else, I shall give some account of the manner in which 
this fine tree is cultivated by the people of that place. A 
bigah of ground, which there is rather more than on~-third 
of a acre (0.3641-), is considered as a decent plantation.: I 
shall now detail what the culcintors state a$ their expenses 
and profit on such an orchard. ' .. -

FIRST Ya.u's EXPBNBEs.-To making a mud wall round the whole. 
2 n.; to ploughing to or 12 times from the middle of September until 
die middle of November. 1 rupee; "totlltl. 3 n. To 25 seedlings. 3 years 
old, raised with milch tarth, 6 rs ... atias; to pla~ting in deep pits, 2 r8. ~ 
to watering and weeding one man for 8 months, 18 n. j total. 29 til • 
.. IInas. ~ 
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EXPENSE OF EACH OF THE 2nd, ard, 4th, AND 5th YBAB.S.-To 10 or 
12 ploughings. I rupee; to reparing the wall) 1 rupee, 8 anas; total, 
2 rs, 8 anas. Expense of the first year, 29 rs.4 anas; expense for the 
4 following years, 10 r8. ; rent for 5 years at 14 anas, 4 rs 6 anas f stock 
required, 43 rs. 10 anas. 

In the 6th year, or when the trees are from 8 to'9 years old, they begin 
to yield saleable fruit, partly green, partly ripe" and their produce i. 
rerkoned to be doubled every year, for I) years, iq the following manner: 
-6th year, each tree 160 M. total 4,000, at 960 per R.,' 4 ra. 2 anas, 8 
pice; 7th year, each tree 320, ditto 8,000, ditto, 8 rs. 5 anas, 4 pice; 
8th year, each tree 640, ditto 16,000, ditto, 16.ra. 10 anas, 8 pice; 9th 
year, each tree 1,2SCJ, ditto 32,000, ditto, 3~ T8. 5 anas, 4 pice I 10th 
year. each tree 2,560, ditto, 64,000, ditto. 66 ra. 10 anas,8 pice. 

The produce now becomes nearly stationary, for although 
the trees grow longer, and produce a greater number, the 
size and value of the fruit diminishes. The only ,expense, 
after the first five years, is to watch and collect the fruit, the 
rent, and a little ploughing or hoeing. The wall is allowed 
to go to ruin. In other places of this district the produce is 
of less value, and may be estimated at 2 rs. each tree i for a 
very large proportion of the mangos, when allowed to become 
ripe on the tree, contain an insect (Cur:culio) that renders 
them useless. They are therefore in 'general gathered when 
unripe. A plantation will last 50 or 60 years. It might be 
supposed that with such a large profit the plantations would 
be extending fast; but this does not appear to be the case. 
Most even of the old plantations are neglected, and do not 
contain one half of th~ trees which they might. Uselells 
trees, especially wild figs, spring up, carelessness allows them 

'to take root, ahd the prejudices' of the landlords prevent 
them from being cut. Besides, there is no encouragement 
for plantations. If a tenant gives up his lease he is allowed 
nothing for the trees that he leaves behind, although he may 
have been at the whole expense of rearing them. The great 
uncertainty of the crop is no doubt also a strong objection to 
these plantations. In many years the mango almost entirely 
fails, and in others it is so exceedingly abundant that there 
is scarcely any sale for the produce. Heavy fogs or rains, 
when the flower has ,expanded, almost .certainly prevent the 
fruit fro~ fOI·ming. Besides, a capital of 40 or 50 ra. is 
rather uncommon. • 

The natives are entirely ignorant of the art of engrafting, 
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which is the only means. by which good kinds can with cer
tainty be reared; (or the seed taken from one tree will pro
duce flO different kinds, not one of which perhaps may re
semble the parent. The precautions which the natives take 
are no doubt entirely useless. They will not plant a mango 
seed, the fruit of which has been bitten by the teeth, or cut 
with iron. The people of India usuaUy attribute the abun
dance of the insect to the soil, or to climate; but I am rather 
inclined to think that the quality of the fruit has much more 
effect, because I obsene some trees that always escape in the 
worst districts; and I. observe that the insect is peculiarly 
fond of the sour resinous kinds. I confess, however, that 
this opinion is still liable to great uncertainty; but, if well 
founded, it is a strong additional reason for the employment 
of engrafting. In most parts of this district the fruit is 
chiefly used green or unripe, for when allowed to ripen, as I 
have said, it becomes full of insects. Those near Maldeh 
are not so subjec~ to this loss. In Dinajpoor green mangos 
come into season about the 12th of API-il, and continue until 
almost the end of 1\1ay. During that season they enter 
largely into the dishes of the natives, and are preserved at 
M.aldeh in sugar or honey. In other parts many are pre
served in mustard-seed oil. Some are cut into four parts, 
and dried in the .-l1un; out by far the greatest part is pre
served by cI,ltting the green pulp from the stone, and beating 
it with mustard-seed (sorisha), salt, and turmeric, to which 
are occasionally added some of the carminative seeds, such 
all Cummin. Those preparations keep' throughout the year, 
and are a common seasoning for the food of the natives. The 
ripe mangoes continue common from the end of 1\Iay until the 
middle of July. Theil' expressed juice is frequently in
spissated by exposure to the sun; in this state it will keep 
throughout the year, and is eaten with milk. 

The wood of the mango tree is much used, owing to its 
being plenty; fot its quality is very inferior to that pf many 
trees, which is little employed. Small boats built of it do 
not last above two years. Most of the package boxes are 
made of this wood. ,The iDtler bark contains a great quan
tity of a yellow colouring matter; but as yet no method has 
been devised for fixing it as a dye. 

80. Nearly allied to the mango is a family of plants. which 
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Springel, a learned German, has done me the honour of call
ing by my name. A species of this was shown in the woods 
of this district as the La or Lodh, which "is used both by 
dyers and tanners; the former use the bark, the latter the 
leaves. I am far, however, from-being certain $hat the person 
who showed it was sufficiently skilled. 

81. The Jiyol of the natives is one of the most common 
trees in India, and js ehietly va.luable for ita being easily pro
pagated by cuttings, no. matter however large; so that a 
hedge or avenue may be formed very quickly, as has been 
done near Madras. In the dry season ~he tree loses its 
leaves, and is never handsome. Its wood is of very little use, 
nor does it form a good fenee, as it has no, , thorns. In this 
district, however, it is the hedge most commonly used. . It 
produces a great quantity of gum; but the qUlllities of this 
have not yet been ascertained. In this district lllan)f houses 
have been built with large branches of this tree, that Itave 
been placed in the ground for postSt and these have taken 
root, ha.ve pushed forth branches, and now' p\'oduce a very 
picturesque appearance. I do not find this tree deseribed in 
modern systems j but in its botanical affinitiet it comea "Vcry 
near 10 the Rhus vermx W.; although there IlrQ such differ
ences, that Dr" Rox~urgh seems inclined to form it into a 
separate genus.. . 

82. The Spundia8 A.mara E. M. -is a much more elegant 
tree of the resiniferous order.. The French botanists are 
justly to be praised for having preserved its native name, 
which is far from being barbarous., In ~his distri<;t it is caUed 
Arora or Amratok. The fruit, both green and ripe, is an 
excellent seasQning in eoo~ery, and is the only thing of use, 
that the tree affords,- , 

83. The Juj-uha of botanists is by the natives called Koli, 
Kul, Boyer, and Bodori usually pronounced BodoI; and is so 
common, that it communicates its name to severaL places, es
pecially in the south-west of the district. '" It is there how
ever, much more remarkable for quantity than quality; for I 
,aw none that coul~ be Jreckoned good/and in some parts it 
is a. tolerable fruit. The natives, pick out the stones, and dry 
the ripe"pulp mixed with salt and tamarinds, which forms a 
seasoning for their rice.' It is a small t~ee, and its timber is 
,of little use. 
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84. A larger species of the same genus, the Ziil!yphu8 3:Y
locarpus, is common in the woods, and its timber is reckoned 
of some use. Some people called it the JonggoIi Boyer, or 
wild Jujub, while others called it Pitalu; but this was also 
applied to a very different tree, (No. 92), so that I cannot 
adopt it with eertainty. 

85. The Kamranggais a small tree very common near 
villages, and in th~'wood8 of this district, and is the Aver
rhoa Caramhola of botanists. The fruit, which is very acid, 
is often made .into tarts. by Europeans, who sometimes ima~ 
gine that it has a resemblance to the gooseberry. It is 
also used by 'he natives as an acid, seasoning, but is not much 
valued. 

86. Nearly allied to the above, and once joined with it in 
the same family ,by Linnreus, is the Horipliol called also L~ 
boni, and Loyair. It is now called Cicca by botanists, and 
probably both Disticka and Nudijlora may be referred to the 
same plant; at least I am unable to determine, to which of 
the descriptions' the plant of this district hilS the greatest 
resemblance. It is a .. handsome, though Imall tree, and 
grows pretty frequent near villages. The fruit ~8 the only 
part used, and in its quailties very nearly resembles that of 
the last-mentioned tree., , 

87. Still nearly allied' to these is the Emblica of botanists, 
who seem to have bOrrowed the native name Amloki. It haa 
been placed in one of these convenient tribes CPh!/llantkul), 
into which European botanista squeeze any thing, with the 
structure of which they are little acquainted, and from which 
they have carefully excluded the only plants (XywphtJlla), that 
deserved the name. ThefruiL preserved in either sugaror honey 
is much used by the natives as a sweet-meat, and dried as a me .. 
dicine. The natives have an idea that this fruit, and that of 
the Chehula J/yrobalana have never been found rip~ except 
by some very boly persons; and it is supposed, that such as 
have been favoureat.with eating' such a rarity. have been eyer 
afterwards exempted frOID hunger. The wood is little used. 

88. A fruit called Lotkd is mentioned in the Ayeeo Akber1 
at! peculiar to this pistrict; but it is found in aU the eastern 
parts of Bengal, arid is common in the kingdom of Ava.. b 
bas strong ,affinities fo the three last-mentioned plants; and 
the pulp that surrounds its seeds is rather agreeable, and 
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might perhaps be improved by cultivation~ It has not yet 
found its way into the systems of botany. 

89. The plant, which I described in tbe account of the 
embassy to Ava by Colonel Symes, under the name of Ag'!l
neia coccinea must be removed to a newly formed tribe called 
Bradleja. It was shown to me in the woods of this district 
by the name of Boro Arnla, and is a small tree of no value. 

90. The Clutia stipularis L. was shown to me by the name 
of Bonkangthali; but I am uncertain cQncerning the accuracy 
of the information, as a very diffc"I"ent tree (92), was called.by 
the same name. This tree grows to. a pretty considerable 
size, and bas been very improperly classed with some African 
shrubs. Its fruit is a berry that contains much oil in its pulp, 
w1Aeh is rather an uncommon circumstance. I have already 
seen seven or eight Indian plants of the same family. Its 
bark is used as a yellow dye. 

91. Among the other plants of this family is that called 
Kukur bichha, of which I have seen no account in the writings 
of botanists. It is common near villages, and grows to be a 
small tree with very ornamental foliage. 

92. One of the most common trees in the Dinajpoor dis
trict, both' near villages and in woods, was called by so JDany 
different names, most of them applied also to other plants, 
that I am quite uncertain concerning its real appellation. It 
was called Bonkathali (a name given to No. BO), Bharul, 
Pitali and Pitalu (a name given to No. 84); but its most com
mon appellation is Gambhar. Now this ·name, I know, is 
given to No. 17, both in Chittagong and at Goyalpal'a, where 
the wood is .much esteemed, and the leaves of the two trees 
'have such a strong resemblance,. that inaccurate persons may 
be readily mistaken. .The confusion renders me doubtful, 
whether or-not the wood of this tree is really as useful as that 
of No. 17, which is undoubtedly the proper Gam~har. I find 
no account of this tree in the writings of modern botanists; 
but it is either of .the Canschi of Rheede, or approac~es neat 
to that plant: I am in a great measure induced to believe 
this, from that valuable authors having placed it next to the 
Cumbulu1 which is the tree No. 17, to w\lich. our plant has 
the strongest resemblance. According to the pres~nt plan it 
may be thrust among the Crotons, a collection of l)lants 
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which seems to have been made from any specimens of exo
tics, that could not be otherwise arranged. 

93. To this convenient family may also belong a tree that 
was shown to me as the Dude, from the wood of which are 
made beads, that are much worn by Hindus; but in this 
there is some doubt (see No. ~2). The tree has not yet found 
its way into modern systems of botany. 

94. The Sindllr derives its botanical name from the worthy 
Dr. Rottler of Madras, and its Bengalese name from the 
powder which coveu its fruit, a~d resembles red lead. The 
use of this as a dye is not known to the natives of this district. 
The tree is very common, but does not grow to a large size. 

95. The Ficus Indica was celebrated among ancient writers, 
and under the name of Banyan tree, came to be equally re· 
Downed among the modern English. Indeed no person who 
has visited India, could avoid being struck with admiration at 
its great size, the picturesque appearance of its trunk, the 
fineness of its foliage intermixed with thousands of golden
coloured berries, and above all by its singular manner of 
sending down roots from its branches, and of forming new 
stems. Every thing concerning the history of this tree is 
clear, except among botanists, and the editor of the Hortus 
Malabaricus seems to have led the way of error (Partis 3, 
pagina 74 in nota), in which he has been followed even by 
Linnreus. So far as can be judged, this great botanist re
ceived specimens from the West Indies of a tree which 
resembled the Indian fig in its remarkable manner of growth; 
and he seems to have com~idered, that the two Indies had 
nearly the sam~ vegetable p~oductions, he immediately con
cluded, that his specimens ~elonged to the Indian fig, and 
described t4em as '" such. He also had probably received 
specimens of the true Indian fig from Bengal, without any 
account of its manner of growth, and described these under 
the name of Ficus Bengalensis, and I have already made an 
excuse for the appellation; but I believe on the whole, that 
the safest 'plan for botanists to adopt on the occasion would 
be to expunge whatever has been said concerning the Ficus 
Bengalensis and Indica since the time of Rheede. The 
au'thore of the. Encyclopedie, indeed, seem to have b~en aware 
of the Linnrean error; but even they are wrong in consider .. 
ing this tree as the Pipot, and the aescription which they 
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give of the Ficus Indica is too nearly applicable to the Flcul 
Bengalensis or Bot. The leaves of this tree have no dots on 
their upper surface, which is said to be the case with the 
Ficus Indica,. but I suspect, that the leaves of the Ficus ,.a,. 

cemosa have been taken for those of the Indian fig by the 
botanists, who have given it that character. 

The tree, probably from its beauty, for it is of little use, 
is in great esteem with the natives of Bengal, and is con
sidered by them as the female of th~ Pipot. A. they are 
supposed to represent a Brahman and his wife, it is reckoned 
a sin to cut or destroy either, but especially the male; and it 
is considered as very meritorious to plant a young male tree 
close to a female with some religious c;remonies, approaching 
to those of marriage, but not 10 intolerably, prolix nor expen
sive. In this union the natives have discovered great taste; 
the elegant lightness and bright foliage of the Pipol being 
well fitted to contrast with the rigid grandeur of the Indian 
fig; although from these qualities it is difficult to account for 
their having appropriated ·the sexes of these trees, in the 
manner that has been done. The branches and leaves of 
these two trees being a favourite", food of elephants, the 
keepers, who are low people and all J.\'Ioslem8, make sad 
havoc on the emblematical Brahmans; but thi8 ill submitted 
to with patience, provided they do not attempt the entire des
truction of the plant. J t is usual to place a piece of silver 
money under the Banyan tree, .when it' is .,planted i for it is 
supposed, that otherwise. it neither will gr~w to a large size, 
nor send'down fine roots. In Bengal this tree is called N ya
grodh and Bot. Besides its being an ornament, and a~ord
iog a wholesome and cool shade, and being a good fodder for 
the elephant, this noble tree contains a. milky ,juice, which 
coagulates into a kind of elastic gum, and makes admirable 
bird-lime. The milky juice is collected by making inci&:ions 
in the branches, it is strained and mixed with one-fourth of its 
weight of mustard-seed oil. It is then fit for use. The juice 
of the tree next to be mentioned, possesses exactly the same 
qualities; their wood is of little value. ...In this district the 
young roots, which this tree send,a forth from its branches, 
are often used for ropes .... Notwithstanding some good quali. 
ties of these trees, the prejudice' in their favour is attended 
with many bad effects. Their fruit being a favourite food of 
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monkies and birds, their seeds are constantly deposited on 
buildings, and on other more useful trees; and wherever they 
find a crevice, they take root. They then send long fila
ments to tbe ground, and no sooner procure nourisbment froDJ. 
thence than tbey crush and overpower. tbeir original supporter. 
and thus lay waste all old buildings and plantations. Tbis is 
not peculiar to tbese figs; most other Indian trees of this 
family possess the same noxious faculty} but tbese may be 
eradicated, whereas the tw~ holy trees can only be removed, 
wben it can be done witbout danger to their lives, that is 
wben they may be transplanted, which is seldom the case. 

96. The Fjcu~ religiosa of the botanists is the Oswottho, 
Asod, or Pipol of tbe Beng~ese. Altbough it wants the 
majestic size and numerous stems of tbe Banyan, it possesses 
great elegance. The various roots, that it has sent down 
from a tree or buildmg, on which it first germinated, often 
form a trunk of the most picturesque forni, while tbe beau
tiful sbape of its leaves, and tbeir tremulous motion, like 
those of the Aspen, give it a peculiar elegance. Its qualities 
have been detaile4 in the account of the Banyan tree. It is 
sacred to the planet of Thursday. 

97. There are several trees, that have a great resemblance 
to the last mentioned fig, and altbough tbey want some of its 
elegance, are still very fine, and nearly of the same uses. 
They are reckoned, ,bowever, ratber beating food for the 
elephant, altbough from this tbeory, tbeir unfitness for the 
animal may be tlollbted. They are not considered holy, and 
a great many names are applied to them Tery indiscriminately, 
such as Porkot.i or Pak'ur, NabsJ and Nakor. I tbink that 
in this district I' bave 'observed three very distinct species. 
The first I shall eall Pakur. In tbe Eri.cyclopedie it is con
sidered as a variety only of the FicUll religios.a i but for this 
I set' no 80rt of reason~ . - . 

98. The next fig-tree of this district I shall call Nakor. 
It may perhaps be tbe Ficus pyrifolia of the Encyclopedie; 
but this is douhtful.; It is readily known by its beTl'ies, 
which are about, th,e SlZe of a pea, and are covered by long 
white bair. _ ' .' 

99. The next fig, which I sball call Naksa, differs from 
the former in having' smooth berries., I cannot refer it to 
any species in the modern systems of botany; but it is th~ 
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Tojela of the Hortus Malabaricus (p. 3. table 63); from 
whence it would appear, that the Brahmans of the Boutb 
give the same name to this tree, that those of the north give 
to the Ficus religiosa. The leaves of these two last are much 
smaller and narrower than those of No. 97. 

100. Among the Indian figs, that are esculent for man 
ther~ are two kinds in this district. They cannot be called 
fruit, in the cominon acceptation of the word, as they are only 
used as vegetables in cookery. The first is one of the most 
common plants in India. Dr. Roxburgh, in his plants of 
Coromandel, No. 124" calls it OppO$itifolia, which at once 
distinguishes it from every plant, to which it has any consi
derable affinity. I should hav:e supposed, that this wa~ the 
Ficus s!Jmpkytifolia of the Encyclopedie, had not the learned 
and accurate authors omitted this circumstance. It is not 
improbable, however, that they may have seen only imperfect 
specimens; for the plants of this kind are very difficult to 
preserve. In this district it is called Dumor, Dumbor, and 
Khoska, and its fruit is very much used. 

101. The Ficus glomerata of Dr. Roxburgh (CoromanJel 
plants, No. 123), is the Yogdumor or Jogdumor, Yogingyo 
or Jogingyo Dumbor of the natives. Dr. Rottler, in Co. con
versation which we lately had at Madras concerning the 
Ficus indica of Linnreus, seemed inclined to think, that this 
may have been the plant which that celebrated hotanist 
meant; and it certainly comes nearer his definition than any 
common Indian fig that we kno.w; but I have no doubt, that 
Linnreus had in view an Amedcan plant, which sends roots 
from its branches, and this is not the case with the Jogdu
-mor. This tree is no doubt the Ficus racemosa of the Ency
clopedie; nor do I know the reason, that has induced Dr. 
Roxburgh to consider it as different from the Ficus racemosa 
of Linnreus, unless it has been discovered, that the plant de
scribed by the celebrated Swede differs from the Atty Alu of 
Rheede, which no doubt is our plant. It is a very common 
tree near villages, and its trunk and larger branches produce 
bunches of large figs, which make very good curry. In San
skrita it is called Orumbor, and it is sacred t~ the planet of 
Friday. 

102. N carly related to the figs are the bread fruits, of 
which the Jak is the finest, that we have in India. It is very 
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common in this district, wherever the soil is free; but does 
not thrive in a -stiff clay. This tree is called Artocarpu8 in
tegrifolia by botanists, is the Ponos, Kontoki Phol, and 
Kangtal of the higher and lower dialects of Bengal. I t has 
a beautiful foliage, exhales a deIigh~ful odour in February, 
when in flower, produces a very useful fruit, is an excellent 
fodder for elephants, and produces a timber that is both 
useful and ornamental for the cabinet-maker. Unfortunately 
it warps much with heat, and therefore is not well fitted for 
this country; but would be useful where the climate is less 
severe. The wood is also used as a dye. The fruit has a 
nauseous smell, and its flavour is not agreeable to the genera
lity of Europeans; but the natives are fond of the pulpy 
envelope, by whieh the seeds are surrounded, although they 
do not think it wholesome. The green ·fruit is very much 
used as a vegetable in curries, and the ripe seeds are pre
served. for the same purpose. In some parts of India, indeed, 
they form the common food of the '}>eople for two or three 

. months in the year, just as chestnuts do in the south of Eu
rope; and in fact, when roasted, they have a strong resem
blance to that fruit. In Dinajpoor the Jak is rather neg
lected, and its produce does not sell s~ high as that of the 
mango. ~ 

103. The species of Artocarpu8 called in this district 
Dohu, Deuyo, and Borol, does not seem to be described by 
the systematic writers on botany, and is the least useful plant 
of its family. The fruit is small and sour, and is very seldom 
used, except by the poor., The wood is of little or no value. 
The inner bark, when beaten with that of the tree, No. 16, 
gives a red dye, that is used by some ar~ists of this district, 
and is employed by tanners to give their skins a dirty orange 
colour. 

104. The Sakat or Sara is one of' the most common trees 
in this district, and indeed in most parts of India. By Dr. 
Kamig it was considered as a species of Tropkis; but has 
strong botanical affinities with t'he mulberry; and is no 
doubt the Tinda Parua of the Hortus l\falabaricus, which 
Linnipus 11as called the lJforus indica ,. but most of what has 
beep written concerning the JJforus indica, relates to a totally 
different plant, on which the siIk~worm is fed. It is of very 
little use. The natives 'use a small branch of it in place of 
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a tooth bru~h, and suppose, that it not only cleans, but 
strengthens the teeth.· . • 

105. The Pangpiya of Bengal has had its name preserved 
in the Papaya of botanists. In every part of India it is a 
common tree near villages, but is of very little use. The 
natives like the ripe fruit, and reckon it wholesome. 

106. J'he Celtis orientalis -of botanists is a very common 
tree in this district, where it is called Jig. It has an orna .. 
mental foliage, but I know of no Dse to which it is applied. 

107. The Khagorbhela is one of the most common trees in 
the district; but as I never saw its fructification, I know not 
its botanical history. By boiling its bark yields a gum or 
gluten, that is used by those who m.ake artificial flowers. 

108. Jibon. 109. Goneyari. 110. Parul. Ill. KeilgoI. 
112. Chamkul. 113. JamruL 114. Borophedus. 

I had no opportunity of seeing these trees, and have nothing 
to say concerning them; but that they are found gro~ing in 
the woods, or near the .mages of this district. In the Ap. 
pendix I have mentioned, that in this district; there are per. 
haps about 260 square miles, which are overflooded in the 
rainy season; and a great part of this extent is covered with 
long reeds commonly called grass-jungle by the English. 
Some part is no doubt bare sandy land, but as a small part 
of the land, that is not inundated, is overgrown with long 
reeds or harsh coarse grass, we may estimate the extent of 
this division of the wastes at 260 miles. Although several of 
these reeds are applied to use, this land, in its present state, 
may be considered to be -of as little value as that which is over
grown with woods, and it is equally pernicious by harbouring 
destructive animals. If the whole were equally diffused 
through the district, use might be perhaps procured for .. 
considerable part of its produce; but it is generally disposed 
in such large masses, that -the neighbouring cultivated coun
try cannot consume a hundredth part; and the produce is 
too bulky, in proportion to its value, to admit of being car-
ried to a distance.. I • 

The natives, whom I consulted, seemed to have only con
fused notions concerning the different kinds of reeds, that 
are contained in these wastes; and sometimes they brought 
the same species under different names, while,a.t other times 
two or three species were called by the same appellation. 
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'\¥hat I have to say on this subject, therefore, gives me very 
little satisfaction; and I may farther state, that: 'in this dis
trict less use than common is made of these plants, and their 
place is supplied by the bamboo, which indeed might pro
bably serve everywhere much better,. were it not somewhat 
more troublesome to work. 

1. The Kos or Poa cy"osuroides, is a'sacred plant among 
the Hindus, and is dedicated to the invisible planet Keto, 
which occasions the eclipses of the sun. It is very commou 
in the wastes of this district, and mats made of it are exported 
to Calcutta, where they are used in religious ceremonies. 

2. The Kese is anothe~ harsh grass, the leaves of which 
are used to form '& coa.r~e kind of rope. 'Vhen exposed to 
the weather, in tying fences and hurdles, these ropes last 
about a year. The plant brought to me as the Kese was the 
Saccharum spontaneum,· but I suspect, that a wrong plant 
was brought. It is also used as fuel. 

3. The L1ukhoris one of the peeds most used by the 
natives of this district. I have not seen the :flower. and 
therefore cannot say what its botanical name may be; but 
the plant called by this name at Goyalpara is the Saccharu11I 
ryulldriettm. Itsr leaves form an excellent thatcb, and its 
stems are .,ery frequently used in making the hurdles, which 
serve the natins for walls, both to tbeir houses, and to sur~ 
round the yard. These hurdles (Tati) are usually made of 
reeds laid parallel to eacb other~ and confined between sticks 
or split bamboos, which are tied together, and cross each 
other at right angles. In a better sort of hurdles the reeds 
or bamboos are first split and wrought into mats, and these 
are formed into walls in the same manner. In this district no 
mata of this kind are made from reeds, unless we include the 
bamboo under that denomination. The 'Uluk.hor is often 
used as fuel; and its stems, which are spongy, are employed 
to float nets. In some parts fields of it are preserved for 
thatch, and yield a good rent. These two last reeds are 
eaten by the buffalo; but they are extremely coarse. 

.(.. The No} or ArulIdQ Bengalensi-s is a very large reed, 
not common in this district. ' 

5. The Kagra is a: reed,' with which the natives usually 
write. From its various sizes, I should judge, that there are 
several different kinds; but I hue not seen the flower. In 
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this district it is not common, and does Dot gtow to a large 
size. 

6. The Sor, from its white flowers, which I have seen at a 
distance, must be either an ArundQ or Saccharum. It is 
little used. 

7. The Sorongjo is the Saccharum spolltaneum, a fine 
large reed, pretty common, but little used. 

8. The Ikiri is one of the mos~ common reeds of this dis
trict; but is chiefly used for fuel, by fishermen in making 
their traps, and by the cultivators of betel-leaf for sheltering 
the tender plant, which they rear. . 

9. The Byana seems to be the Andropogon s}wenantltu8 
of the Encyclopedie, at least the llescription applies tolerably 
well to our reed, which is very common, but is applied to 
little use. 

lD. The Gongdhayi is an andropogon, of which no account 
is to be found in the botanical systems. At Calcutta its root 
is used for making hurdles, which are placed at the doors and 
windows of chambers in the hot season, and are watered to 
produce coolness. The natives here know nothing of this 
art, but t.he stems are much used for making hurdles. In the 
parts of this district, where much sugar is boiled, fields of it 
are kept for fuel, although wood might be had in abundance, 
t)ut wood is troublesome to cut. This plant seems to vary 
much from the soil in which it grows. When it is produced 
in a dry place, it is largest, and its root is odorous j the'stem 
is then called Birna, and the root is called Khoskhos, but its 
leaves are very harsh. In moist_places 'the elephant keepers 
call it Kotra, and the young shoots are an useful fodder for 
this noble animal. 

11. The Sokorkondo is a most elegant andropogon, of 
which no description has been published in the Encyclo
pedie. 

Ifl. Nagormutha is a species of scirpus, with a tr.iangular 
stem, of which the mats that the natives deep on are usually 
made. I have not seen the flower. 

These are the vegetable productions) which nature, with 
little or no assistance, has chiefly provided this district; but 
numerous bushes and herbs are scattered in the fields, ponds, 
marshes, and other waste places, and many of them are applied 
to use. or these I shall now take notice. 
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)'he pooier cia:;!! of inhabitants, as I have before mentioned, 
are unabJe to procure from gardens the vegetable seasoning, 
that would be requisite for their insipid diet. They have 
therefore recuurse to the fields, to ponds, and thickets, from 
whence they obtain a scanty and coarse supply. 

L Plants of the kind called Torkari. which are insipid succulent fruits 
or roots, that are fried with oil in curries, or are boiled with sal! and cap
"icum. 1. Dumbor. Ficru, see trees No. 100. 2 YOI{~ngyo. or jogiugyo 
Dumbor. see trees No. 101. 3. PiraIu. see trees No.31. 4. Jongoli alu. 
wild DiOlCfWeas. probably of several sorts. 5. Bangser Kongra. young 
shoots of the Bamboo. 6. Ram Baigon or Begun, Solanum llramonifo
liitm. E.M. 

II. Omboltas. or acids which are boiled with curries as a seasoning. 
1. Jolpayi. EltncarpIU It!r1'flta, see trees No. 38. 2. Tetu1. TamarindIU 
indica, see trees No. 66. 3. Chalita, Dillenia qJtCi()S(J. see trees No. 48. 
4. Amra, Spondias Amara. E. M. see trees No. 82. 5. Noyari Cicea, see 
trees No. 86. 6, Deuyo. ArtocarplU, see trees No. 103. 7. Kamrangga. 
AfH!""fJefJ Caram!Jola. see trees No. 85. B. Boruyi or Kul. Ziz!lphus 
Jujulxl, see tret!s No. 83. 9. Koromcha, Carissa spiMrum. 

Ill. Sak. or leaves. tlowers and stems, that may be fried or boiled. to 
give a taste to rice. 1. 80jina. tlowers of the Hyperant"er. Moringa. see 
trees No. 68. 2. Kangta notiya, Kangta khoriya. A",araBtllus 8pinonts. 
3. Notiya. ,AmaJ'a.'Aus oleracetU. 4. Koehn, the petioli of some wild 
arums. 5. He1ongch~ Po/ymnia, a species not published. Juu;eua re
fH!1t8. 6. Jonali. Juuieull rqJens. 7.- Kalanunya, CORlJo/fJUlfU repens 
Bod reptant, which are of the same species 8. Susow, Marsilifl quadr;" 

:to/ia. 9. Hela nali; the root is called here Baromutha, but its proper 
name is iaid to be Saluk. It is eaten raw by children. The stem, which 
'Iupporti the flower, is dressed in curries as a Sak. The fruit in this dis
trict is ealled Bhengyit. but its proper name is said to be sovla. When 
nnripe, it is dressed as a Torkari; when ripe. the seed is parched and eaten. 
The plant, I believe, is tbe l'lympluea Lolus. 10. Dima Gima, PllarRII
""mJ/ollug"o. II. Putika, Soda Puogyi. (BaleUa cordifolia.) 12. Lal 
Pungyi. Basella rubra. 13. Sangchya. 14. Dron Dulobi, PMom;. ;11-
d;CfJ, W. 15. Goyaliya, Cisms padrangulam. J 6. Dhengke Sak, an 
Alpienill'" of which I see no notice in bookll. 17 Seya! Bathuya, Cheno
podium "'bu.", , 18. Kalo Teporiya. Solanum nigrum. 19. Nune. ,20. 
Amrul, O.rali, corniculalll vel pulilla. 

IV. Vegetables used without being cooked. I. Ata, .4nona muriCfltfl. 
~ee trces No. 49. 2. Lona, Anona Iguam08a, see trees No. 50. 3. Kalo 
jam. CIl/vptranthe, JanWuiana. see trees No. 56. 4. ~inggnr PaniphoJ, 
TrllpplI. fruit. "5. Kesnr, Cypenu Iflberonu, roots. 6. Podmo bij. New. 

,Iflmbium seed\!. The flower Item is also eaten raw. In China the plant ia 
cultivated 00 ac('ount of these stems, which are a vegetable very commonly 
uled in'that country. ' '-

It was my earnest wish to have ascertained the officinal 
plants, or those used by the natives in medicine; but after 
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much pains I have been able to obtairt no information con-, 
cerni~g the subject, on wlIich I'eliance could be placed. Being 
Jmable to procure a physician to give ,me information, at Di
najpoor 1 sent an intelligent man to the shop of a druggist to 
make out a list of such plants 'as he sold; for I found that this 
class of men has no book, ,which contaim a list of officinals. 
The man, after 'several days labou!", brought a list sufficiently 
long; but, on examination, it was ·found to want many of the 
most material articles. A. collector 'of simples, usually em
ployed by the druggist, was proc'llr~d to bring the plants, but, 
after some days trial, I found that ~o trust pould be placed on 
what he said. He repeatedly br0!1ghttbe same plant under 
different names, and applied the sar.p.e name to various plants, 
which ,had n9t the smallest affinity. I have therefore been 
reluctantly compelled to wait, until I shall reside for some 
months near an intelligent physician or druggist, to whose 
knowledge of the plants I can trust." J 

A few other plants, that are in common use, remain to be 
mentioned. 

1. The Lawsonia inermis or spinosa, Mehendi, are used by 
,the Muhammedans of both sexes for colouring their hands 
and feet. The leaves beaten with a little Catechu Ilre applied 
like a paste for a night, and the colour remains for about 15 
days. These can scarcely be considered 'as different species. 

:2. The Panisiuli, or Pltyllantltus rltamnoides W. is a very 
common shrub, which produces a black berry. The juice of 
th~s gives,a dark purple colour, which is sometimes applied to 
turbans, but it does not last. . .' 

3. The lWmosa saponaria,. or f\mlokungchi, is common in 
the'district, and its fruit is sometime,s used in tanning; but 
the natives are not a,cquainted with the saponaceous quality, 
which occasions it to be in much request with more cleanly 
Indian tribes. ' 

4. The Gaukungchi, or Changmolloti, is a small shrubby 
'species of Guilandina, of which, so fa~ as ~ can discover, no 
account has yet been published. Its pods ~re much used by 
the dyers of this district, and the people who collect them pay 
a reven1;le to ,the proprietors of woods.' , 

o. The Sola is a plant much used both by fishermen, who 
employ it for floating their nets in place of cork, and by the 
ma~er$ of artificial. flower~,. who are numerous in Bengal. 
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Their work is indeed coarse, but the material is excellent, 
and seems to be the .same with that' of which the elegant arti
ficial flowers of China are formed.. In fact, nothing can more 
.trQngly resem~le 'the' su'ucture of the petals or a flower than 
the pith of thi$ pfanr;. whi~h 1 am .per$uaded would be a. vaIu .. 
• bIe acquisition. to'" our art~sts, in' Europe. It might even be 
worth while to send some-' borne as a trial. This. plant .growl 
in tanks and marsh~s..~ The trunk, which. remains under water, 
is thJ'~ or four feet in 'le~gtb, and three inches in diameter. 
It consists almost'entirely or a nne grained, very light, white 
pith, which has a.c.onsi~eiable coherence of parts, even wben. 
~ut in very thin slices. and which CaD be dyed of the brightest 
colours. For, making .. Oft?aments,. the .. plant m.ust be cut. b~?' 
tween the middle of October and that ot' November; what.is 
procure<l afterthe marshesbeco~edry, is' fit only for floating 
pets. Some confusion seems to .haye taken place in the Hor~ 
tus Malabaricus cODceniing this plant: the drawing (PartlY. 
tab. 18) seems to have beeutakenfromthe£,scllynomeneln
dica of WiUdenowJ, while ~he descrjption, page 31, seems to 
refeT to this pl~t~ which is t~e 2£. dijfusa lV.· 

6. The Yalisnerio.'sp,iralis i.s the plant used by those who 
refine sugar; in" the sam~ manner aa clay is used for this pur .. 
pose in Europe· and Am~rica. The plant grows very copiously 
in the rivers that have a gentle stream, especially in the Jo
muna. By the natives it_ is called Pat. 

MINERALS.::....!t is impossible to find a district less interesting 
to a mineralogist than Dinajpoor, as it consists entirely of soil, 
sand, and clay, and these il\ no great variety. The soil is sel
dom very deep. UniJer it, is often a bed of clay; bnt some
times even this is wanting, and the soil rests on sand. 

The clay is of three kinds; First, a black, moist, smooth 
clay. Secondly; ~ red hard clay, which contain!! black angular 
concretions, that are sometimes indurated. This resembles 
entirely a porphyry in a state of decomposition. Thirdly, a 
yellow hard clay, which contains much ochre, sometimes in a 
80rt of veins.' It &;lso frequently contains small rounded peb
bles, and seems. to ~ a rock in a state of decay. All these 
are ~t for the potte~, and alJ of them become red i~ the kiln. 

The sands are of two kinds; First, large grained dark co
loured sand, mixed :with black mud. 'Vhen water is found 
in this, it is always pad., Secondly, a fine light coloured sanda 
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of quartz and mica. In digging wells, the water is usually 
found in this, and is generally very good. 

The wells in the stiff clay land are in general best, as that 
soil prevents the surface water from penetrating. In some 
places, such as between the Tanggbn and Punabhoba, water 
has seldom been procured by digging; and when it has been 
found, the wells have been at least 60 feet deep. In other 
parts,' such as Bongsihari, it is usually found at a depth of 
from 20 to 30 cubits'; but, in most places, it is found at a still 
less depth. 

It is said, that formerly, where ,Rajgunj now stands, the 
people used to dig out a clay called Khorimati, with which 
they whitewashed their houses. Such earths are common in 
many parts of India, and are schistose-mica, or granite,' in a 
state of decay, the mica being the predominant and colouring 
matter.. It is said that Mr. Hatch, former1y a magistrate, 
ordered the pit to be shut, which is not at all probable. 

In some parts of the district Nitre was formerly made; but 
there seems to have been nothing peculiar in the soil, and it 
might be malIe equally well anywhere, with the earth taken 
from the fioors of cow-houses, as was practised here. The 
Company has of tate withdrawn the manufacture to more fa
vourable situations. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

AGRICULTURE. Dly.,&RBYT PLANTS CULTIVATED. ETC. 

It is said~ that, when Mr. Hatch settled this district, it was 
estimated that three-fourths of the whole were fully occupied. 
If tbat report is true, and. the estimate was well founded, this 
country has been declining, and according to my estimate 
643,84Q bigahs have sInce been deserted.-

Plants culti'Datedfor their grain.-In almost every civilized 
country, plants cultivated for tbeir grain are a principal object 
of the farmers care, and this is especially the case in Bengal. 
where these grains form almost the only sustenance of man. 
It is probable, that in this di~trict about 6,400,000 J>igahs a~ 
annually cultivated to produce grain. The grains which are 
cultivated in this district, are as follow: . 

L Ctdmifer0t4 P/alltl.-l. Rice, Orisa 6OIi1:11 W.; 2. Wheat, Triticum 
~(J/it!flm W.; 3. Barley, Hordeum t:tligare W.; 4. l\Jercuy~ CgflO8fl,..' 
C01'()("tJlIru L .• 5. Millet, Kayuni, Panicum Italicum L. 

If. Leg-umiRoru Graiu.-6. Tbakuri Kolayi, I did Dot see the plant, 
and caunot 6ay what it is. In some parts the Pluutolru Maz. is called by 
this name; 7. Khesari, Teyuri, Lalh!!"" Hlivu, W.; 8. Lentil, Mosur •. 
Err"", leu L. ; 9 .. Harimug, Kharimng, a Plillleoiru of which DO men
tion is made tQ Willdenow. nor in the Encyclopedie; 10. Oror, Cglu," 
CV"" W.; 11. Field Pea, Kalamotor, PilUm arrJelUe W.; 12. Chona, Chho
Ia. Lalbut, Ci«t' Ilrielinrlm ~ pUrpllretl; 13. Kablibut. Sadabut, Cicer 
Grietinrt", jIore alhO. - .' :'f 

Ill. Oily Seedl.-:-14.: Sorisha, a species of SiMPU, not mentioned by 
"111denow, 'Oor in the EncYf'lopedie; 15. Turi; 16. Rayio Two species of 
Si".,pi,. that however approach very near to the BrtU8ica. Neither is meo
doned by Willdenow. not in tbe j!:ncyc1op~dje. The latter is commonly 
called mUitard by tlle:.English. as its seed ill b~t and pungent; 17. Tora. 
This may be the Rtrp"a,.", ,ali,," V. of Willdenow. and no doubt belongll . ., 

• 111 the Appendix. No. 1, I have supposed. that in the whole district 
there are fuUy occupied 3,585 square miles, that is 6,883.,200 Calcutta 
bigahl. I have also suppi.sed, that tbere ~e 649 square miles ~casioDally 
cultiva:ted. of which perhaps a fourth part may be annually tilled, ,his in
creases the occupied land to 7.J94,720bigaha. NQwthe manner in which 
this is occupied. and the grOIl! value of its produce as coming from the 
cultivator. may be somewhat nearly similar to \he estimate cODWned in 
the statistical table~ No.4. ' , 
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to tha.t family. I see no re~on .however, for 8upposjng, that it II • variety 
of the radillh; 18. Kasthotil Sesamum 1 19. Flax or Linseed, MosiPtfl, Li
ftum tlsitatis8imum W. 

Culmiferous Planta.-Rice is by far the principal crop in 
this district, and some portion of the land produces annually 
two crops of this grain; that however, does not increase the 
general produce. very much, as the two crops do not yield 
much- more than a single crop would. As the trouble is nearly 
double, it 'may be thought wonderful that this practice is 
generally diffused, but it is riot done' without very strong 
reasons. The seasons are so very uncertahl, and' the latter 
crop is so liable to 'fail, th~t it i~ of importance to seize the 
earliest oppo~tunity of cultivating a. muc4.as possible for the 
first crop, so that should the latter fair, the effects of scarcity 
may be mitigated. :Sut should the ~rs~-crop succeed, 
why exhaust the soil by a second that will be superfluous t 
The'reason here also is urgent. The first crop is reaped j~ 
the rainy season, so that its stra", cannot be preserved, and 
as rice-straw is almost the only food, which the cattle have in 
this district, there is an absolute necessity for sowing the 
second crop for fodder. In inundated lands, such as near 
Churamon, the uncertainty of the crops, owi1Jg to the irregu
lar swelling of the rivers has introduced another singular 
mode of having two crops from the sa~e field. The ground 
is ploughed in, the usual manner as for silmmer, rice, and in 
spring the seed of' the summer and winter kinds intermixed 
are sown in the same field, so that, if a season favourable for 
either llappens, the people may not be altogethe],' destitute of 
food. Although there is no £lifference~ in the management, 
the two kinds ripen one after the othet:: at th~ appropriate 
seasons, which shows, that there is an essential difference 'in 
the kinds. The kinds of rice are' very numerous, and the 
first division among them arises from the seasons in which 
they ripen. ~,. " 

1. One kind called Boro by the natives, ripens in the bot 
weather of spring, and is cultivated only in s~all quantities, 
chiefly in inllndated lands, where there are marshes and old 
,watercourses, that preserve a small quantity' of water through
,out the year., Sometimes a dam is made ~acros8, the water
'course at the end of the rainy season, and its upper -part 
forms a reservoir fined witli water. which is let gradually out .'" ~ 
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to supply the rice, 'that has been planted in' the lower part, 
which has been drained in order to admit of cultivation. In 
other parts small q"uantities of tbis rice are cultivated on the 
sides of old tanks, that are partly AIled up, and the water is 
thrown upon the ri~e by a simple machine. In times of scar..: 
city many poor people engage in this kind of cultivation; 
which gives them a t~mporary supply of food at the dearest 
season. In other years, less attention is bestowed on it, for 
the grain is very f!oarse, and tbe produce small, 80' that if 
would ill repay .. the labo~r. It is always transplanted, and its 
straw can seldom be saved. The grain is almost always con
sumed by those wbo'have. raised it. 

2. Next follows . the summer rice, called in this district 
Bhaduyi, and recko~ed to be only or one kind. The grain 
is used almost, entirely by tbe labourers ou die farm; and is 
seldom sold. It is said, tliat it will not keep fop more than 
a year. It is reckoned very heaTY and indigestible for those 
wbo are not hardened by labour. Very considerable qU!lnti .. 
ties bow ever are raised, as where two crops of rice are taked 
in the year, .:Dr when a crop of rice is to be followed by wheat, 
barley, oil seeds or most kinds of pulse, this is tbe only kind 
that can be ~ulti.ated. In some places tbe pulse called Tha
kuri is sown ,along witb this rice, and ripens a month after it 
is cut. Tliis does not prevent the field from giving a winte~ 
crop of anything except rice. It is generally sown broadcast, 
and unless ir is to be followed by a winter crop of rice, does 
not require"'t~:lIit' tbe field in ~hich it is sown should be re
duced to an absolute level. In a few places however, it is 
transplanted, a~d: is tben a month later o,f coming to matu,: 
rity, so that it caPl!-ot be followed by another crop of rice; 
but this does not prevent it from being followed by any other 
crop, and the quality of the grain is rather superior to that 
wbich has been sown broadcast. Its straw cannot be pre
sened, as 1 have before mentioned. The grain may be used 
in all tbe same ways, that the coarse winter rices are. 

8. The winter rices in tbis, province are called Hengout; 
which is said ,to J>e a corruption of Haimontik. This implies rice 
that is cut in t~~~season of dew, wbich ~ cc;>piousin tbe,cqld. 
season. ..,The words seem l'bowever, to be radicallydifferent. 
The kinds are very varioustnor clln I pretend to give a fuU 
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enumeration of them ; b~t ~ shall reduce them to classes, and 
mention the principal kinds belonging to each. 

1st. The coarsest kinds are those which grow in very low 
land, that is deeply inundated. These are sown broadcast 
in spring, and require a long time to come to maturity. Some
times they. are sown intermix.ed with summer rice, a8 I have 
before-mentioned; but this practice is eonfi~d to a small 
extent of ground in the vicinity of tile Nagar river. These 
kinds are little better than summer rice, and their usual mar
ket value, when clean, may)e 12 anas the man at 968. w. the 
ser, which is at the rate of 64 Calcutta sers or about 1811bs. 
for thE' rupee. These coarse rices do not keep weIJ, and are 
generally consumed in the course of the year by the labour
ers on the farm. If kept longer than two years I they' do 
not absolutely spoil, but acquire a bad flavour. Ex.cept the 
tops none of the straw is preserved for cattle. .These rices 
are the common food of the poor; form better cakes (Pitiya) 
than the finer sorts, and may be also prepared into Chira and 
Muri, which will afterwards be described; but a large pro
portion is used simply boiled. The most common kinds are-

1. ,Pokra; 2. Pakor .. 3: K~ledongga J 4. Kalanunya f 5. Dholanullya, 
6. Bagunbichi. 

Much less J)f 'th~ land fit for producing these is waste, 
than of any other kind of land in the district, and that por
tion of it, which has a free soil, is high rented. We may 
therefore safely conclude, that this is the kind of cultivation 
from which the farmer has the greatest profit., 

2. Somewhat finer is a numerous tribe of rices, which are 
transplanted intQ land rather higher than the former, and 
are not preceded by a summer crop of rice; but in a free soil 
they are generally followed by a crop of purse, which is 
sown among the growing corn~ and flowers soon after it has. 
been eut;· but, when the Hee is cut early the field is ploughed 
afterwards, and sown with the pulse. This kind of cultiva
tion is also very advantageous, and the land fit for it is 
eagerly sought after by the farD!ers. Tbe .straw is not very 
good for cattle; but is used. As it, is vefJ rank, about a 
foot on1y near the top is cut with the grain, and the stems 
are' afterwardli cut for fuel or thatch. • ~he rice like all the 
transplanted kinds keeps weIl, even when cleaned. It fa 

\ 
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reckoned better and lighter after the first year, and continues 
in perfection for three years. It then gradually becomes 
worse, and in ten years it is almost useless. These kinds of 
rice are prepared in the same manner as the former; but do 
not yield meal so fit for making cakes, and are the kinds that 
are usually exported from Calcutta under the denomination 
of cargo rice. In this district the usual price is 14 anas for 
the heavy man, which is at tbe rate of nearly 55 Calcutta 
sers or 1121bs. for the rupee. The most common kind are-

I. Kangdisayu; 2. Panisali; 3. Dudkolma; 4. Butbuya; 5. Rajpal; 
6. Kao~a; 7. Rajmoyil t 8. Horinpangjor; 9. Kochudola j 10. Kangkuya; 
11., Bajar; ) 2. Kengya; 13. Guti; 14. GurjaJ. 

8. Next follow a 'great number of winter rices, which are 
of rather a fine quality, &09 are transplanted into high 
fields, generally as a second crop, especially where the soil is 
free. Sometimes, however, the summer crop is omitted, and 
at other times, in very "rich soils, a third crop (generally of 
pease) is produced. 'These kinds of rice are particularly va
luable, as their straw is almost the only tolerable forage that 
is procurable. In ordinary years these sell at one rupee for 
the heavy maR, which is at the rate of 48 Calcutta sers or 
about 98~ lbs. for the rupee. They are used chiefly boiled; 
but some is made into Chir&, and a preparation called Khoyi 
is made from the twoJast mentioned in the following. list, and 
these are one-eighth dearer than the others. , 

1. 8oni; 2 .. Varibanggo]a ; 3. Chhotosoruna; 4. Kautormoni; 5. Bobu. 
mali; 6. Duyini; 7. Bokori; 8. Dumora; 9. Boroputra; 10. Cbaupor; 
11. Morichdal; 12. Malisa; 13. Munggimalisa; 14. Elayi; 15. Josa; 
] 6. Kartiksali; ) 7. Subondori; 18. Layudumo j 19. Kesorwoti; 20. 
Chengg1 J 21. Samrosh. 

4. The very finest rices in this district are inferior to those 
of Patna; but in ordinary years they sell here at 80 sers for 
the rupee, or at the rate of 36 Calcutta sers, or of 7311bs. for 
the rupee. They are transplanted into high land, generally 
of a stiff clay, and this rarely admits of two crops. They 
are almost always used boiled, and are very seldom prepared 
in any other way. The straw is the best fodder for cattle. 
The kinds are only three. 

1: Chondoncbur; 2. Kalonelya; 3. BirnabphuL 
The rice that is intended for seed must be well dried in 

die sun, and is preserved in a kind of straw hags which en
close it on all sides, ~hich contain about 82 lbs. and which 
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are preserved on a bampo~ stage at 'some .distance from the 
earth. Except in a very few places it is not the custom, in 
this district, to prepare the seed by' moistening it 80 as to 
occasion it to sprout before it is sown. It was near Nawab-
gunj only that I heard of this 'Practice. ' 

The ground for rice is ploughed, un,til the surface is well 
broken, and after every double ploughing (one lengthwise and 
one across) it is smoothed with an instrument called a Moyi. 
These operations are· performed, whenever there is no crop 
on the ground, and whenever the earth is soft enough to ad
mit the plough, and the number of ploughings depends much 
on the nature of the soil. In some three double ploughings 
are quite sufficient, in others more than double that number 
is requir{!d. _.. 

The field after having been ploughed once~ and smoothed 
with the Moyi, is sown broadcast, then ploughed' across, and 
smoothed. If the rice is intended to be transplanted, the 
seed is sown' very thick, generally on poor high land. In' 
some parts this pays no rent~ because no crop is taken froni 
it, and it serves only for pasture. Where the soil is a rich 
clay, although stiff, this land after having produced the seed. 
lings gives a crop of cotton and Sorisha, in which case it pays 
a high rent;' but· in other places this land produces a winter 
crop, and pays the usual rent. For every 10 acres that are 
to be transplanted one should be sown fol' seedlings. 

Rice that is sown broadcast, and is' not ,intended to be 
transplanted, ought to be harrowed with a Jind of. rake; 
drlJ.wn by oxen, and called Bida. The intention of this is to 
de,stroy weeds and superfluous pl~nts "of rice, so that the 
corn~may come up in little clumps, nearly as if it had been 
transplanted. The same effect in' som.e· places is produced 
by dibbling a few seeds into holes at every span's length 
from each other. This kind of rice, also re9uir~s to be 
weeded with a spud (Khurpi); but I do not think, that the 
farmers, of D,inajpoor are very careful in this operatiqn. 

The low lands require no manure. The higher lands receive 
very little; but all that can be. procured is giv€m,to the sum
mer rice, which is to be followed by winter crops, except where 
much sugar-cane. tobacco, or other valuable article is cultivated, 
in which case these are' allowed almost the whole manure. ' 
, 'When the rice i& near ripe, it is a common'pr~ctice in this . . 
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district to lay it quite flat on the ground, which is done by Ii 
man at each end pushing a bamboo over the field. Various 
reasons are llssigned for this. It is said, especially in the 
north-west parts of the district, where the practice is most 
common, toat it in some measure secures the field from· the 
depredation of thievEls, who according to the most moderate 
computation compose six-sixteenths of the men in these 
parts. It is' also said; that it prevents shaking, that it gives 
time for harvest, as the- crop will receive no injury, if left on 
the ground for a month after it is' ripe, and finally that by 
this operation the reaping is facilitated, for the reaper when 
at work always sits on his heels~ It is chiefly the second and 
third kinds of winter rices, that are managed in this manner.: 
In reaping the coarse'lUnds of rice, the straw of wh~ch is not 
used for iodder, nothing but the ears are cut, and where the 
fodder is coarse, only about a foot of the straw is cut with 
the grain. In the' finer kinds the straw is cut close by the 
ground. ' . 

The ears and 'com are carried home by the reaper to the 
farmer's ,house; and is kept in small rude stacks, until it can 
be trodden out' by ox~n walking over it in a circle, which is 
always done in the course of' a month after it has been 
reaped. The straw; where in any considerable quantity. is 
preserved in small stacks very ill fitted to resist the 'Weather, 
and not thatched: Indeed' before the rainy season com.:. 
menees,' the ~uimtity is generally so much reduced, that 
there is room in the storehouse or bam for the whole.' . 

The grain is ,dried in the sun, and then preserved in tne 
house.' Poor people have a large cylindrical basket or two, 
which stand in 'an end of their house, and each holds about 
6 mans Calcutta weightJ~or a little more than 49~lbs. Large 
farmers have storehouses, in which the rice is deposited on a 
bamboo stage, to keep it from the gronnd. Principal people 
have round storehouses, of which the walls are made of bam
boos interwoven logether, and plastered wit~ clay and cow
dung intermixed. The roof is conical and thatched, and the 
whole in size and shape ~esembles, a common stack of cord. 
These are by far the best and safest granaries in the district. 
as in case of fire two ,or ,three active men with a long bambob 
may push 'oH: the roof, and the grain will suffer little injury. 
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The quantity consumed every year in the otber granarie. i& 
very considerable. 

Farmers always keep their rice in the husk, until they want 
to use it, or to carry it to market. Sometimes indeed they 
load their cattle with the grain in the husk, and it is very 
seldom indeed that they carry clean rice to market, the com
mon practice with them is to sell half-cleaned rice. This may 
with some proceed from a want of sufficient skill in the eco
nomy of labour; but there is reason to apprehend, that more 
commonly it is employed with a view of passing their grain 
on the merchant as better cleaned than it is in reality. 

"The operation of cleaning is performed entirely by the 
women, is very laborious, and is generally done by an instru
ment called a Dhengki. This is a wooden lever, usuaiIy 
about six feet long and six inches in diameter, that moves on 
a small bolt passing through it and two cheeks, which are 
driven into the ground, until the bolt is about 18 inches 
high. Under one end of the lever is fastened a cylindrical 
piece of wood, about 18 inches in length and 6 inches in dia
meter, the lower end of which is surrounded by an iron hoop. 
Tbis serves as a pestle, tbat is raised by tbe lever, and falls 
down by its own weight, and the power is increased by the 
bolt, that serves as a fulcrum, being placed at five-eighths of 
the whole length of the lever from the pestle. Two women 
work this machine, one alternately presses down the end of 
the lever with her foot to raise the pestle, and then by re
moving her foot allows the pestle to fall. The other removes 
the beaten grain, and puts fresh into the mortar, which in 
this country is merely a circular hollow in the ground with a 
piece of wood in the bottom to receive the blow. The em
ployment of the woman who moves the lever is laborious, and 
she is usually relieved by the other; but sometimes one 
woman performs the whole labour, and has a cocoa nut with 
a long handle, by means of which she moves the grain. In 
place of the Dhengki some women, who cannot leave their 
own houses on account of a young child, and who cannot 
find a companion, beat the rice in a wooden mortar with a 
long wooden pestle, which they raise first with one hand and 
then with the other. This is riot so laborious as the Dhengki,; 
but is not so effectuaL . 
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All the coarse kinds o( rice, and all the winter rice that is 
to be exported, which fOrms a great part of the second class 
of winter rices, are cleaned by boiling. A quantity is put 
into an earthen pot with some cold water, and is boiled for 
one hour. It is then dried and bea,ten. and· the {'cHity with 
which this is done, and the little waste in cleaning, does more 
than compensate for the expense of fuel. It is· not lawful 
for a Brahman to use this.kind of rice. When not boiled 
the rough rice is merely dried in the sun, then beaten, and, 
the grain, bran and husks are separated by a fan (Kula). The 
quantity cleaned in this manner is comparatively so small 
that in general estimates it may be altogether omitted. Con
cerning various important circumstances in the operation of 
cleaning rice, I found the accounts, given by both merchants 
and farmers, vary in a manner that I did not expect, and 
which, I have no doubt, arose from a general consciousness 

• of fraud., I foul;1I1 no one who could or would 'tell me how 
much clean rice he usually procured from a given quantity of 
rough grain, and the accounts wliic~ I received of the rate 
of hire varied considerably. 

In other parts of India it is usually stated that two measures 
of rice in the husk give one measure of clean grain; if, there
fore, the average weight of a measure of each kind of grain 
is ascertained, it will be easy to know what proportion of 
clean ri~e can on an average be procured from a given weight 
of grain in the. husk. In order to ascertain this I weighed 
10 different samples of rice, taken at different times and 
places, and each containing a cubical foot of rough and an 
equal quantity of clean rice. a~ usually exposed in markets. 
Th~ following is the result in ounces avoirdupois :~ 

1. 536i rough, 755 clean; 2. 534; rough, 764 clean i 3. 543 rough, 
731 clean i 4. 541 rough, 764 clean; 6. 528 rough, 754 clean; 6. 540i 
rougb, 762\ clean; 7. 544 rough, 758 clean; 8. 523 rough, 761 clean i 
9. 533 rough. 760 clean. 10. 537 rough, 750\ clean. average, 636.35 
rough, 755,65 clean. 

These differences are owing in some measure to different 
qualities' of the grain, but chiefly to different degrees -of 
moisture; and in several trials that I have made I have 
found the grain chiefly affected by moisture, which produces 
greater changesJ both in the bulk and weight of the grain, 
than in those of the hUlSks and bran. This allows much room. 
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for fraud, especially in _~etailing, 'for I have. known that one 
ser weight of rice bought in the ,market has been reduced to 
three-fourths of a ser, merely by having been dried in the 
Jun. On the usual estimate of roug~ rice giving one-half by 
measure of cleaned grain, and on the average difference of 
weight as taken from the experiment now related, every 40 
sers' weight of the former should give 28-fh sers of the latter. 

Not -having been ~ntirely satisfied with this average, I 
made a set of 10 experiments on 10 samples of rice ofvarious 
kinds, each containing one cubical foot of rough grain, which 
I had carefully cleaned by boiling, and then carefully dried. 
The result will be found in the Appendix. From this it will 
appear that in fact the dean rice amounts to considefllbly 
more by measure than one-half UJo5o\\-) of the rough gr-ain, 
and that each man Dr rough rice will give rather more than 
30 sers (30,054,668) of clean. I tried onllone experiment 
on rice beaten without having been boiled, as in this district 
that is of less imp.ortance. The following is the result :-A 
cubical foot of old winter rice of the second quality, when 
dried, weighed 551 ounces avoirdupois. On being beaten it 
gave 796} inches of entire clean rice, and 63) inches of 
br,Qken grains. 

ne entire clean rice weighed 354 oz. ; the broken rice. 26\ ditto; the 
bran. 21 ditto; the husks. 150! ditto: total. 552 oz. 
. In this district the most usual manner of paying for clean
ing rice thoroughly is for the owner to. give the labour~r 23 
measures .of rough rice, and to receive back nine measures ot 
clean grain, if it has beeJ;l cleaned by boiling.. and eight mea
sures, if it bas been cleaned without boiling., In other parts 
the woman .takes. 24 measures of rough graut, and delivers 10 
of clean •. N<?", OIl the usual estimate o( one-half of the grain 
by measure being clean rice, the woman in ,cleaning rice by 
boiling- would, in the first case, procure rather more than 
one-fifth part of the grain, in the latter case 6he' w01,lld re
ceive one-sixth part; but according to the experiments which 
have been detailed, when she received 23 measures and de
livered nine, she would have about H· or ,/0 parts of the clean 
grain for her trouble; and, when she received 1M' and deli
vered nine measures, she would have nearly yt,gl.' parts of the 
grain, or about one-fourth. According ·to the experiment 
that I made on cleaning rice without boiling, the woman who 
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receives 23 measures and delivers eight, would for her trouble 
have II parts, or nearly one-fourth of the clean grain~ besides 
a considerable quantity of.broken grains, which are very good 
food. On the whole. I a~ persuaded that the value paid for 
cleaning the ,rice fn this 'district tannot be possibly estimated 
at less than one-fifth, and may more probabJy be taken at 
one-fourth of the whole grain produced, after. deducting the 
seed; for although some is exported in the rough state, this 
is made up by the additional hire which the cleaners receive 
for beating the rice in various other ways, that will be just 
now mentioned. 

The most usual of these preparations is called Chira, of 
which there are two kinds, Siddbo and Alo. The first is the 
most common, and is made thus. Some rice in the husk is 
boiled iq water' for; ab'out an hour. It is then dried, and 
beaten to separate the husks. . It is then put little by little 
into a wide-mouthed earthen pot over a fire and heated a 
little, after which it is again beaten, while still hot. By this 
it is rendered flat, and is sold in very great quantities, chieHJ 
for consumption in the district; but some is also ex.ported. 
The Dhengki used in this operation is rather heavier than 
common. On an average of two experiments carefully made. 
one cubical foot of winter rice in the husk~ which when well 
cleaned weighed ~SO Olplces, gave 1379 cubical inches of 
chira. wh,ich weighed 402 ounces. The husks weighed 137 
ounces, and ~there w~re seven .ounces of rice in th~ husk 
which had not been broken in the operat~on, so that 84 ounces 
were lost, 'as I am'told is"usual in this operation. Chira selb 
by weight considerably higher (19 per cent.) than rice of the 
same quality., 'I:be"ceremollies of cooking peing very trouble~ 
some, many-of.the natives kindle a fire ~mlyonce a day. This 
is generally done iu the evening, when t4ey make their prin
cipal meal. In the morning and at noon they eat somewhat 
that does Dot require ,~9 be cooked, and Chirl1o' is one of the 
most commo\,! meals of that ki.nd.' ,ThQse who can afford the 
expense mix it with the extract of 8,ugar-cane (Gur), <;>r with 
molasses, and form cakes or balls, which are eaten without 
addition. These, b'alls are of t:wo- kinds, one in which the 
Chira is previously parched, the other' does, not. require this 
preparation. Such people .also mix the Chira with milk aml 
tamarinds, or with sour curdled milk ,(Doyi). ~he pOOl: 
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either eat the Chira _without addition, or moisten it with a, 
little water, and, if they can procure these'luxuries, season it 
with a little salt and some acid fruit. 

The Alochira is prepared by steeping the rough grain a 
whole night in cold water. It is then parched, and beaten 
in the husk, which finishes the operation. The Alochira is 
little used, is dearer than the other, .and is eaten in the same 
manner. The next most common of these preparations is 
Khoyi. Tlte rough rice, after being dried in the sun, is ex
posed a whole night to the dew. Next morning it is dried in 
the sun, and is afterwards parched in a wide-mouthed earthen 
pot, of which a part is broken from one side in order to give 
readier access. A small quantity (half a pound) is parch~d 
at one time, and mti~t be carefully watched" to sweep it out 
when it is ready. The grains swell very much, J>urst the 
husks, and become white. The operation is sometimes per
formed in a pot without addition, at others sand is put in the 
bottom, in which case the grains become rounder. That 
prepared on sand is considered as best. Two Bisas of the 
rough rice fit for this preparation usually sell for a rupee and 
a quarter, and give 10 Bisas of Khoyi, whi('h will sell for 
about a rupee and a half. The labour is so intermixed with 
that of other kinds that it is impossible to say how much a 
person can make in a day, for this preparation is made chiefly 
by those who 'prepare sweetmeats. This Khoyi "is seldom 
used by the poor. It is often eaten mixed with milk fresh or 
curdled, but the uS1:lal manner of using it.is to mix it with 
molasses or the extract of sugar-cane, so as to form what is 
called Murki. This is eaten by aU who can afford it, either 
by itself or with milk. The Khoyi mixed with molasses is 
also, made up into balls or cakes, that are sold by those who 
prepare sweetmeats. 

The next preparation, called Muri, is made by women. 
Coarse rough rice is boiled for about two hours, and then 
dried in the sun. It is then beaten with a beavy Dhengki. 
The grain having been cleaned is then dried, and about five 
or six Ibs. at a time are heated for half an hour in a flat 
earthen vessel, adding a little salt, and agitating the vessel 
well. The rice after it bas been heated is tben parched, in 
the same manner as khoyi, but it does not swell so muc~. 
One measure of rough rice gives only three measures of Muri. 
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The poor people eat this sometimes with the addition of a 
little oil and salt, but more commonly by itself. Rice that 
has been cleaned without any precaution is also frequently 
parched, and is used in the same manner; but it does not 
swell so much. 

Wlteat.--In this district wheat is but a small crop. and is 
generally sown after a ~ummer crop of rice has been taken 
from the: ground, which in that case is manured. and gives 
two crops every year. The rice is a full crop; the wheat is 
scanty. Along with the wheat, on rich soils, are often sow: 
Sorisha and lentils. On sandy banks of rivers it is o":.m 
sown mixed with barley and lentils. The wheat is grol "d in 
hand mills, after having been washed and dried in oe sun. 
The mill is so imperfect that it reduces only a r .. " t to fine 
Bour. In this district 40 measures of wheat giv ... 15 of coarse 
lIour (Ata), and 15 of fine (Moyda). The r(inainder is bran. 
'Vheat commonly sells at 35 sers (96 sow.), or 861 lb. for 
the rupee. The fine Bower sells at about 20 sers, ()r 491 lb. 
for the rupee. The coarse, which contains much bran, sells 
at l rupee the man, or rather more than 651 lb. for a rupee. 
Both men and women work at the miU. Two persons will 
req.uire three'days to grind and clean 1 man (98j). The fine 
flower is used for making sweetmeats; the coarse is formed 
into unleaveried cakes that are' commonly fried in butter. 
Neither the Hindus. nor Moslems of this district possess the 
art of fermenting bread. The straw is considered as unfit 
for fodder. . 

Barley.-Barley is cultivated in the same manner as wheat, 
is generally consumed by the farmers who raise it, and is 
almost always used immediately after it .is cut. It is first 
washed; then dried in the sun; tlien parched in an earthen 
pot; then beaten with the Dhengki or pestle, which reduces 
it to a coarse lIour that is eaten by the poor, who mix it with 
cold water, and, jf they can, add tamarinds, or sou:.;. curdled 
milk, or molasses. The straw is considered as unfit for 
fodder • 

. Meruiya.-The Meruiya is commonly raised by a curious 
manner of cuJtivatipn, and chiefly in the poor lands of a loose 
soil, that are only cultivated once or twice after a fallow oftwo 
or three years. The field, from about the 'middle of October 
until the l~h of April, is allowed six double ploughings. It 
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is then ploughe·J sud 'sown with summer' rice, and this is 
covered by the plough. Ten or 15 days afterwards seed
lings of the Meruiya are transplanted into it, and at the same 
time furrows are drawn throughout, at two or three cubits 
from each other. fn these are placed seeds of the Oror. 
The rice is cut in the end of August, or beginning of Septem
ber; the Mel'uiya about It) days after j the Oror is not ripe 
until the following March. 'rhis kind ,of cultivation is con
filled almost entirely to the northern. part of tbe district. It 
~ .. there also that the common millet is usnally reared, and 
tL "i\in very small quantities; but as 'it:.ripens early, in general 
befo:!) the rivers $well, this crop seems very capable of being 
extelld~l to all the-lands that are inunilated. In years when 
the crop o'hice has failed or has been seanty, it is usual, in 
some parts ~ this district towards t~e N.W." to sow both 
meruiya and mi!let on the rich lilnds that produee summer 
rice j and tl}-e practice is judicious, because they ripen much 
earlier, and procure an earlier reliet In Ol'dinary seasons, 
indeed, the millet seems to be sown in ,'!iery small quantities, 
just to keep the seed in case it should be ~t:;cessary to use it. 

Leguminous plants.-The Thakuri-kolayi is sown on high 
land in a loose soil, and generally either on the land which 
bas produced the seedlings of rice that have been trans
planted, or on poor land that is only cultivated occasionally, 
or as a crop in the intervals between those of sugar-cane, 
when there is no time for any thing more valuable. It is 
also sown, after a single ploughing, among the stems of grow
ing cotton, and sometimes is sown intermixed witb summer 
rice. The entire grain of every kind of pulse in t'his district 
is called Kolayi ; 'then cleared from the integuments, like split 
pease, it is called DaiJ t Before it, is used Thakuri is always 
split, and freed in some measure from the' husk. "This is 
done in two manners. 1st. Most commonly it is dried in the 
sun, and then ground in a hand mill. This. splits'it, but re
lOoves only a small pOI,tion of the integumepts. In tMs state 
it is boiled by itself with capsicum, turmeric, salt, and oil or 
butter, if these can be afforded, and is eaten 'with' boiled I'ice. 
2d. The pulse is mixed with a little oil; then dried a whole 
day in the sun; then ground in the mill and fallned, which 
removes aU the husks. This is used m the same manner by 
the rich. A little is. parched before it is' grouild; but this is 
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seldom used, being considered as heating. The straw is of 
no use, except to burn. Its ashes are sometimes eaten in 
place of salt. The pods and bran are good forage for cattle. 
The pulse sell~ Ilt 60 sers the rupee, which is at the rate of 
12 Calcutta sers, or 1471 lb. 

The Khesari is a toarser pulse, and is generally sown on 
low moist land ,of a free soil among the growing rice, and 
ripens aIrer this is cut; so that the only trouble. is the sow
ing and reaping. . In other cases it is sown as a third crop, 
after one of summer and another of winter rice. This re
quires a high rich soil, in, which the winter rice ripens in 
N 0'Y ember. The neld is ploughed once. The seed is sown 
broadcast, and it is re~ped in the end of March. It is split 
after being dried in the sun, and the bran separates readily 
from the pea. It is ,~ressed in the same manner as the 
Thakuri, and is the common fare ofihe fourth rank of people. 
The fifth and sixth can seldom afford even this. The commOn 
price of the entire grain is 80 sers, or 96 sers Calcutta weight, 
or 197 lb. for the rupee. Its straw is of no use. 

The Mosur or.,].J!Atil is sometimes sown as a winter crop, 
after a sUJlUDerfcrop ot rice has been cut, in which ease it is 
osually accompanied by 1Iu:; but more commonly, especially 
in the south, it is sowu mixed, with the different kinds of 
mustard, or, with wheat and barley. It is prepared in the 
aame manner as the Khesari, and is reckoned rather better 
in quality. h. sells usually for 50 heavy serB, or GO Calcutta 
weight tor 3. rupee:"' Its straw is not used. The Harimug 
is raiseJ in very small quantities. It is sometimes sown by 
itself, as a winter ~rop after summer rice; but another crop 
of that grain cannot follow it in the ensuing year, for it i$ 
ripe in May and June. It is also.. sown among cotton. It 
iii split like the Thakuri, is still more valuable, and one heavy 
man, or 4S CalcuUa sers, sell for a rupee. OroI' is the next 
most common pulse, and i8 prepared in the same manner. It 
liells for about 35, heavy sers. or 4-~ Calcutta weight for the 
rupee. I have already mentioned one manner in which it is 
cultivated; but in a few nelds near the house it is also reared 
by itif'lf. and occupies the ground for the whole year. The 
greatest quantity, however, is raised in a hedge that sur .. 
rounds almost every neld of sugar-cane. It grows frQm sj~ 
to 10 feet hig~, and its stems ~e woody. and serve for fllel. 
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The common field pea is the next most common pul~e. It 
is prepared like the others, and is reckoned nearly of as bad 
a quality as Khesari. It is raised on high rich Jand as a 
winter crop, sometimes after ~ summer crop of rice; at others 
it is sown among the growing winter rice in October, and it 
is even sown after two crops of that gr~in. It sells for 50 
heavy sers for the rupee. The straw is not used. The Chona 
is nearly as much cultivated as the pea. It sells usually for 
35 heavy sers the rupee, and is reckone~ an excellent food 
for both men and cattle.· Its straw is not ·used. It is sown 
chiefly near the Nagor and Mohanondft1. on land which has 
given a crop of rice. The variety of the same plant with a 
white flower is more valuable, but very little indeed is ra.ised 
in this district. All the pulses are thra~hed with a stick. 
The natives have no flail. 

Plants whick produce oil.-Of the seeds ~hich produce oil 
by far the most common is that .called Sorisha, which is raised 
in all the southern and eastern parts of the district. It is the 
great winter crop raised on land that has given a summer 
crop of rice; but it is frequently intermixed with wheat, len
tils and some othet pulses; abd it is also sown with cotton, oC 
which considerable quantities are raised in these parts of the 
district. It is trodden out by oxen, and seUs. usually at about 
48 Calcutta sers for the rupee. " 

The Turi is that which is cultivated in the north-west part 
of the district, mostly as a winter crop after summer rice; 
but sometimes also on poor land, which gives no other crop. 
In these parts it is not the usual custom to mix anything with 
this plant. There is very little, if any difterence in the quali
ties of the oils; but the Turi sells fQr about one or two 
.ers for a rupee, as it is r"eckoned to give a greater quantity 
oroil. ' 

The Rayi is raised only in very small quantities. The oil 
being very hot is reckoned good for eating; 'but it does not 
answer for anointing the body. The seed is beaten with 
several acid fruits into a kind of pickle, as I have before-men
tioned. It is chiefly raised in the cotton fields of the south-

--east part of the district. It does not sell higher than Sorisha. 
The Tora is generally raised along with the Rayi in cotton 

fields. The quantity is so small, that I received no informa-
tion concerning itl! peculiar qualities.' , 
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In Bellgal there are two kinds of Sesamu1n cultivated. The 
seeds of both are black. The quantity raised in this district 
is so small, "nd cOIUined to so few parts, towards the north 
chiefly, that I had no opportunity of examining its botanical 
affinities. It is raised on the poor parts of a light soil, that 
·require frequent fallpws.. The oil is used only for the lamp; 
but the seed is sometimes mixed with the coarse flour of rice 
to make cakes. 

Linseed is rat~ed.in still smaller quantities, and is usually 
sown in rows in cotton fields, or' among lentils. The seed is 
expressed tor oil, ,.the' steip- is considered as useless. The 
oil is only used for the lamp •. The farmer sells aU these seeds 
to those who express the oil. whose process will be detailed 
in the account of manufactures. The oil-cake is partly used 
as food for cattle, and partly for manure. 

Profit on this kind of culti"ation.-From the foregoing 
account it will be evldent, that as the crops are so much in
termixed, it would be extremely difficult to form an estimate 
of the profit, which attends each separately. Neither can 
any charge be ascertained for the different steps of each 
manner of cultivation, for it is not customan to perform these 
by job-work; but a man who has a plough cultivates a certain 
extent of land, in "'which he has a proportion of many of the 
different 'grains above-mentioned. 'Vhat the actual cost of 
each therefo.re may be, it would be very difficult to ascertain; 
b~t we may ml!k~ a near -approximation to the cost of th~ 
whole. It is· a c9mmon practice in this country to employ 
persons to cultivate the land, for a share of the produce, and 
this share is usu'ally one-half. Sometimes the landholder 
receives the wh~le striw; but tbat is not common. Now the 
condition of th'e < person who cultivates for a share, is gene
rally allowed to be better than that of a common labourer; 
and indeed it u evident tbat it must be so, otherwise no man 
would keep the stock, that is necessary for carrying on the 
cultivation. 'Ve may therefore safely conclude, that the far
mers net gain -is more than the difference between the Tent: 
and the half of the produce. The lands that are most eagerly 
Bought after by tlte farmers, are low rice fields which produce 
notbing except ,that grain, and io many parts, where I had an 
opportunity of forming a tolerable opinion of the crop and 
rent, I found, that t!le produce of the grain might be about 



two rupees a bigah w'here the rent was eight anas, so that, 
deducting one-half for the expense of cultivation of every 
kind, the farmer had a clear profit equal to the rent, or to one· 
fourth of the grain produced. He has besides a quantity of 
straw, with which in remote parts he keeps cows, from whence 
be derives a small profit. Near Maldeh and Dinajpoor the 
farmers !!leU the straw, and there their produce is somewhat 
more considerable. Farthel"," tradesm,en who have farms, 
generally employ the people who cultivate for a share; but in 
some places they hire labourers, and I procured the following 
estimate on two large bigahs nearly e9ua1 to an acre, or to 
three bigahs Calcutta measure, of low clay land cultivated 
with rice alone :-

To 11 ploughs for one day, 1 r. ~ to 10 men plimting: Sanas.; to 8 mea
sures of seed, 4 anas ; to reaping, 12 men, 9 anas, to rent, 1 r, 6 anas; to 
various little expenses not included, 5 aoas. Total, 4rs. 

I have estimated the medium produce of such land in rice, 
at 2 fS. a Calcutta bigah, 'Or at 6 fS. fot the quantity bere 
stated. So that th~ profit; besides the 'straw, is to the rent 
as 32 to 22. If we estimate hy the price cllluged for reaping, 
which is sometimes done by the job, at from rt to ·Iu of the 
produce according to 'the distance of the field, and take the 
medium of these two rates, the produce would be 71 IS.; but 
this includes theatraw, which may nearly make up the differ
ence. According to the estimate founded on cultivation by 
share, the profit, exclusive, of fltraw t equals the rent, accor
ding to the estimate founded tm cultivation by jobbing j but 
including the straw, it is double the rent. This however, is 
the land from whence most profit is' derived, for it is most 
eagerly sought after by the farmerJ:l. 'Ve ought not there
fore to allow that upon the whole cultiv'ation of grain, the 
farmers have more profit than the amount of the rent, nor 
can we allow that they have less. Indeed it will ,be after
wards seen, that the actual rental in all probability, falls 
very far short of a' fourth part of the produce; but this is 
probably owing to fraud and mismanagement •. 

Plantl cultivated as vegdtables for {Iu! table.--In my gene
ral statement of the manner in which ihe rented land is occu
pied, I mentioned, that 500,000 bigahs' are ·occupied by 
houses and gardens. Of these 140~OOO may be occupied by 
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plantations, of whieh I have already given some aecount in 
the part of this report which treats of the trees. (see bamboo, 
No.1; tamarin4, No. 63; mango, No. 76; jak,. No. 108.) 
Vegetables cultivated for the kitchen occnpy 100,000 bigahs 
in the gardens, And perhaps, in justice we ought to have 
added a great part.ort~at which has beeri stated as the mere 
foundation of houses, fol' ·the roof of almost every hut is co-;. 
vered with gourds: Not however, to enter too minutely into 
such matters, besides the' 100,000 bigahs in gardens, thd 
are cultivated - with 'vegetables for the kitchen, probably 
150.000 bigahs in ~he fields are applied to the same purpose, 
making in all 250,O(xtbigahs, and this cultivation must be 
considered next tq 'that"-of grain, as the most important in the 
district. both 1n t:espect to extent and to the value of the 
produce, which cannot be less than 1,000,000 rs. a year. 

The plants, which I have included under this class, are re
duced by the native's to "four kinds: 1. l\Iosala, or ,h,ot season
ing. 2. ToftaTi, or succulent roots, stems and fruits. that 
serve chiefly as a convenient receptacle lor the salt, oil, and 
seasoning,:with ~which they are dressed. 8. Sak, the leaves 
and tender stems }>f plants that are applied to the B3me pur
pose. 4. OmbQlotas, or acid plants used as seasoning. 

I. Mosaw. Although these do not o<;cupy the largest 
extent of g!~und, they amount to the greatest value, and 80me 
part of them ia- exported. The different kinds are placed 
nearly in proportion to the value of each that is raised in this 
district. < 

1. Ada, ginge;. - I have not aeen the plant in a state fit tor 
botanical examination; but suppose, that it is- the Llmomflm 
Zinziber'V. It i$ ~altivated chiefly in two or three of the 
northern divisioDSJ 'Where the soil is free; but it :8 'surprising 
that it should~JJot also have been raised in the south-easl 
divisions, as Jheir soil is excellently fitted for it, and the cuI ... 
tintion is profitable. The farmers as .an excuse for their 
neglect aUege. that porcupines destroy the roots. 

Poor high land, which is seldom regularly occupied, is most 
commonJy chosen lor, the purpose. After a fallow, it is ploughed 
eight times in sprirJg. • In the bot season, from the middle of 
April until the -midd.Ie ol May. it is planted. Tbe field is 
divided .into t.eds about' three feet wide, which are sepa
rated by trenches o,f h~lf the width. "The beds having been 
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dunged, the small roots reserved for seed are placed on them, 
are covered with a little straw, and then with earth from the 
tJ,"enches. In the end of August or beginning of September 
weeds are removed, and some more earth is thrown on the 
beds from the trenches. The .roots are raised in the end of 
February or beginning of March. The smaller roots are 
preserved for seed, of which 4 mans (3941bs.) are required for 
the bigah of 80 long cubits (about 9001bs. an, acre). The 
produce of roots fit for sale in a good crop, is three times the 
amount of the seed, besides small roots that serve for being 
planted. The merchants make advances for most of what is 
cultivated, and give one rupee for from 3 to 4 mans, which in 
a good crop is from 3 to 4 rs. for a bigah., The merchants 
make advances for most of what is cultivated, and give 1 rupee 
for from :3 to 4 mans, which in a good crop is from 3 to 4 rs. 
for the bigah. 'The rent is from 4 to 6 anas. This account 
of the produce of poor land; which was given by an agent of 
a landholder, seems to be under-rated. A farmer saiel, that on 
rich land on which he cultivated it, "he procured from a 1arge 
bigah (l acre) 80 heavy mans (96 s. w. the ser.) worth ~O r8. 
The seed he .stated at 20 mans. At this rate, an acre requires 
39,421bs. for seed, and produces 15,76.81bs., worth 40 rs. or 
about 3941bs. for the rupee. The merchants dry it for ex
portation. In other parts of the district no more is raised 
than serves for the consumption of the country j and except 
as a medicine, it is always used raw. It is sometimes mixed 
with curries, and the natives, before th~y begin to eat, often 
take a slice of this root covered with salt in order to increase 
the appetite, just as in Europe some persons ~re reduced to 
take a glass of wine. 

2. Horidra, turmeric. Not having seen this plant in flower, I 
cannot say whether it .is the Curcuma lo,!ga, or the rotunda 
of the botanists, because both plants are cultivated under 
the same name. This plant requires a free soil, and being chiefly 
used in the district, its cultivation is more generally extended. 
In the richer fields it is managed much in the same manner as 
the ginger, -and produces, according to the farmers, about 
1100 lbs. an acre when dried, which operation is always per
forme4, bY' the cultivator, as the merchants make no advances. 
The raw root i~ boiled a litt1e and then dried in the sun. 
Ip this operation it shrinks greatly, an~ loses much weight, 
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'and is sold by the farmers for a little more than 831 Calcutta 
sers, or 69llbs. for the rupee. Like turmeric, in the northern 
divisions, it is cultivated on very poor high land after occa
sional fallows; and, where it is allowed a richer soil, cotton 
is raised in the same field.. From the beginning of January 
until the .beginning of April the field is ploughed eight times. 
In the course of the two following months the small roots 
are planted in furrows, that are drawn at "a cubit's distance 
t~roughout the field, and they are covered by the plough. 
Seeds of cotton are placed between tbe rows. It is weeded 
occasionallJ with a spud, and is raised in the end of February. 
The cotton ripens in December, January and February, and 
its capsules are gathered as they come to maturitJ. This 
cotton is ot the black seeded kind, and is reckoned of a very 
bad quality, so-that it sells lower thari even west country 
cotton. The produce stated to. me on one bigah of 851 cubits 
of 20 inches was-

II mon (101 s. w. the ser) of..dry turmeric, 2rs. 4 anas; 10 sers of cotton 
wool cleaned, Jr. 2anas; Total. 3rs. Ganas; . 

which is at the rate of 7 rs. 4 anas 6 pice an acre from poor 
land. Turmeric is used raw as a medicine, and dried both as 
a dye, and as a: seasonirig that enters into every curry (Byang
jon), where it, can possibly be afforded. Its powder is also 
occasionally added to the oil, that is employed as unguent. 

3. Longka morich, Capsicum annuum. Of this the con
sumption is very grea!, and it enters into every curry. Some
times the poor eat it alone with rice, being unable to procure 
oil to make a curry. It is also used in medicine. The quan .. 
tity required being great; and a loose soil being necessary, 
where there is a great extent of stiff clay, large fields of it 
are required on the adjacent lands that have a free soil; but 
where the whole country is of a loose soil, there are no fields 
of this plant, and a- few bushes in each garden suffice for the 
consumption. The field is thoroughly ploughed between the 
12th of 1\Iay and the 14th of September, and then is smoothed 
with the instrument cap-ed l\1oyi. In the following m!)nth the 
seedlings, which have been raised in the garden, are trans
planted at a span's distance from each other. The plants 
require three weedings, and produce ripe fruit betw~en the 
12th of Janua~y ant! ~2th of :March. The fruit is gathered 
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as it ripens, is dried in the sun, and kept in baskets placed on 
a bamboo stage at some distance from the ground. It will 
preserve for more than a year. It is neither sold by weight 
nor measure; but the farmer carries a basketfuU to market, 
divides it into small heaps, and sells each of these for as much 
as he can. I cannot therefore state the quantity or value of 
the produce of Q. bigah, but it is a valuable crop. 

4. Kumoriya, Piyaj, onion, an allium "not mentioned by 
Willdenow, nor in the Encyclopedie. . 

5. Rosun, Garlic, Allium sativum W: Both these plants 
are cultivated in the same manner, and their Use is confined 
to l\luhammedans; for they are an abomInatjon to the Hindus 
of Bengal, although no seasoning seems so well fitted for t~eir 
insipid food. They are the only produc~' of the garden, that 
is artificially watered, and as they will thrive 0I.1 any soil 
where they can procure water, the greatest quantities are 
raised on the sides of tanks in the stiff day la:nd. The field 
or plot is divided into small heds carefully levelled, ahd sepa
rated by little canals that convey tIre water to e.ach. All the 
remaining articles are cultivated on a very smaH scale in 
gardens, and except the last _are sown in the end of the rainy 
season, and ripen as the heats of spring commence. ,-

6. Methi, Trigonellafoenum gracum, W. ' Its leaves are 
used as a green (Sak). The ripe seed is· put into curries -as 
a seasoning, and its flower is mixed with the oil \Yith which 
women anoint their skins, as it communicates a good smell. 
It is also considered as a medicine. 

7. Sulpha, fennel, Anetlutm foeniculum. ~ The leaves are 
llsed as a gret(n. The ripe fruit is"- used as" a seasoning in 
curries, and is employed as a medicine. _ 

8. Dhoniya, Coriander, Coriandrum satif)um. The ripe 
seed alone is used, and is employed both in curl'ies, and to 
chew with betIe; and is considered as a medicine; I\ows of 
this plant are often sown in the fields of the pulse called 
Chona. " 

9. Joyain, a species of .A.mmi not yet described, unle~s 
the plant called Atkamantka ,ckimensis"'"may 'have been in
tended, -which is not improbable. It, is very seldom used in 
curries, but is -chewed along with betle, ":and Js employed in 
medicine. 

10. Randuni, Thi~ and Methf ~re "much used in parti-
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cular kind of curries, which after havirig been half dressed 
in one pot, ar~ poured into another that contains hot oil and 
these two seeds. It is also used in pickles, and as a medi
cine. It is of the order of the IImhelliferO!. 

1 J. Mauri Anise, Anetnum grat~olens. Is rarely used in 
cuuies,Dut is chewed with, betle, and employed as a me-
dicine. " . 

12. Choyi, Piper' sylvestre E. M. Small cuttings of this 
are planted in the shade, e.nd are allowed to climb up any 
llort of tree. It continues to live for many years. The old 
stems possess 'considerable pungency; and after having been 
beaten, ot" cut ,..in.to' small pieces, are dressed with curry to 
supply the plaee :of! black pepper, which in this district is an 
uncommon at,:tic1e 'of luxury. < 

II. Tor):a,.i • .::.-l. Bllftoki, Begun, Solanum ;n$QIlUm, et me
IO'l~enQ·E. M. ' The'natives reckon many kinds which differ 
in fhe si~e, sh.api, and colour of the fruit, but I am inclined 
to think with the authers of the Encyclopedie, that the whole 
are met'ely"v;rieties or one species. The 'kind that is most 
commonly c'itltivated in this district, has the fruit in shape of 
a pear, and. ve,y)~ge quantities of it are raised. The un
ripe fruit is a very common ingredient in curries, and is cut 
in large pieces; fried -in butter, and eaten "ith rice. It is 
also roasted, in the ashes. By many Europeans it is sup
posed to genetate lice in those w'ho eat it, which is certainly 
a Dlere prejudice. The fruit is no doubt wholesome, and 
dressed in various manners is a very good vegetable. The 
seeds are SOl'itl' ill, a small bed in the beginning of the rainy 
season. and about the middle of July the seedlings are trans
planted into tjte field at about two feet from each other. The 
field requires to be high and of a light but rich soil, and 
must ~ kept dear of weeds. Should ants attack the young 
plant, 101~e asbes must be sprinkled on the field in the 
morning. Fruit fit for eating begins to be bbtained about 
the end of September, and continues procurable until the 
bot season. T~~ fruit is' not sold by weight nor measure; 
but a bigah of 80 I~rge cubits produces about six rupees 
worth, which is at the rate Of almost 181 rupees an acre. 

2. Sokorkondd Alu, sweet potatoe, Con"olDulus Batatal 
'V. This root" w,,:s tbe~original potatoe known in Europe, 
and communicated its -name to the more valuable plant frolQ - . 
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America, which is not 'yet cultivated by the natives of this 
district. The sweet potatoe is much \ cultivated, wherever 
the soil is free, and is highly valued by the natives. Its 
root is a common ingredient in curries; and, after it has 
been boiled, and the stringy parts separated by (he hand, it 
is mixed with -a small proportion of rice fi01,lr, and formed 
into balls which are fried in oil. The kernel of cocoa-nut 
and extract of sugar-cane are som~times ~enclosed in the 
middle of the balls. The roots are jlOmetimes eaten raw, 
and the leaves are used as a green. It is propagated by 
planting the smaller and otherwise useless roots in the middle 
of the rainy season. The field must have been well ploughed 
and smoothed, and the roots are plaIi.ted wjth the dibble. 
Weeds must be carefully removed.. The roots come in 
season in October, and continue until Mat'ch, and are dug as 
wanted for sale or use. The value of· the produce is nearly 
the same with that of the last mentioned article. 

S. :Mukhi Kochu, Gungri Kochu, ChaumQk Kochu, Teli
posar Kochu. These are all small Arums which are culti. 
vated in the fields, as potatoes are in Europe. I did not see 
them in a state that could enable me to judge, whether they 
were mere varieties of the Arum peltatum E. :M. or different 
species, or whether they bave been described by botanists. 
To my taste these are a superior vegetable to the sweet 
potatoe; but they are not so mw:h liked by the ~atives, and 
are used only in curries. They are mostly cultivated in the 
poor high lands of a free soil, that abound in the northern 
parts of the district. The Gungri and Teliposar are planted 
in the end of February or beginning of :March. After four 
double ploughings the small roots, that bave been preserved 
for seed, are planted in furrows, about two feet from each 
other, and a little dung is put along with them. In about a 
month the young plants are covered with earth thrown up.in 
ridges by the hoe. In two months more they are fit for 
being dug. The Mukhi are planted in the commencement 
of the rainy season, begin to be dug in September, and last 
aU the cold season. I received no estimate of the quantity 
raised on a bigah; the value may be about ,S rs. or 7 rs. 
an acre. 

4. Potol, a species of Trickosantnes; that is not mentioned 
by Willdenow, nor in the Encyclopedic. The leaves are 
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used as a green, and the fruit is a common ingredient in 
curries, or is fried in oil or butter, or roasted in the ashes. 
By the natives it is reckoned a very wholesome vegetable. 
It is cultivated on high sandy land, and is propagated by the 
root, which is perennial. It is often. allowed to remain three 
years in the same field; but then the fruit is 1;ery inferior to 
what is produced the first year. The root is proliferous, 
and five or six. small ones adhere to each old plant. One of 
these is planted after two or three ploughings in September: 
They are placed,about a cubit from each other. Weeds are 
removed, and the fruit is fit for use from February until 
September. ' 

5. Mula, Radis4.' Rapkanus sativus. These grow to a 
very large sjze,~ and are often above 15 inches' in length, and 
four in diaJpeter; but they are rather spongy. They are, 
however, a favourite . .vegetable among the natives, and are 
eaten raw; and enter-into curries. The leaves are used as 
greens (Sak). The ground for them must be high, rich, and 
of a loose nature, and it must be very thoroughly )aboured, 
which in this country requires l~ double ploughings. The 

. seed is sown broad cast'in September, and weeds should be 
removed in October. The plants that are superfluous are 
then removed; and serve the poor for a green. About the 
middle of November the roots begin to be in season, and 
continue for three months, but people of rank use them for 
two months only j d towards the end of the season they be
come coarse. The produce is not above four rupees a bigah, 
or about nine rupees an acre. 

6. Kola, Plantain, Musa. I know only of one species that 
is cultivated in 'India, and it ought to be the ftfusa paradi
siaea of Linnreus, as a bunch of flowers and red leaves 
always continues at the end of the fruit-bearing stem, unless 
it has bef'n removed by accident. In this district there are 
three classes or kinds. ' 

I. 'Kangch Kola, the fruit of which, when green, is used 
iJ\ curries, or is fried in oil or butter, or is boiled along with 
rice. It is never roasted in the ashes, as is done in the 'Vest 
Indies, which seems to be a loss, as the aliment is wholesome, 
and much more agreeable, to my'palate at least, than the c~m-. 
mon food of the natiyes. Young shoots, with a part of ~he 
roott" are planted in June or July .. and, begin to produce fruit 
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in about 14 months. After four ;rears the fruit begins to de. 
generate. The roots are then grubbed, and new shoots are 
set in other places; for they do not thrive in the old soil. No 
fields are employed in this cultivation, but every farmer has 
a few clusters in his garden. The stems are given to cattle. 
A bunch of these plantains is worth about 4 anas. 

II. Taliya Kola, called Dauria at Calcutta. This is culti
vated exactly in the same manner. 'When the flowering stem 
(spadix) has formed, and just before the flowers begin to 
open, the tree is cut, the whole spadix, and .the centre of the 
stem, about 2 inches in diameter, are' used in curries, and are 
worth I{ ana. _ The leaves are used for pla.tters, and those of 
one tree are worth about an ana; so that the whole tre~ is 
worth 2f anas. The leaves of the other kinds are too old be
fore the fruit is ripe, and having been broken by tbe wind, 
will not answer for platters. 

III. Kangthali Kola, called by the same name at Calcutta. 
This is commonly eaten at Calcutta under the name of Plan
tain, and when ripe, has a thin yellow skin, which easily sepa
rates from the pulp, and may in general be about 6 inches in 
length. The pulp is commonly too dry, and it is but a very 
poor fruit. In Dinajpoor it is worse than at' Calcutta, and 
generally contains seed, which is always a bad sign. It is 
cultivated exactly in the same manner. The natives eat it 
sometimes by itself, and sometimes mixed with fresh milk, or 
with that which has become sour and curdled. ' 

The two finer kinds, the small Banana, or Changpa Kola 
of Calcutta, and the rich, luscious, thick-skinned Omorto
man, of Dhaka, are not known in this district. It is said, 
indeed, that the plantain was first introduced by one of the 
Rajas, which therefore must be a recent circumstance~ 

7. Urchhe, blomordica .zt.luricata, W. This is raised in 
nly considerable quantities on the sandy banks of rivers, that 
are capable of producing little else, and which are inundated 
in the rainy season. Little pits are made at 5 or 6 feet dis
tance from each other, about a foot wide, and 6 inches deep. 
In each are placed two or three seeds in January, and they 
produce fruit fit for eating in the hot months of spring., The 
fruit, when green,' is fried. with oil, and is' eaten with rice. 
It is often also dressed with fish, especially that which is llalf 
rotten. These are made into a loathsome -dish, which many 
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of the D&tiyes eat witb avidity. The produce of a bigah is 
less in value than that or radishes. 

8. Korla, ... lIolllorJica Clara"'",, W. This is nsed exactly 
like the preceding, but is sown on high. poor, sandy land, in 
July, and comes i9 season in October, lasting three or four 
months. Its produce may be nearly of the same value. 

9. Layu, Gourd, Otcur!Jila lagellar;a, W. I have already 
mentioned, that \h~ r~f of almost every hut in the district is 
coyered with one or more gourds. They differ considerably 
in shape, which giyes rise to different names; but it is need
less to enter intO these distinctions, as all the kinds are nearly 
of the same u~· The fruit, when green, makes an excellent 
curry, especially Witllprawns, or other crustaceOUi animals 
of tbat sort. Tbe.~hell· of the ripe fruit is used by religious 
mendicants for carrying water, and poor labourers use them 
as vessels. ,A musical stringed instrument, named Tombura, 
is made of a rOQ.nd variety. In July two or three seeds are 
planted near the but, and the stems are allowed to cover the 
roof. The fruit begins to be fit rer use about the beginning 
af November, and continues until the hot weather of spring. 
Another set is sown in NOYember, begins to be of use in 
March, and contin~es until the commencement of the raini 
season. . 

10 •• Rumra, Kusmando. I have not. had an opportunity of 
examining t!tis plant, which is said to resemble a pumpkin, 
and may be some variety of that vegetable. It is used green 
in curries. When ripe, its pulp is beaten with the pulse of 
the PIuz.eolll6 mar., and formed into balls, which are dried in 
the SUD, and will keep 8iX months. They are used in curries. 
It is used also in medicine. It grows upon the roofs of houses 
or bedges. The seed is sown in the heat of lIay. and trans
planted when the rain~ commence. It begins to give green 
fruit in August, and continu.es until December. The ripe 
fruit hung up will keep a year. 

11. Mitha humra, PumliD, Scl4sler; .clwra Hort. 1Ial. 
This plant also grows on h'luses, but is more commonly 
allowed to climb upon ... smallstage af bambcos erected for 
the- purpose., It is in ieason the whole year. The plant 
lasu iiYe or six months, aDd a sQC&ession is constantl'y'se
cured. In Dinajpoor it is not ury much used ; the principal 
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demand for it is from' boatmen, as the fruit' keeps well on 
their voyages. It is used in curries, and is also fried. 

12. Dengguya. The Amaranthus oleraceus of European 
botanists probably includes several species, and among others 
1his, which grows to be a large bushy plant with a thick flUC

culent stem, which is the part that is eaten, and is used ill 
curries, especially in those that contain little water and much 
oil (Chorchori); but its young leaves are also used as (Sak) 
a green. In March it is sown broadcast in large beds. For 
one or two months the young leaves are used, and the plants 
are thus thinned, and allowed to grow large. The ste~s 
continue fit for use dnring the greater part of the rainy season. 

13. Sim, Dolichos lignosus W., and perhaps Dolkllos 
Bengalensis? Of this plant, which is so common in India, I 
have seen no botanical account that is satisfactory. a great 
many kinds are cultivated, but they run so into -one another 
that they must be considered as mere varieties, although the 
extremes are often very different. They have aU nearly the 
same qualities, although some are thought better than others. 
They are either allowed to climb over the roof of the hut, or 
have a small bamboo stage erected to support them; and 
almost every house has two or three plants. It is an annual 
plant, although it has a woody stem, and the seeds are -put 
in the ground in the end of April. After ~ight months it 
begins to produce green pods. For three m.onths the fruit 
continues fit for eating. It then ripens, and is seldom. used 
in that state, being considered as too heatiQg. In' its green 
state it has a strong disagreeable smell of beans, but is much 
used in curries, or fried with oir,o;-boiled along with rice. 

14. Chupre Alu Dioscorea alata E.l\I. The Dioscorea 
sativa of Linnreus is a plant of ~hich I know:- nothing, and I 
may venture to say that at least 20 species in. India carry 
'small bulbs on their stems, which was considered as peculiar 
to the Linnrean plant. Indeed I know no kind that does not 
occasionally propagate itself in this manner. All of them 
that I have seen cultivated may perhaps be included under 
the Dioscorea alata of. Encyclopedie, 'although . I am per
suaded that there are several distinct species to 'fVhich the 
description in that valuable work will apply. This excellent 
root is not a favourite in Dinajpoor, and is only used in 
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curries. TI.e bulbs that grow on the stem are used as well 
as the roots, that are under ground. In most gardens a few 
roots are planted near trees, on which the stems are allowed 
to climb; but there is never a field cultivated with this 
plant, which appears to me both a salubrious and agreeable 
nourishment. 

15. Mankochu, Arum mucronatum E.l\I. This is the Arum 
macrorhizon of \Villdenow, but his definition is so bad that 
I l>ref~r the name of the Encyclop~die, although I strongly 
suspect that the ftmerican and Asiatic plants are not of the 
same species as the authors suppose. This plant is preferred 
to the former, on account of being considered as not so heat
ing. To my taste it is a poor vegetable. Its common size is 
about one and a half foot in length, and six inches in diame
ter, bu~ it has been seen six feet in length, although it doea 
not incrpase in thickness. Young shoots come up from the 
side of the parent plant, are separated in June, and planted 
in high dry land, generally near the. house, where it receives 
ashes and other impurities as manure. It may be taken up 
in Sel"en months, but continues to grow larger for three or 
four years. It is only good for eating in the dry season. It 
is used in curries, especially the upper end, and this part is 
sometimes cut in pieces, and boiled with rice. The lower 
end is cut in slices, dried in the sun, beaten with the Dhengk 
or mortar. and mixed with tamarinds. This is used as a 
pickle. •.. 

16. Sola Koch1;l. This and the two following are kinds of 
Arum that I had not an opportunity of examining. The 
sman rooti that spring from the large bulb of this Arum are 
separated. and plante(Lon the sides of tanks or ponds, so that 
in the rainy Sf'llSon the water may reach its roots. These 
are planted in April, ancl at first receive a little 'Yater. The 
root is not reckoned so good as the last mentioned, and is 
not half so thick., but it is almost as long, and is used in the 
rainy season. The plant continues in the ground, and pro-
pagates. itself without trouble, some roots being taken from 
it as wanted. I t is only used in curries. 

17. Anaji kochu. The. petioles or stems that support the 
leaves of this Arum are used in curries, and are fit for use 
during the cold months. It is, planted in high ground during-
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the rainy sea~on. The plant 'l'equir.es to be renewed every 
year, and was .hew to my Calcu.tta people. 

18. 01. At Calcutta the root'of this Arum is in great re
quest, and to. supply ,the market it is cultivated on the great 
scale in some neighbouring districts; but in Dinajpoor it is 
not a very common vegetable, and no person has more than a 
few, whicn are planted in hlgh ground near' his house. The 
root is generally rriund~ is; about the si~e~ of a man's, head, 
~nd takes ·two or .three years .to ,groW-to that size. ,.Young 
roots are planted· .in, tbe beginning of the .rainy season, and 
are fit fqr use 'next year, about the same time. It continues 
two months in season,. and is used in ,curries, or fried in oil, 
or· boiled along with. rice. ~ 
. , 19. Dhondbul, Cucumis penland1'UB R. M8S. When'this 
fruids clressed while, tender. it'is to my taste 'one 'of the best 
'native vegetables, and is excellent in stews or 'cUl'ries. But 
:the na~ives. do not like it. 4. fe~ seeds ~re sown in the end 
cOf the rainy. season. and tpe plant is allowed to ~imb upon 
Itrees~ hedges. railings, or any place.in the garde-Q tbat is con
venient.. It is fit for eating in the ~old' season, and is an 
,annual plant., , 
, fOe Chichingga,. Trickosantkcs anguina. This is not much 
'tnore valued tb4n the former, and is allowed to grow in the 
.same manner, but it is sown in April, and in the rainy season 
'produces green fruit .fit for eating. ~ 

21. Jhingga, Cucumis acutangulus R. Mss. The same 
:may be- said of this plant, which together with No. 19 should 
-be. included in the genus calJed Lufi'a, for the fruit of the 
twO'. have the strongest resemblance to 'each other, and are 
totally different from that of a cucumber. This is the Lujfa 
fr.etida W. 

,22. Kllngktol, Momordica dioica. W. This is cultivated 
exactlY18s the two preceding, and is very little valued. 

23. Dengros, Hi~iscUs esculentu8 , 'V. This is much,'used 
-by Europeans in, both Indies, especially in soups, but is very 
little valued by the natives, and'is seldom to be seen in this 
district. . < 

. III. -S:ak ... -·:l ~ Lapba,.1l-Ia(va verticil/ata W ~ For three months 
·in the year tbis:mallow is by far the most common green that 
.is used by the natives of this district,' and in many gardens 
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large plots of it are cultivated. It is sown .broack~t in the 
beginning of the dry season, and in December begins to be 
fit for use. ( 

2. Khoriya. Notiya, AmaranthlU.oleracetU 'V. Is of two 
kinds, red and green, and is in season the whole year. The 
red kind is sown broadcast in small beds, soon after the com
mencement of the fainy season; and the green kind is sown 
in April, after th~ lirst showers of spring. It will continue 
in the ground for two or three years, but degenerates after 
the first. The leaves and young shoots are collected when a 
few inches high"the s~ms being procumbent. The native$ 
reckon it better than ,the l\Iallow. 

3. 4. Basluk, Bethuya. There are two very distinct species 
of CAenopodiullI cultivated in this district, and one that grows 
,,11d; aU of theJJ1 are used as greens. The -cultivated kinds 
are called Lal Bethuya and Chondon Bethuya. The wild 
one has already been mentioned. I cannot refer any of them 
with certainty to the species tbat are described in the Ency
clopedic, or in 'Yilldenow. Both the cultivated kinds are 
ornamentf!d plants, and grow five or six feet high; but they 
are used when very young, and by the natives are reckoned 
equal to spinach. They are sown in small beds in the begin
ning of the dry season, are used in December and January, 
and are annual plants. '., 

5. ~.ank}lt!-ra. This is a species of Urtica, and perhaps 
the ll;vca' of 'Villdenow. I have seen it no where else except 
in this district. It is a woody plant, and its bark is frequently 
used by fishermen, to make a kind of hemp, ~f wbich they 
form the ropes for their nets, and all the ropes used for h'ack
iog boats are made of this material. It is propagated by slips 
from the roots; which are planted oot in the beginning of the 
rainy season. There are no fields of this plan~ bu.' many 
gardens have a few beds. The leaves are used as a green, 
but are very indifferent, and the fresh shoots are cut and 
steeped in 'Yater to procure the fibres of the bark. It is" a 
perennial plant." , , 

~. PaJom, ,Spinacia, a'~ species of Spinacia of which I see 
no account in the botanical systems. It is probably, as pala
table as the European kind, and by the natives is con$idered 
as very g~. It· is sown' in small beds towards the end of 
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the rainy season, and is in use for three months from the 
middle of November. 

7. Pirim, Trigonella cO'rniculata W. This sweet plant was 
brought to me as the Pirim; but I suspect, that the person 
who brought it was careless. The Pirim is considered a 
good green, but not so good as spinach. It is cultivated in 
the same manner, and at the same season. 

S. Sorisha, a species of mustard, that is much used for its 
grain, as before mentioned. Where it is sown too thick, the 
superfluous plants are removed while young, and used as a 
green, which iK very coarse. 

9. Pungyir Putika, Basella lucidflit W. 'This is a common 
reSOUl'ce of poor people, who find 'Young plants growing 
under the parent vine, and remove them to the places, where 
they wish them to grow. They generally climb upon the 
fence, which incloses the yard, or form a little arbour above 
the door. They live and produce leaves the whole year, and 
are perennial, but degenerate after the first 12.months. It 
is a very poor vegetable. 

10. Methi, Fenugreek, 'trigonella frenum grceculli. The 
young plants that are too thick, when this plant has been 
cultivated for its grain, are removed and used as a green, 
which the natives reckon good. Theyare used in- Decem
ber. This also is the case with the three following plants. 
Only the smaller kind 'Of Corchorus, called olitoriu8 by bo
tanists, is sometimes cultivated merely tor its leaves, and 
these are reckoned 'Very good. The green produced by the 
Corchoru8 capsularis, and by the Orotolaria juncea is ex
ceedingly coarse, but much used by the poor. Concerning 
the kinds, that follow, I have nothing to say", but that they 
are not much liked by the natives, and are reared in very 
small quantities. . 

11. Sulpha, Fennel, Anethum foeniculum Wo,. 12. Falita 
1>at, Corcltoru8 olitoriu8 W. The leaves 'of the capsularis 
are also often used. 13. Son, Crotolaria juncea L. 14. 
Konkarangga, Amaranthus tricolor. 15. ,BabLlr, a Chrysan
themum or rather Balsamita, of which I find no account in 
modern systems of botany. 16. Rosuniyaf Spilantkus ole~ 
raceU8. 

1 ~ 

IV. Ombolotas, or acids used in cookery. By far the 
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greater part of these are produced by trees, tllat grow with 
little care near villages, of which an account has been already 
given among the natural productions of the country: a few 
remain, th.8.t are cultivated in gardens. 

1. Kolombok Nebu. This and the following kinds of the 
fine family of Citrus can with difficulty be reduced to any of 
the species described by botanists, who are always consulted 
with uncertainty concerning plants, tbat are cultivated. It 
ought to be included with the Citrus medica of 'Villdenow, 
but its leaves are blunt. The fruit has not so tin~ an odour 
as the citron, is shaped like a pear, and ends in a point like 
a nipple. It is rough with many longitudinal furrows, and 
has a thick ~kin. Tb~ juice is commonly squeezed among 
boiled rice. 

2. Gongra Nebu. According to 'VnIdenow's definition 
tbis ought to belong to the Citrus Decumana, but scarcely 
any two fruits can be more different. This is a round fruit 
about the size of an apple, with a very rough skin not re
markably thick, and has a juicy acid pulp. It is used in the 
same manner as the former. 

3. Kagji Neb"u, is the lime commonly used by the Englisb. 
According to 'Villdenow's definition, this also should be a 
variety of the Citrus Decumana. The fruit is oval, about 
the size of a fowls' egg, and smooth. The skin is thin, and 
adheres to the pulp, which is a most agreeable acid. This is 
used in the same manner, and is often eaten with sugar. 

4. Pati Nebu. Tllis also agrees with "~i11denow's defini
tion of the Citrus Decumana. The fruit is about the size of 
a small apple, quite round with a thick projection at the 
point like a nipple. This is used in the same manner, and 
is the kind which is chiefly employed in medicine by the . . 
natives. > k 

5. Sontora \ Nebu. This differs from the Citru$ medica 
just as much. as the Decumana. does from the .1I1rantillm. 
that is, it h!ls obtuse indented leaves. The fruit has exactly 
the flavour of tpc citron, but its skin is thin, and the pulp 
very copious and juicy. It is shaped like a pear, has no 
point, and is about six incbes long by four tlrick. It is used 
like tbe otbers. 

6. Koruna Nebu. I have not seen. It is said not to be 
so acid as the others, and is often eaten by itself, pr witb a' 
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little sugar. The natives_ ltave no oranges; but are very 
fond of such as come .from Silhet or Bootan. 

7.Chuka Palom, Sorrel. A species of Rumex of which 
I see no account in the botanical systems. It is not 8,0 Inuch 
cultivated here, as in mdny districts, where large fields of it 
are reared. It is an annual,Js sown in the end of the rainy 
season, and may be used during the cold weather. It is an 
agreeable acid, but it is not used as a salad. The natives 
indeed use nothing of that kind. 

8. Mesta, Hibiscus cannabinu8 W. In this district its bark 
is never used for making ropes. The leat-es are used as an 
a"cid green, but very rarely. , 

The whole cultivation of these vegetables is carried on by 
farmers; gardeners can scarcely be said to exist as a separate 
profession. For although there are many persons, who from 
the duties of caste, ought to act as gardeners, they have almost 
all betaken themselves to farming. The greater part of Eu
ropean kitchen vegetables and salads thrive very well, and 
several even of the sweet pot-herbs, such as thyme, marjoram, 
and mint; but the natives seem to have acquired no relish 
for them, nor even for the potatoe, which I'saw nowhere 
except in the gardens of Europeans. 

Having thus so far treated of gardens, I shall now mention 
what remains to be said on that subject. In my account of 
plantations I have already mentioned most of the fruits which 
the natives possess, but a few others remain. I shan first give 
a list of the whole, in the order of their 'respective plenty, 
together with the season in which they are ripe. 

1. Amro, ManAifera indica, 12th June, 31st July; 2. Kangtal, Attocar. 
pua inleKrifo1ia, 12th June, 14th August; 3. Peyara, Paitlium, Jl1ne, July; 
4. Anaros, Bromelia Anana8, June, July; 5. Khyira SQsa, Cm:um;, IUtivll'~ 
12th March. 12th June; 6. Pala Sosa, Cucumi, .ativu" 14th July, 14th 
October; 7. Kangkvr, Phuti, Cucum;, pep!), 12th March, 14th July; 8. 
Totmuj, Cucur6ita cffrullu8, lIth February, 12th June; 9. Papiya, Papaya .. 
the whole year; '10. Golap Jam, E!lgenia Jambo/!. 12th April. 12th JUDe; 
n. Batabi, Citnu Decumana. 15th September, lith November; 12. Tut, 
J-Ioru,. 12th April. 12th June; 13. Dalim, 'Punicagranatum. the whole 
year; 14. Pifh, Peacl\. Am!lKdalu8 Perlica, 12th 1\1ay. 12th Junt}. 

The. 11th and the 14th, can scarcely yet be', said to have 
made their way from the gardener of the Europeans. J. saw 
hdwei'er a few trees,in those belonging to natives.. The only 
kin'dB. cultivated in any quantity, that deserve the. name of 
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fruit are No. 1 and 4; and bOth are so much neglected in this 
district, that few good ones are procurable, although no doubt 
both would thrive admirably were adequate pains bestowed 
on their cultivation. The English in India seem to have taken 
a dislike to the- 'pine-apple, and imagine, that it is. always a 
very inferior fruit to what is reared in Europe,. and no doubt 
those raised by the nati-fes are usually indifferent; but a -yery 
little pains indeed in every part oflndia, produces much finer 
pine-apples than those that I have seen in England. 

The common cucumber No.5, the conunon melon No.7, 
and the water melon, No.8, are raised in great quantities on 
the sandy.batlh of rh·~s. In January the field is ploughect 
two or three times; at every three feet a few seeds are planted 
in a little pit, and are kept clear of weeds. One acre of land 
produces about 16 or 18 rupees worth of fruit. The cucum ... 
bers and water melpns are tolerably good. The melons are-in
sipid. The musk melon is not known to the natil-fS of this 
district. . 

I did not see the Pala Sosa, which grows in gardens during 
the rainy season, and, is supported on a stage of bamboo; the 
cultivation of c<!ursc is carried to no gre~t extent. The mul. 
berry is snwJI a_~d' black, and is a ve~y poor fruit. 

1\1any additions have been made to this list in the gardens 
of Europeans. The Chinese peach and pear thrive very well, 
and produce gooc:l fruit. The Lauquat (lJIespillus japonica). 
Litchi (E"phqria): and 'Vampi (Cookia punctata) all produce 
fruits that are $olerable. A plum (Prunu.f) has been 'intro
duced from Rongpoor. but docs not thrive so well as atthat 
place •. ' The fruit of it is beautiful; but, except as bringing 
to recollection tbose of Europe, is very indifferent. The 
Advocato pear (Larml.f Pef'sea) is growing with great vigour 
in tbe magistr:ate's garden; but has not yet produced frui~ 
It is proh~b~e~ that in a climate so favourable to vegetation 
the whole of these will soon . become common in the district, 
like the c~stard apple and Goyava; but without more care, 
than the native~ are likelj to bestoW', they will probably dege
nerate, and become altogether vile. 

'Flower gardens are equally neglected, and 1 saw nothing 
thaL.deserve~ t~e, name. In their yards however, even tbe 
lower classE'.A have' often };oine pretty Howers, and many of the 
Yillages are. surrounded by fine :flowering trees and shrubs: 
Besides the treea' which have already been mentioned, I shall 
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give a list of the following. shrubs and plants, that are culti. 
vated round the houses as ornaments. 

1. Joba, BibUlcUI ROla linenlil ; 2.0purajita, Clitorea ternfltea; 3. Ko
rovir, Nerium Odorum; 4. Mollika, Bel, Jalminum Sarnhac W.; 5. Kastbo 
Mollika; 6 Juti, Jungyi, Jalminum auriculalum W.; 7. Jati, Jasminum 
f!t'andijlQrum; 8. Seyuti. Rosa MOlchata E. M.; 9. Rojonigondba, Poli. 
anthel tuberula; 10. Kundo, Jasminum pubescenl W.; 11. Torulota.lpo

,mea,quamoclit; 12. Krishnochura, Cresalpina pulcherrima W.; 13. Togor. 
Nerium coronarium W. which is a Taberee montana; 14. Podmo Togor, 
ldemflore pleno; 15. Golap, Rosa; 16. Chrondro Mollika, Chrysanthe
mum indicum; 17. Genda, Tagetes erecta; Itt. Suryomoni; 19. Boro 
S1!ryomoni; 20. Otosi, Crotolariee relU8ee varietaB W. probably a different 
species; 21. l\JMlhobilota, Geertneria racem08a W~; 22. Krishnokoli, Sond. 
hyamO'lli: Mirabilis Jalapa i 23. Konggon, [<pora coccina W.; 24. Bbumi 
Chompok, Kampferia; 25. Dimukhi, Dopati, Impatiens Balsamina; '26. 
Doso Babuchondi, A/orrea chinens;; W.; 27. Morga, J oladhari, Celo8ia; 
28. Sweet Morga, Celo8ia. 

The characters given by 'Villdenow and in .the Encyc1op~
die of the kinds of Celosia called Cristata, comosa and cocci. 
nea are insufficient to enable me to refer "these plants to the 
species described in these botanical systems, the account of 
all plants common in the gardens of Europe being usually very 
imperfect. 

~!J. Dapidhupi, Amaryllislatifolia W.- In gardens also a 
few plants are cultivated for medicine. The most common is 
the cress, Lepidium sativum called Halim by the natives. 

Next to that is the Voch or Calamus, aromaticus of the 
shops. One plant of this, and another of the Amaryllis gen
erally stand near a well, and daily receive a supp1y of water 
from those who frequent it. The Kelejira is very seldom 
found in this country, but in other districts is an object of 
considerable importance. 

Plants cultivated for producing t!tread and cordage.-In 
tpis district the class of plants that occupy the next greatest 
extent of cultivated land, are those employed to make cordage 
or thread. In the distribution of the cultivated lands' (table 
4), I have supposed, that 80,000 bigahs are employed for 
these. Of this extent I suppose the following may be about 
the disposition. 

I. Pat, Corchoru8capsulnri8 W. 40,000 bigahs; 2. ~otton, 25,000 bigabs; 
3. Son, C,.oll/Ia,,;a juncea, 14,000 bigahs; 4. Kankhura, U"tica ni/Jea W. 
1.000 bigahs .. 

The Pat is called Gania by Rumphius, from some native 
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name of this plant, and from the same source is derived our 
word Gung, which is applied to the coarse sackcloth, that is 
prepared from the fibres of its stem. In this district large 
quantities .of this cloth (Tat or Choti) are made, as will here
after be described; and many of the poorer people are clothed 
with a coarse linen tl\Iegili) prepared from the same material. 
Of this also all the cordage employed in agriculture and for 
rigging bbats is formed, and it is the material of which ~ll the 
paper'is made, so that it must be considered as an article of 
great importance. It will grow on aU land, whether of a free 
or clay sQil, that can produce summer-rice, so that its cultiva
tion may be .easily extended to any lerig~h, and it !So probable, 
that it might be employed to advantage in many of olTr·manu
factures at home, especially in'making paper, as the quantity 
of flax now used tllere is so small, tQat linen rags cannot be 
procured without great difficulty. The bags made of sack. 
cloth, which are sent home in packages, are now I believe, 
employed for that purpose, but the quantity might perhaps 
be very njuch increased by using l\legiIi for wrappers in bale 
goods, in place of cotton cloth. The Megili is much cheaper, 
would be equally fit for the porpose,and perhaps would be more 
saleable. ~Vhether or not this plant might be employed in Eu
rope to make c~~dage or canvas I cannot say; but 1 hope, that 
no circumstance will divert the attention of the public, until a 
fair trial bas been made with the Son, which I have no doubt 
will be found to answer just as well as European hemp. 

The Pat is cultivated as follows. From about tbe 10th of 
February u~til the 12th of April the field is 'ploughed. If 
the soil is free, it receives three or four double ploughings; 
if it is stiff clay, it requires five or six. The seed, in the 
course of the follo~ing month, is sown broadcast, and covered 
with a ploughing, and the field is smoothed with the Moyi. 
Where the soil is free, weeds most be removed twice with a . 
spud. In the stiff soiJ that is not required, so that in the 
two soils the trouble is nearly the same. The plant is fit for 
cutting between the 14th of August and the 14th of Sep
tember, but thE} se-ed is not then ripe, and some plan~s must 
be preserved to bring it. to maturity. The plant, when fit 
for cutting is from five to six feet 'high. After it has been 
cut close by the root, it is put in water, covered with a little 
dung, and held down" by a frame of bamboos. It remains 
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about 10 days in the -water, when the fibres are so com
pletely separated, that they are taken up in liandfl,lls, and by 
DJere washing, are reduced to a substance like' hemp. The 
fibres are then tied up into bundles, which are hung over 
bamboos to dry, and are then fit for sale, and weigh about 
30 ounces-avoirdupois. A bigah of 87 Jarge cubits, which is 
nearly ,half an acre, produces from 100 to 120 bundles. A-c
cording to ,two statements, which I receive<t, the medium 
produce may be three Calcutta mans from the bigah, or 
about 480Ibs. from -the acre; but there is reason to think, 
that 8y these statements the produce' is diminished, and is in 
fact considerably mo-re; fO,r the 'Usual rate, at which the 
farmer sells, is 14 anas for the he,tvy man, of 96 s. w. the _ser, 
so that his large bigah would only produce 'the value of 
2 rupees 3 a.nas,.()r a Calcutta bigah 1 rupee 7 anas 4 pice, 
which is too small an allowance by at least one-half. I am 
indeed credibly informed, that the usual produce' at Calcutta 
is about 7401bs. the acre, and tbe fields here at least equally 
productive. The harvest price here is at the 'rate of rather 
more than 121' anas the 100 weight. Afte'r the Pat has 
been removed, the field, where the soil and elevation are fit, 
gives a winter crop or rice- or of mustard ~eed (Sorisha). 
The greater part is cultivated by tholile who use or manu- • 
facture it; for almost all the low -Hindu farmers weave cloth 
of this material, and every farmer requires some for the use 
of his farm. About a fourth, part is sold for exportation: 
The average value of the whole, according to the statements 
which I procured, may be aboqt 58,000 rs.; blit, if am right 
in $upposing the land to be as productive as at Calcutta, of 
which I have no doubt, the value of the Pat, raised in this 
district, will be about 87,000 rs. even at the harvest price. 

The cotton I, have stated to occupy 25,000 bigahs. A 
little, as I have already mentioned, is raised in the northern 
divisions along- witll_ turmerick; but it is of a very bad qua
lity,:&nd the quantity is inconsiderable. In'some few places 
a small quantity of'this bad kind of cotton, wbich'is sown in 
the beginning of. the, rainy .season, is cul~vated by itSE:lf in 
BpotS, that produce as much as the farmer's wife can spin for 
family use. The field, which is -of a light s'oil; amI situated 
high, is ploughed with the first rains' of spring.' It is'then 
manured with a little dung, and sOloothed with the- .l\loyil 
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In the end of May the seed is sown broa.(lcast, is coveted 
with tbe plough, and the field is again smootbed. ~t requires 
two or three weooings. The cotton is collected between the 
middle of August and th~ niiddle' of October. This is a 
miserable kind of cultivation, which .~hould give way to that 
of wbich I am now to treat, and in which the cotto!l is sown 
in the end ot' the rainy season. 
, Tbis kin<l of cotton is raised in tht? soutb-east parts of the 

district, and is finer than that which is imported from the 
west of India. It is therefore an ,artiCle of cultivation, that 

; -
merits, encouragement. It is cultivated on the best and 
highest lan4~ .both of',a ,'stiff' and free soil, and is generally 
mixed with Sorisba,' and often with Rayi flax and'safflower. 
In the stiff . !tOil tlie 'cotton is most productive, in the loose 
soil the value of the 'Otber crops increases. I sball first give 
an accoWlt .of the manner in which'it is managed in Ii loose 
soil. 

The'land is of the first quality, and is cultivated, in a suc-' 
cession 'Of ~rops as follows: 16 months sugar-cane, seven 
months summer "rice, nine' months cotton and mustard (So
risha) ,.4 ,months pulse (Thakuri), in all three years. Tbe 
same snccession4 is then repeated. Some 'variations occa
sionally take place, but tbis is tbe most common. The So
risha i~ sometimes left out~ and tbe pulse is sown among the 
growing eotton, when it r~eives the last weeding. In this. 
case ,the crop of cotton is, more productive. The rice is 'cut 
between, the middle of August, and the 'middle of September, 
and the 'field, is immediately p1ougbe~ until it is very well 
broken on the surface, which may'require six double plough
inge, and after about one..halfof these hag been 'given it is. 
manured with a little dung-, 'ana 'w,th mud from ponds or: 
ditches. 'Between the middle. of October and that of No
vember the seed is sown broadcast, ~O measures of cotton 
and one of mustard, and the, .field is' smoothed with the Moyi, 
which covers the' seed. That of the ~otton.,. before it is 
sown, is put "in water fot:" tbree..quarters -of an hour, and is. 
then rubbed 'wlth,'some dry earth, SO that the' grains Play se
parate when'they are sown broadcast.' A month afterwards 
the field is ~eded. In the end of, January 'or be~inning of 
February the, mustard is- ripe, and is' pluckM, ' and 'a't the 
same time -the !'fj~ld :ii wkeded .• Between the l~th of .AprU 
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and 12th of June the c'?tton is collected, a.s it ripens. The 
produce Qf a large bigah of land, nearly equal to half an 
acre, may be stated at 75 sers, Calcutta weight of cotton in 
the seed, in which state it is always sold by the farmer. Its 
value at harvest is 5 rs. or about 30j lbs. for the rupee. 
The mustard seed produced on the bigah is about 75 sers 
worth 1 i rupee. The produce of an acre is therefore about 
300 lbs. of cotton, worth 10 rs., and as much mustard seed, 
'Worth 3 rs. 

From the preceding account it will appear evident, that 
the profit to be derived from each. article cannot be ascer
tained; neither could I even ascertain the profits which a 
farmer may have on a bigah of land cultivated in this succes
sion j because no man has a whole farm of such land; but 
each man, for every plough he has, cultivates from one to 
three bigahs ()f it, and also from 12 to 14 bigahs of poorer 
kinds, on which even a great variety of produce is,'raised. 

A still greater quantity of cotton is reared on the stiff clay 
land. This cultivation is confl,ned to the ea,st side of the 
Punabhoba, and southern part of the district~ but might no 
doubt be extended to the northern and western parts with 
the greatest advantage. It is high land, .. generally near 
tanks, which are jndeed very numerous, wherever the soil is 
of this kind. If the soil is rich, it gives a summer crop of 
rice in the same year, or at least produces the seedling rice, 
that is to be transplanted. In the beginning of October tlIe 
field is ploughed, and in the end of the month, the cotton 
seed is sown, mingled with Sorisha or Tora (mustard and 
radish), and some rows of flax and sa:fHower' are generally 
intermixed. In the end of January or beginning of Fe
bruary the oil-seeds are plucked, the field is hoed, and ma
nured with cow-dung, ashes, mud from tanks, and oil-cake. 
It is then watered once in from 8 to 12 days, when there is 
no rain; and four men in a day will water fully an acre. 
The cotton is gathered between the middle of April and the 
middle of June, and its produce may be from 360 to 5001hs. 
an acre. but the value of the oil-seeds is very small, and does 
not exceed 1 rupee. 

The value pf the whole cotton produced in the district 
may be about 100,000 rs. The Son is an article of the ut
most consequence, as likely to be able to supply our shipping 
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,,-ith an excellent material for both saib and cordage. In 
this district the Company have made some advances to en
courage the cultivation, which is therefore on the increase; 
for among the natives its use was entirely confined to making 
fishing nets. It requires a rich free soil, tolerably high, and 
no part seems to be better calculated for it than the whole 
banks of the A!rayi nyer within this district. I"ormerly much 
sugar-cane was raised there, and the vast profit, which arises 
from tbe cultivation of that article, must prevent anything 
else from being sown, where it will thrive; but since the 
diminution tbat' h~s taken place in the waters of this river, 
which has been already mentioned, the soil has become less 
fit for sugar-cane, and seems now to be in an excellent state 
for the cultivation of tbe Son. I conjecture, tbat at present 
about '14,()()O' bigahs are employed in that way; but pro
bably 100,000 might be found in the district, on which notbing 
could be cuhivated tp so much advantage, should there be a 
demand for the article at the price now advanced by the 
Company, wi~h which the people seem perfectly satisfied. 
Owing to the US«i, to which alone this plant was formerly ap
plied, its' cultivation was entirely carried on by fishermen, 
who hired the gr01!nd from the farmers at a high rent, and 
generally reeei!ed it ploughed, and fit for sowing; and this 
practice still continues. The field receives four or five 
double pfoughings between the middle of September and the 
middle of October, apd after each is smoothed. The seed is 
sown in th~ end or October, and covered with the Moyi. It 
grows without farther trouble, and is pulled by the root in 
March, :"'hen the seed is ripe. It is then steeped in water, 
and the principal' art in tbe whole business seems to be to 
ascertaiR th;' proper tim~ which it should remain in the water. 
or this the·~na"tives can only judge by practice; and it is 
therefore' of t.he utmost importance, that none should be em
ployed to raise this plant, except those who have had proper 
experience, or at least that experienced persons should su
perintend the: watering. An intelligent fisherman gave me 
the following account of his process. He forms the Son into 
bundles or shea.ves of about two feet in circumference. These 
he places on tneir roots in water; which is oneJoot deep. In 
this the sheaves' stand for five or six days. They are then 
laid on their sides, 60 as to be entirely under water, and are 
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covered, with sh:aw anq eartb to pre'Vent th~Jll from Hoating. 
In this situation they also remain. five or six days. The 
roots are then cut off, with all the part that was under water, 
when the sheaves stood upright; and each sheaf is then 
tak~n by the root end, and washed 'by shaking it in' the 
water. In this operation most of the stems fall out; the re
JUainder ·is separated by the hand. The fibres are then 
dried; and afterwards Ilre w./J,shed by dipping'them in water, 
and beating them against a plank. The washed fibre, are 
then dried, and 'are fit for sale. He says, that he receives 
1 rupee for 22j se,rs Calcutta weight, which is at the rate of 
rather· more than 1 { a man. The Company's agent makes 
advanceS! to petty dealers, who of course must have a prout. 
and I understood that it is very considerable. It was sa.id, 
that these dealers receive the Son from the cultivators at the 
rate of 30 light sers for the' rupee, and deliver it t<1 the Com
pa.ny at from 20 to, 25 sers. 

The 'fisherman apove '.nIentioned said, that he paid from 21 
to fJ rs. a bigah for ,the .land, and that the .farmer was at the 
:whole expense of cultivation. The produce, he ~ays, i~ from 
;J light mans to f<?i from the bigah, orfrom * rupees to 3 rupees 
fj anas and :4 pice. His profit is. from' 1 rupee 8 anas to 1 ru
pee 5 anaa 4 pice, .and he' can ~teep and clean the produce of 
a bigah in 15 days. I lun indined .to think, however, that 
he under-rated ,the produce, as might indeed be; naturally 
expected. A{lother statement gave 5! rs. for ~he Calcutta 
bigah, which is onl1 a small'value for rich lahd; but the e.x
pense of cultivation is almost· nothing. 'Ve may take the 
nighest statement, of the fisherman as the average produce, 
giving 56,000 rs. for the whole raised in the, district, ;flS 

.coming from the farmer. The crop is exha~sting, 'an,d cannot 
be sown oftener, on the same grdund~ than once in three years. 
.The material, in the state it comes from the cultivator, is very 
'unfit for exportation, and is combed at the factory, an ope
ration with which the natives were totally unacquainted. 

The Kankhura. I have already mentioned (page 71) as a 
pot-herb" that, is a ,good deal used in this district. As it is 
:c,wployed fOJ: the .ropes used in 'tracking boats, it is probably 
~the,strongest material that can be proc~red. • .',' ' -

Piants cultivated on account of their £a,~clltwi1l.lJ juice.~In 
India several plants are cultivated in ,order to pr~cure E,' Sac-
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eharine matter from their inspissated juice, ami are almost 
always articles of considerable hnportance. In this :district 
,several of these plants grow; but sugar-cane is the only -one 
used. This, however, is cultivated with great success ;: and, 
although I have stated the extent of ,land occupied by it, as 
small, yet the v_alue of the produce is great, and pethap$ ex
,ceeds that of any single article raised in the fields or this dis
trict, rice And mustard seed excepted. On an average, the 
proQuce ot a calcutta bigah, or one-third of an acre, may be 
taken at 12 mans of inspissl1ted juice, or about 26 cwt. the 
acre; and one...quarter more may be allowed for the richer 
soils, and one,.quarter less for tlie poorer. The value \lllries 
very much;.in soine years, as the present, it falls to It rupee 
a mall; in.J)thers, as the last,'it rises,to 21; but the average 
may M 1 ~ a man, or a little more than 2 lS. a cwt. The 
usual value .of the whole annual produce, as coming from the 
farmer; may therefore be estimated at 450,000 rs. 

Sugar-cane .requires a rich, free so~ sufficiently elevated 
to be entirely ~xempt 'from inundation, but not so high as to 
be deprived of''IDoisture, :or as to encourage the production 
of wbite ants (Telp1es). Of such land there 1S in this district 
a considerable extent, and a great' part of it is now cultivated 
,with this -shluable article; for it must be observed, that in a 
proper system of agriculture the same"field produces only ()ne 
crpp of sugar in three years; so that the 25,000 bigahs, stated 
as $ugar~cane land; suppose~ that there -are ~ 5,000 'bigahs, 
whiCh are ~employed in the rotation; but iris only reckoned 
as sugar land in the year when the eane is C\lt; fot in the "two 
remaining years it gives other crops. It ~s probably owing to 
the selection. of a soil so admirably fitted for the plant, that 
the produce is so high; for there is little to be' commended 
in the manner of Cultivation. -I do Dot think, while the culti
,vation is: 'confined to such a soil, that it could 'be mueh ex
tended, "in the present state 'of the country" although mncl1 
land formerly cultivated for 'sugar--cane is bbw applied t-o other 
purposes~ or i$ waste; but thiS' is chiefly owing to tbe dI'ying 
up of the t"iv:ers;lihich bas ~ncouraged the breed of hurtful 
jnse~ts. Neitb~i can it 'be considered as advisable to extend 
the cultivation: t91es8' .profitable loils, 'With a view to specu
lation,in foreign Juai'kets, -which are already overloaded. 

In my account of the cultivation or cotton, I have already 
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given one of the best systems of rotation that is employed on 
this admirable soil, especiaIly in the south, near the Jomuna; 
but there are some others, which require to be mentioned. In 
aome parts, especially towards the north, near the Tanggon, 
the rotation occupies 4 years; sugar 17 months, rice"; i mus
tard, pulse, or wheat, 6; rice 7; mustard, pulse, or wheat, 5; 
r-ice 7; in all, 48 months. The reason of this seems to be, 
that the soil near the Tanggon is poorer than that near the 
Jomuna; the average produce there being about 9 mana the 
bigah, whereas on much good land in the southern parts of 
the district 15 mans may be taken· as the average produce, 
and J2 mans as that of ordinary land. Towards the Kullk, 
the produce equals, at least, that on the Jomuna. In other 
places the rotation is 17 months sugar-cane, 7 months' rice, 
.S months mustard and lentils, or mustard alone, and 7 months 
rice; in all, 36 lllonths. Some,: again, who are necessitous, 
take a crop of cane every two years, with rice, tobacco, or 
pulse, in the 8 months of interval between the crops; but this 
exhausts the ground. In every part of the cotfntry it is usual 
to plant a hedge of Oror round the field of cane. 

There are two kinds of sugar-cane, the Khagra and Ka
joli. The former is a yellow hard cane, not thicker than the 
finger, and is only used by a few farmers in the northern parts, 
who are too lazy to cultivate .the Kajoli, which requires some 
more trouble. The :Kajoli has a tolerably thick stem, deeply 
stained with purple, and often grows 12 and 14 feet high. I 
shall give the full account of its cultivation. 

The field, from about the middle of October until about 
the 10th of January, receives 10 or 12 double ploughings, 
and after each is smoothed with the Moyi. During the last 
three months of this time it is manured with cow-dung, and 
mud from ponds or ditches. On this account, the land fit for 
sugar-cane is generally divided into fields by wide ditches, 
into which much mud is washed by the rain, and is again 
thrown on the fields, when the country dries, and leaves it 
enriched by innumerable aquatic vegetables and animals, that 
have died as the water left them. When the ploughing has 
been completed, the field is manured with ashes and oil-cake. 
In February and .March the field is planted with cuttings of 
about a toot in length, which are taken from the tops of the 
ripe canes that are cutting at that season. . Trenches about 
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4 inches deep, and a foot distant from each otber, are made 
by the hoe throughout the field, the cuttings are laid hori
zontally in the trenches, and are immediately covered by the. 
hand. The field is then smoothed with the l\Ioyi. In about 
a month the young plants are two or three inches high. The 
earth is then raised from the ctihings by means of a spud, 
and the dry leaves by which they are surrounded are removed. 
For a day or two they remain exposed to the air, and are then 
manured with at-hes and oil-cake, and covered with earth. 
'Yeeds must be removed as they spring; and when the plants 
are about a cubit and a half high, the field must be ploughed. 
'Yhen they have grown a cubit higher, which is between the 
13th of June and 14th of January, they are tied together in 
bundles of three or four, by wrapping them round with their 
own leaves. This i$ done partly to prevent them fram being 
laid down by the wind, and partly to prevent them from being 
eaten by jackals. During the next month three or four of 
these bunches are tied together; and about the end of Sep
tember, when the canes grow rank, they are supported by 
bamboo stakes driven in the ground. They are cut between 
the middle of December and the end of March. 

Tbe Khagra is cultivated nearly in the same manner, but 
does not require to be bo,:!nd with leaves, as it is too hard for' 
the jackals, and does not grow so rank as to be in danger from 
the wind. On the ,same extent of ground it produces about 
one-fourth part less of extract than the Kajoli does. 

It is only large farmers that cut an acre of cane in a year. 
one mill. therefore, and one set of the implements used in 
inspissating the juice, although very rude and simple, serve 
for several farms, and generally belong to some wealthy man. 
who lets tbem out for bire to his poorer 'neighbours, and the 
whole unite to clear each others fields by turns; so that,., 
although many people and cattle are employed at one of 
these miserable set of works, very few indeed are hired and ' 
the grea.ter part, of the labour is performed by the common 
stock of the farm. 

The juice of the sugar cane is always in;pissated before it 
is suM hy the farmers, I sLall now, therefore, give an account 
of the process. Sixteen men and 20 oxen assemble from the 
neighbourhood, and during the crop season continue to work 
night and day. Two oxen are required for the mill at once,,, 
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hut are relieved ~n times a day. One man skilled in the 
operation is generally furnished by the owner of the works, 
and is usually the only person that is hired for the occasion. 
The canes freed from the leaves are brought to the works by 
each farmer in his turn. Some of the workmen cut them 
into pieces from an inch ·to half an inch long; others put 
these ~nto the mill, and clear it of such as have been squeezed; 
another drives the oxen; another carries the pots of juice to 
the boilers; and others attend the fire. The boilers and mill 
will be described in the account of the implements of hus
bandry. The juice is passed through a number of boilers, 
until it is sufficiently inspissated, which, so far as I can learn, 
is when it has been reduced to one-fourth part, and notping 
is either added or taken from it, nor is it even scummed; and 
in fact it contains many impurities. The inspissated juice, 
or extract of sugar-cane, is called by the natives Gur, and is 
of two kinds, whi among the natives are called by various 
names; oncernmg these there is so much confusion, 
that I shall call the one cake extract and the other pot ex
tract, which term I prefer to the word Jagory, commonly 
used by the English, as several sub.3tances of a very different 
nature are included under that name. The cake extract is 
more completely inspissated, so that when cool, it becomes 
hard. An oblong square hole from 1~, to 18 inches long, 
and from 12 to 9 inches wide, is dug in the earth, ~ bag of 
coarse sackcloth is placed in it, and the inspissated juice is 
poured into the bag, when the extract has cooled~ the bag is 
pulled from the earth, and the, cake is shaken out. This is 
a black disgusting mass weighing about 40 Ips., but not so 
bad as the other, which is less inspissated, ani! is poured into 
earthern pots, which hold from one man and < a:~alr to one 
Calcutta man by weight, or from about 124 to 8~ Ihs. It is 
of ,the consistence of a. thin ex.tract, or of the ~nspissated 
liquor that comes from the cooler, and is put in~o the hogs
heads.in a curing-house of Jamaica. The natives'are very 
fond of both kinds mixed with milk in all its forms, or with 
grain prepared with various kinds of ISweetmeats, all very 
disgusting to the eye.~ The pot extract is not so easily trans
ported by water, and spoils in the fir~t. rainy season, which 
seem to be the reasons, why a. considerable quantity of the 
cake extract is made; for the pot extract is thought be$t for 

• I 
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eating, as being less liable to be adulterated with clay, a 
practice common in making the other kind; and it is prefer
red by those who make sugar, as being most fit for their 
purpose. The cake extract keeps tolerably well for 18 
months, stows easily in a boat, and .cannot be so readily em
bezzled, aa any portion removed" from a cake would be in
stantly detected in delivery. A great part of the extract, 
which is made in- the northern parts of the district, where 
there are no manufactures of sugar, is therefore formed into 
cakes, while the sugar boilers of the southern divisions re
quire almost all, that is made there, to be of the pot kind. 

A bigah or one-third of an acre of good lan~ in the 
southern districts is reckoned by the farmers to produce 168 
mans or 13,8911bs. of cane, and 14 mana or I,l59lbs. of pot 
extract. Its produce of cake extract is about 11 mana 24 
sers, or 95~ lbs. The value of the pot extract, at Ii rupee 
a man, is ~l rs. the bigah; of the cake extract, at 11 rupee 
for 40 sers of 58 s. w. the value is 20- rs. the bigah. 

The leaves, that were employed to tie up the stems, serve 
for fuel to boil the juice. When the canes are cut, the fresh 
leaves, and the squeezed canes, are given to the cattle em
ployed at the mill. In the northern parts the culture is not 
so well understood. The farmers there informed me, aftel' 
reducing their weights and measures to the Calcutta standard 
that a b~gah produced only nine mans of cake extract. The 
managenlent of the plant differs somewhat. The cuttings 
are placed in furrows not quite a cubit from eacb other, and 
are covered' by ridges, which are formed by drawing a furrow 
on each side ,of the row. The shoots, before they are 
planted, are sQllletimes soaked in water, until the eyes begin 
to grow. When a foot high, the plant. are freed from 
weeds. ," About the end of April the field is ploughed, and 
in the end of May the ridges are levelled with the hoe. The 
field is the9' ploughed five times. About the end of June 
the canes are three feet high .. and are tied together. The 
mill requires only 12 oxen and 8 men, 1mt works only from 
about half· after. six in the morning, until about seven at 
night. It clears about half an acre of cane in 12 days. In 
the northern parts of. the district, the fields are not Jll3nured 
with the earth from d.itc~es, which will account perhaps for 
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tTleir being less productive, and the rents are very Jow, which 
will perhaps account for the neglect of manure. 

On cqnsidering that the sugar-cane is only a portion of the 
rotation of crops taken from a field, and that this forms only 
a part of a farm, the whole wrought at a common expense 
by a common stock, it will appear difficult, if not altogether 
impossible to state the expense of cultivation or profi.ts, 
which accrue to the .farmer; but these must be very con
siderable. The expense of cultivating sugar is however con
siderably more, than that of cultivating grain, and wherever 
sugar is reared, the rent is high. In some parts this is laid 
on openly; and the same field, which. when cultivated with 
grain pays one rupee, pays five when cultivated with sugar. 
In most places, however, this circumstance cannot be ascer
tained; for the rent of the whole higher land Qf a light free 
soil is raised, and the tenant may cultivate whatever he 
pleases. But, as the rent is made high in proportion to the 
quantity of sugar-land in the district, each farmer must re
ceive his proportion, and he could not pay this rent, should 
he neglect this valuable article. III such districts the whole 
land' of this nature often rents for :e rs. a Calcutta bigah, and 
more than 1 bigah out of 10 is probably not cut in the year. 
On the whole, farmers in districts where sugar-cane is cul
tivated, are by no means richer, than where grain is the ooly 
produce. 

Plants cultivated for heing chewed or smoked.-In every 
part of India chewing and smoking varid'us vegetable suh
stances, some of them highly intoxicating,' is' a farourite arM 
ticI~ of luxury. In this district the people. h_owever are 
less than usually addicted to these practices, lind raise only 
some of the articles that are commonly employed; 

The articles used for smoking, that are cultivated in this 
district, are tobacco and hemp (Gangja). The ~rticles for 
being chewed, that are produced in this district, are :-Pan, 
Piper betIe. Tobacco, Nicot.ma. Khoyer', .lUimosa Cate
chu. Dhooiya. Co1-iandrum sativum. Joyaino, Ammi, an 
Athamantlta cltinensis. Mauri, Anethum graveolens. 

Of the four last an account has already been given. The 
Khoyer raised at Maldeh is not sufficient for the demand of 
the district; but most of it is sent to Moorshedabad from 
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whence again almost the whole of this district is supplied. 
The three last articles are carm~native seeds, of which little is 
used, and that is raised in the country. Of the three re
maining articles tobacco occupies by far the greatest extent, 
and the betle-kaf is by far the most valuable. The tobacco 
raised in the country is not adequate for its supply, and most 
of the gangja is exported. 

The tobacco may occupy about 1,500 bigahs. It requires 
a light soil, but is cultivated in three different situations. 
Fll'st. In rich spots of .land immediately contiguous to the 
farmer's house, ll'hich are cultivated with this plant alone, and 
receive a great quantity of manure. Secondly, in rich high 
land fit for sugllr-cane, and often as a crop alternating with 
that valuable pla~t. Thirdly, on banks of rivers, that are 
inundated in the rainy season. On the first of these it is 
most productive, and on the Jast the crop is most scanty. In 
good land it may produce eight mans Calcutta bigab; but, 
except on the rich ground that is reserved for this alone, the 
average cannot be reckoned at more than 4 mans, or 328t1bs. 
from one-third of an acre. It sells usually by the farmers at 
1I rupee the Calcutta mall, or at very near 1 rupee 11 I1nas 
4, pice a cwt. It is of a 'Worse quality than that of Rongpoor. 
In the last half of September and first half of October the 
field is ploughed remarkably well, and strongly manured. 
The young plants. that have been sown in a bed in the end 
of August, are theQ planted at one cubit's distance from each 
other, and watered for three days. "'Teeds must be removed. 
whenever"'1hey ar!se; '~~hen the plant has seven or eight 
leaves, the yopng central shoot is pinched away. It is fit for 
cutting in ~Iarcb and April. Each stem contains from five 
to eight leavesJ which in good soil are 18 inches long, and in 
a poor are only half that It>ngtb. The stem is cut, and tbe 
plants are .. allowed to be tbree days on the ground. The 
leaves are then separated, and .are tied in handfuls, which are 
bung in the open air until dry. The handfuls-are made into 
bales, by laying thE:"m togetber in two rows with their roots 
outwards. The parcels are surrounded with straw, are tied 
very tight, and the bale is then complete. 

The Hetle-leaf may occupy 700 bigabs, but its value is 
very considel·able, although the accounts wbich I received Oil 

this subject vary so much tbat I calmot dt>pend on any of 
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them. The plant is cultivated in what is' called a Voroj, 
which signifies a fort, and great pains are bestowed to defend 
it from the sun and wind. The proper cultivators form one 
of the nine tribes of tradesmen that were admitted to be pure 
by Bollalsen, which shows the importance that was then 
attached to this plant i but the Muhammedan invasion has 
introduced considerable .disorder, and those who cultivate it 
now are of many different castes, and it is reared even by 
Muha~medans. They are, however, the rich~st cultivators 
in the· 4istrict, although half a bigah" or 'one rood, may be 
considered as a decent garden or fort. I shall therefore 
detail the manner in which such a one is managed. 

From the middle of October until~the; 10th of February 
the garden is repeatedly hoed and smooth~d with the Moyi, 
which costs three rupees. Then two ridges "are formed with 
the hoe, each ibout one foot wide, and between them is a 
little channel six inches wide. At every four feet throughout 
the garden similar ridges are fornled. Then in the middle 
of every interval is »lade a ridge, which on each side, be
tween it and the adjacent double ridges, has a flat space of 
about 18 inches wide, on which die people walk when they 
clean the garden, or gather the leaves. Ih ~he double ridges 
are placed rows of sticks about six cubits long, of which four 
and four are tied together by the nliddle. To the tops of 
these are fastened parallel rows of split bam1?oos, which are 
crossed at right angles by others so as ~ f~rm a net work. 
On this are laid two or three rows of the stems 1)r a reed 
called UIuckhor, and these are tied to"t'4e bamboos. The 
sides or the garden are secured in the same manner, and only 
a small door is left for th(l workmen to enter. 'Then cuttings 
of the betle~vine are planted in tw~ rows on' ~ach of the 
ridges. The operation costs for forming the ridges 3 rs., for 
bamboos, sticks, reeds, and rope, 12 TS., and for' workmen, 
. 4 rup~es. During th~ latter half of April and first half of 
May the garden must be watered by pots, which costs two 
rupees. The water is given once every five or six da.ys, and 
is poured into the channels between the ridges.. Between 
the mi~.dle of August and the middle of .September the 
gar~n must be manured with fresh earth and oil-cake, and 
this must be repeated once a month for four times. At the 
first ·time a strong reed (Ikiri) or bamboo is stuck into the 
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ground near each vine, which cJimbs upon this supporter. 
These operations cost 19 rupees. In the end of March the 
garden must be completely weeded, which costs 40 rupees. 
The rent for one year and a half is 1 rupee. The total ex
pense is therefore 48 rs., besides the maintenance of the cul
tivator's family, which cannot be estimated at less than 5 rs. 
a month, or 120 rupees. The total stock necessary before 
the garden becomes productive is therefore 168 rupees. A 
garden lasts from 12 to 30 years, according to which tbe in
terest of the stock must be calculated, and 18 per cent. ought 
at least to be allowed; say 15 rupees. Then the annual ex-
pense will be :- ' 

Interest of capital, ,J5 rs: i repairing the walls and roof. 8 rs. i water
ing in the heats< of spring. 2 rI. ; manuring. lO rs.; weeding, 2 n. ; rent. 
10 anas i 'collecting .he leaves. 36 n.; total. 73 rs. 10 &DU. 

This may be about one-half of the produce, but I have 
already said I cannot speak with any confide'itce on this sub
ject. It is certain, however, that no land in Bengal gives 
any return nearly equal t.o that cultivated with betel leaf. 
The situation in general chosen is the sloping side of a tank, 
where the soil is. commonly a stiff clay. A capital of 168 rs. 
being very rl},rely employed in agriculture by Bengal farmers, 
the trad~ is not likely to be overstocked. 

The cultivation,of hemp, on account of its buds that are 
used for iIitoxication, is oonfined almost entirely to the divi
sion of .Jogodol,-where it is raised on very ricb clay land, 
which.lil.e that r:sened for tobacco, is generally a small spot 
near the ramler's houae, and L'1 allowed a great quantity of 
measure. The Whole extent may be about 300 bigahs. Its 
produce by the' bigah may equal in quantity that of tobacco, 
but it is sold here at riearly five times tbe price, so that the 
returns are great, but tbe expense is also considerable. The 
natives haye two proper names for the bemp (Cannabis sativa), 
and can it Gangja when young, and Siddhi when the flowers 
have fully expanded. It is a common weed in many parts' of 
the district, and, the wild siddhi answers fo~ a particular man
ner of intoxication. . The dried leaves are beaten 'in a mortar 
..nth water, and this infusion is drank. This is not-so strong 
as the :Gangja, nor~ is its intoxicatwn attended with such 
violent effects; but it may be readily procured, whereas the 
wild plant in its" young state has little effect., and in order to 
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procure Gangja the plant must be cultivated with great pains. 
The seed is sown in a small bed about the end of June. The 
field must be very thoroughly wrought with the plough,> hoe, 
and Moyi. The seedlings are transplanted in August, are 
placed three or foul' feet from each other, and must be re
peatedly manured and weeded. The plant grows from four 
to six feet high, and sends out many lateral branches. In 
February, when the leaves are tender, and before the flowers 
open, the buds and young leaves are pinched off, and spread 
on the ground, where they lie 10 or 12 days exposed to the 
dew and sun until they are dry, and fit for use. It is smoked 
like tobacco, and about 12 grains may be the usual dose. 

Plant8 cultivatedfor dying.-The plants cultivated in ~he 
fields of this district for producing dyes are two, indigo and 
safH.ower. The last is of little or no importance, and a few 
drills of it are occasionally put amongst cotton, as.1 have 
already mentiontd, or a small bed is sown in a garden, chiefly 
on account of its leaves, which are used as a green. 'fhe 
safflower is chiefly used at Maldeh, and the greater part is 
imported from other districts. The natives here do not ea~ 
the seed. In this district, therefore, indigo iii t~e only dying 
plant of which the cultivation deserves notice, and unfor.tu
nately the cultivation does not seem to flourish. The extent 
of land may be about 1.5,000 Calcutta b1gahs, allowing on an' 
average about 700 for each set of works, of which there are, 
21 in the district. The value of the plant produced may be 
taken at about 37,500 rs. or two and a half rs. for a Calcutta 
bigjlh. This is therefore an object of very little i~portance" 
to either farmer or landlord, and both classes of men have 
great objections, not only to the extension, but to the con
tinuance of the culture. As, however, the value of the indigo 
manufactured "is very considerable, and as it is one of the 
principal sourc.es of foreign commerce which Bengal now 
possesses, it comes to be of importance to the country, espe
cially as it gives employment to the poor labourers, and in 
the parts of the district where it is most prevalent has almost 
doubled their wages. 

In this place I shall confine myself entirely to the cultiva
tion of the plant, and I cannot avoid mentioning that, both 
on this subject, and c~ncerning the nature and state .of the 
manufacture, I have received much assistance from. Mr. 
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Halliday, surgeon to the stati-ln, and from Mr. Tucker, a 
lI'anufacturer of indigo. The soils chosen for indigo and the 
seasons for sowing it are very 'Various, and as it is a very un
certain crop it would seem to be a desirable circumstance for 
every manufacturer to choose as great a variety as possible, 
so as to render the average less liable to variation; for if the 
whole indigo belonging to a set of works be sown on one 
kind of land, the whole may one year be entirely destroyed, 
so that the works may be useless; while another year 'the 
crop may be so luxuriant, and ripen so nearly at one time, 
that the works may be unable to manufacture one-half of the 
produce. 

The land that is most commonly employed is high, with a 
sandy soil, and is in general poor, such as would be culti
vated only occasionally, were it not for the indigo, unless it 
happened to be near the farmer's house, and was allowed 
much manure, in which case it would prodtlce a variety of 
valuable crops. This is well ploughed, and should be ma
nured, which however is generally too much, if not altoge
ther neglected. The seed is sown broadcast in March, April 
and May; the lowest lands being sown earliest. Much pains 
should be bestowed on weeding indigo, but this also is in 
general much neglected. It is fit for cutting in foul' months 
after it has been sown, and after being cut shoots out again. 
Sometimes the shoots are :reserved for seed, som~times they 
are cut for a second crop, and sometimes the part not reserved 
for seed is ploughed for other purposes. The seed is ~pe in 
February and March, so that the crop occupies the whole 
year. The Calcutta bigah in general may be estimate4 to 
produce 25 bundles, 6 feet in circumference, worth 21rs. 
The seed may be worth 8 anas more; but it is only some situ
tions that answer for it, and in general little more is raised 
than serves to supply the farm. The cultivation cannot be 
considered a~ so laborious or expensive as that of rice, cspt'
cially in the slovenly and careless manner in which it is usually 
conducted. The price given by the different manufacturers 
varies from 8 to 12 bundles (6 feet circumference) for the 
ntpee, and the money which they advance (!ilrs. a large,bigah 
or about II r. the Calcutta bigah) is always {ullfadequate to 
defray every expense that tbe farmer can possibly incur~ 
Tbe manufactllrer pays the carriage to the works, when these . , 
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are not in the immediate vicinity of the field. If the rent 
were therefore moderate, such as this land would pay if cul
tivated for rice, the raising indigo weed would be abundantly 
profitable, as it ought indeed from its uncertainty; for too 
much sun, and either too much or too little rain entirely ruin 
the crop. The fact however is, that the landlords, either 
wishing to share in the profits of the manufacturer, or to 
prevent the cultivation altogether, usually exact a rent, which 
ends in the ruin of the farmer, who has been induced to 
receive advances. 

The next most common land for indigo i~ the flat sandy 
banks of rivers, which are mundated in the rainy season, and 
which are very low rented and seldom occupi'ed. The crop 
on this is e~tremely uncertain, as it is cut just about the time 
when the rivers begin to rise; and i(these ~well a ~ittle earlier 
than usual, it is entirely lost. This may happen probably 
once in three years. No seed can be procured from this land; 
but when not destroyed by the river, its produce is very great, 
and was estimated to me at 60 bundles worth [j rs: the Cul-' 
cutta bigah j !he expen~e is very trifling. Two or' th~ee double 
ploughings suffice for this light soil. The seed is a principal 
part of the expense, and is sown in January. It should be 
weeded twice, but this is done in a. very negngeiit manner. 
It is cut between the middle of " May, and the "'middle of 
~~ . 

The red clay lands towards the Koroloya answer well 
for indigo, and the high clay lands of a light:coloured soil 
near the Tanggon are equally favourable. The, indigo·on the 
red clay is sown after the first rains of spring, have softened 
the ground. It is reaped between the middle of Jqly and the 
middle of September. The produce on the red clay was esti
mated to me at 20 bundles worth 2 ra. on the Calc'utta bigah, 
but this land is remarkably favourable for seed, and supplies 
the lower land, on which seed cannot be raised. Tlie seed 
on red clay is often worth as much as the plant •. The produce 
of the light-coloured clay was estimated to me at 40 bundles 
worth 3 rs. 5 anas 4 pice. This also is favourable for seed; 
but the bardness of the soil renders the cultivation expensive. 

It has been attempt¢d to sow indigo on rich low rice ground, 
which in the rainy se~son is deeply covered with water. The 
seed is sown about the middle of February,' and the plant is 
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cut in June, after which there is abundanee of time for the 
rice crop. and I believe that this will be found to be rather 
improved by "the indigo, which does not exbaust the land. 
Tbe crop of indigo is however, botb uncertain and small. 
Mr. Tucker wbo bas tried it, estimates it at2S bundles worth 
211'8. for a large bigah, wbich is at the rate oCbetween 16 and 
17 bundles for the bigab of Calcutta. 

This gentleman has 8180 sown indigo seed among cotton. 
whicb is done 'at the last weeding, that the cotton receives 
about the end" of April, and requires no additional ex
pense of cultivation~ Tbe stems of the cotton are pulled 
after all the seea is ripe; "and thtf indigo is cut about the 1st 
of August. l\Ir."Tucker estimates the produce of this to be 
about 20 bundles or,! rs. the Calcutta bigab. This cultiva
tion will I.a~ persuaded be very valuable, botb in clay lands 
where nothing i.i raised after the cotton, and in the free soil 
where onli a miserable trop of pulse is procured between the 
cotton'~d 'sugar, aitd which is not more in value than one
fourth o~ lite indigo. The people are bowever. afraid to 
venture/l~st their· most valuable Cf'QP the sugar should be 
spoiled"j and it fs natural that tbey should be so, until con
vinced of th~ ~ontrary by experience. On the clay soils the 
cotton ground is often that which is applied to raise the seed
lings for transplanted rice, and where that is the custom. it 
will preve,nt indi#» f!om being, raised. 

In fact I am :persuaded, that indigo in one way or other 
may be raised an most soils, and it would be of great impor
tance'lC>"the ~ufactUrer to have the whole compact near bis 
works, to havet a lease of the whole from tbe landlord, and to 
let it out #'gain to the farmers. At present it is customary to 
have from_Clne t9 three, bigabs from each farmer, and these 
plots are scattered over a district of perhaps five or six miles 
in aianleter, owing to which great losses arise from fraud, 
notwjtbstand,ing that a great expense is incurred to prevent 
imposition. _. ;' . . 

Plants uerllor feftding s;¥-fDorms.-The plants cultivated 
(or 8Up}'Sortin'g silk-worms, are tbose of least importance in 
this district,"~ we consider merely the extent of ~ound which 
they ~cuP1 ; , but they' are of considerable "importance, if we 
estimate !he value" of the proCluce, and _consider that it affords 
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the raw material for a valuable manufacture: Two plants are 
cultivated; the mulberry and Ricinus, and these support two 
different kinds of worm. 

The mulberry cultivated in' this district i. a dwarf plant, 
which I have had no opportunity of examining in a state fit 
for ascertaining its botanical affinities. Its fruit is said to be 
black, and very small. The ~ultivation is confined to the 
banks of the Mohanonda, where a high free soil is chosen, 
and to those of the lower parts of the Korotoya, where a clay 
soil chiefly that of a red colour, is mostly used: 

On the banks of the Mohanonda, the mulberry may occupy 
about 4000 bigahs Calcuttitmeasure, all within a mile of the 
river, amidst noble groves of Mango, Banyan and Pipol trees, 
which shelter the houses of those who rear the worm, and 
which would be delightful were it not for their slovenly con
dition. The plantations are surrounded by ditches and high 
banks of mud, tbat form good fences, and ought to be secured 
from inundation, as this entirely destroys the plant, which 
otherwise lasts about .20 years. The Company's ~omlllercial 
Resident makes advanc~s for a great part of the cocoons; but 
as these are not manufactured in this district, apd as all that 
is manufactured ~n the left bank of the river is don~ ~by the 
farmers, who sell the raw silk, I shall proceed t2 <gh;e an 
account of the whole process. I begin with forming a new 
plantation of one bigab ; . for many do not exceed tbat size • 

. 
To 12 double ploughing! between the 12th of June and the 15th Octo

her, at H ana, 1 r. 2 anas; to making'a fence of earth, 2 ra.; 'to planting 
('uttings of the mulberry at about 18 inches from eal.'h other, after having 
hoed the field thoroughly. This is (,lone between the 15th oJ October and 
the 14'th of Novemher, 4 rs.; to weeding in Janl1ary, 1 r. ; rent from 6 to 
20 anas, average, 13 anas; total, S r8. 15llnas. The annual expense after
wards.-Interest on t:,e above at 18 per cent. 12 anas 1(} pice; repairing 
the fence, 1 t.; ploughings. 1 r.; weeding, 8 anaa; rent, 13 anaa; col
lecting the leaves and pruning, 3 r. 6 anas ; total,. 7r8. 7 anaa 10 pice. 

The allowance for collecting the leaves I state on the fol. 
lowing grounds. Many persons who rear tbe worms, employ 
people to cultivate the plantation, and these agtee to deliver 
one-half of tbe produce, and to defray every expense. The 
3 rs. 6 anas is the difference between the expense,' and the 
average half the produce. 
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There are annually six broods of worms, and tlie leaves are 
conected at six seasons. At three of these the plants, which 
grow about two or three feet high, are pruned, and the prun
ings are fit for feeding the worm. The leaves and. prunings 
are sold by tpe road which a man carries in a basket (K.hunggi) 
that may contai~ about 801bs. weight .. and according as the 
crop is plentiful or scarce, vary from 1 to 30 burthens for the 
rupee, which s'40ws, that the crops are extremely uncertain. 
The average price, however, throughout the year is 4 burthens 
for the'rupee. The usual produce at each of the different 
crops is stated to be--

12Lh March._ 11th Ap.ril. g burthens; tlth April, 12th !\Jay, 6 ditto; 
13th June, 14th August. 16 ditto j 14th August. 14th September. 8 ditto; 
15th October. 13th Noveruber. 12 ditto; 14th November. 13th December. 
10 ditto, Total, 60 burthenl1. worth about. 15 rupees. 

The profit pn such land is therefore very great, and many 
people content themselves with this, sd! the leaves and rear 
no worms; but many more employ the leaves to rear their 
own worms, and no bleeder trusts entirely to the market for 
a supply of leaves. 

I shall now proceed to give an account of the manner in 
which cO~ODS· are procured, a step of tIle process at which' a 
great part of die cultiva~ors stop. It is supposed, that a man 
and his fanlily of the usual strength, that is a wife and an old 
woman or child capable of assisting, Cln cultivate, collect the 
Jeaves, and feed as many worms as' can be reared on four 
bigahs of land. , 

He must' in the tirst place build a small hut with hurdle
walls, and which has an aperture that serves for door and 
window. Every side except the door is surrounded by two 
ot three rows of shelves, that support the frames lined with 
mats, on which the worms breed, feed and spin. The whole 
value of the apparatus may be 6 r8. ; and that of his house 
may be 10 rs. allowing him to rebuild every four years, the 
annual expense "will be 4 rs. and his ground-rent will he 1 r. 
The total expense therefore of his accommodation will be 
5 rs. The eggs ~re placed on frames (DaIa), where they are 
to be IH~tched and fed; and the 240 burthens produced by 
four bigahs of land are sufficient to feed 240 frames of worms. 
'Vhen full grown, the worms are removed to other frames 
(Chondro), where twigs are placed to fac~itate their spinning. 
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The worms of two Dalas are placed on one Chondro, 80 that 
there are 120 Chondros, each of which should produce 2~ sera 
(88 s. w.) of cocoons. The whole ther,ffol'e should produce 
7tmans, the usual price of which is 12-rs. the man, or 90ra. 
from the four bigahs. Deduct the expense·or,cultivation at 
4 rs. 1 ana 10 pice a bigah, and there will remain 73 n. 8 anal 
8 pice, deduct farther the house-rent 5 r8. and there will 
remain 68 rs. 8 an as 8 pice, or 51 rs. a month, which is a 
decent support for a family. Should 'the family keep more 
worms, the land would be cultivated 'by another person for 
one-half of the produce. . 

The people are so necessitous, that, wherever they can 
procure advances for the cocoons, theyt always sell the pro
duce of their plantations in that state; the profit, however, 
by spinning the silk is not inconsiderable,'" ,The cocoons, 
that are intended for spinning:, are exposed to a str~ng heat, 
which kills the anima1. ' The "natives l}ave almost entirely re
linquished the original Hindu manner of winding the'silk 
from the cocoon, by 'the means of a small reeL(Laya) about 
eight inches in diameter, which is fastenedtto a spindle, that 
the workmen twirls round with his hands; and a, larger reel 
(Gayi) moved by a winch after the European fasbion is ge
nerally employed. Several people in this district have huts, 
in which there is one or two reels, each'''jm;''vided with a 
small furnace and vessel for containing hot water,. iIt which 
the cocoons are kept when winding. The"instrument is let 
by the day to those who wish to use it. The priCe paid here 
for winding 2l sers (at 88 s. w.) is I'ana for the implement, 
and 2 anas to two workmen that are employed, altogether 
3 anas. On the 71 mans of cocoons produced by 4 bigabs 
of land, the expense of winding will be 22~ rl~ ~ Ev,ery 2t sere 
of cocoons produce,15 s. w. of silk, altogether 1800 s: w., 
usually worth )80 rs. Th!,! value of the cocoons was 90 
sicca rs., tIle expense 22t rs., altogether 112t r5., leaving 
87 rs.~ or 33f. per cent. for profit. ,At the above rates an 
acre of land or ,3 bigahs should produce 508 Ibs. o{ cocoons 
worth 67t rs.; 180 burthens of plant worth 45 :rs. The 
value of the whole produce may be 60,000 rs. of leaves, 
90,000 1's. of cocoons, Of 150,000 l'S. Of silk" were it all 
wound in this district. . 

Near the Korotoya the mulberry is cultiva,ted 'in ,both clay 
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and free soil, &nd I took the account of the cultivation in the 
former only. The people were uncommonly 6hy~ and I have 
no great reliance- on their statements. The field il$ sur
rounded by a dItch and bank of earth as at l\faldeh. The 
seasons differ considerably, although, the expense of cultiva
tion is nearlj the ~ame. The field is ploughed between the 
12th of April and 12th of June, and the fence is made at the 
aame time. The cuttings are planted in the following month, 
and weeds are remov~~ about the end of August. Every 
year, with the early rains in spr!ng. the field is ploughed and 
manured with dung and fresh earth. The plants are pruned 
close to the g.-ound ah9ut .the beginning of September, and 
the field is then ploughed, weeded, and manured. The 
young shoots push forthjith great vigour, and about the 
middlec ,of "October are tree feet high. In the ensuing 
month the l"eave~ of the b qu~ity are produced. In spring 
the same .. ste~ shbot30rth new leaves j and these are ga
thered .betWeen tbe 13th of 1\Iay and the 14th of August. 
Those gatheYed in the middle of that period are reckoned o( 
the second qUhlitI; those gathered at the -beginning or end 
are of tbe .. ,,!orst {dnd. "The following estimate was given of 
the produce of one bigah' in' baskets, said to contain leaves 
weighing 25 sers of 96 8. w. ot about 631bs. 

Leaves of \b; fir~i 'quality baskets, 241bs. j ditto, second quality bas
kets, 241bs.; ditto. third q~y baskets, 221bs. Se.venty bul'\hens weigh
ing Ca.lcutta malll 52i. ' 

'fh~, bigah at l\Ialdeh. ~r free soil gave 60 mans, and is 
smaller, so that, ma'Jqng'aUowance for this, the red clay would 
give only a1>out 37 Calcutta mans of leaves on the Calcutta 
bigab: :rhe Crop) bow-ever"seems to be more certain, as the 
price varie$ only'jrom four to sUt bundles the rupee. The usual, 
price is flve bundles the rupee, or 14 rupees for the, bigah of 
leaves, which is at tlie. rate of nearly 10 rs. the. Calcutta 
bigab. or on&-third less than the produce ot land at Maldeb. 

.. Ten b;t.skets are required to feed two frames of worms; but 
,the fr~.mes are much larger than those at Maldeh; for two 
frames ot,worulS' are plac~d into one, when they are about to 
!Spin, and this one produce~ 4 'sers (96 So' w.) of cocoons; so, 
that one frame}on~the 'Korotoya produces 384 s. w. of co
coons. f~{>m J~OO Calcutta' sers><? of leaves, while on the l\laha
nonda a uat;ne P!oduces 220 s. w. of cocoons from 160 sers of 
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leaves. The leaves, therefore, on the b.anks of the Maha. 
nonda, are not only in greater quantity, but are more nutl'i
tious than on the Korotoya; for 800 sers of them would have 
produced 41~! s. w. weight of silk, or about one~fif'th more 
than the produce near the Korotoya. The bigah produces 
therefore ~8 sers of 96 s. w. of ,cocoons, which at the Cal
cutta weight and measure is rather more than 23-t sers for 
the bigah or very little more than one-half of what was stated 
at Maldeh. It must, however, be observed, th:1t the soil is 
of a different nature, and I had no opportunity of ascertaining 
what the free soils near the Korotoya can produce. It is also 
probable that the people underrated very much every part 
of the produce; for although they stated the ser of cocoons 
to be 96 s. w., yet there is the strongest grounds to suppose 
that in reality it weighs 160 s. w. I conclude this to be the 
case from the farmers stating that they sold their silk at 8 rs. 
a ser of the same weight with the ser of cocoons, and I knoW' 
from the commercial Resident, that the ser of silk, which 
.sells at 8 rs., contains 160 s. w. It is extremely probable, 
therefore, that th.e calculation requires to be corrected by 
taking this rate of 160 s. w. for the ser, in place of 96 .6. w. 
as stated by the farmers. This will make the produce, re
duced to the Calcutta weight and measure, about 40 sers of 
cocoons from the higah, which is nearly the same· with the 
produce at .Maldeh. The cultivators state, that 28 sers of 
cocoons give ~'H sers of Bengal silk worth ~ 1 r8. The rent 
is fJ rs., the expense of weeding ~H rs., and of cultivation 
5 ra., leaving a neat profit of 11 rupees 6 ~nas. l\fr.Monkton 
states, that cocoons give one-eighth of their weight of silk, 
-which would make their profit considerably greater. The 
cultivators say, that they have refused 131'8. for the man of 
cocoons, at 76 a. w. the ser. The price offered is higher 
than that usually given at Maldeh, where the man of 88 s. w. 
the ser, sells only for 1~ rs. This I have since learned was 
an undervalue. The Company. at Maldeh gives 16 rs., and 
the average value of the man at 80 s. w. a ser is l~ rs. 7 anas. 
The whole value of the leaves produced nea:r the Korotoya 
may be about 30,000 r8., that of the cocoons has not yet been 
fixed. 

The ricinus (Erondo of the native·s) is raised in many parts 
of this district for feeding a silk-worm, which I take to be 
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the Phalama Penelope. There are two kinds of the plant. 
the Rici,lUS commrmis and virid-is of \Villdenow. This ex
cellent botanist has with great propl'iety changed the name 
given by Linnreus to the first species; but with regard to the 
last he has been uncommonly unfortuna~e, as the stem of the 
plant is of a bright red, and the leaves are ~tained with 
brown, so that it may be considered a very remarkable ex
ception to the vegetable colour being green. Both plants 
seem to answer equally well; and those who rear the worm 
drop a few seeds round the fence, that encloses their farm 
yard, or sow a small spot adjacent to their house. The seed 
is put in the ground about the beginning of November, and 
again about the beginning of 1\Iay. Both plants are annuals, 
although they have strong woody stems often 12 feet high, 
and they live about eight months, so that leaves are procur
able at all seasons. The seed is sometimes made into oil for 
medicine, but is never used for the lamp as in many parts of 
India. 'The plant requires a mixed free soil. In some places 
one brood only of worms is reared, in others 12 broods spin 
silk in the course of the year. The cocoons preserved for 
breeding, having produced moths, which are very beautiful,
the impregnated females cling to a small twig, that is hung 
up near them, deposit their eggs round it in spiral rings, and 
then die clinging to the stick. These twigs are often sold at 
markets, and, with the dead moths hanging round, make a. 
very curious appearance. A breeder having procured one 
of these twigs, scrapes the eggs into a piece of cloth, which 
he lays on a wide-mouthed. basket, y;hich is sUPlJorted.-~1I-
some distance from the floor in one end of his hut. The 
eggs are soon hatched, and the worms are daily supplied 
with fresh leaves, and kept clean. The worm grows rapidly, 
and when,ready to spin, some twigs are put into the basket 
to assist its operation. The cocoons, that are to be spun, 
are thrown into boiling water, and the threads of from five 
to six are wound into one by means of the common silk-reel 
of Bengal. This forms a coarse rough thread of a. dirty 
white colour, and totally.destitute of the silky lustre. 

A sC.r of 96 sicca weight (2 -NJo lbs.) of this thread is 
worth from 12 anas to 1 rupee; but it is very seldom sold, 
and the people who keep the insect in general fear no more 
than is just sufficient to make clothes for their o.wn family.-
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The cloth lasts very long; owing to which quality it is pro .. 
bable. that some use might be found for this material in our 
manufactures at home. It would perhaps answer as an in
gredient for mixing with wool in the fabrication of many 
kinds of cloths, and I think it might be of use to send home 
a few hundred weight, which might be distributed among the 
principal manufacturers., in order to discover whether or not 
it could be applied to use. I have no doubt if advances are 
made, that large quantities would be procured at 12 anaa for 
the ser, or about 5 anas for the pound. So that it might be 
sold at 18 or 20 pence a pound in- England with a reasonable 
profit. -At present about 100 bigahs may be occupied with 
the Erondo plant. • 

Of the implements of Agriculture.-The plough -(Plate 
8, 1,) is of the wretched construction usual in India. and has 
neither coulter to cut the soil nor mould-board to turn it 
over. In some part of the district it even wants tlle share, 
or small piece of iron, that usually strengthens the point. 
Such a light machine is often managed by a boy 12 or 14 
years of age, and two oxen or cows are reckoned sufficient to 
drag it. These are most wretched creatures; and until the 
breed of labouring cattle is improved, or at least until the 
cattle are better fed, they are entirely incapable of drawing 
any more powerful instrument. In this district two oxen or 
cows and one man are kept for every plough, and usually 
work from about s~ven in the morning until noon, when the 
man goes t!) do other jobs about the farm, and the cattle are 
given to a. boy, who drives them to pasture, if there is any, 
or gives them a little rice straw. The quantity cultivated 
by one plough in this district is pretty uniformly about five 
acres; but some deduction must be made where cows are 
employed, these cannot plough more than four acres. Al
though there is much more ploughing performed on five acres 
of a loose soil, a great part of which gives two and some even 
three crops in the year, than on five acres of clay which is 
onlY,cultivated once, yet the difference in the quantity of the 
two kinds that one plough. can cultivate, is very small, but 
then' the plough is employed almost the whole year, where 
the soil is free; and is idle for more than six months where 
the s~il is stiff -clay. The valt,le of a plough is usually about 
12 anaa, of which the iron forms a considerable part ... 
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The Moyi (Plate 8, No.2,) is an instrument made of two 
bamboos about six feet in length, which are joined together 
by some cross bars like a ladder. It is used to cover the 
seed, and to smooth the field like a rolling stone, and is infe
rior to the plank used for th~ same purpose in the south of 
India. It is yoked to two oxen, and the driver usually stands 
on it, to give it weight. 

The Bidd or Nanggol (Plate 8, No.3) is a rake with 
wooden teeth, which is drawn by two oxen, and is employed 
only in free soils, where it tbins the crops of rice that have 
been sown broadcast, and have come up too thick. In so~ 
stiff soils near Gho~aghat this implement has iron teeth, 
which is a great improvement, and were it common, and the 
teeth sufficiently heavy, the implement might serve for a 
harrow, and be very useful in every kind of ground, both as 
more effectual than the plough for breaking the soil, and also 
as much fitter than the l\Ioyi for covering the seed. Iron 
teeth however are a 'great deal too expensive for the common 
state of farmers' capital. 

The Kastya or reaping-hook (Plate 8, No.4) is made of 
iron, but is a most wretched instrument, and its teeth more 
resemble those of a saw than those of a sickle. The reapers 
usually ~et on their heels, and although they seldom cut 
more than from ] 8 to 2t. inches of the straw with the ears, 
it usually occupies eight men a day to cut. an acre. It is true 
that they carry the rice, and tops of the .straw home to the 
farm yard; but from this it may be judged how slowly, and 
at what an expense of labour the operations of husbandry 
are conducted in this district. 

I have already described the Dengki, by which the husks 
are separated from the grain; and have shown, that this 
operation iJ! general costs more than one-fifth part of the· 
whole grain that is used in the country. The natives have 
no flail, but tread out the grain by oxen, which is not only 
an expensive and tedious operation, but also leaves the grain 
mixed with impurities. The only means that they have of 
separating these, is a flln (Kula). Some baskets are neces
sary in .the operation: A coarse sieve is used in separating 
the rice from the bran: ., 

The iron of the hoe "(Kodal) is well shaped (Plate 8, 
N~. 5) but the handle is greatly too short, being accowmo-
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dated to allow the natives- to sit whil~ at 'work, a custom 
which always prevent great exertion. When sitting is not 
practicable the use of this implement becomes very fatiguing, 
as in order to reach the ground the labourer must bend him
self almost double. The natives have no ~pade, which is a 
great 10ISs, as I am persuaded, that with an instrument of that 
kind a man could cultivate fully as much as he does with a 
plough and two oxen, and the cultivation would be much more 
effectual, while it would save a vast deal of useless animal 
suffering, no creature on earth being probably so miserable as 
fg,e plough ox of India. Besides the straw :would support 
many more cows, and increase the quantity 'of milk, which is 
a very scarce article in Bengal, so that rery f~w of the .la
bourers can procure any part of this food so nat,ura\ to man. 
Such an improvement, however, would jmp~y, that th~ Hindu$ 
should consent to the male calves being destroyed;, which 
would be vain to expect, and disgusting to propqse. " The 
only implement approaching to the spade, which the natives, 
possess, is a stake with a Hat sharp point of iron, "somewhat 
me a large chisel (KhOIita). with which they dig holes for 
planting trees, or for fixing stakes or posts in th'e ground 
(Plate 8, No. 6.) 

The hatchet (Plate 8, No. 7) must also be considered 88 

an implement of agriculture, as no farmel,' can well 'Want this 
useful instrument. The iron of the hatchet is a' great deal 
too narrow, and is nearly of the shape and size. of the wedge, 
that is used ip ~ngland for cleaving wood: 

The 'weeding h'on or speed (Plate 8, No.8) 'called in this 
district by a variety of names, is an instr~erit sufficiently 
fit for the purpose, and is also useful in transplanting. Its 
form is that, which usually prevails in every part, ~f India. 

The only other instrument of husbandry commpnly used in 
this district is the Da, or bill for cutting bushes or bamboos 
(Plate 8, No.9); and, although rudely formed, it- is well 
enough adapted for the purpose. 

To recapitulate then the implements proper for the cultivation of five 
acres of land. they are :-1 Plough, 12 a. ; 1 Moyio 1 a.; 1 Bida, 1 a.; 
1 Reaping-hook. 1 a, i 1 Dengki, 8 a.; Fan sieve and, baskets. 1 a.; J 
Hoe. 14 a.; ] Weeding iron, 1 a ; 1 Hatchet,S a.; 1 Bill. 3 a.; Ropes, 
2 a. Total 3 rs. 4 an as. 

There only remains for me to describe the mill and boiler 
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used in preparing the extract of sugar-cane, and which are 
usually let by the day. The mill (Plate 8, No.9), is' on the 
principle of a mortar and pestle. The pestle however does 
not beat the can~s, but is rubbed against them, as happens 
in many chemical operations, and the moving force is two 
oxen. The mortar is generally a tamarind tree, one end of 
which is sunk deep in the ground to give. it firmness. The 
part projecting (a, a, a, a,) may be about two feet high, and 
one-half foot in diameter. In the upper end of this is cut a 
hollow in form of the small segment of a sphere (b b). In 
tbe centre of tbig a canal (c c) descends a little way perpen
dicularly, and then obliquely to one side of the mortar, s~ 
that the juice-,as squeezed from the cane, runs through this 
canal, and by' means of a spout (d) is thrown lipan a strainer 
(e), tb~o~gb which ~t rU,ns into an earthern pot, that stands in 
a hole </) under the spout. The pestle (g g) is a tree of 
about 18.~~et in lengtb, and 1 foot in diameter, rounded into 
a foot (It) whiA::h rubs against the mortar, and which is secured 
in its place by a button (i), that goes into the canal of the 
mortar. The moving force is applied to a horizontal beam 
(k k) aboul16 feet in length, which turns round the mortar .. 
and is fastened to it by a bent bamboo (ll). It is suspended 
from the ~pper end of the pestle by a bamboo (m), which bas 
been cut with part of the root, in which is formed a pivot, 
that hangs on the upper point of the pestle. Tbe cattle are 
yoked to the-horizontal beam at about 10 feet from the mor
tar, move round it in a circle, and are driven by a man, who 
sIts on the beam to increase the weight of the rubbing power. 
Scarcely any machine can be more miserable, and it would be 
totally ineffectual, were not the cane cut into thin slices. 
This is an expensive part of the operation. A man sits on 
the ground, and has before him a bamboo stake'(n), which is 
drivell ihto the ground, and has a deep notch formed in its 
upper end.: He passes the canes gradually througb this' 
notch: ah~ at the same time cuts off the slices with a kind of 
rude chopper (00) • 
. Th~ hoiling apparatus is' better contrived. Th~ mill is 

without shelter; but tlte boilers are placed under a shed. The 
fire-place is a considerable cavity dug into the ground, and 
cov,ered by an iron boiler ~p). At one side of this is an open
ing (q) for throwin~ in fuel, and opposite to this is an open-
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ing, which communicates with a horizontal-chimney. This is 
formed by two parallel mud wal~s (rr, 88), about 20 feet long, 
2 feet high, and 18 inches distant from each other. A row of 
11 earthe~ boilers (t) is placed on these walls, and the inter
stices, (u) are filled with clay, which completes the chimney, 
an opening (17) being left at the end for allowing the smoke to 
escap(!. The juice, as it comes from the mill, is first put into 
the earthen boiler that is most distant from the fire, and is 
gradually moved from one. boiler to another, until it reaches 
the iron one, where the process is completed. The furnace 
is on an excellent principle, and might be adopted in many 
manufactures to great advantage. The execution of its pat:ta, 
indeed, is very rude and imperfect. The inspissated juice 
that can be prepared in 24 hours by such a mill, with 16 men 
and 20 oxen, amounts only to 8 mans, of 58 s. w. the ser, or 
476 lb. It is only in the southern parts of the district, where 
the people work night and day, that this mill is so productive. 
In the northern divisions the people only~ work in the day
time, and do not inspissate one-half 80 much juice. 

On Manures.-This part of good husbandry is more ne
glected than any other by the farmers of DinajpooT; not that 
they are unacquainted with the utility of manure, but they ne· 
glect the means by which it may be procured in plenty. The 
cattle are so scantily fed, that the manure of the cow-house 
is in very small quantity, and is never increased by the use of 
litter, although the straw of every thing, except rice, is either 
altogether neglected or burnt. And the same is the case with 
the coarser kinds and parts of even the ~ice straw. If all the~e 
were carefully employed as litter, and if all the leaves that 
could be coneeted were added, as is done in eanara, the quan
tity of manure might be very much increased; at present it is 
altogether trifling, and in the largest farm-yard of the district 
I certainly did not see any dunghill that would load five single
horse carts. The quantity of manure is very much diminished 
by the pernicious custom of using cow-dung f91' fuel, although 
this is more prevalent in some other districts than in Dinaj
poor. It is true that the dung is usually collected from the 
fields. and would never have entered the farm-yard, but even 
that deprives the fields of the manure, which they would 
otherwise receive, and the evil is increased by mixing the 
cow-dung dlat is to be used for fuel with oil-cake. Tbis is 
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another substance that necessity has compelled the farmers 
to use in rearing sugar-cane, the quantity oc. cow-dung being 
so small, that it is totally inadequate. They have therefore 
been under the necessity of using for manure the best food 
that they have for their cattle. Ashes are used as a manure; 
but as there are no fires, except for cooking, the quantity is 
very small. 

The farmers here are quite unacquainted with the valuable 
manner of manuring fields into whicli rice is to be trans
planted, by treading into the mud the br~nches and leaves of 
all kind of plants, which in a hot climate immediately rot. 
This is practised in the south of India with great advantage, 
and might be equally so in BengaL One of the most valuable 
manures used in this district is earth from the bottom of 
tanks, marshes, and ditches, which is procured in the dry 
season, after .it has been strongly impregnated with vegetable 
and animal substances by th~ rains. This is chiefly used for 
sugar-cane, but might be more generally employed. 

Fortunately irrigation is not so necessary here as in the 
south; but still in many cases it is of great use, and is fre
quently. t!mployed, although not so often as it ought. The 
crops of rice lIlight be much more certain in the stiff clay soil 
were there adequate means to give the fields one good water
ing in October, for it is generally owin~ to a want of rain in 
that month, that the crops of rice tum .Ob.t' scanty. The num
ber of tanka that al)ound in every part of this district, whe:re
ever tIle'soil is of that nature, facilitates the operation, and 
recourse is had to them whenever the crops are suffering; 
and as mos,t Qf the tanks contain springs, the supply of water 
is generally sufficient. 'Vhen the rains of spring fail, recourse 
is also had to'the tanks, in order to enable the farmer to raise 
seedlings for transplanting, and, by means of a watering given 
to t~e fields near tanks, many of them can be ploughed in 
the dry !Season, and produce two crops of rice, the impor
tance .of. which I have already ,stated. 'Vithout watering, 
these fields would be so hard. that the plough would bave no 
effect . 

. The means for'raising water are not very perfect: At the 
season when irrigation. is mostly wanted for the rice fields 
that are in danger, the water in tbe tanks is seldom more than 
one or two feet below the level of the ,field, and the imple-
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ment usually employed answers tolerably well for the purpose. 
It is caned Jant, and is in form of a rude canoe, of which 
one end has been cut away (Plate 10). The length is about 
13 feet, the width 1 foot, and the depth about the same. It 
is placed with the entire end (a) towards a canal (b), leading 
from the tank (cc), and moves upon a fulcrum (d), placed near 
its centre of equilibrium. The cut end (e) is placed over a 
canal (ff), that communicates with the field. The entire end 
is first pushed down i~to the water of the canal that commu. 
-nicates with the tank. It is then raised, until the the trough 
is on a level, when the wat,er flows into the field from the open 
end. The moving power is a lever (gg), supported by four 
bamboos (ltltlt~), which stand over the trough, and are ~ied 
together at the upper end. The lever is a bamboo,-about 20 
feet in length. Its extremity, towards the tank~. is fastened 
to the entire end of the trough by a bamboo (i), which is of a 
length just sufficient to raise that end of the trough to the 
proper level, when the extremity of the lever next the field 
touches the ground irand this extre\uity of the le\'er is loaded 
with clay, fastened by means of straw (k), 'so that it is heavy 
enough to raise the entire end of the trough when that is filled 
with water. The only other power wanted is a man, to sink 
the> entire end of the trough into the water. He is placed 
very awkwardly on a bamboo (I), wllich is supported by four 
others, stuck into the side of the tank, and he keeps himself 
from falling by a pole, which he holds in his hand. He places 
his foot on the end of the troughJ and sinks it down, until it 
is filled i he then removes his f09t, and the lever raises the 
water. His position is tiresome, and, to fill the trough, re
quires a considerable exertion, which might be much dimi
nished by a simple valve in its bottom. I am persuaded that 
the instrument might be still farther improved, by making the 
entire end of the trough heavy enough to sink of itself, and, 
by applying the man's force in place of the weight of clay, to 
depress the end of the lever next the field, where his situa
tion 'Would be commodious, and his power might be increased 
by lengthening that end of the lever. Mthough one man can 
work this machine, two men are generaJ)y employed, one to 
relieve the other. They only work the usual ploughing time 
of five hours a day. 

Whenever the water is to be raised more than 18 inches, 
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the Jant becomes a very imperfect instrument, hut, as it-is at 
hand, it is the one commonly employed for raising water in the 
spring to rear seedlings, or to enable the farmer to plough 
some of the adjacent fields; and it is also employed in the 
cold season to water cotton, mulberry, and onions, or garlic. 
In these cases, -the water in tankS" is often 4 or 5 feet below 
the level of the field, and 3 or 4 Jants are necessary to 
raise the same water, by different sta~es, to the level re
quired. This imperfection confines its use entirel! to such 
tanks as dry up but little, and in all cases renders the opera
tion very expensive. In the dry season two Jants, one above 
the otber, can in one day water half an acre of cotton ground, 
and one watering suffices for from 8 to 12 days. 

I am pfrsuaded indeed, that anot~er implement, in use 
both in Dinajpoor and in aU the east, would_ in every case, 
where the water exceeds a cubit in deptll, be employed to 
more advantage.. This implemebt, called here Siyuni, is 
merely a basket wrought by four ropes fastened to its edges, 
which two men hold in tbeir hands, and lower and raise alter
nately. Two brisk fellows can raise a vast deal of water 
with this to the height of three feet, or as high as two -Jants, 
and two Qr three sets could raise it as high, as is ever wanted 
from a tank; but the labour is pretty severe, which seems to 
be the reason-why the implement is seldom used in this dis
trict; for the ex~nse of the machine is nothing, Rnd in every 
operation to be carried on by the natives that is a principal 
consideration; (or they have in ge.peral no capital. I am 
indeed afraid. that they are never likely to acquire a proper 
stock" othetwise numerous machines, far from being complex 
and very effectual, might be contrived, especially for water
ing the cotton, mulberry, and seedlings, that are the articles 
to which it would be of most importance. One, however, 

"seems very capable of being introduced to great advantage, I 
mean the Yatam of the southern parts of India, which costs 
little or nothing,' and may be removed from one field to 
another-'with little trouble. No situation is better fitted for 
this instrument, thaa the clay lands of Dinajpoor, where 
wells, that never dry, may be in general dug for 8 anas, and 
from which one man with a Yablm could always raise as 
much water as a man with a Jant can raise to the height of 
IS inches from a tank. In one part of this district I found 
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such an implement "'in use. In division Purusa it is called 
Dab, but is more rude than those used in Mysote, and infi
nitely inferior to the improved Pakota of Madras. 

The reservoirs and canals, that are formed in the south of 
India for irrigation, would here be in a great measure euper
fluou!!, and most of what seems requisite in that way has 
already been done. In many old water courses which ~re 
filled only in the rainy season, a part of the water is confined 
in the upper part of th~ channel, at the beginning of the dry 
season, and is allowed gradually to flow out to water the 
spring rice, that is cultivated in the lower parts. Some navi
gable streams have been dammed up for'the same purpose; 
but the loss suffered by commerce SefJmS in general tQ be 
greater than the advantage derived by agriCulture. 

Floods and Banks.-In the Appendix J have mentioned, 
that about 380 square miles of this district a,re every year 
inundated, and that in the present state of agriculture, not 
above 120 of these are considered fit fo~ cultivation, and that 
a great part even of this is only occasicinally tilled. It might 
be therefore supposed, that great advantage w~>uld be de
rived from banks, and under certain conditions I.admit, that 
such may be the case~ I am, however, of opinionJ that no 
expense should be incurred on this account by the public, 
and that for the following reasons: first, the land thus inun
dated, even without banks may be made productive both of 
several crops, and of good pasture. For inst~"nce, wherever 
the soil is tolerable, it. would· give two or three crops of 
millet (Panicumitalicum), or of barley, wheat, or mustard, 
and then for three or four years would produce a short soft 
grass fit for cattle to eat; and this mode of ~tivation I 
should consider as by far the most advisable (or such situa
tions, were not the prejudices of the natives in favour of 
common pasturage, so strong, as to leave'lift1e~hope for ex
pecting, that this pasture could be appropriated t& the culti
vator. Wherever this land was neat: high ground"and indigo 
works, a part might be employed for indigo' to great ad
vantage, without altering the plan, which I have now sug
gested. Secondly, the inundated spaces are generally narrow 
and of great lflngth, 80 that the expense of", general bank in 
proportion to the extent recovered, would be" great; and, 
although in sllch cases it would be perfectly just to levy a 
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tax on the proprietors of the land, there is great reason to 
suspect, that the profits, whieh they would receive, would not 
enable tbem,. to pay a tax equal to the expense; without 
which the undertaking would be altogether absurd. Thirdly, 
the distress, that arises from the breaking down of general 
banks, which is occasionally unavoidable, and which at once 
iU'f'olves thousands in misery, should prevent this mode of 
securing land from being often employed. It is probably 
much better, that a country should mail!tain 100,000 people 
living in security, than twice that number in constant dllDger 
of losing not only aU their'property, but their lives. 

For these reasoris the banks, that I could wish to see, are 
those formed on .. small ·scale by the proprietors of the 
land; so that, although a' few of them should give way, no 
material injury would ,arise, and so that none should be at
tempted, where the 'advantage would not be evident. A few 
such have been formed, and I haVe no doubt will gradually 
extend, as there is much reason to s~ppose, that a great part 
of the inundated land might, on this plan, be secured with 
benefit to the p.roprietors; for, taking advantage of ndural 
inequalitie,s .of the surface, considerable spaces might be 
nearly enclQsed by banks not ahove two feet high, and almost 

, the only expense would he to fill up the intervals between 
these banks. Even this expense would fall very easy OQ a 
landlord, who ,watching the favourable times, when his people 
had little or .. no employment, might procure their assistance 
at a ,very trifling expense, and PiPbab1y merely by giving 
them the lands. for a few years, at a low rent. 

Domestic Animals.-By far the most ~JDPortant domestic 
animal in this'district is the ox, which is of the kind called 
Zebu by tial:oralists, and of the variety which has the horns 
placed forward, so as to form a considerabie angle with the 
face.., , It may"bi said, that in the district no ca~e whatever is 
taken ,tc)= llr~vGnt the degeneration of the breed, while the 
food is pncommonly ~eanty and bad; so that it would be 
difficUlt anjwh~re to find. tnore wretched creatures. I have 
never seen-a poorer breed, (,Keept on the coast of Malabar. 
N otwitbstandil1g their being small, and wretched from a de
ficiency of food,' the breed is not deformed, and those ~f 
which, any care is taken are very handsome animals i but 
rather too finely shaped fot labour. They are of many co-
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lours, hut white-is the most prenlent. By -the natives they 
are usually divided into two kinds, one fit for the plough, the 
other for burthen.; but this discrimination is not accurately 
observed. In the dry season every ox in the clay country is 
employed in carrying rice to market; and, except a few be
longing to merchants and manufacturers, almolit,every one in 
the rainy season is employed in the plough. The ~iff('rence 
arises from those called burthen oxen being rather larger 
and better fitted for the road, while the most miserable 
creatures are considered sufficient for the plough. Indeed 
not only many of the Moslems, but" even many of the low 
tribes of Hindus employ the cow in the plough, which by the 
proper custom of Hindu nations would be punished ~ith 
death. The common plough cattle cannot carry more than 
60 sers of 96 s. w., or 1471 lbi., and many are able to carry 
only two-thirds of tliat weight. Those that can carry from 
80 to 120 sers, or from 1971bs. to 295t Ibs. are reckoned good 
burthen cattle. Some fine ones, however, are occasionally im
ported from the neighbouring district of Puraniya.; but the 
number is quite inconsiderable, and in a general estitpate may 
be altogether neglected. Indeed the people in general have 
no means of feeding such heavy cattle. The usual price of 
the common plough breed is about 3 h" that of 'the carriage 
breed amounts to five or six. The cow and ox, of the same 
size, are nearly of the same value. . ~ . 

1 have estimated the number of ploughs at 480,000, and 
the allowance for each plaugh, being two oxen or C,?WS, would 
make 960,000 the number of labouring cattle employed; but 
perhaps 40,000 are wrought by cows and 41:0,000 by oxen, 
which will reduce the number of the latter to 580,000; but as 
manY,are wanted for carriage, on the whole perhaps in the 
district there may be 980,000 adult oxen, 100,000 of which 
may be of the better breed. 

It is said by the natives, that the ID:lle animals of this species 
that are born, greatly exceed in number the females; ·but I 
am tincertain how far this may be true. The usual estimate 
is, that there are. 35 breeding cows for every .~OO head of 
Illbouring cattle; besides therefore the 80,000 -labouring cows, 
which do not breed, as there are 960,000 labouring cattle, we ' 
must allow 336,000 breeding cows. The 100,000 carriage 
cattle are partly supported by importation, but about 30,000 
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cows may be necessary to supply the deficiency, and about 
20,000 are kept by people in villages who have no farms. and 
10,000 are kept in woods and wastes by the herdsmen of 
wealthy persons who have large lIocks of milch cows. It is 
therefore probable. that the adult .females may be about 
446,000; of, these 80,000 may be employed in the plough, 
and 316,000 more may belong to cultivators, and live on the 
farms, 20,000 may live about towns, and belong to Brahmans, 
rich people and tradesmen, who do not cultivate land, and 
10,000 are- the prope~ty also of wealthy men, and are fed in 
woods and wastes un~er the care of herdsmen. The young 
cattle of this kind will be about equal in number to one-half 
of the adults, and there may be about 20,000 bulls, so that 
the total number may be about two millions. 

In the clay c'Ountries diat are fully cultivated, the number 
of cattle bred is Dot adequate to the demand; but where there 
are large tracts ,overgrown with wood, such as near ~Ialdeh, 
Ghoraghat and' Jogodol, the number is more than sulB"""' ....... 
On the whole there is no occatriurr--.t:Q pW=cbase. tJ.c common 
plough cattle from other districts; bUf perfiaps' 1,000 head of 
the better kind of oxen are annually imported. 

The cows that ar~ kept about farms and villages, are turned 
out to feea on the pasture about seven in the morning, return 
home in the evening, and remain all night in a hut, where 
they are, "allowed ~ little rice straw to eat, and in the rainy 
season some graSs, which is cut from the little banks that 
divide the ,rice-fields. If th~ propri~tor is rich, they receive 
also a little' oil-cake or bran, which alone renders their con
dition tolerable, as the quantity of straw is very small, and at 
some ,seasons t~~ food that can be procured on the pasture is 
next to notbing. The oxen are treated much in the same 
man,ner, only their time for procuring food is ab~idged by the 
five or sJx hours, during which they are employed in labour; 
and it is y~ry seldom that the mere plough cattle , receive 
either <br~n or oil-cake. These are reserved for the cows of 
the wealthy, and the oxen employed to carry loads. The 
pasture in this country consists of the following descriptions 
ofknd:- .', 

First, Of 261 square miles of inundated land, which if 
totally inaccessible during the rainy season, and in the dry. 
is mostly overgrown with harsh coarse grass, which no hunger 
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can enable an ox to swallow. The only nourishment wllich 
the ox kind can procure from this land, is some fine grass 
that creeps among the reeds, and of this the quantity is so 
small, that one acre of meadow land in England may with 
safety be asserted to produce more grass fit for a cow, than 
20 acres of the marsh land in Dinajpoor. This land is also 
dispos.ed in such large masses, that it Js accessible to the 
cattle of only a small proportion of the country. 

Secondly, There are 221 square miles of woods and forests. 
In these the pasture is rather better, and they are accessible 
at all seasons of the year. In the dry seas<?n the bushes pre
serve the vegetation from being entirely burnt, so that perhaps 
10 acres give as much pasture as an acre of nlE!adoW la~d in 
England j and being more equally interspersed. than the inun
dated land. they are a much greater resource for the cattle 
of the farmers. 

Thirdly, A greater resource, and in many parts almost the 
~,one, is in burial-grounds, roads, _!Darket-places, 'and in 
steep bar".n lands, such .,;8 the banks of tanks, sandy heights 
and the like, of WlItctrl have estimated the' extent fit about 
300 square miles.puring the rainy season, or for about six 
months in the year, these produce a tolerable pasture, .and I 
am told, that the cattle then are in decent condition. In the 
remainder of the year the herbage on these parts is quite 
burnt up, an~ though the cattle are turned out upon them, it 
may be considered chiefly as a means of giving them air. In 
the fine rice countries 'of a clay land, pecessarily abounding 
with labouring cattle, this is al~ost the only ~,es9urce. The 
cows that are kept there, are few in number in proportion to 
the oxen, an4 it is there chiefly that they a~e yoked in' the 
plough. The quantity of straw also is considerable, and the cattle 
are often sent to other parts, when not wanted for the plougb. 

Fourthly, The lands that have been deserted ~nd are not 
overgrown. with forests, or that are occasionally cultivated 
amount to about 650 square miles, of which about 520 may 
be in pasture. Xhis is chiefly in the parts where the free 
soil. prevails, and in the rainy season it is a great resource for 
the cattle. Except in some parts that are flooded, the pas
ture is then very good. In the dry season it is much parched, 
and then the part that was inundated becomes usefulJ. as it 
always retains a little moisture. In some parts strangers 
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encroach very much on this land, and in the rainy season the 
'cattle from_all the low land near the Nagor, :By to the heights 
of Hem tab ad and Akhanogor. 

It would thus appear, that it is only during the rainy season 
that th~ pasture affords a tolerabl~ ,nourishment to the cattle, 
and even tliat, only in some parts of "the district. At that 
season, thel are compelled to :8y from the inundated landa, 
and in the best cultivated parts, where the soil is of a stiff 
clay» there is no extent of pasture for the cattle to enjoy. In 
the dry season want is' felt" everywhere, except immediately 
after the rice Il'aryest, when the cattle are turned into the 
stubble, and the eagerness with which they devour the coarsest 
stems to the,very ground, is a clear proof of the misery which 
they suffer. ,~ 

The pasture lands are everywhere left to nature, and in this 
-district she has not been bountiful in grass, that is fit for 
cattle to eat. It }Vould be in vain to expect that any attention 
should be paid' to improvement, where there is a right of 
common p~sturage, and this must continue,so long as the 
property is vested in Hindus, at least so far as' respe~t8 cows 
and oxen; and while the~e are allowed to roam at large, it is 
of no utility for any man to improve a field of grass. 1'he 
inundated "Linds and woods of, this district, which at present 
,are of little or no value, would maintain a great many cattle-

. were tli~ land Cleared; , and were they granted to Muhamme
.dans or ~.others~ who were • authorized and willing to exact 
money froD\ every beast that fed in them, it might be worth 
their while to ,~lear them, and to free. the: country from the 
nests of those ~estructive animals that now ravage its crops. 
It might perhaps be just to seize upon these lands, from 
which _ the present proprietors receive no advantage, and 
which lhey are, either unable or, unwilling to prevent from 
being a nuisance'. 

Almost -".11' the proprietors of land being Hindus,. their 
customs !'egulate every thing respecting cattle, and no rent is 
demanded for the pasture of the ox kind, nor are they hin
dered fron(going on any field that they choose, which is not 
producing some crop. This wretched -liberality is & com-

'plete bar to all itnprovement of the pasture, ,or indeed to the, 
introduction of any good plan of agriculture.· In the parts 
where there is ,any considerable extent of pasture without 
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cultivated fields intervening, a boy is hired to tend the cattle 
of the village while at pasture, and one boy can keep about 
fl5 head. His reward consists of food, and a fag to tie round 
his middle, which is estimated at eight an as a month, so that 
he receives about thiee anas a year for each head of cattle. 
Where there is no pasture except on roads, market places, 
high broken corners, and the like, the cattle, when there is a 
crop on the ground, are usually confined on the pasture' by a 
tether. When the crop has been cut they are allowed to 
range on the stubble under the care of a boy. 

The males that are kept for breeding are chosen with little 
pains or attention, and no higher price than usual is ever 
given for the sake of improving the breed. Among the Mu
hammedans the rich farmers keep bulls, and these are allowed 
to impregnate the cows of their poor neighbours without 
reward. Among the Hindus a very pernicious custom pre
vails. When a rich man dies, and when after the 'mourning 
the ceremony called Sraddho has been performed, a young 
bull is consecrated with much ceremony to Sib, and is married 
to four young cows. At the same time a post, much carved, 
and containing an image of a bull, is planted in the ground 
near some,public place. A mark is then put on the bull, and 
he is turned loose. He may go where he pleases, and it is 
not lawful to beat him, even if he is eating a man's crop, or 
enters a shop, and is devouring the grain that is exposed to 
sale. The suff'erens shout, and make a noise to drive him 
away; but he soon becomes reconciled to this idle clamour. 
and eats very quietly until he is satisfied. These consecrated 
bulls (Sangr) accordingly become very fat, and are' fine 
animals, but exceedingly destructive. The wives are given 
away to a Brahman, are not treated with any uncommon 
respect, and their husband has no particular connection with 
them, but serves 'as a common town bull. In this district; 
fortunately, they are not numerous. This idle ceremony 
never costs less than 50 rs., and often amounts to 500. The 
two last Rajas of Dinajpoor, among numerous other contri
vances for ruining themselves, in which they had great success 
in a very short period, consecrated about2,D00 cows in the same 
manner, and dedicated them to four temples at their four 
favourite places of residence. As no person. presumed to 
molest any of these sacred animals, the places became imme~ 
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diately waste. Mr. Hatch sold all the cows except 100, which 
an old lady of the family still retains, and is probably soothed 
in her misfortunes by this mark of respect; but her cows, 
although beautifui creatures, are a great nuisance. 

The Hindus of Bengal, before the Muhammedan conquest, 
are said never to have castrated the bull. In fact, I found 
that any questions -on this subject were exceedingly disagree
able, and that although the .landlords and their agents tole
rated the practice in the, ~!qhammedans and impure tribes, 
yet they considered it as very ~llegal and disgraceful, and not 
fit to be mentioned. I suspect~ therefore, that until the 1\lu
hammedan invasion Bengal must have been either cultivated 
with the hoe., ,or very much neglected, for much cultivation 
could never have been carried on 1>y the bull. Pliny indeed 
mentions the' elephant as the common labouring cattle of 
India; yet it is difficult to suppose that he has not been in an 
error. Castration is performed by the very lowest people, 
and is generally done by ,excision. ,The bull is not castrated 
until bis third year, nor wrought until b~s four.th, and gene
rally lives until about 12 years of age, when he is completely 
exhausted: fIe is wrought in the plough about five hours in 
the day, and draws by the shoulder, the yoke passing over 
his neck. As the yoke is never stuffed, and as, the saddle on 
which he carries loads is seldom good, the poor animal is 
often miserably gall~d, and covered with sores. He is d.'iven 
by a goad, ,and by twisting his tail, andJery few old oxen 
have this member entire and unbroken. Fortunately for the 
cattle of tJ:lis district the' wise men are not so fond of cautery 
as in the south of India. 
. The cow usually has ,her first calf in her fifth year, and 
being better tt'eated lives for 15 years. Some bave a calf 
every year, others only once in two years, but the farmer's 
cattle are reckoned to be only one half of their time in milk. 
The calf is ailowed to suck all day but is .~ied up in the even
ing, and the cow is milked in the morning, before her calf is 
turned loose. The common farID cattle, on an average, giye 
to their master half a ser a day for one half of their time, or 
six months in the yea~. Those of the better breed, when fed 
by a Brahman, give double that quantity. The advantages, 
therefore, which a fanner receives from his cows are as 
follows :-lst. They keep up his stock oflabouring cattle, so 
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that in stating the ex~nse of a farm nothing should be allowed 
on that head. 2dly. The cattle produce manure. StdIy. They 
give a small quantity of milk. Of the 336,000 cows in this dis
trict which belong to farmers, perhaps l or 67J~OO are onarge 
breed, and give one ser a day, or 180 ser,a year, worth six 
rs., and the remaining ~68,800 give one-half of that produce; 
so that the total value of the cows' milk that the farmers of 
the district obtain may be 12,09,600 rupees. The expense 
of boys to tend these cows may be 69,600 rs. a year, leaving 
a net profit of 11,40,000 rs., or ~ rs. 6 anas a plough. It 
would be unfair, however, to state· the whole of this to the 
profit of the cattle, for if the farmer put a value on ,the st\aw 
which he gave t(} each cow, the profits would in ,a great 
measure disappear, an<J. those arising from ~he c~Itivation o£ 
rice would be greater than I have stated, ,for I have valued 
only the grain. In fact where there is, a demand the poorer 
farmers in general prefe\' selling ,their straw~ and wherever 
there are many people in easy circumstances who are not 
farmers there is a demand, for rich people wish to have cows 
of their own, in order to avoid the adulteration and nastiness 
of the milk that can, be purchased. " .. 

Although a large proportion of the farmers are Muhamme
medans they derive'little or no profit fro~ the meat of their 
oxen, for they are so strictly!,atched by the Hindu landlords 
and their agents that it is almost impossible' for them to kill 
a beast without df4.tection, and every means in'these ,people's 
power would he employed to ruin a culprit. It is chiefly 
under the immediate protection of the Europ~an. magistrate, 
and of the two Muhammedan saints at Peruya, lha,t the 
luxury of beef can be enjoyed; and, from al~ .tha~ J could 
learn, less than 100 head of cattle are killed in the course of 
a year. On the whole, the farmers of this district would 
suifer little were the breed of oxen terminated, 'for the value 
of tlle milk is not considerable, and the same number of p~ople 
might cultivate the ground to much more, advantage by the 
spade or hoe, as is done in China and Nepal. 'Vere that,the 
case the little injury that would be suffered by the los8 of the 
milk would be amply made up by the saving of herdsmen, by 
the preventing depredations on the growing crops, which are 
very considerable, and by. the saving on stock.' 

People in easy circumstances in towns and villages. as I 
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have already said, are very desirous of keeping cows, in order 
to procure milk free from adulteration, and somewhat clean; 
and accordingly, SQ far as I have been a.ble to learn, about 
20,000 head are, kept, and are comparatively in excellent con
dition, not that they are fed like the cattle of England, but 
they may receive as much nourishment as those in the high
lands of Scotland. In the town of Dinajpoor' a . cow of this 
kind often gives two sers of milk to her master, but one ser, 
or 180 sers a year, may be the usual rate; and as milk is dear 
in towns it is'valued at 20 sers for, the rupee, altogether nine 
rupees. During the six months'when the cow is in milk. she 
is fed with straw .. bran, and oil-cake"and her food may cost 
eight anas a month. During the other six months she is 
allowed only a little straw and the wretched pasture in whicb 
she. is allowed ~o range; this may cost four anas a month, 
or altogether 4~ rupees. The gross produce will be 180,000 
rupees; the gain, besides procuring good clean milk in place 
of bad and dirty, is 90,000 rupees on a capital of 120,000. 
Brahmans or Hindus of pure birth, who are the people that 
usually kE!ep . these cows, ought Dot to sell the calves, but 
should giv~ ~wa, in charity such as are superfluous; a great 
many, however, are forgetful, and make a little profit by dis
obeying a rule in which there is neither policy nor virtue. 

I have mentioned th~t about 10,000 cows are kept entirely 
in the woods and wast~s of this district, and never enter the 
villagt:,s.-: ~rhas probably been the inupense profit which 
arises from '"'this.,descrjption of cattle that has led to an 
opinioJ? of~ cattle being the principal wealth of an Indian 
farmer. :~In this district there are not 500 of these cattle that 
belong to ~ers •. , Some are the property of landlords, of 
their agents, and of merchants; but by far tbe greater part 
belong to Qoyalas or milkmen, and by far the greater part 
belong to the people of Maldeh. A few from the banks of 
the ;Nagor and Kulik go every year to l\Iorong; but I shall 
defer saying any thing on that subject until I have access to 
the frontier .of that country i and shall here confine myself to 
the manner in which the Goyalas of l\Ialdeh and its vicinity 
manage their cllttle. Each herd consists of from 100 to 500 
adult cows, which in the rainy season are fed in the wooos of 
Peruya, or in those between the Tallggon and Punabhobaj 
and in the dry season pasture on the inundated lands that. 
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are near the fonner river. During the latter season they 
never enter the house, but in the nights of the rainy season 
they are sheltered under long sheds. In the inundated lands 
a fence of dry thorns secures them, at night, from the beasts 
of prey. The following estimate was given by a Goyala of 
the profit and loss of a herd of 100 cows. kept in this 
manner:-

CHARGE.-Prime cost 100 cows from 3 to 9 ra., 600 r5.; 5 bulls at .. 
n., 20 rs.; total. 620 rupees. Annual charge. Interest of stol'k, at 12 
per cent., 74 n. 6 anas, 4 pice; 1 chief herdsman, a.t 3 rs. a month, 36 
rs ; 3 inferior herdsmen, at 2l rs., 90 n. ; rope, at 2 n. a month, 24 I'l!. ; 

1 blanket to each herdsman, 4 n.i sacrifices, 10 r8.; petty charges of 
various kinds, 16 n.; total charge, 253 rs. 6 anas, 4 pice, profit. 

There are 70 cows in milk, for in this state the cattle seem 
to retain their milk longer than when confined about villages. 
Each cow gives from t to ] I ser, but the daily average pro
duce is about 50 sers, which at l\Ialdeb is wor~lJ 20 FiefS for 
the rupee. The total annual produce is 912 rs. 8 anas. The 
milkmen of the town go to the herd, and purchase the milk 
on the spot, at the rate above mentioned. The number of 
female calves keep up the herd. There is ,no rent. The 
avowed profit, besides full interest, is therefore 659 rs. 1 anas, 
8 pice, on a stock of 620 rupees. The Goyala was evidently 
concealing the value of the young oxen sold, tpis being a dis
graceful action. But a capital of 6~0 rs. is so large a sum 
that the trade is not overstocked, and the pasture is capable 
of supporting many more cattle than now feed.. on' it. The 
gross produce of these cattle may be reckoned at 90,000 r8. 
a :rear. These two last methods of keeping cattle are highly 
advantageous, and might not only be continued but greatly 
extended, were the farmers to adopt the cultivation by the 
Loe. The cows would supply milk for the luxurious, and the 
exen that were bred would be sufficient for the road, ,and 
might be kept in tolerable condition. 

'Vith the immense population that overpowers tbis'country, 
even were the opinions of the people compatfbl~ with eating 
butchers' meat, the means of procuring it are totally inade
quate, and there is no possibJe way of finding food for such 
a multitude, except by the cultivation of grain. The means 
that this affords are indeed ample, and there is, besides, suffi
eient room for the cultivation of many l'aluable articles, such 
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as opium, cotton, silk, aQd indigo, that will enable the country 
amply to repay ~hatever it wants from foreigners. The re
sources, therefore,; which cattle give to the country are so 
trifling that on al( occasions they should give way to whatever 
may promote cultivation; that ~s, so .long as the population 
continues at its-present enormous standard, If the people 
could be contented to avoid breeding children so fast, and 
the population were reduced two-thirds, the condition of the 
cattle might enter into the system of agriculture, and all ranks 
might share, in the comforts to be derived from the skins and 
meat, and their condition might in many other respects be im
proved; but 'this' would require the introduction of so many 
new customs, directly in opposition to tho~e which now pre
vail, that the"hope of such improvements being realized may 
be looked upon as a dream. ' 

Provided it were practicable, the principal objection against 
introducing !he.hoe husbandry in place of the plough would 
be the loss of manure. This is the essence of good hus
bandry, and the cow is at pres(!nt the only animal from 
whence {he .farmer of Dinajpoor receives a supply. This 
supply is; howev~r,~ sO scanty that, I am persuaded, more ad
vantage might be procured from collecting the straw in pits, 
where, mixed with ashes and whatever soil could be obtained, 
i~would rot, and give a much greater supply than what is now 

"procured. But th~ custom of ploughing with cattle is so 
htlbitual that no lneans exist to eradicate it were the measure 
advisable, p.t.least it must be a work of great time and dif
fict,dty. -. - .. '. -, 

In this' disb:ict..,the buffalo (Bos bubalus) is of little im-
portance. The number does n,ot exceed, 5000 adult females • 

• Perhaps a. thousand may frequent the banks of the Nagor 
and, Kulik in the rainy season, and in the dry are sent to 
Morong,' For the present I shall pass over these, and con-

''.tent 'my~elf with noticing the manner in which the people 
iuanage about _ ~OO, that are fed chiefly on the banks of the 
Tanggon ahd Punabhoba. The Diuajpoor Raja, however, 
possesses a considerable herd, that feeds partly near Nawab
gunj,. and partly 1n the Rongpool district; but an account of 
these :also, as common to two districts, may be at present 
omitted. The management of a herd of buffaios and a herd 
of. COW$ is nearly ~he same. In the dry season they frequent 
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th~ inundated lands and -marshes, and in the rainy season 
they are led to .the woods; but the buffalo! require no pre
caution to keep them from wild beasts. Both Iunds of cattle 
are subject to a disease called Bosonto or small pox, which 
comes once in 9 or 10 years, and kills a great many. but the 
young females being added to the flock, the number increases 
greatly before the next occurrence of the dise~se, and the 
average number of the herd should be reckoned on the fourth 
or fifth, year after the calamity has happened. This dis:. 
order has not the smallest affinity to the vaccine.- 1 

The tame buffalo of the di$trict is a very fine animal, 
nearly resembling the wild one. Indeed the breeds are very 
much intermixed; £0\0 many people keep no males, and ~llow 
the wild bulls to impregnate their tame females. Some per
sons also endeavour to seize upon wild males, and after 
taming them keep them for breeding. . On tbe contrary 
others allow their young male calves io run wild, as the de
mand here for them u sacrifices is small, as -they ~re never 
employed either for carriage or in agriculture" and in the 
wild state their depredations tend to prevent the encroach-
ments of agriculture on the pasture. • ; , 

Why the males are not employed in l~bour· it would be 
difficult to say, as they are very much fitted for the low 
lands of this district. The great demand for sacrifices bas 
probably prevented their being used in the districts, whic'll 
lead the fashi9n, and that is blindly followed, where the same 
cause does not ,ex.ist. The following is a statement of the 
expense and profit of a herd of buffalos, consisting of 100 
adult females. 

eRA.aGE.-Prime cost of 100 fetflales as 8 n.,.8oo n:; 4 males, 32 rae 
Total ~32 .ra.' ..• 
AllNU~ EXP8N8B.-Ope clUef herdsman, at 2t n. per month, 30 ra.; 

four under herdsmen, at 2 ril. per lDonth~ 96 I!" j clothing for ~he herds
mi'n, 18 rs.; one blanket for each, 5 rs. ; lent for pasturage, 5 n. j sacri
fices, 6 n.; interest of stock at 12 per cent., 99 n. 13 an as, Spice. 
Profit 258 n. 13 anas 5 pice.- Sixty female butTalos in. milk give on an 
~vel'age 120 Ben a day, worth 3 rs., 1095 n. 5 sis: male ealves at 3 ra. 
each, {S is. Total' J 13 l'8. The Deat profit, besides interest, is tl,ere. 
fore 854 fS. 2 anaJl 7 pic~ on a' capit,., of 832 ra. " . 

l'h~ ~nk ~s bought" in the same maxmer as that of the 
cqws",by people who resi~e).,u villages, and who prepare it in 
t}le V~f~~)1.\s .ways used by the natives. The annual value of 
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the whole milk produced by the 5000 buffalo. will be about 
54·,750 rs. The annual value of the whole milk produced in 
the district may be estimated thus ~- . 

Cows belonging to farmers, 1,209,600; diUo to vilhgers. 180,000; 
ditto to Goyalu, 90,000.. Total cows' milk, 1,479.600; buft\\loa' milk, 
54.750. Total 1.534,350. 

The milk,nas been valued partly at the highest price of 
Maldeh and Dina)poor, and partly at the low price of country 
places. This. compared with the produce of the arable 
lands is about one-fifteenth parC ~f the whole. I must aho ob
serve, that, although those estimates were giYen by people 
interested, who seld9m in'this country exaggerate their 
gains, I suspect,. i~at t~e actual produce of the dairy is not 
near so much. • ' 

Goats are very generally kept by both Muhammedans 
and Hindqs ~f impure birth, and are ~ery nu~erous, pro-
bahly not less tban 800,000. They are of the common short... 
legged smooth-baired hreed, 8J).d have dege,nerated as much 
as possible~ . Their milk is never used; indeed they are so .,. 
poorly fed, .. that 'none ,could be taken without the utmost 
danger to the kid. They are, however, a great source ot 
comfort to ·(fte people; for tbe males about six or seven 
months old~ after having been offered. to, the gods 0," saints, 
afford the ,votary a nourishingJood. Perhaps 300,000 may 
be sacrificed in the year, worth on an average 6 anas, or on 
tbe w):lOl~, 1~5,OOO rs. Sbeep are or much lea's consequence. 
They are "ilearly .of the same breed with those called Curum
bar, which I have described in the account of my travels into 
the south ot India; but both their wool and milk are entirely 
neglected. :,1I1e number is very inconsiderable, and the only 
useful produce is ,the skin, and the young males't that are 
offered ~n ~he -.ame way as goats.' The natives prefer the 
goats' flesh, although to Europeans notbing can be worse, 
and no meat can be finer than. that of the Bengal sheep. 

Notwitbstanding tbe prevalence of the Moslems, swine are 
more numerous in this district than IIheep; which, according 
to different view!) of the subject, .is recJwned by some to be 
owing to tbe want of shame 'in the low Hindus, while },y 
others it is attributed to their good 'sense. The animals are 
Yery much neglected, are never fattened, and are allowed to 
eat and wallow in every kind 'or"impurity; but in this ra-
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spect they are little inferior to the sacred. animal of the 
Hi~dus, which in its distressed state in India is a very impure 
feeder. The meat of the hog, however bad, is a great re
source for the poor, who rear tbe animals at little or no 
expense; and is offered by them to the gods. In some parts 
they even procure money by selling them to people, who 
come from Bhotan; and it is rather remarkable, that the 
chief agent in this commerce should be a :\Iuhammedan, 
a merchant of Rongpoor. 

In this district the condition of horses is exceedingly low; 
perhaps there may be 2000 ponies of a most wretched breed, 
which never receive any nourishment, except what tlley can 
glean in the fields, and which are totally unacquainted with 
comb, brush, scissors, or shoe. Their value is from two to 
five rs. each. The greater part belong to Fakirs, who retain 
so aint tincture of the love for the noble 'animal, which 

o eminent among their progenitors. A rather better 
o poney is brought from Bhotan, and is called Tang

m the Ayeen Akbery it would appear, that Gho
raghat, this district, was formerly celebrated for that 
breed of h . es. I do not, hl>wever, think it probable, that 
any consi Ie number was ever bred in the plains of Ben
gal; but I suppose, that many were brought to Ghoraghat. 
as the most convenient market, just as they are now brought 
to Rongpoor. The number in this district inay be about 
400, and they are of the ,'ery worst quality, 20 rs. being 
considered as a high price. Except the horses belonging to 
Europeans, there is not one in the district fit, to mount a 
trooper. 

Dogs, that have such a familiarity with man in Europe, are 
not admitted to that honour in India, and no employment can 
be nlore disgraceful than the taking care of this fine animal; 
yet the breed is very numerous, and every village swarms 
with half starved curs. They eat all manner of carcasses 
and impurities, and' are not reckoned the property of any in
dividual. The natives seldom enter into any sort of fami
liarity with them, nor are the children ever seen either caress
ing or tormenting them; but they are tolerated, ,and one or 
two, according to the wealth of the family, are permitted to 
eat the scraps. In return they sleep in the yard, and make 
a noise when any stranger approaches, especially at night. 
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The bitches are few in number, and generally more starved 
than the dogs, as they are weaker, and no one interests him
self in their quarrels; but they are so prolific that the num
ber of dogs always exceed that of the houses whit:h give -them 
shelter, and a large proportion have" no resource but to live, 
like jackals, upon whatever comes in their way, and numbers 
are hanging about the villages in the utmost misery" Their 
nature, however, is very different from the suspicious temper 
of the jackal, and the least attention shown to one of these 
dogs is repaid with gratitude. The most moderate feeding 
attaches him instantly, and he stands on the defence against 
aU strangers, not only of the canine species, but against men 
of every description different from those that feed him. l 
of tel! observed, that the dogs, which followed my party from 
the villages on account of the offals, became quite enraged 
when a villager approached j and no sooner were their most 
pressing wants supplied than they began to look out for dis
tinction. ~ At first they were satisfied with attending the ser
vants and other people at meals, and gratefully took whatever 
was left j but after they were a little fattened, theil' pl"incipal 
dellght was toJollow me, when I either walked or rode on 
the journey; and although I never fed tbem, the least atten
tion on my part seemed to fill them with joy; for they very 
soon ,discovered tllat I was the chief person in the company. 

Cats are mucb in the same predicament wjth dogs. They 
are j~st to\erated~ and live in a half domestic half wild state. 
They are not numerous. 

Owing to,the number of Muhammedans fowls are abun
dant; by the Hindus of Bengal they are reckoned impure., 
Every 'Muhammed an family has some, which receive' shelter 
in its huts, and sometimes a little grain. They are never fat, 
and few are sold 1 but they are no doubt the best animal food 
that the natives enjoy, and there is scarcely any 'Muham
medan family so poor, but that can occasionally offer a fowl 
to a saint, and eat the meat. " 

Botb low Hindus and 'Muhammedans keep ducks j but 
they are not sO,numerous as fowls, a.nd although they are 
never confined, nor kept from impure feeding, are higher 
priced than pullets. 

Pigeons also aloe very plenty and cheap. Many people. 
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keep them merely as pets; but at all times they are pro
curable in abundance. 

Geese are chiefly kept by rich men 8S pets, as swans are 
now in England, or as geese were by our ancestors when in
vaded by Cresar. They can seldom be procured to purchase, 
aDd are never fattened. 

In many parts no person has eveu heard ,of a turkey; in 
otbers, people who have gone to Dinajpoor on business, have 
seen the animal in the judge's farm-yard, and hay~ t~ld their 
countrymen of its wonderful appearance. 

Fencea.-Very little of this district can be 'said 'to be 
fenced; and in many parts the fences include mefe1, the yard 
and kitchen garden. The houses of the patives, 'as' 1 have 
before mentioned, consist of several huts ofcupying, Ii yard, 
that is almost always enclosed. By the natives the whole col': 
lectively is called Simana, and it has been called Compound 
by the English, for what reason I do not know. The yard, 
or the space within the fence that is not occupied by bouses, 
is by the natires called Uthan. The fence seems intended 
for two purposes; to conceal the family and especially the 
women from view or intrusion, and to keep out thieves and 
robbers. Where the soil is a stiff clay, the fence is generally 
a mud wall, between five and six feet high, the top of which 
is thatched to prevent the rain from washing it 'away; for 
there is no clay in this district like that of Mysore, which 
with a very moderate r~pair will resist the rain for ages. 
This is a great loss, as the thatch is both expensive and fa.
cilitates the communication of fire, and is besides ugly: It is 
probable, that a few broken bricks or pots, mixed with the 
upper layer of clay, might enable the wall to stand a rainy 
season. The expense of annual repairs would be a mere 
trifle. These mud walls are by far the best fences for every 
purpose required; but, although they often exclude thieves, 
they are no security a.gainst robbers, who in this district are 
said to be very numerous and cruel The houses arc too 
much scattered to enable the natives to secure themselves and 
their cattle from robbers by means of a common mud wall, or 
fence of thorny plants, as is done in Mysore. .Indeed, their 
eagerness for concealment and privacy would not allow them 
to live huddled together in the smal1 spaces that the villages 
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of Mysore occupy . .In the parts where the soil is loose, and 
will not form walls, the fences are not so good. Very poor 
people generally throw up a bank of earth from a ditch, and 
plant 3 row of reeds on the top of the bank, which gives 
them privacy; from thieves they ar~ in no danger, having 
nothing that can be stolen. More wealthy people surround 
their yards bJ. hurdles made of straw or reeds, and the 
wealthy. make n~a.t bamboo railings, often eight feet high, and 
line them. with mats, of bamb'oos, which gives privacy, while 
the railings' exclude ordinary thieves. The robbers -of this 
,4istrlct go In" top great numbers, and are -too bold to be ex
clud~~ by 8.!Iy fence, that is not defended from within; and 
their cruelty l:tas struck such a terror, that :flight is the only 
thing tIiougllt oron their approach. . 
. The gardens in which vegetables for the kitchen are reared, 
ana ~ small spot contiguous to the house for some rich crop, 
sucn as tobacco, are also generally fenced to exclude cattle. 
In parts where the soil is stiff this is done' ~ery effectually by 
a ditcli and bank of clay, which is repaired e,.very year at a 
ve~y trifling expens~~ and, indeed, in mariy places, every part 
of this soil, except the rice fields, is enclosed in this manner. 
Inloose"soils the banks, unless made large, have little effect, 

" and this is in -general too expensive. The natives, there
fore, endeavour to ~ortify the bank with a be~ge, but owing 
to carelessness i~ is seldom of much effect, and the plants 
commonly chosen for the purpose are very injudiciously se-
lected: tliey,are as foIIows:'- -

The Jiyol,<mentioned among the trees of the-district No .. 
81, is that most usually selected, merely, I believe, on account 
of the readiness with which it takes root, so that it is at once 
a kind of fence; but it wants thorns, and any animal may 
force its way through the hedge that chooses to make a little 
exertion. 

The'on(y other hedge in such situations, that is at all com. 
mon,' is the Bherondo or Jatro-plia Curcas, which is equally 
inef(ectual, and equally easy to raise. The seed is never 
usec:Lfor making oil, but the juice is reckoned a good appli
cation for sores. This juice seems very different -from the 
milk, that flows from most plants allied to the Bhel'ondo, and 
which is in general acrid. The clear juice of the Bherondo 
possesses little of that quality, but is very viscid; and boys 
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blow it into bubbles, as,an. amusement, just as in Europe they 
blow soap suds. ! 

Two other plants, still less effectual, but very ornamental, 
are used in the fences of th~s district, and are raised from 
seed. The one is the Joyonti, or Beshan egyptiacus of the 
Encyclopedie. It is. very ornamental, and grows very fast. 
Its wood is useful for fuel, and for constructing the roofs of 
hutsi 

The other I have seen only in this district, where it is 
called Borojhinggu. It is perhaps still more ornamental than 
the Sesban, and is applied to the same uses. In the writings 
of botanists·J have not been able to trace any account of this 
plant, whichis a species of Robinia. ' 

There are four thorny plants, that are occasiohally 'f~und 
in the hedges of this country, which would make good fences, 
and which do not harbour vermin, nor stop ventilation j but 
the natives seem to have some aversion to them. The th;rns 
are probably inconvenient to people with- naked Teet. ' Th~ 
first is the Phonimonsa, a species of cactus, of which I can 
trace n~ account in botanical systems, and which, has been 
found to be a proper food for a kind of cochineal; as 1 have 
detailed in my account of Mysore. The next is the Monsa, 
a noble kind of Euphorbium, called Neriifolium by botanists, 
and which is sacred to Bishohori, the goddess of serpents. 
The third is the Patasij, a Eupkorbium, not yet described, 
resembling the former a good deal, although not so fine a 
plant. The fourth is the N arasij, or Euphorbium antiquo- . 
rum, a very fine plant, which, with a little car~, ma~es an 
excellent fence in any soil. Except the houses' and~gardens, 
nearly the whole country is open. Some little 'Care, JlOwever, 
is bestowed on rich crops, especially on the Mulberry, every
where, and on the cotton in clay lands, which are always sur
rounded by a bank of earth, that is a sufficient fence even in 
lands of a loose soil. If this were extended to all the higher 
lands, the expense would not be great, were the field,s of con
siderable dimensions: but where most farms dq not exceed 
five acres, and where twenty things are cultivated. in that ex
tent; subdivisions would be intolerable. k cultivator of Mul
berry, near Maldeh, estimated the forming such a fence in 
loose soil at f2 rs. for 480 feet. The annual expense is one
half of the p~ime cos!. This, "however, is a man's wages for 
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40 days, and, I am persuaded, is over-rated. The common 
. estimate in cotton lands of a stiff clay, which are all enclosed 

in tbe same manner, is 12 days work for a man to enclose half 
an acre, or 600 feet, and 6 days to keep it in repair. 

. When a spot is cultivated with capsicum, or any other rich 
crop, it ,is generally surrounded by a hedge of dry bushes, 
and the fields of sugar-cane are snrrounded by a row of Oror 
(CytiSU8 Caja,.). The seed is sown when the field is planted, 
and by the time that the canes become a temptation to cattle, 
the Oror has grown, and keeps off slight attempts at intru
s~n, besid~s producing a considerable quantity of an excel
lent pulse.' ,It is, 'however, totally incapable of turning tbe 
wild hog, whicb is the'most dangerous enemy to the cane. 

I ha-fe already mentioned tbe great expense tbat is required 
to tend tbe Kine of this district, to wbich must be added the 
trouble of t~nding the horses, 'go~tsJ sbeep, and bogs, and 
tbe still greafer trouble and expense which attends the 
watcb!og of the growing crops by night, to keep off wIld hogs 
and buffaloe.B. >and with wbich a great many of the labourers 
are ~onstantlJ- harassed. The wbole expense, however, thus 
bestowed is very ineffectual, and a very great loss is suffered 
both from tame and wild animals. It may, indeed, be safely 
said, tbat the natives, in tbis respect, are very bad neigh
bours, .and too often seize an opportunity of allowing their 
cattle' to satiate tbe~r ravenous appetites at their neigbbours' 
cost. Fences, which would in a great measure prevent these 
expense~ and, !psses, are therefore much wanted; but, in the 
present §hite' of tbings, I know not how tbey could be made. 
Tbe fat:;IDen. are too" poor, and the landlords too careless, to 
layout mogey to'any great extent. Perhaps tbe introduction 
of the EupllOrbium Tirucalli might assist. It grows very 
readily, makes a fine close bedge, and, having DO prickles, 
would. b~~, l]e}'baps, tnore acceptable to tbe natives tban the 
prickly plants of tbe same kind. Besides, its cuttings, trod
den' into tb~ mud of low rice lands, form an excellent mapure, 
and. it grow~ on any soil tbat is not inundated. The finest 
fences. tbat; I, bave seen in India are formed of this plant, 
which preserves a freshness and moisture in the most scorching 
winds. 
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F.ABM8.·-1t is said, tllat in most parts of this district, Mr. lIatch in-. 
troduced a regulation, by which the size of farms is' restricted not to exceed 
50 bigahs. At any rate the people every where almost suid, that tbere 
is such a regulation, and therefore often concealed tbe rp.al extelJt of their 
farms. I have not heard the reasons that were assigned for thi~ re~triction, 
althougb it was probably with a view eitber of doing away the manner of 
cultivation by IIharing the crop, or from some scheme of equalizin~ pro
perty. It may have also been made in consequence of representations 
from the landlords. who pretend, that large farmers ne~lect their lands. 
Neith.er do I know certainly whether or not such a regulation exi~t8; for 
the land holders may hold out a pretence of tbat nature, In .order 10 render 
the large farmers more dependent 011 them. by granting them leases, that 
they imagine are not strictly legal. . 

With whatever view it was framed, or alleged to be framed, I have no 
doubt in stating. that the observance of such a regulation would be highly 
injurious both to agriculture, and to the labourer. These people, wh() 
cultivate land for a share of the product', are in a Mtter state thun e{\ln
mon labourers, and must fall to that level. unless they are employed aB at 
present; for they have not stock sufficient to enable thelD to cnhivate 
without assistance. Besides the reducing farms to 50 bigahs would com
pel every rich man to give up agriculture, and to remove his stock to 
Bome other employment, which of all other circumstances would be that 
most destructive. Indeed the quantity of stock belonging to actual farmers 
is already a great deal too small, and the observance of this regulation 
would go near to banish it altogether. ~ 

Like other useless or pernicious regulations. however~ this is constantly 
evaded, and lease~ for 50 bigahs each are granted to 5 or 6 persons,of the 
same family, it being understood, that the whole belongs to the principal 
person. The actual size of the farms is very various. I have alreadr 
stated, that the uilual t'xtent. which can be culLjvated by one plough, is 10 
large bi;{ahs. or 50 Calcutta bigabs, or 5 acres, but many versons rent a 
much smaller extent. These are chiefly tradesmen, who Wlsh to 'have as 
much rice as will maintain their families for some time before harvest, when 
traders take advantage of the demand, and usually raise their grain to 
an immoderate price. These tradesmen do not cultivate the fields them. 
selves, but employ people to do it for Ito share. The people also, who 
engage in this c~ltivation for a share, have in general 2 or 3 higahs, for 
which they pay rent, and employ'their leisure time in cultivating land for 
their neighbours for one half of the produce. on which account they are 
called Adbiyars, or half people. " " 

About a half of the farmers, or those who rent lands and follow no trade, 
have one or two ploughs, and seldom employ servants. The bead of the 
family and a son or brother hold the ploughs; only, if tbere is no boy in 
the family, one must be hired to tend the cattle. If the farm is not quite 
large enough to employ their ploughs the whole year, they cultivate some.. 
what additional for a sllate of the produce; and, if it is of a clay Boil. 
which occupies the farmer only 6 months in the year, the}' hire themselves 
out as day lahourers to those who cultivate free soils, or as portera or 
labouren to merchants and manufacturers of sugar and indigll' Middling' 
farm en who have 3, 4 or b ploughs, form perhaplt 7-16tbs of the 
whole. These are not ~xempt from holding the plough. but hire in servants 
to make up the deficiencies on the number of labourers, 'tbal may be in 
their familie8, that is to say always one man for eactt' plough, with a 
numbef of bOYB sufficient to take ('.are of,the cattle. Where the soil is 

• In consequence of tbe importance of the lauded tenures in India. I am 
induced to give this section at leng'th.- [ED.] 
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free, aod produces a variety of crops. especially sugar cane, more men are 
. nquired at some seasons of the year. particularly in the cold season. wbeD. 

there is nothinl( to do in the clay lands. Persons of this kind never hir~ 
themselves u labourers; but those who lin' ou a clay soil employ the 6 
idle months in purchasing rice. and carrying it to the mam, by which they 
haTe considerable profit. Those who live 00 a free soil hue neither leisll1"e 
nor callle to spare for the purpose, and mU8t sell dleir grain to their 
neighbours. The profi&s on this kind of traffic seem to be considerab~ 
and it is owing partly to this, iuall probability, ~ tbe farmers are richer 
00 day lands,.thaI produce nothing except rice, than those who occupy the 
richest lands in Cbe district. 

About ODe farmer in 16 may re.nt from 30 to 100 acres. These seldom 
labour with their OWD hands, but keep as maay ploughs as Utey have 
dependent relations, or hire two or three additioo81 men. The remainder 
b{ tbeir lands tltey give to people who «.-uitivate it for a share. These meo 
bavt: in ;tenerall&rge capitals; and advance money or grain, both to those 
'Who cultivate for a ~~ and to their other necessitous neighbours, to 
euable them to lin', ivhile the cultivation is going forward. It mayindeed 
be said. tbat thew swck carries on at least one balf of the wholecullivatioQ 
of the couutry .... 1\1ost of the Adhiyars and small farmers are more indebted 
to them than the whole value of their stock, and for m montha in the 
year would starve, did not the wealthy farmers advance them grain to eat. 
It is they who even 'furnish the seed; so that whenever one of them is dis
contented, he gives up Ilis farm, and retires with aU his dependents to some 
other f:sta\e, where.,.there are Waste lands, which his stock enables him to 
clear.' The yillage. which. he left, is then for 8ume years unoccupied, 
until \1t.e landlord can find a fugitive of the same kind; and in general 
must use a goOd deal·ot"solieitation. before he caR induce the farmer with 
his dependents to settle. On this a£COUB' tbe landlords do not.like this 
class of men; bm it is evident, that they are absolutely Ilecess&ry; unless 
tbe Iandlo;rds themselves would advance mooey to their neceSsitous tenantry • 

. ID a few,places I heard, that this is done. but it is only practicable to ad. 
vanta,!{e on very small estates. and the having large farmers, who are able 
to supply tbe'stock, is a vast advantage to all persons, that have estates of 
a respedable - size. It is true, ,has lhese large farmers exact enormous 
profits £01' whatever tbey advance to their necessitous dependen'; but still 
thev are of infinite ese to these people. who without their assistance would 
be iAstantly reduced to the state of common laboDl"eJ'S, and often to beggary. 
It musl also be considered. that the risk of advancing ill great, wbere there 
iii very little iDclination among the people to discharge their fair debtil. 
A damour how~ver, all usual. hu gone abroad agaiw;t the wealthy farmers, 
who 'are ooBsidered as mere JIayen of the poor. and no people privately 
join mpre earnestly in the cry than the landlords. In public however they 
court the 'wealthy farmers, and it is alleged often purchase their assistance 

'to enable t.hem to tleece the poorer renautry. A landlord or his agent 
assembles hil people, and atates, that he is in nat of money to bllild a 
.hOI18e~ Co perform .. pilgrimage, to celebrate lome Iloliday, to marry a 1011 
or a daughter, or to alleviate the pecuniary distresain which he is involved, 
and solicits ~ assistance of his tenantry. The ricll farmers have beea 
previously gaiaed, and give their consent to a general assessment, and tbe 
others follow their qample, rather thau quarrel with people on whom tbe, 
depend j but it is the poor ooly who pay. By &his mean rapacity the land
lord alwaYI redden himself more dependent 00 these fal'lDe'n, as he 
IIlueezes from his other teuantry, what might enable them ia Lime CO CCl}.. 
tivate with their own aoock. , 

It must be observed, that the wants of the smaller farmers. aOll of those 
who cultivate for a share, does not originate from tbe large farmers. It 
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may perhaps have sometimes .been owing to the exactions made by lan.l ... 
lords; but ill most cases it has arisen fre'ID their own imprudence in 
spending on marriages or other ceremonies, the means that Wl're absolulely 
necessary for their independent existence;' snrl in this country the rate of 
interest is so high, that when once a pers{,n is involved, nothing but some 
very' fortunate accident can possibly relieve him. He receives the rice, 
that is necessary for seed, or for his mailJtenance, at the high rate, which 
prevails for six months before the harveF.t, and he must pay it bark Ilt the 
low rate which is put upon it, when the market is glutted by every neces
sitous creature bringing his corn for 'Aale, the moment that it has been 
beaten from the straw. He lives in tolf'rable plenty for six or se\,f'n 
months, and then is reduced to the same straits as before. and is again 
necessitated to bOlTOW rice on as disadvautageuus terms as formerly. The 
interest often therefore appears moderate enougb; but the manner of 
payment renders the loss enormous. . 

I have already stated, that the lands now 'Occupied in the diMtrict, exclu
sive of houses and gardens, amount to some what ahove 71,94,000 big-ahs. or 
these perhaps 194,000 mar be reserved in the occupation of the proprietoT&, 
who.cultivate them by theIr servants. or by those who take a share. TIle lands 
thus occupied chiefly helong to petty Zemindars, or to the rroprietors of 
small estates that are not taxed. Of the 700,000 remaining Blgahs perhaps 
40,000 are occupied by tradesmen, and poor people who have not a 
sufficient quantity of land to employ one plough; the remaining 660,000 
may be occupied 8S follows :-. .• 

6,600 principal farmers at 165 higahs on an average 10,89,000 rB.; 
8.800 great farmers at 75 bigahs, 6,50,000 rs.; 11,000 comfortable farmers 
at 60 big-ahs, 6,60,000 rs.; 19,800 easy farmers at 45 higahs, 8,91,000 
rs.; 55,000 poor farmers at 30 do. J6,50,ooo r8.; 1,10,000 needy farmers, 
at 15 do. 16,50,000 rs.; total, 66,00,000 rs. 

I have already mentioned the stock of implements, that is proper for 
• farm of one plough. to be 3i rs.; but in farms of one plouth, or 
when a man cultivates for a share, the hatchet is generally omitted, 
and in larger farms one DhengTd ami olle hatchet is sufficient for the 
whole, so that the average rate cannot be reckoned at more than 2* rs. ; 
Then two oxen for the plough are six r~. I cow,3 ra. seed on an 8veraa e 20 
sers of rice for a bigah. 'fhis is furnisllcd to the necessitous at douhf'e the 
harvest price, but this exaction ought noL to be charged to the expense of 
stock. I therefore take it at the proper price. or suppose that the farmer 
brings it with him; at this rate the seed- for eaeh plough, reckoning the 
averag'e price of rice at 90 sers for the rupee, will be 3 rupees 5 anas 
4 pice, thus then a farmer on each plough ought to have at least, imple
ments, 2 rupees 12 anas; rattle. 9 rupees; seed, 3 rupees 6 aoas; house. 
l) n.; furniture, 3 rs. 4 anas; clothing and ornaments, 4 ts. ; Jood for six 
month! until his firdt crops are fit for use at 2. rs. 15 re.; rent for six 
months at 10 anas a year, 4 rs. 11 anas; total, 47 rs. 1 ana. 

Rich farmers generally have higher priced cattle, hut their expenses for 
houses. food &e. do not increase in proportion, Thus 8 farmer having 
4 ploughs cannot expend 10 rs, a month for food. The quantity uf stock, 
required for rich land of a free sail, differs verT little from what is required 
for a stiff clay; but this does not render the Situation Qf the farmer on the 
loose Boil more comfortable; for he must lahour or keep servants the 
whole year, while the farmer in the clay lands keeps servants (lix months 
in the year ollly. and in the other six ma~ emplov himself and cattle to 
great advantage, if poor as a labourer. and If rich &.e a trader, and in fact. 
u I have frequently mentioned, the richest farmers are thuse on clay lands, 
who rear little or nothing except dee. This however does not proceed 
'ilJltirely from their farms being o! a more profita1Jle natlire, but in some 
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measure also rrom necessity. The merchants are not so ea.-crer to pu .... 
cl1ase their produce. as they are the sugar and silk raised on tile richer lands, 
and therefore they do uot so readily receive advances; consequ~D\1y the 
iO(."ODsiderate have not the same facility in ~tiCjpatiDg the returns of their 
farms, which is the general sou.rce of the wretched poverty. tIlat prevails 
in this country. . 

I have already mentioned, that the greater part of this stock is bor
rowed; and on RTain farms is advanced chiefty by the principal farmers 
berore mentioned, many of whom have capitals of from 5,000 to 20,000 
J'S • but perhaps 5,000 may be about the average. Much also is advan~d 
by merchants who reside between Moorshedabad an"- Calcutta both iD
cluded. who annually purchase about 40,00,000, n. worth of rice in lhis 
di~trict. and make advances for a parL The ageDts of Zemindars in It&

'neral allege, that small tenants. who cultivate with their own hands. hll.ve 
their farms in best oroer. This however may be doubted, as the agent. 
have an interest in employing such people alone; for tbese are the men 
with whom agents can take the greatest liberty. 

Wben the settlement of the companrs revenue was made, Mr. Hatch. 
, who valu~ the greater part of this di:>trict. seems to have proceeded 00 a 

general estimate of tbe lands of each pergunah. and for that purpose hp. 
seems to have divided them into two kinds, one that produced two crops. 
and tbe other which produced only oue. and the rent of the ooe was usually 
considered as double that of tbe'otber. This may have answered his pur. 
pose sufficiently well; both for 8st.'ertaining the real value of the distriet 
and for fixing a maximum of rent beyond which tbose who were then ia 
pmsessioo of tbe lands could not be'desired to pay; but bis mode of 
Taluin~ estates by a general ave~ bas usually been followed by tbe 
proprietors. and both they and the farmers pretend, that they are bound 
to lei their estates at no hilrber rate. This it is said is oot strictly true, 
and would be a great absurdity. Every one mllst he sensible, that much 
land which gives one crop only is more valuable than a great deal tbac 
gives two, and the only rational way, in which land can be let. is bY' valu
ing each fann. _ The Zemindars however bave probably adopted Mr. 
Hatch's plan. as a means of checking fraud in their servants and agents; 
(or few of tltem manage "their own estates. The usual plan therefore em
ployed by the a",uents is to state a eertain portion of each farm as land pro
ducing two crops (Poli) and a eertain part as land producing one erop 
(Khyar). so as to make the amoun~ at the 'faInation which Mr. Hatcll 
took, equal to tbe-rent, which the farmer is to pay. This indeed. seema 
\0 be the best mode. wbich could have been adopted. as there are .err 
numerous objections to tbe oaly other way that I have seen used in such. 
calles, which is to give elK'h man a share of all the different soils in the 
estate in proportiOft to the extent of his farm •. This manner of checking 
their agents in tbe letting farms. by means that were intended for otber 
pnrposes. has been in some instances attended with considerable loss to 
the proprietors. 'Where there is .. great extent of poor land it canoot be 
brought into the neighbouring farms. even at the lowest rate of average 
rent; and is therefore unavoidably out of lease, and is only occupied 0c
casionally. in which ease the landloro. who resides at .. distance. seldom 
receives any rent. 

:tBe avowed rent. 80 far as I could judge, &eemed to be in general less 
tban OBoe fourth part of tbe produce, except OD lands that produce rich. 
erops. espeeially sugar-eane., On the whole, however, one fourth of the 
produce ought not greatly \0 exceed the actual reot, for the houses and 
yards are always Ten~ at the highest rate of arable land. and sometimes 
even at more. and yet produce nothing. The rent is always paid in money. 
The usual time of entry is in the two months of spring. 'froUl the twelfth. 
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of March to the twelfth of May. During these months no reDt is paid; hut 
in tfle month dlat precedes, and in that whieh follows the term of entry. 
I-6th. of the rent is paid; and in each of the other 8 montbs I-12th. is due. 

In almost every part of tbe district tbe leases are granted in perpetuity, 
and the tenants will Dot aceept of any other. In lome places tbeyeveo 
pretend to a right of perpetual possession at the usual rate of rent, if tbey 
bave occupied a farm for ten years. This is prohably one of tbe greates& 
bars t£l industry and improvement, that can take place in any eountry; as 
the landlord has DO inducemfnt to layout money in improvement. or in
deed to attend to the condition of his estate, fanber than to get hia rent 
as easily as possible. It may indeed be safely liaid. that & gradual and 
moderate rise of rent is the grand source of wealth and prosperity to every 
country. and the additional exertions which are required from the tenant 
always. I believe. have turned out still more for his benefit. than for that 
of tbe landlord. The proprietors of BmaD free estates, Wh9 neither/ay 
rent nor tax. are a proof, tbat the condition of the peasant is improve by 
paying rent. These lands are miserably neglected. and the wretched owners 
would just exert themselves 80 much. as to prevent themselves from perisb. 
ing of hunger, were they not religious mendicants. who find an additional 
resource. that ket'ps them in about as good a condition, 81 those who cul. 
tivate a similar extent of land. tbat pays rent. - , 

But this perpetual possession. whICh is so eagerly sought after. i. almost 
nominal i for. so far as I could learn, not one tenant in four resides seven 
years OD the same spot. and the bulk of them are constantly changing 
from one estate to another. The only advantage attending lelJsel in per
petuity is tbe encouragement, which it gives to the tenant in fonning plan. 
tations: but th~e are formed to much more advantage either by the land. 
lord himself. or by his eng~ng to pay the value at the expiration of the 
lease. as is usually practised III Malabar. where the plantations are of much 
more importance than they are here. Still farther, a particular exemption 
may be made in favour of plantations, -ftS is done in Mysore, where lauds 
.occupied in this manner are the only ones, which can be said to be private 
property. Poor Jands. that are only cultivated occasionally after a fallow. 
are let for the time, that they are to be occupied. upon whatever terms 
the parties can agree; and the usual terms are ODe half of 'he produce j 

althougb the proprietor is sometimelsatisfied with a low rent in money. 
The whole expense of cultivation of every kind cannol be reckoned at 

JDore than one half of the produce. even on lands, that produce only ordi
Jlary crops; 1\11 men can be procured, who will cultivate it on tbese terms. 
and who live better than common labourers. These persoDs seldom culti
vate the lands, that produce the richer crops. which are generally reserved 
by the farmers for tbeir own use. For the sake of round Dumbers. I sball 
take the rent at one fourth of the produce, the farmers therefore have ae 
least ODe fourtb of the gross produce of the lands as clear pront, besides 
tbe profit. which they have from the milk of their cattle, and from their 
plantations. Now the gross produce of the cultivated lands being 20,000000 
n., their profit from the lands is 50,00000. while the wbole value of the 
milk procured from farmers' co~s has been estimated at 12,00000, and in 
ILll probability this i, exaggerated. The greater part of tbis, however, 
shoUld be considered as the value of tbe rice straw and bran, on which the 
cattle feed. and which have not been brought in to the accompt. But in 
fact. 80 flU' aa I could find on investigation, the avowed relit does not 
amount to one fourth of the produce. even excluding milk. bamboos and 
mQ.ngos, allartictes of considerable value. Although therefore imprudence. 
or too great a compliance with cw,tom may have involved tbe farmer. ia 
debt. the interest of which consumes a great part of the above &um, the 
profits of the occupation are no less certain, 
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It is indeed alleged by the f4l1Ders, Ih .. t their poverty is Dot owing to an 
imprudent antieipatioll of their produn!; llut has arisen from the rapacity 
of their landlords, who exact much more from them than the rent men
tioned in tbeir leases. I have already explained the manner in whicb, I 
believe, almoat every landholder, and almost every itldividual employed 
under tbem. as far as the extent of their· jurisdictil)n goes. bt>g money 
from the poor· farmers; ands so far as it is voluntarily giveu, there can be 
DO right in indifferent persons to check the practin!, fartber than by re
prehending it as a mean custom. of which evny landholder should be 
ashamed. The landlord. however. were he not tied down by ~rpetual 
1eas8$. would ha~e the most evideot interest, and most indubitable right 
to prevent his dependents from taking a farthing; for the lither his te
nallts were, the more rent they wonld be able to pay. At present h is 
totally indifferent to him what their ronditioD is, so long as they do not 
ron away. The poorer fanners indeed yery uniYersally compl~i~, that 
they pay a great deal 1D0re tban their rent, partly from fear of gmng of
fence. and partly from mere force or fraud. They allege, that unfair re
ceipta for tbeir payments are given, few .of them being able to read; and 
mtlrder to defray every kind of extraordinary expense. which the land
holder or his agents can incur, that money is levied from tbem hy coniine
ment. and even sometimes by blows. The tlpparent expenses of the agents 
being much greater tban their ayowed aIl0waDceti. leaves DO room to doubt 
of their being in general rogues; but whether their profits arise from op
pJ'e3Sing the farmers, or from joining them to cheat their masters, can be 
determined lIy those ooly wbo have judicial authority to inyestigate the 
matter. I am howeyer inclined to believe, that the landlords suffer more 
than the farmers; because, when I recommended an application to the 
courts of justice, to most of those from wbom I heard complaints, the 
uuirersal answer was. tbat there was no justice for a poor man against & 

rich. and thac the ricb farmera were oe,-er molested. A complaiot of such 
& generaluature being certainlffalse makes me doubt of tbe truth of & 

great plll1 of the others. II; must bowever be stated, thM the vast nUID
ber of men employed in collecting the rent, which far exceedli any thing. 
that can be supposed. necessary for the mere conYeyBDce of messages, 
leads to a suspicion of force being some times employed; and in one place 
I had slJfficieJd evidence. that tbe agent of a landlord had stock! in his 
office, which conld only be employed for illicit purposes. Besides tbe ge
Deral manner, in which the agents spoke of the farmers, cODyinced me, 
that the, considered them as subjects, to whom they had a right to dic~ 
tate law; and tbat tLis right was an ext'use for whatever bardshipt tbey 
miJ!ht choose to mlllct. 

The most common means of injuring the farmers, however. is I believe. 
by giYing them'receipts for less money than they pay, which ignorance 
pr~\'ents tbem from detecting. 'Then the time for a final settlement comes. 
they find that they are in arrears two 01' tbree rupees more than they ex~ 
peeted. and must either pay this balance, or allow their effects to be Bold. 

The process for the re1!Overy of rent is so easy and expeditious, that the 
landlord or his agents have no excu. for the employment of arbitrary 
power, which can only be considered in the light of robbery; and tbe 
frands committed in granting improper receipts. or in suing farmers for 
more than is actually due. in confidence of their not being able to procure 
redress c~n be considered as nO less eulpalJle; and fine. which is I believe, 
the only punishment that can be inflicted for such offences, seems inade~ 
quate to tbe atrocity of their nature. As the detection of tbe crime is 
difficnlt, transportation beyond, \he seas for seven years, accompanied of 
course by 10&8 of caste, could not be considered as too severe. and would 
probably be effectual. 
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"0 If what the farmers allege has any foundation in truth, it would be also 
necessary to secure them ill their proffers of payment being valid. If when 
they offered payment a receipt for the sum was refused, without an enor· 
mous deduction for light money, they should have a ri~ht to deposit the 
money in the hands of the Munsuf, whose receipt for 1t should be good 
to them, and whose commission and fees should of course come entirely 
from the perllon who refused the pnyment. At present, a farmer who 
does not agree to the terms proposed may be refused a receipt, and his rent 
being unpaid, a complaint may be made and all the expense will come to 
him. This is so heavy, that in general it is better for him to comply with 
the original demand. Such at least iH what they allege. The principal 
means that occur tq me as likely to improve the agriculture of the country. 
so far as relates to the tenure of the farms, are the following:-

First, To encourage as far a.s possible, large farmers from whom a land. 
lord may collect his rent without the a5sistance of an army, and whom 
his agents cannot pretend to fleece. 

Secondly, To enforce the regulation that prohibits the granting leases 
in perpetuity. which is now almost universally adopted, and which is not 
only injurious to agriculture, but might in a great measure annihilate the 
landed revenue. 

Thirdly. To secure 'the farmers from every kind of demand, except 
those contained in their leases. 

Fourthly, To introduce a greater spirit of independence among the 
farmers, by discouragin~ as far as possible the system of adtances. This 
it is evident must be a work of time, a.s the present cultivators have not 
tStock, and must borrow it. All that can therefore he done is, if possible, 
to check gradually- the profits on such. loans, by which means tbe money 
advanced will be gradually applie<t'}I:'ptber purpose~, and necesdity will 
gradually compel the farmers to :kV'i~tock until they frocure a suffici. 
ence. I am aware, that some able economists condemn 0) restraint On the 
1'ate of interest, and" contend, that no one~will borrow or lend except when 
it is for his advantage. I ('annot here enter into a discussion of this matter, 
the determination of which must in a great measure depend upon the 
definition that is given of the word advantage. The state of capital in this 
-district will I imag-ine, show. that were the usual rate of interest is higher 
than the ordinary gains of commerce or agriculture, the common prudence 
.of mankind is not sufficient to prevent the rich from being tempted to 
lend upon very bad security, nor to hinder the poor from indulging their 
propensities by borrowing money OD terms which DothinJr but mere acci~ 
dent can ever enable them to. repay. The consequence IS, that the rich 
man. in place of a capital which can be realized, acquires a number of 
necessitous dependenta, to whose wants he IDUst administer in order to 
procure a share of their labour in plaoe of interest, and these dependents 
alre reduced to perhaps one of the worst -kinds of slavery, that of insol. 
,ent debtors. 
o Fifthly. Each Munsuf shoultl have a properly qualified land measurer, 
liable to severe punisl1ment if detected in fraud. On application from 
either landlord or tenant this man.""hould measure the field, and be paid 
by the. person at wbose request the measurement is made; and no other 
measurement should ue admitted, except: by order of the magistrate, on 
complaint of fraud or corruption in the public measurer. 

I shall nQw give a fcw of the many statements of theit profit and loss, which 
I received from actual farmers. I have se1ec.ted one from each kind of land. 

In Pergunah Devikoth a grain farm was cultivated by five pJoughs, and 
contained 55 bigahs of land of a free soil; the bigah contains 84 large 
,'ubits, the farm therefore contained about 79;1 CaJcutta bigahs or 26; acres. 
Two persons of the tenant'l:! family managed two of the ploughs, and three 
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servants were hired for the otbers, besides 10 ru'pees were expended In 
procuring occasional labourers : 31 bigahs of this farm were called Polli, . 
as follows-

1 bigah for house and garden, no produce; 2 bigahs for raising seed
lings no produce; 28 bigahs sown with summer rice, at 12 mans Calcutta 
weight the bigah. at 3 man, the rupee. I 12 rs.; 20 of these bigahs produced 
Soricba, at 2i maRl the bigah. 40 rs.; 7,bigahs produeed pulse (Kbesari 
or lentils) at 21 man, the bigah, value 60 sers the rupee. 10 rs. Banas ; 
1 bigah tobacco. 5 rs.; 24 bigahs were reckoned Khvar, each gave 15 manll 
of winter rice, 120 rs.; Total. 55 bigabs:287 n. 8 anas. 

This produce of what was cultivated with grain is nearly 3t rs. a Cal
cutta bigah, which is I r. more than my general estimate; but then the 
land is a rich free soil. The farmer said, that he paid ,0 rs. rent, and 
Sf n. for extra demands. This is almost 16 anas for the bigah. while I 
allow only 10 i but then the land is riche!' dian the> average. Deduct
ing one-half the produce for expense of cultivation. there will remain 
144 n. 4 anas. and the rent exceeds the half of this by 6 rs. 6 anas; but 
tbe man puts no value on his garden. nor on the crop which he has from 
the lands reserved for seedlings, and which in lIuch soils always gives a 
good crop. This will nearly make up the difference. Deduct rent and 
half of the ,roduce, there remains 55 rs. or 11 rs. neat on each plough. 
A farmer 0 Pergunah Kordaho cultivates 40 bigahs of a stiff clay, and 
keeps four ploughs. He has two men in the family. and hired two servants 
for six months. The bigah is nearly equal to 1 acre or 11 Calcutta. bigah. 
in all 60 Calcutta bigahs. 

4 bigahs reserved for house, garden and seedlings, no produce; 10 
bigahs produce 18 man, of winter rice, Calcutta measure, at 120 sers the 
rupee, (,0 rs.; 10 bigahs produce 15 _na each. 50 rs.; 10 bigahs produce 
9 mafU each. 30rs.; 6 bigah8prod'1l~ l2 man, of summer rice. each, 24T9.; 
144 sen of Sorisha, at 48 sers, 18 ~..t300 sers of Khesari. at 60 sers, 5rs.; 
Total. 40 bigahs=187 rs. . " . 

The pruduce of the 54 Cal('utta bigahs of arable land is tberefore 
a rs. 10 anas. also above my estimate. Deducting one-half of the produce 
for the expense of cultivation. the rent, which appeared on the face of the 
It-ase to be one rupee for each bigah without any deduction for seedlings. 
did not amount to one-half of the neat proceeds by 13 rs. 8 an as. out of 
93 rs. 8 anas ; "but the farmer alleged, that the exactions amounted to 
one-half of the rent, in which case it wQuld exceed the half of the neat 
produce by 13 rs. 4 anas. I have, however, already stated my doubts con
cerning the reality of such exactions, at least to so great an amount. The 
man ought also to have allowed some produce for his garden, and pro
bably a little for his seedling-land. as the soil was rather rich. The rt'nt. 
making a reasonable allowance for 'seedlings. is at the rate of nearly 
10 anas for the whole, or about 11 1-3 anas a bigah for what is 'actually 
cultivated. Deducting one-half for cultivation and the rent, with a mode
rate allowance for extra charges, the gain On each plough will be nearly 
the same ail in the former case. 

A sugar-cane farmer of Lalvari Pergunah, who has three ploughs, cul
tivates 30 bigahs of land. the bigah consisting of 56 yards (Guz); but about 
four are deducted from each bigah, by the measurers tying the rope tound 
their middle i the farm may tUrefore be about 45 Calcutta bigahs or 15 
acres. 

3 bigahs sugar-cane land; 1 bigah of cane. cut at 18 mana (of 96 8. w. 
the ser=Calcutta mafU 21 rs. 24 anaa) of _extract of sugar-cane, at 2 fit. 
the man, 3&r8.; 2 bigahs of summer rice, at 15 mans, 10 n.; lOS sen 
Sorisha. 2 n.; 60 sers Khesari, I r.; 17 bigahs corn land f 17 summer 
rice at 15 man, value one-third of a rupee, 75 re.; 5 of it only produce a 
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second crop of Sorisha, '10 rs.; 2 bigahs for house, garden and leedlill(I, 
produce of tobacco, 5 r8.; 22 called PoW, 8 c.111ed J{hyar, produce e8.ch 
Wi mall' of winter rice, 24 rs. 8 anaa ; Total 163 n. f' anas. The rent for 
Polli land at 2 ra.=44 rs.; ditto for Khayar at 1 r.=8r8. I Total, 52 ra. 

This is almost one.third of the produce, but in such rich land one.half 
of the produce is too much to allow for the expense of cultivatioD. Deduct 
however, one.half and the rent, and the remainder will be 2911. 12 aDU, 
or 9 rs. 14 anas neat on each plough. On ISugar farms the atatements, 
which I have procured from the farmers, generally make the avowed rent 
about one.third of the produce, on com farms one-fourth. The alleged 
exactions would generally reduce both to nearly one.half. . . 

Having now stated what I ob~erved concerning farm. and farmers, ) 
shall give an account of those who have no lands, but cultivate on account 
of others. These people may be divided into two classes, the Adhivars 
who cultivate with their own stock, and the Krishan who are servimts 
hired by the month. To those who have visited parts of India where the 
soil belongs to the sovereign. and is cultivated on his account by persons 
who give one-half of the produce to the state, it may seem wonderful, that 
the persons in Bengal who cultivate on the same tenure. should be' ex
ceedingly poor. In these other countries the cultivators are at least as 
wealthy as the farmers of Bengal, and no one can pretend that their soil 
is more productive. or requires less trouble and expense in the cultivation. 
Their wealth is to be accounted for in two ways. In the first place they 
have more prudence. induitry. and skill, owing probably to advances 
being less frequcnt; but this difference is not very great. The second 
circumstance, which chiefly contributell to their gain, is, that in these 
parts the 'produce of the cultivators labour is divided between him and the 
state, whlch is alw3),fI grossly cheated. and in Bengal the produce is 
divided between the farmer and cultivator# and each takes his fair share. 
The condition of an Adhiyar, however, was everywhere represented as 
better than that of ~ common labourer. 'Ve may state his profit and J0811 

Ill! follows, allowing that each family has one plough. 
Profits. - 15 bigahs cultivated with grain produce on an average, 

41 rs. 4 anas, of which one·half is his share, 20rs. 10 anas; his farm orcu
pies him six months; holydays and sickness two months; he works four 
months for hire, at 1! r., 6 rs.; his wife works about the same time as he 
does, only much harder, by cleaning rice as I have mentioned, 7 rs. 12anas; 
by spinmng, 4 anas a month. 2 n. S anas; Total, 36rs. 14 anas. Charge. 
-A boy to tend his cattle, 4 anas; sced, 3 rs. 6 anas; interest on 36 n. 
stock (be has no cow) at 24 per cent. including all advantages taken of 
his distress, 10 rB. j Total. 13 rs. 10 anas. 

So that he has remaining 23 rB. 2 anaa, a very little more thaR the· 
expense of the lowest class, mentioned ia my account of tbe manner in 
wbich the people live. A considerable part of this poverty is however, 
owing to tlieir baving anticipated their returns, and a man who had the 
the small stock of 3t) rupees. might live in this manner without being in 
absolute want. That is, he and his wife might clear 30 rupees a year. 
The number of Adhiyars is very considerable; but varies much in different 
parts of the country. It is probable however, tbat there are above 150,900 
families employed entirely in this manner. ' 

The Krishan, or servants commonly employed in a",DTiculture. are by no 
means numerous, and do not amount to above 80,000 familics; for the fami. 
lies of the greater farmers are generally numerous, and all the SODS and bro
thers hold the plongh, whiJe hired servants 8re only engaged to make up the 
number, ~lld those who have large farma often prefer the people who cuI. 
tivate for a share. It is only the heads of the families belonging- to the 
16,500 large fa.rms that are exempted from personallalJour. The Krishan, 
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in land» that prodqce a constant succession of crops, are hired for the 
whole ye?T; but in clay farms they are engaged for six months only. This 
however, makes little difference; as in the months, when agriculture is at 
a stop there, the demand for workmen is great, and they can make rather 
more than in the season of cultivation. The usual wages are 8 Mas a 
month, with food and clothing, which the farmers estimate at J rupee II 
month, but in fact does not exceed 12 anas. The 8 anas go to maintain 
his wife and familr, who are very poorly 8upported; but the servant is 
tolerably well proVided, as the farmer is interested to enable him to work 
He usually works about five hours in the forenoon at the plough, and two or 
.three in the afternoon weeding or hoeing, 10 that his labour is moderate; 
but at his spare hours he repairs his hut and brings fuel. The gains and 
expense of his family may be as follows :-

Gaina.-To the man's wages, 6 ra.; to the woman's beating rice, 7 n. 
12 anas; to do spinning, 2 rs. 8 anas; total16rs. 4anas expense ofa family 
of the lowest order 22 rs. 11 anas; deducting man's clothing, 10 anas ; 
food one-third of the whole,ors. 8 an as 9 pice; Total, 16 rs. 8 allas 3 pice. 

In the expense of these two kinds of labourers. I have only supposed 
two small children in each family; because the women are so hardly 
wrought, that they do not breed fast, and before a woman has more thaD 
two children, the eldest is usually eight years old. At that age the 
boys of these two classes begin to tend cattle, and each can take care 
of 25 head, for each of which they get 3 anas a year, with a meal from 
every proprietor in turns. The girls can then assist their mothers in beat
ing rice, but are generally very soon married. This class of people live 
not only very miserably, but at the celebration of marriages and other 
ceremonies, are generally so inconsiderate, as to run into debt as much as 
possible. The only means which they have of extricating themselves, is 
by running away or stealing, and it is alleged, that they are much addicted 
to both practices. It must however, be observed, that many of those who 
have been convicted of the last mentioned offence, have been men who 
had not the excuse of want to plead in their behalf. 

The inconsiderate manner, in which the natives of this district antici. 
pate their revenue, may be well exemplified by a common custom of the 
Krishaus in the divisions of Hawbra and Rajarampoor. A young labourer. 
usually in ord'lr to defray the expense of his marriage, bound himself to 
a master for from sixteen to twenty-four months, and received in advance 
the whale of his wages, which was immediately spent on the ceremony. 
For tbe first sixteen or twenty. four months the wife provided for herself, 
in the beat manner she could; but, if she happened to be sick, or to have 
a child, her misery became extreme. and recourse was had to still farther 
anticipations of the wages, which were always made at an enormous m.. 
terest, and of course the family always continued in debt, a8(1 the extre_ 
mity of wretchedness. Some indigo manufacturers, having settled in the 
vicinity, wanted labourers, and gave 2 rs. a month for wages, which has 
relieved the poor Krishans from much of their distress. and compelled the 
farmers to allow them one rupee a month besides their food, and this it is 
e\'idellt, if they are prudent, will render their situation very comfortable. 
From the preseut state of husbandry requiring snch a number of ~eople to 
cultivate the ground, it must be observed, notwithstanding the lmmenae 
population, tbat labourers or ser'Vants of any kind are difficult to procure 
in this district, and in travelling through it, except with the assistauce of 
the landholders, who obtained men from their dependents, I could not in 
aoy place hire 40 porters to go to the next stage, although double the 
highest wages were offered before they set out. The number of slaves is 
.ery small. Some rich Mubammedao farmers said, that in the last fa,. 
mince. lome children had been purchued in order rather to keep them 



/rom starving than with a view to profit.:'tTheae ha,ve turned out very ill, 
and. wel·e so idle and careless, that their labour beeame much more costly 
than that of hired servants. Some landholders have a few elavf8 as do-
mestics. The slaves that are employed in agriculture; and I believe the 
others, are allowed to marry free women; but as aU the children are 81a ves, 
the master must pay a. high price (5 or 6 n.) to the girl'lI parentI; the 
ceremony costs 3 or 4 rs. more. 

EsTATE • ...-The lands of this district as usual are divided into two linds. 
free and assessed (Beza and Juma Zemin). The free lands, which pay no 
tax to government, have been granted, by various sovereigns, either to 
different personll who were considered as deserving reward. or in order to 
maintain ~tablishments that were considered as useful. How far tne" 
opinion of their utility is well founded, it is not perhaps necessary to dis. 
cuss; but there is no doubt, that in the opinion of the people the utilley 
is great, and therefore it is to be regretted, that there is no legal control 
over the proprietor of 'he land for the performance of the duty, for which 
the grant was made. Whether there is no law for the purpose, or whether 
it has become obsolete, I cannot say; but the practice is to consider these 
lands as entirely the property of the possessor, who gives whatever part of 
it he pleases to the estabhshment, or even sells it altogether. In this 
district the extent of these landa is not yery considerable, as I was in
formed by the collector's Dewan, thatthe whole amounted to about ]20,000 
bigabs of the country, or probable about 180,000, bigahs of tbe Calcutta 
measure. It is probable, however, that a cOllsiderable extent may have 
heen granted privately, and of course could not a:rpear on the collector's 
books; and the violent complaints, which I hear from the possellsors of 
free estates, against the new landholders for encroachments on their es
tates, prubably in a great measure originated from the landholders depriv. 
ing them of all the lands, which they held without right; and it is prolla
ble. that they stilI hold much land, to which they have no title, as it is 
natural to suppose, that the sarred cbaracter, which most of them enjoy, 
renders people unwilliug to disturb them. There is, however. reastln to 
think, that many of the families entitled to these estates have become ex. 
tinct, and that the landholders have seized on these, and retain them un
der false names. At least I heard assertions of that nature frequently 
repeated; but their· truth can only be investigated by those posRessed of 
judicial authority. Of right such estates should no- doubt revert to the 
state. 

The free estates are ill geueral very small, and the only two of any note 
are those belonging to t.he two MuhlllI\medan establishments of Peruya, 
that have been already mentioned. Tbese are managed much in the same 
way as the estates of Zemindars; but are much worse cultivated; and the 
farmers who occupy them, although their rent is rather lower, are at least 
as poor as their neighbours. The other free estates, which are very nu
merous and small. are in general in a still more wretched state, and on an 
average probably one half of each. is waste. This however is not entirely 
owing to mismanagement; as in general the land is of the very worst 
quality. The proprietors usually keep a house garden and plantation, and 
,give as much of the remainder to be cultivated for one half of the produce 
as they can; but those who cultivate in that manner cannot clear wastea, 
and the proprietors are too nece,sitou9 to undertake improvement. The 
greater part therefore, where the soil is not too poor to produce trees, is 
over grown with wood. From viewing the state of this kind of property. 
I am fully convinced, that. if the landed revenue Were removed, the coun
try in a hundred years would not be half so weU cultivated as at present, 
aud the people 'would be still poorer. " 

The asses3ed lands. as is well known. are in p08se~sion of the Zendn-
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dars or landholders, .who enjoy.ll:hea by bereditary rigbt and who pay ~ 
certain tax, which is eonsidered as fixed for Il perpetuity. In fact the,. 
have been placed exactly on the footing (if the landlords. of England, ex
cept that the land tax is higher, bue then they are exempt from almost all 
others. ' At tbe timl', when the settlement was made, it was supposed, 
that they were only to receive 1-11 part ofthe Det proceeds of their ~tates. 
and the Dewan of the collector stated as his opinion, that no Zemindar 
('leared less than 10 per. cent., and Done of the larger Zemindars more 
than 25 per cent of the neat proceeds. Some smaller ones who could at
tend to the whole detail of collection, cleared 30 per cent. The few 
statements in detail, which I was able to procure, agree with this opinion. 
The following was given as an estimate of the expense and profit of the 
Raja of Dinajpoor'~ estate in its now fallen condition. He is a boy of 
about eleven years of age, and lives with his mother by adoption, who 
has purchased 8 lots of her hushand's estate. He retains only one Per. 
~unah of the immense estate that formerly belonged to the family. and I 
have reason to believe, that it is the wonst manag-ed in the district. 

The eight lots require the following establishment :-1 Dewan, who 
superintends the whole. 1200 rs.; 8 Tohisildors, or assistants, at 25 per 
mensem, 2400 rs.; 40 writers (Mohurers), at 8 rs. per mensem, 3840 lB. ; 
24 Sirdars, or offi.!!ers oftbe old militia, at 50 bigahs, 1200 bigahs; 16.l\lir
dhas, or inferior officers of the same, at 30 bil{ahs, 480 bigahs; 200 Payiks, 
or soldiers of the same, at 20 bigahs, 4000 bigahs; 8 Duffudars, or officers 
of a more recent militia, 384 rs.; 24 Burkandaj, the soldiers under these, 
864 rs.; 16 Dufturis, or keepers of papers, 192 bigahs; 200 Kutwals, or 
mf'sseo,;ers, 2000 bigahs-total bigahs, 7872-total rupees, 8688; bigahs 
of land 7872, at 10 anas, 4924 rs. The whole is let to Izaradars, or relltl'rS, 
who receive 4 pel' cent. commission on the rental, which is 110,000, besides 
the unrented land. which I cannot estimate. 4400 ra.; laud-tax, 79,000.
total, 97.012 rupees; rental, 110,000; lands given to domestic servants, 
4924-~ross amount, 114,924-charges, 97,Ol2--clear income, 17,912. 
The gam here is about 15t per cent. on the gross rl'ntaJ. The expense of 
collection is not quite 16 per cent. besides the lands not rented. 

Now. with regard to the Pergunah that has not been sold, the following 
is the account which l r~eived :-1 deputy of the Dewan, 2801's. J 1 ac. 
comptant (Juma Nabis), 360; 7 writers, 840; 1 officer of the more recen. 
militia, 48; 7 armed men of the same, 252; 3 Dufturis, or keepers of pa
pers, 36 bigahii; 4 officers of the old militia, 200; 100 soldiers of the same, 
20OQ; 150 messengers, 1500; 3736 Bigahs of laud given to persons em
ployed in tbe collections at 10 anas, 2335 rs.; farmed at 4 per cent. on 
tbe rental of 96,582 rs., 3863 r8. 4 anas-total, 7978 rU(lees 4 anas; land': 
tax, 81,591 rs.:....total, 89,569 rupees 4anas; rental of the lands, 96~584 n. J 
lands granted to persons employed in collection. 2335; lands granted to 
domestics, 1210 bigahs at 10 anas, 756 rs.-gross rental, 99,675 rupel'S---< 
deduct charges. 89,569 rupees 4 anas-net profit. 10,105 rupees. 12 ana&.. 
The gain here is about 10 per cene. ; the expense of the collection not quite 
80 much. 

I shall now give an account of the management of a small estate be1ong~ 
ing to Odwait Cbaudhuri, a mercbant, who has purchased a lot in the divi~ 
Ilion of Tbakurgram, and Pergunah Dehotto, the gross rental 6300 rs. a 
year. He does not reside, and has the following establishment :-1 Zohi. 
sildar, or agent. 120 rupees; I Jumanabis. or head accomptant, $4; 1 M~ 
hurer, or writer, 36; 1 Potdar. or money-changer, 24; 2 armed mea, Bur. 
kundaj. 51 ~ I Sirdar, 01' chief Pafik, 20 bigahs; 10 Payiks. 120; 7 Mes. 
sengers, Kutwab •. 56-:--total. 196111gah~, 315 rupees; 196 bigahs, at 10 anas, 
112 rupees, 8 aoas ~ cwnmission on 63QO rupees, at 4 per cent. 252 rupees 
-total, 679 rupees. 8 anas; rent. 4500 rupees-total charges, 5179 rupees, 
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8 anas; gross rental, 6300 rur:ees; expen\le, 5179 I'Upees, 8 anaa, net pro
fit, 1120 rupees, 8 anas. Here the profit is aboue 18 per cent., and the 
expense of collection about JO per cent. of the gross amount, which i. the 
proper allowance. 

Fro-m the statements, that I have already made. I cannot 8ee, bow lIuch 
small profits only are gained, without the mOllt grOSI mismanagement. 
I have stated the produce of the cultivated lands at 199,60,000 n. and I 
every where endeavoured to make my calculation rather moderate. J will 
deduct 1-40th part 'for free lands which is a very full allowanee, even 
Ilupposing that the possessors occupy more than wbat is their right. 
There will remain 194,61,000 n. Now I think it cannot be weU doubted 
tbat the farmers could without just cause of complaint pay a fourth part 
of the gross produce; and it is indeed in general alleged by them, that 
tbey pay more. The gross rental therefore of assessed estates ought not to 
be much less than 48,45,000 rs. 

Although I bave no doubt. tbat with proper care the landlords, without 
extending or improving the cultivation, and without the least hardship on 
their tenants, might realize this stlm; yet, I do DOt believe that their 
rental is so great. From the most minute inquiry at every diviilion I think, 
that tbe usual customary rent, on an average, may be taken at 10 anae for 
the Calcutta bigab. I avoid entering at aU into the consideration of irre
gular exactions, the reality or extent of which I had Dot the mean» of 
ascertaining. Now reaving out the lands. which are only cultivated 
occasionally, and which do DOt enter into the (Juma) rental, there are 
68,83,20()' bigahs fully occupied. Deduct 215,000 for seedlings on clay 

'land, which pay DO rent, and there remain 66,68,200; from which deduct 
1.4Oth for free lands, and there remain 65,23,505, which at 10 anas is 
40,77,190 rs. 10 anas. To this n.ust be added all rente for fisheries, 
pasturage of buffaloes, &c.; but these are Salall, and probably do not 
exceed 50,000 rs. a year. Call it only 25,000 to make up the odd number, 
and the very smallest rental, that ought to be admitted snould be 41,00,000 
ril. always however on the supposition, that the proprietor is not cheated, 
farther than by having' his lands let too low, or under i of tbe gross pro
duce. At thie rate the tenants, exclusive of the milk. bamboos and mangos 
which are a fair part of the produce of their farms, do not pay one fourth 
of the produre by 7,45,000 rs. or by 13 per cent. The landholders there
fore, after deducting 10 per cent. for the expense of collection, and paying 
the land tax of 17,50,000 re. should have to themselves 19,40,000 rs. 
which is considerably more tban 50 per cent. of the net proceeds. I bave 
no doubt, that an active man with a moderate estate would realize that 
sum without raising the rents above ten aDas a bigah, and without 
taking a single farthing from any 'tenant more than his due. And 
I have no doubt, provided he secured them frOID the frauds of his 
agents, that he might take one-fourth of the produce from his tenants, not 

. ooly without oppressing them F but by giving a stimulus to their exertions, 
so as greatly to improve their conditIOn. As the estates. however. are 
in general managed, it would be difficult to say what the real profiJ.B are. I 
eau scarcely however think, that allY of them produce. ao little as one-fifth 
ef the Det proceeds, and some I have DO doubt amount fully to one-balf, 
er even exceed this proportion. ' It is indeed said, that, whe.o the large 
Zemindary of Dinajpoor was. sold. the assessment was divided very un
equally on the lots by the native assistants of t.he collector, wbo had t.hus 
an opportunity of informing their friends, where a valuable bargain wal 
to be found; and tbat now. while the profits of some purchasers are great. 
others make little more than what disc1!.arge. the revenue.. Such allegatioll. 
laowever must be received with great caution t for in general each landlord 
pretends that he has no profit, and invents stories of thiB kind to account 
for his own situation; for it is perfectly evident, that the general amount 
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of the assessmen t caan~ Ionsume near ten-elevenths of the clear proceeds. 
as was supposed. at the time when the settlement was made. A view of 
the manner, in which the estatea are managed will throw some light on the 
subject. 

The greater part of landholders are new men, who have purchased their 
estates within 'heae few years. and who formerly were either merchants, 
manufacturers. agents of land holders, or officers of government. These 
last are not numerous. Those natives, who are not afraid of them, they 
are called Lotdan, or fellow:! who have purchased lots and are held in great 
conteoipt, while there is a general clamour against their rapacity and 
injustice. I must however say, tha, their Jands are in general better culti. 
vated. and the appearance of the people not so miserable as on some of the 
estates. tbat have belonged to one family for sev~ral generations. Of these 
there are still lome in the district, aud iudeed tbe Dinajpoor family still 
retains tbe largest possessions, which seem of all others to be the worst 
rnanaged, and tbeir tenants appear to be the poorest. Still however they 
are much respected; for the people submit with patience to many thiugs, 
from a power to which they are accustomed, that would grieve them to 
endure from a person of whom ther know nothing, or whom they once 
remember as their equal. The odium a~d ridicule thus thrown on the 
new landholders, probably prevents most of tbem from living on their 
estates. and the merchants, traders, and officers of government knowing 
nothing of country affairs, almost tbe whole estates of the purchasers oClots 
are managed by agents, and tbecheck, which the proprietors have adopted 
to prevent fraud. seems in general, as I have before mentioned, to be taken 
from the settlement made by 1\1r. Hatch. They know. that ~hey ought to 
have a certain Dumber of bigahs ill such and such Pergunahs, that these 
were valued by that gentleman at such a rate, and the agent i. expected 
to account for the amount.· I know nothing uf the grounds upon which 
Mr. Hatch went. It is said, that there is no accoum of them to be found 
iQ the collector's office; but it is said. that he estimated three-fourths of 
the whole di.;trict to be cultivated, and the rents have not been since raised. 
80 that I am totally at a loss to account for the assessment having been 
made so low, especiaUyas the country is said to bave been then better 
cu1tivated than it now is. • 

The agents of the Lotdars manage every thing in their own war, but are 
under the necessity of being Tery cautions, as their masters are In general 
meo of business, and those who were formerly agents themselves understand. 
couotry affairs, so tbat their estates are improving. and are comparatively 
well managed. , 

Tbe estates of more ancient families are on another footing. The pro
prietors are pOssessed of documents conceming their management for a 
number of years, and being respected live among the people, to whom they 
have been known from their infancy. They have therefore great advantages 
were tbey disposed to attend to their affairs; but very few of them are 
men of business. A great part of them never pass the threshold of their 
door, except to assiat at some religious ceremony, and are either sunk in a 
miserab11! luperstition. a prey to religious mendicants. and other idle 
persons. or are totally abandoned to dissipation; and Bome are addicted 
to both vices. Those are reckoned men of activity and bwiness, who Bit 
in their office a few boun a day, and look a little into the accompls; and 
once a year go round their estates to receive presents and homage from 
their tenantry. There are however lome honourable exceptions, especially 
Guruprosad of Surahor Mankoyi. who not only investigates his accowpta 
with care; but. when he IWpects fraud, takes the measuring rope in his 
own band, and examines on the spot the veracity of bis agents. Every 
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thing about him is decent and respectable. and 'the estate i. like a 
garden. 

On large estates there is a Dewaa or chief agent, who resides at the 
principal office. and has under him a sufficient number of accornplants 
(Mohurers) the chief of whom (Jumanahhl) keeps the rental. Thpre are 
besides a keeper (Buksi) and valuer (Potdar) of money. people who take 
care of the papers (Dufturi), and a numher of messengers (Kutwal). 10 
order to protect the mouey. and convey it from pl:lce to place. and al80, 
as is alleged. to enforce order~, two kinds of guards are kept. One ('alled 
Burkundaj. ('ommanded by Dufadars and Jumadars. seem to be a more 
recent estahlishment. The other called Pyiks, commanded by l\1irdhall 
and Serdars, are the remains of the militia of the Bengal kingdom. Both 
seem to have constituted the foot soldiers, whose number makes such a 
formidahle appearance in the Ayeen Akbery. At each large rlivit.ioD of 
the estate (perhaps 20,000 rs. rental) is a'deputy (Nayib 'or Tahisildar) 
with a similar but smaller e$tahlishment. Now 80 far as we have come 
the heads of these offices are considered as persons of consequence, who 
are not to travel througb the country, to examine into the IIffairs of tbe 
estate, but sit quietly in the office, to keep the accompt3, to receive money 
and to manage affaIrs with the officers of government. Tbeseprincipal 
agents manage the estate in two different manners. They either collect 
the rent immediately from the tenants; or farm them out for a certain 
number of year8 to a kind of middle Ulen called I:zaradars. 

If the rents are to be levied immediately from the tenants, the bead 
officers employ men to cultivate the unrented land, either for a share of 
the produce, or for a certain sum from year to year. The rent of the land. 
that islet on lease, is actually receivelf from the tenants hy two persons, a 
Patoyari and Mondol. of which there should be one Mondol for each 
M auza, and one Patoyari for every two or three, unless tbese be very lar/le. 
These two officers are in fact the only men employed, who are usually well 
versed in country affairs. Many landlords have of late discharged tbe 
Mondols. and employ only Patoyaris. and this seems to be a judicioulJ 
saving, and a sign of approaching economy. The Patoyari is a penman,. 
and keeps the accompts, for which be in general receives 3 per cent on the 
rental; and the Mondol, who in lome places is called Prod han, is the chief 
farmer of tbe village, who manages the otbers, and usually receivea I per 
cent. commission. This commission given to the Patoyaris and Mondols 
is called Surumjani, and sometimes instead of 4 per cent. arises to 6. The 
Payiks and their officers, and the messengers, are paid in land. The otber 
establishment;s paid in money; but most of the domeRtic 8enant8 receive 
land in place of wages, and this land is not included in the rental. every 
means possible being taken to make that appear small. 

On smaller estates a Nayeb or Tahisildar with his usual eatablisbment 
are sufficient; but there are very few indeed, in which the landlord manages 
his own affairs witbout assistance. If the rents are to be farmed, an agree
meQt is made with the person, named Izaradar, who undertakes to collect 
tbe rent, as stated in the rent.roll, and to defray all the expenses of 
delivering it into the agent's office. For his reward he takes the commission 
of from 4 to 6 per cent. above stated, and the whole profit that ht' can 
derive from the lands which are not rented. He receives alao the as
sistance of all the militia and messengers who continue to receive their 
lands, and are directed to obey bis orders. From three to five years is the 
usual period. that the lands are rented, and the contract brss in no instaace 
been extended beyond nine years. When the commission is higb, or the 
quantity of unrented lands is great. the renter often pays a sum of money 
in advance The renters are in general perfectly conversant in country. 
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affairs. aud make'the most of the lands; being totally unconcerned 
. whether the tenants are ruinoo or not. Indeed where they are rich men, 
who have much inftuence. the tenants are uncommonly dissatisfied and 
clamorous; but, where they rent only small portions of an estate, the 
teoants complain no more of their condition than usual. Even with this 
security, and where a land holder receives the whole of his rent from a few 
Izaradnn, who have very good crooit, it is not usual for him to diminish his 
establishment. 

These unwieldy establishments seeln to have been originally formed, 
when the govenlmenl collected the rent immediatty from the farmer or 
<,ultivator. and when the same persons managed not only the collections, 
but the police and a great part of the Judicial department. The vast 
Dumber of armed men Burkundaj and Payik. especially the latter, formed 
tbe ,infantry of the Mogul government. The whole was continued under 
the Zcmindars, until the perpetual settlement; ,because they not only 
collected the revenue. but managed the subordinate parts of the police, 
and ,of the administration of justice; and tbey were anxious to have as 
maay armed" Dlen liS possible. because these supported them in their 
enormities, and were DO charge, ILl! they lived ou lands which the Zemindar 
did not bring to account. Custom and the artifice of agents keep up the 
establishment; for I have great reason to think, that most of these people, 
who are paid in lands. are mere cultivators, and pay a low rent to agents, 
althoulth on paper they are represented to the landlords as having each 
from 10 to 50 bigahs free of rent, and to be absolutely ne\."Cssary to pro
cure the money. Some landlords are now curtailing very much, and every 
man that <'an be saved will enable the Zemindar to raise more money from 
his tenants, as the lowest messenger expects at least subsistence, when he 
goes on a message to a farmer, and all the others expect presents, and 
usuallv obtain them in proportion to their rank. These are avowed, but 
it is alleged. that they exact much more by violence. The greatest detri. 
ment, hOlVever, that the landlords suffer, is by the collisions between their 
agents aud farmers. who are allowed to occupy much more land than their 
leases bear. and pay a brihe rather smaller than the UlIual rent to the 
all;ents, who wht'never the tenants are refractory threaten a measurement. 
The perpetual leases Bl a low fixfld rent are also very favourable to the 
-agents. The people in possession of such more readily submit to imposi
tions, than those would who rented land, at its full value for a short term 
of years; for such tenants would always go away, if any addition was 
required, but a man who haa a valuable farm in perpetuity, submits to 
mnch. in hopes that hereafter he may have a more just agent. 

It is not usual for the Zemindars to make advances to the tenants to 
enable them to cultivate, although of late some have ~ven assistance to 
those who were bringing in waste ground. This is in sorne measure ex
cusable; but the practice is commonly very destructive. and encourages 
the tenantry in the anticipation of their means, which is the fault to which 
they are most addicted. 

Although it appears evident from the Ayeen Akbery, that in the time of 
Akber there were no hereditary proprietors of land in this part of the 
country, all the natives allege, that the office of Zemindar has always been 
hereditary. which may have in some measure been the case. They then 
merely accounted to government for their rel'eipts; and they pretend to 
say, tJiat they have been injured by the new settlement. They allege. that 
formerly they were allowed great authority, bO.th iu criminal and civil 
causes over the people whom they mana~ed, whICh was a great source of 
emolument, being of course venally adwlDistered; and although they were 
often squeezed by the Mogtd officers, and on all occasions were treated 
with the utmost contempt, they preferred suffering these evils to the mode 
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that has been adopted of ..settling their lands, when tlley fall in arrears, 
which is a practice that they cannot endure. Besides brihery went a great 
way on most oc('asion8; and they allege, that bribes included, they did 
not actually pay one-half of what they do now, although nothing can be 
more moderate than the present assessment, which I am eonvinced does 
not amount to a tithe of the produce. . 

The principal things that ought t6 be inculcated on t1le landlord~. for 
the improvement of their estates, is activity and industry in the tllllnage
ment,and the utilityofa suitable education to euable them to perceive. that 
their. estates cannot be improved by beggarly and irregular demands'made 
on the tenantry, but by encouraging those who are frugal and iudustrtQus. 
and by banishlDg those whe are idle and thoughtless. The most bitter 
enemies of the landlords are idle religious mendicants, who represent all 
attention to worldly affairs as unworthy of a man; and dissipated flatterers, 
who represent moderation in expense ail unworthy of a great prince, a 
title that is bestowed by such persons on landholders, who have not 1000 
rupees a year. 

One of the principal causes, that appear to me to prevent the land. 
holders from acquiring proper habits of activity, and.& proper education, 
is the sub-division of estates in equal shares among all the sons of a 
family. Where the estates are monstrous, like that of Dinajpoor, and 
exceed the usual capacity of man to manage, there may be no loss in, the 
sub. division ; the inevitable consequence indeed. of mismanagemen~ will 
always in a short time bring them to sale, and render any precaution un
necessary; but when the estate is moderate, it may be eonsidcred as a 
national 10s8, when it is broken into portions. none of which can enable 
the proprietor to bestow a decent education on his children, nor to en
courage anything that is ornamental or advantageous to the country. This. 
however is not the greatest evil of the practice. The sons of a family, 
who know that they all will have a certain provision, naturally give them
selves up to sloth, and make no exertion to acquire useful knowledge, 
even when their parents are willing to bestow it; but the parents even are 
in general sparing, knowing that their sons can exist without trouble. 
Now where the custom is to leave the family estate to one son, the parent 
knows, that the only provision he has for the others is a good and useful 
education, by which they may be fitted to gain a living suitable to their 
rank, while the young men must exert themselves, knowing that they have 
no other resource. Even the son who is to receive the estate. unless he 
ehooses to be the laughing stock of his brothers., must make an exertion 
sufficient to acquire a knowledge that will enable him at least to super
intend his affairs. It is onll among young men educated in this manner, 
that people fit for dischargmg offices in the police, law or revenue, can 
be procured. And the manner in which these offices are now in general 
filled, so far as I can learn, shows that the education of those who hold 
them has been miserably neglected. Although the Hindu law directs 
that property should descend to Bon8 equally or at .least nearly 80, there 
is nothing, 80 far as I know, to prevent assessed lands from being con
sidered in a different light; and from being viewed as a trust vested here
ditarily in the Zemindar for the security of government, which will be 
destroyed if the lands are frittered away among the ramifications of a 
numerous family; and owing to the custom of adoption, these portions 
never reunite. I am aware that some of the ablest Jurists and writers on 
political economy are strenuous advocates for the sub-divi.&ion of landed 
estates. The speculations of these persons nearly resemble the plan that 
has been adopted in the colony of the Cape of Good Hope, and I will 
venture to assert, that thjs plan has hitherto re{lressed the rrogress of 
agriculture in that colony; and so long a8 it is 10 force, wil keep that 
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delightful country in a state of beggary. In fact. it has only been the 
. money spent among the colonists by the Dutch and British fleets and 

armies, thal has prevented them from being clothed in sheep'. skins like 
the Hottentots. 

Although, as I have said beCore. the natives are persuaded that the office 
of Zemindar has always been hereditary, which is not absolutely incompa.
tible with the idea of its having been merely ap office. and totally uncon
nected with tlie property of the land; yet from all that I could learn, 
there is no good reasoll to think that any families of this district have had 
very ancient possessions; and it inust be observed. that from the total 
wall' of history among the Hindus, any custom which has obtained for 
)00 years, comes to them with its Origill as obscure. as if it had obtained 
for a thousand. 
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'CHAPTER VIII . • 
STATE OF ARTS AND COMMERCE IN DJNAJPOOa. 

FIN,E AltTs.-The sty.le of private edifices that is proper and 
peculiar to Bengal, consists of a hut with a pent roof con
structed of two sloping sides, which meet in a ridge forming 
the segment of a circle; so that it has a resemblance to a 
boat when overturned; and is, probably, of the same shape 
with the Mapalia of the Numidians. This kind of hut, it is 
said. from being peculiar to Bengal, is called by the native 
Banggolo, a name which has beeD somewhat altered by Eu
ropeans, and applied by them to all their buildings in the 
cottage style, although Dqne of them have the proper shape. 
and many of them are excellent brick houses adorned with 
the forms of Grecian architecture. 

Among the natives the poor man has one hut for himself 
and cattle, and richer men increase the number without al. 
tering the plan of the building, and there is no contrivance 
by which a person can go from one apartment to the other 
without being exposed to the sun4flnd rain. 

Where the materials admit, the walls of the hut are made 
of mud, and the floor is always raised a foot or 'two above 
the level of the plain, but not always so high as to be above 
water in the rainy season; so that a platform of bamboos is 
then constructed at one end of the hut, and upon this the fa
mily sit and sleep, while they must wade through the mud to 
reach the door. Where the soil is too loose for making walls, 
the ,sides of the hut are formed of hurdles, which are usually 
made of straw grass or reeds confined between sticks or split 
bamooos, that are tied together. In the better kind of 
houses, in place of straw, hurdles made of mats are used, or 
those of straw are plastered with cow dung and clay, and in 
doing this the natives display the only neatness that is to be 
observed in their buildings. The frame of the house usually 
consists entirely of bamboos tied together. It is only in the 
houses. of very wealthy persons that wooden posts and beams 
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are used, and these are never either polished or painted, and 
'Beldom fastened by nails. 

Sometimes the beams support a floor made of clay laid 
upon bamboos; and in general this is merely intended to 
lessen the danger from fire, as the f!oor will give some little 
time for the people to remove their children and effects. In 
a "Very few houses a trap stair leads up to the aparn,nent, or 
garret above, and it is then inhabited. 

'. The door is in general the only aperture in the but, cre
Ticesexcepted, and is usually shut by a hurdle (Jhangp) 
wbich is tied to the upper part of the door, and falls down 
like a valve. Wooden doors, that fold from the side, are 
only used by the great. There are very few houses that bave 
any openings like windows, to admit air or light. 

If the house is intended for a shop, one side of the roof is 
extended four or five feet beyond the wall, is supported by a 
row of bamboos, and forms a gallery (Katina or Osara)., which 
serves as a shop. 

Another kind of hut called Chauyari bas been introduced, 
and this is the form which Europeans have adopted in their 
cottages when they use a thatched roof. It consists of four 
plain sides, which, if tbe building is sqnare, are trianguJar, 

. and meet in a point; but, if the cottage is long, the two ends 
of the roof only are triangular; and tbe two sides (which 
are triangles truncated at,.the apex) form a straight ridge. 
Europeans have made great improvements in this kind of 
building, h:lVe surrourided it with a gallery to exclude the 
heat, have introduced windows, have divided it into conve
nient apartments, and have suspended cloth ceilings to free 
them from the vermin that occupy the tbatch. These lux
uries seem totally unknown to the natives of this district. 
Their Chauyaris are built of the same materials with their 
Banggolas; but being used chie.fly among the rich, have 
flsually wooden posts, and many of them have garrets that 
are inhabited, and have openings by way of windows. 

The wealthy, such as great landholders and principal ma
nufacturers, have in general brick houses, and are fast imi
tating the European fashion of building. such as has been 
introduced into Bengal. It is alleged in the Ayeen Akbery, 
tbat in the time of Akber even the houses of the great in 
Bengal were built ef!.tirely of bamboos. I am inclined. how. 

VOL. II. NNN 
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ever, to doubt the a:uthority of Abul F~zil in many things,.. 
and among others in this. That the great in Bengal may 
have then built Banggolos entirely of bamboos, with great 
neatness, and very commodious, is highly probable i but that 
they had not also brick houses is not likely. In fact tradition 
points out the ruins of brick· edifices, that belonged to the 
,natives of this district before the M uhammedan invasion;. and 
the appearance of some of 'these ruins clearly indicated, that 
they.were dwelling houses, ,and neither temples nor forts. 
In the older,brick houses the Moorish style, with wretched 
.narrow traps rather than stairs, low roofs, small apartments, 
much minute carving, and small windows, bas been adopted. 
In some new houses a rude. imitation of the Grecian archi .. 
tecture makes itS' appearance, the rooms are larger and' better 
aired, and more furniture has been introduced. 

Among public edifices those dedicated to religion are by 
far the most conspicuous. In my account of Peruya and its 
antiquities, I have mentioned nearly all that occurs to me 
concerning ,the religious buildings of the Muhammedans. 
Small mosques are numerous in the district, and consist of a 
cube covered with one dome, or of a parallelopiped covered 
with several. The minaret, which is the greatest ornament 
in'this kind of building, has not been introduced, and the 
whole style may be considered as in the most rude state. 

The most numerous and simpJe Hindu places of worship 
,are called the Sthans, or abodes 'Of such or such a deity, and 
are mex:e]y heaps of earth, at square terraces, which are 
generally placed under. trees. Sometimes as an object of 
worship there is an UDcut stone, at others there is an image 

.cut in relief; but very. often the only representation of the 
Deity is a small mass of clay a little painted. Most of these 
places being dedicated to the Soktis, or female destructive 
spirits, a stake is placed before the heap for fastening the 
head of the animals, that are to be sacrificed. 

A more improved place of worship consists of a thatched 
hut, called a Mondop. In the greater part, even of these, 
there are no images, except a lump of clay, and at holidays a 
rude image is made of the same material, and is thrown into 
the l:iver, when the festival is at an end. The' walls of these 
huts, when ma(le Qf clay, are Qften painted with rude and 

,hol'l'ible figures of the Gods, and equally distorted repre-
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sentations are formed of the Sola by 'the makers of garlands 
and artificial flowers, but both are considered as merely or
namental, and are not objects of worship. I have seen one 
building of this kind, which was said to have cost 16,000 rs. 
The size was inconsiderable, but the walls were made of wood 
carved with a most patient minuteness, in which, however, 
neither taste nor decency had been at all consulted. 

N ea1," many of these Mondops, and even near many houses, 
for the worship of the family gods, are erected the most rude 
form of the Mongchos, or stages on which the images are 
placed on the (Yatras) days of procession, while the people 
'sport before them. These simple l\Iongchos consist of a 
sman square terrace of earth divided into stages, each less 
than the one immediately be~ow. 

The next step at improvement is to construct a l\Iondop of 
brick for the usual residence of the deity. This is commonly 
a small square building with a flat roof. A temple of this 
kind has seldom any other l\Iongcho than one of earth; but 
it has usually an image, that is the object of worship, and 
commonly a' house for the Piyari or officiating priest. The 
most elegant in this district, that I saw, is at Yogighopa, of 
which a drawing has been given (No. 11). This' is open 
above. The image is placed on the small altar seen through 
the door, and is covered by a dome. 

The next step is to add.. a kind of pyramid to the roof of 
the temple, which' then becomes a Mondir. The Mondirs 
are often cased with caned tiles, and at any rate are plastered 
on the outside, and the ornaments on the plaster m general 
possess some taste. Many l\Iondirs built of late, instead of 
the pyramid, have adopted ~he dome of the Mosque; pro.:. 
bably because workmen skilled to construct the pyramid 
could not be readily procured. 

Advancing still farther, the temple for the usual residence 
of the image is enlarged, and in, addition to the central pyra
mid one is added at each corner. and the building is then said 
to be a Pongchorotno, or to have five ornaments; or~ if en
larged a little more, the roof is divided into two stages, each 
having a pyramid at each of its corners. It then becomes a 
Novorotno, or building of nine ornaments. Such buildings 
are very expensive, as in this district they are almost always 
incased·with carved tiles. The drawing of a Pongchorotno 
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at Gopalgunj near Dil!ajpoor (See Plate'll, facing title-page), .;; 
built 75 years ago by the mother of Raja Ramnath, will give 
a better idea of the style than any description. Only it 
must be observed, that in buildings so frittered away into 
minute ornaments and l)arts, the drawing looks much better 
than the bu~lding itself, especially as no Hindu temple, that I 
have seen, is kept tolerably neat. The interior of the build
ing is to the last degree wretched. There is no light, except 
what comes through the door, and the masses of brick that 
are necessary to support such a roof have scarcely any 
cavity, 

The first step towards improving the Mongcho is to build 
it of brick, in several decreasing stages, nearly of the same 
form with that made of earth. A stair leads up to the highest 
stage, in which a small apartment is made for receiving the 
image at processions. The ne~.t improvement is in each 
stage to have a chamber surrounded by a gallery, in which 
there are several doors or ·windows. Then at each corner of 
each stage a Rotno or pyramidal ornament is added. The 
most finished kind consists of 12 sides with 24 Rotnos dis
posed in two rows, and one in the centre over the apartment 
in whic\t the image is placed. The drawing of the one at 
Gopalgunj will give a proper idea of this. kind of building. 
Although it is of a considerable size, and cost an immense 
sum (it is said 20,000/.) there is no apartment in it above 12 
feet in its greatE!st dimension, and the stair is steep, perfectly 
dark, and will not admit a man to walk with both shoulders 
equally advanced. ' 

The temples here and in the south differ entire1y in struc
ture, the latter approaehing much nearer to the Grecian or 
rather Egyptian style. This is probably, in a great measure, 
owing to the nature of the material; for the long masses of 
granite, so easily procured in the south, lead naturally to 
'Columns, flat roofs, and en tablatures, while bricks lead to 
arches and pointed roofs. The style of ornament, however, 
is nearly the same rn both parts of India. Some neat fo
liagespossess considerable merit, the rest consists of nu
merous small mouldings, and monstrous distor~d repl"eSen
lations of the deities and their adventures, among which 
obscene figures are often a conspicuous part. 

The number of public edifices of a civil nature seems never 
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to have been considerable. 'One inn (Sarai) at Maldeh, now 
in ruins, and a few small bridges form the whole. The 
bridges have very small arches, and none are employed on 
anything like a river; they have been merely made over 
rivulets. The fortresses seem to have been equally rude, 
and to have consisted in a straight rampart and ditch, with a 
few outworks at the gates. The only one, that appears to 
have been more strongly defended, is Uttor Gogriho, as I 
have already mentioned. The number has always been in. 
consideTable. The accompanying plan (Plate I ~), drawn by 
the chief architect in the district, of the house and buildings 
of Baidyonath Chaudhuri, who took a pleasure in showing 
me all his works with the utmost politeness, will show the 
progress made in this branch of science. 

"risbing to know, what skill he might have in geometry, I 
requested him to show me how he laid down the foundation 
of an octagon building, such as are in common use. He had 
a pail' of ruinous European compasses and a square, but no 
rule nor scale; and I soon found, tbat the others might as 
well hue been omitted in his apparatus, and were designed 
merely for'show: his only scale wa&,his arm, his only instru
ments a line and some pegs. He began by measuring off 
four equal portions of tbe line, fixing a peg at each; he 
tben placed these in the ground, so 'as to distend his four 
portions of rope into a parallelogram. He tben moved the 
pegs backwards and forwards" until his diagonals were equal, 
he then had formed a square. He then divided each side 
into four equal parts, which be found by doubling one of the 
sidps twice. He then truncated each angle by passiilg a line 
between the di-vision next it on ,each' side. He' thus had an 
':ctagon, but four of tbe sides were"shorter.than the others. 
This objection having. been made, he said, that tbe four 
alternate sides, having doors' in them, ought. to be larger, 
otherwise the building would hot look. well; but being de
sired to make all sides >equaJ, tIe went round, adding small 
equal portions to each alternate. short side, until, he found 
by experiment, that he had suc~eeded. He looked upon it 
as impossible to lay down. "an octagoJlJ ' tbat should have all 
its sides equal, and each side of a giV~D, size. All he at
tempted was to lay down an . octagon within a given square. 
He said, that he could also lay down any f1.gure of an even 
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number of sides; figures of an uneven number of sides, such 
as pentagons, he,considered as far beyond human skill 

Sculpture and .statuary are in a still more rude state than 
architecture. The figure of Gones, which accompanies this 
account (see Plate 1, p. ) will serve to give an idea of their 
stone images, and this is reckoned very handsome. There 
are, however, many stones, on which image. nt the gods of 
small dimensions have been carved in high relievo, and these 
are a good deal superior to Gones, although they Are still 
very rude imitations of the human form, and ,are said to have' 
been brought from the west of India many years ago: One 
of them is represented in Plate 5, see p. • The ,carvings 
on tiles, with which many of the religious buildings. are en .. 
crusted are still more imperfect. The images ofbras's and 
the metals are as bad as those of stone; and some, which 
are made of potters' ware, are much more rude than I could 
have conceived, that any grown personcQuld have formed. 
Painting is still at a lower ebb than sculpture. . 

To the ear of atl European the native music appears in 
general harsh and disagreeable, and to men of science it is 
altogether intolerable. Although I am not at all 'nice, I con
fess, that I was much satisfied in travelling tllrough the dis
trict to find, that the people had less turn for this pleasure, 
than is usual among the natives j and I cannot say. that in 
any other part of the country I was ever so litt~e disturbed 

J:>-,y its' noise. The performers notwithstanding are pretty 
numerous, and the variety of noises which they can make, is. 
considerable. ' 

The highest description of musicians consists of bands of 
instrumental music, which accompany the voices of g~rls, who 
sing and dance. In this district there are very few persons 
of this kind, and they do not exceed flO sets.· The two 
Hindu eastes, who follow the profession, the Rumjani' and 
Kangchoni, have not found. their way from the west of India 
'to this district; and those, who follow it at present, are 
common prostitutes, ,that have learned to sing, and employ 
musicians to accompany their voice. As usual their motions 
in dancing are slow, lifeless, and without grace. Their 

I greate'St art· is to jingle in time to the music, some chains 
.(Ghungree), which are tied round their aneles. The girls 
lare'called Bayi, and there are usually two or three in a set. 
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The musicians, called Somaje, are three 01' Cour in number; 
one performs on a small drum (Tubla), the others on a kind 
of fiddle (Saringga). 

Boys taught to dance and sing, and dressed in an effe
minate manner are in great request among the Hindus, anJ 
about 20 sets are employed in Maldeh and its vicinity, where 
the people-~ prost luxurious. In other parts of the district 
there are no such persons. These boys called Bhoktiyas are 
usually suspected of very disgraceful practices. 1Vhen they 
grow up, they perform on the musical instruments that belong 
ro the set, which are the same as 'when girls dance or sing, 
only another kind of fiddle, called. Sarinda, is sometimes used. 
Most of the other musicians belong to sets, tbat are employed 
in religious ceremonies. 

The sets of musiciaus who sing tbe .praises of Bishohori 
(the goddess of snakes), or who are called Monggol Chond~ 
or who sing the praises of Muhammedan saints (pirer Gayan), 

J •• u.suaUy c:onsist of seven or eight persons; one chief or SerdaI', 
_ .... ho .ha.~-·a Thibet cow's tail (Chamor) in one hand, and a 
pair of small cymbals (Mondira) in the other; six Pail' or 
assistants have small cymbals in their hands, and tie rouud 
their 8ncles rings of ben metal; which make a noise as they 
-dance. One boy is often kept to sing and dance, but not 
alway~· An these persons sing and dance, but two others 
(Bayen) beat OD large drums called Mridonggo. In this dis
triCt there may he 350 of these sets. 

There are probably about 150 sets, which sing the praises 
or Krishno (Songkirton). Each consists of a chief, who has 
a smalt druni (Khongjun), or a pair of cymbals {Korotal); and 
of three or four (Pail) assistants, who use cymbals; and of one 
or h-o (Bayen) drummers, who beat the Mridonggo. Some 
persons (Zari),. during tbe l\Iohurrum, are employed to sing 
the praises of Fatima; the daughter of Muhammed. and of 
her Unrortunate sons, Hoseyn and Hassan. They are not 
accompanied by music. It is, however, at llW'riages, religi
ous processions, and such great solemnities. that the full din 
of music arises; and tbat a herd of tbe lowest dregs of the 
people are employed to rend the ear with,tbese formidable 
implements of noise.. 1. Dhole i 2. Tikara; 8. Dhalq 4. 
Madol; 5. Dogor; 6. Karaj 7. Jorghayi; 8. Nagara
Drums; 9;, Kangsi. or Gon~s; 10. Sanayi, !l kind of hautboy. 
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11. Singga, or buffaloe.'s1!orns; 12. Turi, or brass trumpets. 
Every man makes the most of his instrument, and pays little 
or no attention to his comrades. 

M6'n often amuse themselves by singing hymns or love 
songs, accompanied by small drums (Dholok and l)akhoyaj); 
but it is considered as very disgraceful for a modest woman 
to sing, or play on any musical instrument. The only time 
when such a practice is admitted is among the Muhammedans, 
at the Mohurrum, when wahlen are allowed to join in the 
praises of Fatima and of her sons. 

A kind of men, called {Akras, are -strolling musicians, and 
sing hymns and love songs to the rich, and accompany their 
voice with a pair of small cymbals (Mondira), with the small 
drums, called Dholok and Pakhoyaj, or with two kinds of 
guitar (Tombura and Setar). Many young men, for amuse
ment, play on these instruments, and accompany them witb 
the voice. 

COMMC?N ARTs.-Personal Artists.-'Vashermen are not 
$0 numerous 'in this district as in many others. The people 
are, in general, either too poor or too slovenly to employ 
them, and it is only persons in easy circumstances that use 
bleached linen. The common people occasionally go into a 
tank or river, and wash the clothes in which they are dressed, 
for in general they have little change of Jinen. In this dis
trict the Washermen use, chieHy, ashes, and they have no 
contrivance, such as a hot iron or a mangle, for making the 
linen smooth. The only bleachers in the district are those 
employed by the Company at Maldeh. The common washer
men are almost all Hindus, of a very low tribe. They have 
no capital. In the whole district there may be about 650 
houses, of which 250, including the Company's bleachers, 
reside in Maldeh. All are paid by the pi~ce. The bleachers 
make high wages, 5 or 6 rupees a month; but the common 
washermen do not earn above J i rupees. 

Almost all the tailors are Moslems, for the needle seems 
to have been totally unknown to the Hindus. In this district, 
although the Muhammedans are numerous, the tailors are 
few in number, and little employed, for the lower Muhamme
dans have entireJy adopted the Hindu dress, and wrap their 
clothes round them as made by the weaver. The higher Hin
dus, on the contrary. have in a great measure adopted the 
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Muhammedan fashions, especially those" who are employed 
in office, or when they visit European gentlemen; and the 
tailors are chiefly confined to the towns of Dinajpoor aneJ 
l\Wdeh, in which there may be rather more than 100 fami-" 
lies, and perhaps an equal number is scattered through the 
district. They have no capital, and usually work by the 
piece. A family, fo~ the women also sow, may howerer earn 
four. rupees a month, which is a decent subsistence. 

All the barbers are Hindus, and are a pure tribe, and pretty 
numerous; for, in this district, there are between 1000 and 
J200 families. They attend at all markets, where they shave 
and cut the nails of those who employ them. The usual hire 
is 10 Gondas, 01' about the eightlJ part of an Ana. Farmers 
and labourers shave only once a month, and gener"Uy pay 
the barber in grain. Rich men often keep barbers as ser
vants, both as they are pure, and as they can shave them, 
pick their ears, cut their nails, knead their bodies, and crack 
their joints, of which operations the natives are very fond. A 
$ervant of this kind is alJowed one rupee a month, and food 
and clothing. Those who work by the job make tolerable 
wages, and live easily. They shave without soap. Persons 
after mourning are shaved, and pay "llberaUy ; as do also 
bridegrooms on tha_4~! _!>f their marriage; -ioI-,. -00 that i~ 
porlant occasion, particularpams must be taken. Ten days 
after a woman has been delivered, the nails of both her and 
the child are cut by the barber. No native ~oman in Ben
gal, except a shameless prostitute, will allow her haiJ: to be 
cut, such care of her person being deemed incompatible with
modesty. 

In Dinajpoor a few people are employed in making a tooth 
powder, called Misi. This is composed of the J1!lTohalana, 
called Bellirina and Cheb",la by Grertne1' (Boy ora, Horitoki), 
of two other fruits called l\Iajuphol and Tai, of green vitriol 
(Sulphat of iron)~ and of iron filings. It is reckoned to 
strengthen the ~ms, and when applied in a cert8:in manner 
with betle, and some other substances, it renders the teeth 
entirely black, which is considered as an ornament. The 
persons who make this powder are usually poor old" women, 

Tbe married Hindu women use red lead as an ornament, 
but instead of painting their cheeks, like our belles, they rub 
it on their foreheads. This piece of vanity is not permitted 
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to widows. The destructive female deities, however, con
sume a considerable quantity, as a present of this kind is 
supposed to be agreeable. In this district there are two 
persons who manufacture this pigment (Sindur); but 1 had 
no opportunity of examining their process. I understood, 
however, that they were poor and unskilled in their art. 
Their capital was supposed not to exceea 10 rupees. 

Female ornament gives employment to a great many ot1;ler 
artists. Among these are the persons called Lahari or Lurj, 
who make rings of Shell lac~ which the Muhammedan women 
wear round their arms, and which are called Cliurt They 
are of various colours, and are, in fact, a hard sealing wax. 
The sealing wax, indeed, that is used in Bengal is commonly 
made by the Lahari, for in a warm· climate the Europ'ean 
kind is useless. The people employed in this way occupy 
100 houses. Four or five rs. are a sufficient capital. They 
can make about ~ anas a day, or 4, rs. a month. / 

The Hindu females use bracelets made of' shells, and this 
gives employment to many people, who are called Songkho
bonilv or Sangkhari. Of these there may be almost ~OO 
houses in the district. The shells are brought from Calcutta 
by a merchant of Humarkhali, and are cut, polished an-d 
painted by the artists of this district. These require a 
capital of at least 50 rs., and a few are rich, as they have a 
stock of four or five hundred rs., with which they purchase 
many shells, and employ labourers to wbrk by the piece. 
The shell is. cut 'with a 'semicircular saw, and polished by 
rubbing it on a sand-stone. The workmen are very inferior 
to those of Calcutta, but no tradesmen in the. 'district make 
better wages, nor have. larger Capitals. They JIlake their 
goods chiefly without being commissioned, and retail them 
for ready money in their shops, or give them to petty traders, 
who reta~l them at markets. A pair of bracelets costs from 
one to seven rupees. ' 

All Hindus must wear, beads, and those of Vishnu's side 
ought to wear such as are made of wood or of various seeds. 
The people who make them are religious mendicants,. so that 
it would be difficult to separate the profits of their two pro
fessions. The number in the district may be about 100 
houses. The makers of garlands, of artificial flowers, and 
ornaments prepared from the Sola (Malakar), are a numerous 
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class, but very poor. In the district there are probably neal' 
roo houses. They fonn garlands of lIowers, which. they 
collect partly in the fields, and partly from gardens. These 
are sold, and are used by the wealthy. both for pleasure, and 
as offerings to the gods. The Sola I have already described. 
The orn,ameD~ made of this plani are very gaudy, being 
stained with glaring colours, and mixed with tinsel; but the 
worknianship is very rude." 'The same artists make numerous 
ornaments~ that are used as toys by children, and at all pro
cessio1l$, and that are suspended in places of worship. Some 
are very Lirge, such as the biers which the Muhammedans 
carry about OD the l\Iohurrum, and the stages on which the 
Hindus place their images at the Pujas of Durga, Kali, and 
Karlik. All these are committed to the waters when the 
ceremony is over, so that on each occasion the artists find 
new employment. _ __ 

The colours which these people employ are oiphDent~ver:-~ 
mIlion, white -lead, red lead, verdigris, and a white taIcose 
earth called Khori, which is brought from the west of India, 
and is' similar to that y;bich is prepared at l\Iailcotay, of 

_ which I have given an" account in my travels in'to Mysore. 
The garland makers use also ink, such as is employed by the 
natives, and (he best kind is prepared as follows:-Take ~o 
sica weight of rice, parch it in a pot until it beeomes quite 
black, put it into 60 s.w. of cold water, and allow it to remain 
a quarter of an honr. Then pour off the water, and milt it 
wen with lamp black, by rubbing it in an earthen pot with a 
stick or wooden pestle. One sicca weight (179} grains) of 
lamp black'is sufficient. For :fine writings a little gum 'of the 
]Ii11lO8lJ indica (trees No. 59) is added. What is commonly 
sold in shops, however, is made of soot in place of lamp 
black. The garland ,makers use also some vegetable dyes. 
The inner bark of the Nyclanlms4rbM" lrUtu (tree No. 16) 
ia . beaten in a mortar. Its juice is expressed, mixed with 
lime, and by means of a brush is applied to the Sola, to which 
it imparts & red .colour. Another red is prepared by 12 parts 
of the same bark, with 16 parts of the inner bark of the 
Artocarpru (trees, NO. 1(3), and 8 parts of water, These 
~e well beaten, and then the water is express~ and used 
as a dye. The glue which these artists employ is made by 
boiling the inner ba1.'k of the tree No. 107, then beating it, 
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and expressing the w~ter, which has a glutinous quality. 
The tinsel which these artists use is partly tin foil of various 
c,olours, and partly plates of mica. 
. In many districts those who make the mats on which the 
natives sit and sleep, and who make umbrellas, form a class 
that contains a considerable number of artists. In this dis,:" 
trict, however, I bnard only of five houses at Dinajpoor who 
could be consitoered as belonging to this profession, and their 
work is very coarse. The art of making an umbrella that 
can be folded is here quite unknown, and indeed seelPs to 
have heen equally so in every part of Bengal until introduced 
by Europeans at Calcutta. In this district almost the only 
mats that are made are composed of a species of scirpus 
caned Nagormutha (see reeds, No. 13). The stems are split 
and interwoven, and form a mat which is soft, but destitu·te 
of neatness. Poor people make them at their leisure hours. 
The umbrellas that are most commonly used are made by the 
next class of artists. The Patoni, basket makers, or worker~ 
in bamboo and rattan) are a very low tribe of Hindus, who 
are, however, both useful and numerous. In this district 
there may be from 1000 to ] 200 families. They are mise
rably poor~ and do not require any capital, for two or three 
anas will buy more materials than a family can work between 
one market and another. Both men and women are equally 
ctl!pable of" working the baskets, and bot~ carry them to 
mal'ket, where in general they sell them for ready money. 
~The women,. however, take the greatest share of this.. trouble. 
Their poverty is chiefly owing to their lavishness, for they 
are much addicted to intoxication. It is, however, a good 
deal alleviated by their keepil1'~) swine, which afford them a 
wholesome nourishment. 

Chatayi, mats made of bamboos, which are split on one 
side, and then Jaid open into a kind of thin planks, which are 
interwoven so as to form the mats. These are the principal 
articles in demand, arid tIle only one that is exported. In 
all good huts tb~se mats are placed over the frame of the 
roof, under the thatch; and where there is not a clay soil 
they form the side walls. They also are used in the fences, 
which enclose the yards of those who are in easy circum~ 
stances; and. in all boats they form the roof to exclude rain, 
the cover of the platform on which the people work, and the 
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- swwage by which the goods are kept dry. The demand is 
. ,therefore very great. These mats are of two kinds; one foul' 
cuhits by 3, which at Dinajpoor cost.f. rs. a hundred, the, 
others are 2 cubits by 1~, and sell for 2 ;'s. the hundred. These 
people make also the umbrellas, oCwhich almost every family 
in tqe ,.ainy season has one or two. -The top consists of a 
Jouble' net work of split bamboos, which conflnes some of the 
leaves of the sal or of the banyan-tree for turn:.g the rain. 
This head is fastened to a bamboo handle, the upper end of 
which-is split and the divisions separated, so as to render it 
more easily fixed. The whole is extremely rude. In the greater 
part of Dinajpoor every man thatches and builds his own 
house, either with- his own hand~, or by means of his servants. 

raPer' is made entirely by Muhammedans, who seem to 
ba ve introduced the art. Before their arrival the natives, in 
tbeir writing, appear to have used only the leaves or bark of 
trees. In this district there are between 80 and l00'families 
efllployed in making paper, and they are nearly adequate to 
supply the demand. The quality is very inferior, even .to 
that made near Calcutta. It is brown, rougb, uneven, spotted, 
fibrous, full of holes' and hrittle; ink sinks into it, and insects 
devour it with avidity. The people who make it are in 
decent circumstances, and require little or no capital. They 
usually carry it to the markets just as made, and petty traders 
buy it from the manufactures by wholesale, and afterwards.!. 
retail it. The sheets are usually 24 inches long by 16 wide." 
and are doubled twice; 24 sheets form a quire, and the ma .... · 
nufacturers usually sen 10 or 12 quires for a rupee. " 

The material is the Pat in its rough state. A sufficient 
number of bundles is thrown into a large jar that is sunk in 
the ground, and they are covered wil!J a mb, ture of lime and 
water, in 'which they are allowed to soak for from two to nine 
days, according to the heat -of the weather, the hotter, that 
that is, tbe less time being required. The bundles are then 
dried, and the lime that adheres is separated from them by 
beating and shaking. They are then moistened with water 
and beaten with a Dhengki, which has a, cap of iron, and 
falls. upon a stone slab.' 'Vhile it is beating, the pat is occa
sionally moistened, until it is reduced to a kind of pulp. 
This part of the operation, which is tbe one attended with 
labour, is performed entirely by the wOlnen. The pulp after 
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coming from the mortar is thorougly w.ashed~ an,4 a portion 
of it is thrown into a wide-mouthed vat made of potters' ware, 
that is sunk to the level of the yard. A large proportion of 
water is added, and they are stirred until the pulp is properly 
diffused; but little'pains is bestowed on this, which seems to 
be the chief cause of several of the imperfections that are in 
the manfacture. In fact, the pulp, with a very little stirring, 
is allowed to soak four or five hours, and is then wrought 
into paper. The workman's mould is made of bamboos split 
fine, and tied together parallel to each other, and thi!} is ex
tended by a movable frame made also of bamboof which 
serves as a ledge to confine the pulp. The workman .hold ... 
lng his mould with one hand stirs up the pulp with the other; 
then immerses his mould, and takes up a quantity sufficient 
to mak.e a sheet. When he has allowed the water to escape 
be lays aside the frame,. and, turning. over the mould, places 
his new sheets of paper above those that he had previously 
made, and he repeats the operation until the pulp in the vat 
is exhausted. In this heap the paper'is allowed to dry. It 
i~ then taken, sheet by sheet, and immersed in a decoction or 
starch made ot' rice, and having been dried is placed on a 
smooth plank, ·and rubbed with a round stone. This is to 
serve instead of hot-pressing, and in some measure effaces 
the marks of the mould, and renders the side of the paper 
that is next the plank tolerably smooth. The stone that I 
saw was a water-~orn piece of granite far from being polished. 
. In one division I found three men who lived by binding 
books, such as are used by the natives for keeping accounts. 
These books are usually about 16 inches long, 6 inches wide, 
and 1 inch thick, and are stitched together at one end, li1~e 
some old books of music. The cover is usually made of 
coarse red cotton cloth. The learned still adhere, in general, 
to stringing the leaves of their books on two threads, which 
pass through the middle of each sheet and through two 
boards, that serve fOl" a cover. This mode, which was fit 
for books made of leaves, is exceedingly awkward and de
structive with paper; but old habits are difficult to eradicate. 

The manufacture of leather is by no means so thriving as 
it might be made, probably owing to the very low rank of the 
artists. The hides which they dress are those of oxen or 
kine that have died .a natural death, and those of goats and.. 
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5~eep. The Hindus here use the skin of the ox without 
scruple, although, strictly speaking, this is contrary to law. 
Buffalos' hides and the skins of deer and of the wild hog are 
uDac~ountably neglected. Neats' hides are first put into lime 
and 'Water to separate the hair, they are then washed. Take 
a pot, put into it 5 sers (96 s.w.lb. 121) of powdered leaves 
ofLodh (trees, No. SO), and an equal quantity of water; then 
put in two washed skins. and let them remain two days. 
Then in two other pots repeat the process on the same skins. 
The skiDs having been thus tanned are dried, and are beaten 
tw"ice in a wooden mortar, each time having been previously 
moisteued with water. The skin is of the usual brown colour 
of t!Uin~d leather, and may be made black. by rubbing it with 
green vitrol. It senes for the soles of shoes, and for cover
ing the baskets with lids, which are called Petaras, and which 
are used in place of trunks. Raw neats' hides cost one-sixth 
of a rupee; the artists cannot tell the weight, but they are 
small and thin. "nen dressed they sell for one-fourth of a 
rupee. Goats' skins are those mostly used. Each costs one
twentieth of a rupee, and when prepared sells for one-fourth 
'of a rupee, if dyed red, white, or yellow i and for one-sixth 
of a rupee, if stained black or brown. In order to separate 
the hair ten of them are put in a pot with some lime and 
water, and allowed to remain there from "25 to 30 days; each 
skin requires above a pound of lime. The 10 skins, whell. 
freed from hair, are washed, and put in a pot with about 10 
sers (24§ lb.) of the unripe pods. of the Gui/a"aina called 
Gaukungchi, which_ have been beaten in a wooden mortar 
with about 20 sen (49! lb.) of water. After standing two 
days they are put into an equal quantity of fresh tan of the 
same kind, and then they are dried. They are afterwards 
twice beaten in a wooden mortar, having been previously 
moistened with water. The skins are then fit for the upper 
leatbers of shoes, and are of the common tanned colour. 
,which may be changed into black by a little green vitriol. If 
red skins are wanted they must be dyed with lac before they 
are put into the tan. Skins may be made of a dirty orange 
or reddish yellow by rubbing them, wben newly taken out of 
.the ~me, with the inner bark of the Deuyo (trees, No. 1(3), 
beaten into pulp with a little water. 'Vhite skins are pre-

"pared without tan by rubbing them with salt after they have 
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been. taken out of the lime, and then beating them. The only 
good colours are the'black and red. Sheep skins are treated 
exactly in the same manner. The whole of these operations 
is usually conducted by the women, as being the most labo
rious; but the hides are very badly dressed, as may be 
readily imagined from the account that I have given. The 
shoes, trunks, and saddles are made by the men. A man 
and. his wife can prepare 8 pair of shoes in a month, and 
these sell from one-half to one-sixth of a rupee a pair. The 
shoemakers have little or no capital, but make tolerable wages, 
or about 3 rs. a month, which would enable them to live 
decently, were they not violently addicted to intoxication. 
Every native that can afford it wears leather shoes. 

A class of people called Kurail make leathern bags (Kupo), 
in which boiled butter, oil, and molasses are kept. They 
live .chiefly in the divisions where sugar is made, as the de
mand for their bags is principally to contain molasses. The 
great variety and number of _ drums used in this district 
would employ a considerable number of people to make them, 
did not most of the performers construct their own instru
ments. 

Although almost every man among the natives who has 
dedicated himself to the art of war, and use's a musket,. 
knows how to make gunpowder; there are some artists who 
prepare this sUQstance and construct fireworks. In this dis
trict I heard of 12 families of this kind, and saw some of 
them perform. They are far from being dexterous, but re
quire little apparatus, and are easily satisfied. 

A Portuguese trader at Dinajpoor makes wax. candles, a 
few of which are consumed by the natives at holidays, the 
remainder is exported. I have already mentioned, that he 
has a lease of the wax; part of this also is exported without 
being manufactured. r 

In Dinajpoor five families are supported by making matches 
of bits of wood covered with sulphur. These are called 
Diyosafais. 

Forty or fifty families of poor people are supported by 
making balls of charcoal dust united by means of starch, 
which are used for burning the tobacco, that is smoked in the 
Hungka, or other similar instruments. 

Those who prepare the tobacco for being put into the pipe 
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are a much more important sei of artists, and in. this district 
.they occupy between 700 and 800 houses. They require very 
little stock, 4 or 5 rupees being sufficient, They take be~ 
tween 20 and 30 lbs. of tobacco, dry it in the sun, and beat 
it in a wooden mortar. or witb the dhengki. Then they dry 
it. and beat it with three-fourths of.i.ts weight of treacle 
(kotra). It forms- a kind of cake or ball, and is sold by re
tail at all the neighbouring markets, as well as in the shop of 
tJie manufacturer. These baI1s keep for 10 or 12 days. Rich 
people use some other ingredients; but none is prepared in 
this manner for sale, it is done by the servants of those who 
use it. The artists are rather poor. 

The peoIlle who distil spirituous liquors (Modwaleh) are 
of a very low caste, and the profession is opprobrious; but 
they seem to live easily. and require some capital. The de
mand is very inconsiderable, and of course the number of 
stills is small, and may be from one to two in eacb division. 
These stills are extremely rude, and· are only employed to 
distil rice. The body (a) consists of an earthen jar, which is 

placed over a hole in the floor (b), that serves 'for a fire-place. 
An earthen .pot (c) is luted to this by way of a head a 
straight wooden tube (d), conducts from the head to :he 
cooler '(e). which is another earthenpot, t~at is placed in a 
pan filled with cold water (f). A man sits by the pan, and 
constantly pours water 011 the cooler with a co~oa nut shell. 

YOLo II 000 
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Another man supplies the fire. The whole apparatus is luted 
together before the operation begins, and the distillation is' 
continued until it is conjectured that all the spirit has risen. 
The distiller then removes the lute .. and takes away the 
cooler, which contains the spirituous liquor. It is scarcely 
possible to conceive any chemical operation so rude and im
perfect. The liquor is never rectified, nor re-distilled. 

A . manufacturer at Chintamon informed me that he took 
40 sers of rice (60 s. w. or ri-! Ibs. the ser), and boiled iI, 
just as rice is usually prepared for the table; he then added 
one-eighth C?f a ser of Bakor, which is a mixture of dried 
·herbs, that is prepared by a kind of people called Jogis" who 
collect the plants in the woods. It is said that this contains 
300 different plants. I have had no opportunity of verjfying 
this; but know that a few plants are sufficient. The boiled 
rice and bakor mixed remain in a heap for six days, are then 
very mouldy, and in this state are called beckon, or seed. 
This seed is put into a jar with 40 sers of fresh boiled rice, 
and 160 sers of water, and are allowed to ferment two days. 
The fermented liquor is then distilled by 10 sers at a time, 
and about one-fourth part is- drawn over. That is the 80 
sers of rice give about 4< sers of spirit. This man said that 
the grains are not saleable. People will not give them to 
their cattle, and, the only persons that will carry them away 
~re basket makers, who give them to their hogs. Each still 

.PilYs a rupee a day as duty, I suppose chiefly with a view of 
discouraging the manufacture. The spirituous liquor thus 
prepared is execrable; but is not sufficiently strong to be in
flammable. It is retailed by the distiller, and can be sold by 
no other person. 

The oil-makers are a much more numerous and respectable 
class of tradesmen; and as they require nearly the same 
stock for each mill that a farmer does for each plough, it is 
generally supposed that the profits of the two classes are 
nearly the same, mill for plough. The mill is indeed moved 
by one ox, but two must be kept for each, one to relieve the 
other, and the mill is much more expensive than the plough. 
This, and the quantity of grain that must be purchased, 
makes the "oilman's capital rather heavier "than the farmer's; 
but there being no pretence for exactions on the part of the 
la(ldlords, the returns being equally ~iffused throughout 
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eTery week in tIle year, and above all there being no ad
vances made for oil, the situation of the oilmen is in general 
preferable to that of the farmer. The mill is exceedingly 
imperfect, as will be *een from the drawing (Plate 13). It is 
on the same principle with,the oil-mill of l\Iysore, but much 
ruder. The principle is the same. also with that of the 
sugar-mill; but is much better fitted for the purpose of ex
pressing oil. 

In some divisions the oilmen are wealthy, and make ad
vances to the cultivators for their mustard seed. In others 
they are more needy,. and buy no more at once, than will last 
them from one market day· to another. Others again receive 
the grain from the farmer, deliver a certain proportion of oil, 
and for their trouble keep whatever more they ca~ express 
from it, together with the cake. In Ranisongkol, where ilie 
oilmen are richest and most numerous; and where they ex
port a considerable quantity, I obtained the following account 
from one of them, a wealthy and respectable man. The mill 
receives at one time one Don of seed (Turi), which measures 
421 cubical inches, and weighs 152l ounces avoirdupois. A 
little water is added, and the mill grinds three hours. At .. 
first some seed comes from the spout; but afterwards, as 
this is thrown back, and as ilie cake forms, the oil comes 
away pure. It should amount to five-sixteenths in weight of 
the seed, or to rather more than 47~ ounces. The oil at 
present sells at 206 ounces for ilie rupee, and the seed 'at 
21 anas for ilie quantity that is put at once in the mill. The 
value of the oil is almost 31 anas, so that he has Ii ana pr~fit 
on each grinding, and the mill grinds twice each day. The 
cake is half the measure of the seed, and may be worth the 
sixth part of an ana. 

At Dumdumah and Rajarampoor it is reckoned, that the 
oil of Sorisha should amount to five-sixteenths of ilie seed, 
and the oilmen are contented to grind, and return in oil foul
sixteenths of the weight of the seed, which they received. A 
mill there grinds daily 12 sers of 96 s. w., or about 29l1bs •• 
and produces near 9k1bs. of oil, of which the oilman gets 
one-fifth part and the cake. Sometimes he grinds for pay, 
and, for his mill, receives 2 anas a day with about 2l ounces 
of oil. At Potiram it is said, that 30 sera of Sorisha give 
only 7 sen of oil. and that a mill in one day can grind 80 sers 
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of 60 s. w., or about 46! Ibs. The mills are usually em
ployed by the day, and receive 1 ana in money, all the cake, 
and rather more than £ lbs. of oil, worth in all about 2l anas 
Q. day, or 4 rs. 11 anas a month. At Lalbazar, where there 
are a great many oil mills, it is reckoned, that the capital re
quired for each is double of that required for one plough. It 
is said, that each ser of Sorisha or Tora gives ! ser of oil. 
Each mill can grind 15 sers .of 58 s. w. a day (or 22* lbs.), 
and obtains rather more than 5llbs. of oil. The usual price 
of seed is 75 sers, or five days grinding for the rupee, which 
produce 2710 Ibs. of oil, and this, selling at 10 sers the rupee .. 
is worth 1 rupee 14 anas. The gain is therefore 14 anas iIi 
five days, or 5j rs. a month, besides the oil cake. 

It must appear very remarkable, that these accounts sh~uld 
vary so much, some alleging that Turi produces five-sixteenths 
and Sorisha four-sixteenths or even less of its weight ,of oil; 
while others allege, that the latter gives five-sixteenths, 
and there is no .doubt, that the Turi gives more than the 
Sorisha. In the only experiment, which I made, I procured 
one-quarter of the oil from Sorisha seed. 1 suspect, how-

• ever, that the oilmen often cheat, pretend that the seed gives 
much less than it actually does, and keep the remainder to 
themselves; for Mr. Tucker informed me, that an oilman had 
offered to express Sorisha seed for the cake alone i this cake 
no doubt would contain abundance of oil, which must have 

'Qeen afterwards expressed, otherwise the man could not have 
lived. The number of families, which follow this profession, 
amounts to above 2000, many 0' .whom have more than one 
mill, and several as many as five. 

In this district most of the persons, who prepare milk 
(Goyalas), have no cattle; but live in towns, and keep only 
two or three cows, like other persons in easy circumstances. 
They purchase the milk part~y from poor farmers, and partly 
from those who have large herds of milch cattle. Their 
number may be between 6 and 700 houses, and -a man, who 
has 25 rs. capital, is considered as in a thriving way. In 
many places they ha.ve shops, and they attend at all markets 
to dispose of their commodities, which are boiled butter (Ghi 
or Ghrito), curdled sour milk (Doyi or Dodhi), butter milk 
(Matha or Ghol), inspissated milk (Khyir), and curd (Chhana). 
The two last are made .only when commissioned by the 
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rllakers of sweetmeats, by whom alone they are used. The 
first thing in general done with milk is to boil it, and the 
boiling is sometimes continued, until the milk is reduced to- a 
kind or extract call~d Khyir, which is used in sweetmeats. 
The- natives use only boiled milk, the taste of this fluid, 
as it comes from the cow, is considered as unpalatable. 

In a few parts of this district the milk, as it comes from the 
cow, is churned, and the butter is separated, after which the 
remainder is boiled, and made into Doyi as usual; but in 
general the boiled milk is put into a pot, and there is added a 
little old Doyi, which occasions it to curdle and become sour. 
This is a favourite article of luxury with the natives, and 
butter is usually prepared by churning these sour curds <>r 
Doyi. 'Vhat remains, after the butter has been separated, 
is a kind of acid liquor called 1\Iatha or Ghol, which is ana
logoult to our butter-milk, and is only used by the poor. 
The butter is never used without having beeu boiled, which 
converts it into an oil, that preserves much better than butter. 
Even in this climate it undergoes little change for one month, 
and may be used after having been kept a year. It is often 
adulterated by boiling Doyi or sour curds along with the
butter. This preparation of butter answers very well in 
cookery, and might perhaps be used in Europe to great ad
vantage. The quantity consumed in the district is exceed
ingly small. and except in the largest towns none is ever made 
without being commissioned, so that it is not an article elf 
common sale. 

The Chhana or curd is prepared by boiling the milk, and 
by adding to it, while hot, some acid milk, which coagulates 
the whole into one mass. This is put into a cloth, and the 
whey is expressed, so that it is a kind of cheese. The people, 
who prepare sweetmeats from curds, are called 1\Ioyra among" 
the Bengales'e, and Haluyikors in western India. The artists 
of the two countries, however, "keep· totaUy distinct; and 
those of Bengal use most milk, while those originally from 
western India use more flour in their sweetmeats. In this 
district there may be about 100 houses of Haluyikors, and 
12~ of 1\loyra8. They have capitals of from 15 to 20 rs., 
and usually make 4 or 5 rs. a month. They all keep shops. 
and also expose their goods f~ sale at the common markets. 
The 1\1oyra prepare, from sugar curds and inspissated milk, 
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several kinds of sweetmeats (Misktanno vulgo Mitayi'J called 
Monda, Pengra, Toktf, and Khyirphuli.· They prepare 
others, called Roskora and Monohora, from cocoa-nut ker
nels and sugar; others, made of sesamum seed and sugar, 
are called Tila, Khaja, and Kodma; and finally a kind, called 
Batasa, is made of sugar. alone. 

The Haluyikor prepare sweetmeats, called Chhana Bora, 
from curds and ·sugar; those called Paintaoya are made of 
Hour and curds; those called Motichur, Jilapi, Goja, Khaja, 
and Monbhog, are made of Hour and sugar i and the Elaich. 
dana is made of. sugar and cardamom seeds. These sweet-
meats please neither the eye nor palate of Europeans, espe
cially those made by the Haluyikor, all of which are fried in 
oil or butter. The rich natives use large quantities. 

Maldeh was formerly celebrated for its Morobba or ve
getables preserved in sugar or honey. The art seems to 
have been introduced by the Muhammedans from the west of 
India, a",d the fall of the Moslem power has reduced it to 
one practitioner. He preserves Amloki, Phyllanthu8 Em
blica W. Horitoki, Myrobalanus Chebula Gmrtn. Amra, 
Mangifera indi.ca. Anaros, Bromelia ananas. Sriphol, era
lava religiosa. Kushmando. Sotomuli. Tetul. Tamarindu8 
indica. The sight of these conserves perfectly satisfied my 
appetite. I cannot therefore speak of their flavour. 

In Dinajpoor three or four families from the west of India 
make sweetmeats called Puya and Phulari. The former is 
composed of the Hour of rice mixed with molasses (Kotra), 
the latter is composed of the flour of pulse mixed with the 
same sweet subtance. -The art has now become common in 
the district, and in country places each family prepares for 
its own use. 

Bhujaris are a class of people originally belonging to Ben
gal, as well as to the west of India, and about 600 houses are 
employed in this district. Seven or eight rupees are con
sidered as a sufficient capital, and a family can make from 
21 to 3 rs. a month. In large towns theY ·keep shops, but in 
country places sell their goods in the open markets. These 
people make the preparations of rice called Khoyi and Murl, 
that have been already described, and they parch field peas 
and the pulse called Chona, which form Motor Chaja and 
Chona Bhaja.' All these, and also the preparation of rice 
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already described under the name of Chira, areomixed with 
extract of sugar-cane (Gur), and sometimes with treacle 
(Kotra), and are either formed into balls (1\Ioya), or into 
cakes (Chakti), that are much used by the natives. The 
same persons also sen a mere mixture of Khoyi with the ex
tract of sugar-cane, which is called Murki. Cakes made 
of sugar-cane are called Tila Khaja. These same people 
take the cake extract of sngar-cane. and. diluting it with 
water, boil it, and form two kinds of cakes Patali and Pheni. 
The former is very heavy, and the latter is light; but I have 
nOt learned the difference in the operation, only that some 
milk is added to the Pheni, when it is boiling, which must in 
some degree purify the extract. Some persons (Dail-hari) in 
Maldeh and Dinajpoor live by grinding wheat, and by making 
Dail from Kolai, that is by separating the integuments Crom 
the grain of pulse. This is an art introduced from the west 
of India; but it has now become. common, and except in 
large towns is performed by the women or all families. 

Artists employed in fDorking durable materials, fDood, 
earth, or metal.-Under the synonymous names Chhutor, Su
trodhor, and Bami, we must include joiners, cabinet-makers, 
carvers, and carpenters of all kinds. In this district there 
may be between 6 and 700 houses occupied by such persons. 
The greater part are merely employed to make the misera1?loe 
instruments of agriculture, and occasionally a coarse stoo} ° or 
chest, and are among the poorest set of artists in the dis
trict. About towns, where a little lumiture is used, and 
where some houses have wooden doors, window-shutters, 
posts, and beams, and where some palanquins are required, 
they live more comfortably, and make from 4 to 8 rs. a month. 
A man, who makes 8 rs. must have 40 or 50 rs. capital, and 
employs some workmen. The fonowing articles are those 
usually made at Dinajpoor, with the usual extent of price 
f~om the lowest to highest. 

Meyana or palaDqJin. 10 fl. to 20 n.; chests. 2 n. to 10 n.; Tokto
posh, a bedstead with a plank bottom, 2 n. to 4 n.; Khat. bedsteads 
with rattan bottoms. l r. to 3 rf.; Jolchauki, bathing Itoo18, III anas; 
Piri, stools 00 which the native. ait when earing. 1 ana to 8 anas; Kursi, 
a kind of chai~, 4 anas to 8 anas; Michiya. a kind of seat. 1 ana to 2 anasi 
Singhason.. a throne for the images of gods, 8 anas to 3 rs.; Sepaya, a 
wooden ltand fop., a lamp or candle with three feet, I ana to 2 aoWl i 
mortar and pestle. 4 an.. to 5 an .. i spinniDg wheels, 2 anas, woodeD 
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shoes, Khorom, 2 alias to 4 an as ; plough without the iron, 4 anas to 
Ganas. 

The palanquin approaches to that of a Calcutta beau, 
about as much as a market cart does to my Lord Mayor's 
state coach, and the other articles are rude in proportion. 
Even this is not the greatest imperfection. The joinings are 
so badly fitted, that the furniture is very rickety and unfirm, 
a fault that extends even to the very neat workmanship, that 
is now made at Calcutta, Mungger, Patna, and other places, 
where European improvements have been introduced. Oil 
and sugar mills, Dhengkis, and many other articles are made, 
when commissioned. • 

In this district the number of carpenters employed in 
building boats is very small; for, although Sal timber fit for 
the purpose may be readily procured from Nepal and Bootan 
by the Mohanonda, Atreyi, and the Korotoya, yet few traders 
keep large boats, as they could not be used during a gre,at 
part of the year. A few trading boats, however, are built of 
eal j but, until I reach some place, where the business is 
carried on to a considerable extent, I shall decline saying 
anything on the subject, farther than, that all the materials 
are furnished by the merchant, who builds the boat, and the 
carpenters are hired by the month. The head workman is 
allowed 7 rs. a month, inferior workmen 6 rs., and the lowest 
class 3 rs. On the Jomuna river some boats are constructed 
of mango wood. They are clinker built, and the fibrous 
toots of some aquatic plants, that grow ip marshes, are used 
as caulking, being placed between the edges of the planks, 
before they are nailed together. When moist,' these plants 
swell, and effectually prevent leakage. These boats last 
scarcely longer than two years. 

One of the landholders, Baidyonath Chaudhuri, employs a 
few skilful men in carving figures of the god~ on wood; but 
they have been brought from other districts. Their work is 
very rude, owing probably to the want of a good design; for 
they are capable of considerable neatness in execution. The 
implements, which the carpenters have in this district, are 
the Bayis, a narrow hatchet; the Basuli, a very good adze; 
Batali, chissels of several kinds; the Randa, a very imperfect 
plane, which is designed merely for smoothing, and not for 
forming grooves or mouldings; the Korat, a small wretched 
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saw; the Turpan, a drill moved by a bow and string; and 
the Munggur, a mallet. The natives have neither auger, 
gimlet, rule, ~uare, compasses, nor bench, instead of which 
one nun holds the timber, and another planes it, while it is 
placed on the ground, and both .... orkmen sit on their heels. 
A few European tools have found their way to the town of 
Dinajpoor, such as planes of various kinds, and the handsaw, 
compasses, rule, and square. 

Sawyers may occupy about roo houses, and are in about 
the ume circumstances with the carpenters. They are mostly 
Muhammedans, and generally .... ork by the piece. At Dinaj
poor the sawing a log, about 7 or 8 cubits in length, into plank 
about 11 inch thick, was estimated at 8 anas for every cubit 
of its circumference, which is the usual manner with these 
people of estimating the labour that a log will cost in sawing. 
This, it is evident, bas no necessary connection ,nth its solid 
contents, which the people. of this district have no means of 
calculating. Sawyers are sometimes paid by the month, two 
men being allowed 5 rupees. The saw is about 4 feet in Jellcoth; 
and its shape is an irregular curve; the handles are botb-fixed, 
so that tbe saw cannot be taken out without moving the wedges, 
which prevent the planks from impeding its motion; the teeth 
are very rudely formed, and are not bent alternately to the 
different sides, so as to make a cut sufficiently wide to admit 
of free motion; but the cutting edge of tbe saw is consider. 
ably thicker than the back, which answers the same purP.ose
The log is not laid horizontally; one end rests on the groupd,. 
the other is ~ on a wooden hQI'Se, so as to form about 
half a rigbt angle witb the earth. This enables the mao be
low to sit during a considerable part of tbe operation. The 
log is' first marked with Jines, and then one end haring been 
cut, the other end is turned up for the saw. 

Turners (Kungdkor) are very few in number;. I heard of 
only seven houses j and it is probable tbat not above tbree or 
four could escape my notice. They work only in 'Wood, and 
two men are always employed together; one who pulls a rope, 
first with one band and then ,nth the otber, to tum tbe lathe; 
and one wbo applies the chisels; the two cbeeks are fixed in 
die ground, and one must be dug out every time that a neW' 
piece of wood is to be put into the lathe. The articles turned 
are ~ 1. Part of the spinning-wbeel-2. ,\\Tooden platters 
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(Barkosh)-8. Wooden CUpS, boxes (Kotuya and Bati)--4. 
Wooden basons, rolling .. pins (Belon)-5. Parts of the instru
ments used for smoking tobacco (Nolicha, Nol, Baitok)--6. 
Rods carried by messtmgers (Horkora Chhori)-7. The feet 
of bedsteads. Their wages and situation in life are like those 
of common carpenters. All those who work in wood have 
irregular employment, and are often very poor, although they 
have good wages when employed._ 

Potters, in the country, have regular employment, and are 
as easy in their circumstances 8S any artists in the district. 
They require little or no capital; for, whenever a kiln has 
been burned, the pots are sold for ready money to the petty 
traders, who retail them in markets. At Dumdumah, where 
there are many potters, and these reckoned as good as any 
In the district, I took the following account. 

There are two kinds of ware made, the one red, the other 
black. I shall first describe the red, as that is in most com
mon use. The clay used for this pottery-ware is called Ka
bal, is of a dirty livid colour, and is purchased from people 
who dig it, and bring it to the house of the potter, who, for 
liberty to dig the earth, supplies the officers of government 
and the landlords with pots. This clay is watered, kneaded 
with the hands and feet, and beaten with a mallet. It is then 
made up into a'mass, cut into thin slices, watered, and kneaded 
again. It is then fit for being placed on the wheeL The 
wheels are of three kinds. One is about Ii cubit in diame
ter, and consists of four Ilpokes and a rim of bamboo, that 
are coated with clay mixed with the fibres of pat (Corckoru$ 
capaularia). Another is about 11 cubits in diameter, and is 
composed of a. solid mass of clay, mixed with pat. It is 
about 4 inches thick at the centre, and 2 inches at the cir
cumference. N either of these kinds is baked. In the centre 
of each is a stone, in which a small cavity has been formed, 
and this rests on a point of tamarind wood, that rises a few 
inches above the floor. A little clay is added, wherever 
wanted, in order to bring the wheel to an equilibrium. The 
third kind of wheel is but rarely used, and is made of the 
transverse cutting of a sal or Jak tree, 2 cubits in diameter. 
Its motion continues longer; but the expense of even this is 
considered as a serious objection. The workman sits on his 
heels, as usual, and gives his wheel a circular. motion by 
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means of a stick, one end of whic~ he places in·. hole that 
. is near the circumference. The motion communicated to the 

smaller wheels lasts only a short time, and requires to be re· 
peated two or three times for each vessel. Except the wheels, 
the only implements required, are, a long knife, with a handle 
at each end, to cut the clay, a mallet to beat it, a few sticks, 
~nd moulds and mallets of baked clay to sbape the pots, and 
a string or wire to cut th~m from the wheel. A great part of 
the ware, however, is not made on the wheel The mouths 
only of the most common vessels used in cooking (Hangri or 
Patil) are made in this manner; the bottoms are merely 
kneaded, and then joined to the circular mouth. This pal t 
of the operation, and the' drying of the pots in the sun, after 
they come from the whee], is performed by the women, who 
also apply to the most conspicuous parts of their pots a kind 
of pigment, made of Ranggamati. This' is a clay much im
pregnated with red ochre of iron, which is found in a great 
many places of the district by digging to a little depth, and 
contains small pebbles. Over-night some of this is put into 
a pot, with much water; next morning the water and finer 
parts of the clay are drawn off, and evaporated in the sun, 
until somewhat thick, like a pigment, which is applied with a 
brush, before the pots are quite dry; and when they are. 
burnt, the parts that were so covered acquire a kind of me
tallic lustre. The pots, having been dried six hours, are fit 
for the kiln. 

The manner of constructing the kiln is as follows :-An 
oval cavity, see Plate 14, A. (a b c), is made in the earth. 
which slopes gradually down to the centre, where hemisphe~ 
rical cavity (j), about ~l cubits in diameter, is dug, to serve 
as a fire-place. At one side of this is erected a semicircular 
wall of mud (d e), which crosses the longest diameter of the 
oval at right angles, and is 10 cubit~ long, and'> cubits high. 
Its bottom is perforated with a square aperture (g), through 
which the fuel is thrown. An arch of clay (i k I) is thrown 
over the fire-place, and is perforated in several places, to 
allow the flame and heat to reach the pots. With a few re
pairs, this kiln lasts for a long time, and its construction does 
not cost a rupee. 

The following is the manner of burning:-The whole space 
of the larger segment of the kiln over the fire-place, and as 
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high as the wall (ground plan bed e, longitudinal section d tn. 
e I ;, transverse section d b k e e), is filled with all the kinds 
of unbaked potters' ware that are in demand, after they have 
been well dried in the sun. The pots are' covered with 3 inches 
of reeds (Ulu), OVE'r which is placed ~arth 2 inc}les in thick. 
ness; the fuel is then thrown into the fire-place, and consists 
of small sticks and reeds (Berna). The fire is kept up froni. 
sun-s,et until midnight; the pots are taken out in the morning. 
These pots are well burned, and are of a bright brick colour, 
but they are very imperfect. They are brittle, and, having 
no glazing, imbibe so much grease in cooking, and are so 
rough, that they cannot be kept clean. Although they im
bibe a good deal of every liquor that is put into them, they 
are not sufficiently porous to admit of such an evaporation as 
will cool water. 

The clay used for making the black earthenware is called 
Kassa, and is of a yellowish colour. It is prepared and formed 
into vessels, exactly as the live clay is; the difference of co
lour in the two kinds of ware arises chiefly from the manner 
of burning. The kiln for the black ware is smaller, the wall 
being pnly 6 cubits long by 8 high i the fire-place is of the 
same size. The pots, when placed in the kiln, are covered 
with 3 inches of straw, above which the ashes of straw are 
laid 8 inches thick,. and are watered, which makes them co· 

J>ere. The fire is applied, at first, slowly, and is then raised 
ve;J high, from sun-set until midnight, when some dry cow
~g is thrown into the fire-place, and the aperture is shut 
""to confine the smoke, of which a great quantity issues from 
\the dung. The pots are not taken out until the following 
afternoon. In fact, the colour seems to proceed entirely from 
the smoke,· which enters the pores of the ware, and never can 
be entirely removed; but these black vessels are unfit for 
cooking, as boning water always extracts some of the colour. 
They are Plore porous, and not so brittle as the red pottery. 
and their colour hides nastiness. They are chiefly used as 
plattersf and vessels for holding cold liquors, and sell about 
I dearer than the common red ware. 

It must be observed, that the want of glazing or enamel 
must always render the Indian earthenware a dirty kind of 
vessel, and accordingly no pure Hindu will use the same 
earthen vessel twice; but this custom, in itself proper, has 
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been extended to the pottery of China and Europe, than 
which no vessels can be cleaner. This, it must be farther 
observed, is a complete bar to improvement. From a view 
Plate l.f., the- various articles commonly made will be seen, 
aild it will be perceived, that the potters of this district are 
not destitute of taste in the forms o( their vessels, but the 
execution must necessarily continue wretched, so long as the 
prejudice against old vessels continues. 

A potter, whose family consists of four men and two women, 
says, that in each month he can bum 5 kilns of red ware. 
Each kiln is worth about 4 rupees. 

The expense is fuel. at 1 rupee a kiln, 5 rs.; clay, 32 loads of about 
98 lb. for each kiln, at 10 anas, 3 n. 2 8nM; total, 8 n. 2 anas; leaving 
between II and 12 n. a month for profiL 

This- is probably somewhat underrated, as in such cases may 
be usually expected. Less C3.Ilnot be allowed than 4 rs. for 
a man and woman who live as these people did, or 3 rs. for a 
man's labour and one for a woman's, which wonld make the 
profit 1401'S., or about one-sixth part more than the potter 
stated. The number of potters in the district may be about 
1·100 houses. Besides making pots, a part of their profession, 
in several places of this district, is to dig wells. This is the 
case wherever the soil is light, as in such parts, in order to 
prevent the sides from crumbling, recourse is had to rings-· 
made of potters' ware. These rings are about 6 inches deep./¥! 
and from 11 to 11 ~ubits in -diameter ~ The sides are aboul
an inch or-II inch thick. T~e w~li is first dug about~
cubits in diameter until water is found: The rings are tb~ 
laid one above the other, and as they are laid the space be"'! ~ 
tween them and the sides is crammed with earth. A well of,-· 
this kind lasts about :five years without repair. 'Vhere the 
soil is stiff the rings are not necessary,- and potters are not 
employed to dig. . 

The worship of Durga, Kalil Kartikeyo, and Soroswoti, as 
performed by- the Hindus of Bengal, and by these alone, re
quires a number of images made ·of unbaked clay, which 
after the celebration of the religious coremonies are thrown 
into the river. In different parts of Bengal some other deities 
are worshipped in the same manner, but the custom does not 
extend to this district. This worship has given rise to a 
profession. . Some who practise"it are potters, and others are 
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the makers of artificial flowers, who are at any rate employed 
in ornamenting the images, and the stages on which they are
carried in procession. In some districts the artists of this 
kind possess very considerable merit, and mould in clay, with 
great neatness, whatever model is shown to them, and this 
might be employed as an excellent means of introducing a 
good taste among the natives. The images, it is true, that 
are used in worship require little attention, except to ~e 
t4em gaudy, as they cannot be baked, and are thrown into 
the river; but good models might be given to these artists, 
and very handsome moulds might be formed and baked, which 
would come very cheap, and be an excellent ornament for the 
houses and domestic chapels of the natives, so as by showing 
them correct images to wean them from the deforn,ted ~~jects 
which they now possess. The Muhammedans of thiS dis
trict are not behind in giving employment to those who make 
images, for rude clay images of horses are offered at the 
tomb of every saint, and these are baked. It would, how .. 
ever, be difficult to find out any workmen so rude as the 
image makers of this district, nor did I conceive it possible 
that any grown person eould have failed so much in the imi
tation of nature. I shall therefore defer giving any account 
of the art until I reach some place where it has arrived at 
some tolerable degree of perfection. The profession gives 
employment to about 80 families. They stain the earthen 
images, of 8 red eolour, with the bark of the root of 8 wild 
.species of Morinda called Chhoy-choka. This, beaten with 
'8 duck's egg and some quick lime, forms a kind of red varnish 
that is not easily removed. 

Brick makers did not constitute a trade of such importance 
as to obtain 8 place in the establishment of BoUal sen, and 
still are not numerous. About 1!20 families are acquainted 
with the process, and when bricks are wanted engage to fur
nish any quantity fo~ which advances are made. On receiving 
the money they buy wood and hire labourers, whom they 
superintend and direct. Very often the fuel is furnished by 
the person who wants the bricks. The bricks are made in 
the open air, and of course can only be formed in the dry 
season; and, if a heavy day's rain happens, . very great losses 
are sustained. The earth chosen is the common free soil, 
which contains a large proportion of sand mixed with the 
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clay. This is thrown into a pot with some wate.r~ where it is 
.allowed to soak. for two or three days. It is then takeD out, 
lumps are separated, ~nd it is well beaten. It is then spread 
on a piece of ground that has been cleared and smoothed, 
and is laid on this of the thicknes$ which it is intended that 
the brick should have, which is usually"about 1 ~ inch. Wheh 

.it has dried a little a man takes a long bamboo, which has 
'the blade of a reaping hook fastened to its end, at r~ght 
angles, and he draws this through the clay, keeping it straight 
by means of a (traveller) noose, which runs along a line 
stretched in the direction that is to be cut. He thus cuts 
the whole into bricks about 7j inches long by 6} broad .. 
Some days afterwards these are raised, and placed on their 
edges. After a few days more they are formed into walls; 
until a quantity sufficient for a 1Qln is ready. In ~me kiln 
one hundred thousand bricks are usually built, with alternate 
layers of wood and straw, and these being burnt the opera
tion is completed. Twenty men take.six we~ks to prepare 
100,000 bricks, and 14 days to burn them. I found that for 
each kiln the landlord (Zemindar) paid 80 rs. ill advance. 
He also furnished the fuel, and when the bricks were deli
vered he gave 40 rs. more. He did not, however, receive 
100,000 bricks for 70 rs., and the fuel, for the bricks were 
numbered before they were placed in the kiln, and many are' 
spoiled in the burning. The usual wages in the dry seas&n 
being 1 i rupee a Il!onth for .each labourer, ~he contractor had 

- 10 r8. pront,' besides his monthly hire. -
The .use of the mould was totally unknown to the native 

brick makers until introduced by Europeans. I have not 
learned what difference it makes in the expense; but even 
the bricks made for a gentleman of Dinajpoor with a mould, 
I observed, were very rough, and could not .be employed to 
advantage for building a wall that was not covered with 
plaster. Those made after the native fashion ar~ exceedingly 
rude, although well burned, and in all their finer buildings 
are either coated with plaster, or incrusted with tiles which 
are cut smooth, and are in general carved. The 1irllt plan is 
by far the cheapest, admit. of aU the ornaments of Grecian 
architecture, and looks fully as .well as stone. It has accord .. 
ingly been adopte,I in aU European buildings. , 

The incrusting with cut tiles is exceedingly expensive, and 
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never could" be employed in any work of good taste; but it 
suits the native fondness for minute ornament and' grotesqu~ 
carving, and is employed in all the finer buildings of tbis 
district. I shall therefore give an account of it which was 
taken from the best workman of the place. The earth is of 
the same kind, a.nd is prepAred and cut in the same manner 
as for common bricks, only the pieces are larger, being' 
usually 4 inches thick, 14 inches long, and 9 inches broad. 
Some cow dung is added to the fuel to increase the heat. 
The bricks, when taken out of the kiln, are soaked a whole 
day in water, a'fter which they are cut exactly square, and are 
sm'oothed on nve sides by means of a small adze with a short 
hanale and of chisels, which operation it is evident must be 
very expensive, and after all the bricks would not make such 
a smooth neat wall as those used in the south of England" 
The expense is, however, enormously enhanced by the carving 
on the flat side of the brick, which is often made to represent 
the 'fables of tjle Hindu mythology; and gods'; goddesses, 
princes, Europeans, animals, coaches, carts, ships, -&c. are 
also represented, and most miserably caricatured. Some 
Europeans imagine that this is done with a view of rendering 
them ridiculous, but I am persuaded that this is not the case, 
tpe god being no better treated than the sailor. It proceeds 
mere!y from want of skill and taste in the designer. Obscene 
figur,E;S make in general a conspicuous part. The bricks are 
c~esl.,with small chisels. After tpe operation is completed 
the 'brick is first soaked in an infusion of tamarinds, and 
the~ '8 number is put into an iron vessel with about a pound 
o£ ,oil for each, and they are roasted over a fire until the oil 
disappears. The workmen are employed by the month, so 
that is difficult to state the expense, Each brick goes through 
the hands of three artists; one cuts it square with an adze, 
his wages are 5 rs.; a second smooths the surface with a 
chisel, and receives 6 rs. a month; the third carves the figures, 
and is allowed 7 or 8 rs. wages. 

Bricklayers are about twice as numerous as professional· 
brickmakers, and, from being often. unemployed, make but 
poor wages, for they receive 5 or 6 rs. a month when they 
work. Neither their walls nor arches are- neat, and their 

.principal merit Js in the application of plaster, either as a 
coating for walls, to form a roof or floor, 'or as a cement to 
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retain the carved tiles with which the waJIs ·are incrusted. 
The most approved composition used in this' district is as 
~~: . 

5 parts of slaked lime in paste (KolichuD)>> 10 parts of powdered bricks; 
H part of Fenugreek tlollr (7rigo8ella) ; l pan of Tbahun tlour (PhlJ8t'olu.r 
JJaz.) I pan of treacle (Kolra) » 5 parts of water; mix them with a trowel, 

• and apply them immediately. 

There are several cutters of stone, or masons, in the em· 
ploymel"\t of Bai<Jyonath Chaudhuri, whom I have several 

. times mentioned as the cliief encourager of the arts in the 
district; but aU these tradesmen have been brought from a 
distance, and even from Benares, and of. course have high 
wages. One man in Dinajpoor lives by forming weights of 
stone. 

About 80 families live by collecting shells,' and burning 
them for lime. I had no opportuDity of ascertaining the 

. kinds of shells, for the people have a peculiar aversion to 
collecting the objects of natural history, probably looking on 
tbe study as idle or absurd, and the employment as ridiculous. 
The sbells are collected in marshes and rivers during the dry 
season, and if any considerable quantity is wanted, such as 
for building a bouse, advances must be made in due time, for 
in common tbe people gather no more than serves the usual . 
demand for chewing with betIe, for dyeing and tanning,. and 
for whitewashing a few places of religious worship. E;~rO: 
peans in general procure stone-lime from Silhet, b~t:~I.e 
landlords prefer the. shell-lime, as they can make the advances 
with little risk and trouble, and as they consider the lime 
better. I did not see the furnace. Tbe lime is sold in three; 
states by those who make it. 1st. Slaked lime in powder 
(called simply Chun or.Gungro chun) sells usually at Dinaj
poor for 3 mans (96 s.w. the ser), or 2901 lb. for the rupee. 
This is used for mortar and is made of shells that are not 
cleaned. 2nd. Kolichun, which is slaked lime mixed with a 
great deal of water, and is that used for whitewashing, and 
for making plaster. The shells for this are carefully cleaned 
before they are burned. 3d. Leya or Kada chun is reduced 
to a very white fine paste, and is used for chewing with betle. 
This' is made of some peculiar kinds of shells very carefully 
cleaned. 

In this district the working of the precious metals is at a 
VOL. II. P P P 
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never couldo 0 be employed in any work of good taste; but it 
suits the native fondness for minute ornament and

o 
grotesqut 

carving, and is employed in all the finer buildings of this 
district. I shall therefore give an account of it which was 
taken from the best workman of the place. The earth is of 
the same kind, and is prepared and cut in the same manner 
as for comIllon bricks, only the pieces are larger, being' 
usually 4 inches thick, 14 inches long, and 9 inches broad. 
Some cow dung is added to the fuel to inc!ease the heat. 
The bricks, when taken out of tlie kiln, are soaked a whole 
day in water, aOfter which they are cut exactly square, and are 
smoothed on nve sides by means of a small adze with a short 
handle and of chisels, which operation it is evident must be 
very expensive, and after all the bricks would not make such 
a smooth neat wall as those used in the south of England. 
The expense is, however, enormously enhanced by the carving 
on the flat side of the brick, which is often made to represent 
the Of abIes of t,lle Hindu mythology; and gods'; goddesses, 
princes, Europeans, animals, coaches, carts, ships, -&c. are 
also represented, and most miserably caricatured. Some 
Europeans imagine that this is done with a view of rendering 
them ridiculous, but I am persuaded that this is not the case, 
tohe god being no better treated than the sailor. It proceeds 
mere~y from want of skill and taste in the designer. Obscene 
fignf.E:s make in general a conspicuous part. The bricks are 
ca~e~. with small chisels. After tpe operation is completed 
the 'brick is :first soaked in an infusion of tamarinds, and 
theq 08 number is put into an iron vessel with about a pound 
of ooil for each, and they are roasted over a fire until the oil 
disappears. The workmen are employed by the month, so 
that is difficult to state the expense~ Each brick goes through 
the hands of three artists; one cuts it' square with an adze, 
his wages are 5 rs.; a second smooths the surface with a 
chisel, and receives 6 rs. a month; the third carves the figures, 
and'is allowed 7 or 8 rs. wages. 

Bricklayers are about twice as numerous as professional· 
brickmakers, and, from being often. unemployed, make but 
poor wages, for they receive 5 or 6 fS. a month when they 
work. N either their walls nor arches are- neat, and their 

.principal merit Js in the application of plaster, either as a 
coating for walls, to form a roof or floor, ·or as a cement to 
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retain the carved tiles with which the walls 'are incrusted. 
The most approved composition used in this' district is as 
~~: . 

5 parts of slaked lime in paste (Kolichun); 10 parts of powdered bricks; 
Ii part of Fenugreek flour (Trigone/fa); t part of Thahuri flour (Pbaseolu8 
Jla.r.) i part of treacle CKotra); 5 parts of water; mix tliem with a trowel, 

• and apply them immediately. 

There are several cutters of stone, or masons, in the em~ 
ploymel\t of Bai4,yonath Chaudhuri, whom I have several -
'times mentioned as the chief encourager of the arts in the 
district; but aU these tradesmen have been brought from a 
distance, and even from Benares, and of course have high 
wages. One man in Dinajpoor lives by forming weights of 
stone. ' 

About 80 families live by collecting shells,' and burning 
them for lime. I had no opportunity of ascertaining the 

• kinds of shells, for the people have ,a peculiar aversion to 
colle.cting the· objects of natural history, probably I09king on 
the study as idle or absurd, and the employment as ridiculous. 
The shells are collected in marshes and rivers during the dry 
season, and if any considerable quantity is wanted, such as 
for building a house, advances must be made in due -time, for 
in common the people gather no more than serves the usual , 
demand for chewing with betIe, for dyeing and tanning" and 
for whitewashing a few places of religious worship. E;(tro~' 
peans in general procure stone-lime from Silhet, but ")lle 
landlords prefer the, shell-lime, as they can make the advances, , 
with little risk and trouble, and as they consider the 'lime 
better. I did not see the furnace. The lime is sold in three,; 
states by those who make it. 1st. Slaked lime in powder 
(called simply Chun or.Gungro ellUn) sells usually at Dinaj
poor for 3 mans (96 s.w. the ser), or 2901 lb. for the rupee. 
This is used for mortar and is made of shells that are not 
cleaned. 2nd. Kolichun, which is slaked lime mixed with a 
great deal of water, and is that used for whitewashing, and 
for making plaster. The shells for this are carefully cleaned 
before they are burned. 3d. Leya or Kada chun is reduced 
to a very white nne paste, and is used for chewing with betIe. 
This' is made of some peculiar kinds of shells very carefully 
cleaned. 

In this district the working of' the precious metals is at a 
VOL. II. P P P 
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very low ebb with regard to skill. The artists are abundantly 
numerous, there being between 4 and 5 hundred houses in--
habited by those who follow this trade. They are remarkably 
poor, and have no capital, except a few wretched tools, which 
they carry to the person's house, who wants any thing made, 
and who furnishes the materials. Their character for dis
honesty is such, that a person must always watch to prevent' 
them, from adulterating the bullion, after having secreted a 
part. In the account of the ornaments, that are used by the 
people, will be seen the articles, which these tradesmen make. 
All persons, however, who wish to be thought fashionable, 
bring their ornaments from Moorshedabad or Calcutta, when 
they can procure a trusty friend at these cities to superintend 
the making. The charge for wOTkmanship both of gold and 
silver is from -(w to l of the metal, so that, when they work 
in gold, they should have vast profit, or very little, when 
they work in silver; bl"lt there is probably some secret in this, 
which those whQ employ them do not understand; for those, 
who are sent to watch, can only judge, whether any silver is 
absolutely taken away in a metallic state. The natives ,eldom, 
if ever, use plate at their tables. 

Among the natives of Dinajpoor the various preparations 
and alloys of copper are in great demand, as must have been 
perceived in reading lists of furniture and ornaments; .yet 
the Dumber of copper-smiths does not exceed one half of the 
goldsmiths, for most of the ware is imported ready made, and 
artists are chiefly required to keep it in repair; whereas no 
one can trust to the purity of the gold or silver ornaments, 
that could be purchased, and it is only people of fashion, who 
occasionally go to capital towns, that can procure gold orna
ments from thence. In the base metals there is less danger. 
The imperfection of the workmen prevented me from taking 
an ~ount of the manner, in which the alloys of copper are 
formed, a most interesting subject, to which I shall pay the 
most minute attention on the first favourable opportunity. 
The copper smiths work in copper, brass, bell-metal, lead and 
tin; but there is a separate set of artists, who work in these 
~wo last alone. The copper smiths almost always furnish the 
metals. and keep shops, where they retail their goods, and 
they also retail them in open markets. They therefore require 
a. eapital. From 50 to 100 rupees, however. are sufficient, as 
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they purchase the metals in small quantities at a-time from the 
tnerchants, who import them. In some parts of the coun
try all the vessels are cast, in others they are all hammered. 
There are many persons, who retail the goods imported, 
chiefly from Kangtoya (Cutwa R.) and Moorshedabad, who 
are mere shopkeepers, and know nothing of the art. A cop
persmith can clear between 4 and 51's. a month. Wrought 
brass costs from 1 rupee 8 anas. to 1 rupee 14 anas the ser 
according to the fashion. That which is cast is cheapest. 
'Vrought bell-metal costs from 2rs . .(. anas to S rs. Wrought 
copper costs from 21's. 12 anas to S rs. ,The ser is of 80 S.W. 

21 ~ ~ 0 lb. avoirdupois. 
In this district about 120 families of Thataru are employed 

in making'tin bracelets, ,,-hich are worn by l\Iuhammedan 
women of all ranks. They are nearly as easy in circumstances 
as the coppersmiths, and require less c·apitaI; as they need 
no more metal at once, than will suffice from one market-day 
to another. Petty traders often purchase their goods, and 
retail them at markets. One mall from Puraniya makes 
Hungh bottoms of a mixture of metals called Bidri. I was 
very desirous of learning the art, because the alloy is said to 
consist of iron and lead, and is unknown to European 
chemists; but the man declined giving me any information on 
~R~~ -

Blacksmiths (Kamal') occupy between 6 and 7 hundred 
houses, and are about in similar circumstances with the cop
persmiths. "nen not otherwise engB-oO'Cd,. they prepare with 
iron of their own, and retail at markets, the common iIilple
ments of agriculture, such as the plough-share, sickle, biIl~ 
hoe, (Kodal) hatchet (Kural), Khonta, and weeding iron. 
They also prepare in the same manner some household 
furniture, such as ladles, pot-hooks, kitchen knives and lamps 
both standing and hanging; and some coarse cutlery, sucb as 
knives, scissors, and betle-nut-eutters; when ordered by the 
barber) they make his razors, and nail-cutters; the former is 
an instrument very terrific to tbe patient. The European 
cutlery has made little way into this district. The blacksmith 
can also prepare an instrument called KajollOl<t, which is 
plaCed over the lamp Cor collecting the smoke used as a paint, 
he also makes locks and padlocks, possessed of every im
aginable defect, and can make such tools as the carpenters _ 
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use. A few ~ra·~~smen, at Ghoraghat chiefly, the remains of 
a number wh~ .were formerly a~ the place, can make arms, 
such as match-locks, swords, :"!d: .~pears; but most of the 
arms now in the district are imp~tt(f. The blacksmiths also 
make nails and clamps for boat~uilders; but the quantity 
required being small, and the demand irregular, no such 
thing as a nail can be procured ready made. If one is wanted' 
it must be commissioned. The hoes made near N awabgunj 
are reckoned good, and the manufacture employs several 
people, tbat receive advances from traders, who send the hoes 
to" neighbou:ring markets. The greatest labour, however, 
which the blacksmiths of this district undertake, is to make 
boilers for those, who prepare the extract of sugar-cane, or 
for the manufacturers of sugar. An estimate of one of these 
latter boilers, of the smallest kind, weighing 6 mans of 60 s. 
w. the ser. (369llb.) will give some idea of the state of the 
art. The sugar manufacturer furnishes 12 mana of Birbhum 
iron, one half of which is consumed in working. This costs 
from 36 to 39 rs. according to the rate of the market. Six 
men wforking constantly can make a boiler of this size in a 
month, and receive 24 rs. or 4 rs. a month each. But such 
expedition is not usual. They more commonly require two 

. .months, and work only a part of each day at this heavy 
..;I.wour. The remainder is employed at small jobs for their 
~s.~~1 customers, or in making some of the small articles, 
~l;!ch are sold at markets. Thus 269~ lb. of iren, very 

rudely wrought, cost from 60 to 63 rs. of which I are the 
qsnce of labour. 
. In this "district one blacksmith cannot work by himself, he 

must have a man to blow the bellows, and he has usually an 
"-assistant "to work with a large hammer; the man, who 
manages the forceps and small hammer, is the chief. The 
proportion of their pay is 8 anas for the forceps, 5 anas for 
the large hammer, and 3 anas for the bellows. The two 
former sit on their beels, and cannot be said to display great 
activity; but the creature, who manages the bellows, may be 
considered as tbe quintessence of indolence. The bellows, 
except in being two smaU, are not badly contrived, and are 
made· somewhat like two common pair of kitchen bellows 
joined by the muzzles, and far separated at the other ex
tremity. These bellows are placed vertically, and on the 
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hack board of each is a button, which the wo!k~an tak,es 
beiween his toes, and, 11111~ .. 9..uietly down ali ~ts back, moves 
the boards backwards ~ !Qrwards' with his feet. In Dinaj
poor and l\Ialdeh are fi~~~~or six: men, who may be called 
cutlers. They clean arms,' especi~y swords, and two or 

. three of them have wheels for sharpening knives and razors. 
MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHS.-As government are no doubt 

already sufficiently acquainted with the state of the manu';' 
factures carried on by the Company, I shall avoid saying any 
thing on that subject, farther than to state the effects, that 
have been produced on the manufacturers by the diminution 
of the capital, which the Company employ in that way. I 
shall in the first place begin with those, who prepare the raw 
materials, as bought from the merchant or farmer. I have 
already given an account of the preparation of the silk and 
pat, until fitted for coming into the weavel"S or dyer's hands, . 
and shall therefore here confine myself to cotton, 

There is a description of people called Dhunaru, who clean 
cotton, after it has been freeJ from the seeds, by beating it 
with the string of an instrument like a bow, which separates 
all the fibres, as is done in the operation called teasing. In 
this district there are only 7 or 8 persons of this profession, 
and they are employed only when cotton is wanted for stuffing 
quilts, matresses or pillows, and the operation of remov~~i 
the seed, and of vicking, &n.d cleaning the wool, is perfo~~ 
by the women, that spm it, who use a smaller bow (Dhu~ 
kara). . '1' 

The preparation of cotton thread, theret.ne, is a princ1p=!r 
manufacture, and occupies the leisure hours of al1 the women 
of higher rank, and of the greater part of the farmers' wive~. 
Even the women of the Brahmans here employ themselves in 
this useful industry, and in fact every woman is employed in 
it, more or less, except those belonging to trades, in which 
both men and women are engaged, such as weavers, tanners, 
and the like. The farmers' wives are however the greatest 
spinners, and are usually thus employed during the whole 
afternoon. The raw material chidly used in about two-thirds 
of the district, i's imported from the west of India by the way 
of Bbogowangola; but many of the people iu these parts'\vear 
cloth made of pat, and a little; cotton is raised in some parts. 
of that extent j while most of the cotton raised in th!!. dis· 
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trict is the highest pric~d, so that probably not above three
fifths in value of the whole raw material may be imported. 
To the east of the Atreyi, and south ofDinajpoor, the cotton 
produced in the country is sufficient for the demand; and, as 
I have said, is of a much superior quality to that which comes 
from -the west; but this is so much cheaper, that it is more 
fitted for the coarse goods, that are the great manufacture of 
this district. 

The cotton that is imported, is already clear tram the seed. 
It is brought by large dealers, who deliver it in small quanti
ties, such as an cwt. to petty traders, for about 18 rs. a man 
(821bs.); and these retail it at about 41h. the rupee, to the 
women who spin, and who a.gain sell their thread to the wea
vers, unless they wish to have it wrought for family use; so 
that in the whole business scarcely any capital is required, 
except by the merchant who imports. In the part of the 
district where the cotton is reared, a great part is spun hy 
the wives of the cultivators, and the remainder is retailed by 
the farmers at the weekly markets, so that almost the whole 
business is carried on .without capital, or at least with one so 
much sub-divided, that its value can scarcely be perceived. 
In a few places where the Company makes advances for fine 
cloth, such as is not commonly used in the district, the weavel'$ 
are unde\, the necessity of bespeaking the thread, and gene
rally,pay'the price beforehand. 

The women free the cotton from the seed by the usual 
"hand-mill employed in India; t~en bea.t it with the bow, and 
spin it with a small miserable wheel, that is turned by the 
hand; all implements extremely imperfect. In the district of 
Dadolgachhi, where the cotton manufacture is the most flou
,rishing, a woman b~ys 1 ser of 60 s. w. (lNG9o lbs.) of cotton 
with the seed, which in one month she cleans and spins. She 
~obtains about three-sixteenths of cotton-wool fit for spinning, 
and her thread, when of the finest quality, weighs one· 
sixth of the l'ough cotton, and sella at 12 s. w. or very near 
five ounces (4.928) for tile rupee. This is on the supposi
tion of a. woman's doing no other work. The price of her 
thread is 13~ anas, the cotton costs 2 anas, she therefore has 
III anas for her trouble. Four an as a month may, how
ever, be the usual rate of gain by spinning in the afternoon. 
There is po regulation for the length of the reel, and neither 
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spinners ~01' weavers can form an estimate ot -the length of 
any given weig~t of thread. Very few of them, indeed~ can 
either read or perform any arithmetical computation~ and 
they judge merely by the eye or experience of the quality and 
fineness oC the thread. They divide thread into four rates. 

• The first sells at from 8 to 12 s. w. for the rupee; the second 
at from ]8 to 18 ditto; the third from 19 to 26 ditto; the 
foruth from 27 to 50. The first and second qualities are 
chiefly spun from the fine cotton of this district, or from 
what grows at Gaur in the immediate vicinity. The coarser 
kinds are made from imported cotton, and form the greater 
part of the thread spun in the district. This coarse cot~ 
ton loses from one-sixteenth to one-eighth in spinning and 
cleaning; so that 75 s. w., intended for the coarsest kind of 
yam, costs 8 anas, and at 50 s. w. of thread for the rupee 
produces 11 rupee. Intended for the finer quality of yam 
70 s. w. costs 8 anas, and sells at about 8 rupee~ 8 anas 
worth of cotton-wool is therefore on the average converted 
into 86 anas worth of thread. The raw cotton produced in 
this district, as coming from the farmer, I have estimated at 
one lac of rupees in value, of which SO,()()() may be fine. 
Some of this is exported; but some fine is imported at Mal ... 
deh; so that SO,OOO rs. worth of fine cotton wool may be 
spun in the district, when spun ita v~ue will be raised to 
about 4,00,000 rs. Abont 1,50,000 ra. worth of coarse cotton" 
wool is imported; and 2O,()()() grows in this district, and the 
value ofthls, when spun, may amount to _1,65,000 rs. The! 
total value .of the raw material, as sold to the spinner, is 
about 2,50,000 rs. The value of the yam, as sold or applied 
to use by the spinner, may be 11,65,000 r80 and the profit 
therefore will be 9,15,000 rs. -

The Pat is spun by two ,kinds ,'of spindles" the Tuur and 
Dhara. A bunch of the raw material is hung up in every 
farmer's house, and every one who has leisure, forms with 
one or other of these spindles, some coarse packthread (Su
lob"), of which ropes are twisted for the use of the farm; but 
it is only the low Hindu castes called Rajbongsi, Kongcb, 
an.d Poly a, that form this packthread for being woven into
sackcloth, or spin a finer thread from whence t\le cloth ~led 
Megill is woven. As these people usually rear the plant, 
spin the thread, and weave it, no estimate can be formed or 
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the different stages of the manufacture. ~y far the greatest 
part of the cl.otlt,· that is used dyed in this district, receives 
the colour in the state of thread, and the operation is most 
commonly performed by the weavers, but there are a few houses 
of professed dyers, chiefly in Maldeh, who dye thread, and a 
few others in different plJrts, especially Dinajpoor, who dye. 
turbans and girdles. 

The dyers of Maldeh are about ~5 houses, and confine 
their operations to indigo and lac. The ser weight, by 
which all the operations are conducted, contains 9~ s. w. or 
!s nearly 2#o lbs. avoirdupois (16,5.22 grains). The indigo 
vat is made thus :-Take 5 sers of indigo, break it into sOlan 
bits, put it int~ an earthen tub or vat with five pots (about 
60 sers) of alkaline ley, and stir them about for three hours. 
The-n put this mixture into two pots, and add to each 1 ser 
of Chakunda seed (Cassia Tora W.) boiled in ~l sers of 
water, and boil the mixture aU night, that is to say a fire is 
kindled under the pots, and burns under them until the fuel 

. i,s consumed, the people having gone to sleep at their usual 
time. In the morning, the fire having gone out, stir the de.,. 
coction with a stick for II hour. This boiling and stirring 
must be performed four nights and mornings. The vat is 
then ready for dying. The thread, either silk or cotton, is 
kept 40 minutes in the pot. It is· then wrung, dried in the 
sun, and washed. If the colour is not deep enough, it must 

: get another dip in the other pot. The remaining colour is 
, applied to other thread, the dye of which is completed by 

other vats. ' 
The alkaline ley is prepared as follows:-Take ~o sera of 

fJ:'esh burned roots and stems of the plantain tree. Put 
them into a large earthen pot, that has a hole in the bottom, 

, over which a quantity of grass is laid. Through this filter 
slowly 60 sers of water, which forms the ley fit for use. Five 
sers of indigo should give a good full colour to 6 sers of 
cotton thread, or to 2l sers of silk. It costs 2 rs., being a 
kind very inferior to that prepared by Europeans, and is 
made in the form of balls by the natives of Rongpoor, and is 
generally much adulterated with clay. The good indigo, 
prepared by ;Europeans, is never employed by the trades
men of Maldeh. The colour which they dye is very good. 
The'same people often dy~ green with indigo; but generally 
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the weavers give them thread, which has 'previously been 
dyed yellow, either with turmeric,.or wIth' tbe;hark of the 
Jak tree, as will hereafter be deseribed. The latter green is 
fixed. nat dyed with turmeric is perishable. 

For dying 1 ser of cotton thread blue, the dyer receives 
.12 anas, or 4{ rs. for each vat. The materials may cost 
2l rs. The labour occnpies five days, in which the workman 
gains 2 rs. If he dyes the cotton green, and -performs the 
whole steps of the operation, be receives l~ 'r. for each sere 
The dying silk costs ) I r. a ser; so that the artist, when he 
dyes silk, has only a profit of I ~ r. on his vat but probably, 
some circUmstance was concealed, which renders both equally 

\advantageous. 
\ It is to silk alone, that the dyeri give a colour with lac. 
ne manner, in which this is done, is as fonows. Take 11 
ser~nd 2 n. weight a. part of a ser) of stick lac. Having 
remoi-~d the sticks, it will weigh 10 sers. Grind this in a 
hand~'aI, and sift it, grinding the larger pieces repeatedly, 
until the whole is reduced to powder. It is then put into a 
boiler, which is a strong vessel of earthenware, coated on 
the inside with melted shell lac, mixed with sand., To the 
powdered lac add 10 sers of water, in which "I. part of a ser 
of sajimate (carbonate of soda) has been dissolved, tread the 
lac and water with the feet, and then boil them for three', 
hours. The lac must then be put into .a basket, and the' 
water allowed to drain from it into the pot, and the infusion . 
is then to be poured into another vessel Five other simila,t'. 
infusions are to be made from the !Same lac, so 'that in'all . 
there are 60 sers of infusion.. The lac exhausted of its 
colour is reserved for sale, and the infusion mus' be bollet" 
down to 55 sers. To this add I of a ser 'of Lodh ba~k (see 
trees, No. SO) powdered, and stir about the mixture. Next 
day the infusion is decanted, and there are 50 sers of clear 
dye fit for use. In the meantime an infusion of 4t sers of 
bruised Tamarinds in 20 sers of water has been prepared, 
and decanted. Boil 3 sers of silk in one-half of the dye, and 
in one-half of the infusion of tamarinds for Ii hour. Then 
w~sh it, and boil it for an equal length of time in the re
mainder, when the colour will be complete. The sti.;k lac i.s 
brought from Asam by the way of Moorshedabad, and costs 
11 or 12 rs. a mall.. The 11 sers of stick lac gives 7 sera of' 
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the lac separated from the colour, which se1l8 at 9 r8. a man. 
The lac therefore costs in all 3 rs., and" the se~d lac sold 
brings 1 rupee 9 anas; ~o that the dye for 3 sers of silk costs 
1 rupee 7 anas, besides tamarinds, Lodh, and soda; but 
these are trifles. The Lodh is brought from Rajmohal. The 
soda from Patna. I did not learn the price ot dying a ser of 
silk; but this branch is more profitable than the dying with 
indigo; and is in fact the chief employment of the l\Ialdeh 
dyers, who make high wages. One man and his wife can 
clear at least 12 rs. a month. Besides a house they require 
100 rs. capital, if they dye with lac; 10 rs. are sufficient, if 
they dye only with indigo. They never buy thread to dye, 
and then sell it; but content themselves with dyeing what is 
brought at so much the ser. Whatever more remains t(1 be 
~aid on the art of dyeing in this district, will be found in the 
next article. 

The cloth manufacture, that seems most peculiar to this 
district, is that woven of a mixture of silk and cotton, and 
from the chief place where it is made, this cloth is called 
Maldehi. As the thread is dyed before it is woven, I shall 
continue to detail the process of dyeing as that is performed 
by the weavers, and their wives, and then proceed to give an 
account of the other parts of their art. And first I shall 
treat of the method used with silk. The first operation is to 
bleac~ it, and this is done in three ways. The operation is 
performed each time on from l to 2 sers (808. w.), or from 
about 1 to 41bs. of silk; but I shall suppose the quantity to 
be one Calcutta ser or ~ lhs., and all the other weights 
to be in proportion. For the fitst kind of bleaching, the silk 
is steeped the ~hole night in water. In the morning it is 
wrung, and dried in the su~. It is then hoiled, with I ser of 
soap, in a sufficient quantity of water, for about 48 minutes. 
Then it is washed in clean cold water, and dried in the sun. 
The silk is of only a dingy white, but it is better than the 
others. The second quality of bleaching requires 10 or 
·H of a ser of soap, the process in other respects is the same. 
The third quality is not allowed soap; but is boiled with 
2 sers of the fresh made ashes of the root and stem of the 
plantain tree. J n each of these operations one-quarter of the 
silk, by weight, is lost. All the kinds are used as whites in 
cloth, and all may be dyed of every colour j but the colours 
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dyed on the :tirst are clearer and higher 'priced'than those 
dyed on the second, and these on the second are again su
perior to the colours dyed on the third. 

In the following manner a :tine bright but perishable yellow 
is given to silk by turmeric. For one skein of bleached silk, 

.weighing 2 s. 'W. (359 grains nearly), take 5 So 'W. of well 
cleared turmeric, and grind it upon a stone, adding a little 
water during the operation, until it is reduced to a pulp. 
Then add to this 20 s. w. of water, and filter the infusion. 
Soak the silk two or three days in this water. Then wash 
it, and put it into a solution of t s. w. of alum in 20 s. w. 
of water. Then dry it, and the operation is finished.'~ A 
good fixed yellow, although not so bright as that given by 
turmeric, is communicated to silk by the wood of the Jak 
tree (Llrlocarpus integrifolia, trees No •. 1(2). A skein of 
silk as before, is soaked a whole day in a solution of alum, 
and is then dried. It is then put into a decoction of Jak 
wood prepared in the following manner. Take 40 s. w. of 
chips of Jak wood, boil them all daYt adding occasionally 
water so as, to make a strong decoction, which is strained. 
In this the silk remains two days, it is then washed, and dried 
in the SUD. 

Two colours are given with samower (Carthamus tiTJCto
riu.), and are called Kusom and Golabi. The Golabi is a 
fine rose-red, but is not a fixed colour. For one skein or 
silk take 10 So 'W. of safHower, dry it and reduce it to powder; 
then add 1 s. w. of impure carbonate of soda (sajimati), and 
rub them with the hands for about 12 minutes. Then put 
them on a cloth strainer, and allow 40 s. w. of water to drain 
through them. In this water steep the silk a whole day, and. 
wash it. Then put it into an infusion of tamarinds, which is 
prepared thus. Take 5 s. w. of ripe tamarinds freed from 
the shell, and havingrllbbed them well with 20 s. w. of water, 
strain this for use. In this infusion the silk is kept between 
48 and 72 minutes, and is then dried in the shade. The 
KU60m colour is better fixed, but is not such a fine red; still, 
however, it is a beautiful colour. The only differences in, 
th«: process are that 30 11. w. of samower are used, and that 
1 8. w. of alum, and 1 s. w. of lime-juice 'are added to the 
infusion of tamarinds. 
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Silk is dy.ed of. a fixed red colour with Monjista (Rubia. 
monjista)..: .S<?~~: Ii skein in water for four or five hours. 
Then keep' it as long in a solution of alum. Then put it for 
an hour, into a decoction of Monjista, which is thus prepared. 
Take 10 s. w. of Monjista, beat it to powder, and boil it for 
about five hours in 80 s. w. of water. Pour off the water,. 
boil the l\1onjista in similar quantities of water three times, 
and keep all the four decoctions. The silk remains an hour 
in each. It is then washed, and dried in the sun. The red 
of Monjista by Jak wood is changed into what the natives 
call golden (Sonala); but in fact into a colour, which more 
resembles that of new copper. After the first immersion in 
alum the silk is soaked in the decoction of Jak wood for 120 
minutes. It is then again soaked in an infusion of alum', and 
then is dyed with the l\lonjista; but 5 s. w. of tbis is suf~ 
ficient. ' 

There are a great many colours given, in'which a prepa
ration of iron called l\Ioski is employed. This is a Persian 
word signifying black, and all these dyes have probably been 
introduced by the l\Iuhammedans. I shall first give an aC4 
count of the manner in which Moski is prepared, and then 
detail th~ various colours in dyeing which it is used. Take 
20 s. w. of wheat flour, 5 s. w. of extract of sugar-cane (Gur) 
1 s. w. of boiled butter (Ghi) 240 s. w. of old iron, 400 So w. 
of water. Let them stand in a pot 10 days in hot weather, 
arid 16 days in cool. After being strained, the liquor is fit 

~Tor use. If not strained, it will keep four or five months, 
without spoiling. The l\Ioski contains an exacetate of iron; 
but it would require very accurate experiments fully to dcve

'lope its other ingredients, and how far these may have any 
. share in the ,?perations of the dyer. 

There are three colours called Uda; one given by the 
,Horitoki (~l!lrobalanus Ckebula Ga:rt., trees No. 14); another 
by the Chamolloti (a Ca:salpinia not described by 'V1l1denow 
nor in -the Encyclopedic); and the third by alum. The first 
kind is dyed thus. ,Take 10 or 12 Myrobalans, beat them, 
and infuse tllem in 20 s. w. of water for four or five hours. 
Then put a skein of silk, that ,has previously. been dyed with. 
lac, into this infusion of Myrobalans for from 120 to 14-10 mi
nutes. Then wring it, amI put it into 20 s. w. of l\Ioski for 
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a similar length of time. Then wash it in cold" water, and 
dry it in the suo. This is a fixed dark-.red ~ke" Russian" 
leather. ~" ' ',:, ~-

The second kind of Uda is equally well fixed, and is 
dark.er than the former. I shall first describe the manner in 
which the infusion ofChamollotti is made. Take one-half s. w.' 

• of the dry pods separated from tbe seeds, powder them, and 
beat them well in a mortar with 20 s. w. of water, and 
strain the infusion for use. The pods of this plant, when 
green, contain a quantity of clear 'Viscid liquor, that sur
rounds the seeds, that in the ripe fruit becomes dry, and that 
probably is the part in which its dyeing qualities reside. In 
order to dye Uda with tbis plant, put a skein of silk, that 
has previously been dyed with lac, into the above mentioned 
infusion for two hout's. 'fhen wring it, and put it into 20 
s. w. of water mixed witb 10 s. w. of l\Ioski. Dry it in the 
sun. and in two hours, if the colour is not good, put it again 
into 20 s. w. of water and 10 s. w. of l\Ioski. Then wash the 
silk in cold water and dry it in the sun. 

The third kind of Uda is equally well fixed, and is a. 
clearer colour. Take a skein of silk, that has been dyed 
with Lac, put" it for one hour into a solution of one-fourtn. 
s. w. of alum in 20 s. w. of water. Then put it into Mos~i 
as in the last mentioned process. " 

Moski gives silk that has been dyed with Monjista, a fixed' 
colour called (Tamrojyoti) or copper colour. The process. is 
rather tedious. Fll'St the silk is put into the infusion of t~~ 
meric for 2'" hours; then washed,. and put into th~ solution', 
of alum for 24- bours; then into a ""decoction of JakwOod, 
which is changed two or three times in the course of 'the. 
tbird day. After this the silk is" soaked for half a day in a 
solution or alum. In the remainder of the (ogrth day it i~' 
soaked in the decoction of Monjista. It is then washed, and 
kept for two or three hours in a mixed infusion of l\Iyroba-: 
lanus and Chamolloti. It is then wrung and put into ~Ioskt 
for six hours. ' ' 

The dye called Ftltnsi, from a· Persian .word signifying 
Elephant colour, is a dirty black, but is well fixed. A skein 
or bleached silk is soaked "six hours in a solution of alum, 
and is then wrung. Two decoctions, one or Jakwood the 
other of l\Ionjista. are then prepared, as before described, 
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10 s. w. of each is mixe-d, and the silk is soaked in the mix
ture for an hour an4 a half. It is then .washed, and put fo; 
an hour into the infusion of Chamolloti. It is then wrung, 
and put for.two hours into Moski. Finally, it is washed and 
dried in the sun. 

Silk is dyed a lead-colour (Sisa) by Moski. The skein 
must have been bleached in the best manner, and soaked for" 
an hour in a solution of alum. It is then wrung, put into the 
Moski, washed, and dried in the sun. 

The Polas Kungri; or bud of the Butea frondosa, is a 
colour that I have not seen. The object from whence its 
name is derived, is black with a tinge of green. The' skein 
of silk is soaked for ~4 hours in the infusion of turmeric, and 
wrung. It is then put for two hours into a solution of .alum, 
wrung again, and soaked a day in the decoction of Jakwood. 
It is then washed in cold water, wrung, and put for three 
hours in the infusion of Chamollotti It is then wrung, and 
having been put in~J 40 s. w. of Moski, the pot is placed in 
the sun a whole day. It is finally washed, and'dried in the 
sun. The colour is said to be fixed. 

The dye called Lobonggo, Kornophuli, or clove colour, is 
a fixed brown. The skein of silk is soaked three hours in 
the solution of alum, then wrung, and soaked for a whole day 
in the decoction of J akwood. It is then w.rung, and again 
soaked for three hours in the solution of alum. Mter being 
wrung it is soaked for a whole day in a decoction of Mon
jista, and during the course of the operation this is changed 
four times. It is then wrung, and put for two hours in the 
infusion of Chamollotti. Finally it is wrung, kept for a day 
in a pot of Moski, exposed to the sun, washed, and dried in 
the sun. • 

The colour called Panduki, from the name of a flower is a 
well fixed lilac. The skein of silk must have been bleached 
in the best manner. Take 2l s. w. of the infusion of Lac 
brought from the dyers, add to this 10 s. w. of water, in 
which 1 s. w. of tamarinds have been infused for a short 
time. In this mixture wash the silk for three hours, wring it, 
wash it, and keep it for two hours in the infusion of Chamol
lottie Then wring it, put it for half an hour in 2} s. w. of 
Moski, diluted with 30 s. w. of water, wash, and dry it in 
the sun. 
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These are the colours given to silk thread. I shall now 
detail those which the weavers give to cotton, and which are 
three in number. 

The first, called Salu b"y the natives, is a wen fix.ed light 
pomegranate colour. Take 20 s. w. of cotton thread soak it 
three days in cool water, wash it merely by rubbing it with 

.. hands, without beating, and dry 5t in the sun. Then take of 
dryed Chamollotti pods, freed from seeds, 5 s. w OJ powder 
them well in a mortar, and rub them for an hour with a little 
water. Then add two sers of cool water, mix them, put the 
cotton into the mixture in the mortar, and knead it with the 
hand (or an hour. Throw aW,ay the water, and dry the cot
ton, as impregnated with Chamollotti, in the sun. Dissolve :I, s. w" of alum in 40 s. w. of water, and add 1 s. w. 
of impure carbonate of- soda, wbich has been dissolved 
in ·10 s. w. of water, and then strained. In this solu
tion put the thread, and rub it with the hands for an hOUT. 
Then wring, dry it in the sun. wash it well, and dry it again 
in the sqp. ~ Take 40 8. w. of dry Monjista, powder it with 
the Dhengki, and boil it in 5 sers of water to 4 sers. Then 
boil the thread in'the decoction for half an hour, wring, and 
dry it. Then keep it half a day in 1 ser of water~ holding 
in solution 8 s. w. of alum, and wring, and dry again. Then 
boil 20 s. w. of powdered Monjista in 4 sers of water tn 80 
sers, and in, this boil the cotton, for a quarter of an hour. 
Finally wash and dry the thread. -

Thread thus dyed may be changed into what is called Uda, 
by the following operation. Take 20 s. w. of the dyed 
thread, put it in 71 s. w. of the infusion of Chamollotti, sti~ 
them with the hand for 24 minutes, then wring the thread, 
and put it for an hour into one sel' of l\loski mixed with half 
a ser of water. Finally wash the thread in cold water, and 
dry it in the sun. This makes a deep colour. and lighter 
shades may be obtained by using I or I ser of Moski. 

The third cC)lour, called Kusom, is not well fixed; 'but is a 
bright beautiful light red, like the pomegranate :dower. For 
20 s. w. of cotton thread take II ser of ttry saHlower, powder 
it on a cloth, and wash it, until tbe yellow colour is entirely 
separated. Then add by degrees 15 s. w. of impure car
bonate of soda (Sajimati) and rub them together for an hour, 
until they become scarlet. Then put them on the strainer, 
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and fiit~j(~~' . ~ ~lowly tlirough them, until a11 tbe colour is 
carried, :~". " ~~~a keep this infusion of safilower. At the· 
same tifl~"~~tQu s. w. of tamarinds, freed from the pod, into 
2 sen p-f{~water, rub them and strain the infusion. Mix the 
infusio'ns, and divi~ them into two equal parts. Put the 
thread into one I,art for an hour, then wring it, and put it in 
the remaining half of the infusions. for three hours. Then' 
wash, and dry in the shade. 

The whole apparatus required in this manufacture consists 
of a loom, a few sticks for warping, and some earthen pots 
.for dyeing. The loom is exceedingly imperfect, especially 
the reed and shuttle. The warping is performed by the 
women, who, taking a spindle in each hand, lay two threads 
of the length required round some sticks placed upright in 
the ground, and repeat this, by two and two threads at a 
time, until the warp is completed. 

The Maldiki cloths, consisting of silk warp and cotton 
'Woof woven very thin, are manufactured entirely in Maldeh, 
and the towns on the banks of Mohanonda for 12 miles be
low; but 'some of these are in the Puraniya district: The 
warp is generally disposed in stripes, and. the woof is of one 
colour. The fabric is of two kinds; one called Elachi, 
where both sides of the cloth are alike; the other called 
Musru is like satin, one side being different from the other • 
. B,oth ~inds are of a great variety of patterns, which it would 
be needless to enumerate. The only general distinction in 

. the patterns of both kinds are j lst, when one stripe is very 
narrow and the other very broad, the cloth is called Golbu
dun; 2nd, when the spots and stripes are waved, the cloth is 
called Katar. There is yery littlC; taste displayed in the pat
terns, and the weavers· are very inferior to those of Banga
lore. «Both have probably been introduced from the north
west of India by the Muhammedan conquerors. The 'pieces 
.\frought for the Company, or for exportation by sea, are 30 
cubi.ts long, and 2 cubits wide. Those made for common 

. sl!-!e are 18 cubits long, and from 11 to 2 cubits wide; but the 
pieces rejected J>y the Company, as unfit for their commerce, 
ar~ .readily bought up by aU other merchants. 'The' large 
pieces sell from 18 to ·SO r8., the Katar being about 5 rs. 
deater than the others. The small pieces cost from 3 to 
J~ rs. 
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The persons in this district who fonow ~~~~.~re~~~!on, are 
said to occupy 2000 houses, and to p~~. ,~O~ looms. 
Every estimate that I received, stated the~ el~th,wrot1ght ~n 
one 100m to be worth about ~o rupees a month;: which would 
make the annual amount 960,OOOrs.; but this is certainly too 
much, and from the apparent poverty in the place, it is proba-' 
'bIe that a very great number of weavers are without employ
ment; besides almost the whole of the cloth is exported from 
this district, and the cloth of this kind that is exported, I 
heard no where estimated at more than ~50,OOO rs. a year. 

About 800 looms are said to be employed in weaving the, 
larger pieces, chiefly in. the form of Elachis, and receive ad
vances either from the Company's factory, or from the agents 
of merch:mts residing at Calcutta and Moorshedabad. These 
advances are to the fllIl value of the gO,ods that are to be· 
wrought, and the manufacturers are eager for them, partly. 
no doubt from being secured in employment, but also from 
the strong bias to anticipate their profits which universally.' 
prevails. The Company's advances are always preferred. 
The remaining looms are employed in weaving the 8hoJ;:t_ 
pieces, generally from 5 to 8 rs. value, and mostly of the 
kind called Mosru, at least in the country town. At ~1e.l
deh the EIachi is chiefly in demand. The short pieces' 
are sold at open markets for ready money, or very oft(l~ to 
petty dealers, when they go round the weavers house!!, anc;l 
purchase whatever' goods are ready; and the Goswamis or 
merchants from the west of India purchase a large propor
tion, it is said to the amount of 100,000 rs. y 

. The raw materials, except some of the drugs used in dyeing, 
are either the produce of, th! division of Maldeh, or of the 
adjacent banks of the Mohanonda, so that nothing' farther can 
be wished on that head for the encouragement of th~ manu
facture. This however is on the decline, and it is said, that. 
7000 looms were once employed. The decline is chiefly owing. 
to the demand having lessened; but partly also to *he .• at'ten-· 
tion of the manufacturers having been turned tq the weavip~ 
of cloth consisting entirely of silk. . ' ~ , 
T~enty rupees for each loom is reckoned an adequate.;' 

stock. This will build a house, and purchase a loom, pots~ , 
silk, cotton and dyes, sumcient for making one piece •. A 

, , 
YOLo Il- Q Q Q 
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man and bis wife in one month, can generally weave and 
dye a piece of cloth worth 20 rs. and may have about 5 ra. 
profit. If a man is rich, and keep~ several looms, he and his 
wife warp and dye, and persons are bired to weave at the fol
lowing rates. A long piece of Elachi, worth 18 rs., costs. for 
weaving from 3 to 3~ rs. and is made i~ from 20 to 30 days, 
so that the wages are about 81 rs. a month. A large piece of' 
Mosru, worth 20 rs., costs 4 rs., and takes a month to weave 
it. Short pieces of EJachi, worth from 3 to 6 rs. occupy from 
5 to 10 days, and the weaver receives 21 anas on each rupee 
of the value, so that he makes cloth to the value of 18 re. a 
month, and receives about 2~ rs. profit. 

The manufacture of cloth made entirely of silk is confined 
to the vicinity of l\1aldeh, and seems to have been introduced 
by a Mr. Henchman, who was commercial resident for the 
Company at English Bazar. This .manufacture injured that 
of mixed cloth, and this. has not recovered since the newly 
introduced one began to decay, which it seems to have been 
doing ,ever si~ce 1\1r. Henchman left the place. It is remarka
ble, that the natives have no names to distinguish the cloths 
made of pure silk, and of silk mixed with cotton; both are di .. 
vided into Elachis and l\loirus, which wben of pure silk we 
call taffetas and satins; of both there are patterns of the kinds 
called,Golbudun ,nd Katar, which I have already explained. 
The size of the pieces, and tlle manner of dyeing, bleaching, 
weaving, and selling the goods of pure silk, and of mixed 
materials. are exactly the same. The value of those made of 
pure silk is rather higher. but 'not a great deal, perhaps 2 or 
:$ anas on tbe rupee~ The pers<?ns employed in this manu
facture may occupy WO houses. 'From 20 to 25 good trades
men make long pieces at .from 18, to SO rs. generally COOl-

,missioned by the. Company's agent,; .and if required, they 
could make goods of a higher 'Value. The. workmen of about 
100 houses are vsuaUy employed by private traders, ellieey 
the' Armenians, of Calcutta, to make cloth from 10 to 16 rs. 
a piece; but. if required, eould make cloths., worth 515 rs. ; 
and when there is much demand, these ,are sometimes em
ployed by the Company's factory. The re~aining 75 houses 
are. occupied by 'poor workmen, who 'chielly: make goods, 
worthfrop18.to lZrs. a piece, which they ~elU aUhe markets 
for ready money. The whole looms may be about 500, 
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which should be ,able to manufacture goods to the amount of 
about 120,000 rs. . 

The people hired to weave this cloth have rather higher 
wages than those employed in weaving mixed- goods; but are 
paid in the sa'!le manner that fine goods are paid by the piece, 
.and coatse goodE! by a p~r centage on 'the value. Some good 
workmen make 5 rs. a month,' and the usual wages are 31 rs, 
The master's profit must be proportionably great. For in"!' 
stance a piece of silk, cloth, 18 cubits long by 2 broad, which 
is worth 8 rs. will cost the weaver for silk 41 rs., for dyeing I r. 
altogether 41 rs.; so that he has 31 rs. profit for his own 
labour, and that of his wife, and he can easily .~ake one piece 
in 12 days; so that his profits are at least 8 rs. a month. 

The cotton manufacture is' of more importance, is more 
thriving, a~d is less liable to fluctuation; because bI far the 
greater part of the commodity is consumed inthe district~ and 
the weavers would not suffer very materially were the exporta
tion altogether to cease; Cot at present there is some imported, 
and it is probable, that were the' exportation to cease, the 
weavers would apply themselves to work in goods that would 
suit the demand of the neighbourhood. 

At l\Ialdeh and in its vicinity al'e about 120 houses occti .. 
pied by weavers, who make thin muslin (l\Iolmol), and turbans, 
and are the only persons in the district,1Iwho weave thes'e 
kinds of cloth. They have from one to seven looms in each 
house, and the whole looms'may be, aoout360. l\~ost of.them 
are said to receive advances for the l\:lolmols, either from the 
Company's factory, or from pri~ate merchal1ts 'at Calcutta and 
Moorshedabad. About one-hall ot· the goods howevet,. in .. 
eluding aU the turbans, is made for ready money sale. The 
whole amount may be about 50,000 rs. The goods made On 
commission are 4 cubit.s in length' by 2 in' breadth, <!Ontain 
from 12, to 1,5,000 threads in ,th~ ,warp, and sell from U to 
16rs. Many, whjch are'rejected by.the factory, are sol~ fol' 
ready money. at ~early the same ratinthich~the Company give 
for the best prices. ,The common' goods' intended fOl" ready 
money sale, are about a cubit shorter, abou~.3 inches narrower, 
and contain.iIi the warp, from SOO to. 1000 threads~ They 
usually sell at from 4 to'6.rs. a'P!ece;,: ... 

The following capital is· required fOl this business; & loom 2. rs~ sticks for warping, ,and ~ wheel,for winding 2 anas. A 
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shop 4 rs. thread for two ready money pieces, worth 6 r8. eact], 
5 rs. j totaJ, 11 r"s. 10 anas; to which must"be added a month's 
subsistence. "'The 'man and his wife warp, wind, and weave 
two pieces of this kind in a month, and he has 7 rs. profit, 
deducting however, the tear and wear of his apparatus, which 
is a triBe. A person bired to weave can in a month make. 
three pieces of this kind, and is allowed ~ anas in the rupee 
of their value, which is 21 rs. a month. The finest goods cost 
2 rs. a piece for weaving. 

At Maldeh is one person who weaves cloth, that is Bowered 
in the loom (Jamdani); and two men who weave cotton car
pets (Sutrunje); but these may be passed over as of no 
importance. On asking the weavers of Maldeh concerning 
the profits of the respective classes, each pretended to be the 
poorest j but, on comparing the whole it would appear, that 
at Maldeh and its vicinity, the silk weavers had the highest 
profits, next to these the weavers of mixed goods, next to 
these the weavers of muslins, and lastly, plough for loom, the 
farm~'rs whose usual profits on each plough may be about 
40 rs. a, year. This is on the supposition, that both looms 
and ploughs are wrought by persons of the family. A large 
deduction indeed must, be made where servants or journey
men are employed, or where an imprudent anticipation of 
their resources his induced them to borrow money at an ex
orbitant rate. Silk weavers, who have four or five looms, and 

··bire journeymen, spend 12 or I5rs. a month. In these cal
culations it is taken for granted, that the weaver has regular 
employment. At present many near Maldeh are destitute, and 
this is an evil inseparable from the conditio~ of a manufac
turer, especia)]y when he works for a foreign market. Indeed 
this is a kind of employment that deserves less encourage
ment from governments than it usually receives. At one time 
the manufacturer is wallowing in riches and luxury, and claims 
every Indulgence that he can imagine, on account of the sup
posed wealth that he brings to the country. Next year he 
i,s starving, and expects that all other considerations should 
give way to his interest. 

Out of Maldeh the number of professional weavers is in
, adequate to supply clothing for the inhabitants. The whole 

number may be about 6000 families, who may have SOOO 
. looms. A f~w, of -these are employed by di.fferent subordinate 
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agents belonging to the Company's factories at English Bazar 
(Maldeh) and Rongpoor; but the number has of late de~ 
creased; and although the weavers suffer fr~ bot receiving 
the advances to which they had been accustomed; and which 
had enabled many to involve themselves in debt, there seems 
to be no want of full employment, and on an a~erage each 
loom can clear 4 rs. a month for weaving, winding and 
warping, whether they purchase the thread, and sell the 
cloth after it is made, or receive the thread from the good 
women of the country, and weave it at so much a cubit. Both 
practices are common, and except by the Company no advan
ces are made; but several native traders buy up the pieces 
that are rejected by the Company's agent, and export them. 
Each family generally keeps a 100m for every man, where the 
caste is that of a proper weaver; but as many persons of 
other castes have adopted the" profession, some btothers of 
such families cultivate the grounds, and others weave; no 
person however, that I have included in the list of weavers, 
does both. The value of the thread which each man. may 
weave in a month, win be about 8 rs. making the whole value 
of the cloth 144 rs. a year for each loom, which on 8,500 
looms [mcluding those in lIaldeh) amount to 1~,OOO rs. 

The cloths chiefly made for exportation, by means of the 
Company's factory near l\Ialdeh, are Tonjeps, or plain whit~ 
muslin about 4 cubits .long by 2 cubits or 2} broad, and con-' 
taiDing from 1,100 to 1,300 threads in the warp, and which 
sell at from 6 to 9 rs. a piece. A lew thicker cloths called 
Baftas are made for the factory at Rongpoor. 

The cloths which the weavers make for the natives, are 
dresses of thin muslin, generaDywith red~blue on white borders, 
and which sell at low prices, being very short. Pieces of 1 (t 

cubits by 2 sell forlrom 1~ to 2 rs. A great number both of the 
low Hindu and Muhammedan farmers have a loom in their 
house, and both men and women work at it when they have 
leisure, and make coarse thick cloth, such as Gozis a'"nd Goras, 
of which the total value may be 450,000 rs. 4 

The whole cotton cloth therefore, woven in the district may 
amount to 1,674,OOOrs. of which 140 or 1.50,000 are exported. 
leaving about 1,.514,000 for consumption. The cotton thread 
spun in the district has been estimated at 1,165,000 rs. allow 
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65,000 to enter into mixed cloth, the pront of the weavers of 
cotton will be about 574,000 rs~ . -

The next most important man,ufacture of cloth is that which 
is made from the Pat, or CorCh()rU8 'capsularis, and is 'almost 
entirely wrougbt and spun by tb~ women of the low Hindu 
castes called Konch,. Polya and Rajbon'gsi •. The very coarse 
kind of linen called Megill is the common dress of these pooi
people, and it is woven in the SfPnC way with the cpane 
cotton cloths, which I have lately mentjoned. Most families 
have a loom, and the people, especially the 'Women in the 
afternoonsi w~rk a little occasio.oally; and this serves to "clothe 
the family, so that it is seldom sold. The piec.es .consist of 
three or four narrow cloths sewed' .together, ,are 4 or Ii cubits 
long and from ~ to 3 cubits wide, and are worth from 2 to 
8 anas each. Some have red or. black borders. It is' said to 
be much more durable than clOth made of cotton, and strongly 
resembles the coarse linen that, is made .0£ flax. The annual 
value of the Megili, that is woven,: in this district may' be 
about 100,000 rs. ' 

The coarse sackcloth called Chote, is a more valuable ma
nufacture from the same materiaL This sackcloth is made of 
three kinds, and is always 'woven in pieces' from 1 to. 1 cubit 
wide, of which two or three are sown together into One piece, 
before it is sold. ~ 

The first kind intended for bedding is 4< or 5 cubits long, 
and from 21 to 3 cubits wide, and sens .at about 8 rs. for 100 
pieces. Secondly; that intended for covering bales of cloth 
is of the same dimensions, but is thicker than the former kind. 
The 100 pieces cost from 610.,10 r8. Thirdly, that intended 
lor making rice and sugar bags is 4 cubits long and I} or Il 
cubit ·wide. and 10. b~gs c()st 4< pI 5 rs. Some of the second 
kind is purchased for the Company's factory at Maldeh; but 
·this forms an inconsiderable patt. of the whole. The great 
demand is for rice and ljIug8l" bags- i but for these 60,000 rs . 
. worth are brought from the Rongpoor district, and perhaps 
100,000 rs. worth are m~de here. Those for bedding may be 
worth 50,000 r8., and, thpse for package, 10,000 rs .. making 
the value- of all manufactured in this district amount to 
160,000rs. .' 

The manufacture of Pat is carried on entirely by females. 
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A woman, in the course of the month,. ,besides ~llting'SOn1-e 
rice, or preparing Chira in the morning, and'taking care or 
her family, can make two or three pieces ill' l\Iegill, each 
worth 3 anas, of which the material will be one-balf; and hel." 
gain will be 8 or 4 anas. The m~terials produced in the 
country are not sufficient (or the demand, and large quanti-

• ties are imported from 'the north-east~ ;,. 
The cloth made of Arendi, or the' silk of lUcinqs,' is. of 

little importance, and is seldom brought to sale. The people 
who rear the worms have the cloth wrought for their'own"use, 
The pieces are from 8 to 5 cubIts long, a.nd from l2 to 8' cubits 
wide, but have a seam in .the middle, and are wortll (rom IS 
to 12 anas. About 10,000 families may rear worms, and make 
each from one to three pieces in a year, so that the total value 
made annually may be about 10,000 rs.., -.. . 

The flowering cotton cloth, witli ihe needTe, has gi1'en a 
good deal of employment to the l\Iuhammedi:m: 'Womea':of 
Maldeh, for the needle has neyer been used by the Hindusi 
women, who work at this employment, are'dlled Bubid·ars. 
and the patterns are divided into two kinds, Kosida 'and Chi .. 
kan. The tormer have running patterns ~ the' latter 'are in 
detached flowers,> or spots, and are'the kind mose commoruy 
made at l\Ialdeh. ' 

One of the women -says, that in the town there are a'b'Out· 
500 families wh~ .work' at this busines$. They only flower 
the, cloth that is given ,tl) them by manufacturers, and' neve,t 
stand the chance of purchasing cloth, fldW'erm'g, it, 'aItd thed 
offering it for sale. Before the women receive'the clotb, it is 
stamped with the pattern, which 'is done by -men; 'and'th:e 
stamps are cut and designed at 'the place. Th-e< Comparil's 
factory formerly employed many women, and gave from 3 to 

.4 rs. for flowering a piece 20 cubits, fong' by 'fl: broad: A 
woman could' flower a piece in two ~onths, so that she ,CupId 
gain from Ii to 2 rupees in that time, and they are anxious 
for the factory's work, as the employment is' regular. ~he 
merchants, indeed, who now employ ·the womet1 to flowep 
coarse muslin, worth from 4 to 8 rs. a piece, give good wage$~ 
but their demand being 'irregular, ,the women dd not, mak~ 
above one rupee a month. If, inde~d, the employmeD~' wets 
constant, a clever woman could every. month flower one·piece,.. 
and the rate is from 2 to 2t rs. a piece. On the w~ole, ~he 
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value of 'thiS" manufacture may at present be estimated at .. 
500 rs. a month, or 6000 rs. a year. 

At Dinajpoor about 31 fa~ilies of Muhammedans (Patoyar) 
are employed in making silk strings, which are used for tying 
trowsers, or for necklaces and bracelets. Some of these con
sist of net-work, others are plaited, ,and all are adorned with 
tassels. The work is not so neat as in. most places of India, • 
for iIi general it is very beautiful At Dinajpoor are 17 fami
lies who make chintz, but I had no opportunity of seeing their 
operation. Their capitals may be from 5 to 10 rs. for mate
rials, besides their house, and they live like dyers. The cloth 
that they print is chiefly brought to them, and printed at so 
much a piece, and is in general half worn before it come~ iDt~ 
their hands. None is exported. 

Among all tl1ese artists, except some of the weavers, who 
make coarse cloth for their own use, there are few or n~ per
sons who cultivate the ground at one season, and work at their 
profession during the remainder of the year. Many, it is true, 

'rent lands, but they cultivate these chiefly by ~eans of per-
SOils who labour for a share of the crop; although sometimes, 
also, servants are hired for the purpose. . I have already 
explained the reason why this practice is common. On 
the whole, the artists in general live as comfortably as 
small farmers, and their condition will finally improve, if ad
vances ~re gradually discontinued. In the meantime, from 
the too sudden withdrawing of the capital formerly employed 
in that way, they have suffered great inconvenience, and 
sometimes even distress; but th,ere can be no doubt that the 
system of advances is in itself ru~nous to both farmers and 
'artia.ts, ~s, conjoined with the usual imprudence of mankind, 

. it -is an effectual means of preventing the accumulation of 
cap~tal in their hands, and withQut this accumulation it is. 
,\JUerJy impossible that they should possess any independence 
~~ ease. 

T,he ,manufacture of sugar is one of the most important in 
this district, and some of its productions ,have not yet been 
fully examined by chemists, being somewhat different from 

,those procured in Europe. I shall therefore give a detail 'of 
the different processes at considerable length, and leave the 
properties of the different articles for future investigation. 
The' ~anufacturer8 of 8ug~r pur~hase the e:x,tract, ,or inspis-
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sated juice of sugar-cane (Gur) from the Cumrs, and in ge
neral prefer that which is little inspissated, an4,which is called 
Royadar, or Danadar, Crom being' of a granular consistence, 
and l\Iotki, Kundo, Hangra, from its being brought Cor sale 
in pots. Air this, however, cannot .be conveuiently brought 
from a distance, some oC the extract (Gur), called Dhima 
·from being formed .in. Cakes, or Chaki from being formed in 
square masses, is also employed. 

I shaJI first mention the buildings necessary for the opera
tion. The boilers are oC two sizes, one adapted -for making, 
at each operation, about s.w Calcutta sers, or 1105 lb. ; the 
otber boils 46-f. sers, or 950 lb. The former weigh about 
600 lb., and the latter 490 lb. This will contain about 2672 lb. 
of water. or about 421 cubical feet. reckoning 1000 ounces to 
the cubical fooL It is in shape oC tbe segment of a sphere. 
9 feet in diameter at the mouth j the other is larger in pro
portion. The boiler is sunk into a cylindrical cavity, in the 
ground, which serves as a fire-place, so that ~ts edge is just' 
above the lIoor of the boiling-house. The fuel is thrown in 
by an aperture close to one side of the boiler, and the smoke 
escapes by a horizontal chimney, that passes out on.the oppo-: 
site side oC the hut, and hilS a small round aperture, about 
10 feet distant from the wall, in order to lessen the danger 
from fire. Some manufacturers. have. only one boiler, others 
as many as four; _ but each boiler has a separate hut, in one 
end of which is some spare Cuel, and in the other some bam
boo stages, which support cloth strainers, that are oC· use in 
the operation. This hut is about 2.f.cubits long, and 10 broad; 
has mud walls 6 cubits high; and is raised about 1 cubit above 
the ground. For each boiler are required two other 1.1ouse:; 
one, in which the extract oC sugar-cane is separated from the 
wolasses by being strained~ is about 20 cubits long by 10 wide. 
The other, that is about 30 cubits long by 8 wide;· is that in' 
which, after the extract has been strained, boiled, and claii~, 
fied, the treacle is separated from the sugar, by an operation 

--analogous to claying. Each sugar manufacturer has besides, 
a warehouse, the size of which is in proportion to the number 
of boilers. The walls oC these three last huts are clay; and 
under the thatch, in order to diminish the risk from fire. they 
have a roof terraced With the same material. The 1I00r or' 
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the warehouse is raised ~ cubits above {he soil. The whole .. 
premises are surrounded by a high wall of mud. 

I shall now detail the most simple process by which the 
sugar is procured . from the pot extract, as performed in a 
small boiler at Bodolgachhi, and by which the sugar called 
Badol, in the neighbouring markets, is procured. • 
Ta~e 640 sers (58 S.w. or 11M lb. the ser) of pot extract; 

divide it into 4 parts; put each into a bag of coarse sack. 
cloth (Choti); hang these over an equal number of wide
mouthed earthen vessels, and sprinkle a little water on them; 
there will drain from the bags 160 Sers at a substance called 
Math by the natives, and which I consider as analogous 
to the molasses that flow from the ~~gsheads in a cqring
house of Jamaica. The remrunder in the bags is called Sar, 
and is a kind of coarse Muscovado sugar, but is far from 
being so well drained and freed from molasses as that which 
comes from the 'Vest Indies. Put the 480 sers of this sub
stance into the boiler with 180 sers of water, and boil them 
briskly for 144 minutes. Then add 120 sers of water, and 
boil 48 minutes more. In the meantime strain 60 sers of 
water through an earthen pot with some holes in its bottom, 
which is covered with straw, and over this the pot is filled 
with ashes of the plantain-tree. Four sers of this clear alka
line fjolution are added to the boiling sugar and occasion a 
thick scum, and this is removed. After fl4 min. 3 sers of alka
line solution and one-f'ourth $er of raw 'milk are added, and 
the boiling and scumming are continued 24 minutes. This 
must be repeated ,from five to 'seven times, '·until no more 
scum appears. Then add' 160 sers of water, take 'out the 
liquor, and, put it into a number of strainers. These are 
bags of coarse cotton cloth, in form of inverted quadrangular 
pyramids, each of which is suspended from a frame of woo~ 
about two feet square. The operation of straining occupies 
about '96 minutes. The strained liquor is divided into three 
parts. One of these is put into the boiler with from one
fourth to one ser of alkaline solution, -(fl set: of tnilk, and 9 
sers of water. After having boiled for between 48 and 72 
minutes one-half ser of'milk is added, and the liquor is poured 
in equal portions into 'four refining pots. These are wide at 
the mouth and pointed at the bottom, but are not conical, fOf 
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the sides are curves. The bottom is perforated, and the 
stem of a plantain leaf forms a plug for closing the aperture. 
The two remaining portions of the strained liquor are ma
nlloaed in exactly the same manner, ~o that each refining pot 
has its share of each portion. ~en they have cooled a 
little the refining pots are removed to the curing-house, and 
placed on the· ground fol 240 hours. Next day they are 
placed on a frame, which supports them at some distance 
from the ground. A wide-mouthed vessel is placed ·under 
each to receive the viscid liquor that drains from them. which 
seems to be analogous to the treacle of the European sugar
bouses, and which by the natives is called Kotra, Chite, and 
Rab. In order to render the separation of these more com
plete, moist leaves of the JTali.sNeria spiralis (pata) are placed 
over the mouth of the pot to the thickness of two inches. 
After remaining 10 or 12 days these are removed, and a crust 
of sugar, about half an inch in thickness, is found on the sur
face of the boiled liquor. The crust, is broken and removed, 
and fresh leaves are repeatedly added until the whole sugar 
has formed, which requires from 75 to 90 days. The sugar 
procured is usually 14.4 sers of 1~ s.w. or 178H sers of 58 
s.w., 8l)d the treacle is about 300 sers, so that in scumming 
and straining the boiled liquor very little is lost, or at least 
the loss is compensated by the water in the molasses and 
treacle, for the 160 sers of molasses strained from the extract 
belore it was boiled must be also considered as part of the 
produce. \\'hen cake extract is used it does not require to 
be strained before it is put into the boiler, but 4SO sers of it 
are broken to pieces, and put at once into the boiler with 80 
sers of water, and are then treated exactly in the same man
ner as the Sar, or strained pot extract. The produce is 

, reckoned to be usually 96 sers of sugar at 72 s.w. the ser, or 
119H sers at 53 s.w.,800 sers of treacle, and near 61 sers 
of scummings and strainings. 

At Bodolgachhi and some other places it is not usual to 
carry the manufacture any farther. All sugar is considered. 
as equally good, and the molasses and'treacle are sold in that 
state. The former is used in several kinds of sweetmeat. 
diat are cons~med by the pOor. The treacle is used in pre
paring tobacco for 'being smoked, but the poor often use it: 
in sweetmeats. Both may undergo farther operations [r(lID 
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the boiler! .~ut at Bodolgachhi these are not usually per .. 
formed. I shall now therefore state the accounts which 1 
received from' a manufacturer of the profit and charge of the 
operation conducted in ,the manner which 1 have just now 
described. 

CHARGB -The boilioj1:-house. 50 n.; the curing-house. 50 n.; the 
straioin2'-house. 30 n.; the warehouse. 45 1'8. j the fence' by which tht'se 
are surrounded, 25 1'8.; the iron boiler, 96 1'8.; to pot8 of vanous kinds, 
38 rs.; to sackcloth for strainers, 3 n., to cotton cloth for ditto, I rupee. 
S anas; to bamboos, I rupee, 8 anas ; to ashes of the plantain-tree, 8 n.; 
to milk, 9 1'5. ; to mati! 011 which the sugar is dried, 51's.; to planks, ladles. 
&c., I rupee; to ropes and flax (Pat), 2 n ; to fuel (reed caUt'd Birna). 
1251's. To servant5.-poe Gomasta or agent, who also receives a com
mission on the extract from the cultivators; at 4 n. per m. for 12 m.,48 
1'8.; one watchman and messenger for 12 m., 24 n.; to one head boiler 
for 5 m, 25 rs.; to 4 under boilers (or ditto, 30 n.; to J wt'igber and 
strainer for ditto, 10 rs.; to 4 workmen for ditto, 32 1'8.; to 700 maM of 
cake extract, at It rupee; to 500 mum of pot extract, at It r., 750 n. ; 
deduct the value of the building.i and apparatus at the end of the year, 
100 n.; total, 2184 n. Produce.-By 700 man. (41,664 lb.) of cake ex
tract (the ser 59 s.w.), 140 mam (72 s.w. the ser, or 10,3441b.) of lugar, 
at 6 n. a man, 840 rs.; by 500 maM (or 29,082 lb.) of pot extract. 1121 
mans or (8312Ib.) of sugar, at 611'8.. 731 n.4 "nas; by 800 malll (or 
47.615 lb.) of molasses and treacle, at t 1'., 600 rs.; loss, 12 n. 12 aoas; 
total, 2184 rs. Tbe apparent loss here arises from the estimate having 
been formed on what bappeoed last year, when the crop was unfavourable, 
and the price of extract high. In usual yean no cake extract is made into 
sugar, and the price of the pot extract. by the mall of 58 8. w. the SCI', is 
seldom so high as it rupee. Then the charges will be-to sundries, 65~ 
rl!.; to 1200 mans of pot I'Xtract, at It ropee, J500 1'5; deduct apparatus, 
100 n.; total, 2059 1'8. Returns.-27.o manl SUlCar. at 6t 1'8., 1755 1'$.;. 
800 mam molasses and treacle, 600 n.; profit. 296 1'8.; total, 2059 n. 

1;his profit is probably somewhat Wlderrated, and in this 
country would be a return totally inadequate for a capital of 
2000 r8.; but it will be seen in what manner thi~ is made up 
to the manufacturer. The sugar made, in this part of the 
country is called Badol, and is reckoned the best in the di~ 
trict. 'I shall now detail another account, and fuller process. 
It was given by a manufacturer of Chintamon, who, owing to 
the failur~ of the crop last year, had given up business, as 
his. capital was small, and he could not make advances until 
he recovers what has been already advanced, which may 
never be the case, at least so he seemed to think. He was 
on this account less liable to depart from truth in his account. 
All his weights are of the Calcutta standard, or 80 s. w: for 
the sere The extract is all of the pot kind, and, in straining 
it through the sackcloth, one-half comes away in molasses or 
math, whereas at Bodolgachhi a quarter only drains through 
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the bags. To what circumstance this differen!!e is owing I 
could not ascertain, whe"ther to the juice 'havtng been less 
evaporated than at Bodolgachhi, or whether the manufacturer 
of Chintamon applies' more water than is done at the last 
mentioned place. The ,operation is nearly the same, only the 

.. sugar that is obtained by ~he two first applications of the 
leaves is kept separate from ~hat procured by the third appli
cation, which is considered of an inferior quality. Every 
man or 40 sers therefore gives 20 sers of molasses, 7 t sers of 
sugar of the first quality, 2t sers of the second quality, and 
5 sers only of treacle, while 5 sers are lost in scumming. The 
quantity of treacle is diminished in proportion to the increase 
of the molasses. The custom near Chintamon is to prepare 
the molasses by boiling them three days, from morning until 
night. The quantity by this inspissation is reduced in the 
proportion of three to five. - ,\Vhen this has been accom
plished the inspissated molasses are poured into pots, each 
containing It man or 1231 lb., a small quantity of sugar (one
sixteenth part of a ser), and an equal quantity of pot ash are 
put into each pot, and the contents are stirred about dili
gently with a stick until they become coo). It then forms a. 
substance called Khangr, which sells at from 5 rs. to 5t the 
pot. Every year one furnace could boil 1500 mans of pot 
extract, although many manufacturers do not boil more than 
1000 mans~ not being able to prO,cure a greater quantity. 
The following estimate will show the produce of 1000 mdns, 
or a" little more than 8fl,OOO lb.:-

~., , .. 
To 1871 ma1i8 or fine sugar, at 71 lS., 1406 lB. 4 anas; to 621 mana of 

coarse sogar~ at 4 .. lS., 265 n. 10 anas; to 200 pots of inspissated 1)10-

lasse8. at 5 1'8'. a pot, 1000 18.; ,to 125 mana of treacle, at 1 r.o 125 rB.; 
tQtaJ, 2796,-s. 14 &nas. The expense as stated by the same person.
I agent or accomptant 12 m.,' 42 n.; 1 weigher and messenger 12 do • Hi 
rs. ; 1 head boiler;4 do., 16 rs. ; 2 scummers, do., 10 lB. ;. 2 men tq supply 
foel, 8 l~: ; 2 stramers, to rs.; 2 curers. 12 lB. ;- wages, 113 rs; potabJ!. 
8 lB ... milk. Hi lS.; fuel, 120 lB. j pots. ,24 lB.;, cotton cloth, 2 rs.; i.ck:
cloth.,2 fS.; bamboos and ropes. 4 rs. j porten, 12 r8.; total, 187 lB. ,< 

Th~ 'houses and boiler cost about 400 rs., of which on~-harf 
should, be deducted for interest, tear and wear, and insurance. 
The total expense will be-

Servants, 113 lB.; sundries. 187 rs.; buildings and repairs .. 200 lB.; 
1000 mall8 of extract. 1500 rB.; total, 2000 ra.. • , 
The profit, therefore, is 796 rs. upon a: capital of 2000 ; but 
owing to the very great fluetuations in the market this .is. 
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liable to great variations. The price of the sugar, January. 
1808, is very high. The merchants refuse to take advances'" 
at 51 rs. for the man of 72 s.w. the ser (73 1

8,Ma), and stand 
out for 6 rs., although the extract is very cheap, being below 
what I have stated as the common price. Indeed, if the esti. 
mate above given be accurate, they could not afford to sell it. 
for less. The sugar of this division, called Phulvari from 
the name of a Pergunah, is reckoned to be of the second 
quality in this district. 

There is another method practised, although I have not 
been able to procure any satisfactory account of the quantity 
of each article produced.' The manufacturer follows the 
same method as usual, and applies the weed three times, at 
each time from 20 to 25 days. All the sugar procured by 
this manner is of the same quality, if the weed is anow~d to 
remain a sufficient length of time. It is only when a short 
time is allowed that the third cake is of an inferior quality to 
the tw:o first. After- three applications what remains -in four 
pots is collected into one, and "treated a fourth time with 
ieates, and then produces some sugar of the 'best quality. 
This process goes on 'Until the rainy season puts a stop to 
making sugar ·of the first quality. Then the Kotra or treac1e 
is boiled,down to the thickness of pot-extract, and is mixed 
with an equal quantity of that substance, and is treated just 
as the pot extract was by itBeH'; this gives sugar of a second 
'luality. The treacle from thi~ is again treated in the same 
manner, and with the addjtion~ of an equal.quantity of pot 
extract yields ~ugar of a thir4 quality. The treacle from this 
is inspissated, and then treated as extract without receiving 
addition, and gives a coarse kind' of sugar called Bud. 

The following was given as the produce of)OOO mans, at 
90 S.w. the ser, or of 12.50 mans, 0172 s.w. the ser:-

To 125 ma~ of Ist sugar, at 6 n., 750 n. ; to 76 do. of 2d do., at 5. n., 
412 n'i .0 50 do. of 3d do., at 5 rs., 250 rs. ; to 25 do. of 4th do., M 4 n., 
,100 n.; to 833 24-72 do. of molasses, at 1 r. per man, of 60 s.w. the lIer, . 
01' 1000 mana, 1000 n. The price of the extraet at It r. the man of 90 
s.w. the ser, should be, 1750 n.; total 762; deduct expense, 500 ra.; 
profit, 262 rupees. 

N ear the Korotoya the sugar is chiefly manufactured in this 
lJ].anner, and is called Ghoraghat sugar. It is reckoned the 
worst in _the district. 

-The. D!1mber of sugar manufacturers amounts to 141, and 
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the boilers •• which they employ, were stated to be 225 • 
. These, on an average, boil each 1,000 mans Calcutta weight, 

or altogether 225,000 mans. The sugar may amount to 
about one-fourth of this weight, or 41,!19 cwt.., and may be 
worth 337,500 rs., or a little more than 8 rs. a cwt. The 
molasses and treacle mlJ.Y be a.bout two;'thirds of the weight, 
And may be worih about 150,000 rS. The raw mate~al is 
produced in much greater quantity than the manufacturers 
consume; and by far the greater part of the sugar,· and a 
large proportion of. the molasses and treacle are e~ported. 

All the manufacturers (Goldars) are natives, and most of 
them are men of considerable wealth. Three or four thou .. 
sand rupees, for each boiler, is the smallest capital thatcan 
carryon the business, : and very few have borrowed money. 
Some live in a very decent manner like landholders, and some 
indeed have purchased considerable landed estates. A. prin
cipal part of their pro~t arises fr9~ advancing. money to the 
cultivators, from whom_ they procure the extract. The far .. 
mers who want advances, in the end of June or beginning of 
July, apply to k manufacturer, who sends a person to inspect 
the cane. The terms having been then sett1e~,_.a I\.undo .. 
Khalasi or release is procured from the landlord, whQ accepts 
of the manufacturet's secut:ity for the rentin place of his,hy. 
pothec on the crop, and the manufactur~r .become$, .bound to
pay the whole money; that i$ to he adva~ced; by, foUr instal .. 
ments into ,the hands of the landlord.. In general this is' lruf .. 
:ficient to pay the whole rent of the farm. It .is usual to, ad.,. 
vance from 12 to 15 rs. on the bigah, that is equal to half, an 
acre. : The, extract is rec~ived ~~ paym,ent 8:t -Ii-b~ow, the 
harvest market price, which the manufacturers keep low, as; 
no one bids until this has been al';ranged. The manufacturer 
besides reCeives in-:extract·the value of h31f an ana,fof .e.ve'fY 
rupee ad,vanced ;. and, 'when the :acCQunt is elo.se~, from ,Il to 
3t anas.on the .rupee by. way of interest. ,He "thereror~ on· 
the whole receives from 21. to 3i anas b~ each rup~,e •. that he ' 
has fldvanced; 01' from 17. to ~O pe.r cent., Both landlo~ds' apd 
farmers are de,sirousof dealing with the sugar: manufactuxers.' 

The. Company occasionally ,tak~s .so~ -0£ the. ,sugar ~ rand a. 
little is bought bY"petty traders.. for. the' purpose of reta.i1mg 
in the country;.. ~ut ·by fal ~be greater, part a£ the sugar,: and;' 
much of, the molasses and itreacle, are exported to Moorshe-
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dabad and Calcutta, on account of th~ manufacturers, whu 
dispose of them by their agents. 

},Ianufacture of lndigo.-This manufacture has been en
tirely introduced by Europeans; for although a dye has long 
been prepared by the natives of India from the indigo plant, 
yet no sooner had the plant been carried to America, than 
the dye manufactured by European skill totally supplanted 
the Indian kind in our markets, and it is only the same- skill, 
that has restored this manufacture to its original country. 
Whether or not the European dyers have used judgment in 
rejecting the original and cheap manufacture of India, I can
not say; for a great many considerations, which at present I 
llave no means of in"estigating, must be previously weighed; 
but there is no doubt that the dye produced by the-Indian 
kind is perfectly good. The process, which is used by the 
Indian dyers with success, in extracting the dye from their 
own kind, woulq according to them produce no effect with 
the drug prepared after- th.e European method; the Indian 
drug is therefore equally ~_effectual, and probably easier 
wrought than the European; but the quantity of it required 
for a given quantity of thread is much greater, the freight on 
"the same value would be much higher, and therefore it may 
be 40ubted, whether on the whole it would in Europe be a 
cheaper dye. It may be also doubted whether it would keep 
as well in long voyages. The difficulties that are in t~ way 

~ of the manufacture, while carried on by Europeans, are so 
great, that if the Indian -kind would answer equally well, 
grea~ advantage would arise from diverting European enter
'Prise and capital to other pursuits, for which they are better 
fitted. 

Until however the experiment haa been fairly tried; and it 
has been shown to the satisfaction of the English dyers, that 
t~e drug-prepared after _the Indian fashion is equallyadvan
tageous with that prepared after the European method, 
-which may never be the case, this manufacture is of great 
importance, and deserves e~couragement so far as to supply 
the :British market. How far the manufacturing for exporta
ti~n t9 _foreign markets, may be advantageous either for the 
public, or for individuals is doubtful. The state of markets 
becomes. in that case so uncertain, that many are ruined, and 
in -fact ,there is reason to think, that upon the whole more 
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has been lost in tbis manufacture tban has been "gained, espe
-dally in this district, wbere it never bas thtiven. 

Tbe macbinery at first was expellsive and ill adapted for 
the purpose. but considerable improvements have been made. 
both in reducing the expense, and in perfecting the opera
tion. The following is an account ot the works necessary in 

• a small factory consisting of two vats. 
Firs~ a well, tank or canal for supplying water. In some 

parts of this district the water IS found abundantly in wells, 
at a very little depth from tbe surface; and in such cases 
this seems to be by far the best method of procuring water, 
because tbe supply is more certain. 1\Iany situations, how
el"er, do not admit of wells, and recourse must be had either 
to tanks, or to canals from rivers.· The supply from the for
mer, unless the tank is very large, or contains numerous 
springs, is very uncertain, and sometimes fails, so tbat the 
whole crop is lost. The supply from rivers is more regular; 
but at times the water sinks serial) "beneath the level of the 
works, tbat tbe raising it is attepded with great expense. In 
a level country raising water is always attended with a consi
derable expense. Pumps answer very well in point of effect; 
but they are very liable to require repair, and native artists 
want skill; so that the works, in which pumps have been em
ployed, hav"e often been at a stand; and more simpfe ma
chines are therefore in general preferred. The best that I 
have seen is a wheel moved by people walking on its innet 
circumference, like the wheel of a crane. The water is raised 
by buckets fixed to a rope, which passes round , barrel on " 
the axis of the wheel, and these empty their contents as each 
arrives at the summit. One constructed by Mr. Tucker h~s 
cost only 60 rs. can be easily repaired, and raises a great 
deal of water. It is also occasionally liable to go wrong, and 
in such .cases may stop the works for a day or two. Some 
people therefore~ prefer raising the water by buckets with 
ropes passing over a pulley. On the whole I am persuaded, 
that the introduction of the lever (Yatam or. Pacota) of Ma
dras, or the leathern bag wrought by oxen ~n an in~line~ 
plane, as used in the west and south of India, would be • 
great improvement. 

From the well the water should pass along a channel into 
!l reservoir. Both channel and reservoir should be built of . . 

VOL. II. RRR 
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brick, and covered with plaster. The channel, like all the 
others in the works, should be of considerable length to 
allow sufficient room for all operations. The reservoir should 
have walls about two or three feet high, and should be large 
and shallow, so that impurities may quickly subside, and that 
as much of the water as possible may be exposed to the sun 
and air; which Mr. Tucker has found to be of great advan .. 
tage. The reservoir should be of a size sufficient to con,tain 
as much water, as will at once fill the vats, by which means 
the operation goes on more equally and quickly, and this last 
circumstance in every part of the operation is a principal 
means of rendering it perfect, the drug, ctEteris paribus, 
being always better in proportion to the quickness with 
which it has been made. The cock, by which the water is 
drawn from the reservoir, should be at some distance from 
the bottom, in order to allow the heavy impurities to be en
tirely separated. 

The steeping vat or vats ·are constructed like the reser
voir, being built of brick 'lined'~ith plaster, open above, and 
having walls about three feet' 'high. . The dimensions now 
most usually employed are 20 feet by 30. They are filled 
with water by means of a brick and mortar channel, which 
communicates with the reservoir; the cock of the reservoir 
must of course be above the level of their upper edge. In 
these vatl the indigo weed is infused, and the infusion is as
sisted by a fermentation, and much of the success of the ope
ration, no doubt, depends on this being properly conducted. 
The vats,.which Mr. Tucker employs. are very shallow, and 
are not covered above. The first circumstance may be of 
use, by giving a greater exposure to air; but I suspect, that 
the latter is an ill judged economy. A. heavy fall of rain 
would~ no doubt, in some measure check the fennentation, 
and the difference between a clear sun shine day, and cloudy 

• w~ather would have strong effects; and although the ferment. 
ation might not be altogether stopped, the uncertainty of the 

: time, from the difference of circumstances, will no doubt 
, rt:nder'the whole operation more uncertain. A simple shed, 
therefore, to exclude sun and rain, I have no doubt, should 
be added to the steeping or fermenting vats, but Ii very free 
circulation of air is necessary.. . • 

It is of gr~at importance that the plant should be brought 
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to the steeping vats as fresh from the' field as possible; for 
whatever has heated becomes totally unfit for use, and this is 
a strong additional reason why the whole land cultivated with 
indigo ought to be compact and contiguous to the works. 
The vat having been tilled with weed, bamboos are laid over 
it, and across these ate laid beams, in order to prevent it 
·from Boating. The reservoir is then opened, and the water 
is allowed to run into the vat, until the weed is just covered. 
The infusion and fermentation is completed in from 12 to 16 
houri, and the skill of the manufacturer is required to de
termine, when this has been accomplished. '¥hen the super
intendent judges fit, the infusion is drawn from the weed by a 
plug near the bottom of the vat, and is allowed to Bow into 
the beating vat. . 

The beating vats are made exactly Jike those used for 
steeping the weed, and should be nearly of the same size, for 
according to the present system, the shallower the infusion is 
in them the better. The object to be attained in the vats is 
to impregnate the colouring p"a~tieles, that are suspended in 
the water with oxygen, by which it becomes insoluble in wa
ter, and unites into a solid substance, called fecula by the 
artists. The means of attaining this is to mix the air and 
infusion together as much as possible, and the larger the sur
face is, this is so much the easier performed by the method 
now employed. Formerly a complex machinery, called 
heaters, was used. for agitating the infusion, and thus mixing 
it with air; but a much simpler method is now followed. A 
number of naked men o~ boys go into the vat, and run back
wards and forwards, beating the infusion with a wooden im
plement called Pha,uri, see drawing No. 35. "" 

The folIo~ing rule ~,.observed by Mr. Tucker for judging 
when the vat has been sufficiently beaten. Dip a bit of cloth 
in it, and after the clear water has run off a ,thicker liquid of 
a brown colour will begin to drop; receive"some of this on a. 
white plate, and add a little lime water. If the· colour 
changes in the least to green,' the beating must be continued; 
but if there is no tinge of green, then the beating has be~~ . 
sufficient; no injury, however, arises from a little too much. 
" Pure indigo is a substance as light, or even rather lighter, 
than water, and could nO.t even \Ie separated from that, in which 
it is suspended, by any means sorea~ily. as by adding some 
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heavy substance, for which it 11as an attraction. The sub
stance used is lime dissolved in water, of which a quantity 
is put into the vat, after its contents have been properly 
beaten, that is after the dyeing material has become a proper 
oxoid. The quantity of lime water must. be left to the judg
ment of the operator, no rule having yet been discovered for 
ascertaining what is proper. This is mixed by a few turns 
of the. people through the vat, and the fecula, or indigo is 
allowed to subside, which it will do in about an hour. The 
beating vat should have three cocks, one above the other, by 
which the water, as it becomes clear or pellucid from the 
subsiding of the indigo, is to be drawn. The lowest, it is 
evident, must be at some distance from the bottom in order to 
prevent the indigo from escaping.· "Then the indigo has in 
this manner been drained as much as possible, it is collected 
by means of coarse towels into a well on the outside of the 
vat, and is from thence put into a boiler. 

The boiling and pressing'· h.ouse must be covered, but a 
thatched shed is well sriitecl-f~r ,tlie purpose. The boiler is 
a square furnace of bricK, .'Which in the centre contains a 
large cauldron of iron. In this the indigo is inspissated by 
a little boiling, which also -probably contributes to give the 
particles a stronger tendency to cohere. After ha.ing been 
boiled for a sufficient length of time, the moist indigo is 
poured on a draining tq.ble, which consists of transverse bars 
surrounded by a ledge. The table is covered with a cloth, 
on which the boiled indigo is poured, and the greater part of 
the water drains through the cloth., The indigo is then put 
in boxes, that are perforated with holes, and which are lined 
with a cloth, that is brought over the indigo, so as to cover it 
on all sides. These boxes are placed> under presses, ,and 
the water is squeezed out as completely as possible, so that 
the indigo is left in a mass like a square cheese. The presses 
used, as in making cheese, are of two kinds, screws and 

. 'evers. The screws are more convenient ,as occupying less 
room, and. as being easily employed; but the pressure by 

• them i~ constantly diminished, as the water l'uns off; so that 
thE! levers ought to have the undoubted preference, as the 

. plies sure by them 'is uniform, which is a matter of the utmost 
consequence for completing the coherence of the particles. 

The masses: of- jndigC?, . havrng been taken from the press, 
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are cut into cubes of thr~e inches, and for the convenience 
of packing, it is of importance, that the size should be as 
uniform as possible. The cubes should ,be sprinkled with 
wood ashes, which prevent flies from laying their eggs; and. 
until perfectly dry, they should be exposed to the free air in 
single rows placed on bamboo stages. The pieces are then 
brushed, and packed in boxes for market. The house, in 
which the indigo is dried, or the curing house, as a security 
against fire, should be of brick, with numerous doors to admit 
the air; but many manufacturers content themselves with a 
thatched building. 1\1r. Tucker was so good as to favour me 
with the following estimate of the expense of an indigo work, 
capable on the above plan of making 100 mans, of indigo in 
one year. , 

To buildings and utensils, 2500 rs.; to 20,000 bundles of weed (six feet 
circumferen(.'e) at 10 per r; 2000 rs.; manufacturing charges. such as 
cloth, boxes, fuel, labourers, at 2 anas a Jlundle, 2500 rs.; servants em
ployed the whole year, 600 n'.; lo~$' ~y; bad debts, 500 rs.; to which I. 
must add the remuneration due to .tb~·superintendent. 3600 rs. Total 
11.700 sicca rs. 

This is the least stock required ,; but in calculating the 
profit, we must deduct from this charge the value of the 
buildings and utensils at the end of the year,. which may be 
1700 rs. There will remain 10,000 rs. Add interest at 12 
per cent. on the stock, and the charge will be 11,4040. Now 
indigo at Calcutta may usually sell at 140 ,rs. a man. The. 
profit therefore 'will be 2696 rs. But this is the appearance 
of affairs in good years. Whe'n the crops fail a great part of 
th~ charge is incurred, and the ret~rn is next to nothing. I 
know th,at a hIgher' value than what I have stated is gene
rally put on the in~igo at Calcutta.; but this high price is 
merely nominal. The whole indigo cannot be sold at this 
rate, and th,E;. manufacturer is tempted to send his indigo to 
London on his ,own account, and borrows money on tl~e. 
credit of what he sends; wheQ. .all accounts are settled, ,I' 
believe, it ,will in gegeral be found; that what I ha!e stated is ' 
rather above the true price. , • 

The manufacturing and selling the indigo are, however. 
the easy and comparatively agreeable parts of the busi~es.s.· 
It is the procuring the plant or raw material, that is at:' 
tended with a trouble, vexation, and disappointment so great 
and incessant, that I am 'astonished ,how any person can 
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labour through the employment. The manufacturers have 
in general given up cultivating the p1ant, the frauds, indeed, 
ahd extortions, to which every .man cultivating on a large 
scale must be exposed in this country, seem to render this 
plan unadvisable. They therefore ha'fe had recourse to 
purchasing the weed from the farmers; but the difficulties 
in this way als,o are numerous. In the first place each farmer 
will only cultivate to a very small extent; so that the space, 
in which weed sufficient for making even 190 man. of indigo 
is raised, will extend for some miles. In the next place the 
farmers will not undertake the cultivation without receiving" 
in advance, nearly the expected vaiue of the whole crop; 
and, after having teceived the money, they are very care
less in the cultivation, or in thl payment of what defi· 
ciencies arise either from their want of care, or from the 
uncertainty of season. The ploughing, sowing, weeding, 
and watching the crops, are in fact very generally neglected, 
unless the manufacturer employs people to watch over the 
farmers, and disputes naturally occur between these two 
classes of people, so that'there' is no end to the squabbles 
and petty suits that arise, unless where the manufacturer 
takes the law into his own hands, and quashes all disputes 
by force, which, it is alleged, is sometimes done. Yet at 
looking into the nature of the agreemen.ts everything would 
appear easy. 

'Vhen a factory is first established, the manufacturer 
usuaUy assembles the most wealthy farmers (Mondols) of the 
neighbouring lands; and from the accounts, which they give 
of the population and nature of the ~oil in their respective 
subdivisions (l\.fauzas), a conjecture ls formed how many 
bigahs of cultivation may be obtained in each, and upon this 
calculation money is advanced to these principal farmers, 
who give a duly attested receipt, promising to divide the 
amount among the smaller farmers in such a manner as to 
procure the greatest quantity of properly cultivated land. 
A few days commonly after this transaction, each principal 
farmer, that has received advances, delivers in a formal 
written agreement called a Satta, by which he binds himself 
tl,ndet a specified penalty to'distribute the money, to procure 
the cultivation of the number of bigahs, for "hich he has 
received ad vances, and to give ever.l facility and assistance to 
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the manufacturer in endeavouring to ~ave the cultivation 
properly conducted. The Satta also specifies all the labour 
which the farmer is to perform, such as ploughing, sowing, 
and weeding, and the price, which he is to obtain for his 
plant, and seed. This agreemen,t is sometimes not executed, 

'. until the contracting farmers ha~e distributed as much of 
the advances 'as the other farmers will receive, and then it is 
accompanied -with a paper called Tayedad or rule, which 
specifies the sum of money received in advance by each 
farmer, and the quantity of land,. which he has agreed to
cultivate. It is generally understood, although not expressly 
mentioned, that the contracting farmer is to receive one-six
teenth of the produce. This commission is paid sometimes 
entirely by the farmer in i>roduce, sometimes entirely hy the 
manufacturer, and sometimes each pays a half; but this is 
always previously settled. In fact nothing is left undeter
mined, and there is written eV,idence for almost every part of 
the contract. ' . 

So far in general everything 'goe.s on smoothly; but now 
the agents of the manufacturer must' see, that the quantity of 
land agreed for has _ been ploughed, sown, weeded, and 
watched, otherwise the want of faith, that too much prevails 
in this country, 'Would occasion a general neglect of these 
duties, the advanc~s having removed the farmer from imme
diate danger of starving, the only adequate inducement for 
labour. If the culti.v'~tors have not seed, this is sent fro~ the 
factory to the contracting fa.rmer, by whom, it is distributed; 
to be repaid at harvest, at a rate fixed by the agreement. 
When the crop is ripe, it is cut by the cultivator" and usually 
carried. to the factolJ' at the expense of the manufacturer, 
and the cultivators attend to see it measured, and the amount 
regularly~ entered in the Dooks of the factory. When the 
crop season is over, the Carmen assemble, and' settle their. 
accounts. If the season has been favourable, they receive a 
balance; buf~ if it has been unfavourable, or if they have 
taken too large a sum in advance, t!~ey owe a balance, an~ it 
is generally alleged, that almost every farmer sooner 01' later 
falls into arrears. When any balance is due by'the ma:nu

. facturer it is always paid immediately, together. with new 
advances foJ,: the next season. The balances due by the cuI-
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tivator, accumulated of course with interest, are considered 
as a part of the advances for the next yea'r, and in old esta
blished factories eigbt 01' ten neighbours are commonly re
quired to be mutual security for each otber, as each individual 
would no sooner be involved in difficulty, from his imprudent 
use of the money received in advance, than he would abscond; 
but eight or ten men cannot readily go at once, and those, • 
who staid behind, would be instantly seized, they therefore 
watch each others conduct, aAd give notice if they suspect 
that a neighbour is about to absent himself. 

At the first commencement of a f~.ctory, the advances can 
only be made through the agency of contracting farmers; but 
as great evils at'ise from their conduct, the manufacturers 
endeavour to shake them off as' soon as possible, and to 
enter into a specinc agreement with each cultivator. The 
principal defect in this contract is, that a constant superin
tendenc~ on the part of't4e p1anufacturer is necessary, and 
this gives rise to endl~ss disp!l~t:~ and complaints, especially 
where the lands are SQ njucb s~a~tered, that the greater part, 
of the superintendence must' be entrusted to persons of a 
description, in whom very little reliance can be placed. In 
fact the most violent complaints exist on all sides, and both 
farmers and landholders are very unwilling that the manu
facture should be extended. or even continued. Before I 
enter into any discussion on the causes of this dissatisfaction, 
it is necessary to premise, that were credit due to the uni. 
versal clamour in this district, its inhabitants would be unfit 
for society. Acco1.'ding to the querulous assertions of the 
people every officer of jpstice' and pplice is venal; every 
landholder, or indeed pers,!" in power, is a rapacious op
pressor; every trader is a 'cheat; everyone is a liar; the 
greater ,part are thieves; and 'inany are. robbers and mur-

. derers. At first the assertions, which I heard, were so conn • 

. llintly advanced, and from .quarters so apparently disin
~efe$ted, that I was inclined to believe a considerable part 
t>'f':'fhat was asserted respecting the character of individuals; 
'trot ,I soon found, that the accusations were so universal, that 
~o~o\fty could' not exist among such scoundrels as the people 
'represented each other. I therefore consider by far the 
greater part of such assertions to be unfounded ebullitiol,ls of 
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no import, and intended merely as an excuse (or the neces
sitous state, into which imprudent indulgence has placed the 
greater part of the inhabitants. 

The reason assigned by different classes of people, for the 
dislike of the farmers and landholders to the indigo manufac
ture are so contradictory, that a jli~icial investigation would 

"be required to-ascertain their truth. I shall therefore simply 
mention them. . The reasons assigned by the farmers are-

First, After they have taken advances from a manufacturer. he consi
ders them as his slaves. beats and confines them whenever he is dissatisfied, 
and always refuses to allow them to pay their balances, and to relinquish 
the cultivation. 

Secondly, That they are cheated both in the measure of their land. and 
in the measure of the weed. This does not imply, that tbe manufacture 
is considered by the Datives as a cheat; the fault eveD by tberil, is usually 
attributed to bis servants. 

Thirdly. That the whole produce of ~he field does not exceed the rent, 
which the landlords heighten so as to r~na~r the cultivation ruinous; and 
as most of the land cultivated for indigo~ out oflease. the owners may 
no doubt demand whatever rent they pi~e.· °The reasons Ilssigned by the 
landholders or Zemindars are- ~ ~~. :: .;:_ _ ;,: .. ' 

Fourthly. That several of the manufacturers are so insolent and violent, 
that no person of any sort of rank can live Dear them with comfort. 

Fifthly, That the manufacturers intermeddle between them and tbeir 
tenantry. so that it is impossible to collect the rent, especially from the 
farmers who except of advances for indigo. who are encouraged and sup
ported in refusing payment. 'rhe reasons assigned by the planters are as 
follows-- .... 

Sixthly, The Zemindars are unwilling that Europeans should settle near 
them, for the lower natives look on every -European as belonging to the 
governing caste, and thereby the consequence of the landlord is diminished 
in the eyes of the neighbourhood. 

Seventhly., That the landlords are afraU to make any of their usual 
illegal eitortions in the vicinity of an European, least the people, espe
cially the farmers whQ raisf:<indi£.llhould be able to lay their complaints 
before tbe judge. . ;~, .~".: 

Eighthly, That the farmers are deter~d from tb~ cultivation by the threats 
of the landlords, and the increase of rent. • - ;. 

That the b~haYiour of the Europeans in general is so no; 
proper as to be the real cause of the unwillingness in thd 
farmer; I think is highly improbable; but that' occasional In..t. 
stances of blameable conduct towards. the farmers hav~ halt 
pened. there is little doubt; and so long as private Europeapl 
are not perfectly subject like other people, to the courts' ~f· 
law established in their neighbourhood, it is.irppossibJe alto-, 
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gether to prevent this inconvenience. It is indeed very much 
to the credit of the manufacturers, that under such circum
stances their general behaviour must be allowed to have been 
correct. The only remedy that can with propriety be em· 
ployed, is to prevent in future, every one from settling in the 
country parts of Bengal, who is not subject to the same laws 
and jurisdiction with the natives; and British subjects pro: 
bably should never be put on that footing. Gentlemen who 
have already engaged in trade or manufactures, must of course 
remain until they choose to retire; but unless a colony is 
meant to be formed, in:fini~e advantage would arise from alto. 
gether refusing new licenses, and restricting Europeans, who 
are not responsible to the Company for their conduct, to a 
residence in the principal towns and sea-ports. The manu
facture might be carried on to a sufficient extent by native 
Portuguese, Armenians, or other persons, who are in every 
respect amenable to th~ commoJ) law of the country. 

The cause of dissatisfaetion that seems best founded, is the 
difference between th~ mapU:fl\cturers and the landholders;. 
for there is little doubt, ~hat it IS the influence of the latter 
chiefly, and the idle storie'S' propagated by them, that have 
rendered the farmers discontented. \Vhether or not the 
manufacturers have protected the farmers from oppression, 
or whether they have been induced by false represe"ntations, 
to support those who were unwilling to pay the just demands 
of the landlord, it is evident must be beyond my power to 
determine j b~t so far as.l can judge, this is the chief point 
at issue. I am inclined, perhaps from national prejudice, to 
assign the former cause; yet even in this case- it must be con
fessed, that the manufacfurer is interfering in a dispute with 
which he has no concern. The sugar manufacturers, who aid 
the landholders in collecting their revenue, meet in return 
.with every assistance, and among the natives I heard no com-

. plaint against this class of men. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

COlJMBRCB. EXPORTS A~D IMPORTS. 

As there is no public account of the goods exported and 
imported from this district, the amount which I can state, is 
merely conjectural. In the Appendix will be found the result 
of my inquiries on this subject; but it must be observed, that 
some articles are not included. Of these the most important 
are; First, Cattle, of which an account has been already given 
under the head of agriculture. Secondly, Foreign goods and 
articles of luxury, that are imported by different persons 
for their own use; and finally numerous articles, which are 
sold at fairs, especially that of Nekmilrdun; for most of the 
dealers who meet at that mar" ~e . stra~gers, and the goods 
pass from one hand to another;'~'as ~~ly to have a transit 
throu.,.h this district. '.: ::.'. "'!' • o . '. 

'Vith regard to the quantity allotted to each division, I have 
considered only the situation of the marts, whete the goods 
are landed or shipped, and not the places where they have 
been produced or consumed; exc~pt in the great manufac
tures of cloth, sugar and indigo, the Jf1'oduce of which may 
be considered as e1ported from the work-sno~s or factories. 
The rice, and its preparation Chira, are sent clilefly to 1\Ioor
shedabad, Calcutta, and tbe iutermediate towns.' A small 
portion also is sent to ~hagulpooi'f Along~ with the rice, I 
might to both exports and imports bave added a small quan
tity of pulse; but this branch of commerce is very inconsider
able and fluctuating. The quantity produced is very, nearly 
equal to the consumption, and tbe export and import usually~ 
arises from some seasons being favourable, or the contrary, 
to certain kinds of pulse more than to others. 'Vhen any 
kind has thriven remarkably, a part is exported, and a little 
is imported of any kind, the crop of which has been scan9'. 
Th~ mustard-seed is imported from Rongpool', the oil is se"Dt 
to Moorshedabad and N arayangunj near Dhaka. The Ohi 
imported is the produce of herds of cattle belonging to· this 
district, which in the drx,. season are sent to Mor~ng,. and 
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bring back the produce of their milk in Ghi. The export} 
are made to Moorshedabad. . 

Most of the betle-nut comes from the neighbourhood of 
Dhaka, and is of the kind called dry; but a large proportion 
also comes from the Rongpoor district, and is of the kind 
cal1ed wet, the husk remaining on the nut in a humid putres
cent state. The cocoa-nut comes from Dhaka and ~odiya. 
T.obacco is not raised in a quantity sufficient to supply the 
demand of the country; yet a little is exported. The reason 
of this is, that the commodity is very cheap in the northern 
parts of Rongpoor, and comes to ~his district in such quanti
ties as to admit of exportation. Some is sent to Calcutta, 
and l\foorshedabad; but the greater part goes to "Narayan
gunj. The Gangja goes mostly to Calcutta, I believe, for 
exportation. The ginger and other seasonings are sent to 
Moorshedabad and Calcutta. These seasonings, which are 
sold by people called J¥i.I~alehs, and which are exported, 
are turmeric, capsicu!:" •. ~~iRJtSt and garlic. The first is the 
only one of conseque.nce.:~· ' .. -.: 

The goods sold by. J?o.sai~~br druggists, that are objects of 
exportation and importation, are as follows-I. Black pepper. 
2. Spices. 3. Sandal wood. 4. Paints.-(from Calcutta.) 
5. Lac, from Apasan, which comes chiefly by the way of 
Kumarkhali. Except a little, that is imported for the use of 
shoe-makers, almost the whole is used by the dyers of Maldeh, 
who, after tb~ have extracted the dye, sell the remainder at 
Moorshedabad, from whence a part is again sent into the 
district, to supply those who make bracelets, and sealing-wax. 
6. Mojista from Bootan is imported by the merchants of Di
najpoor and Raygunj, in a greater quantity than supplies the 
dyers of Maldeh, and part is sent to Moorshedabad. 7. Lodh 
and a few other dyeing drugs are brought from Rajmohol, and 
other neighbouring countries; but among these the only one 
of the least importance is the coarse Rongpoor indigo, used 
at Maldeh. 
:, The black pepper and lac are the two ~ost important arti

-dt:s. The wax imported is from Morung. That exported 
from Hemtabad and Dinajpoor goes to Calcutta, that from 
Maldeh is chiefly, I believe, used. at the Company's factory 
on the opposite side of the ,river. Most of the Bengal salt 
that is used in this district, 'comes from Narayangunj near 

, < 
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Dhaka, which is the chief mart for the Chittagong and Bul-
. luya salt. The coast salt comes from Calcutta. Both are 

always very much adulterated by the petty traders, before 
they are retailed; insomuch, inaeed" that the retail price is 
often lower than that which is here stated. 

All the metals except the iron are imported from Calcutta. 
'the iron comes from Birbhum, by the way of l\foorshedabad. 
The brass vessels are chiefly made at Kangtoy~ (Cutwa R), 
a town between l\foorshedabad and Calcutta, that is very fa
mous for this manufacture. The Dosta, or metal which I 
have called Zinc, seems to be a kind of pewter, or alloy, that 
contains a very large proportion of the zinc. The goods 
sold by l\Ioniharis are beads, coral, mock-eoral, rubies, and 
pearls; European cutlery, looking-glasses, chiefly made at 
Moorshedabad, brass and wooden cups, silk strings, and 
wooden combs. They are imported from Calcutta and Moor
shedabad. The shells or Cha.ng\,.1: belie,ve, are the produce 
of the Maldive islands, and"jlmi-l~'p'~d from Calcutta by 
the way of Kumarkhali. The. ~on¢'j;.lates and cups are im
ported from the west of Indi~ bt)lie ,8.y of l\Ioorshedabad. 
Sal and Sisu timbers are brought down the rivers from Mo
rung, and from the low lands subject to Bhotan. I have not 
included in the estimat~ those which merely float through the 
district. A little fire-wood is exported from l\Ialdeh and 
Ghoraghat by the Company, in whose accounts the exact 
amount will be seen; I have not, therefore, included it in the 
estimate. The bamboos and bamboo mats a~e chiefly ex
ported in the boats that carr,. away rice and sugar, and are 
employed to keep the goods from.injury by leaking and rain. 
The sackcloth, also, is chiefly uS,ed for the package of these 
articles of commerce, and of piece-goods; and a good deal is 
imported from the northern partt*of Rongpoor, where it is 
very cheap. The Pat is exported "ehiefly by the boatme~, 
who come for the above-mentioned goods, and is used in 
their vessels "for cordage. The Son is mostly exported b~ 
the company. Cotton wool of a coarse quality, from the 
western parts of India, is imported into almost every division,. 
of t~e district, especially towards the north and west. AU. 
this comes by the way of l\I,oQrshedabad, or of its port" Bl;1o. 
gowangola. A little of the fine cotton, which grows in the. 
south-east part of this district, is se~t into Mator, and about' 
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an equal value comes from English Bazar to Maldeh. Th~ 
raw silk, which I have mentioned as exported, is entirely the 
produce of the south-east parts of the district, and is sold at 
Rongpeor and Selvorish, chiefly to the Company's factories. 
I have made no allowance in the tables for the silk produced 
on the banks of the Mohanonda, as the two sides of the 
river are so intimately blended in commercial concerns, that 
a gt:eat part of the silk passes more than once from one dis
trict to the other before it is finally fitted for sale; and, so fur 
as I could learn, the left bank produces nearly about as much 
as is woven in this district. The Chintz is brought from Patna; 
the shawls are brought from Moorshedabad; the English 
woollen cloths from Calcutta; the carpets are brought from 
Patna. The Gur or e~tract of sugar-cane, the Sugar, Mo
lasses, and Treacle are sent mostly to Moorshedabad; a little 
is also sent to Narayangunj: These three last ~'re mostly ex
ported by the manufacturers~ The Indigo is sent entirely to 
Calcutta by the manUfactlifefs: :·From hence it will appf\ar, 
that the chiefintercout1le whicli.this district has in commerce 
is, with Calcutta, with M~orS1iedabad, 01' its port, Bhogowan
gola, with Narayangtinj, whIch in some meaSUre is the port 
of Dhaka, with Kushti, which is the port of Kumarkhali, and 
with Patna. 

Persons by whom Trade or Commerce is conducted.
Although some native houses deal in this district to perhaps 
a greater extent, the Honourable Company, in every' view, 
must be considered as infinitely the most conspicuous among 
the merchants. Every native is desirous of dealing with the 
Company to the utmost extent possible, while it is notorious 
that the goods procured by the Company are both better and 
cheaper than what individuals can obtain. These circum
stances are, no doubt, owing to the fair manner in which the 
purchases have been conducted. 

Merchants, that is to say, persons who export and import 
goods which they buy and sell without taking any share in 
their preparation, are by the natives divided into two kinds, 
Sayodagur and 1\lohajon, which differ merely in the extent of 

1;heir dealings, the Sayodagur having a very large capital, 
and possessing many vessels, while the Mahajon's capital is 
moderate, and he in general hires the vessels, on which he 
loads his goods. Sayodagur is said to be a Persian word, 
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·and Mohajon is said to be Sanskrita, and both are said to 
be, in fact, synonymous, although the above distinction has 
been now adopted. Both words seem to have been intro
duced from the western parts of India, and probably by the 
Muhammedans; for, in the time of Bollalsen, these persons 
bad not obtained a station of importance sufficient to procure 
i rank or cast appropriate to themselves. 

Among the natives, in fact, there is now no person, who 
resides in the district, that is considered as a Sayodagur. 
One family, indeed, has acquired immense wealth in that line; 
and for nine generations the forefathers of Baidyonath Mon
dol carried on an extensive commerce with great reputation 
and propriety. Tbe present head of the family bas given up 
trade, has made large purchases of land, is just as much de
spised as his forefathers were respected; and the different 
branches of the family, having n~. oc.cupation for which they 
are qualified, have fallen into toe mqst violent disputes. The 
greatest houses who trade .. wiih· this district are Bhoj Raj, of 
Bhojpoor, near Patna, and·.1nakurdas-Nondi, of Kalna, near 
Calcutta, who, with several ()ther~ "end-bere for large car
goes of rice for the Calcutta and'ltfoorshedabad markets, and 
have agents that reside constantly on the spot. The Euro
pean manufacturers of Indigo by the natives are generally 
complimented with the title of Sayodagur, and one or two of 
them deal so largely as to be entitled to the appellation. Some 
of them are so ignorant as to consider the appellation as an 
affront, and their servants call them Bora Saheb, or Great 
lord. 

Many smaller merchants (1Jebttjons), who have capitals of 
from 2000 to 25,000 rs.,reside io the. district, and trade to 
the same places. They export rice, sugar, molasses, extract' 
of 8ugar-cane, oil, and tobacco; and import salt, cotton, the 
metals, and spices. Persons of the same description from 
Narayangunj bring salt, cocoa-nuts, and betIe-nut, and take 
away sugar, extract of sugar-cane, and tobacco. Another 
class of. small merchants, who mostly profess themselves to 
be persons that have dedicated themselves entirely to religion. 
and: who are called Gosaing, or Goswamis, purchase large 
quantities of silk and cotton cloths, and import Chintz, CU'

pets, and Patna blankets. Some Small merchants from Patna 
and Bhagulpool' bring the same articles, and CateChu a few " 
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drugs, and stone cups and plates. These take away som~ 
I-ice and silk cloth. • 

The cloth merch!1nts of Santipoor and Moorshedabad ,send 
agents, who purchase cloths, especially such pieces as have
heen rejected by the Company. A house from Kumarkhali 
supplies shells, and the lac used at Maldeh comes from the 
same place. The manufacturers of sugar, who 'also export a 
great part of it, are considered as Mohajons. The bankers, 
of whom mention will hereafter be made, import European 
woollens, pepper, spices, cotton, shawls, metals, and hard
ware, and export ginger and turmeric.. These confine their 
speculations entirely to the vicinity of the capital, and are not 
classed among Mohajons. 

I shall now consider the persons with whom the .agents 
(Gomastas) of the great merchants, or the smaner merchants 
deal. . .. <, • 

In. the first place, .. itt: large ~owns, there is a class of men 
called Amda Waleh.~.,.. WAQ purchase the investments brought 
in a boat by wholesaJe..", .and sE:U the articles in small lots to 
the different tradesmen" or petty dealers, as these require 
them. In this ~istrict sa1t:1~:the principal article of importa
tion sold in this manner, and the number of such persons is 
very small. The name is Persian, and, until the arrival of 
the Muhammedans, there were probably no such persons in 
Bengal. The merchants, therefore, dispose of the greater 
part of the imports, in small lots, either to the different ma
nufacturers, who require them as raw materials, or to shop
keepers (Dokani or Dokandar), or finally to a class of petty 
dealers, who are called Paikars. I have already given an 
account of the trades~en, manufacturers, or artificers, and 
shall now, therefore, proceed to the other two classes. 

Dokan, a shop; and Dokandar, a shop-keeper, are Persian 
words, and, until the arrival of the Muhammedans, there were 

'probably no such things in Bengal, unless we choose to call 
.by this name the part of an open market, where a vender sits 
. surrounded, by his goods, and exposes them for sale. This, 
.1 imagine, is the original nativ~ manner of disposing of all 
goods in Bengal, and in this district the number of shops 
.contiilt~es wonderfully small. I shall give a Jist of the diffe
. rent kinds that I observed :-1 . .Many of the Amdawalehs 
abovemen~ioned. have shops contiguous to their warehouse, 
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where they retail tbe same articles that are sold by the next 
class, and haTe capitals of about 500 rs. 2. Mudis, wbo retail 
rice. pulse. salt. oil. sugar. extract of sugar-.cane, prepared 
rice (:\Inri. Chin, Murld); boiled butlel' (Gbiu); seasoning, 
tobacco, betle-nut, and, in fact, all sorts of pro'risions. Their 

• capitals are about 40 rs. 3.. Chaulerphorya, a retailer of 
rice. who sells nothing else, and requires a capital of about 
20 rs. 4. Loboner Phoryas, who retail only salt, and haTe 
capitals of about 10 rs. 5. Posari, or druggists, called also 
Gondbo Boniks, retail spices, sandal-wood. dyes, paints, 
medicines, sea..«onings such as pepper, dry ~aer, and car
tninitiTe seeds, betle-nut. sugar, paper, and ink. They re
quire capitals of about 100 n. 6. Jhat walehs. retail raw 
ginger, turmeric, onions, garlic, and capsicum, and haTe capi
tals of 2 or 3 rs. 7. GurwaIeh, who retail only extract of su
gar-cane.. Their capitals are abou~ 10 or 12 rs. 8. Pan
supari-wa1ehs, who retail be.de-leal abd nut. Their capitals 
may be3 or" rs. 9. Gangja. mUehs, who retail the prepared. 
buds of hemp, which are uSed for. iritomtion. and require 
50 or 60 rs. as capital. 10. ~osaJ~-or butchers. .These are 
confined to .. or 5 shops in Dinijpoor, and sen chie1ly goats· 
meat. Their e.a.pital may be about 10 rs· 11. Katra, shop
keepers, who purchasP. wooden furniture, such as chests and 
stools, from the carpenters, and expose them for sale. They 
haTe capitals of about 25 rs. 12. Bason waleh, who retail 
brass Tessels, and, have capitals from 200 to 1000 rs. '13-
Monman. In treating or the exports and imports. I hue 
already given an account of the articles which these persons 
retail. They have capitals of from 10 to 50 rs. U .. Sangkha 
walehs. who retail shells andbNcelets. and haTe capitals or 
from 100 to ~rs. 15. Tula waIeh. who retail cotton wooL 
'they have capitals of from 2(i to 100 rs. 16. Sutli and Choti 
waIehs. who retail the twine and sackcloth that is made of the 
Cor~I4(n"$ cop$Ii1srU, or Pat. The, haTe capitals or from 5 '. 
to 50 rs. 1 i. Kaporya, or retailers or cloth, who hare capi
tals or from 50 to 1000 rs. Besides these shopkeepers, va-' 
nons artists, which I haTe already mentioned, retail in shop& 
the 'produce of their labours. These are called by the gen~ 
raJ name orBebosadar. For the sale or method, 1 shall here 
ree.a.pitulate their names, and refer to the head or trades, where· 
a fuller account of them Wlll be found. 

VOl.. II. sss 
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18. Lahari Luri. 19. Sangkhari. 20. Chamar. 21. Tamaku Walch. 
22. Mod walch. 23. Goyala. 24. Moyra. 25 .. Haluyikor. 26. Morobba' 
Walch. 27. Puya and Phulari. 28. Bhujari. 29. Dail Hari. 30. Kungd
kor. 31. Kumar. 32. Stonecutter. 33. Kangsari. 34. Bidri Waleh. 

The whole number of fixed shops in' the district does not 
amount to 2000; but at open markets (Hats) numerous petty. 
traders expose for sale the same, and a few other articles. 
The employment of all these shopkeepers, it is evident, is 
much more the sale of the produce and manufactures of the 
district than of goods imported, the amount of which is very 
small. 

The business of the Paikars remains to be discussed. 
They are men who possess small capitals of from 100 to 500 
rupees, and gener~lly have a small warehouse, where' they 
deposit their purchases, u,ntil they can again dispose of them. 
Their whole occupation is to Jmy, and sell, and they deal in 
almost every thing, but 'lio 'hot re,tail. It is through their 
means, in a great measure, that the capital traders both dis
pose of their investments,. .and procure new ones. They 
more especially, howev~r, deal in grain, cloth, cotton, silk, 
and salt. The Paikars take a: 'small quantity of goods at a· 
time, and go to all the neighbouring markets, where they 
make their sales, and purchase the articles which they know 
the great dealers will take, off their hands. It is through 
them chiefly that the great de{llers make advances for cloth, 
or grain, because the faikars are acquainted with the cha.. 
racters of the individuals for whom they become security. 
They have from 5 to 61 per cent. commission including the 
premium for security. .• 

The greater part of the investment of rice, which is the 
principal commerce of the district; is, however, laid in by 
persons who are called Beparis, and who, in fact, are chiefly 
the farmers that occupy lands where the soil is stiff clay. 
These deal in cattle, poultry, and grain, and not only bring 

• the- produce of their own farms for sale, but in the dry season, 
·when the labour of their fields is at a stop, they make large 
'purchases from the farmers who occupy loose soils, and carry 
the grain to whatever warehouse (Gola) gives the best price. 
The rich fa!IDers make large advances, and can afford to keep 
the grain foJ' a favourable market. The poor chiefly assist 
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the rich in carrying their grain to market, and receive daily 
wages for themselves and cattle. The advances are usually 
made between the middle of June and the middle of Novem
ber~ The bargain must be confirmed by the landlord, in 
order to procure his consent to wave his right of hypothec, 
and the money is, in fact, generally paid to him for rent. The 
usual interest is i ana or l. part a month until the delivery 
of the grain, and this is received at what is called the market
price, with an addition of to part for profit to the person who 
advances the money. 

An inferior kind of Beparis are called Phiri walehs, and 
may be compared to pedlars. They go from house to house 
to make their sales and purchases, and seldom possess cattle 
3S a conveyance. 

A class of men called Dalal are common in many districts, 
but here they are confined to. Raygury, to Maldeh, and 
to the Company's factories. They are brokers, who are em
ployed to find out goods tor; those ~hat wish to purchase, and 
receive a small commission •.• ;:, ,,' 

In the time of Bollalse~ bankers or dealers in money were 
called Sonar bonik, and we:t'C:. pr~bably, of little consequence, 
as their rank is very low; but on the Muhammedan conquest 
commerce seems to have increased, and to facilitate its opera
tions bankers were introduced from the west of India. These 
bankers are divided into two kinds, kuthi walehs or proper 
bankers, and P-otdars, or money changers. Both are com
monly called Saraf, which is a Persian word. 

The proper bankers in this district are confined entirely 
to the capital, where there ~re seven houses. The principals 
live generally at Moorshedabad, but some of them occasionally 
visit Dinajpoor, and a1"f4. all of the Oshoyal sect. I have 
already meptioned that some of them import certain goods, 
and they export dry ginger; but their principal business is 
granting bills of exchange for money. In the Muhammedan 
government the revenue was remitted to Moorshedabitd 
through these bankers. This branch of profit they ha~e 
now lost, and are chiefly employed by the landlords in ~eep
ing their rents, in paying their revenue, and in remitting the 
surplus to such as reside at a distance, which is the case with 
the greater part. The money also which is necessary for 
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purchasing the exports is chiefly sent to the district through 
these houses. 

Bills are never discounted by these bankers, except by the 
house of Jogotseit, and even by that very rarely; but they 
occasionally lend money in advance to landholders who are 
in arrear of revenue. They take one rupee per cent. a month 
as legal interest, but exact as much more under the name of 
Munafa, which is deducted from the principal at the time 
when it is advanced. Bills of a short date granted by bankers 
on Moorshedabau,- for cash paid at. Dinajpoor, besides the 
stamp, cost from one-half to one per cent., and bills on Cal
cutta from 1 to 1 ~ per cent. The capital of several of these 
houses is supposed to be very great, and their credit is con-
sidered as indubitable. . 

The Potdars or money changers are a very numerous class, 
and many of them have no, ~hqp" but attend at markets, and 
sit with their cowrie$ plll'((e~(in~~eaps before them. Except, 
indeed, at Dinajpoor;'abc1I~~te"'lolher places, this is the uni
versal practice. Theit prt.~&~.at Ibusiness is to exchange 
cowries and silver. Except: ut ·.tow~s it would be very diffi
cult to obtain silver fot· gold'. :and could only be procured 
through the favour of prlvat& persons, none of the common 
money changers having a capital of 16 rupees. Even in Di
najpoor silver for 100 rs. worth of gold can only be procured 
from a principal bank or Kuthi. A potdar goes in the morn
ing to a market-place with.a bag of cowries on h~s head, or, 
if a very rich man, with a loaded ox, which, if good, may 
carry to the value of 15 rupees. All the early part of the 
market he sells cowries for silver. to the people who wish to 
.purchase goods, an~ in the evening the various hucksters bring 
tlieir cowries, and exchange them for silver. In the morning 
the potdar usually gives 5760 cowries, or 72 pon, for a rupee, 
and in the. evening he gives a rupee for 5920 cowries or 74-
.pon, whicb. ~s a. profit of 2 pon, or ,l part, on every rupee 
that ~they"·ex.change. This is on the supposition that the 
.rupee is a new kuldar, such as is now struck at the mint in 
C~lcutta. All old rupees, and every kind of rupee but the 
kuldar. pay various rates of ex.change (Batta), according to 
.t:pe will of the money changers, who, it is supposed, always 
g;J.in more' brevery kind of money than by the kuldar., As 
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kuldars are the only legal proffer of payment their use has 
become very general, notwithstanding the efforts of the 
bankers and money changers to the contrary, and the money 
changers would therefore have suffered a loss had they not 
fallen on a plan of m'llKing the Kuldars with a stamp, under 
pretext of ascertaining whether they are true or false, after 
which the rupee is not exchangeable without paying an addi. 
tional Batta that seems to be entirely arbitrary, and it be
comes, of course, a circulating medium as valuable to the 
money changer as if it were foreign coin. In order to render 
this more agreeable to the people, they pretend that the 
marks will enable those who have received the rupees to have 
them changed, should any other dealer refuse them as bad. 
The loss that is sustained by the public is very considerable, 
especially by the poor, who are so necessitous that they sub
mit to take any rupee, either in loan or payment, rather than 
suffer delay, and they alwaJ$ must pJl.y the full batta or loss 
on exchange. If, therefor~;·l.. ballkei- chooses to put a mark 
on the money, he f"houla; !~Ji':.: :afterwards be compelled to 
change it at full value, alllrtlie use of false stamps should be 
considered as equally criniina)"witl1 coining false money. In 
Dinajpoor, where the money changers have capitals of perhaps 
100 rs., it is usual for them to advance cowries to all servants 
\\ ho have monthly wages i and at the end of th~ month, when 
the servants' wages are due, he repays them in silver, for 
almost every milD, if possible, anticipates his income. The 
money changer gives these improvident persons 70 pon of 
cowries for the rupee, so that he has .,4.. a month for his 
money; but he very often loses the principal. 

Of tile place. ~here trads is carried on.-The .origi .... 
nal manner in which all commerce seems to have been 
carried on in Bengal, and perhaps in every part or India. 
ana which in this district is still by far the most common, is 
at markets called here Hats, where once or twice a week aU. 
tbose from the neighbourhood who wish to buy or sell, assem..t 
ble and dispose of their commodities by retail. The farmen
brings the produce of bis lands, tbe artist that of his work
shop, and the fisherman that of his snares. Numerous. small 
traders, among whom may be included all the shopkeepers, 
also attend to buy up goods for exportation; to kell !ho~. 
which have been iDlported, or to act as intermediate age~t.s 
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between the producer and consumer, especially in the sale 
of betle-leaf and fish. Fot this purpose is reserved a space 
of ground, divided by narrow paths into plots like the par
terres of an old garden, and each plot is occupied by two or 
three venders, while the buyers walk about in the paths. In 
general the whole is conducted in the open air. In some 
places, however, sheds have been erected by the zemindars 
for the .accommodation of dealers, and are rented out to the 
principal persons that attend. In Dinajpoor, under the eye 
of the magistrate, this has been found to be a great conveni
ence; but many persons alleged to me that in remote parts 
the proprietors made these sheds a pretext for levying a 
certain sum from every vender, whether they used the sheds 
or not. 

Duties were formerly levied at each Hat by the proprietor 
of the land, who was thus tl'\te,r,ested to preserve peace and 
justice, that his Hat ~ight· be • fully' attended; but, there is 
great reason to belie,=e ~tI~t . in genf(,tal the proprietors and 
their agents studied :.~ot~. !heir .. immediate gain than any 
regular pl'ofit, and were "ofte(t so rapacious that the market 
was deserted. The utmost advantage has therefore arisen 
from the removal of this tax; which was done by Lord Corn
wallis soon after his'first arrival in Bengal. The Hats are 
now free, and are placed under the immediate protection of 
the Darogah of the division in which they are held. It must, 
however, be confessed that some inconvenience attends this 
plan. The Hats are so numerous that even the principal 
ones cannot possibly be attended by the Darogah, nor even 
by the Mohurer or Jumadar, the only person of the least re
spectability that he can detach. It may, therefore, be said 
that there is no legal adequate superintendence, either to 
settle disputes, or to prevent fraudulent measures and weights, 
and violent complaints exist concerning exactions made both 
by the landholders, and by the native officers of police. 

On the festivals of Hindu gods, and of persons reputed 
saints by the Moslems, large assemblies of people {l\.fela) take 
place, and traders embrace this opportunity of disposing of 
'their -goods, and of supplying the wants of the assembled 
multitude. . In this district there are annually several such 
assemblies, which both in their origin and nature very much 
:rese~ble the fairs of Europe. This is an original Hindu 
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custom, although, as might be expected from the Muhamme.
dan predominance, the most distinguished meeting is that 
held at Bhowanipoor, in the Ranisongkol division, in celebra
tion of N ekmurdun, a l\Ioslem Pir or- saint. In my account 
of that division I have already mentioned the nature of the 
assembly. All the other places in this district, where sales 
are made, have names introduced by the 1tIuhammedans, 
owing either to these conquerors having changed the names, 
or to there having been no such places, until they came. 

A bazaar ought to imply a place where things in common 
use are regularly sold; but in this district there is no such 
place of any consequence, except in Dinajpoor, where there 
are two or three streets of shops, and at Gboraghat where 
there is one. At several villages there are two or three shops 
where provisions are sold, and these with some propriety may 
be called bazaars, although, this )lame is not given to them; 
and is usually applied to V&.C'es where every evening there is 
a meeting of people in the' open. ai~ !~ u~y and sell fish, vege
tables, and other such necessarf~ i'o.ar#;where there are no 
houses near, as is often the elise, >this meeting is called' a 
Tahabazari hat. 

Gunj and Bundur are indiserimlnately applied to every 
place, from whence goods are exported and imported by 
wholesale dealers. Several such places have not a single shop 
and do not afford to the traveller any means of purchasing 
the most commQn necessary of life, and merely contain a few 
warehouses (Golas), where the goods can be deposited, toge
ther with the houses of the agent~, by whom they are bought 
and sold by wholesale. The name, it must be observed, is 
often very much misapplied, and many places are now called 
Gunj or Bundur, where no merchant resides. The name is 
naturally enough continued, even after the place has lost its 
importance; and it seems frequently to have been employed 
in anticipation of hopes of greatness, which were never 
realized. Nogor is said to be the proper Hindu name for a 
mart; but this is liable to some doubt, and in this district 
at any rate, has gone entirely into disuse in that meaning. , 

lYeights, Measures and CoiM.-In the account which I have 
given of money-cbangers, I have anticipated much of what I 
had to offer on the subject of coins. The usual currency 
consists of silver and cowries; gold seldom appears,. and 
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·copper hats never been introduced. Some years ago gold was 
abundant; lwt has since become very scarce. This is a for
tunate circumstance for the poor, and a loss to the bankers, 
who had an immense profit on the gold. The most common 
silver currency is the Kuldar, or the new milled coinage of 
Calcutta, of which however a considerable proportion has 
been depreciated by marks. There are however, still current 
a good'many of the old unmilled coinage, and of French 
rupees, which pay a heavy exchange. Most transactions, 
~9wever, are settled hy cowries, which for some years have 
been very cheap. I have ~1ready' mentioned the rate of ex
change, that has of late been usuaL . 

There is no uniformity in the weights and measures of any 
.kind, and there is every reason to think, that the most g.r08S 
frauds are very frequently practised. The weights not only 
vary in almost eveJ'ymarket; and are different in the same 
market for dijI'erent'lhids' i'>f 'goods; but the same species, 
rice for instance, is BOhtetime~.~ld bj one weight, and bought 
by another; and wh~t. iS1rtilf m~ie mjurious, there is no stamp 
on the weights, whic.h ~re ijt.,enetaI bits of stone, and admit 
of the most gross d~ceptiori;:.All' these services render it 
impossible for the officer~ or' police to detect false weights. 
The various sers in use are of 100 s. w., 96 s. w., 82H s. w., 
80 s. w.; 76 s. w., 60 s. w., and 58 s. w. Should it not be 
judged advisable to introduce one general standard, all dealers 
might be compelled to use weights formed of brass, with 
strong distinguishing marks for each denomination, so that 
the common people might at once distinguish them; this, 
no doubt, would be a great step towards preventing fraud; 

. but still the scales that are used in weighing are so rudely 
formed, that a dexterous man can readily impose on the un
wary. The scalt7s are never suspended from any fixture, 
and befng neld in the. hand, and being very loose and imper
fect, 8: little twist prevents their free motion. Owing also 
,to their being held in the hand, no scales of a considerable 
size can be used, so that the delivery of a large quantity of 
grain occupies a most intolerable length of time. 
" Whatever may be the weight of ~he se!', it is divided into 

16 Chhotaks, and 5 sers form 1 Posuri, and 8 Posuris 1 man. 
~here !s no higher denomination of weight, nor indeed in 
general is tl~ere any scale than can weigh more than.. 1 Posuri 
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at one time. The only exception is, that the sugar manufac
turers have large scales suspended from ,a bea~nd can 
weigh at once 1 or 2 mans of extract or molasses; but eve~ 
this is attended witb vast trouble. A pot, like that contain
ing the commodity, is placed in the opposite scale, and filled 
with sand, until the balance is equal. The sand is then 
'Weighed with tbe common small scale. 

The grain measures are still a great deal more defective 
than the weights. The most ignorant and low people of the 
district make them of basket-work, in form of an hemisphere, 
and they are supposed, when beaped, to contain a certain 
weight of rice in the busk. 'From hence we may judge of 
their imperfections. In the first place, tbe workmen have 
neither means "nor skill to make them of an 'uniform size, and 
judge in general merely by tbe eye. Secondly, Even" if t~e 
workmen could make a bas,ket"that"when beaped, would 
hold a certain weight of rjee, thi& ,woUl~ ,be a standard liable 
to great variation, as will.- be .'$ee.q-., by looking at the table, 

~ .Ii .. 

whicb I bave made of the 'di~er~~t'.~€tights of that kind of 
grain. Thirdly; A bask~t app~~acpi:Qg '~o, a hemispherical 
form, by such enlargements or ~Q~t,r:a~tions of the mouth, as 
even from accident are altoget\)er" :Unavoidable, will, when 
beaped, contain very different quantities of the same grain. 
Fourthly, The same basket when heaped with rough rice, 
will contain more cubical inches of that grain, than it will of 
clean rice, pulse, or mustard.seed, as the rounder and smoother 
the grain is, the less can be heaped on·a given space. Finally, 
all the imperfections of the weights are accumulated on the 
measures formed from the~ as a standard. The uncertainty 
attending all these circumstances would frustrate.all attemptS' 
to prove intentional fraud, and the people may in fact be saiq. 
to have no use" of grain measures, although the farme~s ,nomi
nally sell their whole produce by this denominati~ ; but, in 
delivering and receiving the grain, each party ?Jleasure~ by 
his own basket, and then they come to an agreement.about the 
quantity. In small purchases persons generally judge by the eye. 

The integer measure is called a Don or Katha; and is di .. 
vided into halves and quarters, which are always taken by· 
guess i 20 Dons form a Vis, 4 Vis 1 Dam, and 4 'Dams I! 
Pauti j but the Don is the only measure actually used. This 
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vades in different l)l.c~. from 2 to li sers of all the various 
kinds, thnt I 11.\'0 Inentioned. 

J.iquids aro always sold by the srr or tNtIN, that is 1.y UlCll

sUrt's supposed to contllin such weights. These aro not flO 
blul as tbe grain measures, because thE'Y ('annot bt" hl'IlJlt'd l 
but al'a liabla to I,ll the variations in the wdgbts t that lIurvc\1 
as stnnl1llr,ls by which they were lluule. • 

In orller to prevent imposition, both grain and liquid 
InN'$UreS should be made of metal or wood, and stamp(>J by 
the nlngistrate; and those for grain sllQu\tl be nuule nry 
IUlfrll\V, to rl'nder tho h('al'ing less precarious; for I IIUIlI't'ft, 

that for some time at least, it would be fouml a very ltiOkult 
tlltolk to imluco the uath"cs to 1,urc11Ase by streake,t Illt'llSUI'CS. 

'rhe joint of a bamboo, examiuell and lealell by the olliet'r of 
}lulic(', answer. ,'cry wt:U for liquids; anJ might also nnawer 
fur grAin, were it strcaked r but. "'hen 11(,Al'ell, tho varioul 
llfOl'Ortions b(~twe('n d~" diarntter and. length wouM "f1i.:·ct 
the content~. Metal or wO~l~en ,grain measures oro there. 
fore necessary. , 

It is probablo, t~l\t mn,lob good 'Digtil be dono hy f'.ta· 
bUshing, at every considerable Inarkt't placo, a polico officer 
)llOvi,lell with proper atan(lards ftlr aU the linda of wdght. 
amlmel\sures tbat the custom of the market nquirt'., and 
with nn apparatus for mouuring And "'cighing conzsi,lerablo 
qU~Ultitit's of goods at one time. ShouM it not be foullJ 
proper to attempt the introduction of regular weights and 
measures, this "ouM also serve as a great ebcck to impolSt. 
lion, as there would be on tbe spot means for ascertaining, 
w bether or not tho weights and U1N\Surea used by ltclllen 
"«eJ'e fair. '1'bo expense might be paid by small ft't~" 1 
lune already mentioned the want of public land InClUurerl, 
"'bich office migllt bo connt'cted witb the one above men
tione,l,' as tbe markets are beld. only once or twie-e a ,,"cek. 
'I'he prclen~ phUl of .ending a lurnyor from tho CAlli till, in 
ease of disputes, Is totally innpplicable to comDlOU l'rtlctict'. 
such aa mt'asuring a fit'lJ or farm & for til' ClpenliC fllr ~X .. 
cecd4 any advantage, tbat tho l,arty "bo )my., can derive 
froUl the measurement. 
• Tho laml Dlcasure in \lse bere iii the bi~l\h dtlitlt'd iuto 
~o Kotila" anti seems frtlm tllO name to lULU bt\'n introduC'td 
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by the Muhammedans; but the Hindus of this -district had 
a measure called Kura, which has now gone into disuse. 
Regular standards of the measure customary in each Per. 
gunah are kept in the collector~8 office, and furnished to all 
who are interested, at a moderate rate. The standard, how
ever, is only the yard (Guz) or cubit (Hat), and the rope, that 
is used for surveying, is measured with this standard. The 
rope is made of very loose twine, and, being measured when 
dry, shortens vel1 much when wet in the field, by which 
means a great imposition is suffered; then the two people, 
who carry it, usually tie the ends to their girdles, or some
times round their wastes, or sometimes to their shoulder, 
and, when they measure, allow the rope to hang down, so as 
only to touch the ground in the middle. The loss thus sus
tained is very indefinite, and is called Guljinda. Whether 
or not the Zemindars and their ~gen.t~ are aware, that the 
extents of different bigabs areln"the proportion olthe squares 
of the whole length of the ropes employed, I cannot say; but 
the people in general have no- ad~quate notion of this, and 
seem to consider the loss by Guljinda merely as in the rate 
of the square of the length"taken from the rope. To judge 
from what the agents say, they are of the same opinion, and 
may therefore be ignorant of the injustice they commit in 
taking the Guljinda. In the account of the customary 
bigahs of each pergunah I have deducted, what is said to be 
the usual Guljirid&j and have calculated the number of square 
feet accordingly, as will be found in the table of pergunahs 
or estates 

The natives of this district have scarcely any manner of 
measuring time. I heard of neither the sand glass 110r cIyp
sedra, except one belonging to the judge., The art of dialing 
was, and is totally unknown to the natives, and scarcely any 
have procured watches. The day and night is diVIded by 
them into 8 Pohors, and 60 Dondos, and their a.Imanack 
states in a general manner the number of Dondos contained 
in the days of each month, but descends no farther into par-' 
ticul:lfs, which indeed would be useless, where the oUIy 
means for measuring time is conjecture. 

Conveyance 0/ Good.r.-In the topographical account or 
this district I have already explained, that it is everywhere 
intersected by rivers, which in the rainy season, and when 
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travelling, ~y land is nearly suspended, admit of large boats 
to ~very ,d~vision, and of small ones to most villages. In the 
dry Beason the navigation is confined within very narrow 
limits, and the country, being everywhere dry, plain, and 
open, almost every part is accessible for loaded cattle, and 
few or no roads exist, at least for the conveyance of goods. 
The manner, in which these are transported. is of course 
adapted to such circumstances. Very little is exported or 
imported in the dry season, during which the produce of the 
country is collected in warehouses, that are situated on the 
banks of rivers; and, when these swell, is loaded on boats, 
and sent to. the places of its destination. The imports are 
made in the rainy season, and during the dry weather are 
distributed from the marts to the various market, places. 
This is attended with so much inconvenience, from the slow 
returns of capital, that- the ',smaller traders, who deal chiefly 
in the articles of impOl't; uge canoes and floats (1\Iars), which 
consist of two ot ~:~re.(f. c~noe8': connected by a platform of 
bamboos. Even >In .th~ !1!'1 ~~ason these can penetrate a 
considerable way, into: the ~ountry, from the Mohanonda, 
Atreyi. and Korotoya,-w\1ich at'all seasons are navigable into 
this district for boats of 500 -mans burthen. For rice, the 
great article of export, this would be too expensive a mode 
of conveyance, and indeed of little consequence; as the mer~ 
chants would in general avoid taking it to the Calcutta or 
Moorshedabad market, until the rice produced in the vicinity 
of these cities is consumed, which is not until after the com· 
m~ncement of the rainy season; and, besides, the Bhagirathi, 

"which is the channel of conveyance between this and Moor
shedabad and Calcutta, is 'no_t navigable in the dry season. 
At that period the supply of goods, such as cotton, salt, betIe 
nut, ~QeIJ8, and other articles of consumption, can only be 
pros:u.r~d {('om Bhogowangola, Kumarkhali, or Narayangunj, 
whicli :ot'i!oilrse become the marts for these articles. 

y ~y 'few' of the boats ~mployed in trade belong to this 
distdct; because, during the dry season, they could have no 

,'e'niployment, except at a great distance from the inspection 
'of-the owner. Some merchants, however, keep a few large 
boats, which lie idle all the dry season, but are loaded, and 
rea4y to depart, so soon as the season admits. These in 
general can annually take two loads of rice to Calcutta, and 
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- bring back two loads of salt; but the practice d~s not seem 
judicious. The hulls of the boats employed are alh\ost all of 

- the same construction. When open above they are ~ed 
Dinggis; wheu they have a thatched roof in the after part 
only. which is usually tbe case when their burthen is under 
200 ma.$ or rice, they are Called Pansi; when thatched from 
nearly one end to the other, and when under .. 00 "UJJrS 

burthen, they are called Ulaks. Boats from .. 00 to 5000 
maJI.I hurtben, the largest used in this district, over tbe thatch 
haTe a platform of hamboos. on which the people can walk to 
pole the vessel along, or to manage the sail; a vessel of this 
kind is called a Chbapor Beri. 

The burtben of the boat is calculated by the quantity of 
rice whicb she could carry; and not by the quantity of any 
other kind of goods with which she may be actually laden ; 
and in all valuable cargoes the boat takes much less weight 
than her estimated rate of burthen i beC<l\1se it would not be 
safe to load her so dee~ as ~ lisuallt,d.8~ :trith rice. In the 
dry season a boat carrymg ~\ ~ Nalagola, the port of 
Dinajpoor, to Bhogo.angola,: the port or Moorshedabad, or 
to Kushti near Kumarkhali, is 'all~~ed 'from 3~ to .f.} rs. for 
the 100 IIUIU burtben, at 96 s. w. ser, or for about 88 cwt. 
A large boat from the towns near Dinajpoor on the Punab
hoba, such as Dumdumah, or from the marts on the Atreyi, 
such as Potiram, is paid at the rate of 13 rs. for the 100 lIunu,_ 
for carrying rice to _ Calcutta. From the towns on the Ko
rotoya the freight to Calcutta, in the rainy season, is usually 
only 10 n. for the 100 IlUIU. 

For the purpose of commerce, as I have already said, there 
are scarcely any roads. Where the soil is light, an empty 
space is left in the fields, that are cultivated in the dry season; 
but this is in general too narrow, and too much lwoken to 
admit of carts. In tbe rice grounds there is seldo~ 8:~1 trace 
Df a road; because cattle cannot travel.hen the crops are on 
the ground, and, when the crops are removed, loaded citttJe 
find a good road in every direction. The little banks by 
which the water is confined on the rice fields, prevent eveD'O 
then the use of carts, unless accompanied by. pioneers to re..:.:' 
move tbese, and to slope the banks of water courses. Great 
inconvenience arises to commerce from this want -of roads, for 
wherever there are any sucb, as in the vicinity of the capital, 
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carts are constantly employed. Roads adequate to admit 
carts, in the dry season, from the principal Hats to the chief 
marts, would therefore be of great advantage; and as the 
idea, in the present state of things, of making them suited for 
post chaises at all seasons would be absurd, the expense 
might be extremely moderate, and might be defrayed by a 
trifling composition for each plough, one·half to be paid by 
the landlord, and one-halfby the tenant, and which of course 
should be levied on all lands free and assessed. The prin
cipal difficulty would be to prevent misapplication or em
bezzlement; and I confess, that this difficulty appears to me 
exceedingly great. Considering the duties, that a magistrate 
has to perform, I look upon any expectation of advantage to. 
be derived from his superintendency as totally chimerical; and 
little confidence can be placed in that of his native assistants. 
If the landholders w~re em~?wered to act as conimissioners 
for highways, in the ·present .. s.ta~~ of their education, and as 
most of them would act bY"deputy, I am afraid that each 
would endeavour tG take as much of the money levied as 
possible, and that the road"s would remain much as they are 
at present. Yet upon the whole' it seems to be the plan most 
likely to succeed, especially if the collector, who is not so 
much oppressed with business as the magistrate, should be 
directed to prosecute aU neglects of duty in the commis
sioners. 

The usual mode of conveyance for goods by land, is on 
oxen in back loads, and the Cbmmon rate for 12 miles car
riage may be reckoned ~t pon of cowries (Th rs.), for each 
man (96 s. w. the ser) or 98! lbs. 

Porters are seldom employed, and indeed Can carry very' 
.little. Their load is divided into two &qual portions, that are 
suspended from the two ends of a pole, which they carryon 
their ahoUlders. They are said to take about 741bs. weight 
12 miles a; day; but I found it impossible to procure people 
who would perform any such labour for more than double the 

-usual hire, which is .,\ (4 pon of cowries) of a rupee each 
gay. They are seldom employed for carrying goods, and are 
~ie:By hired to carry parcels for travellers. 

At the town of Dinajpoor carts may be hired for six anas 
a day; and for this a cart conveys goods for (six coss) l~ 
miles. The cart is drawn by two oxen. These are poor 
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creatures, which is perhaps owing to the rate of.hire being 
fixed on the cart, and not on the weight ot the load. Each 

" cart takes from 7 to 10 mans (of 96 s. w. the ser), or from 
690 lbs. to 985 lbs. This rate is apparently higher than the 
carriage on back loads; but the cart is always preferred, 
when it can be procured, and the ~erchant probably pays 
less than 'the rate established for travellers. Except at the 
capital, neither carts, oxen, nor porters, can be usually pro
cured for hire, no persons making the carriage of goods a pro
fession; and the supply even at the capital is extremely 
scanty. :Many of the Paikars, or petty traders, keep oxen 
for conveying their goods to and from their warehouses; but 
the great means of conveyance depends on the cattle of those 
who cultivate clay lands, and who in this manner find a 
source of profit, when nothing can be done on their farms. 
In general, 'however, they do ~~t~:work.ror hire; but purchase 
the goods at the markets, ~ earry;them to the marts for 
sale. There is no such thiDg as a regula'r carrier. 

The roads of communication betwe~n the capital of the 
district, and'the Thanas OJ:: -chief places of the subordinate 
divisions, are equally neglected witli "those intended for com
merce; and, so far as I could judge; could only be formed 
and repaired by similar means. It is the landholders, who 
are chieHy interested in their repair, as their communications 
with the capital are very' numerous. 

The general roads of communication, between the capital 
of this district, and those of the adjacent jurisdictions, are in 
a tolerable state; and the magistrates, who have formed 
them, and kept them in repair, seem to be entitled to grea.t 
praise, especially as one of them, conducting towards Moor
shedabad, has been ~ied, at the expense of this district. 
thtough the whole breadth 'Of Rajshahi. NO' e~ployment 
can be better for the convicts than making and',repairing 
these roads, and the magistrate has it always in his power"to 
obtain sufficient information concerning their state,' to enable 
him to superintend the conduct of their' overseers with proPer 
effect. All that appears to be wanted in this district, witll 
respect to these roads, seems to be some fund for erecting 
bridges over small water courses, for these roads should be 
practicable at all seasons. In the present state ()f things 
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bridges over large rivers cannot be attempted. A little more 
attentIon to .ferries is all that would be required. 

In ,hoe Muhammedan government these roads of communica
tion between stations seem to have been numerous, and well 
formed; but the ,roads, which these conquerors made, have 
become in a great measure useless from the change ofstations, 
and have gone to ruin. It would not appear, that the:natives 
ever had roads for facilitating the exportation and importa
tion of goods. ~hose laid down in Major Rennell's map are 
probably such a;; have been once intended to be_ made, and 
have never appeared except on. paper. 

The ferry boats in every part of Bengal are bad, and 
generally are so overloaded, that frequent accidents occur: 
They are also in general totally unfit for the conveyance of 
cattle. The landholders, so far as I learned, admit, that 
they are bound to provid~. ferries; but the obligation, I am 
informed, in a strict'intetp'retaiion of their engagements, is 
very doubtful. It. is'howel:er so evidently their interest in 
many 'cases, that to a certain:l extent they will usually comply; 
but they can never- De eip~ctea to furnish good boats. In 
general the ferry-man receives a . small quantity of land free 
.of rent, and binds himself to find a proper boat, and to 
transport all persons free of hire: and it is the duty of the 
Darogah to see, that the boats are proper, and the people 
attentive. This, I suspect, is a duty, to which very little 
attention is paid i ~nd indeed its execution would be difficult. 
Heavy complaints exist on this subject, as on most others. 
Many of the ferry-men complain, that they are compelled to 
pay rent for their lands; and others allege, where the ferry 
is much frequented, that they are compelled to give the land
lord a share of the profits, which aris~ from the usual and 

• voluntary contributions, that are made by passengers. It 
would probably be found on investigation, that the lands 
assigned for the support of ferries were not included in the 
rental, by which the revenue was fixed, and should therefore 
be considered as exempted from all claims of the landholder; 
and I am inclined to suspect, that their readyacknowledge
ment of the obligation to find boats arises from a conciousness 
of this circumstance. I have no dou bt, but that great ad vantage 
would accrue from taking these lands into the management of 
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the police, and granting them, and a right to certain fees 
from' passengers to ferry-men, on condition of tJteif keeping 
proper boats. A written copy of the agreement should be 
suspended at each ferry-house, so that any passenger might 
apply for redress, should any extraordinary demand be made, 

.or should any stipulated condition of attendance, care, or ac
commodation be negle,cted, and aU interference of the 
Zemindars, farther than as other passengers, ,should be most 
strictly prohibited. The, boats most proper to be used, in 
the rivers of this district, are the mars or floats, consisting of 
two or more canoes joined by a platform of bamboos. These 
are capable of conveying cattle or even carts; and, where 
there are no waves, transport a number of persons with much 
safety. They are less fit for the large riveJ;s of other districts, 
that have considerable waves, and that are too deep or wide 
to admit ()f the floats being puShed ~cPoss by poles, or drawn 
by ropes. -: " ~ , . 

There may be said to be no accmnmodation for travellers. 
One landholder, as I have ~lreaay tnentioned, entertains all 
travellers who choose to apply\ and natives in general find 
people of their own caste, who -will give them room'in their 
house to sleep on the ground; and the absolute necessaries 
may commonly be procured, when there are few persons in 
company. Unless Europeans are travelling post from station 
to station, which requires relays of carriages to be placed on 
purpose, and is attended with an enormous expense, they 
must travel in tents, and carry with them almost every person 
or thing, that tpey require. 

END 01' DINAJPOOB.. 
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BOOK I.-B'H·XGlTLPOOR~ 

A.-Estimate of the population of the district of Bhagulpoor. 

Seet.s. Employment. Number of 

Labourers. 
marriage. 

,,; able girl. 
Division or Thanah. 

~ ; 
~ 

remaining ... ~ . ~ :;e single at 
0 .8 t:8 P~ 15 years of 
;:; := ~ - <e o~ age. - ~ --- ------

Kotwali · · 97125 618;& 99000 25000 114SDO 49500 AOO 
RataagllDl · · '62900 158700 !all 000 63000 13000 146600 1011 
Kodwar · 20200 «809 MSOO 6006 6000 1>2500 

-/ 
lUi' 

Lokmaupoor · 896C0 87100 126700 15800 7900 103000 lIOO 
Gogri · · 28200 122900 150700 23&041 7000 120000 60-
Kumurgunj · 6000 16900 22500 2800 660& 14100 25 
Mungger · · 11400 83900 45300 8000 10000 mOO 200 
Soryagarha · 12375 27225 396of1 {l900 6000 lU700 60 • 
Mallepoor · · · 9750 140250 156000 19S00 '9200 107300 ~ -; - liD 
Ta1'llpoor · · 44900 134900 179800 22400 lJ200 146'200 60 
Bangka · 64000 172000 lI26000 13000 CiOOo 307000. .. .lIi 
FayezullahgnnJ · 12700 76300 89000 MOO 6600 77- liDO 
l'aIDgtl · · · 2100 6200 saoo 000 2000 6'&11 .. • B 
Jlajmabal · · 64050 54050 108100 23690 13500 21~Olj • .. 125 
Phutk,poOl · 3200 18000 182110 1650 1650 . ·8900 .' 110 
Furrokhabad · 6900 17700 23600 1100 1500 lIHleD 100 
Pralapgunj · · 113000 38300 61500 8800 9600 48U10 J5. 
Aurungirahad · 10700 28000 44700 4800 2900 37500 8' 
Kal.lcapOOr · lIOOOO 26000 &8000 6500 3300 l .2200 60 
Lakardewani 300 239700 240000 liIaooo 7400 liIog600 20' 
Nortbera Mnootaineers ,. 38000 88000 .. .. 88000 

" JioutherD Mountaineers .. 20000 20000 .. ., 30000 " 

Total. ---1165Il900 ,20; ------, 2Iig05Q 172860 i 1678000 213' 

a 



DhisloD Ot Thanah. 

"B.-GEN'ERAL STATISTICAL TABLE OF THE DISTRICT OF BHAGULPooR..-ln SqUtJr~ Milp.l. 

SoU aDd SltuAtinD. MaDDer of Oc.mpatloll. 

--na:bJe to- b8-I-ExemPtfrom 
onder water. /loads. 

! allowed a hold the plougb. tit"". who uoe 
'd Inundated Exempt from 

" t! :i of. good 1I0od8, and.-I 

Altogether ullfit for the plough or waBte.1 Fit for tholActOallY """UP1edILaodl .ctually plougb.but by farmers, wb.o Ot:!Copil"d by 

tallow. _ the h"e alone. 

a i ~ . 80li. good Boll. § ... .; s :a" .:: ::. ------ - --"';'" 
Clay. 1"1' ... 

.. as r::i 'i ~i . . ·s; 
~ 8 r.:I i ~ ;;.!! i !J!. ~'l! t or';; or 

Commeroe. 

i' g I< i.:. !j,~ ,rIO • .1 -5:i Sf ill ~e . e'll ~ .. II 
. a sj l! ~ ..; d ,,!!>i!E J 'd.,j =.:; .o:ll'" &:ll.a ile.. ..; J '2 t. 

... : .. ~ tt '" ~ :i 0_ fA .. ~Ci P c ... ~~ .. toI~ =~.o ~ • ~ ~ ~ !. .e • 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i 11 j 1 ~ .~ j~ t~ g1~ H H~ ~ § ~ ~ ~ g ~ i ~ ~ il 4, 
~ r.l.i! 6 Ci 0-1 ., It: '" ~ ::: ,,;,; iii It ~ j:Ci.. :I: oS ... oS It! .s 1:11 !l til :Ii! &l.i !'" 
I Kotwal! 92 a.. 8 II ""7B -; ~ - ~l4 T."' --I --1- --.-. - --1--; -::- -::- -::- --;rg -;;; -::--"7a -;;;0 ~o 
2 RatDaguuj 812 10 8 ,.. 114 17~ 8. 10 ". ti I 29 28 5.. • I 76 1I 154 " .16 60/1 11760 
S Kodwar 167 JJ 19 ". 7 53 26 8 II .. II 8 III II 13 34 39 24 .. 4 412 DOfJI) 
• Lokmanpoor • 481 81 156 121 55 99 89 10 81 "t... g6 I I 22 .. 102 86 1011 flO .. 19 816760 184796 
6 Gogrl • • • • • 18R 49 1164 164 100 62 14S 6 40 287 4 6 118 1111 99 49 liIlI 117 .. 8 138900 1I8900 
ti KangwargunJ or Kumurgullj. 92 18 40 15 2 12 II.. 18 ,82 8 9 10 II IS 2 .. 9 46040' .. 00 
7 Mu.ngger , 118 1$, 16 26 21 94 9.. U; ";,: 16.. 4 I 9 16 18 26 9 .. 16 322700 $78880 
8 SurYBgerhlL 103 9 89 III 15 22 I.. (._"'. 3 II .. , • S.. 85 12 22 2 .. 7 '048& 1018se 
\I MBllepoor 697 18 10 404 go 6 I ;.:" _.. ».. 66 46 134 88 10 130.. 43 .. 6 30900 • 9100 

18 Tarapoor lUll SO 62 387 70 16 2' -~ I~O IS '87 70 40 10 217.. 66 .. 6 1066 
II Bango.. 997 40.. 50 180 96 46 .. It 6a 61 62 30 U.. 296 .. 12 21166 199711 
III Fayezullahgullj 2:;6 16 » 19 8 146 70 .. 16 .. 8 2S 100 6 I Jl 65 18 III .. 8 49400 JlOBOO 
IS PBingti 56 14 17 I 18 4.. 14 .. 8 6 I' I Jl 9 14 I .. 9 18610 18&5 
14 RaJmahal 267 SO 68 96 fll go 90.. 20 10 40 40 1$ 8 7.. 27 31 lI3 29 .. :n 148300 1141600 
15 Phutkipoor • 92 8 17 3 I 2 4 8 •. 4 I 1 1I 13 II ". 4 2 .• 6 114650 4600 
16IF'Jrrokhaba~ • 71, 11 B 41 I 13 1I.. 12 •• 8 2 II 8 9 '\0 ·~U 2 .. 4 17050 17'75 
17Pratapgnllj • 122 8 SO 61 8 1 26 l!.. ,8.. f' .. I 'I 4 I 18 ~~ /!~ l!fi .. 6 lII2100 61950 
18iAUTUnggabad: • • 120 4 61 16 6 84.. .. "," '.. g.. 8 a 10.. 93; iN.... S 89400 59215 
Ip,lialJkapoor.. • 910 6132.. .. 26o... . ~ I. 6.. 15 152 67 5 12 '6......... '" 673 lI~ 
lOj'LakardeWanl • • 919 19.. .. .. 241 500 S4 45 60 19.. 412 33 65 60.. .... : •• -1110.. •• 1_ 60910 liIlI4~ 
II Northern Mountain.e.. • 920 10.. • •• 60 90.. 20( 620 20.. " 6S 9 200 520.. .. .. -.. lo~" 8 5 100 
22,Southern MoulltalDeer. • 666 16.. •• .. 160 100.. lOO 800 If!.. .. 100 84 100' 264.. .. •• • •• " 12. lI6 

I Tgtal ;;; 7G; m ~ Ug m; 00 146 -;; m '364 U 685 1731 J~ "63'1liWi ~ ~ld ~ gadUalme 9 ~ '136· I ;;0 ~O 
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C.-Proporlitm of Inundated LaM itt the Bhagulpoor District that u. C'overea during 
the whole raing 8IlalOn, ana that is only occasionally clJt'ereil. 

Constantly under water or mere barren cbannels 364 ,square miles» ltegularly 
inundated throughout the rainy season 1)99 i Liable only to occasional floods but 
every year covered for some day .. at least 402; Entirely exempt from inundation 
6260. • , 

D.-Manner in whkh the people of the Dishict of Bhagulpoor are lodged. 
Families that are partly or in whole accommodated in houses built of hrick 

616; In houses that are not built of brick but are roofed with tiles 604; In houses 
built of clay with two stories 4679 i In houses of one story with mud walls 94344; 
In houses with reed walls plastered with clay J37876; In houses with reed walls 
but not plastered '1854i; In huts built like a bee hive 16584; Total 333245. 

E.-State of education ill the district of Bhagulpoor. 

Men fit to act as writers born in the division 5135; Employed at home 2083; 
Employed abroad II 07; Not employed 1695; Strangers employed here as writers 
1260; Men belonging to the district employed in the'regular army 507 ; Em. 
ployed in the police or revenue 4045; Employed abroad in the police or revenue. 
1581; Not employed 3585; Strangers employed in the police or revenue,IHO. 

F.-Manner itt which the Cutlivatea IAnU ...,.IM District of BhagulpfJOt' fN'iJI> 
~~C:UPtad.. ~ .-

Number oChouses 62475 i Trees 5953.7"; bamboos 935; Kitchen gardens 42700' • 
Vegetables ill the fields 56J5; Broadea$ sumflWt.r.ice by itself 193100 l po.·do. 
followed by Masur 9900; Do. do. do.~{l1tl~ thr~~'f~l?le 350; Do. do. do. mixed 
with Linseed 6915; Do. do. do. with· ~~41')1"~::Do. do. do. with Sarisba 2280; 
Do. do. followed by pease 11230; Do. do. followed by Kbesari 4i80; Do. do. 
followed by Mashkalai 10410; Do. do. followed by do. sown among the stubble 
9800; Do. do. followed by Kuthl llO; Do. do. mixed with Arabar 2200; Do. do. 
followed by Pease mixed with Rayi 481S; Do. do. followed by Wheat 12325; Do. 
do. followed by Barley 11050 l Do. do. followed by Wheat mixed with Sharisba; 
Do. do. followed by Barley mixed with Rayi 750; Do. do. followed by But or Challa 
9985; Do. do. follawedby Kabali But 1525; Do. do. followed by But mixed with 
Masur; Do. do. followed by But mixed with Wheat 750; Do. do. followed by But 
mixed witb B8I'Iey 1400; Do. tlo.followed by But mixed with Linseed 975; Do do. 
followed by But mixed with Sarisha 150; Do. do. followed by Linseed 5280; Do. 
do. followed by Linseed mixed with Sarisba i Do. do. followed by Sarisba 8225; 
Do. do. followed by Seuti Sarisha 600; Do. do. followed by Rayi sown among the 
atubble 350 i Do. do. mixed with Kangni 1200; Do. do. followed by Vaisakhi 
China 855; Do. do. followed by Rarhiya Cotton 150; Do. do. f,?Uowed by Rar~iya. 
Cotton mixed with Pease 4QO; Do. do. followed by Rarbiya cottOD mixed ",i1b 
Sansha 300; Do. do. mixecl with Barabangga cotton 230; Transpla~d summer 
rice by itsl'lf43'175; Broadcast Sati rice by it~elf6585; Do. Jali by itself 2700; Do. 
Xartika by itself 1550; Transplanted winter rice by itself 772775; Do. do. followed 
by Kbesari sown among the stubble 143550; Broadcast wintet rice by itself 
1513310; Do. da. followed by Khellari sown among the stubbla,;r~~, Uo. do. 
followed by But sown among the stubble 1800; Do. do. mix;~d:. jitJi·F.f~.i.mt)ng 
21500; Spring rice .5690; Kangni by itself 2840; Kherisamora by ltll'iJfa''tHl'sO; 
Kheri by itself 35470; Do. followed by Masur 1400 I Do. followed Masur .mBed 
with Linseed 2150; Do. followed by Pease 1300; Do. foJlowed by Pease mixed with 
Barley 750; Do. followed by Khesari 11 00; Do. followed by Mashkalai or U rid : 
1600; Do. followed by Kulthi 3000; Do. mixed with Arahar 2100; Do. followed 
by Wbea.t-3400; Do. followed by Barley 2350; Do. followed by But or ChaW(. 
1750; Do. followed by But mixed with Linseed 100; Do. followed by Sansha2500; 
Do. followed by Sarso 1300; Do. followed by Rayi 100; Do followed by Rayi 
mixed with ,Linseed 600; Do. followed. by Bhujaru cotton 625; Maruya trans
planted by itself 860; Do. broadcast by itself 60550; Do. followed by Masur 
3800; Do. followed by Masur mixed with Linseed 200; Do. followed by do. mixed 
with Barley 900; Do. followed by Pease 550; Do. followed by Pease mixed with 
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Barley 1100; Do. followed by Pease mixed with Rayi 550; Do. followed bI 
Khesari ~ Do. followed by_Kulthi 8800; Do. mixed· with Tulbulikalal 300; Do. 
mixed wi,th Ar.ahar 8250; Do. mixed with Arahar and Ricinus 2400; Do. mixed 
with Arabar lnd Kangni; po. mixed with Bora 150; Do. mixed Kangni 300; Do. 
followed by Wheat 12325; Do. followed by Barley 8750; Do. followed by But 
1600; Do. followed by But mixed with Barley 450 ; DC!. followed by But mixed 
with Linseed 150; Do. followed hy Sarisha 7400; Do. followed by Rayl 2001 
Do. followed by Linseed 100; Do. followed by Rarhiya Cotton mixed with Gota 
900; Do. followed by Rarhiya Cotton mixed with Gota and Pease 50; Maize by 
itself 139290; Do. followed by Masur 4750; Do. followed by Masur mixed with. 
Linseed 3100; Do. followed by Pease 2800; Do. followed by Pease mixed with 
Barley 4100; Do. followed by Pease mixed with Khesari and Barley 1000; Do. 
followed by Khesari 500; Do followed by But 9350; Do. followed by But mixed 
with Barley 1400; Do. mixed with Arahar 33450; Do. mixed with Arahar and 
Recinus 7750; Do. mixed with Arahar, Kangni and Barabangga Cotton 30; Do. 
Do. mixed with Bora; Do. followed by Wheat 17250; Do. followed by Barley 
13450; Do. followed by Barley mixed with Sarisha 1200; Do. followed by Sarisha 
25950; Do. followed b1 Sarisha mixed with Rarhiya Cotton 100; Do. followed 
by Rayi 1200; Do. followed by Linseed mixed with Sarisha 850; Do. followed by 
Vaisakhi China 500; Do. mixed Kangni 250; Do. mixed with Barabangga Cotton 
550; Do. mixed Gajar Cotton 1760; Do. mixed with Gajar Cotton and Recinul 

,1940; Do. mixed with Kartika Cotton and Recinu8 2900; Kodo by itself 14300 ; 
.Jlo.-. foJlowl;!d by Masur 550 l Do. followed by Masur mixed with Linseed 1400; 
1>(1. followed by Masur mixed with Rayi and Linseed 600; Do. followed by Pease; 
Do. tQIioV{ed by Mashkalai 200; Do. mixed with by Arahar 3355; Do. mixed with 
Arawani Recinu8 50; Do. followed by But 100; Do. follo.ved by Wheat 1750; 
Do. followed by Barley 2550; Do. fo119wed by Barley mixed with Pease 250; Do. 
followed by Sarisha 700; Do. followed ~y. Rayi 1000; Do. followed by Linseed 
1000 ~ Do. followed Linseed mixed with Rayi 50; Janera Gohama by itself 9205; 
Do. Chauliya by itself 200; Do-. mixed with Til 650 I Do. mixed with Til and 
Bhetmas 50; Do. mixed with Recinus 50; China Asharhi by itself 3400: Do. 
Bhadai by itself 580; Do. Kurtika by itself 100 ; Do. Maghi by itself; Do. Vaisaki 
1\870; Do. do. fonowed by Masur 600: Do. do. followed by Field Pease mixed 
with Barley 1200; Do. do. followed by Wheat 600; Do. do. followed by Rayi 250 I 
))0. Asharhi followed by Vaisakhi China 1100; Do. Bhadai followed by Vaisakhi 
China 2~0; Gundli by itself 7860; Nauya Gundli by itself 2680; Gundli followed 
by Kulthi 2860; Bhetmas by itself 921); Wheat by itself after culture 393985; 
Do. sown in the mud without previous culture 200; Do. mixed with Masur 3000 ; 
Do. mixed with But 3750; Do.mixed with Sarso 11450; Do.mixedwithRayi 1000; 
Barley by itself after regular culture 231900; Do. Bown among the mud without 
previous culture 500; Do. mixed with Masur 2200; Do. mixed with Pease 
(Jlj.Okeras) 66850; Do. mi1ed with Pease and Khesari (Jaokeras) 19500; Do. 
mixed with But 2200; Do. mixedwithSarisha2900; Do.mixedwithRayi 500; Do. 
mixed with Linseed 800; Masur by itself 32850; Do. mixed with Barley 160; 

. .;00. mixed with Linseed 15335; Do. mixed with Linseed and Sarso 3400; Do. 
mixed with Sarisha 3590; Field Pease Maghi by themselves 48700; Do. Vaisakhi 
by themselves 49700; po. Kabali by themselves 7750; Do. mixed with Rayi and 
Khesari 11000; Do. mixed with Rayi or MuStard 10230; Khesari sown in the mud 
without culture 1100; Do. by after cultivation 31850; Mashkalai by itself after 
cultivation 136985; Do. sown in the mud without culture 146525; Tulbulikalai 
by itself 180; Kulthi by itself 147930; Harimung by itself 200; Mahananda or 
Sehamung by itself 2250; ~ethkalai by itselt 4500: Suthrakalai by itself 200: 
MaghlArahar by itself2600; Vaisakhi Arahar by itself 19680; Do. do. mixed with 
Bhetmas 970; Do. do. mixed with Tulbuli 75; Do. do. mixed 'With Harimung 
65!}; Do. do. mixed with Recinus (Vaghrengri) 400; Do. do. mixed with Recinu. 
(Chanka) 400; Bora or Gangra by itse)f 10150; 1)0. or Chhota Gangra by itself 
,~OOO; But by itself 79450; Do. or China mixed with Barley 1225 ~ Do. do. mixed 
... ith Linseed 29200 I no. do. mixed with Linseed and Rayi 150 ; Do. do. mixed with 
lI\arisha 3250 I Kabali But by itself 6490; Sarisha, Gota, Lotni, Turi or Magbuya 
by itself 90170; Sarso or' Pingri by itself 46250; Rayl, Reingchi, or Mustard by 
itself 74800; Gangrayi J>y itsetf 9550; Rayi or Mustard sown without any previous 
culture 2550; Sarisha or Gota mixed with Linseed 150; Sarso mix I'd with Sllf~ 
flower·440; Senti Sarisha by itself 1100; Linseed by itself 16250; Linseed mixed 
with Samower 100; Til by itself 22655; Charak Til by itself 5000; Sargujiaya b1 
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itself 5100: Fatuya or Meghnal by itself 2560; Do. followed by Sarisha 20; 
Amliya Chandana and Kudrum by itself 2315; Chandana or Kudrum mixed with 
Arahar 90; Sar or Kasmira by itself 1280; Tobacco by itself (Mandhata) 8110; 
Do. (Thariya) by itself 2;5; Gangja (Hemp) by itself.30; Betleleaf Kl ; Sugar 
cane (Khagri) by itself 6270; Do. (Paungdi) 4700; Do. (Raungda) 1700; Do. 
(Karuya) 600; Do. (Naigori) 3603; Do. Mango 2000; Cotton (Barabangga) by 
itself 4011; Do. (Rarhiya) by itself; Do. (Bhujaru) by itself 395; Do. (Gajar) by 
itself 530; Do. (Bhoga) by itself 230: Do. (Athiya) by itself 25; Do. (Barabangga) 
mixed with Sutbni 530; Do. do. mixed with Ricinus 395; Do. (Rarhiya) mixed 

• with Gota or Sarlsba 940; Do. do. mixed with Sarisha and Mahanandamung 300 ; 
Do. do. mixed with Gota and Pease 200; Do. (Bhujaru) mixed With Kulthi 40; 
Do. do. mixed with Mung or Sehamung; Do. do. mixed with Rayi 16; Do. do. 
mixed with Saffiower 50; Do. do, mixed with Ricinus or Eringri 40; Do. do. 
mixl'd with Ricinus, Saffiower, and Rayi 125; Do. (Gajar) mixed with Ricinus 
310; Indigo by itself for the plant alone 17575 j Do. by itself for seed and plant 
4360 j Do. for seed alone 1080; Do. mixed with Masur 2000; Do. mixed with 
Pease 900; Do. mixed with Mashkalai 5980 j Db. mixed with Kulthi 3540; Do. 
mixed 'lI'ith Maize 140; Do. mixed with Wheat 500 j Do. mixed with Barley 1100 j 
Do. mixl'd with Sarisha l1380; Do. mixed with Rayi 4010 j Do. mixed with 
Sarisha for plant and seed 60; Do. mixed with Linseed 2150 j Do. mixed with 
Bhujaru Cotton 1000; Mulberry by itself 2350; Saffiower by itself 390; Do. 
mixed ~;th Pease?O; Do. mixed ",;th Pease and Ricinus 40; Do. mixed with Turi 
or Gota 50; Do. mixed with Reingchi 125; Do. mixed with Ricinus 20; RiC~l1' 
by itself 1960; Do. mixed with, S~sha 860: ~ by t.hemselves 6~J. ~ 
mixed WIth Saffiower 50; SuthDl by ttself 2 LS; Do mixed WIth Arahar 2;)'0: ... De.. 
mixed with Kartikabangga or Cotton 2:>; Do. mixed Barabangga CottslIo.and 
Ricinus 250; Potatoes by themselves 100; Ginger by itself 550; Do. mixed with 
Suthni 20; Turmenc by itself 81 0; Do. mixed with Vaisakhi China 40; Do. mixed 
WIth Barabangga (Cotton) 50: Do. mixed" with Ricinus 50; Peyaj (Sangehi' and 
Dhemra:) or Onion by itself 1035; Do. or Onion mixed with Suthni 100 i Garlic 
by itself 530: Jira by itself 60 j Dhaniya by itself 240: Ajoyan by itself after 
cultivation 95; Do. sown on the bank of rivers without plougbing 1195; Mauri 
or Saongp by itself 120 j Methi by itself 305; Chandan I or Randhuni by itself 340; 
Kalijiri or Mangrela by itself'40: Seedling land by itself 23775 :-Total 5681280. 

G.--General Abstract 0/ the value and produce o/landl occupied by/armer, who 
rultivatll with the plough in the Districl 0/ Bliagulpoor. 

Fruit trees. value -of fruit in Rupees 215895; Bamboos value cut annually in 
Rupees 2357; Vegetables, &C. in gardens and fields value in Rupees 254385 j 
GBAIN-Rice-Quantity in Mans 19:,135950; Value in Rupees 10259757,Quantity 
remaining for consumption after deducting seed 18399605. China, Kangni. Kheri, 
Maruya, J.l.faize, Kodo, Jenara and Gundlf,-Quantity of Mans 266479 J ; Value iA 
Rupees 1306395; Quantity remaining for consumption after deducting seed 2566998. 
Wheat aftli Barley-Quantity in )lans4305092; Value in Rupees 2810272; QUail
tity remaining for consumption after deducting seed 3974309. Pulse-Quantitj 
in Mans 3768152; Value in Rupees 2270465; Quantity remaining for consump
tion after deducting seed 3538570. Sarisha. Linseed, and Til-Quantity in Mans 
891807 j Value in Rupees 1028422; Quantity remalDing for consumption after 
deducting seed 874092. SugarcaM-Quantity in Mans 168380; Value in Rupees 
278108. PLANTS FOR MAILING THRBAD AND lloPE-Pata and Satl.-Quantity in 
Mans 18093; Value in Rupees 22715. Cotton-Quantity of Mans 20974; Value 
in Rupees 57881. PLANTS Foa SlilOIlING AND CHEWING-Betle le(l/~V:alue in 
Rupees 36700; Tobacco-Quantity of Mans 29806 I Value in Rupees 63247. 
Gangft»-Quantityof Mans 130; Value in Rupees 1866. P.LANTS USlto'l1oa DVII.'IG 
-IndIgo, Plantt-Value in Rupees 102172. Seed-Quantity iu Mans 3273; Valu!!" 
in Rupees 10213. SajJWwer jlower-Quantity in Mans 190; Value in Rupeea 

'1799. Seed-Quantity of Mans 1216; Value in Rupees 1139. PLAN'flI POR llI!.A.ll-

INg SILK-WORlilB. Tat or Mulberry-Value in Rupees 40400. Ricinus-Value ill 
Rupees 27823. MZDlcINz-Quantity in Mans 80; Value in Rupees 144; Quantity 
remaining for consumption after deducting seed 78. Total 'Value of each Thanah 
as fonowa-Kotwali 512983 ; Ratnagunj 1582508; Kodwar 590653 I Lokma.npoor 
1939656; Gogri 2311469 j Kangwargunj 196294; Mungger 480402; Silryagarha 
420661 ; Mallipoor 1202907} Tarapoor 1674299; Bangka 2124065. Fayeaullah. 
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gunr631772: Paingti 1l~146: Rajmaha1790159: Pbutkipoor 109117: FUlTok ... ~ 
habad 258011; P,ratapgunJ 681891; Aurunggabad 501436; Kalikapoor 740347' 
Lakardewani 1924377: Grand Total Rupees 18792162. • 

H.-Estimate of the Live S.tock in the District of Bhagulpoor. 
Number of Bulls reserved for breeding 5421; Value 51780 rupees. Bulls W\"ou~ht 

in the plough, belonging almost entirely to the high casta 58115 ; Value 322290. 
Oxen used in wheel carriages 922; Value 16045. Do. used in carta 4424; Value 
57514. Do. used for carrying back loads belonging to traders 22320: Value. 
246985. Do. used carrying back loads belonging to farmers 3535; Value 34~70 ; 
Do. used for carrying back loads belonging to the high castes 3345 ; Value 29845. 
Do. used both in the plough and for carrying loads or to draw carts 8.1400; Value 
509600. Do. used in machinery 4710; Value 20930. Do. used in the plough alone 
belonging to the high casts 130570; Value 936235. Do. used in the plougb alone 
belonging to tradesmen 53180; Value 367875. Do. used in the plough alone 
belonging to mere farmers 595235; Value 3959707t. Buffaloes used in the plough 
and carts 1200; Valu~ 9400. Cows belonging to the high castes 26982!1; Value 
1610575. Do. belongmgtotradesmen 180520: ,value 1019320. Do belongingto 
fanners 781420: Value 4577385. Do. wrought in the plough 200; Value 800. 
Young Cattle. Old Cattle. Buffaloes young and -old 35160; Value 4~0725. 
Goatl grown females 191400; Value 80718!. Sheep called Bheri grown females 
3Hio; Value 1687t. Do. called Garar breeding females 5700; Value 3162t. 
~wi.De· ti?tal i6390; Value 12402t. Horses preserved for carrying loads 1945; 
Value' 1*"56~.t; , Asses 225; Value 5.25. Came1s2; Value 220. Total Number 
245126~.' • Total value 14373155i' rupeea. 

t-Estimate of the quantity 0/ milk prormre& by I he ownt!7'l of cattle in the District 
of BhagulpOoNm4 of its value. 

Total Number oC Cows 1231965;, Do. giving milk 615982; Total milk in ffla1l8 

2185684; Total value of milk in 'rupees 2091901. Total number of Buffaloes 
35160; Number giving milk 17580; Total milk' in mans 116030; Total value of 
milk in rupees 106364; Total milk in mans 2301714; Total value of milk in 
rupees 2198266. ' 

K.-Estimate ofth''ftutnber of Artists in tke District of Bkagulpoor. 

1. Picture painters 16; 2. Mirasin 5; 3. Bais 16; 4. Khelonis 4; 5. Jhumriyas 
10; 6. Natuyas 145; 7. Domnadomnis 10; 8. Bhangrs 18: 9. Bishaharis 6; 10. 
Kirtaniyas 76; 11. Bhaganiya Kirtanigas 670; 12. Pirergayans I; 13. Piranis 10; 
14. Badyakars or Bajaniyas 4116; 15. Tasawalehs 390. 16. 1'l'ahabatwalehs 89; 
17. Daphalis 58; 18. Nariyal 15; 19. Bazigurs 11; 20. Chambas 36; 21. Washer
JIlell 1862; 22. Shawl washer men 5; 23. Soap makers 1; ~4. Tallow candle 

,makers 3; 25. Torch makers 4, 26. Taylors 250; 27. Tent makers I ; 28. Rarbers 
2284; 29. Helas 4; 30. Nats 11; 31. Missiwalehs 11 ;. 32. Red lead makers 5 ; 
as. Laheri or makers of lac omamenta 249; 34. Churisaz or bracelet makers 28 ; 
Sf;. Sakhari or shell cutters 22; 36. Malis or §arland makers 348; 37. Inn makeTII 
11 I 38. Mat makers 382; 39. Thatchers 600; 40. Dom or Bangsphor or basket 
makers 796.f.,4}. Paper makers 96; 42. Book binders 1; 43. Shoe makers or 
Chamar'tM9: 44. Dabgar or leathern bag makers 4; 45. Atushbaz or prepareTII 
of fire·lW6Tks 44.:,:46. Preparers of Tobacco or Tamakuwalehs 286; 47. Charcoal 
ball makers 1; 48. Majunwalehs 1; 49. Distillers 132: 50. Pachuiwalt:h or brewer 
I; 51,' 'Puis .r 'tariwalehs 481; 52. Oil makers or Telis 2485; 53. Dahiyar 
Goyalas'S74!);" '54. Makhaniya Goyalas 3; 55. Mayra or sweet meat makers 1 ; 
M. Murad or Ilweet meat makers 1; 57. Halwais or sweet meat makers 616; 58. 
'P~ja and Phulauriwalehs 100; 59. Bharbhuna or Chabena furosh 1033; 60. 
Flower grinders 31; 61. Dalharis 50 J 62. Nanwais 17; 63. Bukurkussab butchers 
18'; 64. Kussab butchers 42; 65. Bawarchis cooks 11 ; 66. Lohar or Barhai, who 
make the whole of the implements of agriculture and coarse of furniture 1340; 
67. Carpenters who only make finer furniture 73; 68. Carpenters who only make 
the wooden parts of the ililplements of agriculture and coarse furniture and boats 
360; 69. Jappani Nukas orllainters offurniture ~O; 70. Nukkash or house, boat, 
and palanquin painters 6; 71. Piyuri or yellow paint makers 7; 7~ Sawers 25; 
73. Turners or Kharadis 65 ;,74. Kanggaiw~eh or hair comb makers 6; '15. Potten 
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1177; 76. Image makers 27; 77. Brick makers 60; 78. Brick layers 218; 79. 
Lime bUrnenl 32; 80. Stone cutters 60; 81. Gtlldsroiths 725; 82. Kasera and 
Thatera who make vessels of copper, brass and bell metal 458 ; 83. Bidnwalehs 1 ; 
84. RangdhaluJa wbo work in tin and pewter 49; 85. Kalaigar who tin copper 
and brass ve&sels 6; 86. Naychabbund v.ilo make flexible tubes for smoking 20 ; 
8; . Kol who smelt iron 320; 88. Lohars who only make the iron work of the im
pliments of agriculture on coarse work for country use and forge crude iron 281 ; 
89. Blacksmiths who only make finer work 107; 90. Koftgur or inlayers and 
platers 1; 9l. Needle maker or Sui\\"alehs 2; 9~. Cutlers or Slillgurs and Slkulgurs 

"40; 93. Dhuniya or cotton cleaners 1185; 94. Spinners of cotton 16897;'; 95. 
Dyers or Rungrezs 94; 96. Weavers who work in Tasar and silk 1138; 97. Do. of 
cotton cloth 6212; 98. Do. of cotton carpets 3; 99. Tape makers OT ~ewargurs 
19; 100. Patwars who knit strings 88; 101: Chintz makers 9; 102. Blanket 
weavers 157; 103. Indigo factories 32; l~. Nuniyas who' make salt.petre 174. 

L.-Value in Rupeel 0/ tke Goot18 E.:rp(Jrled awllmporteJ _ftually from anJ mto 
tke Distrid 0/ Bhagulpoor. 

Rice Exports Rupees 84900; Imports Rupees 137525. Wheat, Export 421700 ; 
Import 84500. Barley, Export 3650; Import 1200. Maize Export 48S0 ; Import 
1700. Janera, Export 6000; Import 2200. China. Export 200. Maruya.· 
Export 2100; Import 1600. Jaokerao, mixture of barley and pease, Export 11600;" 
Import 7000. f;hanll or but, Export 89400; Import 30000. Kaba!i .. ~ .. ]:iJ'Ort. 
4700. Arahar, Export 44940; Import 5200. Pease, Export 1830Q:;'~ ~·600. 
Bora, Export 3400. Mung, Export ItOO. ·Urid or Masbkalai, Export .4.6950; 
Import 4400. Khesan. Export 8750; I~4500. Masur, Export 15300; Im
port 2200. Kulthi, Import 1100. Rape llJ)d M~stard aeed, Export 123150. im.
port 21650. Til, Export 8000; Jmpo~ 350. Linseed, Export 25500; Import 
2000. Castor oil seed, Import 900; Oil, ExPort 2200; Import 1250. Ghiu or 
boiled butter, Export 1229.~0; Import 70200. Milk, Import 10000. Coast salt 
or Karkach, Export 1100; Import 75900. Bengalese salt or Pangga. Export 193600; 
Import 509450. Sugar, Import 9860. Extract of Sugar cane, Export 17150; 
Import 19450. Treacle or Chhoya. Import 3750. Sukkur or coarse 5Uggar, Im
port 6550. Honey, Export 330. Betlenuts, Export 1800; Import 28130. Cocoa 
nuts, Import 460. Tobacco, Export 9150; Import 51000. Hempbuds or Gangja. 
Import 3800. Indigo. Exr-ort 712100. Opium, Import 3200. Mabuya flowers. 
Import 1000. Turmeric, Import 600. Dry ginger, Import 200. Betle leaf, Ex
port 60; Import 375: Safflower, Export 310. Jira aeeds, Export 6000. Import 
6250. Ajoyan. Export 6100; Import 200. Pasari goodi, Export 18750; Import 
56650. Wax. Export 700; Import 280. Catechu or Kath, Export 22000. Lac, 
Export 9900. Copper, Import 1400. Pewter or Justab, Import 16050. Tin or 
Rangga. Export 2250; Import 14525. Lead, Export 2300; Import 9500. Iron, 
Export 13750; Import 36100. Brass and bell-metal vessels, Export 15000; I~ 
ports 49850. Iron wares, Export 6000; Import 100. Pata or hemp of Corchorua. 
Import 2115. Sack cloth and ~ Import 3950. Kasmiri San or hemp of Crot9't 
lana. Export 400; Import 885. Cotton wool, Import 283000. Do. thread, IIQ" 
port 1450. Do. cloth, Export 6500; Import 45800. COCOOD8 or Tasarguti, Ex
port 10300; Import 10000. Bhagulpoori cloth. Tasar and cotton Dlised, Export 
201000. Silk cocoons. Export 50000. Pure silk cloth, Export 300 f'llnport 7300. 
Silk thread, Export 52000; Import 500. Maldehi, Masru and ot~ cloth. ei silk 
and cotton mixed, Import 3500. Tasar cloth, Import 100. Chmts, Import 8350. 
Woollen carpets and blankets. Import 1930. Gold thread, Import. l00~. j)hllwls, 
Import 2000. Perfumes. Import 700. Shoes. Import 600. Chank -ebells and 
ornaments, Export 500; Import 1900. Manihari goods, Export 800; Import33.2~ 
Paper, Import ISO. Wooden furniture, Export 5300. Timber of Sakuy&, Sisa~ 
&C. Import 5725. Timber for posts, beamaand planks. Export 2200; Import 2100. 
Fire wood, Export 17150. Charcoal, Export 41450. Canoes,lmport 220. Nat. 
Sap and Kua mats. Export 1400; Import 750. Reeds and grass, Export 600; 
Import 2100. Sabe rope. Export 50. Sal leaves, Export 50. Dhuna. Export 200. 
Fish, Export 2800; Import 1500. Swine, Export 200. Buffaloes. Export 1000. 
Oxen and cows, Export 5500; Import 1500. Lime, Export 700. Stone wares, 
Export 2800; Import 200. Kharima.ti, Export 2600. Singing birds, Export 500. 
Total ErportI Rupees 2502810; TlJtall,npqrtl Ru~ 1688450; 
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'" i i MARKET TOWNS IN BHAGULPOOR. 
\." . 

Diviii01l.1. Under Thanah Kotwali.-MARKET PI.ACE8.-Shujagunj. Mozahed. 
poor. Saray. Yogsar. Munshurgunj. Khunjurpoor. Mayagunj. Kazicbaok. 
Enayetgunj. Nathnagar. Champanagar. Lakshmigunj. Sahebgunj. Barari. 
Mahadmagar. Kotubgunj. 

No. II. Di!>ision under Thanah Ratnagu1\i.-MARIlET PLAcEs.-Ratnagunj. 
Hat Ratnagunj. Hat Badshahgunj. Bazar Amarpoor. Hat Payen. Hat Nut. 
gul'lj. Katsob. Kusmaha. Dustpoor. Duriyapoor. Karjeli. Gobrachauki. 
Andhari. Nawada. Amdaha. Dight • 

No. Ill. Division under Thanah Kodwar.-MARKET PLACEs.-Soulutgunj. 
Biswaskhani. Chandpoor. Durgagunj. Duriyapoor. 

No. IV. Division under Thaw Lokmanpoor.-MARKET PLACE8.-Bazar Bihi. 
poor or Parasurampoor. Hasurgunj. Bhamarpoor. Madhurapoor. Ladmar. 
Krishnagunj. Pumi. Choranda. Bhawanlpoor. Pangchgachhlya. Sohanigunj. 
Sibgunj. Viswanathgunj. 

No. 17. Divison under Thanah Gogri.-Bazar Kusbah Gogri. Bahulpoor. 
Nandalalgunj. Raghunathgunj. Mahesgunj. Ramgunj. Simrir. Setonabad. 

No. 171. Division under Thanah Kumurgunj.-MARKET PLACES.-Chichraun. 
Afzungunj. Sultangunj. Ku,sbah Jahanggira. Saray Kumurgunj. Ghorghat. 
Kathgola. Mahadeva. Nauyagarhi. . 

No. VII. Diz'ision under Thanah Mungger.-MARKET PLAcEs.-Barabazar. 
Gararb8Z1l!. Belanbazar. Batemangunj Puranigunj. Muk8uspoor or Kalitbao. 
foujdari bazar. Dehuri bazar. Chaok or Wesly bazar. Topkhanjlh bazar. 
Mog~l bazar. Keoramaydan. Laldarwaja. Lalupokhariya.' Kuttitola. Kasema 
bazar.' Supiabad. Hasungunj. 
, NIJ~ ;YjlI. DiLlision un.der Thanah Suryagarha.-Suryagarha. Jakarpoor. 
Katlhlllta.: ,Moulanagar. Medanichak. Nawabgunj. Rampoor. Rasulpoor. 

No. ,1..'(..' Division under Thaw Mall~o01'-MAaKE'r PLAcES.-Mallepoor. 
Jaruui. Sono. Pangchrukhi. Khorma. 

No. X. Division under Thanah Tarapoor.-MARKET PLAcE8.-Bazar Gazipoor. 
Tarapoor. Argusgunj. Belwari. Mozuffurgunj. Kharakpoor. 

No. Xl. Dwision under Thanah Bangka.-MARKET PLACEB.-Bazar Bangka. 
Hat Lakhluri. Hat Bayesi. Sabalpoor. Futehgunj. Hat Dangre. Korba. 
Gokula. Gopalgunj or Jamdaha.. Jaypoor. Cbandan. Kathan. 

No. XIl. Division under Thana" Fayenllahgun,j.-MARUT PLACES. - Hat 
Badlugunj. Gajarajgunj. Pyalapoor. Dirghi. Kumalpoor. Krishnadaspoor. 
Kusbah Kahalgang. Narayanvati. 

No. XIII. Division under Thanah Paingti.-MARKET PLACEB.-Hat Sabebgunj 
Ganggaprasad. Bazar Paingti. 
" No. XIV. Division tinder ncma" RqimahaZ.-MARKET PLACEB.-Bazar Ney

amutullah Kan. Kachcha Saray. Katra. Matsyabbuvan. Sirsigali. Kasem. 
gunj. Shurifah bazar. Gudagunj. Imamgunj. Pirgunj Ratnagunj. Saiud 
bazar. Pandariba. Sulimpoor. Hat Kathgola. Atapoor. Katigunj. Sakrigaii. 
Chapujan. ATaitikar. Kochpara. Mohubbutpoor. Masaha. 

No. X17. Division under Thanah Phutkipoor.-MARKET Pf.ACEB.-Hat Udha
wanala. Surfurazgunj or Phutkipur. Bazar Babulbana. Begumgunj. Serasan. 

NQ. XVI. Division. under Thanah .FIwrokhabad.-MARKET PLACE8.-Saray 
Furrokhabad. Nayansuk. Jhamar. Kharirdangra Or Beoya. 

No. XVJl. Division under Tlwnah Pratapgul\i.-MARKET PLAcEB.-Hat Shum-
8hergunj;:; ,Anupnagar. Mabadevnagar or Naya Hat. Pratapgunj. Chaukarbat. 
Mahan~nj.. '(~napoor. 

No. XVIII;" 'Division under Thanah Aurunggabad.-Hat Manggalpoor or 
Herbertgunj. Hat Kaligu,nj. Bhawanivati. Dewanahpoor or F.khtiya.rgUDj. Ja(urgunj. 

Ro XIX. Division undeT Thanak Kalikapoor.-MARUT PLACE8.-Hat Kalll,a
}lQor. Dubrajpoor. N\lrai. Virkati. 
: .No.XX. lAvin07J under Thanah Lakardewani.-MAJlI!.'BT PLAtJl;~.-Hat NUDi. 
Bamankheta. Hasdiha. Dhanbe. Heduya. Kayerbangk. ; Dumariya. Joka. 
l\1adhuban. Gidhini. Amarpani. Jaratal. Kerokhatesari. Satpabari. Dod
hane. Keduya. Gargariya., Kangjiya. Kesari., Nawadi. Jarka. Rampoor 
Mari'kadi. Rayikadari. Badbiyadi. Parpa. •. Birajpoor. Jarmuri. Bangskimanda. 
Lakp.rdewani. Khayerbani. Jiraliya.. Baluyadabar. Harayamerdi. Supcbala. 
Chandna. Rora. Gormala. Kumrabad. Kadai. Futehpoor. AsansoL 
Dumka .• Dharampoor. D~dhuya. 
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BOOK II.-GOR UKHPOOR. 

A 

.ESTIMATE OF THE POPULATION OF THE NORTHERN PART OF THE 
DISTRICT OF GORUKHpOOR. 

Di .. islon 01' Thanah. 

Gorn"kbpoor · 
MansurguJlj 

Parraona · 
Keseya · 
Jlelawa · 
Selempoor Ma,lhaoli 

Jlhagu\poor 
Jlarahalgu.nj · 
GaJpoor · · 
lIhewopar · 
OnaWa · 
Gopalpoor · 

chara · · 
Mauhnyadabar 
Khamariya. 
VazirgnDj · Nawabgunl 

Manikapoor · 
Lalgnnj · · 
Dumariyagnnl · Jla&ti · 

agahar · 
JIa.klrlra · 

pi · · JIan 

D holiyabhandar • 

LotaII . PaIi 
N1ch Iaul 

· · 
· 

Total 

Sects. 

I 

• .-
~ i .. 
! • " -.d ... :l 
" 5l {? ;:!I -
197' 4147 61111' 

· 307 \lS572 \lS829 

~7 18299 203M 

~t7 7859 8~ 

· 438 5203 5641 

62g 12869 13499 

· 201 154!/6 15697 

· 118 10690 .10808 

51G J1358 11868 

'99 7252 7360 

78 87Gs 8843 

321 91(2 /1463 

· 596 16686 17182 

fi93 9533 10226 

.656 19539 1I0J!/6 

285 6983 7268 

jfIS 566 1059 

188 7688 7826 

· 805 4974 5279 

8262 li6sg 15901 

1171 6113 7284 

3329 9731 13060 

195 1/148 lIl4S 

1884 17970 19954 

· I II 3 

92 6697 6629 
I lIS 214 

384 5951 6235 

I- - -
• 10575 lIi6524 177099 

b 

Employment. 

.!~ 

Plebeians. ~.! 
t:~ 
~.;;~ 
:;~~ 
SeQ 

Ii ~:9 r-
r! 

.. o oJ fi· 
;. r! a :l2 .... '" .g, b ., " ~ .... ~ ., 

~ 
CI " s,!-t .. ~ a: c .. 

0 ~~ 

~ ~ -...-...... --., 
, 

-1;12 1077 1983 1349 
co 60 

601~ 132 1384. 16353 25 

&640 373 4283 1010G 100 

9450 70 578 5108 s 
ass 1>9 s6i 43lI5 S 

_ 6799 88G 1207 5112 .. 
7910 367 989 6532 .. 
4710 105 '4ot 8589 1\ 

6995 527 1438 3918 .. 
3950 76 441 2982 & 

2600 "7 294 892 10 

7476 199 963 1125 100 

8665 173 1156 7188 !O 

3960 !tiS 166g 4334 25 

102S6 234 2439 7296 6' 
3930 132 1261 1945 115 

143 292 400 224 10 

3956 , go 600 S180 10 

3320 80 319 '1560 5 

71ii6 198 1533 :<!~l.~ ... 100 

t346 266 1346 . ,lI{I!8 100 

6650 307 1707 ··43~ 100 

818 75, 295 955 15 

10080 lu6 1879 -8190 100 

S I ., .. .. 
3365 fill 382 lI800 IS 

6 15 17 176 .. . 
lI254 go 886 11005 10 

------1-----
124884 6026 I 29613 116576 ~8 

I . 



B.-GENERAL STATISTICAL TABLE OF THE NORTHERN PART OF THE DISTRICT OF GORUKHPOOR. 

SoU and situation. Manner of occupation. Commerce. 
_ On the level part of the district. Altogether unfit for the plough or waste. Actuallyoccupiedl ~------• 11 by tarmers wbo 

~ oS Liable annually to be Levell d !! bold the plough. 
S :a .. under water. Exetnpt from regular floods. an • ... ,; 

Division or 
Thanah. 

s : .d 0 Clay. Free. 
:?.. • _. Ihundated of Exempt from ".' "'-:i-= ~- ---1-7-
~ .; 5 'E::l i. :s.... .; . a good aoil. 1l0oda and of ,,'" '" 5 ~ :3 Ii 
... ~ '? '" i ... ... ":a .. il, .>Iil~. good soil. e ~-:!.= .... .. 
• as'" ~ ID "a = ..; -= til 0.,:: g .. = CoJ • c1d 00 CIS Q Q)u.a • as .s ... B .!I OJ :il .. .. 'S ~ ~ ..... .!l Oil :s-= :J _ ... .;'.,,; .. t;,S~;;OJ!I 1 'a.. • .. ::-; . a .:: ! i .!l a .a '9 :; .... .; co • C . t!.;:! ~ t = ~ t ~ :; \S ~ aI .; os ~ ~ ~ • "ai • 11 -e ! 
j ~ 8 l ~ ~ i ~ ~, t ~! !ii ~ ~ ! ~~ !jjllj~~I~lOil ~jii f=i j i 1 ! ~ L ! 

Gorukhpoor " . . lI. ., .. 
MunsurgunJ 812 13 98 700 ., I 18 .. 
Parraona 546 17 84 lI91 lll/i IU 4 17 •• 
Keseya • • 129 II 4;. 50 67 6 I! .. 
Belawa [hauU. 113 3 3 I 3 211 27 54 •. 3 .. 
Salempoor Ma.!. 296 8 II" 1 20 115 193 36 8 
Bhagulpoor 168 13 6 3 49 26 71 18 
Barahalgunj 128 III 9 38 28 8 I 22 
GaJpoor 8s6 S 75. • 41 121 80 11 S 
Bhewopar 81 16 13 9 S 1 33 1 .(... 15 .. 
OnauI" 104 1 •• 60 17 «I 20 1 .. 
Gopalpoor 3117 15 63 27 SO 109 • 78 5 15 
8anichara. 874 18 56 11 162 '17 50 .. 18 

3 
4 

1 

68 
14 

78 
7 
1 
1 
6 

4 
IU 
s 
II 
12 

250 
68 
8 
1 

14 

8 
100 

10 
110 
76 
49 
25 Maubuyadabar 212 18 24.. 4 4 51! 27 78 10 13 

Khamariya 225 21 9 4 8 81 58 34 16.. III .... 5 • , 
VazirguDj. 210 13 6 20 7 6 71 84 3 .. 13.. «I «I 14 

25 
103 
23 
40 

172 
34 

2 
26 
5 

50 
24 
111 

14 
18 
10 
4 
/I 
7 
II 

111 
«I 

III 
13 
20 
18 
27 
17 

Nawabgunj 1 1 .. .. 
Manikapoor 110 2 55 27 20 6 II .. .. II II II 
Lalgunj. 6s 1 .. .. 23 25 11 S.. 1.. .. 18 3 II 
DumariyagunJ s26 15 8 8 16 187 72 .. 20 15.. 16 60 IIl1 lI9 
Basti • 208 8 .. ,76 611., 64 13 3 ,.. .. 61 85 18 
Magahar 360 22 23 45 179 16.. 15 22.. 13 9 67 35 u 
Bakbira 46 II 12 5 .c. ( 16 2 11 .. S 6 3 
Bangsi • • 687 43 16 37 III 225 137 ,:. :~, 170 _7 48 12. s6 86 282 56 
DhuUya Chandar. 130 2 g6 .. .",\ 24 ; 8 2 .. SO 88 8 
Lotan 253 8 34 20.. 9.. 49 107 'i-.c'" li6 8.. 9 48 i'g so 29 
Pall. 552 17 9.. G3a • . 156 34.. 17 " 9 171 276 86 
Nichlanl 622 19 29 122 140 6 16 19 16 8S 129 71 16 

18S 
85 
12 

11 
lI4 930 

.. IS 235 

.. 2 71 
2 8 4 50 
I 1 7 81 
6 46 60 
II 96 81 116 

81 48 14 60 
12 10 1I2 
.. 2ll.. 13 
114 71 17 lI7 
.. 129 lIS 54 
2437467 

71 '1 67, 
55 110 79 

I 
48 t .. 

's 11~: 56, .. 
li«l 84 

.. 8 .. 
16/84 .: 

2 

8 

11 8 

41 
1I2 
56 
85 
60 
13 
72 

Rupees Rupees 
1 601444 305767 

11 32850 H7110 
84 1647111 94628 
8 12473 18818 

16 2050 lI'l18 
16 66008 6010 
8 76600 8121 
1 7694 2565$ 
7 548.. 6612 
4 29120 23066 
1 8200 10 

1I 119206 40803 
8 22102 17818 
7 351S8 18800 
1 336312 241798 
3 81SIl 23601 
1 188568 181668 
" «250 36711 
3 450 2561 
3 10650 249111 
2 67806 "1673 
6 I08121j 87118 
1 11157 19879 
3 104768 112525 

28811 5339 
26110 1856 

12126 15481 

----Total.7423 325 2(j9 822 824 128 29 1630 290 16 825 16 141 3S9 1855 1381 489 Il19ll44 

I 



APPENDIX. 11 

C.-PropariiMa 0/ .,It,fIlIated ltm4 ill tM tWrlhena part 01 1M District 01 GorukA
potIr, thai" ~"ring' 1M IDAole rain, IMSOII, thai ift ordiraarr vear, is oc
CtUiOflOJl, cooered. sflll thai is eumpt from being jI.ood.ed. ucepl ift ezlraoniir&ary ,ean. 
Constantly under water or mere barren channels 325 square miles; Regularly 

inundUed throughout the rainy season 1072; Liable only to occasional tl.oods 
but every year covered fot some days at least 571; Land wbich in some years is 

·lialtle to be tl.ooded for two or three days 501; Entirely exempt from inunda-
tion 6025. 

D.-Estimat/! 01 1M proportion 01 tliffen'IIJ classel o/lOCietr thai are employN i. 
a.,DTicultwre iJllM ROrlhenl part 01 tM District 01 GtJrukApoor. 

Ashraf who do not farm 3625 families; Ashraf who have farms but do not work 
34150; Ashraf who hue farms, and work witb their own hand, but do not plough 
84063; Asbrafwho bold the plough 3046; Traders (Bakalies) who have farms 1264; 
Traders (Bakalies) who have not farms 4762; Artificers (Pauniyas) who live en
tirely by their own profession 7843; Artificers (Pauniyas) who have farms. but 
do not work tbem by their own hand, a few ; Artificers (Pauniyas) whooccasionall1 
cultivate land, either for themselves or for hire 21770; Grihasthas who plough.. 
their own farms 6-1109; Grihasthas who take service as ploughmel\...~:l~l!1-.... 
Total families 277099. Grihasthas who come from other districta"tQ>~~~: 
dividuals 54015. " " ' .," 

"E.-All estimate 01 tM IIIlIRMr ift 10AicA the peopl, 01 tMtWrlAem pari o/UwDittrid 
01 GtwwkApoqr are IN. 

Families that eat meat daily 5; Families that eat meat from 2"to 10 times a 
month 12700; Fam~ that sacrifice on great occasions only 156812; Families 
that cannot afford meat OD any occasion or that reject its use 107582; Families that 
have as much fish as they please. average perhaps from 120 to 150 times a year 2221 0; 
Families that have fish daily in the cheap season alone, and in the dear season 
procure it only some times, perhaps in all from 30 to 90 days iB the year 108777; 
Families that have ooly what fish they can catch themselves, or at least purchase 
on high occasions only in all from 30 to 60 days 38376; Families that reject fish 
107736; Families that can use Ghiu whenever they please 53352; Families that 
use milk daily 43677; Families that use milk in the cheap &eason often, ami tn the 
dear season on high occasions, in all from 90 to 150 days 161953; Families that 
use milk on holidays alone in the dear season, and sometimes on other occasions 
when its cbesp, in all from 30 to 43 days 71469; Families that seldom pro
cure milk, few; Families that use sugar or sweet-meats when they please, usuallj 
from 60 to 120 days 8364; Families that use sugar o~ sweet-meats one or two 
bmes in the week, and iB hot weather drink Sharawat 75167; Families that pro
cure them on holidays alone 193568; Families that use daily pulse for curry 199830; 
Families that use pulse for curry duriog a part of the year only, especially in 
harvest 77269; Families that use pulse only on particular occasions few .. Families 
that W!e cultivated vegetables daily 18030; Families that use cultivated vegetables. 
when they cannot procure pulse 128079; Families that lIS8 cultivated vegetables 
only on particular occasions 130990; Families thatcan alford to pllf'Chase foreign 
spices 145244; Families that procure oil in abundance 22105. Those that have 
a moderate allowance of oil 87664; Those that procure oil scantily 151890; 
Fa,milies that procure oil only occasionally or in very small quantities J 34~O -" 
Families that have salt in abundance 21905; Families that procure a stinted . 
allowance of salt 122623; Families that procure a scanty allowance of salt 125184 ,. 
Families that procure salt in very amall quantities 7387; Families which use rice 
two times daily, with wheaten cakes occasionally as a varl.rty 67424; Families 
which use rice in harvest two times, in other seasons wheat or other coarse gnUns 
192917; Families which once a day use hoiled rice. and once wheaten cakes 3118 
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Families which use in general wheat, or other coarse grains, and procure rice 
on some occasions only 13640; Families which use two or three curries daily or 
frequently 18625; Families which use two or three curries five or six times a month 
96647; Families which use only one curry a day, except on great occasiona 
161827. 

F.-An estimate 01 the extent to which the people 0/ the northern part 0/ the District 
01 Gorukhpoor indulge in various intoxicating substallcel., • 

MilD who are addicted to palm wine 15964 I Men who are addicted to distilled 
liquors 75943; Men who use opium 1163; Men who smoke Gangia 3030; Men 
who use Siddhl or bhang 14114; Men who use Charas, few; Men who smoke pre
pared tobacco in abundance 140309; Men who cannot smoke abundance of any 
kind of tobacco or who reject its use J367~0 I Women who smoke prepared to
bacco, 95; Men who chew tobacco 211891; Women who chew tobacco 182493; 
Men who use snuft' 8812; Men and women who have betle in abundance 73609 ; 
Men and women who are stinted in betIe 102557; Men and wom~n who seldom 
procure betle 100933 • 

. tt . .....:.dll 'estimate 01 the mallner in which :the people 01 the 1IOTthem part 01 the 
District 01 GorulJlpoor are supplied with luel and light. 

'Fire~d 138343 families; Cowdung sometimes mixed with husk, 138756; 
Mustard aeed oil 170334; Linseed oil 96468; Oil of Sesamun 169; Castor oil or 
that of the Ricinus 843; Oil of Barra or seed of Kusam 1638; Karangia aeed oil 
950; Koranda oil expressed from the seed of the Bassia 6697; Families which 
bum a lamp all night 1567; Familea which bum a lamp to midnight 33243; 
}'amilies which bum a lamp three hours 97081; Families which burn a lamp 
when they take aupper 136578; Families which bum torcbes or straw at supper 
8630. 

H.-An estimatfl explaining the extent o/lurury in attendance allil conveyance in the 
northern part 0/ the District 0/ Gorukhpoor. 

Number of tame elephants 37 ; CamelsSO. Saresa or other large borses 522; Ponies 
of the kind called Tatoos 6293; Rath or four-wheeled carriages drawn by oxen 4 ; 
Two wheeled Carriages drawn by oxen (Babalagari) 21 ; Two wheeled carri~ge 
drawn by horsea 1; Palanquins called Khar Khariya 81; Palanquins called Tarhl~a 
Palki 192; Palanquins called Meyana and Mahapa 1076; Male free domestIC 
eervants 4360; Female free domestic servants 740. Poor women who bring water 
to wealthy families 5660; Men slaves employed entirely as domestics 212; Men 
slaves partly employed in agriculture few; Men slaves employed entirely in agri
culture 200. 

I.-StiR~, 01 education in the lIOrihern pari 0/ the District 01 Gorukhpoor. 

Men fit to act as writers born in the division 5244 I Employed in the district 
UH? I Employed abroad 330; Not employed 3098; Strangers employed h~re.&8 
writers 233; Strangen waiting for employment few; Men belonging to the distnct 

'J!mployed in the regular army 298; Employed in the police or revenue lUI guard, 
.by merchants 2788; Employed abroad In the police or revenue 833; Sot em
'ployed 14203; Strangera employed in the police and revenue or lUI goarda by 
merchants 257 l Strangers waiting Cor employmentfew. . 
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K.-LUI 0/ the Hifld" ~caJemicimts ill tM Aortlln'll pari 0/ the District 0/ 
GOf'Ukhpoor. 

Gorukhpoor--Gl1lmmar, Poetry heroic, Law, and Astrolo,,"'Y 15. Munsurgunj
Gl1lmmar and Law 23. Parnona-Do. do. Astrology 33. Kesir-Do. do. 5. 
Belawa-Do. Legend 9. Selempoor Majhauli--Do. do. do. Astrology, Magic of 
the Tantras 36. Rha."aulpoor--Poetry beroic, Glllmmar, Law, Legend, Astrology 26. 
Barahalgunj--Do. Law, Legend. Astrology 11. Gajpoor-Grammar, Poetry, Law, 
Metaphysics. Theology, Magic of the Tantllls, Legend, Astrology, Medicine 153. 
Bhewopar-Grammar, Poetry heroic &. Onaula-Do. Magic of the Tantras. Poetry 
heroic,Astroiogy 15. Gopalpoor--Grammar. Law, Legend, Astrology 85. SanichU1l 
-Do. do. Legend, Astrology 9. Mahuyadabar--Grammar, Metaphysics, Theology, 
Law 20. Khamariya-Gl1lmmar. Astrology, Law, Legend 28. Lalgunj--Grammar 
4. Dumuriya,.'"Imj-Grammar, Law, Legend, 28. Basti-Do. do. do. Metaphysics, 
Astrology 4:A Ma.,,"1lhar--Grammar. Law 2-1. Bakhira-Do. 2. Bangsi-Poetry 
heroic, Law; Grammar, Astrology 4-l. Nichlaul-Gl1lmm&r. Law, Legend 5. 
ToW 62'J. 

L-Mmmer ia rAid. the ~ lAft.b ill the aortMrn part 0/ the District 0/ 
~an_pIoged. _ ,-

1'4umberofhouses42100: Treesl032780: Bamboos60S0: Kitchenga.niens~l~; 
Yegetables in the fields 22-10; Transplanted 8ummer rice by itself 120206: 
Broadcast summer rice by itself 492330. Do. do. followed by Masur 56630; 
Do. do. followed by Mausar mixed with Linseed 29590; Do. do. fonow-ell ta,.ee-e 
17585; Do. do. followed by Urid 7280; Do. do. followed by {.Trid mill.ed with Til 
3550; Do. do. followed by Urid mixed with Anardana J 920; Do. do. followe4,.. by 
"Crid mixed with Anardana and Til 450; Do. do. followed by But 103080.; -Do; do. 
followed by But mixed with linseed 10567 0; Do. do. followed by But mixed with 
Sarso 1150; Do. do. followed by But mixed with Kesari 1460; Do. do. followed 
by China 3900. Do. do. followed by Barley 46910; Do. do. followed by Barley 
mixed with Pease 1000; Do. do. fullowed by Barley mixed with Sarso 378-10; Do. 
do. followed by Barley mixed with Linseed 3850; Do. do. followed by Wheat 16560; 
Do. do. followed by Wheat mixed with Sarso 3440; Do. do. followed by Wbeat 
mixed with linseed 3190. Do. do. followed by Wheat mixed with Barley 27670 ; 
Do. do. followed by Wheat mixed witb Barley and Sano 1395; Do. do. followed by 
Sarso 1745; Do. do. followed by Linseed 25075; Do. do. mixed with Al1lbar 
3490; Do. do. mixed with Alllhar and Patuya 525 j Do. do. mixed with ATahar 
and Jethuya Cotton 25; Do. winter' rice by itself 190505; Do. do. fullowell by 
Khesari sown among the stubble 1125; Transplanted do. by itself 208510; Do. 
do. followed by Khesari sown among tbe stuble 60; Do. do. followed by Pease 
sown among the lltuble 66; Spring do.13S; Tangun by itself 3010; Do. fullowed 
by Masur 1300; Do. fuUowed by Masur mixed with Linseed 2100; Do. followed 
by Urid 2230; Do. followed by But 2520; Do. followed by Barley 5520; Do. 
followed by Barley mill.edwith'Sarso 1500; Do.followed byWbeatl400; Do. followed 
by Wheal: mixed with Sarso 1350; Do. followed by ""heal: mixed with Barley 670 ; 
Do. followed by Wheat mixed with Barley and Sarso 400; Do followed by Lahi 
230; Do. followed by Sarso 60; Do. followed by Linseed 1000. Do. mill.ed with 
An.har 3350 :--00. mixed with Alllhar and Patuya 1250; Do. ~ed with Maruya 
followed by Barley mixed with Sano 30; Do. mixed with Maruya and Jethuya 
Cotton 80; Broadcast Maruya by itself 22520; Do. do. followed by MasUr 2600 ; 
Do. do. followed by Masur mixed with Linseed 3700; Do. do. followed by Urid 
2140; Do. do. followed by But 1970; Do. do.followed by But mixed with Linsee4 
1340; Do. do. followed by Barley 10020; Do. do. followed by Barley mill.ed with 
Sarso 660; Do. do. followed by Wheat 7130; Do. do. followed by Labi 430; Do. 
do, followed by Linseed 200; Do. do. mixed with Tangun 100 i Do. do. mixed with 
ATahar 55820; Do. do. mixed with Alllhar and Patuya 43075~ Do. do. mixed-with' 
Tangun and Arahar 1850; Do. do. mixed with Arahar and Jethuya cOtton 3350; 
Do. do. ullll.ed Voith Alllhar: Jethuya cotton and Patuya8300; Kudo by itself 49100; 
Do. followed by Masur 200; Do. followed by Masur mixed with Linseed 306; --Do. 
faUoVo'eel by But 960; Do. followed by But mixed with Linseed 870; Do. followed 
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b~ Barky .. 9(\ : DQ. flillo'ftd by ""Mat 480: Do. mud with Arahu I",~; Do. 
mned ARhar and Patu,.. 10i9(;O. Do. mipd-with Afthv and Jl!lheya CottoG 
l(\~: 0\). mb.e4 ~itb Anhar and J..-thu1' c:ottIlo and Palu,-- .. 0; Do. mixfd 
with Jethu,.. rotton ~S; Sawang by i~lf 2iillil; Do. fuUo~ by Nulii' 
.10; Do. r\.lUo'ftd by Masur mis.eod. wiUl Limftd !O; Do. Mk>'ftd by 
~ S('{\; Do. folk.'ftd by l"rid 1,..60: Do. ~ by l"rld lUlud wit .. 
• o\nant..na 36..>(1; Do. fonOwN by ['rid mtnd with ~ ·uo; Do_ (~ 
by Fout .&300; Do. f\"Uo'ftd tor But mixed with lJDseofd 1~1'I0: 1'lo. ~,al'wed toy 
&.rlo('~· 676<1: Do. fullo'ftd 1>y Barley mind Yith Sano 33!>O; Da. "-,tl..>'ftd by 
Wh€1lt 2230; Do. ful:lowt'\i by Wbetat mised Yith Sullo 1:;''0; Do. FvlI,.wN bJ 
Wtlnt mh.ed ~ith Barter 2381>; Do. ~ by ,,~ ~ wita I\tiIrJ aDd 
~. 2.:0; Do. r»lknJred toy lilU1l."ed 10; Do. miud with Azahar Sf"{Xl; Do. m13." 
with .-\nthar and l'Iatu1' 1600: 0\). mhtd with Anhar an..! J~~buy .. rottOll :tS : 
Maire 1>1 i~}f:1I Hi; Do. roll»wed by Masur 1:t80; Do. full»wed "1 But: Do. 
M!""",l by Ilarl ... y :?f,691l; Do. f'tlUowt'd by Balky mixed ";th Sa.no 5311; llo. 
kn.,\\\-.) by Wht'tt lOS; Do. f-Xlu~ by WMat mhed Wltll &an.> !30; Do. 
f '::,'''''\1 by Wb~t min'd ",ith Bark'y J..I030; Do. r"lloW'f'll by Whieat mixed with 
~lU':t! and Suso ~(I; Do, r\,.lt)~ by C&ll'\.~S 10; Du. 1W3:'''Il with Tan~D tlSO: 
1) '. IDI'm! .-\l!I.bu :!I,l~l;!.); [\), mb.fd .. tit Anhar aod Patu,-- :1100\); Do. mixfd 
,,!tb ,\rahar and JethUY'l l"">t:ua :7:!S; Do. miud wlUl .\raW, Mhu1' cotton 
and I'atuy .. -l:!O; Janen O\'ud With Kodo h); Do. ullsed witb .\nbM 9\,1 ; CblDll 
by its..lf Z,:,)\); Wbeat 1>y it~lf ~ll:.!l}; Do. mi:ted witli $.&no .-a:.:~; Do. 
IU .. ~ed '\\lth I..in.st~ ~lStl; Do. mixt'd ..-itb Barie'! H.W-SQ; Du. ruixt'd With 

p.~:t'y It!'.} San.> .h'>:'lt>; 1)Q by itSt'l( I;\SI3v; Do. Inil.iN .... tll ~ ~SO • 
• 00.. u\t'\,"Il ~th Il:.!t or Chana '-10(1; Do. IW\.-d ""Ith &no :\.11 .... 0; llo. mixtd 
, -t\ N~. r~:3 ~O\); ~asur by i'!:S(\f t~;i":lO; Do. mis.ed Bark'y ti:'l1\); llu. mi.x~ 

"i:lhlitl.. .... ~ i~~~\t); Pease '-~ugtl") ~l_ ill the Dlud "'I~ll,"'t cWtUl'l' USQ. 
l'o, d,l. toy thenlseh-cs ! ~~ll\l; Do. IKanJi} by thc'!J'J" .. "1\'N 1'30; 110. 5U;U'" mixN. 
"ith ~:"Sv:l~.!QI); l"ridby itsdr:1I:!~i..I3; Do.niliN • .-Hh M,lthi l~t;); Do.D~iJ:f'd 
B.,'f'Ik Z9\1\); Do. m.i.xt'd with Bbdmas ll\.lu; Do. mind Al!lU'daua ;!3');\O; Do. 
mi.\ro .... th AnllNan~ and Lu~ :.'1.'t'l\) > Dl~ mi'tt'd wttb L~'('d 2!~OO; Do. 
miw.} with Til :!~l.,r; Do. mUN "';th T:l aDd Au&n!.ana :oN; IN. llUxf'd with 
Jt',bu~·. \."\)ttun llX>; Kulthi by itsdf 1 HQ; Mothi by itself -l~5. Ilo_ mixed 
"-Ith s..'f'Ik :;5l1; ~cU\' by ilSlclf 4-"55; But ~r it~lf' l~!HO; .Do. mi:s.c:d with 
K!h·"....; Z-Itl; Do. mixed with $uso 1~; !l..l. uuud ... -itli U~ :Ul>l'iO; Bhd
mu by it.sdt ~tl~; Lahi N Tori bJ itst>lC -l-I6S; ~ b~ It3o."lf "ltoO; Ra~i so..-. 
in t~ mud without curt.1re 3(10. lin~ by itsdf t>l?tl; Til I>J it~lf ,asIS; 
Toba~'I:O by iudi :!;!::'9;. Po. lW:s:fd ",jib Alum (tr Ra.lish :?J; lktl~ kaf ~; 
Su;u nn.e \Re~ma"") IS~O;.Do. \~an~\ 14(\): Du. \Sarotit-a} 3..\-10. Do.>. 
(&.raulha} -100; Cutton Jcthu,.. mXN "'Ilt. t°rid 97"; Do.. Kul.ti by itsotlf'I.&I,); 
[l..l. Kul.ti Mlo,"" bJ )Iastlr is .. Do. oo.tbao ... 't'd t-y But",. ~i.(); Do.doo.fuUuW'!d 
byUtl..'ffd ~~; In.14,'(> by lt~U. 1st yetar Hill, 2nd d ..... Uti; Do. d..l. 1st 1\"" aoeed 
61.). ZnJ d<,l, r1ant 60; Do.. mixc:d vntJa t°rid 3tl(); Do.. mi1t'd with ('ba.na l~; 
Sai!t\lWff by Itself 10; ('arrot:t by t.he!ll-'<d\'H 5-t~; Sbuhlllf~ulld 393; Sl.Ithni by 
1~t'lf.&I)~; OnioM:?IO; l'ulic IU: Tanlltri.: :rolit; G!Jl~ hl}; .\;"'rm~"'D 
in the mull without cullurt 1 fO; Db3.Ai1' b~ im.':( 37; Nt'l'u!!:l'h bI1~'if ~O; 
Methl by itself S: Kasni miXN "ith !thlrai N RaJl.:>b<>$ I'; RI..-lUU$ b~ i!sdr:roo. 
s..>edli.ng kulJ f",U»we.! by Tori or Lahi $ ..... ; Do. by it~lf 3:W;!-TvW S;13'~. 

M.-~ .4~ "I tlt# "'th~ .. ,.J ynJ ... v ., IontJ.t ............ IwJ / ... -..wn Ir~ 
",#tiNt. enl. 14# Fiolol.;"' i_ I ... ....... \~ I'm '" IIV lh.Jlri<"I 11;.1 v_t 't-'. 

Truit ~ nlut of llabuY" tren ill Ruprtft IbllS5; \".~1.., Ac.. in p.rdeN 
an.! tid,1s wue ill Rllpee$ !\S19~. Ga.t.'_I\i.~J.anut1 in).lQ-S n ~lI)U. 
Value io Rupe..'6 31l:UOSS. Quantity I't"UIAinia~ fur CUMU1l1l>tklG illiC'l' IlNuctiBC 
5ftd ill mans ll\-l~ti.3-1; Tpp_. JI",..,... I(ftIrt. s..r_~. M"..:<>, J __ c..-. 
~ .,.., .d1Wl'll.s-....Quantitl iD :Ulkll$ 1 91l4.t3 & "alue UI Rupt'8 .&6UO; 
Quantity lftliUnm, fur CUMWllpti.- a,ftu cl.!dlXtmg IHd iD IlW\S 1 ~~'j. '; '" ....... 
pJ &trky-Quanbty in)lans 1S$9$!1. Value ia R.u~ ":':Il:vja; Q.antit,"," 
maioinc fur roosumptioaanttcled~'tiag~ iD _ 66511:l~. ~titJ 
iD Nus USS9S-1; Value in Rupfft 2S .. H:!t:6. Quantity~, f« roA$UIJl-
tiOIl&l't ... dNuctmclHll in IMO$ ..... oo.&SG. s.u..l.AtM. ~ ~ N. R ........... 
cuW St~ Iftd.-QuanbtJ ill N .... 61SS9S. Vall.Ie ia Rllpeu US'~; QaDlity 
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remaining for consumption after deducti1lg-aeed in mans 480554. Sugarcane-
Quantity in Mans 63535; Value in Rupees 72788. PLANTs FOR MAlllNG THRBAD 
AND IlOP_Patuy~uantity in Mans 25517; Value in Rupees 36663. Cott_ 
Quantity of Mans 11314; Value in Rupees 23000. PLANTS Foa SMOKING AND 
CHBWING. Betle leaf-Value in Rupees 33300. TUOOcco-Quantity in Mans 
14691; Value in Rupees 21003. PLANTS USBD FOR DYING.-Indigo, Plant»
Value in Rupees 4716. See&-Quantity in Mans 36; Value in Rupees 98; 
Quantity remaining (or consumption after deducting see4 in Mans 33. Safflcwer 
jlOI.t'eI"'-Quantity in Man&-; Value in Rupees 6. MBDICIN_Kasni--Quantity 
in Mans 16; Value in Rupees 46; Quantity remaining for consumption after de... 
ducting seed in mans 15.-Total number of each Thanah 11434195. 

N.-Elti1lUJte of tile Live Stock in the Mrlhem part of the Dittricl of Gorukhpoqr. 
Number of Cows belonging to the high castes 493488; Value 2008121 rupees. 

Do. belonging to tradesmen 200922; Value 797752. Do. belonging to farmers 
272184; Value 1206337. _ Bulls reserved for breeding 11997. Consecrated bulls 
2000. Bulls wrougbt in the plough, belonging almost entirely to the bigh castes 
37290; Value 202910. Oxen used in wbeel carriages emyloyed only for convey
ing passengers 14; Value 240. Do. used in carts employed for carrying goods 
1699; Value 24860. Do. used for carrying back loads belonging to traders 
9575; Value 131867. Do. used both in the plough and for carrying loads or to 
draw carts 23188; Value 161633. Do. used in machinery 2750; Value 16643. 
Do. used in the plougb alone belonging to the high castes 386941; Value 2759800. 
Do. used in the plougb alone belongiug to tradesmen 59114; Value 438653. DO'. 
used in tbe plough alone belonging to mere farmers 245499; Value l~t9&11; 
Buffaloes used for carrying back loads 470; Value 3915. Milch Buffaloes 19040; 
Value 230960. Goats grov,;n females 15870; Value 5871. Sheep called Bhera 
breeding females 28425; Value 14673. Swine breeding females 46450; Value 
34242. Asses 4820; Value 9721. Horses used for carrying loads 380; Value 
1520. TOtal Number 1862116; Total Value 9869529 rupees. 

O.-Esti1lUJte o/Ihe quantity 0/ milk procured by Ihe owner, 0/ cattle in Ihl' 
Mrlhem part of the Dittrict of GorulthpO(Tf'. 

Total Number of Cows 966594; Do. giving milk 483295; Total milk in mans 
821015; Total value of milk in rupees 712889 j Total number of Buffaloes 19040; 
Number giving milk 9520; Total milk in mans 68650; Total value of milk in 
rupees 69584; Total milk in mans 889665; Total value of milk in rupees 782473. 

P .-Estimate of the number and kin.ls of Arlin. in the northern parl of the District 
0/ Gorukhpoqr. 

Mirasins Kauwal 20; Dancing girls 95; Chamar Natuyas 25; Bhaktiya boy 5 ; 
Katthaks 49; Hela Bajaniyas 195; ~agaris 3 ; JJaphalis 19~; Pangwariyas 36; 
Hljras 45 ;. Kirtaniyas and Bbajanlyas 98; Nat BazlguTS 12; Bhangrs 6; Cham bas 
2; Washermen 1980; RufugurB or Shal-washennen 3; Sabangurs 7; Baris or 
torch and platter makers 506; Tailors 554; Khimahdoz or tent makers 2; Barbers 
2264; Sinduriyas or red lead makers 9; Lakharu 50; Churibaras 363; Tiklisazs 
1; Malis 2M; Damras and Bangsphors, bamboo basket makers 395 ; Tarkiharu 
26; Bindu or mat makers 181. Paper makers 4; Ink makers 4; AtWlhbaz 6. 
<-'hamars or shoe makers 1617; -Saddle makers-62; -Sabarwala Mochis 3; DabgarB 
5; Naycbabbunds 3; Tamaku (urosh 64; Disti11eMl 753; Shops for selling palm 
wine 40; Tells 2191; Abira 2703; Halwais 261; Bharbhujas 1533; Daldaras 50; 
Nan~aiIl12; Bukurkasabs 29; Bara kusabs 30; Comb makers3; Kharadill20; 
~angurs 8; Carpenters 1315; Sawyers 110. Blacksmiths and Carpenters 114. 
BlacksmIths 1281 ; Nalbunds 4; Sikulgurs 48; Tirgurs 11 ; Kundgurs or inlayers 
3; Kaseru 68; Thateras 70; Tamberas 7; Bbaratwals 5; Rangdbaluyas 24; 
Kalaigars 2. Sonars 795; Sondhoyas 4; Watcbmakers 2; Kukkak 1 ; ·Kungbarl 
or potters 1273; Kasgars 13 j Tbawais or Bricklayers 58: Dhuniyll8 or cotton 
beaters 1536; Rungrez or Dyers 79; Ta~ya weavers 6; Jol. weavers 3560; 
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Dhuniya weaVf>rs 81; Chamar weavers 1548; Kundigars 3; Chhipigars 32; 
Newarbafs 1; Blanket well-vers 451; Patuyas 195; Kangjare or rope makers }!h 
Sugar boilers 17; Sorabpuzs OF salt petre makers 231. 

Q.-Estimate of the Exports and Imports of the northern part of the District of 
Gorukhpoor. 

Rice in the husk, Exports Rupees 2957; Imports Rupee. 2008. Do. cleaned 
wil;l1out boiling, Export 315033 j Jmport 172024. Do. cleaned by boiling, ElI.
po'l 45239; Import 6113. Wheat, Export 329446 j Import 85159. Barley, 
Export 6587 G j Import 3256. Gujai. or Wheat and Barley mixed, Export 15358 j 
Import 7500. Barley and Pease, Export 10628 j Import 6262. Maize or'Makai 
Export 14538 ; Import 2413. Maruya, Export 1600 j Chana or but, Export 141171 j 

Import 48722. Urid, Export 66161; Import 17910. Arahar, Export 36161 j 

Import 10332 j Matar, Export 7513; Import 6097. -'Kabli maw or pease, Import 
100. Masur orletil. Export 3667 j Import 4'781. Mung, Export 516. Mothi or 
Bhringgi, Export 8943. Sarsong and Lahi or rllpe and mustard seed, E1cport 79122; 
Import 35533. Tisi or linseed, Export 25940; Import 12200. Til or seed of 
Sesamum, Export 175. Oll, Export 519. Sugar, Export 25550; Import 11 003. 
Shukkun, Export 12475; Import 12195. Extract of Sugarcane, Export; 11433; 
Import 17067, Treacle and Molasses, Import 1325. Tobacco leaf, Export 60; 
import 877.1. Prepared Tobacco, Import 1100. Turmeric, Export 1383; Import 
i}43. Dry Ginger, Export 2425; Import 7000. Betlenut. Import 5000. Betle leaf 
Export .15"0; Import 1500. Coconuts and Coconut shells, Import 625. Pasari 
goods,:'lImport 1 .. 5.05. Paper, Import 23143. Honey, Export 5{); Import 25. 
W8J!:, Exp'o~ 5~O.o,; Import 6963. Catehu or Kath Export 16520; Imports 550. 
Sinduri'.DYe, Export 900. Indigo, Export 10920. Red Starch or Abir, Import 
80. Lalmarich or Capsicum, Import 590, Resin called Karel or Dhuna, Export 
204; Import 400. Lack, Export 100; Import 200. Drugs from the territories 
of Gorkha, Export 2219; Import 10383, Wild fruit and drugs, ExportS. Long 
pepper roots, Export 882; Import 60. Do. do. Export 465 ; Import 216. Cotton 
wool, Import 212450. Cotton thread, Import 200. Cotton cloth, Export 27100 j 
Import 87725. Chintz and coloured cloth, Exports 10800; Imports 28350. 
Cloth of Tasar and cotton thread mixed, Export 700 j Import 20425. Cloth of 
silk and thread mixed, Export 1300 j Import 17050, Silk cloth, Import 2000. 
Shal, TUB, and Loi, Import 230(}. Broad cloth and Purpet, Import 700. Blankets 
Import 440. Woollen carpets, Import 1000. Cotton carpets, Import 500. 
Bhangra sack cloth, Import 1000. Patuya sack cloth, Export 25 I Import 410. 
Manihari goods, Import 1770. Essences, Import 500. Mauhuya Bowers, Export 
21330; Import 4615. Sakhuya timber, Export 605500. Small timber of 80rtS, 
Export, 3050; Import 2250. Sisau timber, Export 200. Fire wood, Export 8375 ; 
Import 4000. Charcoal, Export 300; Import 275. Boats, Export 2500. Muj, 
Export 67. Elephants, Export 8250; Import 8250. Cows and oxen, Export 
140750. Buffaloes, Export 2060. Ghiu, Export 33390; Import 4480. Goats, 
Export 1350. Fish, Export 267. Salt, Export 4343; Import 185661. Nitre, 
Export 4000. Copper and copper vessels, Import 18650. Copper coin, Import 
45000. Vessels of brass and bell metal, Export 5931); Import 30960. Iron, Ex
port 250; Import 53463. Iron vessels, Import 100. Tin, Import 3902. Lead, 
Import 2120. Zinc, Import 2609. Orn~entll made of the base metals 970. 
Total Exports Rupees 2143446 j Total Imports Rupees 1292440. 

R.-MARKET TOWNS IN GORUKHPOOR. 
Division!. Gorakhpoor. 
II. Munsurgurif.-MAIlKET PLACEB.-Munsurgunj. ,Haptangunj. Piparaich: 

Bargadaiya. Bhathat. Pangcharukhi. Nibuiya. Khanpoor. Badowar. 
Pratawal. Ranggughat. 

III. Parraona.-Parraona. Chhauni. Siv,poor. Sangkopar.· Damurbhar. 
Bahadurgunj.· Mahai. Amnoya. Ramkola. Deworiya. Khutahi. Alammethiya. 
Kh~uri. Ekdangga. Lakhuya. 4e11luya. Bankungriya. Bangs!. Simra. 
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Lakshmipoor. Bangsgug. Gaglawa. Gauri. Briyot.. 8isaya. Parsona. 
Bahadurpoor. 8umahi. Tamkuhl or Bharpati. Dogba.ra. Turakpati. Bardaha. 
B.Uambba. Bangjariya. 

IV. Krnya.-Kesiya. Nadoya. Mauhuya. 
V. Bt'lllli"a.-Belawa. Sirasi. Ramnagar. Hetampoor. Hata. Dhamaul. 
VI. .V'Uho11.-8eJempoor. Majholi. Sohanpoor. Bhinggari. Hat-oya. 

Dhusari or Dhusoya. Barkagang. Kaparwar. Kangyopar. Bbarauli or Bharali. 
Sareya. Bakbari. Bhataliya. Karaudl. Belawon. PlPra. 

VII. Bha,,"'1Ilpoor.-Bhagulpoor, Pingri. Lar. Dl8"hara. PaliJca. Payaoa. 
G~grer. RaJpoor. 

Vlll. B~dgvftj.-Ba:ra.halgunj. 
IX. G~lpoor.---Gajpoor •• Kauriram. Rudrapoor. Madanpoor. Indupoor. 

Sauna. Murera. 
X. Bheu-opar.-Bhewopar. Saraiya. Bhiti. Benipar. 
XI. Onaula.-QnauJa. 
XII. Gopalpoor.-Gopalpoor. Lalgunj. Sahebgunj. Bargong. Itata. Jani. 

poor. Sikrigunj. Dhuriyapoor. Sahapoor. Karekallgdhu. Barahapoor. 
XIH. Sanit-hara.-Sanicbara. TengrL Mathalispoor. Haribarpoor. Maha. 

50[)~. Gaighat. "lIollapoor. Lalgunj. 
XIV.ltakuyadabar.-Mahuyadabar. Pipara. Nagar. Ganespoor. Captain

:;unj. Avadhutnagar. Uji. 
XV. Kh ... "m'iya.-Khamariya. Amorba. Amanigunj. Amari. Sekundra.' 

poor. Hyderabad. .Maharajgunj. 
XVI. t'aztrg-u.v.-VBZlrgUnj. Shahgunj. Namti. 
X\,1I. Natcabgunj.-Nawabgunj. 
XVIII. Man&lulpour. l\Ianihpoor. Bidyanagu-. YaharajgIlIU.· Bhet1lVl!arL 
XIX. Lalgunj. Lalgunj. Dhadhuya. Payer. 
:lI:X. Dumuriya"trtmj.-DumuriYB-o"11Ilj. Nezamabad. Bhanpoor. 
LXI. Ba.R •. -Munsumagar or Basti. PakOliYil. 
XXII. Magahar.-Magahar. Bhagra. Baruipar. Mihidawal. Rudhauli. 

Hanumangunj. 
xxm. Bakhlra.-Balhira. 
XXlV'. Bang-si.-Bangsi. Kbejuri. Belawa. 
XXV. DI"diyubh4n&lT.-No market place. 
XXIV. Lotall.-Kba\'1lti. Lotan. llanggalpoor. 
XXVII. Pali.-Pali. 
XXVII. ]I.-ichlaul.-NichlauI. Hanumangunj. Maharajgunj. Mithara. Ratan

gar. Kutibhar. Balaikhor. 

BOOK III.-DINAJPOOR. 
A.-containing the produce of 18 spedmeJd of rougb Rice, each measnring 1j'J8 cubical 

inches, .hell carefully dried and eleaoed by boiling. 

I 73 I Weight in ounces Avoirdupois. 

I I~ I'--.. ----------...,.--:~~a -a '~-= -o~ =~ .. ",,::I 

~,,~I:-;. ~; ~:!. ~. ~ ~g Ee" c cg.. ,,--; 
... ~.! ~'E.~ IQ ::a ~.= _____________ 11-°_-1' __ -1 __ " ______ 1_ --

I\G. l. out WlDW lI..ee of Sad 'lQ1it:r. 1118 i6;;~ Clot, 17. 41 107 576 
2. do. do. !163 607 08 $ 20t 118 5iO 

Des<:riptiou of the &ice. 

I. do. do. 909 663 414 17 11 126 674 
4. New do. do. loeB 670. 449 ,~ Ilil S94j 
S. do. do. do. 9;'2 670i 435 23 119 577 
6. do. do. do. 943 lii9 427 26t 117' 571 
7. New tRIIII.IBet' rice 967t 59$ '"76 20i log 5i1 
II. do. do. 96Hi 51ii... 82 Il~ 688j 
I). do. do. • 931~ 575 4~ isi Illt· 5,8 

18. 40. do. • 981 $86 444f .. ~ liS 589 

--------A-'I'-erace---.+lfJ6-6-.-I»i~ .c3t.61lt.'5 16.4 ~IU lill 
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B.-GENERAL STATISTICAL TABLE OF THE DISTRICT OF DINAJPOOR. 
~.·.4~~~ __ ~~ ____ ~ ____ ~--

Soil. Manner of oecopatlo".';JI" 

-= Waste. Clear land not Lands fst on 
.; '" .. let on lease but lease... • .,; 
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C.-&tifOOtt oltM fJOPulatioft 01 Dinajpoor and 01 ,he ,,,,rnbers COfttained ift tach 
clas& 01 it. inAabitant •• 

Total 3000000--2100000 Muhammedans; 900000 Hindus. 10000 Brahmans; 
1'90000 Sudras. 4-10000 Proper Bengafese. 70000 Pure Tribes (Suddhojati) I 
370000 lUlPure Tribes (Osuddhojati). 150000 Vile (Nich); 220000 Abominable 
(Ontyoj). 450000 Tribes not included among the Bengalese by Bollalsen. 15000 
Tribes of Hindustan, about 3000 pure, among these are the Sib and Oshoyals • 

• 435000 Tribes of Eastern India, all impure. 

D.-Estimatl' 01 ,he mml1ler illU'hicl& ,he OCCIIpW l<mda 01 Dioojpoor are employed, 
aRJ 01 ,he value 01 tM p1YHluce at tM Itart>m 8!llUOIS. 

Manner of occupation :-CuItivated for grain of various kinds. extent'in~igahs 
6-109000; Value in Rupees liOOOOOO. O<:cupied by houses and gardens, viz. 
500000 Bigahs. Houses 130000; Plantations chieny of Man.,"'08 and Bamboos 
140000, Value in Rupees 950000; Kitchen gardens 180000. Vegetables for the -
lJtcben cultivated in the fields 150000 Bigahs; 1000000 Rupees. Plants· Cor 
thread or ropes 80000 Bigahs; 2-15000 Rupees. Plants yeilding a sacharioe juiee 
(inspissated) 25000 Bighas: 450000 Rupees. Plants Cor smoking or chewin~ 
l6000 Bigahs; 187500 Rupees. Plants used for dying chiefly Indigo weed J5000 
Bigah6; 37500 Rupees. Plants for feeding Silk worms (leaves) 8~'Bigall!l'; 
90000 Rupees. Total. exclusive of mille, about 1434350; 71 ~400{1 mg.hs I' 
19960000 Rupees. 

E.-Estimate 01 the e.xtJu aRJ ralue 01 the variOO8 crop, 01 graift cultimted in,k 
district 01 Dinajpoor. 

Extent in Bigahs 4266000 Winter rice at 2 9-16ths Rs. Value 10931625 Rupees. 
640000 Bigahs Winter rice and summer rice at 2 13-16ths Rs. Value 1800000. 
256000 Bigahs Winter rice 3 R. Pulse i R. Yalue 960000. 144000 Blgahs Sum
mer rice 2 R. Pulse f R. Value 396000. 576000 Bigahs Summer rice 2 R. Oil. 
seeds 2 R. Value 2304000. 720(10 Bigahs Summer rice 2 R. wheat or barley 1 t R. 
Value 270ooq. 38000 Bigahs Summer rice alone 2 R. Value 76000. 13000 
Bigahs Spring rice at It R. Value 19500. 64000 Bigahs Oil-seeds alone at 2 R. 
Value 128000. 38000 Bigahs Oil-seeds 1 R. wheat or barley l R. Pulse I R. 
85500. 78000 Bigahs.Pulse alone 78000. 215000 Bigahs Seedling rice in stilf 
soils producing else. Total Bigabs 6400000. Average R. 21. Total value 
17048625 Rupees. 

F.-Erport. and ImpurlBlrom the Distric' 01 Dinajpoor. 
Rice at 5a sen of 80 s.w. for the rupee, Export 31i9000. Chira at 48 sen, 80 

s.w. for the rupee, Export 80000. Mustard seed, Import 15000. Mustard seed 
oil a.t" R. for 40 sers of 80 6.W. Export 14200. Ghi, El:port 40500. BettIe nut, 
Import 45500. Coconut, Import 2600. Tobacco at 1:\ R. for 40 sera, 80 S.w. 
Export 4070. ~ or Hempbads, Export 12000. Dry ginger at 2 R. 40 sen. 
80 8.W. Export 81400. Goods sold by Jhal Walehs chiefly Turmeric at 11 R. for 
40 sera 80 s.w. ExWrt 4700. Goods sold by Posari or druggist, Import 61400; 
Export 21000. Wax at 40 R. for 40 sera of 80 s.w. Import 6500; Export 6800. 
Bengal salt at 5 R. for 40 sers of 80 s.w. Import 690000. Coast salt at 3t R. for 40 
I~n of 80 s.w. Import 135000. Quick silver at 15 R. a ser of 80 s.w. Import 100. 
Till at 32 R. for 40 sers of 80 s.w.lmport 9200. Lead 12 R. for 40sers of 80 s.w. 
Import 1500. Zinc at 26 R. for 40 sen SO I.W. Import 7000. Iron. country 
from 4 to 7 R. (or 40 sera 80 s.w. Import 29800. Steel 20 R. per 40 sen 80 s.w. 
Import 2200. Copper at 55 R. for 40 sen 80 8.W. Import 18900. Brass and 
copper vessels, Import 20000 ; Export 600. Goods sold by Monihari, Import 7500. 
Shells, Import 16000. Stone cups and plates, Import 1200. Sal and Siau timber, 
Import 3000. Bamboos and bamboo mats, Export 5:.!00. Sack cloth and bags of 
the same, Import ilOOO; Export 124600. Pat or Corch9l1)S capsula~s. fibres 
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and twine at 14 anas (or 40 eers 80 s.w. Export 12400. Son or fibres of the 
Crotolariajuncea 30 seTs 80 s.w. for the rupee, Export 1240. Cotton wool thiel, 
from the west of Ihdi!l at 15 or 17 R. for 40 sera 80 s.w. Import 105500; Export 
4000. Raw SlIt at 266 R. fer 40 sers BO S.w. Export 62600. Cotton cloths, Im
port 39000; Export 145000. Chints, Import 3000. Silk or silk and eotton 
cloths, Export 350000. Shawls, Import 1000. English woollen cloths, Import 
10000. Patna and Bootan blankets, Import 1500. Woollen and cotton carpets, 
Indian, Import 2500. Gur or extract of Sugar cane at It R. for 40 sera. 80 S.w. 
Export 35500. Sugar at 6 R. for 40 sera of 72 S.w. Export 300000. Moth and 
Kotra or Molasses and Treacle at 1 R. for 40 sera 80 S.w. Export 72000. Indigo 
at 140 R. per man of 74 lb. 10 oz. Export 262500 ........ Total Imports 1285900; 
Total Exports 4B19360. 

ESTIMATE OF THE EXPENCE 011' A HINDU FAMILY OF HIGH RANK. AND STATION IN 
THE TOWN OF DINAIPOOR. IT CONSISTS OF THE MAlTER, WHO IS MARRIED AND 
HAS ONE CHILD, OF A DEPENDENT REI.ATI~N WHO 18 AI.SO MARRIED, OF ANOTHER 
MALE DEPENDENT RELATION WHO ACTS AS STEWARD, BUT Hl8 WIPE DO',S NOT 
LIVE IN THE FAMILY, OF A WIDOW WHO ACTS AS COOK, OF TWO MEN SERVANTS, 
AND A BOY OR WOMAN DOMESTIC, IN ALL TEN PERSONS. 

Lodg~ng.-To a small bouse built of brick 14 cubits by 7, usually divided into 
two apartments, With wooden doors and some small windows having wooden 
soutters. In this the master with his wife and child sleep and eat, 300 rupees. 
To a hut B cubits by 6 made of bamboo posts and beams, the walls of clay or of 
I].urdles, the door a hurdle, 10 rupees. In this the male rewtion and hiS wife 
sleep. To another hut of the same kind 10 cubits by 7, which serves as a kitchen, 
and v.;here the widow sleeps, if made of hurdles it is plastG.red with clay, 15 rupees. 
To a hut like the last, which serves for a store-house, and 10 which the boy or 
woman servant usually sleeps, 15 rupees. To 3 huts of the same kmd but small, 
and their front only plastered, one serves for a temple the other two for accom· 
modating strangers whether friends or religious mendicants, 25 rupees To a hut 
12 cubits by B placed near the gate for receiving company (Baltukklllma); it IS 

usually made with a wooden door, with walls of mats in which there are some 
openings by way of windows that may be shut by hurdles which fall down (J hangh). 
In thiS the steward and servants usually sleep, 30 rupees. To a hut for the cattle 
8 cubits by 6. This is not plastered, 10 rupees. To a house 10 cubits by 7 for 
the watchman, and through which is tbe entrance, with a mud wall which sur
rounds the premises, and which includes about 1 t bigab (i acre) plaIlted With trees 
and flowers 35 rupees. Total 440 rupees. Interest insurance and repairs on the 
amount at 36 per cent. a year, 158 r..tpees; Ground rent, 6. Total lodging in ex
pensive families, 164 rupees. 

Very few people however occupy such a house. In place of a brick apartment 
for the master and mistress the usual accommodation is thatched but the beam. 
and posts Jl,re wooden, and the walls are plastered with mud. Many bouses of 
this kind bave two stories but such are seldom inbabited by decent persons and 
are chiefly appropriated to prostitutes. A bouse of this kind costs 60 rupees which 
reduces the wbole amount to 200 rupees; Interest. &c. on the amount 72 rB. ; 
Ground rent, 6 rs.; Total usual lodging 78 re. • 

Furniture.-or a durable nature for the temple. 1 pair of eoppt'r cups for 
pouring water on the gods (Kosbakoshi) a rupees. 1 copper kundo, another 
kind of cup used in prayer 2. 1 copper tat, a kind of plate used in prayer 1. 1 
copper Puhspopatro, a plate I1sed for holding the flowera used in prayer 3. 1 brass 
Podmason or salver 2. 1 brass Tripodi or tripod, wbich supports a shell or saucer 
(Panisongkbo) containing holy water 6. 1 brass lamp With five lights (Pong
cboprodip) 1. 1 bell-metal Kangsor, or bell in form of a plate 2. 1 bell. metal 
Gbonta, or common bell 2. 2 brass pots (Opkbora) for bolding the water that is 
to be offered 2. 2 brass plates (Rikabi) for holding fruit and sweetmeats as offerings 
3. 1 concb shell for blowing to attract the deities notice 3. 1 Chotudola, or 
wooden table, or altar on which the images are placed 4. 1 Cbondonpata, or store 
for rubbing sandal wood to dust. 1 ABon or small woollen carpet, on which the 
person who prays sits. 8 as. Total of furniture for the Temple 36 rupees. 
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For the House.-Pots of various kinds for holding water, viz. : 4 brass Kolos 
24 rupees. 3 do. Gam 8. 3 do. Lota 5. 3 beIl-metal OplborA 5. 3 brass 
Omriti 3. £> brass and 4 bell-metal Thal or plates 20 .. 13 brass and" bell-metal 
Bati or large cups 10. 5 brass and 5 bell metal Ko'tOras or small cups 5. 
2 brass BohogunA or puts for boiling rice 4. 2 brass Hangri pots for making 
curry 4. 1 urass Hata or ladle and Bayuli, or hook for removing pots from 
the fire 2. 1 brass spitting pot (Dabor) 2. 3 brass lamp stand (Pilsoj) 5. 
One brass mortar and pestle 6. Two pair of betal salvers (Panbatta) one of 
brass, and the other of bell metal 8. 2 pair of betel nut cutters 8 anas. 1 brass 
implelllt'nt for smoking tobacco through water (Hungh) 8 rupees. 1 Albala an
other instrument for the same purpose with long flexible tube, such as is used by 
Europeans in India- It is made partly of copper and partly of other metals 2). 
2 iron (Khuli) frying pots used aL'IO for boiling mil~ 4. 2 hoes and 2 hatchets 
(Kural) 3. 1 Khonta, or wooden stake pointed with iron, used as a spade and 
pick AXe 4 anas. 3 Bothis or kitchen knives 12. 3 Sickles (Kastya) for cutting 
grass for the cattle 6. 1 Iron rod for cleaning the Hungka 1. 2 kDIves 8. 2 
sci!>SOrs 4. 2 Bills for cutting bamboos or wood 6. 1 iron ladle and an iron hook 
for removing pots from the fire 8. 1 brass or iron pot Cor bolding oil and a handle 
of the same for a torch 3 rupees. 1 hanging iron lamp 4 anas. 10 stone plates 
and 5 stone cups 13 rupees. 1 stone for grinding curry stuff I. A palanquiu 
(yan .,r jan) 20_ 1 Toktoposb, a kind of large sofa made entirely of wood, and 
more perhaps resembling the bench in a guard room, where people can sit atId 
sleep. It stands in the place wbere company is received 4. 2 bedsteads for the 
master and mistress, married people do not sleep in the same bed, 12. 3 chain 3. 
4 stools made of rattans (Mora) 2. 2 large cbests 10. 2 small chests 4. 2 bam
boo baskets covered with leather and baving lids (Petara) 12 anss. 1. instrument 
for beating rice (Dheki) and a wooden mortar 1 rupee. 4 wooden stools for sitting 
on when they bathe (.,lchauki) 2. 10 low wooden stools for sitting on when they 
('at (Pm) 4. 2 pair wooden slippers (Kboroms) 8 anss. 10 wooden platters (Bar
kO&h) 5 rupees. 2 plates for making cakes 1 ana. A large fan 2 rupees.-Total 
durable household furniture 238 rs. 2 as. Total durable furniture 274 rs. 10 as. 
Interest and repairs, &c. 00 the abo.e at 24 per cent, 65 rs. 14 as. 

Household furuiture for .. more perishable nature.-For the floor or for sitting 
on : 3 Sutrunjis or carpets made of cotton, or 3 Gabchas or carpets made of 
woollen, both kinds are of the usual fabric and are long and narrow 20 rupees. 2 
Dulicha or woollen carpets .... ith the nap thrown on one aide 12. 2 Sujni or 
!quare pieces of cotton cloth flowered with silk cotton thread, on which the master 
of the family sits 4. 2 large calico sheets: which cover the Boor of the sitting 
apartment 6. I large pillow and two smaller for leaning the back against. while 
sitting on the floor as usual 4. 

For sleeping in-5 sets of .curtains of muslin for the master, mistress, male rela
tion and wife, with one spare. The two latter persons sleep on the ground; but 
the curtains are hung from the roof of their hut, and are tncked under their bedding 
to keep off Muskitos snakes and other vermin 2.t. 5 mattresses of cotton 16. 4 
blankets from Bootan or Patna 8. 6 quilts 24. I) ,Sheets for the beds of the 
master and mistress 7. 8 sleeping pillows of simnl cotton, no changeable covers 8. 
3 fine mats (made of the leaves of the (Thalia Patda B. Mss) Sitalpati on which the 
principal per80lIs sleep in hot weather 3. 2 pair of painted mats for the same pur
pose 3. 4 coarse mats of leaves or stems of plants (Scripi) for the widOW, servants 
or strangers to sleep on 3. 5 fine &ack cloth coverings (Megill) for the &ame 
persona 2.-Total of more perishable furniture 144. Interest of money, repairs. 
and replacing the above at 36 per cent. per annum 51 rupees 13 anas. Umbrellas 
1. Total annual expenee of furniture 118 rnpees 12 anas. 

Omamentl.-For the mistress ofthe family: A golJl ring for the nose (Noth) 16 
rupees. A gold necklace consisting of eight sided beads (Dana). small round beadll 
(Mala) and large beads of the same forma (Motormala) 96. A golden ornament 
called Changkoli which hangs from the beck lace 32. A kind of gold ear rings 
.called Gengtha 24. Another kind called Dhengri 32. Another kind called Jhumka 
12. Another kind called Pipolpata S. A golden ornament for the forehead called 
Siti 32. A golden ornament hung to the neck called Maduli 16. A gold ring 
(Angguri) for the finger 8. A gold ring (Loha) for the left wrist 32. Silver 
braceleU or rings for the fore arms several on each. called Bayuti 50. A pair or 
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silver ornaments tied rouRd the arm above the elbow (Tar) 30. A pair of silver 
bncelets made of beads (Paingchha) 8. A pair of silver ornaments tied round th~ 
middle oC the arm (TabiD,· men wear a charm in this kind of ornaments, the' 
women are not guilty of this folly 8. B rings of silver Cor the toes, Chutki or 
Pasuli 8. A pair of silver .. oarnaments for the ankles. Bangkamol' 25. Another 
silver ornament for the arm Rosuna 8. Another called Hatmaduli 10. A ring or 
bracelet of shell, which is worn by the Hindu women of rank because it is reckoned 
lucky 2 anas. Looking glass, comb, boxes for red lead and otber things for the 
toilet kept in a smaIl basket called Sindurchopri S.-Total ornamenta for the 
mistress of the family 455 rupees 10 anas. ."", 

For the master of the family-2 gold rings for the fingets 16. 2 or 3 gold orna
ments (MaduJi) hung round the neck 16. 1 Tabij or square ornament. which 
contaihs a charm and is tied round the arm 18. 1 looking glass 1 rupee 8 anas.
Total 51 rupees 8 anas. 

For the child-l pair gold rings or bracelets for the wrists (Bala) 30 rupees. 
An ornament of gold to hang round the neck (Podok) 32. A gold ring for the 
neck (Hangsuli) 32. A necklace of gold beads (Dana and Mala) 48. A pair of 
silver rings for tpe andes (Mol) 16. A sqdare' ornament (Tabij) for containing a 
charm to be tied round the arm 6. Coral beads 4.-TotalI68 rs . 

. ' The widow and dependent relation are allowed no ornament.-Total of orna
ments 675 rupees 2 anas. Interest and new fashioning the above at 24 per cent. 
162 rupees. . 

Clothing .-For the master of the family: His dress of ceremony adopted from 
the Muhammedans. 2 'under coats or vests, Nima of white cotton cloth 12 rupees. 
2 upl?~r co~.J.a$lla of the same 24. 2 turbans 10. 2 Girdles Potko 8. 2 pair 

• drawers, 1Zal' 1{.;:J;:handkerchiefs 2. A pair of shawls 100, last 10 years. 2 pair 
slippers l: .:~.'Jl!.oper iiress.-2 patr of cotton sheets. 5 cubits by 3. which he 
wraps r~('~~'&llnoulders and which are called Uronis 8 •. ~ pair of cotton wrap
pers'fortbt'loins (Dhuts) 8 cubits by Z, 8. 4 Angrakha and Taj or jackets and 
caps of cotton cloth, a part of dress e.dopted from the Muhammedans, but now in 
general use among men of rank,' Pandits excepted, 6. 4 Phetas or turbans of 
white muslin 6. 3 Dolayi or double cotton sheets, quilted together without 
stuffing. for the cold season, 5 cubits by S, 12. 2 Packhuri or Gelap. or double 
sheet not stitched together, used also in the cold season, 10 cubits by 3, 2. 1 piece 
of silk used at prayer. It is long enough both to serve for a wrapper round the 
loins, and to cover the shoulders and is called Jor or Dhuti Dobja 5. 2 Jor of fine 
cloth for receiving Hindu compan1'4. 1 piece of European broad cloth for the 
cold season, 5 cubits by 3, costs 10 rupees lasts 6 years 3.-Total 126 rupees. 

For. the mistress of the family-A silk cloth, 10 cubics by 2, which is called 
Sari. and after having been wrapped round the loins is passed over the head and 
shoulders 8 .rupees. 6'cotton Saris with red horders 10. A Chador or cotton 
sheet for' the cold weather 2. 2 Gamochhas or towels fOf bathing B.-Total 20 
rupees 8 anas. ' 

For the'thiId-Common dress 10 rupees. Visiting dress 10.-Total 20 
rupees. 

For the two male relations-lO Dhutis 6 rupees .. 2 Jor for ceremony 4. 2 
Urosi or Chador 5. 2 Turbans 2. 4 Gelap or sheets to throw round the shoulde1"8 
in cold weather 10 cubits by 3. 8.-Total for two persons 25 rupees. 

For the female relation-6 Saris of cotton cloth with red borders 7 rupees 8 
!mas. 1 Gelap or aheet for cold weather 1. 1 pair shell bracelets S.-Total 11 
rupees 8 anas. 

For the widow-6 plain coarse wrappe1"8 (Bhuni) of cotton cloth 6 rupees. 1 
Gelap l'iTota17. Total clothing 210 rupees. 

Table.-Monthly expence: Rice. 4 mana fine old rice at It rupees. 2 ma1ll 
coarse at 1 rupee, part is given away in charity 7. Pulse chiefly Oror (Cytisua 
Cajan) and Hari mug 1 man- 1 rupee 8 anas. Wheaten flour 20 sers J. C)afltied 
butter 6 aers, ~ rupees 8 anas. Mustard seed oil 16 sera 2. Spice and other 
seasoning sllch as Turmerick, Capsicum, &c. 1 rupee 8 anas. Sugar and sweetmeats 
2. Milk, 10 cows prime cost 40 rupees, interest on which at 1 per cent. 6 rupees 
5 anas. Food 3. Vegetables 1 rupee 8 anal. Fish used daily 1 rupee 8 anas. 
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Tobacco 1 rupee. Betel J. Fuel and earthen pots 2.-Total per men~em ~1 
rupees 14 anas. Total for the year 334 rupees ~3 ana&. • 

SenlGnt.r 8M Equipage.-3 domestic's wages and Clothes monthly 3 Npees 12 
anas. 1 watchman 3. Barber 4 u. Washerman 12. .. Sweeper 4. PalaRquia 
bearers employed occasionally 12 rupees. Horse, first cost 30 rupees, interest 
and supplying a new one occasionally at 3 per cent. 14 rupees S anas. Servant and 
food S.-Total servanta and equipllo'"e per mensem 23 rs. 14as. 5 ps. Total 
annually 216 rI. 13 as. 

Celebration of -holicllffoe, GUN Purohit and other expences connected with 
religion, of which the D~rga Puja alone consumes at least 200 rI.; one man spent 
tlus year 10000 rs. 300 rI. Stationary and master to teach the child to read and 
write 6.-Total 592 rI. 

H.-ESTIMATE 01' THE EXPENCE 01' A I'AMILY OF SOME CONSIDERATION CONSISTING 
OF A IIAN, HIS WIl'E AND TWO CHILDREN, A WIDOW WHO ACTS AS COOK. ... A 
DEPENDENT RELATION WHO IS A lUND 01' STEWARD, AND 01' TWO DOMESTICS; 
A M4N ANI) BOY. 

Lodging.-A house for the master and mistress 15 cubits by 8 with beams and 
posts of wood, walls clay or plastered with clay, a wooden door 40 rupees. k. hut 
for the kitchen and where the widow sleeps 10 cubits by 6, witb bamboo supports, 
waUs of clay, or of hurdle plastered near the fire place with clay 15. A store house. 
of the same kmd where the boy sleeps 15. A hut for the cattle 8 cuhits by 6, 8. 
A small hut for a temple 8 cubits by 6, 8. Another for strangers. ~~'lIy 6, 10 .. 
A hut for receiving company and where the sJewardand servant·~fI::~~Q.:".,A. house· 
for the watchman, tl¥'ough which the entrance is, with a higb ~~ railing 
round the premises 24.-Total lodging 150 rs. ' lRterest, insurance--~4 tc'p.&l.rs at 
36 per cent. per mensem 54, Groundrent 1 bigah, i acre of land 2.-Totallodging 
Ii 6 rupeE'S. • -

Fumilure.-For the temple-l pair copper cups, Khoshakoshi 2 rs. 8 as. 1 
copper cup called Kundo 1. 1 copper plate called Tat 1. 1 b~8 salver, Pod.
mason 1. 1 brass Tripod or Tripodi with its ,shell 3. 1 brass pot, Opkhora 1. 
1 brass plate called Rikabi 1. 1 conch shell 2. 1 atone for grinding sandal wood 8 
IS. 1 Kusason or mat of grass on which the master prays 1. 1 bell meta,! plate 
for ringing (Kangsor to call the attention of ,God) 1 r. 8 as. 1 brass lamp with 
five lighta 1. 1 wooden throne (Singhason) (or tke gods, covered with cloth 2 rs, 
8 IS.-Total 18 rs. 1 as, •• ' , -,!, -

Household furniture of lasting materials-Pots or,'VeSBcl$ of diffe,rent kindS for 
holding 'Water, viz. 2 Kolos of brass 10 rs. 1 Garu do. U. A Lota do. 5. - 2 
Omriti do. 2 rs. 8 as. 2 Opkhora, of bell Illetal 3.. i BetIe aaIvers of brass, 
Panbata 4. 2 pair betel nut ~tters 8 as. 4 brass or bell metal plates, Thal 12 
rs. 6 brass or bell metal cups. Bati 6. 2 brass lamp stands, Pilsoj iI. 2 brass 
pots for b<ling rice, Bohuguna 3 rI. 8 as. 1 iron pot (Khuli) for bollmg milk and 
frying 1 rs. 8 as. - 1 iron ladle and hook for removing potll from the fire, Hata and 
Bayuli 8 as. 1 iron rod for cleaning the HungkaA. as. 1 hoe and 1 hatchet 1 
r. 8 at. 1 bill for cutting and cleaving bamboos 3 as. 2 sickles 8: 2 kitchen 
knives (Bothl) 8. 2 knives 8. 1 flair scissors 2. 1 stake pointed with iron, 
Khonta 2. 3 plates and two cups of stone 4 rupees. 1 stone for rubbing 
curry stuft' 12 anas. 2 bedsteads for the master and mistress of the family 4 
rupees. 1 large and one small chest 8. ) bamboo trunk Petara 8 anas. 1 
wooden stool 12 as. 6 low woodel) stools for sitting on at meals 2 rs. 4 as. 1 
instrument (Dhengki) for beating rice, and a wooden mortar 1 r. 4 stools of 
rsttan (Mora) 1 r. 2 wooden plates for making cakes I a. 2 pair of wooden 
shoes 6 as.-Total 80 ra. U as. Total durable furniture 98 n. 12 as. Interest 
and repairs on the above at 24 per cent. 23 rs. 11 as. 2! ps. , 
. Furniture of a less durable natllre::;:For the bed: I pair of Curtains of cotton 
cloth 6 rI •• 2 mattresses tilled with cotton 6 rI. 2 quilts 8 n. 5 pillows stuffed < 
with simul cotton 2 rI. 8 as, 4 sheets 3. 5 coverlets of line sack, cloth (Megili) . 
1 r. 8 as. 2 blankets from Bootan or Patna 4.-Total 31 n. 

For the tlool'-2 Satrinj or carpeta made of cotton 6 rI. I .oalicha or carpet of 
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woollen with both aida t1iike 3. 1 Dulicha 01' woollen carpets with a rough nap 
on one side 3. Th~.1jre.~e Muh~mmedan innovationa. 1 pair of large mati 
made of split reeds (sop))eet1bits by 2, 2 rs • .a u.-Total45 rI. S aB. Interest and 
repairs on the above at.a6 'per cent. 16 n. 6 as. 5; ps. Umbrellas 12 u. Total 
furniture 40 rs. J 3 as. 

Ornaments.-For the mistress of the family-A gold ring for the"nose (Noth) Bn. 
A string of gold beads (Dana and Mala) for the neck 32. A pair of gold ear rings 
called Gengtha 16. A golden ornament for the forehead called Tikili 1. A goldt'n 
ornament for hanging round the Deck called Mridonggo Maduli 11S.-Total 73 
rupees. 

Several silver rings for the arms called Bayuti 40 n. In place of this some wear 
a pRjr of silver bracelets called Kongkon 20. And a pair of .hell bracelets 5. 
Silver ornament tied round the arm and called Tar 20. A pair of silver bracelets 
(Paingchha) rnade of beads S. A pair of silver ornaments (Tabi.O tied round the 
arm 6. A silver ring (Loha) for the left wrist 4. 8 silver rings (Chotki and 
Pasuli) for the toes 5. 

For the master of the family-2 gold rings for the fingera 16 n. I or 2 gold 
ornamel,)ts (Madulis) hung round the neck 8.-Total 24 r8. 

For the children-2 gold ornaments (Madulis) hung round tl1e neck S 1'8. 4 
gold ear rings (Champa) 24. 2 pair silver rings or bracelets for the wrists 16. :.! 
.SIJ.ver rings for the neck (Hangsuli) 10. 2 pair of rings for the ancles (Mol) 24= 
189.-Total ornaments 262. Interest and new fashioning at 24 per cent. 62 n. 
1-4 as. 1 pB. 
, .elathing .-For the master of the family-2 pair of cotton 'trappers for the loins 
(Dhutl) 8 cubits by 2, 6 rs. 4 Ph etas or turbans of white muslin 4. 4 cotton 
sheets, 5 cubits by 3 which he wraps round his shoulders, and which are called 
t:Trlflfts 6. -4 Angrakba and Taj or jackets and caps of cotton cloth 4. 2 pair of 
slippers 1. 6 'common Dhutis or wrappers 21. 1 Jor or pair includmg wrapper 
and shoulder cloth 1 r. 8 as. 2 Dolayis or double cotton sheets f> cubits by 3, 5. 
2 Gelaps or sheets for cold weather 10 cubits by a, 3. 2 Gamochhas or towels 8 
as.-Total 34 rs. 

For the 'male relation-4 Dhuties 2 n. 1 Jor 1 r. 8a8. 2 Gelap 1 r. Sa.-Total 
5 rupees. 

For the mistress of the family-A &ilk cloth 10 cubits by 2 which ia called Sari 
&ts. 6 cotton Sa,ris S. 1 Gelap or Chador for the cold weather Irs. 8as. 2 
Gamochhas or towels 8as.-Total16. 

For'the widow-5 coarse wrappers (Bhuni) of cotton cloth without red in 
borders 4rs. 1 Gelap or chador 1 rs.-Total 5rs. 

for the children-2 pair of Jar 6rs. 8 Dhutis of cotton 3. 3 chintz coverings 
for the cold season (Dolayi) 3.-Total12. Total clothing 72 rs. 

Food.- For 8 people, 2 of them children for one month-3 mom of good rice at 
1 r. 3 rs. 1 man of coarse ditto 12as. 20 sers pulse commonly Thakun and Oror 
8. 8 sers oil (mustard) 1 r. 1 t sers clarified butter not of good quality 8 as. 8 
serssalt 1r. 2 serssugar 6 as. 5 sers wheaten flour 4. Fishdatly 12. Milkfrom 
5 cows 1 r. 8 as. Vegetables and pots 1 r. Black pepper and Mosala or seasoning 
8 as. Chira, Murki and Gur, preparations of rice and sugar cane used Without 
being cooked 1 r. Tobacco Sas. Betel 12 as. Firewood 1 r. 2as.-Total monthly 
14rs. 8 as. Total annually 174rs. 

Servants.-Wages and clothlng--Man 1 r. 4as. Boy 128$. Washemlan S. 
Barber 4. Sweeper 4. Watchman 2rs.-Total monthly 5rs. Total annually 
Wru~~ . 

Expimce of holidays, ceremonies, Guru, Purohit 80rs. Small expenl'l;'s of 
various kinds including stationary and the instruction of of the children in reading 
and writing 4.-Total144 re. 

I.-ESTIMATE 01' THE EXPENCE 01' A PAMILY IN EASY Cl'8.CtlMSTANC£8. IT CON. 
SISTS OF ONE MAN, ONE WOMAN, TWO CHILDREN, ONB DEPENDANT RELATION, 
ONE MAN SERVANT, IN ALL SIX PERSONS. 

Lodging.-l hut for the master and mistress with bamboo posts and beame and 
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mud wall'S 14 cubits by 720 rs. 1 hut forkitchen 8 e\l'l!its by-6 10rs. 1 hut for 
cattle 7 -cubits by 5 5. 1 hut for relation and servaqt.f I 0;;.1> shop or 1 hut over 
the entrance with the fence round thtt premises 15=:617. ""Interest and insur&lilce 
at 36 per cent. 2frs. 9 as. 7 ps. Ground rent 12 Kath'as~ 4 l1I. Bigah 2 rs. 6 as 5 
ps.-Totallodging 24. 

Furnwn.-For prayer-l copper cup Koshakoshl I r. 8 as. 1 copper cup 
c.-alled Kundo 8 as. I copper plate Tat 8. I stone fur rubbing sandal 3. I 
Kusasan or grass mat I.-Total furniture for prayer:l rs. 12 as. 

Household fUfrnture of a durable nature-l brass pot,. Koi8 4. 3 brass pots, 
Lota 4 rs. 88S. 1 bell metal pot, Opkhora 1 r. S &8. 1 pair betle salves, Panbata 2 rs. 
1 betIe nut cutter 4 as. 2 brass plates, Thal 2 rs. 2 bell metal plates, Thai 3. 
2 brass and :I bell metal ~ cups, Bati 3 rs. 8 as. I brass lampstand, Pilsoj 12 
M. I brass boiling POt. Bohuguna Irs.S as. I iron ladle (Nata) and hoolr. 
(Bayoli) for removing pots from the fire 8 as. I iron pot for frying or boilmg mil" 
(Khuti> I r. 1 hoe (KodaI) 12 as. 1 hatchet (Kural) 6 as. 1 bill for cleavmg bam
boos (Da) ~ u. 1 Sickle (Kastya) 2. I kitchen knife (Bathi) 4. I iron rod for 
cleaning the Hungka l. I knife 3. I stalre pointed with iron (Khonta) 2. 3 
stone plates and 3 stone cups 3 rs. A stone for rubbing curry stuif 8 1IlI. 2 bed
steads 2 rs. 8 u. 1 c~ 2 rs. 4 low stools for meals (Pin) I. 2 wooden platters 
Barkosh, no pure Hindu can eat out of a wooden platter, although such are much 
cleaner and better than the vessels of stone. These in use here are not turned.: 
but dug out with chisels and are used as J1lShing tubs, &C. 5. 1 instrument for 
beatmg rice (Dengki) and mortu I as. 2 wooden instruments (Hungka) fop 
smoking tobacco 4. 2 wooden lamp stands 1. 2 wooden cups for holdm~ red. 
"'ad 1 -Total durable hauseholcUumiture 36 rs. 5 &8. Total of durable fumlNre 
39 rs. 1 a. Interest and renewing the above at 2-1 pE'r cent. 9 rs. 5 as. 9 ps. 

For the bed-Two mattresses 4 rs. 2 quills S. 2 curtains 3. 1 mat of lliftei'l 
(Sitolpati) 4 as. 4 pillows 2 rs.. 4 coverlets of fine sack cloth (Megui) I a.-T«JJ 
14 rs.5 as. 

For the lloor-2 mats of I!plit reeds 8 as. I blanket 1 r. 4 as. 1 carpet of 
cotton (SutrunJi) 2 rs. I mat of leaves (Sitolpati) 4 as. The relation and servant 
Bleep on these at night COvering themselves with the sackcloth. Interest on the 
above at 36 per cent. 6 rs. 9 as. 6 ps. Umbrellas 8rs.-Total 16 rs. '1 as. 

OmamenU_-For ihe mistress of the family-l pair of shell ornaments for the 
wrist 4 rs.. 1 pair o( silver bracelets (Painghha) 6. 1 silver ring for the wrist 
(Loba) 3. I silver ring for the neck (Hangsuli) 5. 1 silver maduli hun~ round 
the neck 2. 1 pair silver ear rings (Gingtha) 2. 6 silver rings for the toes (Pasuli) 
3. 1 gold ring for the-nose (Notb) 4. NeClrnice of red stone or glass beads (Pot 
Jampola) 3 as. A comb, glass and some boxes for red lead (Sindurcbupri) 3 as. 
-Total 29 rs. 6 as. 

For two children-2 pair silver rings for the arm (Bala) 12 rs. 2 sliver rings 
for the neck (Hangsuli) 8. 2 silver ornaments for the neck (Maduli) 4.-Total24. 
Total ornaments 53 rs. 6 as. Interest on the above at 24 per cent. 12 n. 12 &8. 

Clathe$.-For the mistress-l Sari or wrapper of ailk 10 cubits by 2,4 rs. 6 Saris 
of cotton with red borders S. 1 Gelap or sheet for cold weather to cubits by 3 1. 
2 towels for bathing (Gamochba) 8 as.-Totall0 rs. S as. 

For the master-2 fine wrappers (Dhutis) for ceremony 2 n. 8 as. 2 Uronis or 
shoulder cloths (or ceremony 2 rs. 2 turbans J r.8 as. 6 common Dhutis for 
wrappers 3 rs. J Jor or pair, including wrapper and shoulder cloth I rs. 2 
Gelaps or sheets for cold weather 3. 2 towels 8 as.-Total 13 n. S &8. 

for the children--2 silk Jor or pair of wrappers for sho.lders and loins 4 rs. 4 
cotton Jor 2 n. 8 u. 2 chintz or white Dolayi or quiltec! wrappers 2.-Total8 
~8~ • 

For the relation--6 Dhutia 3 rs. 1 Utani 12 as. 1 Gelap 1 rs. 411l1.-Total 5 rs. 
Total clothing 37 n. S as. - -

Food.-Rice common 2; mam a month at 1 r. 2 rs. Sas. Pulse (Thllkuri and 
Khesari) 15 seTS. 7 as. Oil of Mustard seed 6 sers 12. Salt 4 sers S. Fish oe~
casionally 12. Clarified butter 1 ser S. Vegetables and seasoning I r. 4 as. Milk 
and ita preparations; interest OD the prime cost of 4 cows (16 n.) at I r. per cent. 
2 n. 6t as. Food for ditto 1=lr.2 as.6tp. Sugar and sweetmeau and prepared rice 
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1 r. Betle and tobacco 1. Fuel and potter's ware 1. Part of the fuel used in 
cow dung collected ~Y the .women.-Total per montb 10 rs. 10 as. 6t ps. Totar 
for the year 127 rs. 14 as. 9 p. Baskets 4 as. Total 128 rs. 2 as. 11 p. 

Servant'sJVage8.~Domestic'8 wages and clothing at 12 aJ¥S per mensem 9 rs. 
Barber 1 r AS as. Washerman 3 rs. Sweeper) r. 8 as.-TotalI5 rs. 

Holiday ceremonies, Guru and Purohit 48 rs.-Total 63 rs. 

K..:""'ESTIMATE OF THE EXPENSE OF THE FAMILY OF AN ARTIST IN EASY CIRCUM
STANCES, CONSISTING OF A MAN AND WIFE, TWO CHILDREN AND ONI WIDOW OR 
DEPENDENT. 

House Rent.-l hut 10 cubits by 6 of hurdles 10 n. 1 hut for cooking 6 cubit. 
by 5, 4. 1 hut for the cow 4. 1 small hut for the widow or strangers and a fence 
made of reeds 6.-Total 24 rs. Interest. 35 per cent 8 rs. 10 as. 3 p. Ground 
rent 10 Kathas at 2 rs. a bigah, belDg in the suburbs 1 r. Total for lodging 9 r •• 
10 as. 

Purniture.-Dureable--2 brass water pots (Lota) 2 rs. 1 brass water pot 
,(Opkhora) 1. 1 brass or bell metal plate (Thal) 3. 1 wooded mortar for beating 
rice 4 as. 2 stone plates and 2 cups 12. A stone for rubbing curry 8. .2 wooden 
stools for eating (Piri) . .2. 2 brass cups (Bati) 1 r. 1 instrument for smoking 
tobacco Hungka I.-Total. 8 rs. Jl as. Interest and repairs at 24 per cent . .2 rs. 
J.a. 3f p. . 

More perishable furniture--2 coarse coverlets of sackcloth (Choti) 4 as. 1 
finer CMegili) 4. 3 coarse mats of reeds (Patpati) for sleeping 3. 1 quilt made of 
Old dothes 1 r. l·quilt made of new c10fh 2. .2 curtains 2. 2 pillows Ii! as. .2 
mattresses made of old clothes quilted together, made by the people themselvell. 
They sleep on these, usually placing them on straw or on a stange made of split 
bamboos.-Total perishable furniture 6 n. 3 as. Interest and repair 50 per cent. 
S rs. 1 a.6 p. Total furniture 5 rs. 2 as. . 

Omaments.-For the woman-I pair shell bracelets 2 ra. 1 pair bell metal 
bracelets (Paingchha) a as. 2 silver ornaments for the neck (Maduli) i. latring 
of beads (Jampola') 2. 1 pair of silver ear rilfgs (Chaki) 8. 1 pair of another kind 
(Gengtha) 1 r. A silver ring for the nose 1 r. 1 comb, glass and red lead 2.-Total 
5 rs. 12 as. : _ 

For the children-2 pair silver rings for the wrists 4 rs. 2 silver ornaments for 
the neck (Maduli) hung by a string of beads (Jampola) I r. 4 as. For the man, a 
string of Tulosi or wooden beads 1 a.-Total 5 rs. 6 as. Total ornaments 11 rs. 1 
a. Inte~est and repairs at 24 per cent. 2 rs. 10 as. 

ClotAing.-For the wife-l fine red bordered cotton wrapper, Sari 1 rs. 8 as. 4 
coarse ditto 2 rs. 8 as. In cold weather they wrap an old Sari round theml-Total 
4 rs. 

For the man-l fine loin wrapper (Dhuti) 1 r. 1 turban 12 as. I Gelap tif 
sheet for his shoulders 1 r. 4 as. 6 loin wrappers (Dhutis, coarse) 2 rs. 2 towell 
(<.7amocbbas) 4 as.-Total 5 rs. 4 as. 

For the children-2 red bordered Jor or cloths wraped round both loin. and 
sboulders 2 rs. 3 loin wrappers (Dhutis) 2. 2 old chintz quilts not stuffed 
(Dolayi) 1 r. 8 as.-Total5 rs. 8 as. . 

For the widow-4 plain wrappers (Bhuni) 3 rs.-Total clothing 17 rs. 12 as. 

Food.-2 man, coarse rice at 14 anas 1 r. 12 as. 10 sers pulse (Kbcaari or Masur) 
3 as. 4 sers salt 7. 5 sers oil 8. Fish, vegetables and seasoning 1 r. Tobacco 
and betIe 8 as. Sugar and rice prepared for eating without being dreslIfd 6. Fire 
wood, pots and baskets 12.-Total monthly 5 rs. 8 as. Annually 66 rs. 

. They keep a cow but very seldom use II.ny of the m11k. except for a young child 
on particular occasions. The cow is therefore a source of revenue. 

Sen.-ants, ~c.-Barber 12 as. Ceremonies, Guru, &C. 15 fl.-Total 15 re. 12 u. 
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L-ESTlKAU or Tn U!roAL .VEXSE o:r TUII rAJIILY o. AI' AUISY, CONSISTI~G 
or on "N, Olll! WO.AX AND TWO CHlLDlUUI. 

HOtuoe.-l hut fOl" aleeping 7 cubits by 5 3rs. 1 hut, one end for the cow, aa
other fur cooking 2rs.-Tot.I 5 1'5. Interest_at 35 per cent. 1 r. 12 as. 91 p. 
G.round reD~ of 5 Kathas 8 as: Total lodging 2 IS. 4 as. 9\ p. 

Ftmritvn!.-Durable-l brass wmr pot (Lata) 1 n. 1 bell metal plate (Thal) 
12 as. I kitchen_ knife (Batti) 3. 1 stone plate 4. 1 stone for rubbing curry 2· 
1 sidle 1. J Kural hatchet 4. 1 instroment fur smoking tobacco I.-Total2a. 
11 as. Interest at 2-1 per cent. 10 as. 3t p. 

Perishable renewed yearly-3 pieces sackcloth for bedding (Chuti) 6 as. 3 rugs 
made by themselves of old cloth. 4, bamboo mats, Chatayis 2.. 2 pillows of sack 
cloth stuffed voith grass I.-Total' as. 
Oru~.-Fot the woman-8 brasa rings fOl" the wrists (Kharu) 8 as. I fine 

bnss ring 101" the J106e I. 2 brass ear rings 1. :I brasa OItJaDleDts suspended 
from a ntrl;lac:e of wooden beads (Patimala) I.-Total ll. 

FOI" the man-A necklace of Tulosi or wooden beads 1 a. 
Forthe cbildren--4 bnLSll rings fOr the wrists" as. 2 strings of beads (Jampola) 

and brass Madulis 3.-Total 'j IlL Total onwnents 1 r. 3 as. Interest and reJllLia' 
at 24 per cent. " as. 6 p. 

Clot1&iftg'.-For the woman-I red bordered cotton wrapper' 10 cubits bp 2 12 
as. "coarse "hite wrappers 4 cubits by :I for common use 12. A rug ma.de of 
old clothes stitched togrther for roId weather.-Totallr. 8. -.• ' 

For the maa-I loin wrapper, Dutbi 8 as. 4 Kaupins. clouts to hide their 
aakednes.s 2. 1 sheet fOl" cold weather 4.-Total 14 as.' " 

FOI" the children-4 Kaupin.s these are made of old clothes but are seldoii?"uied. 
3 Gelsps for roId weather 1 r.-Tot.I clothing 3 1'5. 6 as. 

l"bod.-ll_ of rica at " lUlU 1 1'5. 5 as. 12 sen of pulse Khesari or Masur 
.. as. 2 sera oil 4. :I sen salt 4. Seasoning and tobacco 3. Prepared rice, sugar, 
Ike.. 3. Fuel they coIlect themselves. I pot and basket I.-Total D1Qnthly 2 rs. 8 as. 
Total annually 30 rs. 

Barber once a month 8 as. Ceremonies" Guru, &c. The sacrifices are the only 
annual food they pl"OC1ll'e 6 rs. except what fish they c:an catch in ditches.-Total 
36 IS. 8 as. 

1I.-£STIlIAft 01' TBi BXPlfWSJr or A COJIKOl' LABOURER, BIS rAJlILY CONSIST
ING O. HIS WIn AJrD TWO CHlloDlUUI. IF TIillllB AU 1I011lf CH&DUN", AS"IS 
OFTER THE CUB, YH. EloDEB OliIS AIlK SUPPOllTItD BY TllIIDING CAttLL 

H_ ",. lAd~"-1 hut 8 cubits by 6, the man purcbases han}J!oos and cuts 
the roots of coarse nee straw fOl" thatch and hurdles, which he p\1U on at leisure 
hours 9 as. One-third fOl" annual expellce 3. Ground rent 4. 

E'unutwe..-Durable-2 stone plates .. as. I Kashtiya or sickle 2. 1 Da or beD 
2. Earthen or bamboo pots for drinking water 6 p. I Hungka for smoking 
tobacco 6. To one third for annual charge 3 as. 

Periahable-a pieces of guDD} 01" saclt cloth fOl" beading 6 as. 3 rugs made by 
themselves of their old clothes. Mats and straw pil101rs Cor sleeping on I as.=7. 
Rene.ed yearly. total 10 as. 

0nIa-u.-Bra.sa rings for the arms of the woman 2 as. 1 ditto for the nose 2 
for the ears of ditto 1. I string of wooden or stone beads for the man 1. ! 
strings of stone beads for the children I.-Total 5 as. One·third for annual a-
pence 1 as. 8 p. . 

Cothillg.-For the WQm_1 large red bordered cotton wrapper, Sari 8 as. 3 
amall wrappers 8. 

Far the man.-l cotton cloth wrappes-, Dhuti 5 u. 2 Kallpin 1. I sheet f'oi 
his lboulders in cuJd weather 4.-Total13 as. 

For the children-4 waist doth, Kopni. and 2 sheela 12 as. Total 2 rs. , u. 
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Food.-lt ser of 96 sw. of coarse rice daily is 13 ?nIJm. 27t a year at 12 u. 10 n. 
4 as. 3 p. 1 ser of oil a month at 2 as. 1 r. 8 as. 6 sers a month of Pulse, Khesari 
or lentils at 2 as. 1 r. 8.as. ~ Ber salt 2 as. many however use uhes 1 r. Bu. Pots.' 
baskets, seasoning 6 as. They use no fuel. fish nor vegetables bllt what they 
collect Tobacco and betle 1 r. 8 as."TTotal16 rs. 10 as. 3 p. 

Holidays. Guru, Purohit and other religious expences 2 Fa. Barber once a 
month 8 as.-Total22 rs. 10 Ur 

N.-A CkrO'lWlogical Series of-Ibe Xing a, who reigned ut Lukhnowtee or Gour 
Purrooah and LarTah, the aMient capitals 01 Bengal. /rom Rajah Lukhmel'S1'1I a 
Hmdu Rajah, to Malwmed Akbur Badahah, Emperor 01 Hindoostan ; .elected/rom 
natIVe hl-$torians, commencing with the year 01 the Hi,Jerah SID, or Anno Domini 
1117, and ending 973 Hijerah, cDfTe9ponding with A.D. 1566, embracing a period 
of463 year,. 

Names 01 Ki1igB •. Period 01 Anno Hijera. Anno Domini. 
Reigft. 

From to From- to 
Rae Lukhmeesey 8 years 510 590 1116 1196 
Mohummud Bukhtiar 12 years 591 602 1197 1208 
Mohullllllud . Sheeran, chief ~} 8 months. 603 603 1209 1209 Omrao Khelj 
Uleeglurdan Omrao- Khelj, Bur- } 

named by Sooltan U1aooddeen 2 years 604 605 1210 1211 

SooltanGheasooddeen, alias Mulek } 12 years 606 617 1212 1223 
Hesamooddeen 

Sooltan Naserooddeen Muhmood 1 yr. & a few mhs. 618 619 1224 1225 
Mulek Ulaoodeen 3yrs.&afw.mhs. 620 623 1226 1229-
Syfooddeen Uebuk 9 yesrs. 624 632 1230 1238 
Uyzooddeen Togbaee Khan 13ys.&a few ms. 633 646 1:!39 1252 
Kummwroodeen, Lumur Khan 10 years 647 652 12a3 1262 
Toghrul Khan, surnamed by Sool- } 

tan Gheasooddeen 26 years 653 682 1263 12SS 

Aza Khan, surnamed by Nasero- } 3 years and" few 683 .686 1289 1292 
oddeen months. 

BuhadOor Khan. surnamed bY} 
800ltan Noserooddeen Buha- 37 years. 687 723 1293 1329 
door Shah .' 

Cuddur Khan 14 years. 724 737 1330 1343 

8001... 'ukh""""""'" ollu l 2 years and a few Mulek Lukhurooddeen Selah- 738 740 1344 1346 
dar months. 

Uleemobaruk, surnamed by Sool. 2 years. 741 742 1347 1348 
tan Ulaooddeen, Ghory --

Mulek Eleeas Bhungera, sur-} 
1364 named by Sooltan Shumsood- l6 years 743 758 1349 

'deen 
Secundur Shah, son of Sooltan} 32 years 759 790 1364 13!16 

Shumsooddeen 
Gheasooddeen 16 years 791 806 13\17 1412 
Shumsooddeen, alias Syfooddeen 3 years 807 809 1413 1415 
Shuhabooddeen 3 years 811> 812 1416 141S 
8oo1taun Jubuooddeen. alias Jud· } 7 years 813 819 1419 U25 

doo Sein 
Uhmud Sbah 3 years 820- 822 1426 142K 

aser Shah 21 years 823 849 1429 1455 
Rarbuk Shah 16 years 850 865 141)6 14H 
'oosuf Shah 6 years 866 871 1472 1471 
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Continuation of the foregoing table. 

].,'amu 0/ Kingl. 
peria;j 0/ ".M H.,.,....' ... M _i,i. Reip. 

From to From to 
Futteh Shah '; years 872 878 11478 1484 
Khajey Surae 6 monthi 879 t:l79 1484 1485 
Feeroz Shah Ethiopian 3 years 880 882 I 1486 1488 
1II0zuft"ur Shah D. 3 years 883 885 1489 1491 
H06eJD Shah, son of Syud UIIh- } 

rupal Hoseinee 
27 years 886 912 1492 1518 

Noosrut Shah 23 years 913 935 1519 1541 
Feeroz Shah 9 months 936 936 1542 1542 
Muhmood Shah 5 years 937 941 1543 1547 
Sher Shah 9 years 942 950 

. 
1548 1556 

Shah Mohummud Khan I year 951 951 1557 1557 
Buhlldoor Shah 6 years 952 957 1558 1563 
Buhlldoor Shab Julalooddeen 5 years 958 962 1564 1568 
Gheuooddeen IS day. 963 963 1569 1569 
Taj Khan Ghoorzanee 6 months 963 963 1569 Hi69 
Sooleman Khan Goonanee, sur- } 10 yt)ars. 964 973 1570 1579' named by Alah H uzzurut 

MEMORANDUM. 

It was in the 11th year of the reign of Jelaul Doddeen Mohamed Akbllr, that the 
kingdom of Gour was finally subdued by the Imperial Arms of the Timooran 
famlly. I. E. in the ~74th year of tbe Hijersb corresponding witb A.D. 1566 
computing the d.Jjf'erence between the Solar and Lunar years. 

O.-MARKET TOWNS IN DINAJPOOR. 

No. I. Division IInder Thanah 7'hakllrg'ram.-Thakurgram. Kazirhat. SibgullJ. 
6ovindogunj. Nuguu. Huldlvari. Aladibat. Rupgunj. Mundomala. Pathorghat. 
Labari. ..Adboyari~ Mokabanda. Faravarl. Ranigunj. Danggapara. Fakirgunj. 
Kuruburrasul. Rongronggi. - 6oyora. Baroauliyar. 

11. ThanaA Maldeh.-Maldeh. Murirhat. Nawabgunj. Monggolvati. Shah-
poor. Mubarukpoor. Ayiyarbat. Banggavati. Digbirhat. 6ojalerhat. 
Aminahat. 

Ill. ThanaA Potnitola.-Potnitola. Ranggamati. Maigunj. Kangchon. 
Katavari. Sibpoor. Suzabol. Deviputro. Sapar. Kasipoor. Guhen. Moai
bathan. Chanda. Mahammed1-oor. Mudel. Kotol. 6obra. Bhogowanpoor. 
Munggotiya. Khorida Kasipoor. 

IV. TlllJnah Badolgachhi.-Badolgachhi. Proclhan Kundo. Khordnarsyonpoor. 
Sutigunj. Jabarlpoor. Kisoregunjs. 6oborchapa. Nawabgunj. Deyuli. 
Bhogowanpoor. Nodikul. Dipgunj. Chanda. 6opalgunj. Sibgunj. 

V. ThanaA LalbazlJ1".-Lalbazar. Dumdumah. Bakjana. Buksigunj. Sonkoyir. 
Hilirbazar. Baguan. Belamla. Durgadobo. Joypoor. Mohorula. Tbangmali. 
Jumalgunj. Madargunj. Salijan. Trin1ohani. Dhurolgangora. Benyapara. 
Srishti. Monggolvari. Siyala. Mukhma. Kuriya. Khartor. 

VI. Thanah Khyetlal.-ltakhola. Pirerhat. Sonamukhi. Gutiya. .. 
. VII. Tlumah BirptV.-Birgunj. Baladanggi. Sonka. Pultoner.. fonty&. 
Pangchpirer. Sotyopirer. Peikerhat. Kacbiniarhat. Balirhat. Gondaldihar.· 
Baruyarhat. Kbanaamagunj. Burarhat. Harirghater. Milthakutar. Ghur
navari. Baroauliyarhat. lharvari. Devir. Bamonbhita. Chakai. Pirerhat. 
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Jhongjhoniyar. Bharandar. Machburiel. Prangunj. Taragunj. Rarigunj. 
Kaharul. Bharuivari. Kurilakiyarhat. Kantonogor. Gurerblu&r. Sundorbollo 

VIII. Thanah Chintamrm..--Chintamon. Katbra., K08bajotbandl. ThMgbanggi. 
Mukhdumhat. Madhobpara. Mahmudpoor. Mrejapoor. Bornogor. Doulutpoor. 
Kboyervari. Siypoor. Phulvari. Rajarampoor. Baruy!. Benehar. Rudrani. 
Borotto. Somdiya. Fakirgunj. Anggorchha Mahmudpoor. loleawori. Cbautba. 
Pukhor. t I 

IX. Thana" Potiram.-Potiram. Nazerpoor. Boton. Molongcha. Akbirer. 
Dhorli. Tewar. Govindopoor. ,Hongorgunj. Tara. Borla. Radhanogor. 
Ramchondropoor. Dullobhpoor. Ba.iurgbat. 

:x.. Thana" Gonggarampoor.-Durndumah. Buridangga. Dohapara. Cham-
patoli. Phulbari. Denrati. Now. Kordaho. ",. Bhikahar. Bhalllkdoho. 
Teliyaghata. Srinathpoor.' Ampara. Changchra. Mohipoor. KAntavari. 
Dourgunj. 

XI. Thanah Rq;arampoor.-Kaliyagunj. Lulai. Ranigunj. Bhusi. Phering. 
gibat. Amdubi. Bilasi. Vagdwar. Birnakungra. Pirerhat. Dangga. 
Chhobuna,eit. Gopalgunj. Aluvari. Kanaivari. Furukabad. Faldrgunj. 
Blrol. Bazilpoor. Polasi. Anondosagar.· Sikdargunj. Horintair. Gbugbu. 
dangga. Thakurani. Sabebgunj. Kaliyagunj" Phulpoor. Taltola. 

XII. Thanah Hawora.-Ranigunj. Parbotipoor. Kholabti. Gotahar. Gopal
gunj. Burirhat. Khyarpukhora. Buksigunj. Burir. Fakirgunj .. Uttara. 
Bhabla. Dbordhora .. ·Kalusaba. Sakarhat. KaliguDj. Joripgunj. Josai. 
Monggolvari, . HuripoO$ 

xm. Thana" Gor(1~h,at. -IHim. Sahebgunj. Ayaskob. Kengiyagunj. 
Gumanigunj. Dwaridpoor. Panitola. Vindhora. Chhatmchori. Rarugunj. 
·Bologati.·· 8lorvin. ' 

XIV. Thanah NaW(Jb~tV.-Nawabgunj. Beparitola. Bhadura. Daudpoor. 
Kholsi. Pangchgachhi, lfatisala. Belghat. Chanderhat. Fokirerbat. 

XV. Thanah Bong~kari.-Kalikamora. Besatipara. Korongjo. Kusomvari. 
Horirampoot. Nawet.' Sarai. Mukhdumpoor. Mobipaldighi. Siboi. Berakuti. 
Kalirhat. Kantalion. Brojobollobbpoor. Noypara. Krlshnawoti. Koogchivari. 
Bhadariya. Chonipoor. Koroy!. 

~VI. Thana" Jogodol.-Jogodol. Bamongola. Paul. Sorunda. Mahaspoor. 
Pakuya. Kadipoor. Rajnogor. Nalagola. Ranigunj. Delawori. Plrkakat. 
Bikahar. Detola. Bhoktipoor. Bbanggadigbi. 

XVI. Thana" Hemtabad.-Hemtabad • . MUDshigunj. Shamspoor. Koylad~. 
BurBiI. Bmdol. Bbogoleta. Tajpoor. Pangchbhaiya. Robipoor. Ballyauighi. 
Rayigunj. Pirg8.cbbi. Daikotvari. Cacbimunya. Kholsi. 

XVIlI. Thanah Pirgunj.-Pirgunj. Bongchagunj. Komayi. Sadamohol 
Azulabad. Fakirgunj. Ranigunj. Dana. Beyala. Bungari. Rupgunj. 

XIX. Thanah Puruaa.-Nitpur. Beldohor. Pora. Titolya. Dasnogor. 
Pataidangga. Nichintapoor. Tilna. Jobayi. Ghatnagor. 

XX. Tllana" Kalillagu'\i.-Akbanogor. Dalimgunj. Baidel. Kunor. Saulai. 
Begungang. Badursir. Sagdhoya. Dborol. Beragang. Churamon. Kbasvarl. 
Ramgunj. Kukuramoni. Pirerbat. Kantavari. Singtore. Delalpoor. 
Pakuriya. 
. XXI. Tlwnah Ranisongkol.-Kumargunj. Jogodol. Bede.swori. Sotighata. 
Fakirgunj. Dbirgunj. Horipoor. Virgor. Kalidangga. Rahutnogor. Songl.oL 
Ramgunj. Syamgunj. Banggola. Rani. R~Vari. 
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CRmQUES O!-l VOL. I. OF •• EASTERN JXDIA. to 

"Tlte tint YOlume at the ww1t is 1l0W before ..... aud the ftloe of its CGnteilta abundantly 
)'asti(y the)llline aDd. onUay (30,~) that bave beeII upended on it. It embraces Bebar 
and Sba!labed. Uld is crowded with faeta at a strange &lid startling "baracter. The d .. serip
nOD of lbe pbysical aspect of these districts, of lbeir rESOlll'CeS, of lbe inba>Utaots, and of 
their bablts; the boi1tIiD~ the raiDs &lid an other part;eWu'S CXlIIIIected with the people we 
ID the bighest d~ lDterestln«. Tile cin:amstaoces of the Datives ue a& d .. plorable as 
tile Jand lbey iIlbabtt 15 rich &1101. lnrariaut. Tllis tenlbie &IIomaly cannot fail to make a 
deep ImpressioD upoa the milld of the ~et', and t'b.ay be regarded as lbe gnnd moral of 
the YOrl<. Tbe 8ltuatioa Df I ndia bas Dot beea sufticiently considered in England, and in. 
formatioB 1llrowB iIlto a II'J>Dl:ar shape is much wanling fOl' the iDstrnetion of the motber 
""""try. &1101. for the purpose at I1YlIlr aD impolse to legislatioD on b<;balf of 001' Eastern 
dE'pePdellcies. Sueb wwu as this an! well calc:nIated to prodaee lbat desirable result. Mr. 
IIa:tJJl b •• appbed bis en~es to the colleetwn of Dr. Buebanan's manaseriptB wltb signal 
..nan~ tn the ob,,- be proposed to aecomplisb, &lid be seel1l8 to bave lett Dotbing IUt
doaeto Nader botloar lID the labours of that able senautofthe Eastladia CompaDJ."-Au.u, 
lith Man:h, 1~. . 

• We baTe Ilere the first YOlmne of a wort on Eastern India, by tbe Indefatl~ author 
of the 'BIStor)' of the Brithh Colonies,' and of nn088 otber publicatloos relatlag to the 
Colonial dependeDeles of the Empire. The labours of Mr. Martua in a path, as Important 
lIS it has bltherto b<;en UBtrodden, .. at the bigbest .... ne, Uld W1I.l be inereasingly 
appree>ated in proportJOll to lbe YIIlIt resonn:es, wlucll lb~ Iabonrs bave DOW for the first 
time fully bud opea to lbe melUUltlle, pohtleal, and S<)Clal int"resta of the people of lbis 
COUIItry. We do DOt bes_to class tbework before as as iD every point of view amongst 
tbe most Impo:>rtant to wbieb lb. modern Bribsb press has ~e1l1H __ th. l'ETbaps a field m .... 
fertile ill every thing calculatect to iDterest the antiqaarian. the~lu ... t, ...... the general 
philanthropist, ,... never before opened to the world.. Mr. Mntln is desening the thanks 
of every fnend lID the htlJDlUl mee."-Uftte :n.a. Mth Man:ll; JI>I& • 

.. Hr. Martin is be'yoed eomparisoo the most iDdastriou anthOl' of th'" day. The men .. 
of bis • History of lbe Bntlsh COIeDies,' one of the most uefnl workS wbic:ll modem iDteUi. 
~nee baa supplied to lbe llterary an.. eoauoercial world. bas ineontestably proved bl.s 
ability to do Jllstiee to the subject he has here selected. The ~ introduet1oa is ad. 
mirable. "-S~ _4 ~ StllNianl, Slst MlUeII, 1838 • 

.. A DObIe dedication to the East India CompaDy asbers this Talnable DMbOnaI wort into 
the pftSeDee of a pobllc that will Dot fail to appreciate its maglulk_ce oi design and its 
l'laborate earefolness of executioD. The world is Indeed greatly inde1Jted to Mr. Martin for 
an blS Iaboun iB illastratiDg IUId elucidating the blSlory, conditlon and resonues of our 
magnifieent Colonial possessiODll; bnt for none does be bette\" deserve reward and COD. 
gratlllations lbaa (or this, Jus last achievement towards the extension of knowledge-the . 
PI'O@Te!'S of c:ivili%atlca--.nd the Impronment of the means and system. of good govern
meaL"-TfIM\, i4tb Marcil, 1838 • 

.. By no former ptthIieation bas this "epartmeatal and at the same time OPiversal picture 
cl that _d_ allb,eet talled. 'British IDdJa.' beea 80 eompletel, l'xeented as in tbe 
work before·.... Mr. Martin • ...-bose competency for tbe task, deriTed from nperieBee, 
babit, and, '" ma, add, passWll for statistlcal pursuibl-;tal<ing the phrase in its widest 
~ible IDl'aD1Ilg with an its CODconnbmt and inferentlal results) baa ,""""nted us a moat 
iDtem>ting, and, in mllDJ respects, a Il105t asefuI pictme. He could not bave !laperintended 
an, "",",,-that could more forcibl, Impress the people of this co_try with propt'l" ideas of 
the po ...... lbey possess, Uld the ra-puMibiliq tu, iftcwr. Mr. MartiD's exertions to ea. 
lip_ and awakeD the British EmplJ-e, lIB regards an oar fOI"eIgn Jl(lSSeSSions, are too well 
ll_ tn requin! descriptloD III oar bands ; and Ilia IIOUIld judgement is liere in every pap 
apparent..-J{~ R'""-o April, 18J1l • 

.. We are giad to see tbe commeaeement at an undertaking "Which bids fair to redeem a 
large portloB of British lama from the dark state, in wbic:h it bas heretofore rem&med.. 
•• _... These litenuy toiIa _ pIeas_ to )fr.lIartiD_Literttr.Ir GIIMfllll. lKth March, 
1!l38. 

"This nsefol ...... important wort is In llonest and competent bands. Kr. Vartin bas 
.... tIl ual and IIJIBpIIring labour availed blmgell of the resouroes, JlldiciooslJ and ereditahlJ 
plaftd III Ilia commaad by the honourable East India Compan,-4Ild his lueuhratwns ean
not fail contributing largelJ &lid beneficiall, to the mass of oriental infonDation, Wblch bas 
of late ,ears beea rallidl, aceamulatiDr; from tile talents ... d researches of erudite labOort'r5 
iD the refreshing fieWs of literature. It ia dltlieult to imaglBe lbe undertaking more bai>Pil7 
pI;ued tbaa iD lbe bands of its distmguished aut:lllx. "-T..-t ... CuIorVr, April11lb, 1838. 

.. A publication at muchiDtrinsic walDe aDd. eredHabIe to)fr. MartiD."-Ullikol ~ 
J ...... Aprill838. 

.. A 'IrOl1t at ntnonIinary merit I to those who are CODneded with India It will proYe of 
inestimable nlae. Ilk. Martin baa dJsp1a,ed Ilia ueastomed ind..c;ry. penennnCII .. 4 
deep reaean:h."-~ C~ :lIst March, 1838 • 

. " The materials eolleeted by this ofticial nney, to Whlch seveu yeus were devoted. and 
whlch Is eompnted lID baft c:ost .,8001 .. are at the ID08t .... aable tiDd; &lid it is matter at 
extreme ftgret that they abould haft .., IoBg slambered in _aseripL Mr. Martin de-
8B"ft!S great credit for bavlag brIJucbt them from their dormitm7 in the East lD4ia Hnuse." 
~Jwrw.Jlar.".1S37. 
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COLONIES OF- THE BRITISH EMPIRE 
,1N,TBII 

WEST INDIES, SOUTH AMERICA, NORTH AMERICA. 
ASIA, AUSTRAL-ASIA...AFRICA, AND Et,rROPl':; 

CO~I"lUSINIr TRII 

ARiA. AGRICULTURE, COMMERCE. MAN{1F"-Cl'URE~, F1N.\Jf('I!S, MIIITART III:.1'RNCK, 
CULTIVATED AND WASTE JoANnS, RATES OF 'WAGI!$, PRICEN OF PIlOVlijlO",q, 

BANKS, COit-lS, STAPLE PRODUCTS, POPULATION, EDUCATION, 
RELIGION. CRIME, &C. &C. &c. 

OF EACfj' COLONY; 
FROM TUE OFFICIAL RECORDS OF "itA COLON!"'L OFFiCE,lIV FERAlUlRION OP TAl! 

SI!lCItBl'AR1I' 01' STAn. 

WITH MAPII, PLAIIIS, CHARTERS 01> JUSTICE AND OOVl'::ltNMENT, ETr.. 

IN 'ONE VOLtJME ROYAL -OCTAVO. 

BV 

.t1:0NTGOMERY ~fARTIN, 
Author of the .. , EMory a/the British 00/"'''''-8,'' &e. 

For *ev!'1'al years tberc ha,,!! been transmitted borne annually frilm !!ad, ""lollY a o. Ell", 
Book." 'Containing statiqhcaland: rrencral information reletJnlt tn the "oelm. ('owm~r"".I. 
aDd financial cODllltlOn of each sl'lttlemcJlt. The number of .. PhI" }k-ol<8" rflr In~tanc .. for 
1,836 is thirty-three; and the retama to the questions tranqmitted from the Colt,Dlal 01tlce 
are In Ileneral v!'1'y ample eod accurate. 1'lrose colonies aloo whleb p08'e" rel'l'ef!elltnhv(' 
aSAemblies tran.mlt 1;0 Downing Street tbe printed records at their !pghlahve lITIlceedmgs I 
the appendices to ,,,,hleb contain a variety of usefo.l intelhgence. With the desire of col
lecting thi~ ~catt!'1'ed infoYli!lation;into 01'141 view, ali 1\ worl< of /rl",eral reference fn, IlU 
elasses directly or indirectly Cj)Iloected with the colonle~, application was made tn the Se
cretary of StIlte. (or permission to examme and collate the facts containt'd in the .. Blue 
,Beoks" for a trerles of year~. His Lordship's reply was e.s iollow81-

f'r(JtT< Si1' Geor6e Gr~Q. B~. M.P. TJniJeT'S~£;eI<W!I 01 State jll-r tI .. COlfl1l1"-. 
00loQ1al Officc, ()ownlnll Street. 

• $Ia, 7th Febroary. JI;98, 

I &.nl directed by Lord Glenelg to acknowledg-e the reCeipt of your letter of the 2nlllnst., 
and to Requaint you In reply that his Lor4ship has much pleasure in Mmplyillg with your 
requ.e&t for aecess to tbe infomu1t1on in this office, comprised tn the " Blue Book!>" aDnu
ally transmitted from >tbe rt!'!fpectiv8 <lQlnnies. Mr. Meyer. the Librarian, has reeeivelt hIS 
Lordship's directions to snbmittbe1ll tn yourln~pectiol\. on your application toblm forthat 
plll'jlO8e. Lord Glenelg wiH also be bappy to alford you aceess to any otber ~tatiatlcal In-
formation in this office respectiJlg the colonies. ' 

. 1 am, Slit yonI' most obedient sl'TVant, 
To ltobert Montgomery &Jutln; Esq. &cl.ke.' , Grr(lROa GUT. 

tn pursuance of the perml,sion tbns promptlY and colll'teoDsly granted, tha author antt 
bla assistant have ~en sedulol1sly employfd far 8everal months at the Colonial Office In 
'DowDlng Street, examining mon! than 2116 volumes of .. BInI' Rooks," Intl6{JCndf'nt 0' 
vari0l16 other documents. At the India House, Custom House. &C. he bas aloo nhtamed 110 
gt'eat variety of vain able materiNa. and the Govemment Gazettes of each settiement-the 
returns made to both Houses of l'arliament-tbe Public Companlea connected .,ttb tbe 
Colonies. lire. have e.ll contrllruted a vast mass of information, calcoiated to ~h.w mOlt 
cleuly the pa..~t aDlI present state of each of the transmarine pnsseS810ns of the lIr,o'" Em-
1llre. The work is comprisf:'d in one large royal octavo volume. with map', plana, .t..w.ticaI 
cbarts, &0. J the mode of arratIgement as follows :- ' ' 

BIIOE I. Posse8sions ... the Wed Indies. BOOK II. P088esllions ... S/ltJUI A"",.ft,,_ 
Buos III. Pft88eSftfmll ill NortA A ... erim&. 1I00K IV. P08seuW1UI 'n A..... Boos V. l'~" 
,eaft"'" ill ,4W1lral.Ams. nOOK VI. POB&eBsitmf in Afric4. BOOK.VU. POIlBewtmll in :t>;u-rop •• 

The work. independent of its Intrinsic value Be a reierenOCt for tbe Statesman. the Mpr. 
cbant. Emigrant, Philanthropist, &c. presenta lion extraordinary authentic deBenptiolt of tne 
greatest mantime empire that ever existed. 

, Lon dOlt :-W. H. AUen and Co. Booksen;;;;; PllbUshers to the Honowable EMt India 
Company, 'I. LeadeJJhall Street. 
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